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PREFACE

This final report brings to a close a five year (1972-1977)
research project titled-"EffectiVeness in Work Roles." The primary
:focus of 'his study-was the impact of work environments upon workers,
as.viewed from the diverse perspectives of the workers themselves;
the emplo ers and the'society at large: The aims, equally,:were to
advance-t e technology-for the assessment of'wOrk environments, and

'to!add su stanfive knowledge regardingcertinconsequencesof work-
Th study plan included two separate phaies of data collection,

in 1972L7 and in 1974 Thepresent report, which summarizes all
compooen s and phases bf,thestudy, isin two volumes.,'

Vol me begins with an oyet-iew of the approach used and' execu-
tivesun..ry of, major findings..; The chapters,, twenty -one in number,..
spell .° t the, details of methods used, results obtained and conclu
sionS r ached: Volume.I,is in two parts; the first'dealing with

'.method logical issues, and the second with Substantive topics. : Part.I:
of thi volume includes, first,,e set-of chaners:attempting to validate
a broa conception of the meaning of quality;of employment, followed. by
a section on'the reliability and validity:Of observational'methods, an
finally; a section on certain issues of strategy in the analysis and
interpretation of data Concerning qual y of emplpyment and effectiveness

'id work: roles. Part II of Volume La so has three sections: one.ori work
!related stress and strain, a, decond n work motiVation8 and rewards, and
fa.third on work roles in relaEiOn the worker's other life roles.

Volume II contains nine methodological appendices that provide tech-
nical details of the kneasures .used.

0

This report endeavors to be comprehensive at the cost of some redun-
dancy. By design, each chapter is a self contained paper, with-ell
necessary MethodologiCal intormatiOn and citation of sources. The various
Chapter0 thus, to some extent, repeat the, description of methodological,

.

details. -Also', some of the..earlier reports' by project staff are included
in their. original form even .thOugh their methodologiCal;sections were, in
some cases, superceded by later work.'

Some chapters have appeared,i6qother'sourdes andjorms, asfollows;
Chaptets 3 and.-4 are taken from an ,interim report to tjle sponsor, dated
1975. Chapter 4 alsoappears'it'Journal of Applied, Psychology, 1975;'60,
171-'181. Chapter 11:appears in the same journal, 1976, 61 35-40.
Chapters .5, 6, Tend 9 appear as part of a technical report to the Natipnal
ScienCeFouhdation, 1975. chapter 14 is a paper read befOre the Annual
Meeting,of the American PSychological Association, Chicago, 1975.
Chapters -18 and26 are abstracted from the'doctoral dissertations of the.
respective authors.

o.
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he 'original, prospectus for this study of teic.tivenpis in work roles
, .

ut Etidns between, , e:. -,

i- 'various
, .

-...
, .

/ aspictq f_working conditions-'.andns.'.and ,in)idatiAs of..-PP amplOyee'S work -r.
I

. .'..., ,
. ot 0 4.- ,

,/ and..,:roXeeffe iveneSs; -2)%TO identify.:0(*e'ofitei3ersOrial 4.nm situational

(ti
characte istics that limit assoc irons between working con itions and stfec-..

I_

'tivenesb; 0)-To begin:tO Mapthe.Statisqcal:Structure,of 46Sociations
. ....,

4mong various classes of effectiveness, measure C and' (4) To; assess the

Validity of '.effeetAenesdioatdrhen. meaSured:in diff8rnt ways and
. 0

tested against differentaU.Sal'ilactOre. 1.4thodoX0 ica ' erests were

combined withsubstantive interests:- We:aided'hOt only to understand better

the)&ilyways-in which a worker,miybecome effective or ineffective, but also
,

to find improved ways to measure the indiCator of effectiveness.

This overview describes hoia ,we_ approach the tasks our perspective on

what is to be meant by " effectiveness", the airatekiesitap..1°Yect in this

research, And-some of the main-conclusions reached,. _

The eetktjral the#10 0-f:15nr approach is expre

Weaimed.to examine Ae-Work.roles.iof people

term Ymultiples

n a varieE*1,ordinary organi-
-

zations and jobs. We alined titildeashre as many divers ndicators of effective-
' 'IN

hess as possible, and to. employ multiple metho s PfOrleab.ur7ement where feasible.

Since the idea of effectiveness is evaluat 1310 i1$the legitimacy of
7x,

different value perspectives, we attempt et to inc em-sALIte presumed to
7

be of special or unique concernrodikhese multip
]:a,iSeropectives. Since weL

,view work role effectiveness as a Ayhaliic, changinglIte0 of events, 'con-'

ditions andbehaviors, we chos..0,4tain measures at two different times
-4



A440 a work role' includes all behavioral and attltnOaal aspects of

.11fa that, in an}( significant degree, ig!luence.or lire'lnfluenced
I,,, .

,
.

-

by theWob or by the conditions of empl Oyment. A work role,.in this:View', fa
A

r;Oe:Obandoded daily:at the factorY,gate or office door but is carti&ilato.,

/

other activity Spheres, \In.other places, aiother tithes. The tole.includes

working, but much more. To some degree; s.Persores iaor role is potentially

be 0g enacted twenty-four hours each day, every day, an Ver the whole of the

adult lee Span. i.

Hole-, The notion of "role" that we employ is a standard one: the role

consists or-all'the behavioral requirements and expectations that are directed

toward the person by significant others. Ni

In the case of a *irk role, theee
- .

significant others ob4iously inclUda supeiviaori, coworkers and others at

the workplace itself. However, there are for most people, as well, 3ignificent

role senders (and role effectivenees4valuators)
away from work. Examples are

..v the worker family, friends_and neighbors, all Of whom may, by theivrequire-

Ments and expectations of the person, help to define that person's.work rale.

There: is also the bank officer,-hcfse

loan Is-influenced by the applicant's ocoupation and he, in turn,pay,ihflu_.

ence the manner in which the worker fulfills that work role. People distant

in time and place may become a part of the work role defining and work role

'evaluating set ofsignificant others. Examples: ,the tax collector, the4wel-

fare officer, the perSon's grandchildren. The network ofrole senders and

role performance evaluatorsis, in principle, never fUlly defined; our ;cti

interest, of course, is limited to those who are close to the scene of work

role enactment and T,7

response to an application for a mortgage

a-A-Fe importantly Part of the action.

N



,

with-an interval of about 20.months.and obtained some measUres onr:a &ontinuoupg
,

basis.

single

Finally, in our analytic strategies, we preferred to' work not .with
- .

. , . . ,

measures br pairs:of measures, but with sets of multiple measures 0
.%

thought to be interdependent'in someway.

4

To collett the dataijae first'interiewed at length about 650 full -time

employed adUltsi4an.a Widk range of:common ocOnpatiOns, in five different,*
.

employing establishments: :The,eMpIOYerare0ords provided initfal-and con.-

.

tinuing data with respect to Such:matters as.payabsences,,quits and trans.-

. .

-fers, and the like. For some people and their, jobs, trained:obserVers visited
t

the workplaces to get an independent' report and description of the-wo

processes and conditions. About2701 of the original population were

Al a follow-up measurement phaseiH18' t0'.32 months after the otiginhl

mentS,:when most but not all of the original40CedureS Were repeated

rk

inCluded.

measure-
.,

r.

Details

about7the populationOf persons, organizations and jobs, as well as the

- '

measurement methods, are provided.in Chapters 1 and 2., The appendix volume
4

.contains all of the 'interview, questiondair rating, nd observation doC ments-

was

.

we employed.

The Meaning of Effectiveness

The title of this study

The term "work role" is Used

chosem, with intent, to be somewhat ambiguous.

to suggest a broader concern than is implied by

such familiar words as: Obi, wOrk, occupation, or employment. W use? the

term. "effectiveness" to suggest a range ofevaluation that goes blrydnethe.>
4

direct outpuSrfrom job Terformance? The following paragraiihs explain .what...we

do mean by the phrase "effectiveness invork roles".

12



Effectiveness., The term "effectiveness" is intended', similarly, to be

(VW
inclusive. We'mean to express something more tha on-job work.performance,

although that is prominently included. The'inten is to invite consideration'
* H

f a broad range of.odtcomes from work role enactment. and a broad rat e 'of
0 .1

interests and value perspectives from which these outcomes can be eValuated:

The effectivens5s of a person's work role pe formance inevitably will be
It

. judged from different value perspectives., The evaluators can be roughly clas-

* sified into three broad interest-group categories: (1) the employer, (2)

the general public or society,. and (3) the worker imself altorig.With others

who share his pergonal toncerns.

. .

The employee's own judgment of work role effe tivenss is made with refer-

rence to all of the personal needs, aspirations, f ars and pleasures thought

to be in any way related to work role outcomes. The employer or employing

organization, will invoke a unique set of value priorities and specific, desired
t

work performance outcomes that are to be satisfied -hrough the worker's

role performance. The public or societal interests arise from the needs of

perSons, organizations and social institutions that may be peripheral to the

worker s work role but that are in some way interdeiendent with.the person's

work role, enactment and its consequences; that is, we recognize that some

work role outcomes (e.g. injury, layoff, promotion, efficient production) are

threatening or supportive to the general social well. being, and are to be

evaluated in such terms.

It is imports to note that the three general categories of interest

perspective are not themselves entirely consistent or coherent. The employer

may need high volume productivity today but improved quality tomorrow; the

immediate supervisor may need to retain a highly productii/e worker, but the



organization maY need his transfer or4romoti n . Similarly, tbe wife and

husband may-shae gene%.411Y in their concerns atout the Worker

,

s work role

effectiveness, put Olay differ in'thei:T; as.betWeen say, more pay

or better workiag hours-

.Time. We 0°11 mention again, for emphasis, the.e factor of.: .Mime in work

rolg.effectiven0S. The enactment of a person's work role must be evaluated

not'oRky with reference .10 immediate or 'short -run
cilttomes, but as well with

reference to delaYee. coneetluences -- some of Which

,

may, extend, ife-long,.c.

beyond the period of" active employment into retirement and into 01e lives 0
_.......

survivors. Conyl-der 41e eiarnple of a coal.miner whose present black lung,

disease shorten6 a future productive life./ or the 'Person whose, work role
'.,..

effectiveness i oclOes theOsie stic cessful provision of education or businesS

capital-to his orilldren

FinallY, thisStructure. explanation of our meaning of the title 0f;

report must introduce the idea of structure in role effectiveness. If the

diverse value' parpectives of many role evaluators are invoked, and if both

immediate and 10111get-telITI effects are to be considered, then a roster of role

effectiveness indicator Would be very long and never complete. The conception

of effectivehess would be made useless by its own complexity -- useless as'

a guide to thought and oNeleas as a guide to measurement operations. This

consequence, however, need not follow from the conceptual definitions. We

assert that there exists 1 "structure" of work role effectiveness that trans-

forms an impossibly "mPlex array of indicators into an ordered domain Of

information that is OnsCePtible to analysis 4nd description in relatively

simple terms.

14xli



By structure we mean only that we expect the multitude of POtential

effectiveness indicators to be not a random roster, but to be clustered,

hierarchically organized, and causally linked. By clustered it is meant

that certain work role enactment outcomes tend to occur together and to com-
.

prise a set of compatible, related outcomes; such clusters can be named,

measured and described in compact and simplified ways. By hierarchically-
9

organized, it is meant thasome role'outcoltes are of an inclusive sort,

comprising numerous lesser outcomes subsumed under the more general rubric.
I

By causally-Atmked, it meant that some:-"near" outcomes dire instrumental

i.e., causes, necessary conditions, or means -- for the realization.of more

"distant" outcomes in such a way that their orderly relationships May be

mapped as causal chains or nets. These three asserted propertieS of the

domain of work, role outcomes imply that the enlargemen :of the scope,oftstudy

to include a broad range Of effectiveness indicators does not preclude

efficient empirical study. Also, these assertions define some of the specific

methodological and substantive research tasks reported ithis volume.

Choice of Effectiveness Measures.

The foregoing essay on the meaning of work role effectiveness sets the

..framework for understanding the choices made, in this study, of indicators

of effectiveness.. All'together, about 200 effectiveness measures were ob-
t

tained. Some of these indicators are used in their original form, while

others were treated as clusters subsumed under amore general label. An

example is the meakire of annual rate of pay, which in some instances is

used as'a separate measure of,a work role outcome valtied by the worker, but

occasionally is merged with other indicators to-form a more inclusive

'indicator of "economic benefits from work".



The roster of effectiveness measures was chosen to be diverse, within

limits of convenience, cost and feasibility. For example, we employ some

criteria of effectiveness that are conceptually, physically or in time

separated from the workplace: depressed mood, ifc Satisfaction, social.

engagement with friends and neighbors. Some criteria represent the individual

worker's immediate on-the-job interests and needs: -work role strain, job sat-,

iseactiOn,intention to quit the job. Other crite -emphasize' the value, and
-..

interest perspective of.employers: work motivations rated prOductivitY;

Abseentism; turnover: Societal interest's are represepied,'although rather
,

.

. g.

'sparsely, by Ichmeasures as workers', political participation and membership

in non-work org nizations. The effectivenesa indicators include some that::

(
- ,

represent delay d consequences of work role behavior of kinds that can be -.

detected over a span of two years: changes in absence rates., reduction or

increase in work tole strain, voluntary quits..'

A given effectivepess indicator may
mean different-things from different

.

value perspectives, depending upon the context of its use and t'he forms of

analysis. An almple will illustrate this point. We recorded voluntary

abSences as an actual record of scheduled days of work missed by each employee.

From. the employers' viewpoint, the interest might well be in the total number

of days of Absence in a given period, each day representing about the same'

implications as:to cost, time loss, and schedule-accommodation. However, from

the individual employee's point of view, and for analysis of the antecedents

and causes of,voluntary absence, a better measures is the number of occasions-
I

of absence, counting any multiple serial days of absence as a single occasion.

Similarly, the employer is likely to be concerned about all.instances of turnover.
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regardless of the,cau es, while for understanding job-related causes

turnover it is useful to distinguish between voluntary and involuntaryinSitances
a,

.hecause they are differently caused.

The;,Structute of Effectiveness

The broad array of effectiveness easures Obtained allowed us to explore

the structure of effectidees and also to exploit that structure for economy

of analysis.

Aapter 3 repotts an effort to construct a simpIT model of the whole

-domain of effectiveness measures. .It is shown that(,the Oatt rns of correlatibn-

4

'among a select set of diverse measures have a component iversality
.
d

patterning'thatappearStobestableaCroaasuhpopulations oP,different age,

sex, and family status. At the same time, there appear to be some differences

among h population categories: the domain of effectiVeness is more richly

interconn ted for younger %/men than for, say, )older men. Conclusion': There

. . .

are identifi ble stable clusters of work role effectiveness criteria, but also

some independeaW domains' of effectiveness; some degree'ofaimOlified represen-
,

tation.is feasible, but it is not feasible to represent effectiveness in a

single, inclusive evaluative measure.

Another aspect of the structure of effectiveness .,is the determination of

sets of effeativeness measures that are homogeneous as to their causal linkages,

dr their.intercorrelations; or both. An illustration of the conceptual and

strategic issues is provided by a pair of chapters (12 and 13) dealing with

work role ambiguity (a characteristic of the job) as a source of work role

strain?(an individual-level consequence). It i,s shown that the several

)
measures of work-role strain are only modestly intercorrelated, leaving
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, j
uncertain the question whether these strains are to be'trlatec separately, as

- _

different phenomena,!Or whethe'r ehey are alternative aspects of a single phen-

omenon and therefore combinable into a jOint fndex. An exp oratiOn of possible

.causal linkages, however, showed that all of the strain'Me sures appear to have

about the same pattern of relationships with role ambigui (presumed to be a

partial cause of:strain) and `with various intervening and situational factors

)

that might moderate the ambiguity-strain connection. 9, clUsion: It appears

,

that this set of worls/ roue strainoutComes may be ,assessed either jointly) or ) ,

separately, as they display both.Clustering and common causal linkage:

The design of the study provided for measurements over a two year-interval

primarily to allow for some assessment of the stability of measurements over

time, but ato to alliow the analytical use of changes Three chapters use

measures of deferred consequencegt of earlier events and conditionslohlChaptA'
e

15, for example,sexamines the effects of'initial work role stresses upon

. subsequent liklihood of absence and turnover; it is concluded that stress

jobs induce elevated absenCe rates as as earlier and more frequent vol-
,

untary quits, and that these relationshipS'persist even when certain contextual
-1\

factors are, neutralized. Chapter 16 attemptS, although with limited success,

'1k

to determine whether employees initially reporting work role strains in

highly stressful jobs could successfully moderate the experienced strain by

psychological or physical withdrawal from the work role. Withdrawal was

measured in terms of absenees, lateness, voluntary turnover, reduced inter-

action with others at work] reduced psychological involvement in the work.

Although the evidence is weak, it is suggested that work role strain induces

increased rates or degrees of withdrawal, but that the withdrawal does not

mitigate the strain. Chapter 17 shows that relatively low-quality worldhg
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conditions and job dissatisfaction at the time of initial measurement are

asooiated"'with.later'intention to quit and liklihood of actually quitting,

but that the causal mechanisms appearnot to work.selectivelf in'a way to

drive out the better-performing workerS.

.

The number of effectiveness Measures employed in thid study pfecludes

'itemizing *here all of'thn.rvariOns'uses. It should be.noted that priority.

,tention

ancroutComesas

been sAyen to such obviously ineffective work role behaviors

(.14-2bose associated W4th ill health, 1:e: work related
,

strain, depressbed mood; (2) Thoie associated with cb tly events, i.e. volun-

)tAr.quitting,:-absence, lateness, poor job performance, and (3) Those asso

ciated with loss of off-the7job 'soci'al integration of the worker.

,Multiple Measures

"k, In addition to the foregoing multiplicity of effectiveness indicators

,

: anon value perspectives, the design of this study gave explicit attention to

.assessing the validity of information
C

about jobs, work environments, personal
. ,

attributes ofworkers-and their work-related behavior's. When feasible,

measures were obtained by mult;iile means: and from multiple sources: 'The
.7

reason for this was an Mtareness tbai familiarity with accustomed measdfes
k.,N.

breeds both undue contentment and iandhe contempt.. The airline pilot knows

that movements around the earth subvert

the plumber Chows that measured outdoor

the various meanings of clock time;

air tetperature.is.., at best, a

crude indication of ef,..f.ectimire he-Oss potential. "Effectiveness" and

"working conditions" are, no less than time

error of measurement and, more importantly,

and, temperature, subject to some
.

to some discrepancy between the

constructs to be represented and the operations for'doing So. We obtained

xviji
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information from four sou

employer's records,

10141,

individual workers, their supervisors, the
f .

trained obsery rs Seven orthe chapters in thisrf

f

report treat th egree ofconvergence bet penmeasUretii'of "the same" con-
, /

struct obt d'frOm different sources;, additional chapters deal with.conver-
W

,

bencelternatiVe measures obtained froM the same source.

Multiple Sources

. c..lenkins and his colleagues (Chapter 4'.and 7) consider workers' and
4i . N r,

. \".
observers' reports of taslf s and find moderate Convergence

t

t . ,,

between thCtwosourCes of information. Jenkinsins and Nadler (Chapter 7)

argue that "objedti e" task characteristics interact with the desires and-
.

4.

,,- goals.of the indiVidual job occupant to produce the "directly experienced"
. ,

job characteristics; where they differ, both may be eqtally valid, but for
.4.

different uses.uses. Both the interview and observer sources of.inforMation are

required for job redesign efforts in practice, and for the understanding of

the relationships beren workers and work environments. Beehr (Chapter 6),

finds'adquate convergence between observer and worker ratings of

the mental skill required by the job and, between company records of worker

'income and the workers' comparable interview reports. In, Chapter 17, Beehr
1

finds moderate 'convergence between worker-reported intention to look for a

new job and actual.subseqUent voluntary turnover. In Chapter 3, Cammann,
. I

Quinn, teehr and Gupta present'data suglesting a limited convergence, at

best, between records data indicating certain jobs to be "the same" (identi-

cal supervisor and.census occdpat on code) and workers' descriptions of

-.working conditions. Differences

were only moderately related to differences in worker reports of working

etween jobs as indicated by data of record,



conditiOnS; sub4antial disagreement was found among workers presumed to be

rating thy. s
,

e'" jobs.'

;

Beeh (ChaPter 6) finds little convergence between interview data and

obsvveriratinss With respect utmore subtle'factOrs such as' supervisory style

and worker affetf.: His'result is clarified by jenkinsand his colleagues

who find that Obikvers cannot even agree among themselven their ratings

Of sucks slightly, less obVious jobtharacteristics as job predictability,

quired cooperatiOn,- and dependence:On others. Similarly, little agreement

eMerges among the observersin their assessments of such variables as

required effort, worker flexibility, and adequacy. of work resources; since the

observers cannot agree amongthemselves, they cannot be expected to agree
..,

.._

with.workers'- assessments of these:variableSJ:r9othelir own unique perspectives.

Abide from the onvergence, or lack of lt,-ohowri by direct correlation
._ .

.

.
.

of alternOtive$meastrement operations and sources, it is necessary also to
-.,

consider:the dynamic equivalence of the compared measures.

measures.are to be.considered the same,

similar cetUaal origins and consequenc,les.

gence are,provided in Chapter 15 ,and 16.

derivtd from employgrs' records and also

That is, if two

they should be capable of showing

Examples of such a test of conver-

Absenteeism is measured,by rates

by se1f-report of absences in inter-

view; these two measures of absenteeism display quite similar patterns of

correlatiory4ith job and work - environment variables presumed to be causes of

high absenteeism. This can be taken as strong evidence'for*the equivalence

of the alternative measures. A contrary example appears in the case of late-
!

ness, measured by self-reportp,and from supervisors' reports of late arrival.

In this case, certain Presumed causes of 'increased lateinsss (work role

stresses) are shown,by Beehr to have a somewhat greater impact upon the
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1

supervisOrs' report of subordinates' latene a than upon the subordinates'

own self.report. It cannot be said from_itl ormatiod available that'one
J

measure is more verdical than the other, butt they certainly Are "behaving".

differently in hypothetical causal relatiod hips,- Gupta and Beehr (Chapter

151 report that workers' verbal intentions quit, And idcidehts of actual
\'

sitting, age not dynamically equivalent indicators of some propensity for

turnover, for they are differently linkedw th age and job tenure. Specifica17
('

ly, older workers, who more often intend tc quit, are'not s() likely as yOunger

\:wnrkets actually tqdO so. Plausible interpretations of this anomaly.__ re

readilyyrovided,ibut it is plain that thetwd measUres,ddnoi fully converge

in their meaning.

(
.

In general, the results concerning the equivalenCe,of information from

different sources show moderate'conVergence With respect to salient and unam-
,

biguoug characteristics of jobs, workers,'andlwork environments: Insofar

as Oa,. measures endeaVor to tap more subtle featureitof the job, or worker

responses to it, the independent sources do not convetge with information

supplied by the workers themselVes.

It is important to note that the.discrepancies t between information from

the different sources regarding the more salient and external aspects=of the

worker and the job are typically meaningat and of interest in their own

right. The appendix to Chapter 3 offers a demonstration of such "meaningful

divergence." Quite good overall agreement is found between worker and obser-;

ver assessments of. the presence or absence of particular unhealthy or hazard-

ous workingionditions. Such discrepancies as found between the observers

and workers' assessments are, however, consistently in the form of a hazard

noted by an observer but not reported by the.Vorker. .Several explanations
, A .
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are offered to account for this discrepancy: One explanation is that workers

in time become accustomed to the hazards on the job and become less likely to

report such hazards or, probably, &yen to notice them. The observers are new

to these jobs And are pary.Oularly likely to notice, for example, excessive

noise oat the workplace. Whether observers Or workers can be regarded as the

ore accurate, then, is not clear, but the discrePancies between their assess-/
ments are meaningful and point to the need for both sources of information.

Glithin-Source Measurement Bias 4;

The counterpart of moderate-to-low convergence, between measures intended

to be'equivalent in meaning, is the.exceSs Of spurious convergenCe between

measure intended to,be.non7eqnivalent. 'this-Toccurs most often when:i.4r4.6en-

tations Df different abstract constructs are Sought from the same infOrmation

source. A common form of such bias is the simple"halo effect ", orrhe generali,
k.

zataon of some prominent attribute of a person (or thing, or situation) in \a

way that distorts the representation of other attributes. Halo effects ave

been discussed recently in the piychological literature as instances of

"implicit theOries".that people hold about 06erP manAs hOnest

he is probdbly trustworthy),:. The presence of halo effects and

theories are suggesged by the'authors'Of Chapters 3-7 and 8as relevant to

:ft interview measures, observer ratings and supervisory ratings of SUbOrdinates.

Moch, Cammann and Gupta (Chapter 4) suggest that the half elfect increases,

jor both observer ratings and.interview responses, as the concreteness of the

variable deereases Their suggestion is consistent' With the previously

noted increasing convergence of'data from different sources as the concrete-
,

ness of the concept increases. Quinn, Staines, Goitein and Pagnucco (Chapter

f-4*,
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11) present data which suggest, unexpectedly, thatjmplYt theories that,

btas workers' self reports of workingfconditiOns are stronger among the more

educated and more intelligent workers.

Nteva (Chapter 18) shows that one source of bias in. SuPervisory ratings

subordinates is the degree of similarity of supervisor and subordinate --

similarity on a set of wrsonality_and attitudlnpl dimensionS Of no evident

relevance to task performance. Nieva finds that, on the average, the grpater

the similarity of auperVisor and subdtdinate, the more favorable thea.Uper"

visory ratings.

Quinn et. al (Chapter 11) find another kind of bias in 'interview data,

one tha? affect* the ratings of less educated and leas iqe11igent workers.
,

Such cognitively unsophisticated people are liable to'confouUd how mu4 they

feel they receive, of a particular job facet, with'how much of the facet

ideally there should be in a job. The authors attribute such confusionto

a preference for concrete Over abstract 'cognitions Whiehypre
1.re some workers

from interpreting the.importance ratings as referriq toJIYIlettsal jobs,

jlence thPT.reSpond interma ortheJamoUnt'of the facet their Present job
.

concretely provides. Since the more sophisticated respondents may be expected
.

to have,a greater-taPacity for abstraction' flieir ratings of how much, they

perceive of a particular facet in their jobs, and how important, that facet

is for them on any job may be expected (and, in fact, are) more independent

of.each other.

Multiple Measures, Multiple Sources

In supmary of the foregoing pages, it can be said that thie stlidyi by

intention, allowed the, exploration of the equivalence of alternative ways

to measure variables relating to work role effectivOeSS and °f alternative



.information sources. The results_arela_mixed_bag of reassuring .00nvergences

ci and some unsettling cases of bias, distortion or unoipected non-convergences

that require not only improvements .in the technology of measurement, but also

require.theoreticql.Clarification of the meaning of divergence of,measures.

Multiple Time' Points

A Persistent problem in studies of 'worklife

'1-"real" change over time from

measurement methods.,.

is that of dist-inguiphing

spurious change or non-change arising from

r' A

Th' data for,thia :study were obtained at two differeRt..

times to allow examination of bqth kinda of time-dependent phenomena.

some Chapters (i5, 16 and 17) ther4 are reports

quent worker behavior from prior conditions.,

measures' are

f, the prediction of subseL

In,Chapter 18, ,the 04o-time

employed to determine the diiection of causation, which would

otherwise' have remained uncertain.

with the equiValence'of descriptive,information

The main analyses,, however, are concerned

obtained at different times.

In Chapter 8, etoitein

in descriptions of working conditions ob

siderablyess convergence for attitudes

reports high convergencelegreement, equivalence)

tained at diffierent times, but con-

and behaviors reported by workers

.

The convewence -far descin interview. riptions of working conditions,'how-

ever, occurs not. so much because workers remain in the samelohs as because

,11

the information is obtained froM the same workers.

The evidence supporting 01140hclus
in the intervalion available because,

,between the two measurements, there. were a number of quits,, transfers and

hires. Infqrmatien about .the same Job could be obtained from diffgrent

wo kers; information

initial-Job and also

from the same worke rs.g.ould be obtained regarding the.

the one transferred into. For WOrkers c,TOPf4 redtte



new jobs, the,convergence of their descrAptions for the new and pilot jobs

was almost as StrOngagthe'COnvergence forthli whO remained in the sin

job for both measurements. 'converselY,littIe cOdvergence is found ;letween-
_:4

the original descriptions and those Of the wo> ers who replaced departing or

°

transferred. workers. These data are. tonsistent with:theresult mentioned

earlier with respect to low convergence (same tiMe),' AMong workers in job's

that are defined bythe employers records to,he:"the same "; such "same". jobs

are not perceived. by their occupants-tohe the same: The description of jobs .

.and working
L,

110peare.to.14, more a

cial" or "objective"

conditions (within the range pf jObs'includedin tMaetudy)

.., .

.

function of the person reporting them than of the'-"of4
.

,

. ..}. )t. N .' 74 ,,,,4

environment. Thig result accentuates, but does not: '
(,.,

. _

- resolve, the question as to whether the workers' nerceptions are more potent

than the objective, situation in the prediction and assessment of effectiveness.

in work roles.

High convergence of measures overa.time interval.JM014eS.nnly
. .

. . .
,

. . .

equivalence 'of Scale V,SlueS of the separate measures but also donvergenceas

to theinterrelationshiP ,amOng.the measures. This aspect'of convergence is

examined by Goi)tein with respect to demographic and werk-Ilelated variables

Tor subpopulation of workers who wee in the same jobs at both times

of measurement. High convergence was found, except for one variable, job 1'

tenure. This deviant variable is understandable when one considers that tenure')

'in new jobs is typically only'two to three,years,and for this analysis those

who were,!"new comers" at time 1.hpd becOme-"oldtiMers" by Tithe 2. Theher;.

variables"displayed high stability of interrelationships over the two-year

period. It is relevant to note here that other .analyses (Chapters 4, 6Snct.
A,'

11) .iAiiecessCully explore Velational stability OVerthe time interval,. e,(ren whou

including newcomers In die Tine 2 analyses.



To findlaut how convergence over.time in measures of working COnditions

and attitudes might be 'a functidn of respondent characteristics, convergence

estimates were calculated for subPOpulations based on age, job tenure, income,

.sex, educational attainment, ethnicity and gross occupational. category (Chap-

ter 8). The reaultscare complex, but it appears that convergence of descrip-

tions working conditions is ,generally higher' for people, in relatively high

income job and clerical jobs; also, respondents of relatively greater educa;ik

-,tion display greater convergence, as do males. The results were somewhat

differenttfor.descriptions of own attitudes and. behaVior. Conclusion: con-

vergence over time is associated with respOndent:and job Characteristics, but '1

not in any, easily interpretable pattern. Income, job level,'and eduCational

level are probably the key factors.
4P

,There occurs a good deal of debate, but not 'much empirical study, of the

validity of retrospective data obtained in interviews and questionnaires.

Quinn, et al. (Chapter 11) compare the respondents''Time 2 retrospective

judgments of changes intheir' working conditions with measured' changes derived

from concurrent measure's at Time 1 and Time 2. The validity of retrospective

estimates is found to. be.stiongly influenced by the respondents' intelligence
e.

and edwatiohal level; cognitive sophistication appears to be the key factor.
A

The availability.of measurements at two points in time' make it possible

'investigate the direction.and magnitude of causal relationships. Gupta

anal Beehr.,(Chapter 15), and Beehr (Chapters 16 and 17) report the effects of

work-related Variables upon. absenteeism and turnover subsequent to the inter-

view. They demonstrate a process,of withdrawal, over time, first appearing as
C'

increased absenteeism, and later as leaving.the job (turnover). Nieva

(Chapter 18) uses advanced techniques of analysis of causality to clarify the



asSocistiOn between supervisor-subordinate similarities,, on the one hand,
t -

and the Tards and esteem received by the subordinates. She shoWs that'

similarity induceS greater rewards thoUgh the reverse prodess also operates.

1

Work and Nonwork

The final chapter of this volume deals with an aspect of our conception

o the meaning of "effectiveness i Work roles" that has been resistant to

empirical Study, namely, the extent and manner in which a person's job and

work environment impact upon other life roles. Of 'particular interest in

this chSpter,is.a debate over eWcyrival hypotheses: the "spillover"
7 .

hypothesis and the "compensatory" hypothesis.
. The former argues that the

worker's experiences, attitudes, skills, and styles of activity. are carried

over into the nonwork arenaAn such a way that there are similarities in the'

patterningoof work and nonwork life. The latter argues that the Work situation

' is' likely too be deficient in need fulfillment, at least in some respects, for

most workers and.that they will compensate for these deficiences in their

choices of leisure and family activities.

.. -Data from the present, study support the spillover hypothesis for the

most part. Such support is reflected In the positive correlations between

degree'of involvement in work (measured subjectively) and degree of involve-
/

merit in donwork. Support is also shown' in the positive correlations between.

general types of activities engaged in, at work and a corresponding set of

types of. activities in nonwork. The one exception to this oveiall pattern

of spillover concerns physical effort on the job. Workers who expend a,

,relatively great amount of physical' effort at work are less involved in their

nonwork activities-

A
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Chapter 1

DATA ACQUISITION AND FIELD METHODS'-1 PHASE I

` The following pages provide an overview of the methods used forpopu-

lation sampling and data acquisition. The account will be brief becauSe

all of Part I of this volume concerns methodological issues, and eachchapter

providea the necessary.further det ils they become,relevant. These

chapters will be cross-referenced tances,where they specifically

detail the field procedures used. The methodological appehdiCes in Volume II

contain csimile.copies of the major printed instruments employed.,

.The Sample for Phase I of t1ie study was drawn from five employing
(

/

organizations, from 34 differe departments in these organizations, and

'by
, sampling procedures that re ulted in the, cquisition of u8able.data

from 651 persons. These respondents did not, strictly speaking, constitute a
/1)

0

sample of any defined base population although that term 1411 be used occasionally

in this report. However,-th4cample was chosen in ways.'intended to
/

)4include a diversity of people in a considerable variety of common occu-

pat ions within common kinds of work establishments.

The data acquisition mthods included personal interviews, question-

naires, search of the employers' recordS, supervisors' ratings of their

subordinates, and systematic on-the-job observation by.trained observers.



The major pari of the data acquisition for Phase I took place during the

winter mouths of 1972-1973.

These matters are detailed in the following pages. Comparable infor,-

mation with respect to Phase II of the study appears in Chapter 2.

t:

Sample

A large number of midwestern firms were invited to participate in the

present study. 'Most declined, Cut five establishmentsdid agree to

participate: a hospital, a printing company, two manufacturer's of auto-.

mobile'acceSsories, and arsearch and development company.' People

working less than 20 hours per week were excluded. Certain departments

rim each establishment, rather than the entire establishment; were used

as the units from which the sample was drawn. The major crfteria for
to

selection of departments were: access granted by management, havihg enough

respondents available for interview and observation to form a usable

ubsample, containing jobs with a wide range of job characteristics', and

feasibility of on-the-job observations. Within each of the departments

selected, all supervisory personnel were included in the sample; non-

supervisory employees, who ,of course outnumbered supervisors, were

systematically sampled kt lower rates dictated by a balance, between the

advantages of a larger sample and cost considerations. Subsequently,

All supervisors were included in the sample because performance ratings
of each respondent by his or her' supervisor Were needed. This was one way
to insure that each respondent's supervisor was in the sample. Information
regarding the supervisory status of the employee was provided by the organ-
izationsstudied.
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,
;

.those employees who felt that they had not been on their prOsent JObsrlong
.

enough tojtnsWer the job-related questions adequately were Sokreened out by,

the interviewers.
.

-The departments selectedin the hospital were thosei.n,charge of

patiente,nuttiaon, general serviCes (custodians, elevatiA..oPerators,

ambUlanCe driVers, etc.),,respiratoty therapy, and the laboratory services

for the ternalmedicine departMent. Because the first two departments
..

were qu to large; 50 perCent of nonsupervisots and 100 percent:of the

supervisors wereinCluded.2 .This resulted in a total of 54superVisors

and 80 nonsupervisots in the patient nutrition department,and 17 super-

visbrs'and 61 nonsupervisors in the general'serVices dePar6aent.

All supervisors andnonsuperVisors from the respiratory therapy and
e.

the laboratory research section of the internal medicine department were

included in :the samplei ptimarily because these departments were relatively

small in number--54employees in the first and 13 in the second department.
4

Doctors and nurses were excluded from the sample because of the problems

anticipated in attempting on-the-job obsepations of their behaviors.

Thchnical-persOnnel, reqpiratorYtherapists, and laboratorytechnicians

k
were all,included'in the sample.

At the printing doffipany all' departments were sampled with two excep-
\

tions: the top level managers (who also owned the firm), and the sales

department, which was spread across the country. Four small departments--

maintenance, finance, personnel, and engineering--were sampled at a'rate

2 The 'sample was drawn by-choosing every second'employee Srom a list
furnished by the hospital. Whether the first or second individual on the
list was the first respondentchosen was determined randomly.- -

3;2,



of 100,percent among both supervisors and-nonsupervisors. All the '

supervisors, adid 66.7 percent of the nOnsupervisors were sampled' from

the remaining departments, viz., sales services, warehouses, and eight

departments dealing directly with various stages of production. Thus,

the sample for the printing company included all 42 supervisors and 177

of 272.'nonsupervisori in the:departments selected for atudy,

The sample at the first automotive supplY,organizaion was draWn from

the basic production departments. The major exclusions were the saleii,

research and developMent and accounting units. ,Within the sampled wilts',

100 percent of the supervisors and 50 percent of the nonsuperViiOrs were

included in the sample. The resulting.sample included 30 supervisors and

138,non-supervisors.

At the second automotive supplier, all 15 supervisors in seven

duction departmentS were included. Among non-supervisors; 180, or 38.1

percent, of the 473 employees were included in thd sample. The departments

were sampled at different rates, ranging from 25 percent to 40 peicent.

There were 33 employees inthe research and development company. Of

these, the Firesident, vice-president, and head of the sales group were

excluded from the sample because they traveled frequently; one person was

excluded because of short job tenure. The remaining 29 employees were

included in the sample.

Response Rates. The interview response rates were 76.2% at the

\..hospital, 79.0% at the printer, 71.4% at the first automotive supplier,

63.6 % at the second automotive supplier, and 72.4% at the research and

The sample was systematic, e.g., 110110110, etc.

33
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development company. The

was 72.9%. The final kna
4'

Demographic, and Occu

graphic and. occupational

together with comparativ

Since°the sample was not

lation, the differenCes

Ang, but it may be imp

results of the study ar

higler proportion of bl

verall response'rate for the five' organizations

ysls sample consisted of 651 employees.

tional Constitution of the Sample. The demo-

onatitution of the sample is reported in Table 1,
,

statistics from a 1973 national sample of workers.

I

intended to he representative .of the national popu-

etween it and the national sample are not surPri-
;

rtant.to keep these differences in mind when the

interpreted. DeMographically, the- sample had a

cks, women, single people, and young people than

the comparison national' sample. Since the sample was. drawn from five
ti

.organizations performing rather specific operations, the occupational

subgroups represented in it could be.expected.tO be quite different from

those in the national sample. Given this expectation, the percentages in

each category for the two samples were remarkably similar. The major dif-

ferences were that the Effectiveness in Work Roles' sample included a

larger percentage of operatives and smaller percentages of managers and

sales workers.

While the total usable sample
(./
included 65] respondents, not allure

included in all analyses. Some analyses, .for example, had to be begun'

before the data from all five organizations became available. SOme

analyses exclude specified population, categories, or exclude individuals

lacking a full set Of the required variables. These deviations from the

full sample are specified in each chapter where relevant.

s.
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Table 1

Demographic and Occupational Distribution of Effectiveness in Work Roles
Sample and Comparison National Survey Sample

Demogiaphic or Occupational
OharacteriStics .

Percentage DistributiOn

Effectiveness in
work roles sample

(N -651)

Compariion '
national sample

(N..2157)a

Sex

Men 51.0% 62.1%
Women 49.0 37.9

Age

Under /2 .

10.7 8.1
22 -29, 32.5 27.1
30-44 33.2 1 30.6
45-54 16.2

..... 20.6
55 or older 7.4 13.6

Education

Some grade school or less 2..9 4.7
Completed grade school 5.9 ' 6.6
Some high school 7 18.2 14.4
Completed high school 41.6 38.4

.Some college 19.9 20.9
College degree or more 11.5 15.2

Race

White 91.5
Black 14-.8 8.5

Marital Status

Nevet married t 20.0 15.6
Married 68.5 74.7
Widowed, separated, divorced 11.5 9.7

Major occupation 4roupc ,'

Professional and technical 14.3 15.6
Managers, officials, proprietors 9.8 15.4
Clerical 15.1 17.6
'Sales 0.2 5.4
Craftsworkers, foremen 15.8 12.4
Operatives 29.0 18.5
Service workers, excluding
private household 12.6 11.5

Laborers 3.1 3.5

a Source: Quinn;, R., & Shepard, L. The,1972-73 Quality of Employment Survey.
Ann'Arbor: Institute for Social, . Research, 1974.

b Excludes minority races other than blacks.
c Based on 1960 Census codes excluding frmers and private household workers.
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The Interview

The SUr ltesearch Cehter and the respective employini-organizationa
.

, ,,

sent advance fetters to.all employees in the sampled departments':, Sin94

the hospital and one of the automotive supply:organizations were unionized,

,t.

fromunion members were sent an additional letterO their union leaders,'

These letters outlined the general purposes of the study and requested

cooperation. Appointments with the employees included in the sample were

arranged by the piofessional)interv,iewera who were in each case responsible

for the interview. The interviews were conducted inmost cases in the

respondents homes.

In order to test the clarity and appropriateness of the questions,

workers from other organizations (not those siudied)-were.interviewed

prior to assemblingthe final version of the. interview. Several pretest

interviews were condUcted by each of the professional interviewers who

were to inte w the respondents in the sample. The researoh staff met

with the interviewers subsequent to thee interviews, and decisions were

made to change just a few questions in order tO make them clearer or to

omit theM from, the interview,

Formats Used in the Interview. The-interview is reproduced in full

in Volume II, Appendix A. The questions used five different formats. .

1. Oral questions. Questions were asked orally by the interviewer

who wrote down each person's verbatim response in the.appropriate location:.

(e.g., questions 3 and 4).

2. Show cards. These were cards with a set of printed response

categories appropriate to several of the questions in the interview. The

36
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interviewer asked the

among the alternative

question, and 'the respondent was asked,, to
,

,

response categories (e.g.,.questian

choose

P
Card sorts.. These included two differently colored Sets of fOur ,

Asich.by six -inch t,eCtt the first set had one question
.

,.- 0

printed on it, while the second smaller Set had'a response category on

each card. Thersecbnd set, .tile response categories, were laid out ;before
, ^ - . 4

the respondent who then sorted the question cards into piles next to the

appropriste_resPonse categories (e.g., question 25).
e.

4. Question booklet. 'This consisted of a few multiple-choice-

questions which the respondent read and then answered by marking the

appropriateresponsecequestionbooklet,isreproduced in

Volume II, Appendix'C.

5 SUPervisOr rating forms. !Tholie.resPondents Wha stated that they

supervised otherS.as,a part of their jobs"cJete given one 7page (i-ating forms

which they were .requested t fill out for each of their subdrdinates. These

subordinates (most of whom were also respondefits in the

on eight dimensions: quality of work, quantity,

study): were rated

creativity,

lateness, dependability, liking for work, liking for onsibility, and

getting along with co-workers'. These forms, alo t pre-stamped

envelopes addressed to the Survey Research Center, wer- left with:ale'

Supervisors for subsequent mailing, The ,supervlsox rating form

reproduced in Volume II, Appen'd'ix E.

Content of, the Interview. A considerable range

were covered in the interviews.

of content areas

'1. The job. The respondents were asked three types of questions

regarding their jobs:



a. Importance: Questions assessing,the importance of various.
, .

aspects of the'job to the respondent constituted the first set of

job-rela questions.

b. Description: The, second, and major, set'of job-related

0

luestiOns was concerned with' objective AesOripild s of working'' '

conditions. 4..However, the degree-oftibjeCtiVity th
. .

was possible

VariOdconaidetahly;. the:questiOns.ranged from. such objective.
No

matters as annual income and fringe benefits to More judgmental

matters such as the degree of,7cteativjyY required hy..-the job.

The validity of the resulting Quality of"EmOloyment:index is

discUssed in Chapter 3,, Also included were questions

regarding possible dangerous conditions:at work, the, number of.-

,work related injuties.and adcidents sustained. by the respondent,

and the social conditions at work. In,addition, to these descrip-

Live questions regarding the job, two'further types of questions .

Were, 'asked The first of these concerned the degree of f inane 1.07.

equity that the respondent perceived himself"br herSelf*:as

11

4,1e.g., whether the respondent thought his or her pay to be fair

coMpated,to.pitherpeople, working, inthe same organization .and also

those working for a different employer. The second set concerned

the degree to which the respondent. erceived various rewards (and,

. o
punishmenns) as being contingent on his or her,performance,

Y.

if he or she Aid a good job, would he or she get a promotion

c; Attitudes: Among the,joh-related attitudes measured.in

interview were job satisfaction, both overall and with respect

to various specific aspects of the job, and motivation, including

1.
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.

the amount of effort expended td'perlbrS1-Well. TWO otherAob--
.H''..

related. areas that were tapped were depression and Self-esteem

vat in Conection with the job..
.-

.Physical and mental health. In a04tion 05 the measures of Jobe:-

related depression and self - esteem MentioneA above*,, 4heinterview
AL
Alluded several other Meabures assessing the physical and mental

,;.

.

health oi the respondent :(eOp,,-.4 list of psychOSomatic symptoms).

3. Social and political involvement. A subSet f the questions i

the interview dealt with the kinds Af social activity in.which the resL

pondents engaged, their14sure activities; the organizatiOns to which

they belonged, and their leveld 01 political activity

4. Personality. and other chcacteristics. The interview contained
.. .

,..','.4retected'queittliiinti (as opposed to -complete scales) to be used in, indices
. -,,..

f certain personality characteristics of the esp9ndent, e.g.,, r,lgidity,
,.

-!,..

need for affiliation, need pr"Approval,'telerance of.a6iguity, and

internal'- external locus of control; Also included were questions concern-
.

ing demographic characteristics of the respondent.

5. Interviewer's Observations. At, the conclusion of the interview
P.

L.

thd interviewer noted Oime physical.characterisitep, of the. respondent which

would have been easily observed during the interview. TheSS'included the

respondent's race, sex, Weight, height,'Speech defects, and'physical dis-

Nsjigurement,

The refetent.Jb;rMOstdf the questions in the interview was-7the-,.

present, i.'e., respondehts were asked to describe their jobs as they were
a

at-the 'time. For a small subset of the questions that dealt with rare

-
events, e.g., garnishment of wages, a longer .ind retrbSpecO.ye time frame



.4;

The average length of the interview was apptOXieletely 1r0 in t
.

Personnel Records

'Data, re obtained dirdctly:frOM:the pereonnel records of the five

organizations. The organizations,varied in the kinds of information

included in their records,. as wekles the completeness and orderliness
,

that information. The data that, were obtained,',theTefore varied somewhat

of

from one organization,tp the next, thoUgh an attempt ':made tinatch th6
'1

. ,..

inOrmetion across organizations where possible. A-liet of the:110fr ,

information gathered from each of the five organizations is shown in Table

On-the-job Observation's

The third set of data Was obtained through on-the-job observations.

This technique essentiall3A consisted of having trained observers watch the

respondent at work, and describe the Tesponden , as wellas his or he

,cowdikete, supervisor, and work environment

Format of the Observation' Booklet.- Asin the interview, the ObserV-.,

ation'Booklet (Appendix 0) used.varibts formats for recording the observations.
,

1. Physical descriptions. These Were Aescriptive stateMents'which,

each observer checked as being true or falseOfithemotk. enVironmen each

indiCated_the presence or aBsepce of something in that environment.

'Job descriptions. The.'. observer recorded how trUeeachofaseries'
I.

of statements, was .with respect to the lab and 'work environment. The differ-,

ence, betweem°these5aad the previoUs set:of statements was thathlore judgment

was requireaof the observer.in recording a scaled response to a statement



Table 2

.Information Collected from Each of the Five Organizations'.
Personnel Recor4a

.

Information
.

Hospital Printer

First
Auto-

Supplier

Second
Auto-
motive
Supplier

Rso,

Firm

Pay .X X X X X
Employment date X X X X X
Seniority-present job X X X 0 0
Promotions received X X X 0 0
Demotions received X X X 0

Pay increases X X X s X
Pay decreases 0 X X 0 0
SuperviSor's ratings X X X 0
Commendation letters X X X 0 0
Letters of reprimand X X X 0 0

Education s X X X X
Work-related injuries

and illnesses X X X X 0
Union membership X 0 b 0 b x 0 b
Number of jobs bid for X 0 0 0 0
Age X X X X X

Height X X 0 0 X
Number of hours
worked per month X 0 0 0 0

Shift X 0 0 0 0
Vacation taken , X 0 X X X
Sick leave taken X X X X X,

Holidays taken X 0 X 0 0
Absenteeism X X X X X
Overtime' worked X 0 0 0 0
Lateral job transfers 0 X X 0 0

Lateness 0 X X 0 0
Termination 0 X 0 X 0
'Garnishments 0 0 X X 0
Hourly/Salaried 0 X. X 0 X

a X.ithis type of information was collected; 0 -this type of information
was not collected.

b There was no union.

4 14
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such as "The work area is clean" (e.g., question A 2).

3. Anchored scales. These scales involved still more judgment on.

the part of the observer and took the form of seven-point scales referring

to various aspects of the job. In order to reduce somewhat the difficulty

of judgment, the scales included short descriptive statements at each of

the two extremes and at the middle anchor (e.g., questions A3-A28).

4. Tallies. The observer also recorded the frequency of occurrence

of various incidents, e.g., the frequency of interactions the subject had

during the observation period, question D6.

Content of the Observations. The content of the observations was

intended to parallel that of the interviews, although not inclusively.

Those-ceineepte-thrat-were-tapped, however, were generally approached .by the

use o,/more than one observer rating format. Descriptions of the respond-

ent' job, work 'group, supervisor, and working conditions constituted the

main foci of the observations. These job and environmental descriptions

varied considerably in the degree of "subjectivity" that was involved in

obsery T, and recording them.

Observation Procedures. Each observation period consisted of a one-

hour observation of tlic respondent on the job by a trained observer. The

beginning time of the observation was decided upon by the observer and

the respondent, such that Lt was convenient for both and not too atypical

of the 'respondent's regular work day.

Upon arriving at the work site, the observer introduced jhimself or

'herself to, the respondent, assured the respondent that the records of the

observed work_ behaviors would be confidential, and ascertained whether the

ensuing work period would be a "typical" one. Since the respondent was



, necessarily aware ofthe.observer anyway, it was decided that observer-

respondent contact for these purposes would be beneficial. However, the

observers were directed to'keep theSe verbal contacts as brief and neutral

as possible..

During the first 10 minutes of the observation period, the observer

familiarized himself or herself with the res.pondent's job without recording

anything. If it was not obvious what the respondent was doing, the observer

was allowed to ask questions at 'the end of this period. the next

30 minutes,. the period of recorded observations, the observer counted fre-

quencies of events,-e.g., of interactions that the respondent had. The

last 20 minutes of the hour were devoted to "general observations", during

which the observer filled out the main body of the Observation 'Booklet.

After the observation hour had been completed, the observer spent approxi-

mately 15 minutes editing -- checking to make ;ire that the booklet had

been filled out correctly and completely, that all the information had been

entered. The time schedule of the otwervation hour appears in Table 3.

Each respondent was observed for two hours, an hour each by two dif-

ferent observers at two different times. In addition, there were some

"validation" observations. These involved two different observers watching

a respondent at the same time and separately rating the respondent and his

or her job. These "validation" observations were conducted for the purpose

of assessing inter-rater agreement. In all, a total Of 564 employees were

observed.

A detailed descriprion'of the .Ohservation procedures, along with a

report of reliability and validity of the resulting measures, appears in

Chapters 4 -6.,

'13



Table 3

Observation Schedule

17

T Period Activity.

Part observation
Booklet Used

(see Appendix G)

10 minutes

30 minutes
30' minutes

20 minutes

Orientation to the job
and the worker (observer
observes Sob and makes
no ratings)

Specific observations;
observer counts and
categorizes work chunks
and interactionsa

General observations
and ratings

-Work sheet for
counting data for
section Da

Section A

7

Actual observation ends; observer moves away from work location

15 minutes Editing:

'Transferring d+
from work sheet'

- 'Responding to
observer questions

- Filling in admtnEs-'
trative information

Section D

Sections B, C

Sec t ion 'E

a
The work sheet used for this recording is shown in Volume li,
Appendix G.

14
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Chapter 2

DATA ACQUISITION AND FIELD METHODS PHASE II
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Chapter -2

DATA ACQUISITION AND FIELD METHODS - PHASE II

,Since much of the methodology for Phase II duplicates procedures used

for PhaSe IN this description of data acquisition and field methods for

Phase II emphasizes the departures from the methods used in the earlier
a

phase. At the outset, it should be noted that the data collection of

Phase II took place in Fall of 1974, or 18-20 months after Phase I. Al-

though there were no large and consistent differences between th two

phases in the economic fortunes of the three organizations studied in both

phases, idiosyncratic economic events such as a strike at one of the auto-

motive firms during Phase II may have contributed to between-phase differ-

ences..

Sample

The Phase II design required a resurvey of employees from all the five

organizations that had been included in Phase I of the Study. One of the

five organizations (the research and development firm) had, however, too

few employees remaining from Phase I and was dropped as a result. The

remaining four organizations were contacted to explore their willingness to

participate in Phase II. One, the printer, refused whereas the other three

agreed to participate in Phase II. In the hospital, however, only three of

the .original four departments were contacted--the fourth, the laboratory



research section of internal medicine also had too few Phase I respondents

to warrant inclusion in Phase II.

The final Phase II simple of organizations consisted, therefore,

the two automotive suppliers and three departments of the hospital.

Extensive work was done at each of the three organizations to determine the

sample of respondents. On the basis of information available from the

records of the organizations, four types of respondents were identified.

These were:

1. ".Phase I respondent 'was working.in the same, job with the same

employer;

2. Phase I respondent was working in a different job with the sameerme

employer;

3. Phase I respondent had terminated work with the Phase I employer;

and.

4. New individual had replaced the terminated Phase 'I respondent.

Category 4 was particularly hard to define, since jobs and job titles

were often changed when employees terminated, and frequently it was diffi-

cult to det ermine whether the person who was hired. was actually filling the

job that had been vacated. Occasionally, a decision on the issue of re-

placement was made.on the basis of conversations with the supervisor of the

terminated Phase I respondent. The final decision was made ,on a rigid

definition of "same job"--that is, the replacement had to hold the same

job title in the 9hme aepartmeht as the terminated respondent.

Resposo Ratvs

C

The final sample consisted of 182 potential. respondents from the
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hospital, 1139 from the first automotive supplier, and 121.from the second

automotive supplier. The interview response rates were 67.2% at the

hospltal, '92.7% at the first automotive supplier, and 39.7% at the second

automotive supplier, 'The rate for the three establishments combined was

65.9%. The final analysis sample consisted of 272 employees, 123 from

the hospital, 101 from the first automotive supplier, apd 48 from the

second automotive supplier. Of these, 38 (30.9%) were supervisors at the

hospital in Phase I, 21 (21.1%) were supervisors at the first automotive

supplier, and 2 (4.2%) were supervisors at the second automotive supplier.

-Demographic and Occupational Constitution of the Sample. The demo-
,-

graphic and occupational consitution of the Phase II sample is reported in

Table 1. The table shows some differences in sample characteristics between

the two phases. Specifically, the Phase II sample had higher proportions

of workers who were male,old, less educated, blaCk, formerly married, and

in professional or managerial occupations.

Measures

The Interview

Measurement of Changes In Job Descriptions between.Phase I and Phase.

It Those respondents who had tWe same job with the same employer -in

Phase I and Phase II were asked a series of questions about whether there

had.-been a major change for the better, or for the worse in their Jobs,

or if their jobs had stayed the same between Phases I and II. These

questions were asked with respect to a series of job facets, e.g., ,hours,

supervision,ilay, etc. (Volume IL, Appendix B, question 5). In addition, they

1
The second automotive supplier had recently had a strike and

this might account For the relatively low response rate.

46,
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Table'].

Demographic andOccupational Constitution
of. the Phase II Sample (N=272)

Sex

Men
'55.9%Women

Age

44.1

21 and under
3.3

22-29 years old
29.3

30-44 "
36.745-54 "
19.3

.55 and older
11.5

Education

Some grade school or. less
5.2

Completed high school
8.5

:Some high school
17.8

Completed high school
34.4.

Some college
24.8

College degree or more
9.3

Race

White
75.6

Black
24.4°

Marital Status

Never married
17.4

Married
67.4

Widowed, separated, divorced
15.2

Major Occupational Group

Professional, technical & kindred 19.6
Managers, officials, etc. except farm 14.8
Clerical & kindred

10.0
Sales workers .

--
Craftsmen, foremen, etc.

6.6
Operatives & kindred

32.5
Service workers, except private households 13.7,
Laborers except farm & mine 3.0
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were asked about thetroverall reaction to the job, and whether changes could

be attributed to work versus other caukes (Volume II, Appendix B, question 6)..

Respondents who did not have the Same jobsin Phase I but:were never-
.

tbeleSsworking at that time were also asked a series of questions.abOUt the

'differences between their jobs at Phase I and - .Phase II (Volume II, Appendix B,

questions 13,and 14).

Job Descriptions. The roster of items that tapped descriptions of

the respondents' Jobs was expanded to include facets of the job that had

not been Measureclin Phase I (Volume II, Appendix B, question:33).

Criterion Measures. A new list of variables measuring theYemployees,:

responses to, their jobs was'includel. This list included such variables

as self-reports of performance, job.involvement,
and reactions' to co-workers

and direct supervisors (Volume II, Appendix B, question 12).

Personality Measures. The roster of personality measures tapPed was

reduced so that onlythree concepts were assessed: need for affiliation,

rigidity and toleranCe of ambiguity (Volume II, Appendix B, question 121).

Supervisor rating form. While the content of the supervisor'rating

form stayed the same the procedure for its administration We changed. ,

/owing to problemS'encountered in Phase I. In Phase II, resppndents were

.asked thename of their supervisor: Each. supervisor so mentioned was

mailed a rating form for each subordinate mentioning him or her as the

supervisor. Supervisor ratings were requested and.otained only for these
,

'respondents, and supervisors were asked to mail back the completed rating

forms to the Survey Research Center.

Deletions. Certain concepts tapped in Phase I were not included in

Phase II because analysis of the Phase I data revealed problems
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with the sCales or redundancy among concepts., These deletions included

such variables as pace control, equity, parents' education, and internal

versus external locus of control. In addition, soMitems'mithin indices
Y'J

were deleted.

Response Alternatives. The nuthber of.'redponse alternatives specified

for particular questions was occasionally changed. For example, personality

variables; using a true/false dichotomy in Phase I were changed tolour-

'point scales from "very:trUe" to "not at all true":

PersOnnel Records

The information collected from the personnel records of. the three

organizations differed somewhat froin the comparable information gathered

in Phase I. Some information (e. sences, termination) was collected

for each of the months between the rviews; other information (e.g.,

overtime, shift)was collected for only the two months preceding, the.

Phase. II interview, ,A list of the types of infOrMation gatbered.ftom each

of the three organizations-appear's' in Table 2. It should be pointed out

that an attempt was made to collect information on these variables for all

employeeS) interviewed 'in Phase I rather than only those interviewed in

Phase, II.

On -the -job Observations

Ae repgrted.in'detail in Chapter 7, :a number of changes

were made in the methodology for obtaining on-the-job observations. More

time was devoted during training to explaining to observers top concepts

being measured by their ratings; agreement with expert ratings replaced

agreement among observers as the major criterion of observer selection;



Information Collected from EaCh of the Three
*gapizations' Personnel Yecords(PhaseII)a

Informaeioy:

Seniority in present job:

Work-related illnesses or
'injuries

Union'MeMbershi0.!

Number of hours Corked per
month

Overtime worked

\
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First SecOnd
, AutomatiVe Automotive

Hospital. Supplier Supplier

O.

' 0

X

X'

Shift
:°

Vacation taken X

Holidays taken X

Sickleave taken ,X

0
41116YailtY
1411Forced layoff-due. to strike 0

Discipline

Other excused and unexcused
'absences

Termination

0

X

X

0
b

X

X

a X=this type of information was collected; 0=thiS type of (formation
was not collected.

:There was no union.

or.

r
c) Aa
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i

new videotapes encompassing a wider range A job types were developed

4'facilitate thttraining
of4bs4tVeft;.

,.unneceSsary or problgmatic items

were,pliminatetfrOm the observation bOoklet; questions were added to help.

the observer focus attention at/he outset on critical elements of the

job; the series of general observations was scheduled before rather `than

after the sequenteOf specific observations (Table'3);:and questions

,;regarding interpersonal activities were also included.

As regards the sample of'repponderitS the obServationS were conducted

in only two of the three organizations studied in Phase II. The third

organization, the first automotive supplier, was notobserved for three

reasons: tension, in, the, site, owing to layoffs
changes

in eMployees1 job6 following.Phase II interviews owing to layoffs and

recalfs; and dwindling numbers .available and trained observers. In

all,,147 respondents were observed in the two organizations. Of these,

100 were observed for p single one-hour observation period. The remaining

47 were observed by three observers; once by one observer alone, and once

by two differeit observers watching simultaneously. This design was

implemented for validation purposes.

Telephone Interview

Respondents from Phase I who had left their original jobs and employers by

Phase II, were briefly interviewed by telephone. They were asked why they

had left their Phase I jobs and, in the case of those who had quit voluntar-

ily, .Whether their new jobs were better or worse than their old ones on a

jiAt.of job facets.
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Table
:714

Suggested Time SdhedUlefl4r! Observations

Part of
pbservation:

booklet

`Introduction to employee
orientation to job,
(no ratings)

IT GenerWobServatiOn'
.(66,Tating)

III Structured Observation of
the job

and

IVY

V

VI

Ra'ting the job'

, -
Administrative.lnformatiOn

Editing (done away f'rOm the
job)

Time allotted for
each part

Minimum Maximum

5.min-

, O.

29

min .45 min

15 min

15 min
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. ABSTRACT

k
.

This paper introduces three perspectives.on the effeOtiyeness of '

work roles: specifically, those of the employer, the worker, and society.
at large. Itoutlines the quality- effectiveness str tegy in which working
conditions that bear a relationahAp to criteria of e ectiveneps from any
of the three perspectives are said to indicate high quality of employment.
Extensive listings of working conditions and criteria of effectiveness
were reduced to 31 and 11 items, respectively, with the 31 items on work-
ing conditions subaequentiycombined..ifito an overall index of Quality of
,Employment. The pattern of relationships among the criteria of effective-
ness was determined and the degree of variation of this pattern across
different subgroups was ascertained. Efforts to assess the convergent
validity of various measures of working Conditions drew upon three modes
of data collection: personal intervieWs,,standardized observations, and
company records. Analysis revealed a substantial degree of convergent .

validity across both the different modes of measurement and different
workers in roughly the same jobs (consensual validation). An examination
of construct validity established, as expected, that the Quality of
Employment Indicator related more closely to job satisfaction than to
the other criteria of effectiveness. The relationships between the
Quality of Employment Indicator and thecriteria-of effectiveiess were
successfully duplicated in most subsamples of workers. Finally, both
methodological and conceptual strategies were noted for improving the
predictability of effectiveness from the Quality of Employmeht Indicator.
Several attempts at refinement via methodological. strategies yielded
only marginal gains.

1
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Chapter-1

MEASURING,EFFECTIVENESHIN WORK ROLES FROM THREE PERSPECTIVES

PRIORITIES AND PERSPECTIVES

If priorities are to be assigned among various policies and programs
intended to improve working conditions, the development and execution of

these policies.and,prograns will obviously be very costly. To justify
the. cost Of any such.yolicy or program it. must be anticipated that there

is some resulting benefit. But who should be the beneficiary? Priori-
.

ties should clearly be assigned to improving quality of working life

with respect to those job facets that 'heighten the effeCtiveneas of each
worker. But from whose perspective should such effectivenesa,..be judged?

There are at least three distinct perspectives for evaluating effective-
ness.

The.. first perspective, that of employers, assigns priorities in
r

terms more releVant to the needs of those doing the employing rather'

than to the needs of, those who are employed. As a result many previous

investigations of the determinants of employee effectiveness, not to

Mention employers' normal business and accounting records, emphasize

productivity, quality of output, absenteeism, turnover, and similar

indicators of effectiveness.

A second:perspective for assessing effectiveness is that of the

worker. Workers form conclusions or expectations about.their effective-
\ I

ness in their work roles not only in terms of actual-work performance,

but also.in more general terms of the costs and benefits associated with

their work roles'. Thus, a worker normally assesses his or her work role

effectiveness in such familiar terms as earnings, access to promotion,

avoidance of accident or discomfort, security, intrinsic satisfactions

from the work done, and the like. The worker, too, engages in something.

"like a cost-benefit calculation, with consequences that include such
.

behavior changes as quitting; working harder, seeking improvement in

rewards, seeking qualifications for a "better" job, and the like.
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A third pprapactiva can -also be invoked: that of the ceMmunity or

the society. Spme of the costs and benefits' associated with work role

lik

eff tiveness do not enter into the formal or informal accounting of

sit the employer or the worker. For example: 'underutilized skills

are lost to the ecOnOmy;.the laid off worker drains the public budget;
4

the economic impact.of-amork stoppage falls in the end upon the public;

the income deficient worker burdens the.society with a family prone to:,

illnees,_futUte welfate costs, and substandard economic contribution.::

Whichof these three perspectiVes is the most appropriate'OneJor

-resolving issues'of costs and benefits in the allocation of priorities

to policies and programs is not a question that can be resolved by .

research... It is fundamentally one of values. .No amount of research can

determine whether it is "better," for examplei.to have a large, docilely

contented workforce that iaunder-producing to the degree that both

workers and others in society resultingly suffer rather than to have a

disgruntled, restless, unhealthy and even angry workforce whose behav-

iors nevertheless continue to raise the GNP, corporate profits, and the

quality of their own lives as consumers. Decisions as to which of these

two situations, or, for that matter, any situation that represents an

imbalance of perspectives, is'the "better" or "best" one, are placed most

appropriately in the laps of those individuals, groups, and organiza-

tions-Whose positions confer on.them the legitimacy to make such deci-

sions. Research can At best help such social planners to recognize

'which perspectives may at present be incompatible.

For purposes of priority setting,'the importance of any aspect of

a work role, therefore, ultimately depends upon the magnitude of its

impact upon a variety of criteria of effectiveness, the differential

significance of which is largely a matter of a somewhat arbitrary, but

hopefully informed and humane, selection from among a possibly incompati-

ble set of values.. If future research is to establish causal relation-

ships between working conditions.and their effectiveness outcomes, upon

which outcomes should this research focus?. EmplOyers 'ould probably

suggest that attention be paid first to those working onditionS that
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directly affect the productivity of their workers. This view is, how-

ever, a very narrow 'one unless it:..can be demonstrated that once produc-

tivity is raised or maintained all other desired outcomes,will follow.

More defensible'is a broader-,based investigative attack upon determin-

ing the consequences of working conditions that are valued according to

not one butall three of the perspectives described above.
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THE QUALITY- EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGY

Early in 1969 the U.S. Department ofabor, in collaboration with The
'University of Michigan's Survey'Research Center, instituted a survey

research, program designed to assess some of the conditions under which
Americans work; It was hoped fhat the data, based on personal inter-

views with workers, would aid pOlicymakers in evaluating'the needs and
problems of workers. The investigators defined "working conditions" in
terms sufficiently broitilo encompass not only existing labor standards

areas (for example, wages, hours, health and safety, discrimination),

but also such "new" areas as the content of workert' lobo and their-
.:

supervision.. The first report based on,this.study appeared in the

Monthly Labor Review in 1971 (Herrick & Quinn,
_
1971). A source book of

univariate and bivariate statistics was 'published the same'year (Quinn,

Seashore, Kahn, Mangione, Campbell, Staines, &.McCullough, 1971), and

many other papers and reports have appeared since.
1

A critical decision had to be made two years later when the Depart-

ment of Labor expressed an interest in repeating the national'snrvey.

bile repetition was certainly useful for the identification oftrends,

mere repetition was not of much interest to any of the parties concerned.

Thi problern boiled down to identifying those materials that would be

repeated, those that would be-added, and those that would be scrapped.

The "quality-effectivenessrttrategy" was evolved in order. to resolve

this problem2 and to capitalize-on the national survey's analytic

(rather than descriptive) potentials. This strategy defines three..

general concepts:

I. Working conditions. The term "working conditions" refers to

descriptions of characteristics of a worker's job obtained from any

1
-For a full list, see Appendix B to,The 1972-73 Quality of Employment

'Survey (Quinn & Shepard, 1974).

2
Cross-cutting the application of this strategy was a continuing

interest in 19 types of working.conditions subsumed under the general
heading of "labor standards problems" (Herrick & Quinn, 1971).

V0
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t

informed source. These descriptions may focus on any characteristi

the job from the cleanliness of the physical work environment to th

degree of time pressure for performance, or from the degree of chal

the lob provides to the type of supervision the worker 'receives. S"

working conditions characterize the job, they are; therefore, indep

dent of phe individual who does the job. This means that they do n

include the worker's evaluation of the conditions measured and that

different people doing the same job should describe it pimilarly.'7

2. Effectiveness. The term "effectiveness" refers to states or

events that have a positive or negative value to some person or set

people. Three such perspectives were described above: those of em

ees, their employers,and society as awhole.

3. Quality of employment. The'term °quality of employment" ref

nge

Wee

n-

of.

loy-

rs

to a judgment about working conditions based on the impact.that'thel

working conditions have on.effectiveness judged from some perspective.

Thus, good'quality of employment from the perspective ofa.worker would

be some. combination of working conditions that produce health (one

criterion of effectiveness as judged by the worker). GoOd qualitTof

employment from the perspective ofan employer would be working-condi-

fions that lead to a productive, profitable organization. /

These definitions provided a standard for selecti4 measures of work-

ing conditions to be carried forward into the second national survey:

select only thOse that had a demonstrable association with some cri-

terion of effectiveness, that is, select indicators o quality of employ-

ment. Over 30 indicitors were thus selected,empirically and constituted

the Quality of Employment index (Barnowe, Man e & Quinn, 1972).

These indicators are listed in Table 1., The Irite ion used in that par-

ticular selection was, however, very limited--job sa sfaction. It not

only ignores the perspectives of employers and society at large but does

' not even begin to cover the outcomes of concern 10 employees. This

limitation was overcome somewhat in the second national survey (Quinn &

Shepard, 1974). Job satisfaction, while measured once again, plays a

small part in the completed and projected analyses of that survey's data.
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Far greaterattentiOn is, being paid to two other crilria:nf effective-.,

nese isAudged frOm a worker's perspective-- physical health and alcohol
consumption.
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Table 1

Components of Quality of Employment Indicator

Challenge

Worker's supervisor encouraged new ways of working.

Worker's job required high level of skill:

Worker's job allowed freedom as to-how to do his or her work

Worker's,job did not prevent him or her from using skills he orshe
would like to be using

Worker's supervisor, let, his or.her subordinates alone unless they
asked for help

Worker's job required learning new things

Worker's job reVred that he or she, be creative

Worker's job involved doing a variety of things

Worker:-had exact1) the education his or: hex job xequired,

Worker's job allowed him or herto make a lot of decisions on his or
her own

Worker had enough authority to tell others what to do

Worker's employer made available to him or her a training program
for improving his or her skills

Resource Adequacy

Worker's superVisor maintained high standards in his or her work

Worker'S supervisor knew; his or her own job well

Worker had enough help from others with whom he or she worked

)

orker had enoughA.achinery and egYlpment to do hi. or her_job well

W W rker had enough facts and information to do his or her job well

Comfort

Worker had no problems with hours, work schedule, or with working
overtime

Worker did not experience dangerous or unhealthy conditions on his or
her job

Worker had enough time to do what others expected of him or her

The physical conditions of worker's job were pleasant and comfortable
(continued)

63



Tabled. continued)

Comfort (continued)

Worker:had no problems with transportation to and frOM work
Wor Ostly determined whether he or she Would work. overtime .on hisor her job

Worker did.'hot WoikexcessiVe hours

Worker'ssupervisor did not insist that those under him or her workhard .,

Worker did not have to take much time to get to work

Financial Rewards

Worker's employer made many fringe benefits aVailable to him or her,
Worker desired no additional fringe'benefits

Worker was a full time worker Who receivppre high income from his or
, her job

It was unlikely that wotker'Aob would be automated
.

It would be easor worker to find a new. job as good s his or her
present one

04
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anIncreaSed emphasis onthe ;latter two criteria left a lOt of

groOnd.undovered.. The EffeCtiveness in Work Roles study. was conceived

as one means of covering this ground.: While its goals were Trincipally

those of validation, the latter tern, includes a lot of territory when

it encompasses the notion'of construct validation. Moreover, the

quality-effectreness strategy makes the validation of quality of

employment ndicators largely a matter of testing propositions that

relate working conditions to criteria of effectiveness. The quality-

effectiveness strategy therefore transforms many issues of "valida-
,

tion" into "substantive" issues and vice-versa.

Four of the major goals of the Effectiveness in Work Roles study

were:

1. to develop improved conceptual models for assessing the nature of

working conditions that are associated with effectiveness in the per-

formance of work roles as viewed from the value perspectives of the

employee, the employer, and society;

2. to examine the structure oireffectiveness measures;

3. to assess the correspondence among measures of working conditions

obtained through, different techniques; and

4. to determine the relationships between measures of quality of

employment and measures of effectiveness in work roles.

Initially many criteria of effectiveness were obtained. These were

ultimately reduced to a set'of eleven, embodying all three perspectives.

Moreover, the data contained measures, often from multiple sources, of

approximately 50 distinct types of working. conditions. Lest the analysis

become a "fishing expedition" among over 500 associations between working

conditions and criteria of work-role effectiveness, the decision was made

to limit drastically the number of working conditions attended to. For

this reason, the entire analysis focused only upon the Quality of Employ-
. \:.-

ment Indicator, the components of which were listed in Table 1. These

components were further grouped into four more general areas--Comfort,
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ChallAngsAsource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards.(see sub-headin s
in Table 4.

" With these restrictions,
seyeral.,queitions-Were asked:.-'

.

1. What it'thestructure of criteria of effectiveness in work, roles.?
This question is answered:inthe"Measuring Effectiveness from Three
Perspectives" below .

.2. How much agreement is there among me res'vf working coAditions
obtaine 'from.differeht sources? More specifically, how much agreement
is there Among measures of quality of employment. obtained through
personal interviews, on-the-job observations, and employers! records?
These qaestions are answered in the "Convergent Validity" section

3. ;How does quality of employmeAt relate,to various criteria of

effectiveness?' This is answered in the section dealing with "Construct
Validity"

4. How can the Quality of Employment Indicator be improved? The.

answer to this will be found in the final section.

60"



Sample

METHOD

The three establishments included in the sample were a hospital, a

printing company, and a manufacturer of automobile accessories--all in

the midwest. People working less than 20 hours per week were excluded.

Certain departments in each establishment, rather than the entire eslegS-

lishment, were used as the units from which the sample was drawn. With-

in each of the departments selected, all supervisory personnel were in-

cluded in the sample; non-supervisory employees were systematically

Sampled at lower rates.
1

Subsequently, those employees who felt that

they had not been on their present jobs longenough'to answer the job-

related questions adequately were screened out by the interviewers.

The departments selected in the hospital were those in charge of

patients' nutrition, general services (custodians, elevator operators,

ambulance'drivers, etc.), respiratory therlir, and the laboratory

research section of the internal medicine department. Because the*.

first two departments were quite large, 50 percent of non-supervisors

- and 100 percent of the supervisors were included. 2
This resulted in

-a total of 54 supervisors and 80 non-supervisors in the.patients

nutrition department and 17 supervisorg and 61 non7supervisors in the

general services department. I

.1Alaupervisors were included in the sample because performance
ratings of each respondent by his or her supervisor were needed. This
was one way to insure that each respondent's supervisor was in the
sample. Information regarding the supervisory status of the employee
was provided by the organizatiOns. studied.

2
illy sample was drawn by choosing every second employee from a'list

furninge by the hospital. Whether .the first or second individual on the
list was the first respondent chosen was determined randomly.
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All auPeXvisors andstn- supervisors from the respiratory therapm and

eite'laboStdry i'esearchYisction of,tfie internal-mediCine,departmentlhwere

included in the,sample,4rimarily because these departmentevwers,v0itivi-

sMal1 in number54 dmOlyeee'in the first and in,thaiseboOd:

41

department. 'Dbctors andAtUrses, were excluded,from the sampla.becaufitof...
the problems anticipated invattempting on- the -job, observations of tpOr.

behaviors.. Technical personnel), respiratory therapists, andLlabora*
.

technicians were..all included7in.the sample.'

At the printing companY.a 1, departments.were,sampled withtwo
tions: the tot, level manage -(who also owned the firm); and the sales
department, which was spread ap*eyhe country. Four small depart-
ments-- maintenance, finance, personnel,, and engineering--were sampledat,J
a rate of 100 percent among both supervisors and norv-supervisors.!

the supervisord, and 66.7 percent. of the non-supervisors were sampled.,
from the remaining departmentsy,vit,i,sales services, warehouses, and
eight departments dealingdirectl. with various stages of production.

Thus, the samplelOr the printing *ompanY included all 42 supervisors
;

and 177 of 272 non-supervisors in ehO, lapartments:selected for study.
,

.

. .

The sample at the automobile

hin the sampled uni

supply, organization consisted mainly of

the-.basic prodUction departments. The major exclusions wee the sales,

research and development,-and accounting units. Witts,
100 percent of the supervisors and 50 percent of the non-supervisors were
included in the sample. The resulting sample included 30 supervisors and
138 non-supervisors.

Response rates. The interview response rates were 76.9 percent at the

hospital, 79.0 percent at the printer and 7,1;4
.

percent at the automobile

supplier. The rate for the three establishmnts combined was 76.1 per- ,

cent. Seven and six-tenths percent of the tampled employees refused to

be interviewed, and 16.3 percent were not interviewed for other reasons.
The final analysis sample contained 506 emp4Yees.

Demographic and occupational canstitutiOnTil4 the sample. fihe demo-

aphic and-occupational constitution of the Sample is reported in

Table T, together with comparative statistics from a 1973 national sample

1The sample was systematic, e,g., 110110110,.
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Table 2

(
Demographic ancf Occupational Distribution of Effectiveness in Work Roles

/ Sample and Comparison Nitional Survey Sample

Demographic Or Occupational
Ciharacteristic

Percentage Distribution
Effe...tiveness in
WoA vik Roles sample

(N = 506)

Comparison
national sample

(N = 2157)a

Sex
Men
Women

21 or under
22-29
30-44
45-54
55 or oyer

Education
Some grade school or less
Completed grade school
Some high school
Completed high school
Some college
Gollege degree or more

Race
White
Black

Marital status
Never married
Married

,Widowed, separated, or divorced?

Mainr Occupation Group
Professional and technical
Managers, officialS and

proprietors
Clerical
Sales
Craftsworkers and foremen
Operatives
Service workers , excluding

private household
,Laborers

46.4%
53.6

8.7

31.2
35.8
15.6
7.9

2.2
4.9

15.0
42.5
22.7
12.6

77.1

22.9

21.9
67.2
10.7

17.0

10.7

18.8
0.2
15.6

19.4

62.1%
37.9

8.1

27.1

30.6.
20.6
13.6

4.7
6.6
14.2
38.4
20.9
15.2

91.5
8..5

15.6
74.7
9.7

15.6

15.4
17.6
5.4

° 12.4
18.5

16.2 I 11.5
2.0 3.5

l972-73 Quality of Employment Survey.
Excludes minority races other than blacks.
Based on 1960 Census codes. The Effectiveness in Work Roles. sample

contained no -farmers or private household workers, and workers in these
occupations, have been excluded from the bases of the conyarison national
statistics.



of workers (Quinn & Shepard, 1974). Since the. sample was not intended
to be representative of the national

population, the differences between
it and the national'sample

are not surprising, but it may be important
to keep these differences in mind when the results of the study are
'interpreted. Demographically, the sample had a higher prOportion of
blacks, women, single people, and young people than the comparison
national sample. Since the sample was drawn from three organizations
perfording rather specific operations, the occupational subgroups repre-
sented in it could be expected to-be quite different from those in the
national sample. Given this expectation, the percentages in each cate-
gory for the two samples Caere remarkably similar.. The major differences
were that the Effectiveness' in Work Roles' .sample included a larger per-
centage of service workers and smaller percentages of managers and sales
workers.

Measures: The interview

The Survey Research Center and the employing organizations sent
letters to all employees in the three organizations. 1

Union members
received' an additional letter fern their union leaders. These/letters
outlined the general purposes of the study and requested workers' cooper-
ation. Appointments for interviews with the'employees sampled were
arranged by the professional interviewers who were responsible for the
interviews. The interviews were usually conducted in the respondents'
homes.

1n.order to test the'clarity and appropriateness of the questions,
workers not in the organizations studied were interviewed priot to

assembling the final version of the interview. A pretest was conducted
by the same professional intdviewers who were to interview the respon-
dents in the sample. The research staff met with the interviewers sub-
sequent to these interviews, and decisions were made either to change

questions in order to make them clearer"or to omit them from the inter-
view

gin the ease of the hospital, letters were sent only to the employees
of the four departments sampled.
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Table 2

Demographic and Occupational Distribution of Effectiveness' in Work Roles
Sample. and,Comparison National Survey Sample

Demographic or Occupational
Characteristic

Percentage Distribution
Effectiveness in
Work,Roles sample

(N = 506)

CoMparison
national sample

(N = 2157)a

Sex
Men 46.47. 62.1%
Women 53.6 37.9

Age.

21 or under 8.7 8.1
22-29 31.2 27.1
30-44 35.8 30.6
45-54 15.6 20.6
55 or older 7.9 13.6

Education
Some grade school or less 2.2 4.7
Completed grade school 4.9 6.6
Some high school 15.0 14.2
Completed, high school 42.5 38.4
Some college 22.7 20.9
College degree or more 12.6 15.2

Race
White 77.1 91.5
Black 22.9 8.5

Marital Status
Never married. 21.9 15.6
Married 67.2 74.7
Widowed, separated, or divorced 10.7 9.7

Major Occupation Groups
Professional and technical 17.0- 15.6
Managers, officials, and

proprietors 10.7 15.4
Clerical 18.8 17.6
Sales 0.2 5.4
Craftsworkers and foremen 15.6 12.4
Operatives 19.4 18.5
Service workers, excluding
'private household 16.2 11.5

Laborers 2.0 3.5

b

a
1972-73 Quality of Employment Survey.
Excludes minority races other than blacks/

c
Based on 1960 Census codes. The Effectiveness in Work Roles sample

contained ,rtO farmers or private household workers, and workers in these
ocenpati'ns have been excluded from the bases of the comparison national
statistis.



of workers (Quinn & Shepard, 1974). Since the sample was not intended

to be representative of the national population, the differences between
it and the national sample are not surprising, but it may be important
to keep these differences in mind when the results of the study are
interpreted. Demographically, the sample had a higher proportion of
blacks, women, single people, and young people than the comparison
national sample. Since the sample was drawn from three organizations

peiforming rather specific operations, the occupational subgroups repre-
sented in it could be expectedto be quite different from those in the
national sample. Given this expectation, the percentages in each cate-

Sgory for the two samples were remarkably similar. The major differences

were that the Effectiveness in Work Roles' sample included a larger 'per-

centage of service workers and smaller percentages of managers and sales
workers.

Measures: The interview

The Survey Research Center and the employing organizations sent
letters tp all employees in the three organizations.) Union members
received an additional letter from their union leaders. These letters
outlined the general purposes of the study and requested workers' cooper-
ation. Appointments for interviews with the employees sampled were
arranged by the professional interviewers who were responsible for the
interviews. The interviews were usually conducted in the respondents'
homes.

In order to test the clarity and appropriateness of the questions,

workers not in the organizations studied were interviewed prior to

assembling the final version of the interview. A pretest was conducted
by the same professional interviewers who were to interview the respon-
dents in the'aample. The research staff met with the interviewers sub-

sequent tothese interviews, and decisions were made either to change

questions in order to make them .clearer Or to omit them from the inter-:

view.

1
In the case of the hospital, letters were sent only to the employees

of the four departments sampled.

1.
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The formats used in the interview. The interview is reproduced in

full in Appendix A.1 The questions used fiye different formats:

frlIluestions asked orally by the interviewer who recorded each

person's verbatim response in the appropriate location (e.g., questions

3 and 4 in Appendix A).

2. Show cards: These were cards with a set of printed response

categories which referred to several of the questions in the interview.

The interviewer asked the question, and the respondent read aloud the

category he or she.chose. These show cards were used to help the,

respondents to remember the alternative response categories (e.g.,

question 2 in Appendix A).

3. Catd sorts: These included two differently colo d sets of

four-inch by six7:inch cards. Each card in the first had one ques-

tion printed on it, while the second set had a resRothlt. tegory on

each card. The second set, the response categorief4 14,laid out

before the respondent who then sorted each of the questions from the

first set of cards into piles next to the appropriate response catego-

ries (e.g., question 25 in Appendix A).

4. Question booklet: This consisted of a few multiple-choice

questions which the respondent read and thenanswered by marking the

appropriate response categories. The question booklet is reproduced

in Appendix C.

5. Supervisor rating forms: Those respondents who stated that they

supervised others as part of their jobs were given one-page rating

forms which they were requested'to fill out for each of their subordi-

nates. These subordinates (most of whom were also respondents in the

study) were rated on eight dimensions: qu;illty of work, quantity of

work, creativity, lateness, dependability, liking for work, liking for

responsibility, and getting along with co-workers. These forms, along.

with prestamped envelopes addressed to the Survey Research Center, were

left with the supervisors for subsequent mailing. The supervisor rating

form is reproduced in Appendix E.

1

With one except ton, all references in the text of this chapter to
app4Indices refer to methodological appendices In Volume II. The
exception Ls an appendix specific to this chapter which appears at
the end of this chapter and which concerns the measurement of dan-
gerous and unhealthy conditions.
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The content of the interview. A.conaiderable variety of content

areas was covered in the interviews.

1. The ob: The respondents were asked three types of questions,

regarding their jobs:

a. Importance: Questions assessing the importance of various

aspects of the job to the respondent constituted the first set ofjob-

related questions.

b. Description: The second, and major, set of job-related

questions was concerned with objective descriptions of working condi-

tions. However, the degree of objectivity that was possible varied

con'aiderably; the questions rangeilfrom such objective matters as annual

income and fringe benefitSto more subjective matters such as the degree

of creativity required by the job. Also included were questions regard-

ing possible dangerous conditions at work, the number of work-related

injuries and accidents sustained by the respondent, and the socit.l.con

ditions at work. In addition to these descriptive questions regarding

the job, two further types of questions were asked. The first of these

concerned the degree of financial equity that the respondent perceived

himself or herself as having, e.g., whether the respondent thought his

or her pay to be fair compared to that of his or her colleagues. The

second set concerned the degre4C e to which the respondent perceived various

rewards (and punishments) as being contingent on his or her performance,

e.g., if he or she did a good job, would he or she get a promotion?

c. Attitudes: Among the job-related attitudes tapped in the

interview were job satisfaction, both overa and with respect to

various specific aspects of the job, and motivation, including the amount

of effort expended, to p rform well. Two other job-related variables

tthat were tapped were de ession and self-esteem that the respondent felt

in connection with the job.
4

2. Physical and mental health: In addition to the job-related

depression and self-esteem mentioned above, the interview included

several other measures assessing the physical and mental health of the

respondent.
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3. Social and political involvement: A subset of the, questions in

the interview dealt with the kinds of social activity in which the

respondents engaged, the organizations to which they belonged, and their

levels of political involvement.

4. Personality and other characteristics : The interview contained

questions to be used in indices of certain personality characteristics

of the respondent, e.g., rigidity, need for affiliation, need for ,

approval, tolerance of ambiguity, and locus of control. Also included

were questions concerning demographic characteristics of the respondent.

5. Interviewer's observations: At the conclusion of the interview,

the interviewer noted some physical characteristics of the respondent

which would have been easily observed during the interview. These

included the respondent's race, sex, weight, height, speech defects, and

physical disfigurement.

The time referent for most of the questions in the interview was the

present, i.e., respondents were asked to describe their jobs as they

currently were. For a small subset VS the questions that dealt with

rare events, e.g., garnishment of wages, 'a longer time frame was used

Measures: Personnel records

A second source of data was personnel records from each of the three

organizations. The organizations varied in the kinds of information

that were included in their records, as well as the completeness and

orderliness of that information. The data that were obtained, there-

fore, varied somewhat from one organization to the next, though an

attempt was male to match the information across organizations, where

possible. A list of the types of information gathered from each of

the three organizations is shown in Table 3.

Measures: On-the-lob observations

The third set of data was obtained using a relatively new technique,

.on-the-job observations. This technique essentially consisted of having

trained observers watch the reapondent at work, and describe the

respondent, as well as his or her co-workers, supervisor, and work

environment.
k.)
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2//Table 3

Information Collected from Each of the Three Organizations' Personnel
Recordsa

Information,

Collected
from

Hospital
Records

Collected
from

Printer's
Records

Collected from
Automotive
Supplier s
Records

Pay 0 X X X
Employment date X X X
Seniority in present job. X X

Promotions 'received X X X
Demotions received X X X
Pay increases X

i/C X
Pay decreases 0 X X
Supervisor's ratings

. X X X
Letters of commendation 'X X X

Letters of reprimand- X. ) X X
Education 'X X. X

Work-related injuries and illnesses X X X
Union membership X 0

b.
0
b

Number of jobs bid for' X 0 0
Age X X' X
Height X X 0_.
Numberof hours worked per month X 0

. 0

Shift,

Vacation taken

X

X

0

0

0

X

Sick leave taken ,X X X

Holidays taken' ,X 0 X

Abenteeism X X X

Overtime worked

Lateral job transfers

X

0

0

X

0 ,

X
Lateness 0 X X

.Termination
(1 X 0

Garnishments
\

0 0 X

aX = this type of information was collected; 0 = this type of
information was not collected.

bThere. was no union.
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The format of the Observation Booklet. As in the interview, the

Observation Booklet (Appendix G) used different formats for recording
the observations.

1. Physical descriptions: These were purely descriptive state-
ments which each observer checked as being true or false of the work

environment.e Each indicated the presence or absence of something in
that environment.

2. Job descriptions: The observer recorded how true a series of

statements were with respect to the job and work environment. The dif-
ference between these and the previous set of statements was that more

judgment was required of the observer in recording a response to these,
e.g., "the job is meaningful." See, for example, question 2 in

Appendix G.

3. Anchored scales: These scales involved still more judgment on

the part of the observer and took the form of seven-point scales/refer-

ring to variousiaspects of the job. In order to reduce somewhat the

degree of judgment that the observer would have to make,' the scales

included short descriptive statements at each of the two extremes and at
the middle anchor. See, for example, questions A3-A28 in Appendix G.

4. Tallies: The observer also recorded the frequency of occurrence_
of various incidents, e.g., the frequency of interactions the subject

had during the observation period. See, for example, question 06 in
Appendix G.

The content of the Observations. The content of the observations was

similar to that of the interviews, although it was not as inclusive.

Those concepts that were tapped, however, were generally approached by

the use of more than one rating format. Descriptions of the respondent's

job, work group, supervisor, and working conditions constituted the main
foci of the observations. These job and environmental descriptions

varied considerably in the degree of "subjectivity" that was involved

in observing and recording them.

The observation procedures. Each observation period consisted of a

one-hour observation of the respondent on the job by a trained observer.

The beginning time of the observation was decided upon by the observer

e'
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and the respondent, such that it was convenient for both and not too

atypical of the respondent's regular work day.

Upon arriving at the work site, the observer introduced himself or

herself to the respondent in order (1) to assure the respondent that

the records of the observed work behaviors would be confidential and

(2) to ascertain whether the ensuing work period would be a ."typical"

one. Since the respondent was necessarily aware of the observer anyway,

it was decided that observer-respondent contact for these puiposes would

be beneficial. However, the observers were directed to keep these

contacts short.

During the first 10 minutes of the observation period, the observer

familiarized himself or herself with the respondent's job without record-

ing anything. ,If it was not obvious what the respondent was doing, the

observer was allowed to ask a question at the end of this period. During

the next 30 minutes, the period of specific observations, the observer

counted frecAncies of events, e.g., of interactions that the respondent

had. The last 20 minutes of the hour were devoted to "geheral obser a-

tions," during which the observer filled out the main bOdy of the Obs r

vation Booklet. After the observation hour had been completed, the

observer spent approximately 15 minutes editing--checking,to make sure

that'the booklet had been filled out correctly and completely, that all

the information had been transferred to it. The time schedule of the

observation hour appears on the next page.

Each respondent was observed for two hours, an hour each by two dif-

ferent observers at two different times. In .addition, there were some

"validation" observations. These involved two different Observers watch-

ing a respondent at the same time and separately rating the respondent

and his or her Job. These "validation" observations were conducted for

the purpose of assessing inter-rater agreement. In all, there was a

total, of approximately 1,500 observation hours.

Cl .
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The Time Schedule of the Observation Hour

Time period Activity
Part of ObServation

Booklet used
(see Appendix D )

10 minutes

30 minutes

20 minutes

Orientation to the job
and the worker (observer
observes job and makes
no ratings)

Specific observations;
observer counts and
categorizes work chunks
and interaCtionsa

General observations
and ratings

Work sheet for
counting data for
section Da

Section A

Actual observation ends; observer moves away from work location

15 minutes Editing:

Transferring data
from work sheeta

- Responding to
observer questions

Filling in adminis-
trative information

Section D

Sections C

Section F

a
The work sheet used for this recording is shown as the last page ofAppendix(:.

I e)
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Training the observers

The training of the observers constituted a most crucial aspect of

the use of the observation technique. Therefore, the study staff

devoted considerable time and energy to ensuring that the observers Were

trained adequately, and that only "good" observers were selected.

Fifty-one "candidate observers" underwent the training. Most of them

had had some college education,'and at least a minimal background in

psychology. They were recruited through notices posted at various places

/ in The University of Michigan and an announcement in an undergraduate

organizational psychology class.

One group of people observed at the hospital 'and the printing c mpany,

while a second group was employed at the automobile supplier, since the

sites were situated at two geographically different locations. The group

who observed at the printer and the hospital consisted of 36 candidates,

from which 24 were finally selected. For the automotive supplier, eleven

of 15 candidates were hired to make a total of 35 observers.

These groups were, taught to rate jobs from video-tapes. In all, there ='

were tapes of four jobs, although only three were used for the set of can-

didates at either location. Those three were chosen so as `best to repre-

sent the types of jobs tiat would be observed at the respective locations.

The candidates observed and rated a video-taped job four times, with

the first and third being the same tape. They used the same rating book-
..

lets that were to be used in the actual data collection. Between tapes

they discussed their ratings in an attempt to improve their mutual agree-

ment. The trainees were informed that such agreement on the fourth tape

was.the criterion for hiring and that all of them who were able to meet

yit would be hired.

Two criteria for the hiring decision were based on the deviations of

the trainees' ratings on each item from the mean score of all trainees on

the same item. If the shape of the distribution of a trainee's deviation

scores was normal, and if the range of the distribution was relatively

narrow, the trainee met the criteria. A normal distribution was inter-

preted as meaning that the deviations were random rather than. systematic
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errors, and a narrow range meant that the trainee was in fact agreeing

with the group of trainees as a whole.

The third criterion was based on the correlations between the scores

of each trainee across all items and the scores of all other trainees

across all items. High correlations indicated close agreeient with

other raters and, with the above criteria of shape and dispersion, led

to a favorable hiring decision.

,
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111

/MEASURING EFFECTIVENla FttOM TIREE PERSPECTIVES

If the Quality of Employment-indicator,shows that an employment

situation isgood,6 this means that the'eM loyment: situation should

produce outcomes that are Valued.. In &Her toivalidate measures of

quality of'employment, 1t is therefor- ne4essary to develop criteria

that can be. used to jud 'the Value .6 specific et of working, con-

ditions. One of the purppses of the E ctiveness. in Work Roles study

Was to devetOp *101 criteria.' ThObll ng pages will discuss the

development Of these outcome cr4bria for evaluating employment situa-

tions and will examine le relationships that exist among these criteria

in order to Show the plication's-16r developing quality of employment

indicators.

The first step in developing4w-Set of criteria for evaluating different

work situations was to identify the perspectives from which the criteria

are valued. As the opening pages of this report indicated, three perspec

tives seemed especially critical: the perspective of the employee

working. in the situation, tie perspective of his or her employer, and

the perspective Of society.

There ate obviously a very large number of outcomes that can result

from a work situation and that can be valuedfrompach of these perspec-

tives--more outcome's than can be Usefully measured or related to quality

of employment. As a result, Only a small. set of outcomes was chosen

for measurement. These outcomes were felt to be the most important

outcomes Measurable witn1nthe scope of:the study.

,'

Outcomes from thejpevEpective of the employee

Several outcomes valued from the perspective of the employee were

identified. All-of.these were measured exclusively by workers' self-

reports., etiusc these criteria reflected the employees' bWn feelings,

rea,ctions, and:pltySicol states.-: Without using extensive observation and
.



expensive medical examinations, there was noway of collecting the neces-

sary information without asking employees about such matters. Whenever

possible, the measures used were scales that had been ahOwn to be relia-

ble and valitio other investigatf,ons. These measures' were the follkw-ing:

Job satisfaction was measured by using the'1973 vereionvOf the job'

satisfaction measures developed by the Survey'Reaearch Center. for dile in

the-1972-73 QUality nf Employment;SvrveY (Quinn & Shepard, 1974). This

measure of job satisfaction has two equally-weighted components:, mese-
.°

ures of the employees satisfaction With specific facets Of his or her

job, and timassure of'general satisfaction with .the jobJ The reliabili-

ties-of these two com'onents -were .92 and .72, respectively.1

Depressed mood was also based on a scale used in the 1972-73 QOality

of,Employment Survey (Quinn,:&'S 1974) .. Its ten.questions were

drawn frOm the'20-question'measuke developed by Zung (1965). Itarrelia-:

bility was .77, and its correlations with the original 20-question,meas-

ure were .95 among men and ,95 among woMerL

Physiological health was measured byAninstrument adapted from that

of Bellot, Breslow, & Hochstim (101):,

Work-related illness and injury was measured by queitions:noncerning

both the frequency and. severity of the injuriae.. The first luestion wasp,
t

Nithin the last yearhavelou had any illnesses or injuries you. think

were caused or made more-severe by anyjob you had during this period at

.(nameof etkloyer)?" If the answer :was poSieive, the respondentyas

aikdd to list the illnesses or Injuries apg was asked.'if they h epi,

the respondent of t of work for more thanntwo Weeks. The-Illnes .and

Injury Adele was,scored 1 if noillnesseti.r injuries were reported, 2 if

therellwas only one and it had not 'kept the respondent from work foi more

than two wieksi. 3 if there were two. and they had note kept the respondent

from workIformorethan,.two.week4, 4 if .there were three illnessea,and
r

°. injuries and they had not kept the respondeiltArom work for mire than

L'tWo. weeks, and 5 if. there was a,t least one illness or Injury that had

kept 'the -respondent from work'for more, than two: weeks.
.. J.

p
-0%411 reported SpearaianBrown internal nsistency -7

reliability estibates.

41,st
.
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Life satisfaction was measured using the Overall Life Satisfaction

scale used in the 1072-73 Quality of EmplOyment Suivey (Quinn &.Shepard,

1974). Its reliability was .88. ,

Self-esteem was' measured by a three-item subscale of the self-esteem,

.measure used in the 1972-73 Quality of Employment Survey (Quinn & '

Shepard* 1974). Its items were seyenrpOint semantic differential items

with the anchors"suctessful/not successful," "01.4 my best?hot doing'

my bestir and "important/not important." The items referredto'how

respondebts felt about themselves at work. The scale's reliability was

.71.

Outcomes from the perspective of the employer,

Five outcomes of working'conditions were identified which would be
% .

valued by an employer.

Lateness was measured through self-reports, Employees were asked

about the number of days they had'been late in'the last two weeks and

whether they were late more often than other people at their Place. of
,

work, about as often, or less often. These two measures were combined

on the grounds that each measured slightly different aspects of late-

ness.

Absenteeism was obtained from employers''records. The measure was

. the number of aboanceepisodes that had occurred in the month prior to

the interview. Ariabsence episode was defin4 as one wherein a person

was absent on one or-more days in succession. This particular measure

,was usedused because it minimized the contribution of both uncontrollable

.absences (such as those due AD severe sickness) and long-term absences,

the latter being more predictable and hence less costly to the employer.

Turnover tendency was measured byre question,in the interview which

asked the employees -how likely it was that they would look for a job in

the next year. It would, of course, have been .preferable to get actual

turnovei figures,' but this was not possible within lhe.time span of,this (

study, However, this particular question had been used successfully by

Mangione (1973) to predidt'turnover.
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Dependability and "job attitude" was measured by supervisors' ratings
of the employees on three seven-point semantic differential scales:
"very dependable/very undependable," "likes'working very much/dislikes
w'rking very much," and "enjoys having responsibility/avoids having
responsibility." Its reliability was .814

Performance was measured by supervisory ratings of the quantity and
quality of the employee's Performance. The two measures were so highly

related that they were combined into a Single performance scale. 'The

items were seven-point semantic differential :items with the anchors

"does very high quality work/does. very low quality work," and "does a

large amount of work/doeS very little work." Its reliability was .81:

Effort was measured by on- the -job observers whoywatched the employees
,

at work. The observer rated the employee onthreeems. The firsttwo

were seven -point scales anchdred at the ends and in the.center:

To what extent does the employee work hard on his/her job?''

1. Very little; he/she takes it,easy on the job; he/she takes
frequent breaks and spends much time not working; he/she does_
not put a great deal of energy into the job.

2.

> 3!
4: Moderate; he/she works moderately hard on his/her job.
5.

6. 4.

7. Very much; he/she works very hard on the job; he/she takes very
few breaks and always seems to be working; he/she puts a great
deal of energy ,into the job.

To what extent is the employee efficient in doing his/her job?

1. Very inefficient; he/she'does his/her job using'a great deal
of excessive motion; he/she works slowly; he /she does not
appear to be very efficient.

2.

3.'

4. Moderately efficient in doing his/her job.
5.

A*
6.

7. very fficient; he/she does 'his /her job .uping a' minimum of
.mo n. .

The thirditem asked, "(How true is it that) the individual working on'

this job expends a lot of effort trying toTperform his/her job well?"
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The reliability,of this scale on the occasion of a single observation

was .88. Since employees were usually observed twice, an employee's

score on the effort scale was usually an average of the scores from two

observations.

Outcomes from the perspeátive of-soCiet

Many outcomes f value to employeesehd employers can also be viewed

as important fro a societal perspective. A society obviously values

having prodpctive and healthy members., However, there is also one out-

come that may be regarded as trimarily (but not exclusively) valued by

the community, or society as a whole; viz.; societal involvement.

Three measures of societal involvement were used. t

The political participation indicatOr:was a mean of three questions.

The first asked if the respondent had voted in the last national elec-

tion. : the second asked how interested the respondent had been in politi-

cal campaigns during the pre.-election period,. And the third asked how

often he or she had voted in past presidential elections.

The. second measure of social participation assessed the involvement

of the employee in formal organizati s outside of work. The emploYee

indicated in the interview whether/fie or, she belonged to each of the.
I. 1

Eollowing organizations : sports club or team; social or card playing
1

group; church or synagogue; church or synagogue-Connected-group or asso-

ciation; lodge, fraternity, sorority or veterans association; labor
,

union; a cooperative; national, ethnic, Or racial assoCiation; profes-
.

siooal association; social welfare or charity group; parents-teachers

association; youth groups, e.g., being a Girl Scout leader or a, Little
40.

League coach; country club; community center; discussion.group; neighbor-

, hood'or community improvement group; political club or organization.

The third measure of societal involvement assessed the degreeto

which the employee engaged in social recreation off the job. The

espondent was asked how long ago he or she had participated .in each of

the followingaCtivitiewent to the movies;_went-to-a sports event;

played in some sport yourself; ate'in a restaurant; went to a bar or

C.
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nightclub;' went shopping for-something besides groceries; went to a play

or concert; went to a fair, exhibit, or museum; went to a class, talk,

or lecture; got in touch with relatives, not counting those who live

with you; got together with any friends other than your relatives--like

going out together or visiting'each others' hotes; chatted on the tele-

phone with friehds; made a repair or fixed something around your home or

apartment; sewed, embroidered nr did other types of needle work;.finished

reading a book; read a whole article in a magazine; played cards or some

other indoor game; workedOnsotehobby of yours; Went hunting or fish-

ing; met and 'talked with any people--other than'those you met at work--

that you had never met before; went out with your family; went for a

pleasure trip in your car or drove somewhere where you could enjoy your-

self. Respondents were also asked how often the previous summer they had

gone camping or hiking, gone swimming or boating, gardened, or, worked

around the yard.-'

Refining the criteria of effectiveness

From the 16 waded outcomes described above, a reduced set of measures

was derived too serve as criteria for evaluating working conditions because

some of the criteria were conceptuhlly and empirically related. The

following set of measures are the result of the combining process.

Job satisfaction. The conceptual differences between facet-free Joh

satisfaction and facet-Apecific job satisfaction did not necessitate main-

taining these measures separately. As a result, each measure was standard-

lied, Ind the two were combined to create a single job satisfaction stale

(Quinn &-Shepard, 1974).

Withdrawal. Absenteeidm and lateness represent employee behaviors that

indicate withdrawal from the organization. Since both typep of behavior

are costly to the organization, and since they representjdifferent aspects

of the same thing, it was Aecided to combine these variables into a single-

measure of withdrawal behavior. order to create the withdrawal scale,

both lateness and absenteeist frequency were converted into a common

scale, and the scales were then averaged.

8.g
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'*Performance. Both the supervisors' ratings of an employee's

performaie and the observers' ratings of the employee's effort were
. ,

measures of the employee's tiyerall contributions to the productivity of

the organization.. These met res ere averaged to develop an overall

performance measure.

Societal involvement. The three measures-of social recreation,

political participation, and-number of organizations joined, 'are all

aspects of societal involvement. As a result, these three scales were

combined into a single measure. Furthermore, it was felt that while

all three scales were descriptive of societal involvement, they were

not all equally descriptive. The extent of a person's recreational

activities was-felt to be a better-indication of involvement than the

number of organizations. r he person beIbilted to or than ttietendencyliii.

t1:Ve and pay attention to political Campaign's (i.e.., political.

involvement). Also, the number of organizations joined. was felt to be

more indicative of social involvement than politiCal involvement was.

As aresult, the scale of societal-involveMent, was a weighted one, with

Social recreation having a weight of 3, numberofferganizatiOns jbined

a weight of 2 and political participation.a weight of 1.

. Dependability. The employee's,dependability and performance as rated

by his or ter supervisor were highly correlated (r = :66): -Since much

of the correlation between the two 'was probably due to the halo effect

which is often present in superviSory ratings (Campbell, Duhnetfe,

Lawler Weick, 1970), and since the objective was to develop measures

which tapped,independent concepts, a d

formed. The revised scale was formed

that is, taking out the convariance be

supervisor's performance rating scale

erived dependability scale was,

by "residualizing" dependability--

ttveen dependability and the

(McNemar,, 1955). Thus, the

revised dependability scale was a measure of an employee's dependability

(as rated. by his or he:r Nupervisor) over apd above the dePendability

that.could be attributed to the emplo.yee's productivity.

The final step in developing the criterion measures was to record all

of the variables so that a high score indicated effectiveness froth the

perspective being usee;'-;As a result of the, reduction of the number of
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valued outcomes to be dealt with, eleven, criteria of effectiveness

remained.

From an employee's perspective:

Job satisfaction

Depressed mood

Overall physical health

Work-related illneslOarid injury

Life satisfaction

Self-esteem

From an employer's perspective:

Withdrawal

Turnover tendency

Dependabilitf

Performance

From a societal perspective:

Societal involvement
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THE STRUCTURE OF EFFECTIVENESS

. The initial developMent and validation of the Quality of Employment

Indicator was based on the use`of a' single criterion--Job Satisfaction.

Before validating the Quality of.Employment Indicator against all of the
e

effectiveness criteria and taking into account the three differentper-

spectives, it was important to look at the relationships among the

eleven different criteria. IfJob'Satisfac4on was found to be highly

related to the other ten criteria there would have been no need to vali-

date the Quality of Employment
*
Indicator against the latter criteria..

Its validation against Job SatiefactiOn would have been sufficient. How-

ever, if the criterion measures did not relate strongly'to Job-Satisfet-

tion, separate validations of the Quality of EmploymentIndicator against

these measures were clearly in order.

Table 4 shows the correlations among the eleven criterion measures.

While Job Satisfaction related,positively to all but, one of the other

criteria, it is clear from the strengths of the relationships in Table 4

that effectiveness is not unidimensional. Although some of the- outcomes
. ,

were highly interrelated, many were independent of each other. The im-

plication of these results is that quality of employment measures must

be validated against each criterion separately.

But, before moving to the validation of the Quality of Employment.

Indicator, it was useful to explore.the nature of the relationships among

the criteria a little-further.. Two questions were examined. What is the

structure of the relationships among the criteria? Is the structure

stable among different subsamples of people?

'The first question asks whether the criteria are'directly related,

inversely, related, Dr independent. If they are related positively,

there is a good pAsibilithat. all criteria can be caused by the same:

set of working conditions. If they'ate negatively correlated, itcould

be expected that it is difficult or'impossible to effect all eleven ouf-
.

comes simultaneously and seldbriousbrby improving the% -same, working

9.0



Table 4

Pearson Produci-toment Correlations Among the Criteria of Effectiveness!

Job Satisfaction

2, Depressed Mood, ,45*

3, Overall Physical

Health 7

4, Work-related IlineAs

and Injury .14*

5. Life Satisfaction .31*

6. Self-esteem .25*

7. Employee Withdrawal .22i

8. Tendency to Turnover 46*

9. Dependability .14*

10, Performance .21*

11. SoCietal Lnvolvement -.03

1

*

pc, 05

.09

.09

'38*

.21*

.08

..25*

.17*

2

.10*

.04 ,.10*

-.04 .01' .29*

Al* .02 .06 .b7

.03 .09 .15* .32*

.08 15* 16* .01 ,19* .07

.02, .03 .13* 13* .13* .02 .02

.09 -Al .19* -.08 -.12* -.06 .04 . .11*

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

a

All criterion measures were scored so that,a high ,numeric score indicated a "good" outcome, e.g. high

satisfaction, little' depressed mood, good physical health.

tar
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conditions., In order improve some of the outcomes, other's would have

to be made worse. If the eleven criteria are independent, improving one

. outcome by altering working conditions will not affect the others.

The second questiOn is useful because the causal relationships

between working conditions and ditcomes may vary for different popula-

tions (e.g., men and women), or in different situations (e.g.; different

-companies). If the structure of ale relationships among the outcomes

differed substantially for different subsamples, the causal relation-

ships between working conditions and the outcomes might also have varied

for the different subsamples. As a'result it would.haVe been necessary

to validate the Quality of Employment Indicator for each of the sub-

samples.

k

What is the structure of the relationships
among the criteria?

r
One means for illustrating the structure of the relationships among

the criteria is a correlogram (McQuitty, 1957). The correlogram displays

viduaaky the strengths of the product-moment correlations ampng

ables and allows the reader to see the structure of the relationships.

Figure 1, a correlogram showing the relationships among the criteria,

indicates that there appeared to be a satisfaction "cluster" among the

criteria. This cluster included, the person's

(Job SatisfaAion), satisfaction with oneaelf

'with life in general (Life Satisfaction), land

satisfaction with the job

(Self-esteem), satisfaction

feelings on the job

(Depressed Mood). Turnover Tendency was also part of this cluster, and

Withdrawal was in turn associated with Turnover Tendency. The fact that

these two'variables were in the satisfaction cluster is not surprising,

since these behaviors are in part the result of dissatisfaction'

(Mangione, 1973; Porter & Steers, 1973).
/ 0"

Figure 1 also shows that societal involvement, performance, depend-

. ability, injuries and illnesses, and health are, unrelated either to the

satisfaction cluster or to each other.

The four psychological states embodying the. employee's perspective

were interrelated,-Vtlit they were separate from the physiological states
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Figure 1

Correlogram of Relationships among Effectiveness Cri eria
a

a

Only relationshrOs ased on r1,25 are,, included
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embodied in that perspective. Turnover Tendency and Withdrawal, mess-

urea of the employed's attempts to, get out and stay'out of the organ

zation, were related t0 the employee's psychological state. These two

,:variables are, hdwever, measures of effectiveness from an employer s 4

perspective. The other employer!s criteria of effectiveness, Depend-

ability and Performance, were independent of all other criteria. The

societal perspective, represented by Societal Involvement, was unrelated'

to the other perspectives. In summary, the societal criteria.of effec-

4 tiveness were independent of the employee's perspective and the

employer's perspective, whlft Conceptually dist4nct segments 0 the

employee's perspective and the employer's Perspective were posit ely

correlaT with each other,

Is the structure of the relationships,stableZ

0.4

n order to exatine the stability of the structure of relationships

'among the criteria the sample was split in two different ways; and the

sUbsamples.were examined fOr each methodof splitting. - First, the

sample was split according to age:. The split was made into.three

roughly equal subsamples: 27 years old Pr.lesi;N = 193); 28-39 years

i

.old (N = 140); 40 years old dr older N = 172). The second split
..

divided the sample into men. (N = 234) married women (N = 147), and

single women who had never been married .(N = 79). .

. .

The correlogram in Figure 2 shows the relationships among the criteria
. .

for subsamplei defined by age. Data fOr all three subsamples ard shown
. .

on the same correlogram to. highlight their similarities and differences. .0

. \Figure 3 shows the relatiopshipi for the subsamples:defined by the se*
.

444 marital status splits. A number of patterns emerge in these two

figures,. First, certain relationahiPs.appeared 66rbe relatively stable.,
.

These are summarized by't'igure 4, a correlogram wherein a'ind IS drawn

only if the relationshipbetween the'criteria Was greater rthan ..25 in at

least two of the subsamples defined by either age or sex and marital

status. As Figure 4 illustrates, there appeared to be a consistent set

of relationships,among'the criteria in the satisfaction "cluster"' and a T'.

4

0
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fairly:Consistent relationship between Life S

InvolveMent.

Buttthe data alio,,showed that,in spite of the ecOneiatencies, there/

were considerable differences among the aubsampleia in le:efttucture of

the relationships among the criteria. For extimple, more-Ofthe criteria

wereinterrelated'amongiyoung workers and among single Woimenthan foi/:

the other subsamples. This indicates that, for these subeeMples only

there mar be some.grounde for pooling the criterion measuie*:Invo. a

single, overall criterion of effectiveness. However,: for oldetWotkers.

and for men the criteria seemed much less closely related, indicating

that. effectiveness for these subsamples Cannot be well/described*ing

oie or two criteria, and multiple criteria are therefore nebessa

assessing their work role effectiVeness.

.for

Overall', the pattern pf relationships among.'te'criteria rt icated

that all of the criteria shoyld.be used tovalidate the Quality of

Employment:Indicator. There was sufficie
1( t

Iariation7in these relation-

ships in-different subsamples to indicate that effectiveness, finest be
. i .o.

viewed' as both. multi -dimensional and variabke.,

Since the Quality -of Employment Iridicatoriwas specificallydesigned

to predici job satisfaction, it was therefore inferred on the basis of

these data that It would also be capable of predictiO:ecriteria shown

abo e to ,be-consistently ?elated to Job Satisfaction; i.e.',.Life SatiN

faction, Depressed Mood, rd Turnover Tendenoy. The Quality of 'Employ-

ment Indicaver was consequently expected to be, at best;a.weak predic-

tor. of the other "criteria.' Whether this expectation was fulfilled will

t* exams,-_ ter in this.chapter.

Are th.are of criteria of effectiveness?

Thus.far, it seems thateffectiveneds-is not unidimensiona and that

multiple c:?terieof.effectiveness need to be used to validate any indi-

cators of quality of employmentAt this point it is therefore appro-t

.!

priate to'ask whether the criteria used in this study represented an ade-

quatesampling of all possible criteria of-effectiveness, The:answer to

Oa
425
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thiaqueaiiOn is prObably''no." The ,hOica.of,thec tariansad in this.

-study was limitedArt.t AUMber(OfwayA.

Liplitationaof'dites...lhetriteria used were the informa-
4

*tion:aliailable at the mmploying establishmentaitUdieds: As a tesult,

icriteria,couldnot be develo00drobjeCtiVelymesSUring individual per'
'formance, because these sites did not cotlect iheSA:dataand liMitid

resources made it impn Sible.for the studY.ataff":104*VflOp these-meas-
.

7 A
urea. . ,

r.

Limitations of design. The itudy.was designed to-include a few sites

and to be based on-meaWnres at one time 'As 'a repulr, Aggregate data

(such as company prdfitability) and longitudinal data (suCh as-turnover)

could, not be collected or used as criteria.
A 4

LiMitations of conceptualizat n. The criteria sed were bAsed,Ona:._

non-random sampling of all criteria possible.- Crite were used which

v

seemed obvious and 'reasonable to a reSearchers. Alowever,*no attempt

was made/to develop.a complete list of poSsible criteria, only one or

more that represented each of the three perspectives.

These limitations most seriously affected the ability easels/ and

analyze effeCtiVeness from t'he employer's perspective.; If, for example,

more sites had been employed, aggregate productivity data from the sites

could have indicated which working conditions were present in the most
I.

productive, and which were present in the least productive sites. Using:
)

each site as one case canIkt reliably be done with only three'sites.'

'Lack of. objective performance measures also hampered the analysis of;

effectiveness from the employer's perspective.

4
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The notipt 0 tofivarig validity Was introduce' by Campbell an

FiAlie, (1959J tees-estimate the: degr e-of agreement b twe two more

inependent measurements of the same concept, Evidence of,eonvergent

vAidity for a scale is demonstrated'by.a high correlatiod between the

scalekheiniralidated and another measure of the same concept obtained

through en-independent source.

CONVERGENT VALIDITY

7-7"

I

0 , .' A primary m-of the Effectiveneso in Work Roles stu
P'e r t Nil:

. . .
as to

IA- /asealthsthy extent to4'which the Qu ty of Employment Indicators obtained

from self-reports were ad accurateaccurate reflection of "objective" Quality of 1

. .

Employment. One estimate oUythe accuracy of the 9uali* of 'Employment

Indicators c4as the extent to which measures froth this soilicet (i:e., the
..

(/ 'interview) agreed,116 measures of the same con eptes ffomIther sources;
.

e.g,, the extent to which there was agreement b weep hedfnterview's

Quality,of Employment Challenge indicant- and another aicator of '

ljnge obtained through on-the-job observations. The degree of co
0 .. .

ergence thus obtained reflects the eccuracy-of the Quality .of Employment
..-

IndiCetora.--add,offers proof_ane kind of .validity, for them.'

t EtThe intervk % overall Quality of Employment Ihdicator ontainefi four

scales, each b whiCh'inturn vs's an aggregation of "intermediate"

indices and specs icitems: The attemptto validate the Quality of

Employment Indic or, therefore, 'included two mai stepi:

1. the validation'ofsthe overall Qualir/of En;ploymeni-Indicator;
.

2. the validation<of they four scales constituting the overall
. .

',Indicator, i.e., Cha enge, Financial-Rewards, Comfort, and

Resource Adequacy.

-The Quality of Employment Indicator consisted of.

nations of items) remesentiqi different aspects -of

life. Its components/ere further grouped into four
/

Challenge, Comfort', R1Ource Adequacy,.and
,

of work:

In order

31 .items (or tombi-

an employee's work

general aspects

Financial Rewards.

to construct a parall ality of Employment. index fiom

alternatiVe data soUrsces, data frbm observations an company records
v
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7.,
Y.

1
. .'

3.'' F
....

''-' : q , ,.
11 1 ',Ire.Use4 F ;Home. of 'the. itlems inClwied in.tWind

_ was Inisd$ble
ii . .

: .1.td kinil. talk the q'ther data aOnicei. 1.; v ,,thsiAnt,Snt

. was nJt :so rie.:01.t d alternatiVe,fditati af every' it7eia, Sii,-ii:, was tr.. ,..

,,
liArrive aean'',Adequate epresintation of each of.the;4Our:sajor:c4ettent'

'ard4C..ai job: :ftdei included' n die indwr
4 <4

..:0The search rave led,a tote of 27 items:that'represented A0M04bat
. ,

. -

')4ZeqUatelY...thelour ihntotii ew.indides cif'QUAI,p/Employipekti.,.:TheTe

1 eXclueive source off items rpreSenting.Ptile;COMintiChallengi; anti':
%

J4.480.4ree A equacy4acetaf,as the:p6-the-job abservaptalv.4:while, ,

emPtceT.e. records were .UseiOr::the"iinaliciilleWards'indix. 'The.....

sfecifiC canstitntia1 the"lO4i;Idi.Ceadisl#1.4ed(1.Sr.T')._

A.. fter!ihe fourIndieshadl?aei conatrucied , t he yl reC, O mbi ne.d to

farm-atntalApality.of EMpleyment indeic rePrOPeefiag.:the validation nxi.7.

terion for the' nteivieses overall .Quality of Employment. indicatort
:

.)'Tbe interview's overall core was the mean of.the scOres on 31 items

tapping four job facets. The number" of items that constituted each

Aspect -varied', so .that the contribution of each aspect:tothe total indeA

alsoyaried. , in order to repreeent.adeteli the differential c&Ittibu-,
ae

tions of the four aspects to the validation ; :index, eachof'the facets was

assigned a weight dete ned by estimating the cotrelitions .betty n each,
of th interview wiped' and the total inteAview index, example; the

inte iew Challenge index correlated .84-with:the tots nterview'iWix,

whil 'Resource Adequacy correlated 51....; Therefore, the vilida44-64/-

.

leng index was assigned a a aweight of e84 and t\validation Resoca Ade-,
quac index a` weight of .51 in constructing the'total va elation index.

The respective weights for the inanciar Reward:lane. ind ices were

,55 and .48.

.The.yefidation index thuS copatruc$e4ctirrel,ated-A5 with _the inter=

view Quality ofEmployment'Indicator. Thie isithownj'qaphi yAn
. .

`This
s. ..4 ,

Figure 5e, In other words,, the two measures shared 20.3 percent omman
.

variance. 'For two indices that were deigned o bl Alternatile measures.
.

of the samlphenomenon, these figures are Mewhat low. Ante-possible.
...

'reason fbr the'ioW coireletion was the reliability oCthe,meaeurea.7 But
. - -

even after adjustment' for attenuation (ie to the internal consistency
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Overall
Quality of
Employment
validatiQn
Index
(z-scores)

et,

.4o

0

Poor

1 2 3 4' 5

(N=67) (N=8)(N=16'8)(N=91)(N=44)
Overall Quality of Employment as Measured

in the Intetv-iew
Figure 5.

Asgociation betvmen'aVer,411'QualitY of' .Emp,loyMent as. Measured in, the
rnEerview and. the' Validation Quality of Emp loyment Index

.
4 s4

A Not:e - -1. n this and in later f igures 'yslng the same format the f F.,o.uon
i..coAveptions were adopted. J

.

.

loyment
abscissa and rb criterion, variable ,along the. ordinate;

measure is preSentQuality of'EMPThe. interviec4°1 s
d along the

: T0, facilitate' comparisowatnong. criterion measures," each is presented
that is, with reference' to its Own and

standard deviation.. '
standardiFed

. ,

The interview Quality of Empl
. .
OYmeht meastrre was collapsed -front a 'con-

. ,.-

tifluoos distributjOn Into five clasis intervals in.a wa thaty preserved
A's0.0sely as Possiple, the shape of the,original distribution. A 1 ..

indicates ,"130of quality of _employment, and a 5 indicates "good" quality_
of .emgdyment -

Statistical .tests we e based on 'one-way analyses of variance. The ,f i',/
, \ 16vels of Quality 0 Employment as measured In_the' interview werethe

independent yariab in these analyses, -and the continuous Criterion
variables .were' tbeidepeadent variables. One by-prosluct of these anall-'
ses of vn riance was a eta ''coeff4 non =:ient, a noniectiional measure of
association which 'does not require associations to be linear.

Summary Stati4t' eta=.45; F=29.1; df (4;447); p<001

r



unreliability ofthe,validatibh index, the' correlation

to .47. The tea's° or aidi sting' the: correlation; for the43

of the'validation, but\not f r the,interview index were

since the purpose of the a lysts'wed to validate the 'inte

of Employment IndicatOr as was, not as it might havi.,bee
,

. ..
.

reliability; adjustment for)Anreliabiliq in the intervie*ir

have. been unwarranted. Second, the validation-index was,
A-

fo

part, comprised of obsetmations'indices,'which were a\methbdo

novelty, and which, therefore, warranted adjistments in antic patibn of
.

future imprOvegent iri the indices:.
i 4

The adjuated ciltrelation'of .4.7 between the,interview'S,Qtiality of

Employment Indicatovand he valieatibn index 4ndaated that the two
t

A.ndides still shared only 2 .0'percent commcm variance. It remained.
Li

A

elated only.

fold, First,

iew!a:Quality
4

with higher

dale Would

the moat

possible, he4ever, that some.of_the job faceta.haebeenbetIter apped.::

sera-7
t.

than others thrbugh the relatively more .nobjectiVe data from.o

"titms and.comp ny records., If this' were:the case, it was probable `thati.,
the modetate correlation betWeen the two overall indices waa.due,,to the

of-agreeient between measures' of specific job faceta rlither itian to

the invalidity, of the e ntir e interview indeX. -
0

Therefore the Wnalysis next exatinet 14e'eXtent to which each of the

four intervieeasdresof Chs4enge,:keshurcr e4.dequacyComfort, and-

FinancialFinancial lewarde, COUld,be vaFidated.'
.

Challenie

Thirteen items from the ObservatiOn,gookiet'measured gree Of

_)challenge in the job being observed. The validation Chal enge lindex

included s: few items that had dirett parallels in the interview and

others designed to tap yaridus'Challenge'dimenslons of-the job; some of
,

which,hadAbeen measured stn the interview, and some of which had 'not.
\.

The job requires an individual to' do same things over

.and over again.

The job is so simple, that virtually anybody could handle'

it, with litqe OT no-initial training.

\ 40

( -)1.

106
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(-)3. The job denies the
o
indi4dual any chance to use his/her

personarinitiative.or discretion at work.

(-)4. The jab is one rhatis highly Pfedictable, and that rarely

presents the individual with surprising or.unexpected.

problems.

5. He/she is given enough freedom to decide how to do his/her

own work.

6. The job requires a person to have a lot of skill to do it

adequately.

7. The job provides an indrividual the opportUnity to do a

number of different kiftds of things at work.

8., The job allow's an individual to make a lot of decisions on

his/her own.

y9.. BOW, much variety is there in the job?

10. How much autonomy is there in the job? ' fi

11. To what extent does the job require the use of sophisticated

or complex skills?

12. How much control does the employee have in Setting the pace

of his/her work?
4

13. .How intellectually demanding is the job?

81

Negative signs indicate the items that were reversed before they were

'included in the Challenge scale. The first eight items Were scored op

a six-point scale, ranging from "veryluntrue" to uvery true." The last

five were rated on seven-point scales anchored by descriptions and exam-

ples at points one, four, and seven, with a greater numeric value always

indicating greater Challenge.

The correlation between the interview and the validation Challenge

indiceivwas' .42: since thi index was highly reliable (alpha ,98) the

Iliadjusted correlation betwei the two was also .42 (Table 5).

0.)
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Table 5

Pearson is between Interview and Validation Quality of Employment
-

Measures, Together witiv.Reliabilities qf Validation-Indices

-s

Quality of Employment
measures

Correlation between interview
and validation indices

Internal-consistency
reliability of
validation index

(coefficient alpha)Unadjusted

Adjusted for
unreliability
of validation

index
.

Challenge .42 .42 .98

Resource Adequacy .04
a

.05
a

.63

Comfort .13 .16 .69

Financial Rewards .37
b C

Overall Quality
of Employment .45 .47 .92

0

a
These two correlations were not statistically significant beyond the

.05 level.

b
Excludes people working less than 35 hours a Week.

c
Construction of the Validation index did not justify an estimate of

internal-consistency reliability.

1.1.0
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Resource Adequacy.

Four items froth the Observation Booklet were included. in the valida-

tion Resource Adequacy index.

1. He/she had adequate access to machinery, tools or other

equipment,

2. .He/she is given enough space to do his /her. job.

3. How adequate are the resources available to.the,employee.

forhim/her to do the job well?

(-)4, The work of the individual on thisjobvas interrupted due

to lack of adequate tools, information, or Other resources.

The negative sign before the fourth item indicates that its. values

were reversed before it was included in;the Resource Adequacy index.

The first two and the fourth items were.scored on a-six-point scale.

ranging ftom "very untrIle" to "very true." The third item was:rated

on a seven-point scale with definitions and examples anchoring:points

one, four, and seven.

Table 5 indicates'a"law correlation between this validation Resource

Adequacy index and the interview's Resource Adequacy index (.04).. When

the correlation was adjusted for attenuatipn due to lack of internal

consistency. in the validation index, it,became .05. The variance

shared by the two items was practically zero (0.3 percent).

One of the reasons for this low correlation was that the validation

index consisted of only a small'subset ofthe items in the interview

index. The validation.Resource Adequacy index also had low reliability
-

of another type- -low inter-rater agreement. Each of the four.items that

constituted the.vsalidation Resource Adequacy index showed only moderate

agreement between observers who rated the jobs at the same time and

almost'no agreement between observers who rated the job at different

times. These statistics suggest that the adequacy,of resources, avail-

able to an employee is not very' rekiah,ly assessed through observations'

of the'kind used in this study. An accurate estimation of Resource

Adequaby appears to require more famillarity with the job than an

observer was able to acquite in the one-hour observation that he or she
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conducted for each-job.. The respondent,'on the other hand, knows the

job well and knows. what isneeded to perforaadequatel on the job. The

likelihood of the respondent being able to arrive at afn accurate esti-
!

mate of the adequacy of resources for the7job is, therefore,,high.
.

This argument suggests that the low convergence between/the interview

an4 the'velidation Resource Adequacy indices. may, be due in.large'part to

the instability of its components or liMitations of:the on-the-job obser-

vation instrument. Until the validation instruMenthss.been

refined and improved, it is therefore difficult to assess adequat4y the

convergent validity of the interview's' Quality of Employment Resource'
P

Adequacy ,index.

Comfort

The validation Comfort index consisted of eight items and .a derived

measure that combined the number and severi4 of dangerous and 'unhealthy

conditions present in'the respondent's work environment. The sourcetor

all nine measures was the Observation Booklet:

1., His/her work area isclean.

2. He/she\\is given adequate lighting for his/her particular job.

(-)3. His/her'job exposes him/her to dangerous or unhealthy condt-
a

titans.

4. 'He/she has enough time to do what he/she is.,expected to do.

(-)5.'pTo what extent do. other people make conflicting demands/requests

of the eMplOyee?

(-)6. The individual doing the job is asked to do excessive amounts of

work.

7. The individual working on this job is free from conflicting

demands that others may 'make of him/her.

8. How comfortable is the physical work environment?)

(-)9. The number, up to a maximum of 25, of ,dangerous and unhealthy

conditiOnapresent.

'

The negatixe 01404'indicate the items for which the scores were reversed

before ineTUdingthem in the Comfort index. The first four, the sixth,

112
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i,
and 'the seventhcitems lei;e scored on a six7pOint scale ranging from

,

"very untiue" to 'very true.,The fifth and the .e"ightk,items were

.

scored on a seven-point scale anchored byexamples and definitions

at points one, four,
,

and seven.
i

-4Thelvalidation Comfort index correlated .

A
13 with the interview's

a. .

Comfort,,index; the adjusted 'cdrrelation was .16,. indicating, nly 2.6

.perynt common iiatiance.,. One teason.for the lack of agreement between.

the Validation and the interview Comfort indices was that hie

ands adangeroun unhealthy ,iconditions appeared, to bef nOe\so

readily observable after all - -at least not by those who lack the

-intensive traning of,profsional health- and - safety insp:tsOx.s...es -an-sa This

problem is disciussed in ddtail in a special appendix at the end o.

thischapter. -Further, ,the agreement between observers both simul

,taneously and At differentmes was low for most of the items that

went into the validation-Comfort index (Table 6Y.
k -..

Another reason for thiapoor agreement can be attributed to some

lack of overlap between the items constituting the taro indices. It

was mentioned earlier that the objective in constructing the indices

was not to replicatls parallel items,'but to arrive at two indices

tapping the same concept. The interview's Comfort index, however,

coVered a variety of job characteristics that were not measurable

through the other two data sources. These items included such ,aspects

of the respondents' working life as the convenience of travel to and

from work, traffic problems, problems with overtime hours, and so forth.
,1 Fo

In spite of the flekible strategy Used for including items in any index,

this lack ofoverlap between items in the two Comfort indices undoubtedly

contributed to the low cortelation between the two indices.

Financial Rewards

The interview's Financial Rewards index consisted of three distinct '

groups of variables,: (a) annual wages, (b) fringe benefitg, and (c) job
q .

1'7
security. Of these three, no information on lob security WEW available

from the two alternative data sources. In spite of the fact that i 4 or-,

mation'regarding the availability of fringe benefits was obtained from
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,

)

Kappa Estimates of.Agreeme t f r Items the Observation Comfort Index
Observed a the Same and at'Different Times

pi;

Item

Clean work ar a

Adequate 1 ght rkg

Same. time
. (N = _45)

Kappa
Different times

(N r 448)'

Dangerous ,c nditips
(su ar rating,

gh ime to d6 work

on icting demands 1

tessive amounts of,woiR

Conflicting demands 2

Comfortable environment

Sum of 25 dangerous conditions

.56

.16..

.13

.40

. 23

. 39,

. 37

..23

:29

03

,23

.02

.15

.06

.15

:26

.06

1.14.

r.
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the company re: ords, this variable (Fringe Benefits) was not included

in the validation tilaex, The primary reason for this was the fact that
k....the number and,kinda of fringe benefits that were available were con,i') ..

scant within each of the sites, and'even across sites there 'tiaS not

much variance.' Addition of this variable to
v
the validation, index 'Would,.. ,

-

thereford ,have been tantamount to adding 'a dbnatant.. '
.

An -exenilnatio was man-, however, of the extent to:which rePpondents
. ,.

to over- or u
: e. . .

tended sport tha'ringe benefits that'their emplOy--,
't.,

f

in organizations make available to them. .rThese data are reentedin.
.

Table 8. They indidate that, while the vast MAJOrity
.5

of, t e respondents.

were aware thethe fringe benefiti offered by their emploYers,'some cpeo.

pre did. not know all of the benefita7that were available toheM.' The
f

two fringe benefits concerning which many people in all three companies

were dsinformed were the availability of stock options and free mer-

chandiss or services. Even for these benefits, however, more people

wered.Jare than were unaware of their availability.' Thus, -the interview

measure of fringe benefits was'relativel Valid.

With the exclusion of two variables--JOb-SeCuritY (4ato lack of '.

e

data) and Fringe Benefits (due to lack of variance)--the only remaining',

validation component of the Financi 1 Rewards, index was tlw annual wages

from ohe's job. :These validation ta obtained from companyj
records. The correlation between the recorded and the repbrted annual

k.
.

wages was .71, and the correlation between recorded wages and the inter-
-

view's Financial Rewards index was .37.''Si e the validation index'con-
,

tained:onlyone stem, a correlation adjuste its reliability could not

be'calculated.

Why were the two esti at auntie ^ages hot correlated,, more highly

than .71? The interview asked respondents for their annual, monthly, or

weekly wages, and'the annual wage was calculated from the answers to:

that question, in combination with information on how often wages were

paid. In the company records the kind of information that was available

varied from4te to site, so that sometimes this annual wage was a calcu-
.,

lation from the monthly, weekly or hourly wages, and other times it was

taken from the W-2 form. Estimation errors in both the interview and

I
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Validities of ri a BenefiteMeasures
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'Total Ann

Source

Thble 8

1 Wages (reqUencies) Estimated from Intervievis
and Company Records

(N =.144)a

°Company Records

Incomit

Categoriesb $4,947, $6,903
$6,904
$9;105.

$9,206
..$16,109

$16,110-
$97,9_

Interview

$4,947

- $4,948 -

$6,903

$6,9047.
.$9,205

$9,206.
$16,109

$16,110-
$97,999

2

7

2

12

88

29

0

33

dec-124.-k,.

0

13

119

23

a
Respondents. workieg less .than 35 hours per week are excluded.

b
These categories match those used in the 1969-70 Survey of Working

Conditions (with adjustments- for' since these defined the
class intervals used in the Financial Rewards index.
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the validation indices; therefore, contribpted to lowering the correla-

tion between the two wage estimates.

These errors were reduced.whetjWage estimates from each data source

were collapsed into five tategories. Table 8 shows the number of

respondents in each wage Category and for each source. While the corre7

lation between wages estimates' 0-tained froM the two.soufces was

it remained possible that people were consistently re ortin wagls that

were higher "or lower: than those in company records. ca relation

would be high so long As the bias was consistent among -all respondents. .

In Table '8, the frequencies on the diagonal are large, indicating. that

data from the two sources were usually in.agreement: The frequencies

belOw.4andleft of the diagonal, show a slight tendertCy for,those who
.

misrepreserm Ln/rx wages i6.:oVer-reprettOt rather than under - represent:

them.

4

Consensual validation ti

',Workers' reports of" working conditions were validated in the above

pages by comparing them with descriptions of the same conditions

obtained from two diffeentsources: on-the-job observatona and com-

pany reCords. When the reports of a particular worker are considered,
. .

there remains yet)4 third ..crfterion.vfor assessing the convergent: valid.

ity of'his or her reports; the.deacriptionsOf working conditions .pro.l.

vided by others wh6 are in the same job. To the extent that workers
- ,

who *hare presumably similar working conditions.report theth

their reports maybe'considered at best to be mutually validat, g and

at worst to reflect only shared xdsperceptions of these working ndi-

tions.

JO assess the "consensyal validity" of the Quality of Employment

Indicator and itafOur components., an estimate was obt6ined-for each

measure of the amount of agreement among those in similar.jobs. This

assessment was made by first dividing 'the sample into work-groups, where

each work-group was defined as all those reporting to A common appervi-

sor. Within each work -group the predominant occgpation was then:

11 J
st.
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'identified; using the three-digitoocOpation codes from the 1960 Census.

Those peOple who were not in the predominant occupation of their work-

groups were eliminated from the analysis designed to estimate consensual

validity.. The analysis was therefoie confined to 196 employees in 69'.
0,

work groups, In each work-group members of the analysis sample had
4 .%...,

identical occupation codes and reported to the same. supervisor.

The consensual validity of the overallAtality'of Employment'Indica-

tor and ft four components was, estimated by eta coeffiFlents of associa
4

Aion obtained in oneWay analyses of variance where the independ4t

variable Was the identification numbers of the 69 work-groups thus'iden-
.i

tified and.the_dependent,variables were the quality of employment meas-.

ures. Each eta coeVicient /00 adjusted for its unreliability due to

the small number ofopeoRle in each work-group anWthe.large number of
,

4

work- groups'.' :-
.

r4

The, eta coefficients estimating consensua.validation of the quality

of employment measures are shown in Table 9, together with the other

estimates of convergent validity based on on- the -job observations and

company records (frot Table 5). '

,Convergent validity:. Summary

The Quality of Employment Indicator showed moderate convergent

validity. According to ,Table 9, its consensual validity was

and,it torrelatpd,.,4y with an independent measure of quality of

employffient estimated by on- the -job observations and employers'records:

With the'exception of Challenge, the convergent validities of the

Quality of Employtent Indicator's four components were lower than those

of.the total indicator,. Challenge was the 6$MpOnent for'which..ahe con-Mr
vergent validities were the highest--.68,:withregard toconsensual.Valid-

-

ity and .42.when the validating, criteria came from sources other than

interviews, The lowest-convergent:validities were.those of the Comfort

and'Reaource Additlacy measures when the validating criteria were based.

upon on-the-job observatiate. One of the major sourcesse low

validity estimates a7'peared to ;be the instability, of the en-the7job

observations of Comfort and Resource Adequacy. The cotimensual validity

4)litinintes of these tqo job aspedts were considerably higher than were

the estimates empldying observationaleriteria.
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li

ti

_

Table 9

EstiMetea of ConVergent Validities of OAOrty of Employment, Indices

.

QualrcY, of Employment'

measure"

Estimate of convergent validity

Consensual
validity

Validity With reaPect to
on-the-Job observations
.. and. "company records

(from Table 5)

Challenge, .68' .42

Resource Adequacy .49 .05
PomfcArt '30 .16
Financial Rewards 46 .37

Overall Quality .0 EMployment .6 .47

lry

0



CONSTRUCT-VALIDITY

The4last matter to 'be -examined in Validating the Quality of Employ-
,

Employ -

merit Indicaeor'was its construct.yalidity. The.oritical issue'in deter-
mining

.

mining the construct validity of any qualitY,of emploYment,indicator.is n.

that it must be associated with effectiveness as viewed from some per-
-

-spectkve. The purpose in develoPing a-'quality of employment indicator

in the first place was to determine, the "goodness" of the working condi-
,t

.r
iOns being measured. Working,conditions:that.epresent 'high "quality

of'es44(amegrit" must, by definition, produce positiVely valued outcomes,:
.

AS determAeci, frolasome perspective. If a quality of employment
-cator strongly aesoCipted with outcomes that are poeitiVeiy

yalUed fro6the perspective being used, it'is not a valid indication of

qt141,:itY of employment as viewed from that perspective.

In assessing_ the construct' validity of Phis study's'. uality of_ -

Employment Indicator two separate questions were asked: First, since
*the Quality of Employment Indicator wasdriginally: Validated using jObs

.

satisfactionks a criterion, could estiMetee;Of'-the indicatoraltdit

with respect to.that-critericenbe replicated? Second, could the measure
'

be validateckagainst.eathHeftheOther',criteria'of effectiveness

described (a.eriier. in\this'report?.

Validitionwith,respect to Job satisfaction

The first test of the validity of the Quality of:Employment indeXwas

to examine its association with Job Satisfaction.' Figure 6 ehows that

this association was very strong. Although the data are not reported

here, the association was also strong within all.of the subsamples

examined (i.e., among womeni, men, supervisotai,n6n*sUPervisors, young,

and old). Thetie data indicate that the:Quality of Employment Indicator

is a valid indicator of quality of employment when Job Satisfaction is

the criterion....'
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Satisfied 1.20 -

0. -

-'.40 -

-.80 -

Rissatisfied -1.2d -

Job t.

Satisfaction

Poor 1 2 ' 3 4 '5 Good
(1.1144)(N95)(N188)099)(N48,

Overall Quality ofEmplOyment as Meaiured
in the Interview

Figure 6

Association betWeen Overall-Quality of Employment as:Measured
in the Interview and Job Satisfaction

Summary statistics: etams.59; F65.13; df -(4, 499); p<.001

123
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Validation with respect to Depressed Mood)
Life Satisfaction, and Self-esteem

The data describing the relationships'between the Quality of Employ-
ment indicator and the three affective criteriasof Depressed Mood, Life
Satisfaction, and Self-esteem are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9, respec-
tively. These data indicate that none of these relationships was as
strong is.that between Quality of Employment and Job Satisfaction. The
relationship for Depressed Mood was nevertheless moderately strong (etas'
.39) and indicates that Quality of Employment is a fairly valid indicator
wit)) regard to,this criterion. Depressed Mood is probably.influenced
more strongly by temporary, specific'job conditions, and certainly by
personality factors, than iaJob,Satisfaction, As a result, it would be
expected to be lese.Closely.related to Quality of Employment, .which does
not 'tap these factors'. ,,

Figures 8 and 9 indicate substantially lower relationships.betWeen.
Quality of Employment and both Self-esteem and Life.Satisfactiqn:: This
was not,surOrising for a number of reasons, Life satisfaction is caused
A35, a great many factors other than one's 41p. As" a resplt,,it relation-
ship to quality of employment, can be expected to be relatively low. The
data indicated not only that the relationship was' indeed low, but also
that it was not monotonic. Ong plausible interpretation of this is that
while very good and very bad quality, of, employment significantly

influence life satisfaction, for moderate levels of quality of employ
ment non -job factors have the major influenceon life satisfaction.

There was a fairly consistent relationship between QUality.of Employ-;
ment.and Self-esteem.. The meaning of this relationship (eta = .23) is,
however, not completely clear. On one hand; good quality of employment
May produce-high self-esteem. On the other hand, employeei who have
high self-esteem may appear more confident, aggressive, and competent
than others. Thig in 'turn may make it more likely'that they will be

-given challenging, high paging jobs, i.e.,.better'quality of employment
(Campbell, et al., 1970). In addition, employees with high self- esteem

may prefer challenging jobs and be more likely to redefine their jobs

in ways that make them challenging:
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(7

Depressed
Mood

Depressed' 1.20 -

.80 -

.40 -

-.40-

-.80 -

Not,
-1:20 -

depfessed

dir

Poor 1 .2 3 4 5 Good
(N74)(Nim95)(N188)(NR99)(W48)

Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview

Figure 7

Association between Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the,Interview and Depressed Mood

Summary statistics: eta -.39; F23.10; df -(4, 499); p <.001
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Satisfied 1.20 -

Life'

Satisfaction

.80

.40 -

-.40 -

-.80 -

Dissatisfied -1.20

r.

0 Poor 1 2 3 4 5 Good
(1114)(1P95) (Ni.188)(Ns'98) (N48)

Overall ()dality:of'Employment as Measured
in'the Interview

Figure 8

Association between Overall Quality of ;Employment as Measured
.in-the Interview and, Life Satisfaction

Summary statistics: eta -.24; F=7.66; df=(4, 498); p<.001
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High es elm 1.20 -

Self-esteem'

-.40

-.80 -

Low esteem -1.20 -

v .v

Poor '1 . 2 3 4 5 Good

(N73)(N95)(N188)(N98)(1.1,48)

Overall Quality of Employment,as4Measured
. in the Interiiiew

Figure 9

Association between Overall quality of Employment as.Measured
in the Interview and the Validation Self-esteemIndex

Summary statistics: eta.23; P.7.19; dfli.(4, 497);

12I

< .001
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'4

Validation with respect tebverall Physical Health
and Work-related Illness and Injury

the relationship between .Quality-of Employment and measures of .both'

Overall Physical Health and Work-related Allilesa and.itjury'are shown in
. f

Figures 10 and 11. These figures indicate that thire is some validity
. .

in using the Quality of Employment- indicator as a measure of good'Oprk-
,,R,

ing conditIons-according to these ciiteriatbut that far better Measures!,

could be developed. Jobs with very good dr bad quality of employment

also 'seemed to be appropriately "good",or.:badP according to the two

criterion Mea _: , The strengths of these relationships were-not

strong, how er, and at intermediate levels of-quality ofemployment,

"the rela ti onghips disappeared coMpleiely., ..: .

In evaluating the Vtillegf the Quality of Employment indicator for
, 4

predicting'OverallePhysical Health and Work-related Illness and Injury,
-f

it is imp itant,to keep in mind that both of these criteria' can be

influence1 by non-job-related factors. As a result, no quality 'efP,

employment measure can be expected to relate strongly to these criteria.

The data showed that while quality of employment is compatible with

physidi health and the abstA of work-related niness- and injury,

' better quality of employment predictors can certainly be developed.

Validation, with respect to Withdrawal,
Turnover, and Dependability

-/From the employer's ITerspective, working conditions will be '!better"

if they produce low levels of employee withdrawal (e.g.,absenteeiam and

lateness), little: tendency for employees to turnover,. and high levels.of

employee dependability. The relationships between Quality of EmPloy--

ment Indicatpr and these criteria are shown in Figures 12' through14.,.

They were all statistically significant and in the predicted direction.

They were not very strIng, however, and there was better predictability.,

for extreme conditions/of Quality of Employment than for moderate, levels.

COnsiderable research (for a summary see Quinn, Staines, and

McCullough, 1973) indicates that employee behaviors such as turnover and

withdrawal are the result of employee's choices based on'their

..

t, 1f/
C.)
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'Overall
Physical
Health.

Heolthy . 1.20)-

-

.40 -

-.40-

-.HO

Sick

7

Poor .1 2 3 4 5. Good
(N73)(N90)(N185)(N.,95).(N 46)

Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview

Figure 10

Association between Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the nterview and Overall Phytitcil Health

Summary, statistics: eta -.15; F2.13 ; df -(4, 498); p < .05
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Illness
and Injury

Infrequent -1.20
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5 GoodPoor
(N45).188) (N.99) (NN48)

Overall Quality of Employment Ss' Measured
in the'Inter4iew

Figure 11

Association betiv'en Coverall Quality of; Employment as Measured
Interview and Work7related Illness and Injury

Summary statistics: eta..20; F.5.00; df.(4, 499); p<.001
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High
withdrawal .'1:20

WithdrAwal

.80

.40

-.40

-.80

Low
withdrawal -1.20

Poor I: 2 3 '4 5. Good
(N70)(N88)(N154)(N71)(N.26)

Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview.

Figure 12

Association between Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview and Withdrawal.

Summari'st4istics: eta....20; dfA(4, 404); p<

131

ti



Likely to
turn over 1.20-

4.7

.80

.40

Turnover
- Tendency.

-.40-

-.80-

Not
likely to
turn over
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103

V V

Poor 1 2 3 4. 5 Good
(N -74) (N -95) (N -188) (N -99) (N -48) '

Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview

Figure 13

Association between,Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in'the Interview and Turnover Tendency

Summary statistics: eta=:30; F=12.28; df=(4, 499); p< .001

f
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=ht,
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Dependable 1.20

.80
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Overall Quality of Employment as Measfired.
in the InterView

.

rj

Figure 14

Association between Overall Quality,of Employment as Measured
in the Interview and DependabilitY

Summary statistics: eta -.19; F3.04; df -(4, 316);

13,3

< .05
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satisfaction with their jobs. According to one interpretation of these.

findings, if employees. meet their needs and 100'0 at work; they will not

only be satisfied with their jobs, but they will also be more likely to'

come to work and40se likely to quit. If this interpretation of the

forces-producin haenteeism end-turnover is 'correct, the relationship

between absenteeism or turnover and any quality of_employment.indicetor_

will be liMited, since'job satisfaction will act as ah.itervenintVailable.

This:model and its" implications can. beseenA:n-FigUte'lt If ihe-model

'shown in Figure 15:iscorrect,-andA itithe*.ationship tween Quality

of kmploymentand satiefehtion, .and"b is the relationship between sa0a4

faCtion,and the criterion, then c, the relationship between Quality of '

.14p.loymeni:and-the. criterion, cannot be greater than a12 (Blalock, 1964).

correlation 'coefficient as the measure of relationship and Turn-

over Tendendy as the criterion, ab was .29 and c was also .29.(note that

105

Turnover Tendency is .reverse coded ao 6,_high.score means low turnover
5

iendencY),-indicating that the'only way.to.increase:the:relationshi3,,

03etWeeh'Quality of Employment and Turnover Tendency may be to increase
C.

the relatiOnship,between.Job Satisfaction and Quality of Employment, or

the. relationship between Job SatisfaLtipn and TUrnOver Tendency. When

WithdrawelWai taken as the criterion., ab was 44 while c was .20. .These

not differ significantly;', again indicating that

the criterion using thAAnality Of. Employment

possible without developing Mea6uresOfitio

two correlations did
:

htier prediction of

Indicator may not be
. ,

oCaMploymeni that are Close*' related to satisfaction..
,

The situation.Wea_less clear with respect to Dependability.- While

bependability as rated by a'supervisor is likely to be influenced by

working conditions, it. may. also reflect the personalities of boththe

supervisor and the,employee. As a result, the possible relationship

between working Conditions and Dependability may be limited to some,

extent. It nevertheless seems possible that a better Quality ofEmploy-

ment IndicatonTre4cting.Depandability cam.be developed, since the ,

relationship' between the Quality of Employment Indicator and DepeAdabil-

-ity was not high (eta.. 49).
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Figure 15

Possible Relationships among Qualityoof Employment, Job Satisfaction,
-.and Turnover; and-Uit4drawal

, Turnover Tendency,
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Validation with respect to Performance,

The relationship of the Qualit. of Employment Indicatiii and the

Performance measure is shown in p/Ore.461,. AlthOUgh ;there wae-a'signif-

*cant relationship between'Quali'ty ZirppYment. and Performance (eti.w

20), the 'relationship was neithei lineir*MrinOtoni.c. Overall, the

Q.U*lity of Emploent index did not appear to be:ayarticularly valid

measurewhen it came to predicting. Performance., Oertainly,.better'qual-

`ity of employment measures can be developed for predicting. this triter.;-

ion. Particularly important in this regard is the requirement2that a

quality Of employment indicator cover matters more

workers' motivation. Amonktheimeny characteristics of JOIY00.

their occhp4nts that are likely to be associated with performance, f

were'representeein the Quality of Employment Indicator examined in this."...
-,

study. Such slighted.CharActeristics ohOuld certainly beAliven greatet
.Y,

'weight in future attempts tordefinein:Meature qualityljeMploymeni

as viewed frOm4aneikployer's perspective.

. .

4

Validation with re4pect to Societal Involvement

The relationship between:ttie Quality, of Employment index and L,

(employees' Societal Involvement is-shown in Figure i7. .There was

thoderitek monotonically increasing relationship between ths

:QUality of 'Employment measure and the criterion :of Societal int)Llvemen.,

The'data.therefore indicated that the Quality Of"Employment%Indicator

,was-a somewhat valid measure. of good working conditions when this cri-

,terion was considered. This observed is particularly

interesting beeause-the societal involemene-Of anjndivitivaLis surely

-!

.., ,,,-
the result of a great many factors, othet than the conditions.at hiSor

her place of work. The strength of the'Ohserved'relationship was low

'enough to suggest that mark:validmegatares Of :working conditionsi,can,he
. -.. _

developed for.Tredicting societal involvement. But-given the nature of..
,,,.. . -.,, . . . : , .., ..

the criterion,:st he istAnAuklity. of :Employment indicator probably
7.f

predicts Societal Involvement as well 'As anygurelyAO-related measure

ik:10e1Y,10: 0.P
-.,:.. .

.13d
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Overa Quality of Employment as Measured"
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Figure 16

Association between Overall Quality of Employment as Measured
in the Interview and the Validation Performance Index

Summary statistics: eta -'.20; F.3.01; df...(4, 304); p <.05
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- Figure 17
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Association between Overall Quality of. Employment as. Measured
in the Interview and the Validation Societal Involvement Index

Summary statistics: eta...23; F6.70; df...(4, 499); p < .001
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Summary of the construct validity of the Quality
of Employment Indicator

The'associations between the Quality of Employment Indicator and each
of the eleven criteria of effectiveness, in work poles are presented in

Table 10 Generally, the indicator was fofo be best doing what it
was originally dLigned to do--to predict overall job satisfaction. It

predicted all other'criteria less well. There were two major: reasons

for this diminished predictive power. First, many criteria could reason-
ably be assumed to be determined to a great, but unknown, extent' by cir-

cumstances irrelevant to working conditions. The best illustrations of

such criteria were this study's measured of physical and mental health.

Secondly,: even the study's job--relevant criteria were more plausibly

predictable from.jbb characteristics not included in the Quality of.

Employment indicator. For example, the indicator did not include mess-) r

urea of most of the working conditions summarized by Quinn, Staines, and

McCullough (1973) as likely sources of job performance, absenteeism, and

turnover.

In ordei to test the stability of the relationships reported in Table

10, each of the observed-correlations between Quality of Employment and

a criterion of effectiveness was routinely re-computed for more homoge-

neous subsamples of workers. These subsamples were defined according to

their supervisory status, their marital status, and their age and sex.

Generally the correlations observed among the full sample were success-

-, fully replicated for all subsamples thus defined. The major exception

was Depressed Mood. While Quality of Employment was strongly related to

Depressed Mood among younger workers and women who 'had never been

married, the two measures were less strongly related among the other

subsamples.
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Table 10

Magnitude of Associations between Overall Quality of Employment
as Measured in the Interview and Eleven Criteria

of. Effectiveness in Work Roles

Criterion of eftectiveness Magnitude of association

Job Satisfaction

Depressed Mood .

Life Satisfaction

Self-esteem

Overall Physicel,Realth

Work-related Illness
and Injury

Withdrawal

Turnover Tendency

Dependability

Performance

Societal Involvement

Strong

Moderate-strong

Moderate; best for extreme values

Moderate; best for extreme values

Low; best for extreme values

Low; best for extreme values

Low; best for extreme values

Moderate-strong

Low; best for extreme values

Low

Moderate
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT INDICATOR

The Quality of Employment index originally had been developed to

predict only one criterion of effectiveness--job satisfaction (Barnowe,

Mangione, & Quinn, 1972). Data.from the present study showed that the

measure continued to be a good predictor of job satisfaction. Moreover,

it was able, albeit less successfully, to predict other criteria of,work

role effectiveness*.

Can the Quality, of Employment index be improved? Two, strategies of

improvement are possible. The first involves essentially methodological

improvements carried on within the conceptual language of the. ortginal

measure. The "vocabulary" ofsuch improvements would remelt confined to

the facets of Comfort, Challenge, Resource Adequacy, and Financial.

Rewards. But more powerful and efficient combinatiOns of these facets

would be explored, as well as better means of measuring them. A second

strategy involves expanding the conceptual framework of the original

measure. Under this strategy, information on the four "basic" facets

would be supplemented with information about other job facets not

included among the basic ones. These "supplementary" job facets would,

moreover, be selected so as to increase the index's construct validity

with regard to criteria of effectiveness other than job satisfaction.

These supplementary job characteristics could include, for example, role

stress (as a predictor of health) or characteristics affecting job-

related motivation (as,a predictor of performance).

Several analyses were, therefore, conducted in order to Answer the

question of whether--and to what extent--the original Quality of Employ-
/

went indicator could be improved. All of these were governed by the

first of the two strategies just described. That is, the conceptual

limits were never enlarged to encompass job facets other than those of

. Comfort, Challenge, Resource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards. Within

these limits refinements of the indicator were confined to securing

improved predictors of effectiveness through better combinations of

or more extensive measures of the 'four basic facets. Three such refine-

ments were attempted:

141
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1. -obtaining improvedlkeightings of job facets measured 'in the,

interview;

2. supplementing interview measures of these job facets by measures

of the same facets obtained by other methods;

3. reduCing the number of job facets to a "most- efficient" subset.

Each of these three refinements is discussed below.

Obtaining imkoved weightings of job facets
measured in the interview

While the Quality of Emplbyment Indicator contained four distinct comr

ponents--Comfort, Challenge, Resource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards--

the,four were not weighted equally in the construction of the summary

measure. The different weights assigned to the four facets were not,

however, arbitrary. They resulted instead frOM selecting only those

measures of quality of employment that were appreciably associated with

job satisfaction. As a result, the overall indicator included twelve

measures of Challenge, nine of Comfort, five of Resource Adequacy, end

five of Financial Rewards Nee Table 1 above).

For predicting criteria of effectiveness other than job satisfaction,

there may, however, be more powerful differential weightings of the

four job facets. Indeed, even the differential weighting of the facets

in predicting job satisfaction requires replication acid refinement.

For this reason, 22 estiMlates of the association between quality of

employment and effectiveness were obtained. Half of these were simple

correlations between the eleven criteria of effectiveness and the inter-'

view's Quality of Employment Indicator as originally constructed. These

correlations (eta coefficients) are shown in the first column of numbers

in Table 11. The next column, headed "R," shows the multiple correla-

tion between each criterion and _an optimum weighting of the four job

facets. This optimum weighting was determined by eleven multiple

regressions, one for each of the. eleven, criteria of effectiveness. In

each of thesei the.four interview measures of Comfort, Challenge,

Resource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards were used as predictors.

1 4 2,
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Table 11

Associations (Etas and R'S) between Effectiveness Criteria and Quality
of Employment (N 505)

Criterion Eta
a

R

Job Satisfaction .59 .70

,Depressed Mood .39 .41

Life Satisfaction .24 .24

Self-esteem .23 .23

Overall Physical Health .15 .13

Work-related Illness and Injury, .20 .23

Withdrawal .20 .26

Turnover Tendency .30 .37

Dependability . .19 .18

Performance .20 .18

Societal Involvement .23 .23

a.
Since eta is a non-directional measure of association, all values

are positive. As Figures 6-14, 16, and 17 have shown, .all observed
relationships were in the predicted directions.

8
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Whenever the R was substantially$ reater than the eta it could be

concluded that the original Qualitioof Employment index might, be

f/- improved as a predictor of effectiveness by altering the weights

assigned to its four component facets. This occurred with regard to

three. criteria of effectiveness: Job Satisfaction, Withdrawal, and

Turnover Tendency. 'In the cases of the remaining eight criteria the R

Aid not differ substantially from the eta, indicating that the original

weighting of the four facets of Quality of Employment could not b'e

improved,

Supplementing interview measures of job facets
by measures of the same facets.obtained
by other,methods

As the data in Table 5 indicates, the i-ntervieW's measures of the

facets of CoMfort, Challenge, Resource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards

were imperfect measures of these four concepts. These measures were far''

from perfectly correlated with altern P tive measures of the same things

based on other methods: ''measures of comfort,' Challenge, and Resource

Adequacy obtained by on-the-job observations, and a measure of Financial

Rewards obtained from employers' records. Nor were the four latter

"observational" measures the selves perfect. Since both the'interview

and observational measures ffered from the it peculiar limitations, the

question retained of whether supplementing the interview measures with

:observati nail information' could increase the
f..: H

j
.rmers'power to predict

...

the elev n criteria of effectiveness.
..,

To answer this question eleven multiple regressions were undertaken,

one for each oftthe eleven.criteria of effectiveness. In each there

were eight predibtors: the four interview measures of Comfort, mai._

lenge, Resource Adequacy, and Financ

1

ial Rewards; and the corresponding

The term "observational" will be used in the remainder of this
report to refer to any measures not obtained in the interview, in spite
of the fact that the Financial Rewards measure was. based upon employers"
records rather than on-the-job observations..
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four observational measures. Since the .estimate of concern was the

extent to, which the addition of the,observational measures improved upon

the predictive efficacy of the interview measures, a Constraint was put

on the multiple regressions. This constraint involved performing step

wise multiple regressions that gave the interview measures predictive

prioiity. The results of these regressions, expressed as multiple corre-

lations (R's); are shown in Table 12. The first column of numbers con-

tains the multiple correlation between each criterion and the four inter-

view measures without any consideration of the observational measures.

Of greater interest is the second column of numbers, which shoWs the com-

parable multiple correlations- obtained when interview measures were sup-

plemented by observatidnal measures. In order to assess the stability

of the latter estimates, the initial multiple correlations were based on

a randomly selected half-sample of respondeRts. The remaining half-

sample 'was used to estitnate the stability of the regression equations

thus obtained. That is, for each criterion a set of 'optimal weights

was obtained for the eight'Quality of employment measures using the

first random.half-4sample. These weight were then used to construct a

,regression equation, and.-the predictedvalues thus obtained were cor-

related with the actual values observed in the second half-sample.

While the correlations in the "Unreplicated" column of able 12 capital-

ize on chance relations between quality of employment me sures and

effectiveness, entries in the "Replicated" column do not do so.

The critical comparison in'Table 12 is that between entries in the

"Interview Only",cOlumn and the "Replicated,"'Column..Any indication,

that the latter value was substantially greater than the former means

that adding observational information to the interview's measures

increased the ability of quality of employment indicators to predict

effectiveness in worIcroles. This increase in prediction was observed

most conspicuously with regard to the effectiveness criterion'of

Sdcietal'InvOlvement (where an increase from, .13 to .33 was observed).,

Smaller increases were observed with regard to Withdrawal (.10 increase)

and Overall Physical Health (.08 increase). For the remaining eight

criteria of effectiveness there was no advantage in supplementing inter-

view information with observational information. In three of these

a.
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.Table 12

Multiple Correlations (R's). between Effectiveness Criteria and Quality
of Employment as Measured by (1) the Interview Only and (2) the

Interview and Observations

Criterion

Source of Quality of Employment. Measure

Interview
only

(tP2253)a

Interview and observations
Unreplicated

(N.253)a
Replicated
'(N252)1)

s,

Job Satisfaction .70 '.71 .66

Depressed Mood .41 ,41 .37

Life Satisfaction .25 .27 .27

Self-esteem .26 .31 .23

Overall Physical Health .18 .26 :26

Work-related Illness
and Injury .28 32 .05

Withdrawal .27 .33 .37

Turnover TendencY'. .39 .44 .24

,Dependability .26 .28 .05

Performance .28 .28. .15

Societal Involvement .,13 .37 '.33

,%

aBased on first random half-sample of workers..

b
Based on second random half-sample of workers.

CS
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eight instances (Work-related Illness and Injury, DePenAtility, and

Performance), combining interview and observational data provided pre-
.

dictoza of effectiveness that as-a set were less able to predict

eff ctiveness than was-the interview information by itself.

R ducing the number of job.facets
o a "most effitient" subset

How efficient Is-the,QUAlity of EMOloyment, Indicator, where "effi-

tient)," is defined as obtaining the greatest amount Of predictive power
_

at the'leaSt cost?- In other words, were some of the quality of employ-

mAnt facets pulling more than an equal share of predictive weight, per-:

haps even rendering some of the other facets.superfluous-7-and hence

inefficient?

To answer this question,.one step- wise'-multiple regression was

obtained for each criterion of effectiveness. The predictors were the

eight job facets measured by both inter observations. No con -

straints were. put on the sequence in whic dictors entered the

regression, so thateachf the eight measures of job facets had an

equal chance of being selected as the "single best predictor"

terion. At eadystep ofthe regression thetvalue of the R obtained was

compared with that Obtained'in the-liiihediately preceding step, where one

less predictor had been used. If the value of R did not increase

-between.the two steps,'the predictors used in the prior step were iden-

tified as the "most efficient predictors." With regard to all eleven

criteria a set of "most efficient predictors",tould- be identified that

encompassed less than the full set of predictors (see last two columns

of Table 13).
. In no-case were more than three-facets included in the

"most efficient" set, and in some instances only one was included. With

,the,exceptionOf VerfOrMante and Societal.Involvement all these predic-

tors came exclusively from the interview. In its ability to predict'

effectiveness with regard to a ldrge number of criteria the most effi-

cient predictor.was clearly Challenge, with Comfort and ResoUrce Adghuacy

lagging considerably behind. Financial Rewards was a. poor fourth,'being

implicated only in Overall Physical 'Health and Life Satisfaction.

1,i



Table 13

Summary of Wationships between Quality of Employment Ind Eleven Criteria of Effectivenai,

Criterion 1

Degree of

association between

Initial Quality

Of Employment.

Indexand,triteriOn!

Could prediction be

*roved by assigning

ow weights to the

four interview

measurailb

Could

ob

Job Satisfaction

Depressed MoOd

Life Satisfaction

Self-esteem

.StrOng

Moderate-strong

Moderate

Moderate

Physical Health Law

WOrK-related Illness
and Iujiity

AthdraWal

Turnover Tendency

Dependability

Perforuance

Societal

lilvolveocot,

Low

Low

Moderate-strong

Low

Low

Moderate

yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No.

No

led/calm be improved

adding' additional

tion from on7the-job

ervations or eiOloyers'

recOidal.

No

COnld number '

of facets be

reduced without

JjecOrdi2ing the

. predictiOn'id.

Quality of Employasnt facets

Oat were the

"most ef4cient predictors"

of criterion'

Facet ~ Date'sour:a

No

No

Yea

No,

Yea

No

' No I

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Resource Adequacy',

Challenge

Comfort

Inierview

interview

Interview

Resource Adequacy InterView,

Challenge, Interview'

Comfeit InterView

Resource Adequacy Interview

Financial Rewards 'Intervitw

Challenge Interview

jinandal Rewards

Challenge

Comfort

Challenge

Comfort

Challenge

Challenge Interview

Challenge Observations

Resource Adequacy Observations

"""*.s

Challenge Observations

Comfort 'Observations

Intervicw

Interview

Interview'

Interview

Interview

a

For'detait's see Figures 6-14, 16, and 17.

b
For details see lable,11.

'For detail; see Table 12.

d

For details see Table 14.

)A
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However, the'selection of these "most efficient, predictors" at times

amounted, to selecting only the most efficient of a or lot. Table 14

compares thell's based on eight predictors, with 010:Anreplicated R's

based on the "most efficient predictors" as listed in Table.13. The

multiple.,regressiOns,producing the latter R's provided the information

for selecting the ''most efficient'predictors." These regressiond were

based on a random half-sample (Table 14). In some instances the regres-
.,

pion weights.hus obtained failed to replicate on a second random half-

sample. The "most efficient predictor" columns ce! Table 13 should there.-

fore be read in conjunction with the datain. the column headed; "Could

the number of facets b reduce4yithout jeoPaidiling the piediction?"

Only-whare a "yes" is..entered in this Column does the identification of

"most efficient predictors" provide reliable information, since the tj

replicabifity of,pther sets of "most efficient predictors" was low.

Focusing only on the most relfable tests of efficiency, makes the per-
,

vasiVe importance of Challenge even more 'Challenge emerged

as a .Most efficient Orediclot" in all six instances where the number of

predictors ,could.be reduced without jeopardizing prediction. ,In three

of, these instanpes (i.e., 11th regard to Self-esteem, Turnover TeildencY,

and Dependability) it was the, efficient predictor.

In conclusion,' this study's'attempts to improve-the,:abilityOf the

Quality of EmployMent indicator to predict effectiveness in work roles

pushed the indicator as far as it reasonably could be expected.togo.

Better means of-combining its elements were explored. Supplementary
.

data sources--on-the-job observations and employerst records--were.usedi

and a reduction Rf the measure's components. to a more efficient subset

was attempted. The results of these efforts weresumnarized i able'13.

With regard to nine of the.eleven criterie.of effetiveness n work

roles some improvement in the' Quality of Employmentindicato was possi-

ble. In most -cases, however, the improvement was only matgin 1. Those

criteria of effectiveness that were only weakly associated with.Qualit,

of Employment continued to. be, so in spite of some evident improvement.

Earlier in (bis report two strattaea fot improving the Quality of

,,Employment indicatorwere dieting abed. The first involved essential
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Table 14

Multiple Correlations (R's) betWeen EffectiveneS8 Criteriaand Quality
of Employment Measuredby both Interview and ObservatiOns Using

(1) the Full Set of Eight Quality of Employment Measures and
(2) the Reduced Set.of "Most Efficient Predictors"

o
fbr Each Criterion 4

CriteriOn

All 'flight

Quality of
Employment

"Most efficient"
Quality of Employment

predictors:

predictors
replitated
(NI252)

Unreplitated
(N,253)13

Replicated
(N_252)a

Job Satisfaction .66 .71 .69

Depressed tiood .37 .39 .39

Life Satisfaction .27 .23 .11

Self-esteem .23 .22 .21

DVerall Physical Health. .26 .16 .03

Work-related IllnePs and
Injury .05 .28 .17

Withdrawal .37 .25 .26

Turnover Tendency .24 .37 .27

Dependability .05 .23 .10

Performance .15 .22 .07

Societal Involvement .33 .33 .27

a
Based on second random half-sample of workers.

b
Based on first random half-sample of workers.
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.!,

methodological refinements instituted within the conceptual fiimework

of the original indicator'sthat is,, maintaining Comfort, Challenge,

Resource Adequacy, and Financial Rewards asthe measure's only building

blocks. The analyses reported above adopted this strategy exclusively.

Its potential appears to have been exhausted.- Future analyses must

adopt the alternative'strategy of expanding the conceptual base of the

measur to encompass job facets better attuned to predicting the full

range of criteria of effectiveness in work rolei.
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Appendix

Dangerous and Unhealthy Conditions

Within the context of validating the Quality of. Employment CoMfort

Index, one subseCtion of the indeX was. explored in some depth. The Sub-

section dealt with the preSence 'or absence of various dangerous and un-

healthy conditions in the respondent's work environMent. A list of these

dangerous and unhealthy conditions appears in Table 1.

These twenty-five types of dangerous and unhealthy job conditions

were rated for presence versus absence and for severi:- A both the respon

dent and the observers. The interview data were recoded into two major

categories for each of these conditions:' one indicatilp that the respon-

dent'said the condition did not exist'On his or her job (Absent); and the

other indicating that'he or she said the dangerous condition existed and

Was either "no problem at all," "a slight problem," "a.sizeable problem,"

or "a great problemh (Present). The observational data were recoded into

the same two major categories.

Although the (five) observers' rating categories (absent; present,

but no problem; present, a slight problem; present, a sizeable problem;

and, present; a gieat problem) for the dangerous or unhealthy conditions
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Table 1 .

Twenty7five Dangerous and Unhealthy Conditions

1. Inadequate protective equipment or clothing: inadequate
'face' shields, skid-resistant shoes, body covers, safety
glasses, face shields, etc.

2. Inadequately guarded electrical apparatus: ungrounded
or uninsulated apparatus; uncovered:connections, wires,
or switches, etc.

3. Unlabeled or inadequately labeled materials or. chemicals

. Inadequate guards on machinery, equipment, or tools

5. Inadequately repaired, or defective tOble,machines,
.or equipment

6. Although employee is not'normally exposed to hazards,
he/she is not adequately'kept away from-or warned about
areas where hazardous conditions exist

7. .0therhazards attributable to inadequate procedures,
equipment or pretection not otherwise included in 1-6-
above

8. Dangers from exposure to animals. .Record exposdie to
rats or other vermin under 17 below and here

9. Dangers froM expoaare to people. (co-Workers, customers,
patients) wha-.could do violence or'abuse. . Record
exposure to -communicable disease under 25 below and
not here

10. Any other dangers from animals or people not included
in 8 or 9 above

11. Inherently dangerous materials: fire; chemicals; gases,
fumes; radiation

12. Inherently hazardous equipment, tools, or machines:
machines or tools that could cut,'mangle, chop off
fingers, etc.

13. Inherently hazardous methods or procedures: working
at heights, etc.
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Table 1 (continued)

Twenty-five Dangerous and Unhealthy Conditions

14. Working with materials which are not inherently
hnzardous but which could be so when present in
gieat quantity: dust, lint, smog, etc.

15. Having to.do physical tasks that exceed what appears
comfortable for the employee: lifting very, heavy
objects; extraordinarily rapid motion

16. Inadequate human or Machine help.in performing
physical activities, such as lifting, moving, etc.

Poor sanitation: dirty toilets, rats,'Vermin, etc.

18. Slippery floors or footing: aue to dierepair, grease ,

oil,'water, excessive waxing, torn carpeting, worn
-stair-treade, etc.

19. excessive noise

20. Extremes -of temperature or h idity; too hot', too
Cold.; drafty;. too dry; too- stikoffy

21. Inadequate space: inadequate aisle space, exits,
clearance for moving objets or persons; overcrowding

22 Placement hazards: things badly piled or placed;
materials inadequately insured against shifting or'
falling.

23. Natural hazards: terrain; exposure to the eleients

_24. Transportation hazards experienced while going to,
or from-, br around on the job

25. Exposure to communicable diseases

1:(
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were the same as these used in tl4interviews, a category may not have

had the same meaning to both obServersiand respondents. The reason for

this :was the differenceinprior experiences between the two sets of

people,: The respondents had much exposure to their jobs bpt no previous

exposure to .the rating categories and were untrained inrating the,working

conditions in" question. The observers' situation was the opposite. They

had o previous exposure to the particular jobs'rated, but they'bad been

specidlly trained in using the rating categories and were presumably sen-

sitive to the presence of dangerous or unhealthy conditions.

On the basis of the recodeS: 25 two-by-two tables of the following

form were constructed and the appropriate frequencies were entered into

the cells. Each of these tables involved the preseiite or absence of a

particular dangerous or unhealthy condition.

Frequency of Dangerous or Unhealthy Working Conditions

Interview Data
Absent '

,

Present

Observation Data

Absent Present

x

x

Dangerous and unhealthy working conditions were expected to be very

infrequent in the employing establishments studied, and the 25'tables

showed that this was indeed the case for the respondents interviewed.

In only three of. the tables did at least five percent of the respondents

(25 of 506) report that the dangerous or unhealthy condition was present.

u"'



Observers., by comparison, reported the condition as present in at least

five per cent of the cases for 20 of the 25 table's.

There were four'dangerous conditions that, no respondent reported as

being present:. unlabeled chemicals, Anadequate warnings regarding
.
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possible work hazards, and the two kinds of dangers from animals. However,

there.was only one. condition, the first. type of animal danger, that the

observers reported as completely absent.

Excessive noise ds a work hazard was a particularly taperesting

condition (Table 2). Ohly eight of the respondents reported excessive
.

.

..

noise in their work places, and the observers agreed that
,
all eight were-:

.

indeed exposed to it. 'However, 242 observers reported excessive noise on

Jobe where the respondents did not. report any such noise. The combined,

total of 250 was the largest number of,observers to report the presence

of any dangerous or unhealthy working condition investigated. The,most

plausible explanation of this discrepancy between observers' and res-

pqndents is that the workers had been exposed to, the noise every day;

and they eventually become so accustomed to it that they either ceased to

notice it or did not regard it as a hazard. Observers, new to the work

environment, were therefore more likely to notice the noise and to

report it as a health hazard. This variable illustrates nicely the way

in which different sources of data may give different results. It is

often difficult to say which is more valid, Although both viewpoints

probably contribute to a knowledge and understanding of the worker's

environment.

After the excessive noise, the most frequently, observed hazard was

inherently dangerous equipment, reported by 196 observers. Other

133



Table 2

Frequency of Excessive Noise

Interview Data

Observation Data

Absent .Present

Absent 223 242

Present 0 8

00"

a



daperous conditions.obsei'Ved morethgn 100 times were: extremes of

temperature or humidity (168), inadequate space (152), slipperyZfooting

(141).,inherently dangerous materials (133), placement hazaids (124); and

exposure to communicable diseases.(108).

Because most of the Aarigerous or unhealthy working conditions Were

so infrequent, however, only those that were reported by at least ten

respondents were selected for further analyses. As a result, 16 of the 25

dangerous or unhealthy working conditions were dropped: inadequate protective

equipment or clothing; unlabeled chemicals; inadequate guards on machinery,

equipment, or tools; inadequately repaired or defective tools; inadequate

warnings abort safety hazards; other hazards attributable to inadequate

procedures; danger from exposure to animals, type 1; other animal dangers,

type 2; working with materials which are not normally dangerous but which

133

'could be so when present in great quantity; physical tasks requiring

extraordinary effort;; poor sanitation; excessive noise; inadequate working

space; placement hazards such as unstable piles of materials; natural

hazards (terrain, exposure to the elements); transportation hazards experi-

enced while going to or from or aroundolt the job. For the nine hazards

left, measures of agreement (kappas, discussed in. Chapter 4) were

computed which'gave the percentage of nonchance agreement achieved

(on the five-category scdles) between observers in two types of

situations. First, all respondents were observed on two'separate occasions

by different observers (Different Times). Since the observers were not

simultaneously watching, the respondent work, there should be some recorded

difference due to actual differences in the behavior or environment, but

there I should be general agreement if the worker's job is fairly, stable

from day to day. Secondly, 45 of the respondents were observed simultane-



ously and:indePendentl, by two Observer! (Same Time). Differences between
.

those observation reports were measurement error,' since the work behaviors,

observed were identical.

The following, five. ofthe remaining'nine hazard ad kappas below

.30 for Same Tim *vbservations, and they were' herefore eliminated from

)further analyses i inadequately guarded eleCtrical apparatus; dangers
4

from exposure tolpeople who could do violence or abuse; inadequate human

or machine help in performing physical activities, such,as lifting, moving

etc.; slippery floors or footing; exposure to communicable diseases.

Sincetwo observere'ratings-of these hazards.seldom agreed even though
.

they were watching the same j b at the same timi, it was concluded that

the observation technique used was. unreliable as a measure of these five

hazards. Of the four hazards that could be reliably observed by two obser-

vers. at the same time,'one, inherently dangeroUs methods, could not be

observed with any agreement on different occasions.

After the elimination of hazards' either on account of low frequency

of occurrence or.lack of agreement between:observation meas res, three were

left. These.are listed in Table43 together with their kappas.

Extreme temperature or humidity was clearly the hazard with the

lciwest agreement among the three, while inherently hazardoui materials

and inherently hazardous equipment both'had higher agreement. The results

of validation attempts for these three.observation variables are shown. n

Tables 4-6.

Table.4 shows the data for the inherently hazardous materials vari-

nt of theabl . The two data sources were in agreement for 72.1-

(1)
ob studied. On a more evenly distributed variable, this would have

0
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Table 3

Kappa Agreement..EStiMates for'Dangerous and Unhealthy Conditions

Dangerous Condition

Kappa

. Same time Different time

ti

Inherently hazardous materi40/

Inherently hazardous equipment,
tools, or machines

Extremes of temperature or
'humidity

.50

.46

.38

.24

.24

.15
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/

Frequency of Inherentlygazirdous Materials
A

Absent
Interview Data

Present

Observaticin Data

Absent , .Pfesenti
rs

323\ 115

17':T 18



Table 5

Frequency of Inherently Hazardous Equipmefff---

Interview Data
Absent

Present

Observation Data

Absent' Present

267 162

10 34

137
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Table

Frequency of Extremes of Temperature

Interview Datt,
Absent

Present

.00

Observation Data

Absent Present

300 161

5 7
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been a very impressive figure, but the distribution'of dangerous and

unhealthy working conditions required that a more detailed investigation

be undertaken. While 341 cases were in agreement, an even greater figure

could have been obtained if all of the observers had never reported this

condition. Yet such a result would not constitute validation, since it

is clear that observers would be consistently under-reporting.

It is the clustering of the majority of cases into one cell (the

Absent-Absent cell) that produces a high level of agreement, and this

same phenomenon calls into question the meaningfulness of that agreement.

When one compares the figures across the Present row (Respondent) and

down the ?resent colUmn (Observer) the results are not encouraging.

Thirty-five respondents said that their jobs involved working near inher-

ently hazardous materials, but only 18 of those jobs were reported by the

observers as involving such materials. Observers reported that 133 jobs

required working in the presence of inherently hazardous materials, but

for only 18 of those jobs did the respondents agree. Therefore, when the

observer-reported that inherently hazardous materials were absent, the

respondent was also likely to report them absent, but, when the observer

reported their presence, the respondent watt not likely to report them

as present.

Tables and 6 show a very similar pattern for the frequencies of

the other two hazards that had higher agreement between observers, For

both inherently hazardous equipment and extremes of temperature the respon-

dents and the observers agreed more on their absence than on their presence.-

Again, because these conditions were infrequent, the total number of agree-

ments, although very h4,0, was a misleading indicator of the vaaidity of
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d1

the measures, and closer inspection reveals that observers and respondents

typically disagreed when observers reported the dangerous or unhealthy

condition as present.

Dangerous and unhealthy conditions, while on the surface representing

fairly "objec'tive" conditions in the environment, evoked different respon-

ses for the most part from observers add respondents. There are at least

three possible faCtors behind such discrepancies. First; as noted earlier,

since respondents were accustomed to their work situations whereas observ-

ers were likely to encounter the unanticiOated,Jobservers might have been

expected to perceive as dangerou6 and unhealthy certain conditions that

respondents took for granted as unproblematic. Observers, moreover, were

provided with a list of 25 dangerous andrealthy conditions to consider.

Respondents had no such list, thereby suggeSting a second reason for ob-

servers to have repotted more problems than respondents. On the other

hand, respondents knew a lot more about their jobs than did observers and

were thus likely to have been aware of some dangerous and unhealthy con-

ditions not apparent to observers. The resultant effects of these three

(and pbssibly other) factors could have been expected to vary across the

2.5'dangerous and unhealthy conditions, meaning that sometimes observers

would have reported more problems, other times respondents. Yet the data

show that observers consistently reported more (h and unhealthy

conditions than did respondents. It remains for'future research to deter-
.

mine under which conditions the observers' reports are more accurate and

under, whichconditions the respondents' self-reports are more trustworthy..

i 6 J
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ABSTRACT

In an effort to determine the usefulness of standardized job
observations, 35 observers were trained to observe the characteristics
of jobs. Four hundred and forty-eight employees were observed for two
hours and were also interviewed. The observation measures were assessed
to determine if they possessed repeatability, homogeneity, and conver-
gence. Of the 19 job dimensions studied, 11 demonstrated repeatability
and homogeneity. Six of the dimensions were tested for convergence with
the interview data and four showed moderate convergence. It was concluded
that job observations are a potentially useful way to measure the char-
acteri cs of jobs, but that they have significant limitations.

or'
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Chapter 4*

STANDARDIZED OBSERVATIONS: AN APFROA6I1 TO

MEASURING THE NATURE OF JOBS

Virtually all theory and research concerned with employee attitudes

and behaviors assumes that they are influenced by the objective characters

istics of the employee's job and work environment. While studies of

organizations frequently include measures of C )these characteristics,

generally these measures consist only of self-reports by members of the

organization. This heavy reliance on self-report )g0A has been criticized

because of the problems and biases inherent in self-reports and because

of the dangers of depending solely on any one measurement approach. (Webb,

Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966). It also has beer noted that

because they are subjective, self-report measures cannot be used 'in

efforts to improve the quality of jobs by legislation (Lawler, 1973b).

Structured observation by trained observers is a possible alternative

methodology. Clearly it has some disadvantages because an observer must

be present in the work place. The cost can be great--observers must be

trained and supported for many-hours of observation and may be a dis-

ruptive or reactive force in the work situation.

Structured observation-offers, however, four potential advantages:

1. Observation allows for measurement in the actual presence of job

*This paper ftrst appeared in the Journal of_Applied Psyehology, 197`i, hl),
171-181.

4 ;ii
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behaviors and working conditions, yielding real time rather than the

retrospective data often characteristic of self-reports.

2. Observation involves the direct categorizing and rating of

behavior and environmental conditions by independent observers, avoiding

the self-report biases which involved respondents often exhibit.

3. Observations, of the same behavior or working conditions can be

conducted by more than one person at the same and, at different times,

allowing analysis to determine the stability of ratings and the degree of

agreement between different observers.

4. Observations can be structured.to include category systems and

rating scales that are parallel to constructs used in the gathering of

self-report data, permitting the same construct to be'observed by an

observer and to be tapped through the self-report of an employee, thereby

yielding multiple Measurement'data.

Two studies have used standardized job observation procedures.

Hackman & Lawler (1971) observed 13 jobs in a utility company, and Turner &

Lawrence (1965) observed 47 jobs in 11 companies. Both studies assumed

that all individuals performing what was defined as the same job. had jobs

with the same characteristics. While many job characteristics are constant

across, the range of people whd,pexform a given jobi jobs are often tailored

by management or the individual (HackMan, 1969) to fit the individual job

holder. Employees who hold the same "jobs" may in fact perform very

different "jobs." Thus, if objective ratings of jobs are to be maximally

useful for predicting Individual behaviors and attitudes, ratings of job

characteristids must be made for each job holder.

These studies also leave a number of unanswered questions with respect
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to the usefulness of job observations.

1. Both studies involved observation of only a few job characteristics.

Little is known about which job characteristics can and cannot be observed.

2. The studies presented no,data on the agreement among observations

made by different observers and fail to report data on the relationship

between observations made at different points in time. Little is known

about the stability of observational data or the levels of interrater

agreement.

-3. The studies presented little data on the degree to which observers

and job incumbents agree on the characteristics of jobs. It is impossible

to determine if the data provided by observers are likely to be simply a

replication of those obtained when self-report measures are used.

4. Both-studies employed organizational psychologiSts or sociologists.

It is not clear whether useful observations can be made by individuals who

are not professionals.

5. Both,studies made use of observer interviews with either the job

holders or their supervisors. It is not clear whether useful observations

can be made when such interviews are not conducted.

Criteria for Evaluation of Standardized Observations as a Data Collection Tool

Runkel and McGrath (1972) suggest that measurement techniques should

be repeatable and stable, have constituent parts which are homogeneous if

that was the intent, and converge with other measures designed to measure

the same phenomenon.

The repeatability and stability of a measure refer to the degree, to

which dip same score occurs when the same object is measure twice,
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independently, with the same measurement procedures. In the case of

standardized job observations, repeatability is the degree of agreement

between ratings of two observers viewing (a) the same job at the same

time and (b) the same job at different times.

When job factors are measured at the same time and at two different

times, there are three logical categories into which the results can fall:

(a) low agreement between two observers viewing the same job at the same

time and the same job at different times, (b) low agreement between two

observers viewing the same job at different times but high agreement when

the job is rated by both at the same time, an4 (c) high agreement between

two observers both when the ratings are made at the same time and when

they are made at different times. Job factors that are not readily observ-

able (e , the job attitudes of employees) should fall into the first

category. Job factors that are dynamic (e.g., employee interaction,

,supervisory feedback) should fall in the second category. Relatively

stable job factors (e.g., variety in the job) should fall into the final

category.

Homogeneity reflects the degree to which there is shared variance

among multiple operations that are part of the same method and that are

constructed )1 priori to measure the same concept. Thus, homogeneity

refers to the extent to which there is a concordance of results among the

different operations used to measure the same concept by the same method.

Convergence also refers to the concordance of results between dif-

ferent measures of the same thing. It differs from homogeneity in one

important way, however: Convergence is the concordance of results of

multiple measures between different data collection methods. While not



explicitly addressed in the definition of convergence, the obverse must

also be true: There should not be a concordance of results for measures

designed to measure different or unrelated concepts. Campbell and Fiske.

(1959) refer to this criterion as discriminant validity.

It is not expected that all job factors can be measured by a standard-

ized job observation approach in ways that will meet the above criteria.

It is important, however, to determine which job factors can be measured

by this approach so that further development can proceed.
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Method

Subjects

Complete data were Obtained from 448 of the 506 employees who parti-

cipated in the study. Subjects were from three organizations: an auto-

mobile parts manufacturer, a printing concern, and four departments of a

large hospital. One of the three organizations was unionized. The sample

was drawn to include a wide variety of jobs. Using Census Occupational

ClaSsifications (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971), most of the jobs fell

into six major categories: operative (19.4%), clerical (18.8%),

profes'sional/technical (17.9%), service (16.2%), craftsmen/foremen (15.6%),

and managers/oicials (10.7%). Thirty-six percent of the subjects earned

over $10,000 and 75% had completed high school. Ninety-one percent of the

subjects were white and 62% were male.

Interviews

The first contacts the subjects had with the study were letters from

the Survey Research Center, the company, and, where appropriatc,,their
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union. These letters explained the purpose of the study and asked for-

the subject's cooperation. After receiving the letters, subjects were

contacted by interviewers and asked if they would agree to be interviewed.

Over 90% agreed to participate in the study. The interviews lasted about

two hours and were conducted in the subjects' homers by professional

interviewers from the Survey Research Center staff. The interviewers

explained to the subjects the purpose of the study and stressed that all

responses would be confidential. The interviewers also explained that

observations would take place and emphasized that the observer was study-

ing working conditions, not how hard the employee, worked. The subjects

were then given the option of not being observed and a small. number

declined.

The structured interview contained 19 relevant job description items,

falling into 11 a priori dimensions: variety, autonomy, task identity,

task feedback, worker pace control, comfort, resource adequacy, certainty;

required cooperation, external feedback, and requred skills and abilities.

Previous research (HaCkMan & Lawler, 1971; Lawler, 1973a; Vroom, 1964)

has indicated that some of these dimensions have'14iportant impacts on

worker attitudes and behaviors.

Selection and Training of Observers

Announcements were posted stating that observers were wanted for a

research project. Applicants were told that they mould have to attend a

two-dly training session before they were aired, tint that they would' be

paid for attending the 'session.. In the training session, the applicants

worked 'on simulated observational tasks and obtained feedback on their'

1
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performance. This method enabled the training activities to be used for

selection purposes, since trainee performance on the simulated observation
,

task could be used as an objective measure and predictor of observer

performance on the job.

Four jobs similar to those performed by employees in the .sample were.

videotaped prior to the training. During the 2-day training period each

trainee rated the videotapes using the observation instrument. Each rating

was followed by sessions where the-trainees discussed their ratings. The

training staff encouraged discussion where there were significant dif-

ferences among the ratings of the trainees. Individuals talked about why

they rated the tapes as they did, what cues they attended to, and how

they reached a decision for each rating. The stated goal of these, sessions

was to move toward agreement among observers as each iteration of the cycle

occurred.

The ratings on the final observation of tapes were collected and used

as the basis for sei:ction decisions. Analysis of scores using three

different measures of deviation and agreement were performed, and permanent

hiring decisions were made. Of a total Of 51 trainees, 35'were hired. A

refresher training session was held after observers had been in the field

for three weeks. shorter (half -day) version of the oielginal training

format, was used. Based on the refresher training (and analysts of the

.

data) WO additional trainees werO4 bliminated/for marginal performance.

Observers
.

The observers were lionprwlessivals. Almost all were college,

students, most of them juniors, Vi.hors, or first year graduate students.
t,r ,

-4

41'
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The group included 19 merand 16 ?amen. They weeipaid ,$2.65 per hour
.4,

and all but a few worked as observers on a parttimebasis.

Observation Instrument'

,The observation instrument include 59 questionnairetype items

measuring a wide vqiiety-'of-Apb f c4rs. The it re presented in Table

1 along with an indicatiOn of their a, priori scale signments. The

majority of these items'were responded "to on 6point ikerrtype scales;

the rest were responded,,to on 7- point. anchored scales (see Hackman &

Lawler,,1971).

Observation Procedure

Each respondent was observed twice for an hour. The observations

were scheduled so that the two different observations were separated by

at least two days, were usually done at different times of the day, and

were always done by two different observers. In addition,,:48.ohservations

f

were done with two observers rating randomly selected employees at the

same time (this was in addition to,..and not instead of the two observationS

at different times). These observationswere made todetetmine',Ehe

repeatability of the measures obtaint9 al the same t*me. In 941 hours

of observation'were conducted. Th630servation hour was structured sb'

that the observer- spent 10 min bdc!Oming orientedto the jc;b;' 30 min observ

ing specific job actions, and 40 min rating the job in situ. be otservers

then4,typically spent an additional'15 min away from the job completing the

observation instrument.



Table 1

Analysis of the Observation Refs

A

i

Kw(1) Kw(d) Pre4icted Observed v Coefficient.Cit. -- Operation
n , 5 .11 * 448 ,' Category Category . Median r alpha H.R..0.1../ +Ii.4

VirjitY
0

Ntonomy

ikternal-

feedback'
i :8,, To what extent oes the emplOyee find out,

how well he/she is doing on the job from

his/her supervisor or coworkers.? ; .206 . .056

1. The coworkers of,in individual working on

4 I(

the job never telVhe person whether he/she

b. is doing well'or p.orly.
.,

.196 .044 2
f

0

A. 10.1, Supervisors geoerally I,et a person working

' on the job know how,well they thinklie/she

411_ ' is &ling
- ,

-.026 .:097

How,M6ch s there in the lob?,
,

. :226

2. he job reqUires an individual to do the same
'things over and over again .553 .271

3. The job provides an individual the opportunity

to do a number of different kinds of things

at work. .634 .248 3 3

4.' How myth autonoly iv here in. the jobr 562 .232

5. The job allows an individual' to make a lot of

deci,sionmn his/her own,
. .516 , 195 / 3

. , 0-
6. The job deniis the injividual'any chance'to

. use his/iii-Frsonat initiative or discretion

.231 )at work, .

,.564 3
, .

. He/she is given enough freedom to decide how

tal) his own work. .448 .252
,

.

-

.....m.wn

.896

.862

.514

.943 .626

.960 V .867

.116 .457



Table 1 (continued)

Analyiis of the Obiervation Items

r
Scale Operation

Task

feedback

Rigidity

Certainty

,.i'llibe
11. To t extent &es doing the lob

prov e.the employee With rfielhack" about

how well he/she is doing?

12. Just doing the work required by'the job

provides many opportunities for" person to
figure out, how well he* is doing.

13. The individual can seethe results of his/her
work.

14. How rigid does the employee appear to be in
his/her attitudes and manner of working?.

15. The individual working on this Job appears
to be one who Would hpve difficulty.

adapting to new and unusual situations.

16. How,muth uncertalOt is there, in the Sob?

17. How sure does theemployee seem in hii/her

job as tofwhethier certain things will work

as W51t4?

18. The job requires the individual to be prepared

to handle surprising.or unpredictable

situations,

19, The Job is one that is highly predictable,
and

ihtt rarely present.)/the individual with sur-
prising or unexpeaid probleas,

Kw(d) Predicted

It; 148 Category

-.026 .097-,

,124 .063

-.262 .125 m,

.252 .075

,268 .116

.500 .175

.440 .080

40

'.456 .190 -

.429 .235

3

3

2

Category Median r

Observed

1

1

1

2

.631.

410

Coefficient

alpht H.R.'

.a47 .656

.691 4 .623 :697

.628 .915 .700

(.742) (.921) (.7681



Table I (continued)

Analysis of the Observation Items

,Scmli Operation'
ged) Predicted Observed Coefficlint

11 45 a -446
x

Category Category Median E 1101 N.A.
.MMTEMi 1=010.0..=.1. WO~/1.!,.

Certainty

(continued)

. 20. The individual working on the job does tasks .206 .168 3
which are clearly defined.

demands
.182 .879 .787

21. .To.what extent do other people make

conflicting demands/rennestkorinpoyees? .404 .145 2 2

22: The individual working on this job is free

from conflicting demands that others may

make of him/her. .394 .151 2 2

Interruptions

23. How true is it that he/she is frequently

interrupted for work-related reasons? .512 .169

24. How true is it that, he/she is frequently

interrupted for non-work related reasons? .520 .107

Skills and

abilities

25. To what extent does the job require the use

of sophisticated or complex skills? .472 .288 3

26. How intellectually demanding is the job? .600 .307 3

27. The job requires a person to have a lot of

skill to do it adequately, .495 .289, 3

The job is so simple that virtually anybody'

could handle it with little or no inttial

training. .404 .293

6.

.346 .504 .346

2

r,

1.0

3

.919 .978 .918



Idle 1 (continued)

Analysis of the Observationltems

Soli Operation

.Worker pa

tcontrol

Dependence

29. How much controldoes the employee have in

Ktw(s) Kw(d) Predicted

n 45 448 Category

setting. the ptce of his/her work? .429 .177

30. The job allows the individuatto.determine

° his/her own work pace. .426 .255

31. How much control does the worker himself or

herself have over the of his/her work? .281 .276

Observed

Category Radian E
Coefficient

alpha H.R.

.846 .f .948 .859
(.900) .947) (.900)

3

.773 .630

2

.678 .807 .678.

.324 .487 .324

pta

' 1 .630
32: To wht*ten does the individual.depend.,

:on his/her colleagues,for doing his/her job? .329 2

33. To what degree does the employee have to

depend on the work performed by someone else

in order to got the materials'or-liTaiiiIiii

he/she needs to ailirs/her woii7 .353 .133 .

Cooperation

34. To what extent does the Job, of the employee

require that he/she constantly check with ,

others and others check with hii7Eii?. .430 . ..116 q 2

35. To what'degree does the employee have to

cooperate directly with other pediTTin

Work

.pressures

order to do his/her-3a? .282

. Are there any pressures for better per-

fotmarke over and above what i; reasonable? .168 .021 , 2

37. The individual doing the Job is asked to do

excessive amounts of. work. .226 .063



Table 1 (continued)

Analysis of the Observation Items

Scale Operation

Effort

Meaningful-

(lass

Resources

Comfort

/

.38. TO what extent does the employee work hard

on his/her job?

39. The individual working on this job'expends

a lot of effort trying to perform his/her

job well.

KW(s) Preditted Observed ) Coeffidient

Category Category $ alpha H.R.
n;fs n;

.139

..163

40, The job is meaningful, .473

41. How 'adequate are the resources available to

the employee for him/her to do the job well? .208

42. How true is it that he/she is given enough

space to do ills/her Job? .248

, 43. How true is it that he/she is given adequate

,lighting COr his/her, particular job? .164

44. How true is it,that he/she has adequate

access to machinery, tools, or other equipment7.307

45. The individual working on his job frequently

had to stop to get things that he/she needed , .

and didn't have readily available. .195

46. The work of the individual on this job was

interrupted due to lack of adequate tools,

' information or other resources. .252

41. How comfortable is the physical work environ-

menti----------- .369

.130

..091

.201

.018 1 1

.

.147

.031

.042 1

-, 9

-.031

1

.262 3 13

.820 .901 .820

.192 .700 .315

.260 .611 .363'

(.686) A (.815) (.686)



Table 1 (continued)

Analysis of ihe,00servation Items

tle Operation

fort

(continued)

, 48. How true is it that'his/her work area is
clean?

Locus of

pace control

Kw(s) Kw(d) ' Predicted Observed Coefficient
n TS n 448 Category Category Median r alpha .' MA......IW ..= aMMIIii

.561 .286

49. How true is it that he/she has enough time

to do what he/she is expected to do? .126 .018

50. How true is it that his/her job exposes

him/her to dangerous or unhealthy conditions? .210, ..225

51. How much control does

herself have over the

52, How much control does

have over the pace of

i3, How much control does

have over the pace

the worker himself or

pace of his/her work? .281 .276

his/her supervisor

the employee's work? .297 .088

his/her work group

o'-f-titymployee's work? .400 .058

54. How much control doet machinery or equip- .

ment have, over the pace of the eMployee's.work?..536
.371

55. How much control do customers, clients,

patients, have over the pace of the employee's
work? .

.631 .219

`56, How much control does the flow of work from

ott0r groups or departments have over the
pace of the employee's work? .241- .082

Li

3

3

1

*

.



Table 1 (continued)

-.Analysis of the Observation Items.:

Salle Operationwi,
Task

identity

Kw(d). Pred1C Observed

n 146 Cat Category Media r

=41110

57. To what extent does the employee's most

frequently performed work chunk(s) represent

an "entire Rim of work"? .352 .103

58. The job provides an individual with the

chance to finish completely any work he/she

starts. .180 .098

59. An individual working on thk job usually

can complete the entire job from beginning

to end. .456 .058

i

.614 .

(.623)

Coefficient ,.

,alpha 11.6.

.815 .623"

(.767) (.623)

a Single item scale, Statistics not possible to compute.

b Scale not constructed to be homogeneous. Statistics'nOt computed.

'4
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Analytic Procedure

Repeatability. Several measures of interobserver agreement or repeat-

ability for nominal and Ordinal scales exist in the psychometriC literature.

The most common, percentage or. proportion of agreement, suffers in that it

includes agreement-which could be accounted for by chance; thus can be

deceptively high iP the number of categories is small or if, only a few

categories are used with any appreciable frequency. Cohen'a weighted kappa

(Kw) (Cohen, 1968; Fleiss, Cohen, & Everitt, 1969) provides a chance cor-

,rected estimate of the proportion of agreement between raters. In addition,

the statistic allows for partial as well as full agreement by assigning

diff rential penalties to deviations from perfect agreement. Given the

ordinal nature of the scoring system it was decided that whed there was

.

per ect agreement among observers (i.e., Observer A rated 3 and Observer B

ed 3), full agreement credit (or a weight of 1.0) would be giyen. When

the ratings differed by only one category (i.e., Observer A scored R3 and
r

Ob erver B scored 2 or 4), then, one-half agreement credit would,be given

(o a weight of .5). Disagreements of more than one category beween

observers were given no agreement credit (or a'weight of .0).

general, Kw
is

computed by subracting the weighted proportion of

a reement expected by chance (Jac,. t)e.sum of the weighted cross - products
AN

of the, marginals) from the weighted observed proportion of agreement and

di iding by the maximum.chance corrected agreement possible (1 - pc).1

Th oretically,.K
w
may range in value from -1 to +1, however, maximum

valuesrequire identical marginal's:. The extent to which the margials

For the complete formulae and computational procedures of K
w and its

-
Variance estimates, see Fleiss, et al. (1969),.

CU
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differ lowers the practical maximum value.of Kw (Cohen,- 960.

A K value of 0 would indicate no increase in agreement above the

hence" level estimate from the cross-product of marginal proportions.'

Negative values of KW represtnt levels of agreement less(than that to be

expected by chance alone. PoSitive values represent levels of agreement '
A

between observers above that expected by chance.

Items on the job observation instrument were placed a priori into

one of the three repeatability and stability categories mentioned earlier

depending upon the characteristic being,measured. They were:then empirf-
.

tally placed using the following criteria:k tegory `1' -K time)

t
2'1

<.33, Kw (over time)<.20; .Category 2--K__ ne time) >.33 K
w

(over time)

<.20; Category
`Z

(same time) >.33, Kw, (oVer time) >.20.

The Kw levels required for different Categories are arbitrary and by

usual conventions may appear low.,2
It must(be understood, however, that.

K is ..a direct-measure of the proportion of weighted agreement between_
1111observers above chance. K

w was set at a lower level for the over-time

situation because characteristics of jobs often change from time to time.

2
Any Kw which is not significantlyllifferent from 0 4 the .01 level,

regardless of its magnitude, was regarded as having a value <.20 for
categorization purposes.

Care-should be taken not to confuse Kw with the Pearson r. KwAs
. equivalent to the produce-moment correlation only when,partial agreements

are weighted in such a way that the agreement weights, wij's are according
to the formula (derived from Cohen, 196,8)

2 d2

(k - 1)2

where k is the number of possible rating categories and d is the horizontal
.

or. vertical distancefrom the main diagonal of the k x k matrix. The
weighting scheme used in the present study will typically yield a value of
Kw which is much smaller than the corresponding valUe of the Pearson r.
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Given the behavior sampling technique employed in this study, it is very

unlikely that the behavioral demands and characteristics of a job would.

be exactly the same at any two random points in time.

Homogeneity

The most common measure, of the homogeneity or internal consistency

f a set ofitems which comprise a scale designed to be homogeneous is

CrOnbach's coeffidient a (the generalized equivalent of.Kuder-Richardson

F7aula20). Because a major determinant of the value-of this Coefficient

is the number of items in the scale, however, the coefficient can be very

high, even in cases where the inter- correlation among the items is very

low: While the stales involved in the observation instrument are relatively

short (none exceed six items), it is still preferable to assess the homo-
A-

geneity of the scales independent of scale length (Gui4ford, 1954).

Scott (1960) homogeneity ratio is such a measure. The neity ratio;

which ranges from 0 to 1, expresses, the ratio between t

first term is the difference between the actual variance of the sum of the

items and the variance expected if the items were uncorrelated. The

second term is the difference between the variance expected,if all items

were perfectly correlated and the variance expected if the items were

uncorrelated. This coefficient can also be interpreted as a weighted

average of the scale's interitem correlations.

Repeatability

&measure i

Results.

considered to exhibit repeatability falls ,into
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Categories 2 or 3 in theSystempresented earlier. Table 1 contains the

K
w scores for observations made at the same time (K

w(s)) and at differe t

times (K
w(d)

). As can be seen, 32 Of thC59 Measures'showed empirical

agreement between observers when ratings were made at the same time

thetKw(s) .values xceed .33). Of the'12,tured'that were not expected

to exhibit rep ability ( . .,°Operations of personality characteristics

and-resource dequacy), 9 failed to meet the .33 standard...while 3 exceeded

the'standard. Of the 47 measures expected to be rated consistently by

observers when ratings were made simultaneously, 30 exceeded the critical

K of .33. The operatiOna.that failed were chiefly measures of-external

feedback, task feedback, work pressures, and effort.

When the ratings were made at different timea, J9 Of the measures
b

.showed acceptable agreement between observers. In two cases, this

Ment was not predicted in advance. In the case of 12 items, this kind-of

agreement was predicted but hot obtained. These failures p4imarily

involved measures of feedback, worker pace control, and task identity.

Homogeneity

Table 1 also contains, when appropriate, the median interitem

correlatiOn, coefficient a and homogeneity ratio for each a priori Scale.

When all items of the scale are not repeatable, the indices are_Tresented

parenthetically for those scale items which,are repeatable. The scaleb
'

designed to tap the concepts of variety, autonomy -rigidity, certainty-,

conflicting demands, cooperation, required skills and abilities, worker

pace control, and effort are reasonably homogenious; that is, they have

hamogeneity ratios greater than .60 or 60% of perfectly homogeneous

operations. For the scales of external feedback, task feedback, task

LS a)
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identity, comfort, -work pressures, interruptions, and resources, homogeneity

does not.exiat.

Convergence

Six of the scales can be meaningfully tested for convergence since

,they were measured by the interview, and the observation data demonstrate

both repeatabilit$7 snd homogeneity. Table 2 presents the multitrait

I ,
,

dultim'ethod matrix for the six scales. Only those observation items that
q

, ,

are repeatable are used to construct the sch es for the, matrix. Entries

on the main diagonal of the matrix are coeff ient a va).ues, for the
/

individual scales within a given method. The circled- correlations in the

lower left of the matriX are the convergence correlations between .,the same

constructs measured'by the two methods. Four afthe six constructs asseesed

exhibit reasonable levels of convergence: variety', skills, autonomy, and

pace.control. Certainr-and cooperation fail to show convergence between

methods. It appears:that what the observers assessed 'as certainty is

related to what the fespondents viewed as variety and skills and, to some
-

extent, autonomyin
4.1

ir jobs. Cooperation measured'by the observation
(ft

instrument did not correspond to any of the other five constructs measured

by the interview.

1

The values. in upper left and lOwerright triangles (solid lines) ---

are the monomethod triangles that contain the correlations between the

constructs measured by a single method. The values inhe'heteromethcd

triangles (dashed lines) are correlations between the different constructs

measured by different methods. A comparison between the data in the
.

heteromethod triangles-and the convergence Correlations shows that both

pace control and autonomy fail to exhibit discrimination. Both relate

r,



'Table 2

MUltitrait-Multimethod Matrix (no448)

Interview

Interview

3

1, Variety (.45)

2. Skills .41 .J9)

31_ Certainty -.13 .04 (.58)

4. Autonomy .38 .44 .20 (.68)

5. WOCkeriace contrc .27 .11 .02 .25

6. Cooperation .21 .13 -.16 -.03

70biervation

Variety

N't .,
.43 -.12 .32

2. Skills .42
'..., N.4.,.10 .32

3. Certainty -.39 -.4 134." ,,, N....29

4. Autonomy .39

.

.40
s...

-.11 k.

S. Worker pace control .37 .36 7..08 .32',..

6. Cooperation 4.22 .17 -.07 .12

a Single .item scale.

-.01
(*)a

.21 .23

.22 .23

-.16 -.251

.27 .22

'.....11 1

".-,,

.

48)

fi

Observations

, 1 4

IIIIIImMOMPIMI01111_11.

-.77 (.92)

-.70 (.96)

.70 .64 -.55 .83

.42 .30 -.42 .33

6



more highly to variety and skills eseleasured by the interview method thad

they do to the interview's attempt to assdss these constructs. On the

.other hand, the measures of variety and skilla do 'show acceptable levels

of discrimination when the convergence correlations ere:compered with the

.correlations in the heteromethod triangles.

The correlations in the observation-monomeihod 'triangle are very

high. It appears that observers taveafficultydiscriminating among the

4onstructs of variety, skills, certainty, autonomy, and pace control, but

. .do seem to be able to discriminate between those dimensions and.cOooperati,
_
I.'

A comparisori,betWeen the convergence correlationalr and the monomethod

triangles reveals that the criteria for discriminant validityere.met for,,.

interviews 'but not for observations.

Discussion

The observational technique for assessing jot characteristics which

was used in the present study was moderately successful. Abouttwo thirds

those 'operations expected, to. exhibit repeatability did lio,(Table 3

summarizes theresults). With minor exceptions, scales 'intended to b

-homogeneous were, in fact,- composed f,homogeneous itets. I four of the

six" instanced Wheredt was possible to test for,convergence, he scales'' o

tended to exhibit convergence and some degree of discriminati
. .

future investigations, immved training procedures a -d better

operations appear to be necessary to assess job characteristi s-in the

remaining areas: It is particularly important that better meaSures and

perhapS'better tonceptualiza0ion of factors such
, L.

-.identity be developed since they. play important roles

,f eedback task

in many th ories of.



Table 3

Eummaty Table:I The Observability f Job DiMensions

General Repeatability of Items
I

Job Dimension At sake time At different times. Homogeneity Convergence

J5Variety . Yes Yes High :Moderate

Autonomy 'Yes Yes High ! Moderate,

External feedback No No . Moderate

Task feedback No No Moderate

Rigidity of employee No. No Moderate

Certainty Yes No Moderate

Conflicting demands Yes No High
, .

InteAuptionS4 Yes No
, Low

Required skills
and abilities Yes

..4

Worker pace control Yes

Required interdependence Yes.

Required cooperation Yes - No Moderate
a

A-

Work pressures No No Low
t _

Employee effort No No High

Meaningfulness Yes yea.

Resource adequady No' No Low

110\

L65

Yes High

NO High

No Moderate

Comfort Mixed Mixed Low -

Locus of worker pace
control Mixed. Mixed b..

Task"identity Yes No Low

Low

d

d

Moderate.

Modetrate

Low

d,

a.

a One item scale.

b NOt constructe : homogeneous scale.

c

N

c Analysis not done because of
results of earlier operations.

Not measured in the interview.



job design (Lawler, `197.340':

The greatest alfficuity.with'the piesent results is thelack of dis-

crimination among .job
,... -. .-

,

.....

.

c ha sh its b. il e obaerVI ationmeth'h d, The largege

cogrelations in the obserVation method
-

triangle indidate that

f ..
, .. iii,

, *-46: ,, ".f. c .. :
o a/ a

,

method varia-ncewas.kssent. . While'thcase has been made elsewhere
-- . ., . .

.

(Hack4an 4.Lawierit 1971) that there is an underlying ecological

:ship among some of-:the cOnatructa Measured.herei the observatioh instrument
.

:r; :

tas constructed and as used by the observers in this study was ciearly
' .4 . ..

_subject to a systematic source' f'error in the .form Of'a halo or-k-factbr.

Three methodological factors ,probably weakened-the:results of this

study:

1. ,T1 p. training was geared primarily toward obtaining intetobserver

agreementl .tonsistency.with conceptual constructs and preVious research
.

. )was of seebndatrY importance. The currenstudy establishes that observers
a :

can: be trained in such a way that they' ill,Agree with each other and that
.

their ratings on'a priori scales will be consistent. Future efforts should

build or this learning and devote time:to the developMent of an understanding

of the underlying concepts of the observation instrument (e.g., What is

autonomy.?, What is variety?). The objective would be to-imprOve the ability

bf the observer to ,discriminate among constructs. This should contribute

to increased convergence with ;other measures and.t0 increased discriminant
,

validity.

2. The instrument was designed'to collect a large amount of data and

include many exploratory and/or experimental items as well as items designed

to gather data for`a ide variety of other purposes.. InteryieWs with the

observers indicated'that the length of the instrument led to observer



boredom:vand problems in keePingConstructs This is reflected:in.

the Otterns that-emergroth the multitrait,-thultimethod matrix. One"4aYL,
A

pf improving the %Laney of.Observations Onld'b to '.shorten and sithplifyl
. ,

, -

the inatruthenrso.thaOt taps:the,,key measurable diMensiona ofa job in

a- thinimum.athourft of t
-

3. Certain jobs_areundouhtedly moreAnherently observablaalong

the dimenaionaused in.thit'stindy than others. Ap assemblY'iine job is
, , :

. .
'\

.
.. . . .

probably more obserVable by this technique than would be the job (3 a
.

.

.

. . .

.

financial vice'president. In futurainvestigationsaftalyges parallel to

.

those,of thia.inVestigation on. respondents anbirobped by, job type could
/

,provide useful information about the applicability, of the obse0ationai

hnique to types of Sobs.. Such analyses are not possible in

e-

the ?resent study because of insufficient cases in many job categories.

,Additional data collection designed,to permit such analysis by-job

classification is currently underway,

/ //
In addition to resolvinetheithethodOl ogical problems, future research

needs to Ormine hoW structured observations such as these relatetb *:

employeea attitudesiand behavior. It would not be expected that job

observations will be aa"dlosely)reiated to performance, absenteeism and

turnover as will employee,.attitude data since,,; .presumably, job character-

.

isoica influence attitudeywhichin turn 441.uence behavior. Lertain job

factor, .however, should be significantly related to behavior and to

'attitudes concerned with'satisfaction and motivation. It is crucial that

these kinds' of.links be established. Research in organizattons cannot
k

continue to consist of many studies relating attitudes to attitudes along

with a few. studies relatfhg attitudes to performance. The development of

I



!
,

,

. ,

all.'effeCtive'observation'approach app" to.lhe'oneWeytoincreas the
.

.

number of studies that relate environmental ancta:truoturaI cOnditiOne'to

'!.emplOyeis' attitudes and behavipr. The_impOrtance,,ofHloinveo 4,iiihat0,t,
, I 4,,f

nveretate;-:effectivelinterventione designed to ncreaee organization

tive charaCieriStiCs ofeffectiveness require knowkedge of how the 0

the work environment affect individuals.

I

j.
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ABSTRACT .

This paper nsiddts alternative explanationti of two previously notedliilitibions of sta dardixed observations; only ithoderce convergencebetween observ#tio and interview measures,; arts! lack of 4iscrimination
among observational, measuzea of daifferent concepts.' qt explores suchpotential 'explanatory 4ctors as unreliability of measures; 'true ecologicAl-covariande among different job' dimensiohs,- observer bias in the form ofhalo _effects. the analyses were performed-on four scales tapping jobcharacteristiceexpected ro be stable. Results showed that these obser-vation scalds exhibited reasonable internal -.consisteneyi; repeatability,and stability. That la,. different observers at the same time agreedsomelihat with each other but not enough to reject the notion of hale
bias among observers;" and the decrease over time in agreement, amongobservers was not,. undnly large, thereby suggesting ongoing changes in.job characteristics. Further .'analysed documented the existence. of the --'halo bid;, among observers `but -found it not to be large. The bias didprove larger, however; for the Tess concrete scales. Controlling on bias,nonetheless, did not eliminate the covariance among job. characteristics,indicating that jobs in the' Present sample were diatpibuted along a single, dimension. 'Thus thei inability of observers to discriminate among somesuggestsjob characteristis inlpart that these characteristics arehighly related in the .workplace.'' 1$

9 ,)

A
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Chartti

BIAS INHERENT IN OBSERVATIONAL MEASURES

lier'paperACilsi) ter. .1..);Ptiggested that standardized

rovide a useful alternati4e-::0 questionnairesjob observations

and interviews asra source of data jabs; ,The paper dem-.

onstrated that while alternative obseronalmeasures of the same

phanomenOn showed reasonable convergence, there was only mOdtrate'con-

Vrgence between Parallel observational and interview measures. -There

was, furthermore, considerable latk of dcrimination among observa-

tional measures designed to tap different concepts- These

reflect unreliability in the. alternative measures, or they

true. ecological covariance among different job dimensions.

t
findings may

may represent

It is also

"poSsiblei however, that thafindings reflect observer bias--a halo

effect, or a tendency for observers to see jobs as either "good" or
a

"bad" along all dimensions. To the extent that this is.titie, observe-
. --r,

tional measures' should b used with a great deal of care, or the effects

controlled.statAtically,of such bias

This PaPer represents an attempt to explore the degree of bias

o; halo inherent in observational measures, as well as the extent of the
A % -

ecoldgical relationships among job characteristics. COnfirmatOry

factor analysis (Alwin, 1974; Joreskog et al, 1970; Werts et a1:,.1914.)

two areas will bebe used to explore. these issues. Specifically;

06
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a

)treated in thisvpaper4 (1).Threelpcales that shoWed stability An

'C"

the earlier7u0 (Chapttr4) will be *iamipe4,to assess thei r seat .7.-

ThiS'asPessment-big'S made

impeoant, hqWeyer, to examine

abili y:and" Stileaior-,An gkeaferd;tai*%...
,\)

preliiougly for aingle-itehis only.

the ,repeatability and stability of scales in:addition: since observer

bias; while isifleting estimates. of internal consistency; would lower

estimates .of iapeatability and stability. (2) Tile amount of observer

or halo in the obs motional measures ill e, assessed fbr

,this bias; ,
relati hips, among different.jobcharact tietide

,
.

in thi- simple of jobs

400

(*served ill beexaMined.,

Method t. .).

The method of data collectIonWas de eribed fdlly i

lvt?, Only a few of the measures reported in that study were used'
. , :

. .
here. The analses, in, the present case, were-confined to those
.,,.

. -

reliae items tapping job characterisiics that the researchers expected

P
l

to b Stable.' .roar aiIch job characteriStica were, therefore, chobenjori
t

Pecifiability (certainty), workerpace control, skill cola-

job

analyss

plexity, and autonomy. While thefirst.three sc(afes repiesent epe6ifi

more global job dimension.'

/ .

characteristic , the last encompasses a

The four scales, nd the items used

Table 1.

tap each,..are docuMented bn

In order to, analyze :the repeatability and, stability Of the

observation,scales, colfirmatory factor analysis was used. This

analytic approach siim*Vients a way vh disentangle the effets of

A!'
observer bias from'thole effects caused by the phenOmenon.in question

per se.

w.



HOw.mOch4iiionomY is .there'lm the job?

The jeValleWS an individual to make.alot
,,offtleCisiOns on,h4A or her, pwn4 (A2)

( -)The the'individual any chance
to use hiSAer Arsonal 'initiative opt

diskret4onaedbrk? (A3)
(I.-hate f-a'1.6t, of cbrol over hosw will I
' 4011.1y.40: Val
MY'jck allows 0 to, make a ldt of decd

siona on,my,01.p.'-(Al2):

I

2. Worker Pace
''yontrol (PCS)

i. Sk il
Complexity_
(SCS)

How much control does the worker hate in
setting.theAita'ce of his or.her.own
work? .(PC1) .

How much control' dos the' rker himself
or herself have e'er the pace of'his/her
work? ,(P.,C)

/The JO, 4410-ws thd individumil"tavdetermine

How,
tier work'pacea.

How-",true is it that the speed'at,which you
Work is determined by you Self? (PCI1)

. .

To whaf extent )ioes r uire the ,

use .of ed or s?
(SC1)

How Imtellectually 4emandlgriWZ'the job?
(SC2) ,

(-)The. job is o simple thatvirtually any-
body couLd handle it,Dwith little or no
initialftrainin "(SC3)

My job re4uirte level of skill.
(SCI1)

What is-lie'rjevel of s hoOl'Or,collegi
f -YOUffetik-is needed by-ajersOn doing

your jar, (ScI2)

How much unc7rtainey is,thlre in
(SP1),

4. Specifiability-
Certainty (SPS)

the .individual to be
abh,10 handle surprising or
unpredictablesituations. (SP2)

The individual Workingnn the job dOes
tasks :which are clearly defined? ,::(SP3)

the,josb?'

-
<, K.,

175
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METHOD

..Observation

Observation

Observation

Interview

Interview

Observation
. ,
, ,

Observation

Observation

'Interview

Observation '

-"Observation

Observation

Interview

Interview.

Observation

Observation.

Observation
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. Results

The three specific job charActerIatice used in the study -

Worker4acec-cOntrolosndskill complexityowereanalyted.
!

according'

sented by

-
owv).

to the model presented id Figural.. The c rrelition
p v.

A is an inaicationoPthe repeatability of e concept being

' measured by two observers at the same time. The two B correlations pros
. .. ,
vidied indication nif the stability of the concept. The A's represent

&
.

the relationshipspf each of ttik. items to ,the concept beingimeadured
2

It should bepOintedoUt that the A's are higher if, observer bias'eicists.

but thAt unless differen'tobseriers are biaiied in the sale waypthe'A

and correlations are not.

Figures 2,, 3, and 4 show the results of these analyses and

Tables;2,14 4 show the residual matrices indicating the differences.
. ,

between theobserved CorielationSamong the'measures used in the analy,
.

ses, and those, predicted by the results of the confirmatory factor f.

analysis structure. These analyses indicate:

1. The'moliels\in all three analyses provide\dessohably good fits

of thesdata. In the model for job specifiability, SP2 is less reliable"

than the idler measures, and the iesiduals Indicate that this measure

doe not fit the model as well as dq the otliers. As a-result, SP2 was

.dropped from further anAlyses. SimilarlY PC2 was dropped from the. pace

. mit

control scale,:. Excluding these measures, 156 of 168 of the residuals

.0

iS
model. whic
correcte for'the'unreliabAlity in the scales. They-Yin be referred to as''
correlations here for e#se of presentation%

2
TheA'a can be-interpreted in a manner similar to factor loadings

in allfVor analysis which uses an oblique rotation.

ictly speaking, these are not,correlationsbit pa eters.ofthe
Are conceptually similar to the correlations among the
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.9 .79

PC1 4 PC2

.76

.93 93

PC3 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC1

.87

PC2

.94

PC3

Observations 081 and 082 both otourred at the same time; OB3 at a different time; n 4

Figure'2

Worker Pace Control

$1.

U
Ori

df =24
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.95 .61 .93 .96 .87

;P1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SPI.

ioservations 081 and OB2 occurred at the

.68

SP2 spJ SP4 SP3

time; 0B3 at .a different time; n is 41; df 53

Figure 3

Job Specifiability

0

SP4



SC1' SC2, ,

a
SC3 SC1 SC2 ' SC3 SC1 SC2 SC3

Observations OB1 and 082 occurred at the same time; OB3 at a different time; 41; df r 24

Figure 4

Job Skill Complexity



Talje 2

Residual Matrix for Pace Control Model,

1. OB1-PC1 .00

2. OB1 -PC2 .00 .00

3. OB1-PC3 .00 .05 .00

4. OB2-PC1 .02 .08 -.04 .00

5. OB2-PC2 -.05 -.20 -.07 :02 .00

6. OB2-PC3 .01 -.02 -.05 -.01 .00 .00

7. 0B3-PCL .00 .14 -.05 .03 -.10 .07

8. 0B3-PC2 -.05 .06, -.08 .04 -.11 -.01.

9. 0B3 -PC3 .02 .09 .03 -.05 -.14 -.01

1 2 3 4 5 6

10,

V

.00

.00 .00

.00 .01 .00

7 8 9

181
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OB1-SP1

OB1-SP2

OB1-SP3

OB1-SP4

.00

-.01

.01

5. 0B2-SP1 .02,

6 OB2-SP2 -.02

7. OB2-SP3 .03

8. OB2LSP4 -.02

9. 083 -SP1, 11

10.. OB3-SP2 -.11

11. OB3-SP3 -.09

12. 0B3-SP4 .00

1

Table 3

is

Residual Matrix for Speclfiability _Analysis

.bo

.03

-.03

.06

.00

.08 -.01

119 :06

.08 .02

.13 -.Olt

.14 .09

.07 -.10

.03 -.09

.07 .06

.00

-.04

.0

-:0

-.06

.d8

-.12

-.04

.08

2 3 4

o y`

.00

.01 .00

-.03

.04''

.02

-.10

.00,

.02 .00

.22 .15 '.15 .17 .00

.07 .14 -.01 -.02 -.04 .00

.00 .01 -.08 -.12 -.01 .01 .00

-.00 .12 -.01 -.10 -.03 -.03 ,-.03 .00

5 7 8 9 10 11 12



Table

Residual trik Aor Skill Complexity Analysis

A.

2.

3.

4.

081 -C1

OB1 -SC2

OB1-SC3

OB2-SC1

.00,

.00 ° .00

-.02 '00

.00-.04 .08/ .06

OB2-SC2 -.01 -.03 -.01 .00

6. 0B2-sc3 -.01 .02' -.0i .00

7. OB3-SC1 .02 . 1 .02 .02 .04 -.02 .00

8. OB3-SC2 -.03 . 2 -,04 -.07 .06 -.02\ .00

9. OB3-SC2 .00 06 -.04 -.05: .08 -.02 -:ol

1 2 '3 4 5 6 7

183

8 9
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,are less than .10; none of the residuals is significantly different
,

from.Sero.(p <

'2. In all three analyses the A valuei lor the same items were

similar for all three observers (shown in Figutee 2, 3, This

indicates that the structure of the'scales is the same for each set of
. rr

obse ati6110, as it should be since:the'obaervers were assigned randomly

to tiise vations one, two and three.
.

V
f , k-,

3.: In all three,inai;se's correlation A is greater thin the two B k

14 cofrelations, indicating that repeatability is g ater than stability

for scales. These results also indicate, however, that there is a.large

degree of agreement among Observers at different times Uverages of 42%,

40%0 and 65% of the variance in the concepts), and that his agreement

ie,ant much less than theaireementamong observers at the same time

(differences`' average 18%, 16%, and 7% of the variance).

c's

Overall, these analyses support the idea'that observers agree in
6

their ratings of these stable job characteristics. The decrease in.; 11

agreement of observers ov r time does not'seem large .e ough to be worri-
-.

some, and probably indicates tat jobs actually are different at differ--

ent times. Nevertheless, the.fact-that observers at the pane time did

not agree with significant freque cy (between 23t and 45%,ofthe:

variance in ratings) suggests th existence of observer. bias.

Havinlijandgii71411tthd observation scalesexhibit reasonable ,;

internal consistency, repeatability, and stability, the next step in thy-

analysis was to examine the extent of this.halo, aid the extent of

the ecological relationship among the measures. To this end, the data

were analyzed using the models shown in Figures 5 and.6. Both of these.

modals assume that data about jobs were collected by two observers and

by an interview with the job holder. The Assumption was made in the

21 I
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model shown in Figure 5 that only the interview data were biased,

whereas the asusm Ption in the model shown in Figure 6 is that both the

interview and the Observation data were bia;ed. In both cases, the

effect of observer bias was assumed to be.uncorrelated with other bias

A

meag4red, or Oitb the job characteristics., It was also assumed that

since observers were randomly assigned to observation periods, the

strength of the biases altociated.with thiobservation measures from dif-
,

ferent observations was the same as were the validities of the different

observatiOn meaSures, that the Model in Figure 6The analysis suggested

-provided a signifidantly fitrfOr the data:than th del in Figure

5. It''Tdas conclud ed that obServerbias did.exiat in'the data Only

the results of the analysis testing the model in Figure 6 will; therefore*

,be Tore'aened (Table5):: Table 6 shows).the residuals resulting from the_

analysis, and Table 7 the correlations amongiodob characteristics,

The residuals shRs.in in Table 6 indiCate.that the model provides
,.

...

a reasonably _good, fit of the data. Table 5 indicates that the,,,tobserver

ratings are biased,, but that the effects of Oae.,observer bias are not
.

. I'great. The'bias of feet is greateY fo/r the specifiability and autonomy

scales than for the skill'complexity and the pace control scales, suggest-

ing that the observer halo effect increases as the concreteness of the

scale decreases. The same trend appears in the interview data, since the

interview bias is smaller for the concrete scales. It should be pointed

out that the "bias" indicated for the interview autonomy measure may'

simply indicate that the job holder's ratings of autonomy reflect informa-

tion that was not available to the observers (e %g., supervisory style)

and does not neces Sarily reflect invalid autonomy ratings.

Finally., the data presented in Table .7 indicae that eve0con-'

trolling for observer bias, and including interview 'data, there is still



Table 5

Relationships of Itemi to Concepts

fat the Model Shown in Figure 6

4

L9

Measure
. Loading on Scale Bias Effect

Skill Pace Speci 1- Inter- Observer Observer
Autonomy

Skill

lexit Control abilit. viewer 1 2

Aut. Seale OBI .802

Aut, Scale - 0B2 .802

AuiINT 1 . .502

Aut, INT 2

SC Scale - OB1

SC Scale - 0B2

;SC INT. 2-,

Pace - 081.

Pace - 0B2

Pace ,INT 1

SP, scale - OB1

SP, Scale - 0B2

.845

316'

.578

r-v

.427

.129

.304

.728

.728

.353 .038

.684 .468

.684

.355

/.344

.511'

.344

Observers were randomly assigned to observe jOil, so the bias effects and observations ,of the two

observers were assumed to be equal in magnitude. the.two observations ocurred at different' points in

time. N 0.532.,

c") 1 11

;".1



1, SCS01 PO

4 Table 61 ''

Residui4 ResUitincfrq Analysis of *del

Shown in Figure 6

SCS02 .00 .00

SCl/ -.03 .01 .01

41 SCI2 01 03

5, All ..0'1 .00

6, AI2 .01 .04

.PCII .03 -.02

8, PCS01 -.02 .01

.03 -.01

10, tsol. .00 .02

11',AS02 .01 ''. -.01

12, SPS0I .00

13, SPS02 Y -.01 .07

.4)1,1 '
1

- 01 .00

01 ,00 ,00)

-.06 .02' 42

-r01. .01 .00

.00 .04 .00

-',03 ,.01 ,00

.00 i01

-.04 -.01 -.03

.05 -.02 ,06

-.03 -.01 .00

r.04 .,02 .01 .00
)

,;02 01 .01 ,00

-.01 , -.04, -.02 .03 .00

-.01 .00 r -,01 .05 -.02 ,00

(

,b8 -.02 .08 .00 .05 .02' .02 ; .00

4.
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Table 7

Coirelations Among Job Characteristics Resulting from Analyses
of the Model in Figure 6

Skill Compleiity 1.00

2. Pace Control .80 1.00,

3. Specifiability .91 1.00

4. Autonomy .96 .90- 1.00

j

1 2 3
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a high degree of covariance among job characteristics. This suggests

that the job's included in this sample were distributed along a, single

'Aiimension: Jobs high on this,dimension were high on skill complexity,

1,91

worker pace control, and autonomy, and, lbw di apecifiability. Thus, the

fact that observers do not discriminate among different job characteris-

I
'tics may simply mean that the different characteristics of the jobs

were highly. related.

7

Discussion and Conclusion

The analyses Indicated that standardized job obserVation scales

are characterized by some degree of.observer bias, but that they. also'

exhibit considerable repeatability and stability. Furthermore, the
f

results indicated that previously identified problemi of discriminability

among, observer ratings of dif ent job characteristics may be a function
.,

1

of the fact that job characteristios are ecologically related.-

These conclusions must be viewed, however, as tentative. It is

possible that the observers, due to the training procedures used, were

systematically biased 'toward rating jobs along a single dimension: If

this were true, the effects of this type of bias would affect both

observers' ratings, and would produce results similar to those reported

here.' The fact that the model included interview ratings of the job

suggests, however, that this type of bias is accounting for only some

covariance among the job dimensions. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude

that there is some multicollinearit among job dimensions, but that the

results presented here may represent an inflated estimate of its

extensiveness.
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l
Overall,:the results of these analyses indicate that standardized

. ,

job observations do represent a useful way of collecting data aboUt jobs.

These results alsolindiCate, however, the importance of using multiple

methods of data collection whenever possible because each' ourde of data

(pArticulaily standardized observAttOns) is biased to some extent, and
.

only when multiple sources of data are used can these hiests be esti7

mated and controlled' for.

5-

O

4,
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4

ABSTRACT

4

Obtrusive measures,(frOM interviews), less obtrusive measures
stings of trained observers), and unobtrusive measures (from com-

pany records) were used to measure four, Important occupational con-
cepts :. hierarchical status,' supervisory style, Job:involvement, ..

andAnb satisfaction. The tests:of convergence based on different
,types of measures generally proved disappointing. A fair degree of
apnvergence was obtained between obtrusive and othir measures.of
hierarchical status.- No convergence emerged between the two types
of measures ofsupervisory style. As regards job involvement, the
less obtrusive. (observational) measures did not intercorrelate_
substantially, let alone correlate with the obtrusive (interview).
measure. In the case of job .satisfaction, intercorrelations were
appropriately positive among the obtrusive (interview)- measures.,
but only marginally. positive among the less obtrusiVe (observation)
measures. Correlations between the two types of measures yielded
only minimal convergence,-and other releVant correlations suggested
that observers' estiMates of job satisfaction were based on the
degree of challenge the job offered rather than the job occupant's
response to the job. Byway of interpretation, various reasons were
cited for both the successful and unsuccessful attempts to achieve
convergence between obtrusive (interview) and less, obtrusive modes

of. measurement.,

244



Chapter 6

OBTRUSIVE AND LESS OBTRUSIVE MEASURES OF'STATU,,
.40

SUPERVISORY STYLE, INVOLVEMENT, AND JOB SATISFACTION

Obtrusive measures sUch asAuestions asked in interviews have At...

leaet two inherent problems: (1) subjects may be.motdvated to provide

inaccurate data; and (2) interviews tap the perceptions of only one

person--the respondent. Measures other than questions in.interviews,can,
.

if unobtrusive, minimize and sometimes circumvent these problems. Yet

obtrusiveness is a continuous rather than a dichotomous. variable, and the
%

attempt. in this study was to employ two methods lesp obtrusive than

questions in interviews.

The strategy was to assess the' degree of. cOnvergence between the less

obtrusive measure's and the obtrusive (interview) measures of the same phe-

nomena (and to assessthe degree of discrimination among measures of dif-

ferent phenomena) obtained from each method.

Three modes of data collection werktf employed in the present study.

In addition to (obtrusive) interview measures, the study included the

observations of trained observers (less obtrusive than interviews because

'the workers were attending to their work as well as to the presence of

observers) and da a from company records (unobtrusive). As many modes

of data collection as possible were used to assess four variables:
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hierarchical status, supervisory style, job involvement 'and job satis-
7

faction.

Method

Sample

This report coicerns only Phase I of this study and includes data on

"ymployees from five,organkzations:, a hospital, a printing company, a

research and development laboratory, and two plants that manufactured auto-

mobile accessories- -all in the midwest. Though not..strictly a sample of

a specified population, the respondents were drawn from a variety of occu-

pations.. CoMpared to a national populatiOnthe analysis sample contains'

a disproportionately 1 ge number of female workers, young workers, blacks,

single people, and operatives. A more extensive description-of sampling

procedures' and sample chSracteribiics is provided in Chapter 1..

Measures

A detailed account of the three modes of data collection appears in

Chapters 1,.3 and 4 in this volume.' Briefly, professional interviewers

conducted personal interviews in the homes of employees, each interview

lasting about two hours. Each respondent was also observed on the job

for an hour on two separate occasions "bytwo different observers who had
r.

preNAously i)een trained to rate a var f characteristics of worker

and job. In addition, organizational rec rds,were made available by

management to the research staff to code such basic file informatiOn

as respondent's annual income.

r
0
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Results and Discussion

Status

Five vitiablei. expected to vary as a function of hierarchical.

status in organizations were measured: mental skill level required 'to

do the work, status symbols (e.gr, carpets on the floor or drSPes on the

windows), the,amount of freedom allowed in doing one's work, income, (. and

being a supery of other employees'. An inspection"of Table 1 shows

which of thebe ables.were measured through"interviews, observations,

and company records.`

Table 1 shows the correlations among the eight status variables.

199

The variables all had one thing 1.n common, viz., they were eipeCted to

-vary with hierarchical status. of the correlations were positive

and significant (p < .05). The correlations among the four measures

less, obtrusive than interviews (upper 'eft triangle) were quite strong,

, indicating that they did.have a common_element. The correlation between

Mental skill level And freedom in that.triangle was so strong (All)

that'it could be inferred that the observers did not distinguish between

these two variables. That the concepts were indeed separate was indica-

ted,by the relatively loWer correlation (.30) between them, in the interview

data (lower right triangle).

The correlations among the four interview variables were lower than

the correlations among the three observation variables, indicating that,

while the variables had a common element (status), the-respondents

were able to distinguish among them better than were the observers.
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Table 1

Correlations Among Aspects of Statqs,
(N460)-

3

-

LESS OBTRUSIVE

Observations

1. ',Mental skill level

. Status symbols .54

3. Amount of-freedom .81 .45

.4UNOBTRUSIVE

Records

4. Annual incsme2-7-' .48 .38 .39

OBTRUSIVE

Interviews.

5. Mental skill level .67 .43 .58 ..41

6. Supervisory status .52 .35 .51 .47 .47

'7. Enough freedom

Annual income

.22

.44

.15

.44

.24

.34

.13,

.71

.30

.36

.13

.36 .15

a
All correlations were significant beyond the'.01 level.

223
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The correlations betWeep the obtrusiVia and iheless 04ruSively

gathered data'arr:elso in Table I. Since:each variable measuteiPeiy
- -

One.aspect*U49044:i!t4e correlations were expected to be significant
. -

'butJess then_perfectic Overall, this expectatiOn was confirmed; most

of the correletione
j

were df4medium strength.

Identical Concepts Measured Different Methods. Three of the

specificaspects of status,. viz., mental skill levelfreedom, and

annual income were measured by ynterview and by a less ol;trUsive method.

The variable measuring each of these aspects from one source should have

corresponded more closely to the vatiable ftom thq4other source measuring

the same aspect than it corresponded, to ;any other variable in,themetrix:

Ingeneral, the interview measures met this test. The only eXcep-
s.

' )

tion was'the interview variable measuring freedom, which correlated

more atronglY Ir :30) with the interview Measure 'of mental skill level

tiler:With the observation measure of freedath (r .24.

The less obtrusive measures. also .met,thia-ttest with one exception:
.

. -..Y:It mustbe conceded that the observers were not able to distinguish between a.

job s.freedom_ and the. mental skill leVel required,since,observed

freedom was more highlycorrelated with mental skill level as measured

by either method than with freedom as Mee'sured by7the interview.:- If

observed freedom were eliminated from the matrix, observed mental skill

level was more strongly correlated (r .= .67) with -the interview

measure of mental skill level than with any other variable in the matrix.

Also, recorded annual income was more strongly, correlated with the

interview measure of annual income than with any other vari



Analysis Organizational Site. ,It was posSible that some of the

measures of statue were more valid within a single organisation than

across eral organizations. If this were true, the organizatiOn would

act as a suppressor variable, i.e., the correlations for the whole sample

would be smaller than the correlations,for any isingle subdample4' Inspecr.

tion of correlations among the status varifibie Subjects in each of

the five sites (not shown here). did not suppoitthit premise, however.

lio:bverall trend toward larger correlations within. sites tht for the

. whole' Sample, wap detected.

It was concluded that less obtrusive measures of variables indicating

status 'were obtainable froT both company records and Standardized

obSetvations.

4,

Supervisory Style

:Fouts supervisory style variables were measured through.theinterview:'
$

13sy9hological support offered by the suPerviaor to his/her sulleviilites,

having high work-stghdarcWfor himself /.,.herself tthe supervisor

feedback' giVen toSubordinates, and the extent to which the21Wervisor

insisfed_ortrhard work frOm subordinates. 'One of these'supervisor,

feedback,was'also measured by observation. In addition, obaeilVers ra4ed

the physical proximity of the supervisor t his/her subordinates, the

degree fro which the details' of a subordinates job were closely supervised,.:''.:

and'the degree to,which the supervisor exerted unreasonable pressure for

production.. It was expected thAf there would be a moderate relationship

hett:,een these last three observation variables and the interview:measures'

It
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of.highyork standards for aelfand'ineistinvonhard work.fromsUbOrdinatea...-
. ;,-

j'"'

.-Measures yielded dismal results. *140'OUthectorrelationsjoetWien obser-

&Stall, the attempt te, measure: supervisory style with lees', obtrusive

,, .,
. .'t.r -___ 1 f

vation and interview supervisory `style Measured was sUritfi6ant\beyond

the 05 confidence level (table 2)'. , Apparently,,, measures, by the
, . :.1,,,;

,,

"

two Methotwere nOttgaauting the:same things at all Even the supervisor

feedback measures, two virtually identical items measured by, different

#

methods, were not related to each other.

Relationahl.ps Amona.the Observed Variables. All of the correlations

among the observation-meagures Were positive, significant, and of;loW
.1.!

or moderate strength. They are about as-strong as, expected, given

that'1tt variables in the triangle were prObably related but not

identical

,...

,

Relationships Among the Interview Variables. The.relationahips'among.

the interview variables were all positive and about as ,strong as',

1
e

relationships found among the observedvariables. It was h a t

a few of them were ,g0 strong:, 64,, the Correlation between supervisOr

support and supervisors having high work standards'. If it were not

for the loW correlations between the supervisor insisting on hard'wOrk

and the other variables, it might be conclUded that a'halo effect or a:

response bias accounted for much of the strength of the relationshiOs.

Those lciwCorrelatiOnsrepuellated this interpretation, however

Since the observers spent very little time with the SuperViSOr relative

, .

the time that the i nterviewrespondent spent,.,with the superviSor,'the.

interview data wereilrOhaply more accurate. than the,:-aserver ratings.



Table 2

Correlations.; Among; lDif ferenO1pev:of 64ervisory Style

-01a439):Y:7

1 2 4 7

LESS:OBTRUSIVE

Observation

'roximity
.

2. Close
supervision .55**

3. Unressonabie
pressure, .18** .14**

4. Supervisor
feedback .53** .54**. .38**,

OBTRUSIVE

Interview

S. Support

6, High work,
standards
for self

7. Supervisor.,
feedback

.00 -.01' -.06

-.09 -.09.

.01

8. Insists cm
hard work 3 .06

-.04

.62**

:60** .49**

.07 20**., ,07

*13 .,q5

**p <
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Also, supervisory behavior was likely to have been fairly reactive to

the presence of an observer. It is possible, therefore, that-the obser-

vers were not as unobtrusive as they might have been, and that their

presence affected the supervisor's behavior.

Job InVolvement

Because job involvement is an intrapsychic phenomenon, it was

expected that the best measure would be self-report, i.e., the interview.

Therefore, for this analysis, the strategy was to validate the observer's

ratings against the interview measure of involvement.

One interview item asked respondents how involved they were in

their work compared to their other interests. Observers rated the .

employees' involvement directly, and they also rated the frequency of

some employee behaviors that could indicate affect toward the work.

These behaviors were combined into two categories: laughing/smiling

and aggressive behaviors.

Only one correlation in Table 3 is significant, and it is very low.

Neither the employees' laughing/smiling behaviors nor their aggressive

behaviors were good indicators of involvement. It is noteworthy that

the observed measures were not related even to each other. Apparently,

when the observers rated involvement, they did not use observed laughing/

smiling or aggressive behaviors an clues. Nevertheless, whatever the

clues to which the observers were attending, they were not good'indicators

of job involvement, since the correlation between observed involvement

and interview involvement was not significant.

There remains'he question of whether the observers could have predicted
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Table 3

Correlations Among Indicators of Involvement
(N*574)

1 3 4

LESS OBTRUSIVE

Observation

1. Involvement

2. Laughing/smiling

3. Aggression Th

.10*

.05 .06

OBTRUSIVE

Interview

4. Involvement
: .01 .03 .O4

*p < .01
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employees' involvement. Hackman and Lawler'(X971), hollowing a trend

of research (Turner & Lawrence, 1965; Blood & Hulin, 1967). on four task,

characteristics (variety, autonomy, task identity, and feedback), found that

these characteristics were significantly related to employees' intrinsic

motivation and job involvement. Employees performing tasks that are experi-

enced as having these characteristics tend to be strongly involved in

their work.

The observers in the present study rated the employees' jobs on the core

characteristics (Chapt6r 4). It was possible that the observers could have

estimated the employee's involvement from the characteristics on his

job. This approach would assume that job involvement was,"at least in

part, a function.of the task. Table 4 indicates the, extent to which

observers could have inferred the involvement of employees from observing .

their job characteristics.

Since all four of the observed core characteristics were correlated

significantly with the interview involvement measure, the observers

could have estimated job involvement from their observations of the

task. It is clear that they did not do this, however, since their ratings

of three of the four task characteristics were unrelated to their ratings

of involvement, and their rating of the fourth task characteristic,

i.e., task identity, had only a small correlation with observed involvement.

It is concluded that the unobtrusive measures of involvement were

probably invalid, Observers could have inferred employees' involvement

from task characteristics, but this would not have been a direct

measure of involvement.
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Table 4

Correlations Between Observed Task Characteristics
and the Job Involvement Indicators

(N -574)

Observed Task
Characteristics

Involvement Indicators

Tntetview
Involvement

Observation

Involvement
Laughing/
Smiling Aggression

Variety .43** .04 .14 * * .%. .13**

Autonomy .45** .05 .15** .16**

Task"'
identity .11** .09* .08*

Task
feedback .12** -.02 .05 .07

*p <

**p < .01
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Job Satisfaction

Four possible measures of overall job satisfaction were included

in the Observation schedule: (1) laughing/smiling behaVior and (2) aggres-

sive behavior of the respondent, (1) a direct rating of the respondent's

satisfaction, and (4) a rating of the degree to which' the observers

thought they would feel satisfied if they'had the job. The first two

were behaviors thought to be indicative of affect and were therefore

tested as possible measures of both of the affective phenomena in this

study, i.e., involvement and satisfaction.

'Because satisfaction (like involvement) is an intrapsychic phenomenon,

it was assumed that the interview measures would be more accurate than

those provided by observers.

The interview asked respondents to rate their satisfaction with four

facets of. the job: challenge, cbmfort, resources; and financial rewards.

There was also an interview measure o( overall, facet-free job satisfaction.

In addition to these satisfaction measures, there were measures

of the job facets themselves. Respondents were asked to rate the degree

to which their job offered challenge,, comfort, resources, ,and financial

rewards (Barnowe, Mangione & Quinn, 1972). Observers rated the jobs on

challenge, comfort, and resources, and a measure of financial rewards

was obtained from the company records.

Table 5 shows the correlations among measures of satisfaction

obtained from observatiOns and interviews. sil:stost of the observation measures

were not highly correlated with each other. The major exception was the

correlation (.74) between the observer's estimate of the respondent's

satisfaction and the observer's estimate of the degree of satisfaction



Table 5

Correlations Among 'Indicators of Job Satisfaction

(N=574)

LESS OBTRUSIVE

Observation

Satisfaction

1. Laughing/,

smiling

2. Aggression .07

3. Respondent's

satisfaction .19*A

4. Observer's

satisfaction .,14 **

OBTRUSIVE

Interview

Satisfaction

5., Challenge .01

6. Comfort .02

7. Resources -.04

8. Financial.

rewards -.03

Facet-free -Al

7 8

.03

.09*

-.01

'-.05
,

-.09*

-.07

.02

.74**

.30**

.13**

.11**

',17**

.20**

.21**

.07

.01

.13**.

.10**

.64**

.63**

.49**.

.56**

.66**

.48**

.41**

748**

.44** .39**

< .05

**p < .01
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that he/she would. feel if he/she were doing the job himgelf/herself:

This strong-correlatiOnihad at least three possible implications. First,

it might indicate that observers were Projecting, i.e., the observers thought

the respondents were satisfied to the same extent as they, would have been,

, because each observer tended to see the respondents as similar to himself/

herself. Second, a job might affect most people in a similar way, i.e.,

the observer and the respondent would react in a similar fashion to the

same stimuli. Third, observers may have seen that the respondent was

satisfied and concluded, therefore, that they probably would have been

satisfied with that job also.

Observed laughing/smiling was correlated significantly with observed

respondent's satisfaction (r Q .19) and with observed observer's

satisfaction (r .14), although the correlations were low.

The correlations in the lower right corner are all fairly strong

and indicate that the interview measures of satisfaction measured some

common entity. The correlations among the five types of satisfactions

were higher than might be expected, perhaps indicating that the respon-

dents were experiencing a halo effect. i.e., their satisfaction with one

facet influenced their satisfaction with other facets and their general

satisfaction with the job.

In general, there was very little convergence between'the two

methods. Only two observation measures, observed respondent's satis-

faction and observedobs rver's satisfaction, showed any consistent conver-

gence with the interview s tisfaction measures. The correlations between

' f.ji
JI 3
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these two observation satisfaction measures and thc interview satisfac-

tion measures were somewhat low, but two interesting patterns were

present'.

Patterns Within the Matrix. First, observed respondent satisfac

tion was correlated more highly with each interview satisfaction measure,

than observed observer satisfaction was. This was encouraging, since it

indicated that observers were consistently able to, distinguish, to some

extent, between their own reactions to the job and the respondent's

reactionsto it. ,Although the differences were not large, they were all

in the expected direction.

Second, it was expected that the observation measures of .satisfaction

would measure overall or facet-free satisfaction, Instead, the interview

variable that was correlated most strongly with both observed respondent

-satisfaction and bserved observer satisfaction.was interview challenge

satisfaction (.30 nd .2, respectively). The next strongest correlates,

of observed respondent satisfaction and observed observer satisfaction were

facet -free satisfaction and financial satisfaction, respectively.

Since the strongest correlations with the measures of observed

satisfaction were with interview challenge satisfaction, it was possible

that ObServerS were focusing on aspects of the j b-related to perceived

challengo;' This was particularly likely because interview challenge satis-

faction was related strongly to interview satisfaction (r=.56).

In addition, Table 6 shows that the two obsetvation satisfaction
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measures were related more strongly (1) to interview challenge than,

to any other interview job facet measure and-(2) to observed job

challenge than to any other observation job facet. This was good

'evidence that observers were focusing on one job facet, viz., .chalienge,
40

more than others'in rating satisfaction.

The greatest insight into the observers' criteria for rating job

satisfaction was obtained by comparing the correlations in Table 5 with,

the correlations in Table 6. Specifically, both of the observed satisfac-

tion measures in Table 6 correlated more strongly with the less obtrusive

measures of two j b facets (challenge and financial rewards)' than With

any interview, satisfaction measure in Table 5. It seems that observers

were rating satisfaction on the basis of the quality of those two job

facets rather than on th basis of the employees' behaviors.

The strength of the correlations between the observation satisfac-

tion measures and observation challenge indicated clearly that the obser-

.vers ranked jobs almost identically on satisfaction and challenge.

Their perceptions of challenge seem to have had a very strong impact on

their ratings of both of their,measure6 of satisfaction.

Obviously, the observers did not know what the financial rewards'

for particular jobs were, but there are two plausible explanaiions for

theSe high correlations. First, observers may have had a stereotypic but

relatively accurate conception of-a hierarchy of jobs in terms of financial.

rewards. Second, financial rewards may have been correlated strongly

with job challenge, accounting for the correlations between measures of
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Table/b.

Correlations of Observed RespondenCe Satisfaction and
Observed Observer's:Satisfaction with JobFA4ei:::.

(N =545)

Job Facets

Correlations with Observation
'Satisfaction

Respondent's
Satisfaction

Observer's
Satisfaction

Interview

Challenge .-38**
N.

Comfort .08* .02

Resources -.02

tFinancial Rewards .30** .36**

Observation

Challenge .75** ..81**

Comfort .21** .26**.

Resources -.10* "..12**

Records

Financial Rewards .38* 39'*

*p < .05

**0 <' .01
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financial rewards from the two sources and tile observation measures of
1.

i

satisfaction. Observers' ratings of challenge were strongly related to

recorded financial rewards moderately related to interview

financial rewards (r = :33) [not shown in tables]. This pattern of

'correIatiOnsMatcbed the pattern in Table 6,'i.e., the recorded measure

of financial rewards'was related to the observed satisfaction measures

somewhat more strongly than was the interview measure of financial rewards.

Thus, the fact that the observation satisfaction measures were

related to interview-satisfaction (Table5) was probably dui::primarily to

the relationship of each f'these measures to job facets (Table 6).

The relationship between ob ation satisfaction and interview satisfac-

tion was not direct Inste ring satisfaction, the observers

appeared to,be inferring satisfaction from observed job"charaCteristits,

espeClally challenge:

Summary and Conclusions

''Only'Very limited success may be claimed for the less.obtrusive

measures tested against obtrusive. measures in this study. Not surprisingly,

the less obtrusive measures worKed beSt for concepts with relatively

visible and,explicit indicators, such as hierarchical status, although

evenhere the degreeof agreement between obtrudive and less obtrusive

measures was insufficient to warrant treating them as substitutable. On

more subtle dimensions such as supervisory style theredwas substantial

agreement among obtrusive measures and among unobtrusive measures but
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no relationship between the, two classes of measuresethaps longer

periods ofpbservation are needed to ensure reliable ratings Of inter-
'

personal'Ohenomena. Even more dismal" results greeted AobAnyolvement,
. .. ,

'the firiit'of the intrapsychic concepts. There was only Minimal agree

ment among the, less obtrusive measures and no association between them

and the interview measure of involvement. While-it was obviously hard'

for observers ,to rate intrapsychic phenomena reliably, the.behavior

singled out as potential indicators of involvement (laughing / smiling

and aggression).,; tapped affect In general rather than job invOlVeient in

particular and one of them (langhing/smq-10-could-even be thought to

.indicate low involvement-in the sense of "not being serious." The data

on job satisfaction, the second intrapsychic'concept, fared only slightly

tter. The :interview measures did intercorrelate fairly strongly,- but

th one exception (respondent's"satisfaction and observer's satisfaction)

the obserVation measures did not. The quite limited cOrrelatipns between

the two types of measures of satisfaction suggested that, when rating

satisfaction, observers were responding primarily to the actual challenge

offered,by the, job rather than to the. respondents' reactions to a series

411rof job facets.

Clearly, this study did not produce measures of other than obvious or

visible oeeup.LLional variables that were .both reliable ;Ind less obtruslye.

Whether this can be done with better selections'. of reSpondeat behavibrs

on which observers can key, longer periods of observations, or Improved inter.

view measures as. comparison points remains to be seen. Hopefully it ?cnn,

thereby leading .to the strategy recommended by Webb,-CampOell; Schwartz, &

2.4 4



.-Sechret (1960 of:.qombining measures from.seve;a1 sources. Such fi.strategy?

st...
-

-
t -

would have the advantage that one measurement source may:be strong. where

others are weak and that the combipation of several methods may surpass

the value of any single measure.
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Chapter 7

STANDARDIZED. OBSERVATIONS OF JOB CHARACTERISTICS:

A REFINEMENT AND REPLICATION

by

G. Douglas Jenkins, Jr. and David A. Nadler
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ABSTRACT

A replication acid refinement of the standardized job observation
technique was attempted. Training procedures and instrument changes were
employed to address the deficiencies of the previous study. In all, 147
employees were observed by 10 trained observers. Off'the -job interview
measures were also obtained. Observation measures ot job characteristics
were assessed as to the repeatability of the-operations, homogeneity of
scales and convergence and discrimination of the constructs measured by
observations with constructs measured by employee interviews. Results
substantially'replicated the findings of the first study, with respect to
repeatability and homogeneity of measures.' Results indicated improvement
from the first study in convergence and discrimination of the observationscales. Cognitive social psychological theories are proposed to account
for the results.
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Chapter 7

STANDARDIZED OBSERVATIONS OF JOB FHARACTERISTICS:

A REFINEMENT AND REPLICATION

Introduction

Concerns about the quality of working life as well as employee moti-

vation and productivity have led to new efforts to identify the attributes

of jobs and work tasks that have psychological implitations for the job

holder. Recent work (Hackman & Oldham, 1975, 1976) subStantiates the possi-

bility of identifying specific characteristics of work that are measurable,

twie generalizable across jobs, and are.associated with psychological

states of the job holder.

In an earlier study (Jenkins, Nadler, Lawler, & Cammann, 1975; also

Chapter 4 )4an attempt was made to develop a standardized method for observ-

Ang the characteristics of jo'bs. These authors argued that total reliance

on self-report measures was problematic, and that significant differences

in jOb characteristics, if they exist, should be observable. In the earlier

study a standardized job observation guide was constructed based on the

Hackman and Lawler (1971) job chatacteristics framework. A variety of methods

were employed, including the use of Likert-type and. behaviorally anchored



rat scales.. Observers-were trained in a_tworday session using video-'

taped jobs, ratings of these jobs, and feedback on ratings as the primary

training tool. The observers used the job observation guide to make 914

one hour observationt in three different organizations on 448 jobs. At

the same time, the job holders-also underwent a two hour structured inter-

view on.work roles, working conditions, job characteristics and related

issues (details in Chapter 1) . The stability, homogeneity, and convergende

of the observational measures wet l then tested with both multiple obser-

vation data and data from the interviews.

The present paper reports further work on the standardized observation

technology. BaSed on the findings of the Jenkins et al. (1975) study,

changes were made in the training process, the observation instrument, and

the associated interview. According to the earlier analyses, these changes

should have increased the effectiveness of this method and, thus, its

utility for a variety of scientific and applied purposes. The current

study was thus designed to test whether these modifications would indeed

result in amore reliable and valid measurement technology.

Drawbacks of the Initial Technology

The results of the initial study were moderately encouraging. Three.

different types of analysis were used to assess the effectiveness of the

job observation instrument and process. ,The first analysis tested the stabi-.

lity oi\ the instrument and process. It asked whether two trained observers

using the instrument and observing the same work (either at the same or

different time periods) would arrive at the same job ratings independently.

Analyses using Cohen's weighted kappa (a chance corrected measure of

nominal scale agreement, Cohen, 1968) showed generally high agreement
r) r-

k) 0
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among Observers. A.second analysis tested the internal 'consistency of the

multiple item scales in the instruments. Analysis focused on whether items

designed to tap .the same job dimension did indeed correlate. Here the

findings were encouraging,.with moderate to high scale Aliabilities for

'most of the major job dimensions. The final analysis assessed the conver

gent validity of the job observation technology by determining the extent

to which job observations converged with self-reports on the same job. A

multitrait-multimethod matrix was constructed. Only moderate levels of

convergence. were attained and the degree of discrimination among different

job char cteristics by observers was disappointingly low. At the conclusion

of the init tudy two reasons were suggested for the somewhat disappointing

results:

Instrument problems.' The reporting instrument used was exceptionally

long and required the observation of a large range of activities. Some of

the data sought were not central to the testing of the observational method

and indeed did not prove useful. These pc of the instrument added a

clerical and attention burden to the observer, adding to observer fatigue.

Some of these portions (e.g., the counting of interactions and the counting

of complete work cycles) consumed much time the observer could otherwise

have given to more central tasks of observing and rating the job. Finally,

a lack of consistency of format and wording between the interview and the

observation items may also have contAbuted to the low convergence scores.

Training. The observer training program focussed on agreement among

raters, but did not deal with the issue of agreement with any standard or

external norm. The observers were trained to be consistent with each other,

but nothing in the program precluded their being consistently wrong in their

ratings.
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Instrument. Changes

For the subsequent study reported here, a number of critical changes

were made in the observers' guidelines and reporting instrument, based on

the findings and suggestions from the initial observation work. The

specific changes were as follows:

.Instrument length. All non-necessary items were removed from the

instrument as were most of the operations which did not appear to "work"
-

in the first study. This substantially shortened the instrument and remowed

a whole set of tasks from the observer.

Focussingquestions.Certainobserquestions and procedures were

redesigned to help the observer focus bis/her attention initially on the

critical elements of the job before the longer period of detailed obser-

vation and before the actual rating of the job by the observer. These

questions` involved working,conditions, sources of information and materials,

types-of equipment or tools used, and the length of time between repeated

cycles of work activity.

Interpersonal activity codes. As part of these preliminary observa-

, tions the observers were Raked to code the people-related activities of

/the job holder, using modified descriptions from the Dictionary of Occupa-.

tional Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965).

Formatting. The instrument was reformatted to be more readable and

easier to use in the field.

.Consistency. Changes were4made so .that more items would be 'consistent

between-the observation guide and the interview.

Changes:in Observer Training Program
4

Conceptual materials. More time was taken in training to explain to

r
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the observers what they were observing.and why. .observers received a lecture

on basic concepts of job design and were. Oven a sheet with definitions of

critical key terms dfid concepts. They were thus oriented in a general

sense to be' able to discriminate between
different types. of job

characteristics. .4

Development and use of expert ratings of tapes. In order to move

beyond simple agreement between observers, an attempt was made' to develop-

a standard against which the observers could test their observations. For

each Video-taped job, a panel of expertraters (researchers at, the Institute

forSocial Research) used the job instrument to rate the job. The ratings

were discussed, modifications made if necessary, and explanations r?corded

for the ratings. These were then summarized as the expert ratings. During

.-training,. instead of just comparing' atings to each other, the obserVer-

trainees' ratings were compared to the expert ratings and feedback was.

given as to the rationale for the expert ratings. Thus, some standard of

validity of ratings, was used, both for training and for the selectiOn of

. observers.

Wider range of tapes. New video, tapes were developed, encompassing

a wider range of job types. Efforts were made to get a broad range of

jobs as well as jobs that were high on some job dimensions while low on

others, providing an opportunity to test and train the observers to

discriminate among the different dimenAlons.

These changes were intended to exploit what Kerlinger (1964, p. 505)

describes as the strength of observation techniques: . . . the observer

can relate the observed behavior to the constructs or variables in the

study: he brings behavior and construct together."
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A copy of. the r sed job observation instrument appears.in Volume

'II,.Appendix C, along. with a copy of the schedule dnd conceptual materials,

from,. the observer training program.

Subjects

Methods

The overall design of the two-phase study of which this investigation

is a part is described in Chapters 1 and 2, The present report is based

Upon data froM 147 of the'272 employees who participated in the second

phase .of the study. Observations were'Made at. only tWo of the three organi-

zations where respondents were interviewed: the automobile parts manufac-

turer, and the three departments of the hOspital. One of the organizations

was unionized. The respondents in the sample represented a wide variety of

jobs. Using Census Occupational Classifications (U.S. iureau of the Census,

1971), most of the jobs fell into six major categories: operative (19.2%),
r

clerical (12.3%), professional/technical (26.0 %), service (20.5%), craftsmen/

foremen (6.2%), and managers/officials (15.1%). Fifty.-five perCent of the

subjects earned over $10,000 and 57:8% had completed high school. Sixty-one

percent of the subjeOts were white and 47% were Male. Each respondent was

told at the conclusion of the interview that the observations were planned,

and'empbasized that the'observer was studying working conditions; not.how

hard or how well the employee worked; The subjects were then given the

option of not being observed, but few declined.

Selection and Training of Observers

Announcements were posted stating that observers were wanted fora

research project. Applicants were told that they would have to attend a
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two-day training session before they were hired, but that they would be

paid for .attending the session. In the training session, the applicants

worked on simulated observational tasks and obtained feedback on their

performance. This.method enabled the training activities'to be used for.,

selection purposes, 'since trainee performance: on,the simulated observation

task could be used as an objective measure and, thus, predictor of observer

performance on the job.

;Four jobs similapto those performed by employees in the sample were

video -taped prior to the training. During the two-day training period

each erainee rated the video-taped jobs, using the observation instrument.

Each rating period was followed by .a session in which the trainees compared

and discussed their ratings. The training staff encouraged discussion where

there were important differences among the ratings of the trainees.

Individuals talked about why they rated the tapes as they did, what cues

they attended to, and how they reached a decision for each rating.

contrast to\the first phase of the study in which the stated goal of the

sessions wasto move toward agreement among observers as each-iteration

_

of the cycle Occurred, pooled judgments, of experts were used in the second

,phase as the standard observers were t) approach. These ratings were by

four members of the research staff knowledgeable in the area of job and

task design.

The ratings on the final observation of tapes were collected and used

to.select observers. Analyses of scores using three different measures of

deviation and agreement were performed, and permanent hiring decisions

were then made. Of the 18 trainees, 10 were hired.

The observers were non-professionals. Almost all were college students,

E. )
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a.

most of;.theme juniorisiseniors, or first year graduete.students. The group

Included five men and five moMen. They were paid $2.90 per hour and most

worked.on a part-tiMe basis.

Observation Instrument

The observatiOo instrument inClUded 38Job description.quesfionnaire-

type'items measuring diverse Job factors. TNitems.are presented in the

. stubs. of Table 1 grouped according totheir a priori scale assignments.

The majority of these Items were responded to on 4= and:.6-pOint

type scales; the remainder on 7_point anchored scales (see Hackman4

.
Lawler, 1971; Jenkins et al., 1975)In addition, an attempt was made

to have observers code the "People-related" activities,of the job holder,

using modified descriptions frOMthe Dictionary of ccu ational Titles,

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1965), and to code the extent of the interactions

the job holder had with specified "others".

Observation Procedures

Each job/respondent in the sample was observed at least once by a

single observer for approximatel-y 30 minutes. A randomly drawn sample of

approximately one-third of all jobs were also observed on a separate

occasion with two obs ervers present and observing at the same time. The

joint observations were mad e by observers other than the one who observed

the job alone. The ordering of the "joint" and "alone" observations was

arbitrary. Such a design Permits assessment of the repeatability of each

measure when observers Were viewing the some job holder at either the same

or at different times. In all, there were 166 houra of observation.

Observers were instructed to structure their observation period so that
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5 -15 minutes were spent becoming oriented to the job, 15-45-Minutes in

'general observation of the job, 15 minutes observing spedific job actions,

and 15, minutes rating the job in situ. A few minutes. Were usually spent

"cleaning-up ' the observatiOn instrument away from the job setting.

Analytic Procedures

Several'medSures Of inter-observer agreement or:repeatability for'

nominal and ordinal scales exist in the:psychometrie literature. Following

Jenkins.et al.'(1975); Cohen 's 'weighted kappa (K
w
) (Cohen, 1968; Fleiss,

Cohen & Everitt, 1969) was selected as .the measure of repeatability. It

is a chance corrected estimate of the proportion of agreement between

raters. In addition, the'statistic allows for partial as well as full

agreement by assigning differential penalties to deviations'from per-

fect agreement. Because of the ordinal nature of the Sdoring.system when

there was perfect agreement among observers (i.e., Observer. A rated 3 and

Observer B rated 3), full, agreement credit (or a weight of 1.0 would be

given. When the ratings differed by only one category (i.e., Observer A

scored 3 and Observer B scored 2 or 4), then one-half agreement credit

would be given (or a weight of 0.5). ,Disagreements of more than one cate-

gory between observers were give) no agreement credit (or .a weight of 0.0).

Ingeneral,lc_14 is computed by subtracting the weighted proportion of

agreement expected by chance (pc, the sum of the weighted cross product

of the marginals) from the weighted observed proportion,of agreement and

*
dividing by the maximum chance7corrected agreement possible (1 - per)

*For the. complete formulae and computation procedures of K and its
w

variance estimates see Fleiss et al. (1969).
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Theatiatically,'Kw may range in value froM -1 to +1; however., maximum values

require identicalMarginals.,' The extent toWhidh the marginals differ,

164erS the practical maximum. value of Kw .(Cohen,J960).

A Kw value.Of 0 would indicate4o:increase in agreementabove the

"Ch men level estimated from.the pros rodUct of marginal proportions.

exliftive'values of Kw represent levels of agreement below what would. be .

ected by chance alone. Positive values represent levAls of agreement_1

1

between observers over what would be expected by, chance.*

Homogeneity

The most common measure of the homogeneity or internal consistency of

a. set of items which comprise a scale designed to be homogeneous. is Cron-

bach's coefficient alpha (the generalized equivalent of Kuder-Richardson

Formula 20). But because a major determinant of the value of this coeffi-

cient is the number of items in the scale, the coefficient can be very

high, even in cases.of low covariation among items. While the scales

involVed in the observation instrument are relatively short (none exceed

'five items) it is still preferable to assess the hOmogeneity of the

*Care should be taken not to confuse Kw with the Pearson Kw is
equivalent to the product-moment correlation only when partial agreements
are 'weighted in such a way that the agreement weights, wa's are according

to the formula (derived from Cohen, 1968),

(k- 1)2 - d2

(k - 1)2

where k is the number of possible rating Categories and d is the horizontal

or vertical distance from the main diago the k x k matrix. The

weightipg scheme used in the present study typically yields a value of K
w

which is much smaller than the corresponding value of the,Pearson r.
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ticales.indendent of scale:length (Guilford, 1954); The Scott (1960)

homogeneity ratio XHRY i such a measure. Theik,.Which ranges from 0 to

. 1,' expresses the ratio between two terms. The' first term difference .

between the actual variance Of.thdkium of the items and,the variance expeqtedi

if the items were uncorrelated. The second term is the difference between

the variance expected if all items were perfectly correlated and the

variance expected if the items were uncorrelated. This coefficient can also
V m

be. interpreted as a weighted avepge'of the scale's interitem correlations.

Convergence

Convergenteis the concordance of results of multiple measures between

different data collection methods. While not explicitly addressed in this

definition of convergence, the obverse must also be true: there should be

no concordaEce of results for measuresdesigned to measure different or

unrelated concepts. Campbell and Fiske (1951) refOr to this supplementary

criterion as discriminant validity. Pearson product-moment torrelat.ions

among observation and interview scal are used to assess the convergence

of the observation measures; the Campbell and Fiske (1959) multitrait-

multimethod matrix paradigm is used to assess the extent'of discrimination

among the observation scales.

Results

Rereatahility

In the first .attempt to develop standardized on-the-job observations,

Jenkins et.al. (1975) employed a,categorizationscheme for examining the.

repeatability of the various items in the observation instrument.

They asserted that when job factors are measured at the same time and

at two different times, there are three logical categories into which the

jj



results May fall: (1) ];ow agreeient between two observers when viewing
.

the 'same. job at the same time and when viewing. the. same job aOdifferent

'44.times; (1) low agreement between two observers viewing the same job at
)

different times but,higli, agreement when the job is rated by bothO?bservers

at the same

ratings are

times...7. Job

time; and '(3).ibigh agreement between two observers *lien the

made at the same time and also when they are made at"different;

1

factors thatiOrenot readily observabie (e.g., thejOb attitudesa:

of -employees) should fall into the first category. Job factors that are

dynamic (e.g., employee interactiobs, interruptions)

second

should fall in .the

category. Relatively stable job factors (e.g., varietyint the

should fall into the final category. The authors

statistical criteria to categorize'their results:

K
w sametiMe) .33,

cA

(same time) > .33,

Category 1:

Category 2:

Category 3: K
w (same time) >

K
W

KW

K

chose the following

(over

(over

(over

time) < .20

time) < .20

time) > .20

job)

'Table 1 contains the results of the repeatability analysis.- In the

first column are the K
w

at the same time.-. The

between the ..f.Wo observers viewingthe,same job

cond ancith4d,Columns are the K
w ':sbetween

arbitrary pairings o the observation scores for etch of the observers in

the joint observation

by a single observer.

Column 5

tions As

A:
with the observation made of the same job/respondent

,

The fourth cold:711.1s the mean,of columns 2 And 3.

is the K
w treating all differei

independent measurements.

t time/same-respondent observe-
.

In'general, the measures of repeatability betweetitwo observers

observing the same jobat the same time tend to be lower than those reported

in Jenkins et al. Most of the KwIS f0r0r vat ons made. at different

2 r
0



Scale and question

Variety

1. How much variety is there in the job?

2, The job lets the individual do a variety of

different things.

3. The job requires that the individual do the

same things over and over.°

Autonomy

4. How much autonot is there in the job? That

is, to whliTtent does the job permit the

individual to decide by himself/herself how

to go about doing the

S. The individual has enough freedom as to how

he/she does the work,

6, The individual has a lot to say over what

happens on his /her, jab.

7. The job allows the individual
to make a lot

of .decisions on his/her own,

8. The job denies "the individual
any chance to

use his/her personal initiative or discretion

of ork.c

Task Feedback

9. To what extent does doing the iob

provide the individual with
information about

hkiher work performance?
That is, does the

actual work' itself provide clues about how

well he/she is doing -- aside from any

"feedback" co- wor)ers
or supervisors may

provide?

10, Just doing the work required by the job

gives the kidivdual many chances to figure

out how well he/she is doing,

Table 1

Analysis of Observation Items

Repeatability EatiAatesa

Scale Prokertiesbi

Mean

Coefficient

K
w(s) K

w(d) Median
Scott,Kw(d) Kw(d) Kw(d)

(coibitied) r H.R. a

.421**

.449"

.289**

,363"1"

.266"

.211*

.278

'.287

.277**

.287**

.815 ,818 .925

.584** .324** .338" .331 .331**

.782 .781 ,946

.337** ,345** .262** ,304 .304**

.515** .303** 373** .338 339**

345" .521** ,530** .526 .526**

.438** 341** .370" .359 .359**

.204* ,203** .248** .226 .225**

,733 .733 .844

.065 .072 -.0S0 .011 .012

.100 -.034 -.090 -.062 -,062
N.



Scale and Question

Task Impact

11. Hoit much does the work that the individual

does on his/her job make a visible impact

on the materials or objects being worked on

or service being rendered?

II. The job allows the individual to make a

visible change in the materials wory with

or service provided.

Task Completeness

13. Row much does the job involve the individual

producing an entire product or an entire

service? ,

14. On the job, the individual produces a whole ,

product or performs a complete service.

Task Uncertainty

15, How much uncertainty is there in the job?

16. The job requires the individual to be pre-

pared to handle surprising or unpredictable

situations,

17. The job is one that is highly predictable

and that rarely presents the individual

with surprising or unpredictablesituations.c

18, The individual working on the job does tasks

which are clearly defined,c

Conflicting Demands

19. On the job other people make conflicting

demands of the individual,

20, The individual working on this job is free

from conflicting demands that others may make

of him/her,c

21. Ile/She is frequently interrupted for work

related reasons.

10()Li

Table 1 'continued

Repeatability Betisates
Scale'Properties

b

K
w(s) /.(w(d)

K
w(d)

Mean

K
w(d) Kw(d)

(coibined)

*

Median

r

317

Scott

H.R.

Coefficient

a

,899'.817

.219" -.058 .093 ,018 .014

.364** -.065 .097 ,016 .016

.777 .777 371

.003 '.058 -.028 .015

.004 -.039 -.122 -.0BI -.080

.642 .651 .875

(.820)g (.834) (.935)

.503" .246** .142 .194 .193"

.359** ,034 -.020 ,007 .007

.443". .216' .098 .157 ,156"

,269** .169 .120 .145 ,144'

.538 .546' .783

(.670)e (.670) (.802)

,296* .116 -ASO .033 .034

,348** .002 .027 .015 .015

,)
.305** -.002 .031 -]'' .029 .614 664



Scale and Question

Cooperation

Table 1 continued .

Repeatability Estisatesa Scale Properties
b

Mean

41fi)
Kw

(4) Kw(d)
Kw

(1) Kw (,)
Scott

Median Coefficient

(combined) r HA. a

22. To what extent does the job require the

individual to work closely with other people

(either "clients" or people in related jobs

within the organization)? .396" .184*

23, The individual has to cooperate directly with

other people in order to do his/her job. ,460" .289"

Dependence

24. The individual has to depend on the work per-

formed by others in order to get the materials

or information he/she needs to do his/her work. .033 .2131"'

Meaningfulness

25. The job is meaningful .308"

Required Skills

26. To what extent does the job require the use

of sophisticated or complex skills or knowledge? .376" .534"

27, The job requires a high level of skill. .507" .552"

28' The job is so simple that virtually anybody

could handle it with little or no initial

training,c
.420" ,506"

Intellectual Demands

29. How intellectually demanding is the job? .411" .626"

30. The job requires a high level of mental effort, ,512** MO"'

Comfort

31. His/Her work Area is clean, .471" .289"

32, His/Her job exposes him/her to dangerous or

unhealthy conditions.c, .289" .016

(Ad

.263** .224 .223**

.194 .242 .242"

-.007 .103 .099

.151 .211 .210"

.414" .474 .474"

.506" .529 .529"

,498" ,562 .502"

.309" .468 .467"

361" '.471 .469"

,373" .331 .330**

-.028 -.006 -.006

.830 '.830 .901

f

.722 .771 ,905

.892 .892 .939

.576 .576 .730



Scale and Question

Interruptions

33. He/She is frequently
interrupted for work

related reasons.

34, He/She is frequently
interrupted for non-

work related reasons.

Resource Adequacy

35. He/She is given enough
space to do his/her

job.

36. He/She is given adequate
lighting for his/her

particular job.

37. He /She has adequate
access to machinery,

tools or other equipment.

38, The individual working on his/her job

frequently had to stop to get things he/she

needed and didn't have
readily available.c

Physical Effort

table 1 cattalo&

Repeatability Satiattisa
Scale ProyertiL%es

b

Mean
Kw

(s)
ScottW(d) 11(0 V(4) KW(1) Median

Coefficient
(combined) r H.R. a

.305**

.330"

-.002

-.070

.031

.172*

.015

.051

.014

.047

.56, .569 .719

.302 .281, .592

.125 -.156 -,033 -.095 -.092

.516" -.204 ..056 -.130 -.127

,355** -.031 .084 .027 ,025'

,304" .126 -,105. .011 -,014'

39. The job requires the
individual to exert a lot,

of physical effort.

Dictionary of Occupational
Titles

40, Mentoring

41. Negotiating

42, Instructing

43. Supervising

44. Persuading

45. SpeakingSignaling

46. Serving

' I ;
,(JU

.367" .159 .118 .139 .139
WINam

9

-.091 ,0B4 .047 ,066 .064

,445** .200 .317' .258 .261"

.636** .203 .443** .323 .330**

.455** .504** .416" .460 ,457**

.141 .261* .283* ,272 .274**

396" .365** .402** .384 .382**

.187 .164 ,012 .088 .091



Scale and Question

Interactions

Table I continued

Repeatability Estimatesa
Scale Properties

Mean
K
11(1) 11(d)

K
w(d)

K
w(d) w(d) .MMdian

Scott

Coefficient

(combined) r H.R. a

Howoften does the individual
interact verbally with ,

".

47. His/Her supervisors.
.494** .329** .128 .229 .228**

48,' His/Her co-workers (at the same level of the

organization as the individual).
.355** .220* -.018 .101 .1q2

49. His/Her co-workers (at different levels of

the organization from the individual),
.449** .235** .212* .224 , .224**

SO. Others (customers, clients, patients),
.184' :261** .016 ,139 .137

51. Unidentifiable individuals (can't tell who

they are),
,148 .045 .000 .023 .023

NOTES:

a is the weighted kappa statistic
of agreement between two'observers

observing the sane jOb/respondent at the same time, Theis values are based on

KW(9)

a total N of 44 with exact N's
varying from 40 to 44. icWI and

Kw(d)
represent agreement between two observers observing the same job/respondent

,

*ow..at different times. Pairing of observers was arbitrary. Both statistics are based on a total 14 of 41 with exact N's varying
from 38 to 41. Mean

st
w(d)

is the average of K and K K combined treats all observations of the same job respondent at differnt times independently and
w(d) w(d) w(d)

,

is based on a total N of 82 with exact Nis varying
from 76 to 82.

b
Median r, SIt's homogenlety ratio and Cronbach's

alpha are based on the relationships
of the coexistent items of the scales over the total sample ofjobaftespondents observed (N 147).

c

Reversed scoring

statietics when variable 16 is eliminated from the scale.

.e

Statistics when variable 21 is eliminated from the scale.

(Single

item scale - statistics not possible to compute.

gScale not constructed to be homogeneous
- statistics not computed.

,05 (two-tailed test)

**p, < .01 (two- tabled test)

i'J
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times approximate the magnitude of those reported fOr the 'same items&

the previous paper, although some are higher and some lower. If the

categorization scheme described above is applied to these results,i.or
"WA;

the 31 items included in both instruments, only seven are categorized

differently in this phase compared to the first phase. The previous

resultsare strongly replicated (K2 = 24.180, df = 4, N=31) [see .Table 2].

Of the new items and scales added to this phase of the research, the

operations of task impact, task completeness, interruption by others and

unidentifiable individuals, and the DOT classification of mentoring,

persuading and serving were not repeatable and fell into category three.

The remaining new.operatlons were, repeatable, either when observations

were made at the same time or both when made at the same and different

times.

Homogeneity

Table 1 also contains, when appropriate or possible to compute, the

median inter-item correlation, Scott's homogeneity ratio and coefficient a

for each a priori scale. Of the multi-item scales designed to be homo-

geneous, only conflicting demands, comfort, interruptions and resources

failed to meet the .60 criterion used in the first phase of this study.

When one item is removed from the conflicting demands scale, it surpasses

this standard (HR = .670) and the comfort scale approaches the criterion

level.

Convergence

Eight of the scales can be reasonably examined for convergence since

they were measured in both the interview and by observations and exhibited

'1 n



Table 2

Percentage Agreement of Empirical Item Classification
between 1973 and 1975 Observation Investigations

Rb

1973

Investigation

I

C

a

t t

e II

g
0

r

y III

N = 31, df = 4

= 24.188 (p < .0001)

A

1975 Investigation

Category

I II III
1

32.3% 3.2% 6.5%

0.0% 1.4% 6.5%

3.2% 6.5% 22.6%

239
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repeatability of their constituent items. Table 3 presents the multitrait

multimethod matrix for the eight scales. Entries on the main diagonal of

the matrix are internal consistency reliability estimates for scales within

a given method. Entries marked by asterisieb were single item scales for

which int,ernal consistency reliabilities are impossible to compute. The

correlations in parentheses in the lower left of the matrix represent the

convergence between the same construct measured by two methods. Five of

the eight convergence correlations are significant at the .01 level:

>variety, autonomy, required cooperation, required skill and intellectually

demanding. Two of these, autonomy and required cooperation, were signifi-

cantly higher (p .05) than in the previous study. None was significantly

lower. Uncertainty, conflicting demands, and physically demanding failed

to demonstrate adequate levels of convergence. It appears that what the

observers saw as uncertainty and conflicting demands, the respondents

perceived as required cooperation, required skill and intellectual demand.

What the >>ipondents viewed as variety and autonomy, the observers scored

as uncertainty and conflicting demands. When respondents reported their

jobs as being physically demanding, observers,t.ended to report those jobs

to be lower in autonomy, skill required, uncertainty, and intellectual

demand.

With respect to the'discrimination.among constructs, the median inter-

correlation among constrlts in the observation monomethod triangle

decreased from .71 in the first study to .53 in the present study (c.f.,

.Inkins et al., 1975) With respect to the other criteria of discriminant

valAdity, the interview and observation methods both fail,to' meet. Campbell

and Flske's criteria.



.004rvation:

;1. Variety

.2.'44tonomy

. 3, Uncertainty

b. Conflicting demands

5# Required cooperation

6. 'Required skill

7. Intelle;tually demanding

8: Physitillylemittding

Interview:

1. ,Var ter),

2. Autonomy

°: '3. Uncertainty

4. COnfltptlng demands

cooperation

'

6. lequirea skill

7. Intepictually demandin

8. Physically demindinit

1

.925.

.69

Tibia 1

4t

Multittait-Multiotthod Matrixi of Rod DiscrimJimat Corr414tions mil lulls

.946

.623 .68

.336 ^ .354

.559 .453

.693

.625 .163

.052 r.072.`

40e

54.

.9i5

.12) .802

.646 .43 .907, '

:740 ..360 .57

.776 .447 .399 .896 .1.1?

,.045 I -.101 1.046 -.053 -.08/ ea'

gi'

(.285N .286 ' .305 :.306 .344 .269 .322 -.092 .609

.36`.,(.5125 `\.451 ' .419 .403. .333 .421 4 ..004\ \
.018' -.07/:',Nci070N161, r.018 ' -.185

.030 .038 :1i1 \k05)\214 .208 .185 -.051

'.334 '.34N.368N362 .062
.276 .177

.322 .410 .317

.311. .460 .426

-.118 -.243 -112 -451 4120 -.251 -.31N.149)%

.248 /.354N.*443)"\.453 -.011

t.399. .43N!433)%4,..002.

)

N

"

147 4
, t

Singi item, scales-- internal consikency reliabililiee erg not OoasibAS to compute.

'.441

.051'

.022

.2,60'

.413

.361

-.004

Inc

4' 5 -6

.860

-.26 .576
;

,-.117 .26 .333

.345 -.130 1.r.04
a /

.406 .050 .; 0 .760'

.322 -.122 .200 .356 .64 .714

-.152 -.115 .183 , -.147 .100 -.01.

N
,LN

rr-
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Discussion

4
This investigation was an.effort to replicate and refine the earlier

study with respect to standardized on-the-lob observations as an alter-

native technique for 'data collection. The refinement of. the method was

intended to increase the convergence of the constructs with interview

measures of the same construct and to increase the discrimination among

constructs when measured by observations, without sacrificing either the

stability or homogeneity of the measures. The attempt was in large
,

measure successful. 414

First, there was a sub4tantial improvement (reduction) in,t4 extent to

which different constikcts measured by observations were interrelated.

'Others have similarly found that job characteristics that are theoretically

independent are not independent in their value distributions among "real

world" jobs.(Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldhari, 1975, 1976; Jenkins

et al., 1975). While some part of such obtained covariance may be dile to

methods' similarity or observer halo effects, it is likely that much of it

is valid ecological correlation, i.e., arising from non - random,. clustered

distribution of the job attributes within a population. Of jobs.- Sucli

ecological correlations were also present among constructs as'measured by

the interviewer though they were not as su stantial. The improvement in dis-'

crimination undOubtedly resulted from the oncAlts provided the observers. P,

In addition, because observers were.s/ elect d in part on the, extent to.
!sr.

whichltheir ratings of sample jobs agreed with expert ratings of thoSe

jobs,460.he 'selection techniques probably added to the extent that the

ohservers were able to 4istinguish between, for ample, variety and auto-

nomy or conflicting demands.. This increased disprimination among constructs'

,C)
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was achieved without an important loss with respect to the 'extent that the

constructs were measured with stability (i.e., they were repeatable) and

homogeneity.

The verdict with respect to convergent and discriminant validation

would have been stronger, hoWever, d the three Campbell and Fiske

criteria of discriminant validity been met more fully. First, convergence

correlations frequently failed to 'exceed correlations in the same row or

column of the Monomethod triangles. Second, the convergence correlations
4

failed to exceed elements in the same row or column of the heteromethod

triangles. Thus, applying the strict standards of Campbell and Fiske;

progress does seem to'have been made with respect to reducing tht inter-

correlations among the constructs when measured by bbservatibh anti generally

...increasing the 'values of.the convergence diagonal, but much still remains

to be done. with respect to discriminant validity.

With respect'to repeatability and homogeneity, the modifications

training, selection, and instrument design did rediice the values of the

sK 's and the homogeneity ratios somewhat. For the most part, however,

thee decreases, were not significant, and substantially .replicated the

findings of the previous study as to data repeatability and homogeneity.

In sum,'this attempt to refine the observatiOn methodology has been

reasonably successful, with certain distinct gains. The method is far

from being fully satisfactory, however, and several problems r a n be
:

\resolved.

Interactions of Job and Job Holder/Observer

While it .appears possible, with the use of concepts training and`

.

.. .

practice, train_observers to recognize some task dimensions such as task,..,

4 , # ,,,
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feedback, task impact or task completeness and report measures of the con-

cepts consistently the measures are internally consistent across

Observers), observers do not develop a shared metric with eespect to these

concepts. rvers fail to agree that there is a given level of these

concept - attributes present in a particular job even when they view the

'job at the same time. It may be that such concepts are not inherent dimen-

sions of a job, but rather the result of a complex interaction of other

task characteristics and the job holder. When observers attempt to report

levels of these characteristics they must then inject their own personalities,

needs, and desires into the observations much as job holders must do when

they report the perceived amount of these concepts they experience in their

jobs. Such an interaction would inevitably lead to a lack of standardization

of measurement arid -consequently reduce the degree to which the measures of

the concep=ts could be stable or repeatable, even though, within a given

observer, the measures of. the concept Are consistent.

Differential Observability of Jobs.

In the previous study, it was asserted that some jobs were more inherently

observa] along certain dimensions"than others. .Because of a lack-of
4

.appropriate data' and insufficient cases it was not possible to. test this 4t1

assertion. The prePent_investigation_stillasuffers from small numbers of

cases in'different job categories, but has more of thej classification

information required to,begin'examining thfsassertion. Such data include

codes from the DictionarY of Occupational Titles, Census Occupational

Classifications, and supervisory status.. While we, still believe that same,- N

Jobs lend themselves more readily to valid job observations, examination of

the data when classified alonglong the above dimensions failed to yield any
1 **/ 1
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interpOptable or confirming results. Our search for a categorization

scheme to disiAnguish observable from non-observable jobs on either empirical

or conceptual basis will continue.

Implicit theories of Job Structure

The correlations in the heteromethod triangles remain high and seriously

reduce the discrithinant validity of the observation method. These correla-

tions may be artifactual, the product of the high correlations in the

observation method triangle and the often sizeable correlations in:the

methodmethod triangle and the convergence diagonal. A secondlOplanation,

though untestable in retrospect, is also possible. There is incrOating

evidence that individuals have implicit theories about the relationships

that exist among organizational constructs (Staw, 1975; Eden & Leviatan,

1975). These implicit theories constitute a'Set of presuppositions

regarding relationships among constructs that observers bring with them to

the observation,situation. In the absence of interpretable cues, observers

apply their implicit theories to the job stimuli and rate jobs they observe

to be high on one job dimension as being high on other dimensions.as well.

For example, it appears that when observers ,rate a, job as being high on

autonomy and variety, they also rate itas being higher along the other

dimensions (except physically demanding). Using ,the-notionof implicit

theories, it may be argued that when observers see.variety,and autonomy in

,C)

a job, they imbue that'job with increased uncertainty and conflicting

demands. Since both uncertainty and conflicting demands show low conver-

gence betwedn-methods, we must assume that observers have difficulty

observing them and, for want of interpretable cues, use their implicit

theories to guide their ratings. Explicit attempts to disavow the observers
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of these potential implicit theories were not made during the observation

training. It is, therefore, high* likely, that observers carried these

implicit theories to the observationsttiftg and employed them when rating

ambiguous stimuli. Efforts should bemade in the future training of

observers to disabuse them of these Abeories: Furthermore, observers should
IF

be encouraged not to infer ratings on one .jobcharacterlstic from 'their

ratings of another job characteristic.

Job Redefinition Process

While the modification in the trainingAprocedures.amiears to have the

effect of increasing some of the values on the convergence diagonal.(Table 3y

they remain much lower than 'what might normally be expected and desired.'

Why were they not higher? One explanation may be found in a process

hypothesized by Hackman (1969): job redefinition.- He proposed that when

a task (or. in this case job) is given to an individual, the perforMer

routinely "fedefines" the t sk to be consistent with his or her needs,

goals, and values before a orming it. This redefinition may be cognitive;

that is., the objective charteristics of, the job may not be changed but

merely distorted.by the job holder so that he "experiences" more of the

particular characteristics he wants to experience. In other cases, the

job holder may actually introduce more of a given characteristic to a job

and introduce it in such a way that it,wceuld not-be apparent to an observer.

Reports are legion nf workers adding unrequired variety to their jobs or. .

,,0
4

gaining Tome autonomy by fashioning production techniques differeAfrom

those prescribed. From a different theoretical perspective, Alderfer (1972)

proposes that a perforwer who desires or "needs" more of a given task

characteristic may be more adept at exploiting a given level of that
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characteristic in.a job and hence experiences more of it. Thus, in all

cases, the job as experienced by the job holder is different from the job-

the observer sees and, a reduction in' the convergence, between reports

of the job as perceived by the job holder and the observer is a consequence.

.$
The use of an individual diffelence,moderator such as Ihigh order need

strength or importanceratings of task characteristics, may serve to

increase the convergence between the two methods. of measurement.

Future Role of Job Observations

chara

Currently the most plausible model of the relationship between the

cs cf.jobs and employee behavior is that of Hackman and Oldham

(1975 197.0. They posit that the perceived characteristics of jobs create ,

"cr ical psychological states" -for the individual job holder which in turn

lea to individualistic employee behavior and affective reactions. Presum-

ably, hough not explicitly included in their model, objective job chatac-

teristics interact with the desires, needs, and goals of the individual job

holder to pr &ice experiended job characteristics. -Since it is the objec-

tive characteristics of jobs which are manipulated in job redesign effo4s,

the stan ardized job observation methodology has an important place. in

diagnosi g areas for job redesign, evaluating the magnitude, and nature of

the redesign efforts, and understanding the effects of the nature of jobs

on the individuals who perform them.) As in the case of other research

issues involving both persons and their environments, it appears to be

essential to treat both objective and subjective variables jointly.

1

2
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ABSTRACT

Organisa5ienal studies typically'encounter difficulties in arranging
a random assignment-of subjeA0 to experimental conditions; hence the best,
quasi - experimental design available is often the non-equialent control

(NECG) deSign. The error variance term df such a esign is the vari-
ance of a change.score. 'Kenny .(1975) proposes four types ofchange,score
for NECG designs. The present analysis computes the variances of these four
change scores for 17'measures of working conditions, worker attitudes and
behaviors. It uses 272 cases followed over a lag of approximately 20 months.-

Reliabilities of. these change scores are reported and it is.found that
under "control group" conditions, relatively little reliable change is ob-
served in measures of working c nditiOns, whereas fairlylligh reliabilities
are found for worker attitude aid behavior change scores.

Correlations are computed a dmethodological guidelines, presented
for the selection of potentially valuable covariates Trom among,the inier-
correlatedvariabies. Such covariates may be used in future studies to
reduce the error variance term of,one or another of the 17 work- related
measures. 4.

Some'particular types of jobs, job conditions and worker subpopulations
are specified that tend to display mere or less variance of change scores
and hence4tislikely to generate larger or smaller error variance terms of
work-related measures.

Also studied is thestabili y over time df structures of intercorre-
lations of,Work-related variable '. ThSatructure of relations.as depicted
by Smallett Space"Analyses was mind to be quite stable over the investi
gated Ceitain results froM the 'earlier analyses are then considered. in

1101tterms o hetelative.importance'of the person (worker)r and the situation ..
(job) in determining work- related experiences. The particular occupant ofair
job was fdund to have much greater impact on scores than the particular job
of a worker.

.

'4()



Chapter

IDENTIFYI1G SOURCES OF INSTABILITY IN MEASURES OF WORKING CONDITI4S

AND WORK-RELATED ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS

Introduction
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Experiments in jot change appear to be increasing in number and are

like* to"nontinue to do so in the foreseeable futUre. They will probably,

be most common with regard toworking hours, job content,. and the multi-

tude of changes subsumed under the rubriC of,organitational 'development."

To date, many of the most widely cited experiments with working hOurs

and job content .have failed to meet even the most rudimentary criteria of

adequate experimental design: Rigorous sampling of situations and `random

aesignment'of Subjects are rare, as are adequate control groups. If, how-

ever, one refrains from conducting any,kind,of field experiment.in employ-.

ing establishments until the ideal experitental opportunity comes along,

very few experiments with working.conaitions will ever get done.
I -

Campbell and Stanley (1963) distinguish twelVeeourCes of invalidity

in experiments. These, together with descriptions of six prototypical

experiMental,,and "pre-experimental" designs, are reproduced in Table'l.

The.symbols describing each design are as follows: Rairandomization of

0 Ablects; X =administration of the' experimental maniOulation; 0..administra=

Lion of measurement., There is, .unfortunately, a plethora of'"pre-

experimental" designs among studies of job change. Most of`the stud

)
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Sourcei of Invalidity in Prkxperimental and Experimental Designs
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NOTE: A minus indicates a definite'venknesss a pluilidicates that, e factor is controlled," a4ues
,

yidiCates a possible tburce ' f concern, and".a blank.in tates that the factor, is not relevan
I.

SOURCE: Campbell and Stanley, 1961;
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on.job enrichment And /or,; enlargement reported-in the Work in America-(1973)..t
.

appendix are usually of typesland 2, occasionally 3,:,anda-few:used no

systematic measurement at all. GliCkmAn an0 Broim'S (1973).rev*4wof
i` e . 0..

,:experiments.in working hours shoWgan abundance' of type .3 .designs, afteri.,

/

the-fact Assessments4of workers who didanddid.not volunteer to:work:under
. .

the new time arrAngementEi. A major obstacleotO applying true II

experimental

designs (designs 4 -6'in Table'l) in studiesemploying establishments is 4'

/.
the difficulty f randomization. While on a group or unit level one ,might,

for example, randomly.assign.branch offices of a fircu(or work groups with-

in the firm). to experimental and non - experimental Conditions; this is less

-Jeasible on an individual level. It is inpoesible,-where, lor,example, the

"groups',-ekpObed to the condigons are two plants of the same firm and in-
.1

dividUala'haVOAISeleCted-themselves'(or boonselected) into the two plants,:

ter case,' a not uncommon one in studies of employing estab-

, Campbell and Stanley suggest one commonly used qu4i-experimental

gn, the "nonequiyaleni -Control grOup design.'! Ii'doeS not assume

assignment-Of people, and its form, in the langUageof Tabl- 1, is:

0 ix

r

The.deai.gP, according to Campbelland 'Stanley, is applicablewh re l'the

groups.constitute.naturally assembled collectivities such as cl sarooms,

as similar as availgbili/ ty permits but yet not so'similar-that .ne can dia-
.

ienseWith the pretest" (p.47). ..Statistical evaluations of the experimental

treatment are made not in terms of experimental and control gro ps but in

terms of the relative gain of the experimental group--that is, the amount.

of infprovement in the` experimental group aboVe end beyond that which has



occurred "niturally" in the contr iboup during the same period,

In spite of the limitations of this,design, it'seems an unrealistic

purism tc1 postpone'. experiments in work organizations beCause their designs

cannot conTUrm.to the standards of the "true" e erimental designs appearr

iiwin!the lower: half; of Table 1. Given . less t1 n ipf iiiite resources,

blems of access to employing establishments_ land local constraints

of groUp.desig;1..is.likely
existing at these sites, the non-equivalent con

to be around for quite some time. If theMajor ty of the job. change
! , -

studies-reported in the Work -in America appendix had used designs even .

as good.as thief one, their "finding's" would have been more Conclusive.

We belieVe, however, that the non,-equiVitleni control group design
.

can be used more efficiently in fUture experiments in work organizationsorganizations

thai it has in.-the past. An efficient design iS:One which obtains the

greatest information 'for the lhdt cos ,dfitical to the cost of experf-
.

ments in organizations is sample size. The sample sites must be suffici-
*5 .

ently large to support statistically a.faiiure to disconfirm the null
. , .hypothesis lest it be concluded withogt justification that an experimental

treatment has had no effect .(i.e.,.lestra"Type II statistical error be .

made). Given a certain size of ffect, a.standard'answer-to the qUestiOn

of sample size antstatistical power is "the bigger the.saMPle the better."

Beyond a certain point, flOwevoi, ihcramentslin
sample'Size T3ecbmv ineffi-

.

cient. Increases in precii3ion.bayofta,this poilit7simply dd.nOt justifyit

,

the additional expense entailed in enlarging the sample. For example,

0-standard errors of estimate. in national probabilitk,household samples in

'excess of about 1500 decrease'et,a rate that does not always justify the1
-1

.
.

expense required to add more'respondents
(except,.of,.course, vhere greater

.

I. .
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precision la wanted ,for subpopulati ns within .the total population).

. ,

.Samplet become inefficient when they ha 'e more than ehough Caseit to teat

reliably:a7stpdy's. Major hypotheses. It is like using a hammer to swat a
,/

fly.

In order
4 4

to determine efficient sample size for experiment's in work

Organizations using non-equivalent control grouli4esignt, an tdvance

estimate of what is likely to happencto the dritrol group is/essentiai.,

At present this-knewledge remains elusive. Though control groups have
1
been used in countless experiments, there has been no acc 'ulated knowl-

edge of what constitutes the "natural" events that Commonly occur in mod-

ern-American worksettings or of how and why measures of/work-related

attitudes aVU behaviors change over time even-When untouched, by experi).

mentation.

Analysis Goals

The present study will attempt to provide some of this needed knowledge'

about control groups. The specific'goals of the proposed Tanaltyrs are:

1. to 'identify the amount; of intiability'that occurs over time
.,

in Measuiesof working conditions, workert' attittidesi and workers'
,

4 e
4

. I

haviors among a'aample of wOrkers Whose JObs havej;eenasubject to no

ental change;

to identify some of the sources contributing, to this -instability;

statae:\

tO3identify situations-where the measures are' most and"least

These analyses will provide future experimeqters wish some indication
.

.

.
. *

of how. much the metsures-vary over time. They will Alsb identify those

1



situations where'pt leapt sot* mea compgratively stable BO the

! experimenter migWeoonomize on the Bike of his (or her control group.

Where, off, the other hand lb rampant, and the Broposed
. .

experimental. changaAspxOeCted.WhaVe overwhelming effects several

alternati -baare possible. .One- aiMPty.to-increase the'eample

Another would be:/to reduce the varianca:Tesulting from measurement'error.

Estimates of the varianCe,attributable_tijerrOrsof'measureient will, be pre-
A

sented. for moat of the measures Used., -2tA third afternativiz would be to

use statistical control techniques.(e.g.,00'40e%Of coveriatep) to reduceN
the variance term by removing what 'is, from the experimenier'apoint'of

view,"error variance. "iotentially valuable-tovaiiates will be identifie

in'thia'study. And finally,, if the cost of these activities .(increasing
A '

sample size, improving reliability, and the use of suitable covariates),

does not.justify the value of the experimed the study should simply be

scrapped. The availability or estimates of the amount, of "natural" orange

to be expected,' and tbe'experimener'slsessment of the strength of the

manipulations will allow the decision on how .to praceed to, be made using

Specific information, rather than relying on the experimenter's guesswork

alone.

Sample

Method

The overall design of the two Anse study of whiCh this investiga
.

tion is'a part, is etePcribedin Chapters 1 and2..-The Present report is

based upon data froth all the 272 cases who participated in the two--7phases
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S.

of the study. These 271.uases,wer

organizations.otigfnally studied (

. A

hospitel)t. aliPT.!y'20.4nbritils ;:af ter t

161tases wheie

libeen interviewed fot.Thas

1-;

he%4K she hed,hilirinhase14

ubdivid

worker

4. '

interviewed in three of the five .midwes

. . -

wo automobile partselanufaaturers and a
,

e .1 irst

d into tc tee

e interviewed for phigiojT_..-14ho had

III

cased where,a worker *a

Obanged.jebs in the peril betw
f -

who was

36 ca' amorker-,he
. . .. .

-,.- ..
. ., . , ,

interVieWed fOr_Phase II be.insie..he Orehe,waa-fIlli4g ?,:pobvacated

7..tmipd.hY

o was stily milting in the same- job

reinterviewed for

en

Phase, II, b4t who
,

Phase I and Phase It;

been interviewed at-phase,1/4not
1

but

by a Phase 'lAsPondent.-
4

The claSsifiontion of jobs

)6derp familiar

cOmpanY'recOrds

at eacfribase.

{4

as:d fferent or

on thwith the research si

(job title, work

he same was pe

basis'of inforikion..from

h ,

group,. deportmentaud shift) on the Jobe

Ids lly,'the:identifl.cation of "normal" change in working conditiond,
. . Jworkerski otitudes, and. workers' behaviors would be based upon daLL pb=,

tained from na'ti'onal probabllity sample of workera

abie from the l97273 Quality of EmplOYment Survey (Quinn and:.SheOard,'

,
49%

19.74). The latter:survey, howeveri:Wks follow-gm over time, .a central

suChaa those

component of the analyais'proposed here.-

The c distrihutions Ion age, sex, race,. education and

occupational group) of ehe.272cghase I respondents who were to. be reih-
,:"

..,,, t t .,* ...

terviewed (or whose JO r4Olacement was to be interviewed) are, fortun
37 ithj '

fairly similar to rhe.4 distributionsistributions found for: the national
. c



sample 47Orkers :Oes.'-Tibli-2), thOugh.bia 04J.Womenfrand'thbse with
,..iii. ''' '!: --: - .

-

less Opt ;9,4-arq:aomewhatoveF77repffiOdent4/in4,0Cptaentaasitple:
, , ,

-,,,i.,,.:, ,.-r.:
,::>

,
.

,,,,.,

..: lthe,stabil y of measures relevant to sitldies'of the effects.of:

< wonting cond3tione will' e.....14eseis0 With regard to three types of vari-,9

L

able workers'perceptiona,Ofw044'cd44#1000,'worker attitudeiYand
.

'. -..

Y110rkek10.0iviorlodfitalpnt40",41.1'e used: worker interview tepponses

-. end supervisory knfinia..-IftHbi-idniceivof infeAlatidn (on-ti)e-job ob-,.,,,.
ratings.

',.
.

senlatiOnS and company records) Wereyno used since the data were either
.

..; .

,... ,

MWOompakable,over' e two;phaties ..not tbinPirable over the sites, :or
..., ,

,....11-. ',.

., , .

(foi one variablOAUdideunktliatile

, 4 1
With one exception discussed below, a i-Measurep in the three

categories were created 'fromine-POol of itemi comm6 to bdtrphases
- ?.

' of Iheo3t11 y; in ord6r'to ensure comparability of uvements between

phases. ereverpossible, measures were sc
A 4

So that "high" meant '!good" Werking sind

,attitudes and behaviors fe;g1,, fiigh r;atisfaO

'thgi4me direction

ons and ":pp ive" , Work-related

ambiguity-of work role,Qand few days aliSen

- Working Conditions._ Workngtcondi
_

of imployment .(QoE) Facets'

Adequacy,

hAnvolvementk la

mere .measured by the Quality

scaPw+ (amfort nanciarltewards;.-Resource

!swegrangione and4ann, 1972), and the over-

l973).. 'the sqales fr m,the.3l items used in

and ehallenge4L-Barn

all Q H/Total measure-(Cobb,

the present

A four

also used.

1:
.study are-destrihe4.1jeater detail in Chapter 1 of this report.

-

item measure of role smbiguity::devised-by7Beehr (197.6), was

.1,
Worker Attitudes:.NariciuS,aspects

4

of worker attitudes mere. measured.

'a

2 9 a
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Demographic.and Occupa4onal DistribOtiOn of EffactiveneSq in,Work Rohs
,CrdssPgaseSubaampletana Comparison National Survey-Sampl.a

Demographic or occupational
.*characteristic

PerCentag stiibution

Effectiveness Comparison
Work Roles.samble national sam ple

(14=272), ,(N=2157)

Sex

M4.11

Women

Under 21

22-29

30 -44

4S-54

55 or'plder

Education

Some grade school or less

Completed grade school

Some high SchoW

Completed high school

Some college

C011eg-e'degr

Raca
b

White'

Black

or more

56.3%

43.8

9.2

28.7

32.7

19.9

9.6

3.7

8.9

21.4

433.9

22.1

10.6

62.1%

37.9

8.1

27.1

30.6

20.6

13.6

4.7

6.6

14.2

,38.4

20.9

15.2

76.3 91.5

23.7 8.5

4 72

e.'



Demographib and OCcupational'DistriblitiOf-EffeOtiveriesg Work Roles
Crogs-Phase SubiaMple'and COMParison-NatiOnal.SurVey'SaMple

Percentage distribution

Demographic or occupational
. characteristic Effectiveness in CoMparison

WOrk roles sample national. fiample

(4=272) (N=2157)

'

c
Major occupation group-.

Profeseional And technical 18!4-41 1413t

Managers: officials, and t

proprietors

Clerical

Sales

-Craft workers and foremen

:Operatives

Service'wdrkera,pxcluding

priVate househOId
A

Laborers

a . Quinn gad -Shepard (1974) .

.b Excludes'minOrity raceeOthersthan klack's;'

Based on 1960,Oensus codes, The Effectivenesein,Work Roles sample,. )

contained no farmers or private houseflold_wOrkers,ThandWorkera in these '

ocoupations have been. excluded from the bases of theComparison\natiOal
statistics.



Meileiqes of Job Satisfaction (JS) facets first developed in the 1969-70

Survey of'Working-ConditiOns-(Quinn, Seashore, Kahn, Mangionei Campbell,

.Staincs and McCullough, 1971), were used here. These facets pavane

the QoE facets, with one added faget (coworkers), and therefore include:

Satisfaction with Comfort,- Satisfaction with Financial Rewards, Satisfaction

with Resource Adequacy,'Satisfactien with Challenge, and Satisfaction with
. , .-_. -,, .

-
Coworkers (henceforth abbreviated as JS/Comfort, JS/Financial Rewards,_

JS /Resource Adequitcy, JS/Challenge, and JS/Coworkers). '

The items used to measure some of these job satisfaction facets differ

Slightly from those used in national survey work (-Quinn, et al.,,1971;

Quinn and Shepard, 1974); bdcause of the limited item pool of the present

-study. While JS/Comfort, JS/Financial RewardS and JS/Coworkers are

measured as described in Quinn, et al.. (1971) and JS/Challenge is

measured as described in Quinn'and Shepard (1974), JS /Resource, Adequacy

consists of only three of the four items originally used by Quinn et al.

(1971). The three items measure satisfaction-with amount of information,

equipment, and supervisIty competence, while the omitted fourth item measures

satisfaction 'with the clarify of the definition of worker responsibilities.

Other attitudinal measures useeinclude a global, facetgreSlob

Satisfaction index (a five item measure of satisfhction with the job as

, a whole, .doeVeloped and used in national sur4ey-work, Quinn and Shepard,

1974), and a measur of job' involvement. Among the pool of items common

to both phases, only one item on job involvement (previously used by Beehr,

1974, and based Upon an item developed by Pelz and Andrews, 1966) 'was

available:.

Some people are completely involved in their job--they are

absorbed in it night and-day. For other people, 'their job is



ly one of several interests. How involved do you feel in

your job-very little, slightly, Moderately, or strongly in

volved?" it

This one item is the measure of Involvement used in both phases for

265

Most.analyses. Since some of theie analyses permit non-identical measures

f the same construct and since a multi-item measure is typically more,

reliable than a one-item measure, an index of involvement was developd,

that included items from outside the poOi of items common to both phases,

i.e.,items unique to one phase of-the data collection. Two such items

.found in the Phase II pool of items were unique to that phase. A three

item index of job involvement was created for Phase II, then, along with
#1-

the aforementioned single item used in both phases.' This three item measure

consists of the one item measure plus two additional items with responses'

on a four point scale form "very true"'to "not at all true":

- Ilive, breathe, and eat my job.

- The most important things that happen td me involve my job.

Cronbach's alpha was computed for this three item scale, and found to be

0.71.

Work-related behavior. Various aspects of work - related behavior were

likewise measured. Beehr's (1974) two item measure of effort-expended
9

(referred to as "motivation to work" by Beehr) was used. The two items

read:

- Would you say you work harder, less hard; or *out the same

as other people doing your type of work?

- How often do you dd some extra work for your job whichAan't

required of you? Would you say you do this often, sometimes,

rarely, or never?

ti

4;00
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Single item measures.OUreported number of days absent in the month

preceding the interview (heneeforth referred to as absenOes), and reported

likelihood of-looking for a new job with another etployer in the next year
, t(henceforthreferred to as intent to turn over) were also used. Super-

visory ratings of ;Workers on eight aspects of their work behavior
.

dependability, Punctuality, quantity,andluality, of work) were combined,to

yield an overall:supervisory'rating of worker'quality (this,:variableis

henceforth referred to as supervisbry rating).

Results and Discussion

The present analysis of instability of measures over time iediVided

into four, parts, the Tirst.three corresponding id" the three major analysis

goals cited in the introduction, and a fourth dealing with the stability, of

the structure of interrelations over 'time.

1. Quantifying the Amount of Instability Over Time

In order to quantify the amount of variance of scores over time (i.e.,

the error variance for an experimental study), the problem of what score to

use. to compute that variance must be confrOnted. The problem of theost

suitable way to score change has been the object of a long and complex
A

controversy that extends over the last fifteen years (e.g., Cronbach end

Furby, 1970'; Harris, 1963; Kenny, 1975;_and-Werts and .Linn, 1970a).. A

recent review (Kenny,- 1975) deals explicitly with the problems of the com-

putation of change scores for the non- equivalent control group design.

Kenny's paper is particularly useful here, as the users of the nonequivalent

rl 01.
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control group design are a major target audience fOrthe present paper.

Kenny (1975) concludes that rather than

,

ne best way to measure Change, one

of four suggested solutions to the problem:should be used, depending on the

problems of the particular experimental or quasi - experimental design. To

assist future users of non-equivalent control group designs,':the variance
. ,

of each of the four change. score Solutions will be repotted for-immAlntri=

able as estimates of that variable's, variance over time. .The four measure-

'ment techniques proposed are;

1. Raw gai.,(time two minus.timeone score);.

2. ,Gain of standardized scores, 'scores are standardized,

transformation) separately in each phase, and time one is then sub-
(

V
trotted from time two;

46.

'3. Time tf.To scores residualized on time ons.(essentially equivalent

to the dependent variable used in analysis of covariance, where the time

one score.is the covariate and the time two score is the dependent variable);

4.' time two scores residualized on time one, correcting for the,Un-

reliability of the time one score (equivalent to the analysis of-covariahce

solution in 3 [above]; but where the regression coefficient divided,by

the reliability of the time one measure). While Kenny derive:3'41s measure

from an earlier discussion by Lord concerning the analysis of covariance,

it is, identical to the independent true gain measure proposed by Tucker,

Damarin and.Meabick '(1966).

the variances over time Were'computed for each of the four change!'

scores (raw gain, gain of standardized scores, residual, and torrected,

94dual) for each of the 17 measures of working conditions, work- related

. .

attitudes ana behavior. The change scores themselves were not.generated

tr 02



for:th li se ,computAitions:, Rather, the variende-eatimates,. .

from the appropriate within-Ohase'veriances and'acroas

re computed

hises -covariances.

The cirivations/Of the formulae-used may be found in Appendix 1. The

variance'estimates and their components appear in

bility estimat s (derived in the following section) available only.

able 3. 'With

14 of the 17 asuresi. variances of the resid

for

al scores corrected for un-`

reliability were not generated for the, one item Measure f involvetent,
O

absences, and intent to turnover. .Involv ment was measured in this analysis

with the same single item measure in bo h phases. The usefulness of these-
_

variance estimates is limited largil)/io potential users of these particu-

lar meaaures.' Insofar as some°of'these .measures

and have been repeatedly. used in t e past (e.g..,

are relatively standard

global,sitisfaction, or

the QoE facets), these estimates re likely to be useful. Some evidence

regarding the generalizability of these variances istavaileble from Quinn

and Shepard 4974), whose national survey data were collected a few months

after Phase I of the present study., Quinn and Shepard report the standard

deviations of three variables that are also studied here. The reported

standard deviations of facet-free job satisfaction and intent to turnover

(pp.80-81)' fre-very close to those found in Phase .I of the present study

(Table 3) and the Standard deviation of QoE/Total is only.slightly greater

here (0.49) than in the national-sample (0.44, pp.245-246).

Certain overall Obeervations'conebrning these results may be made.11'

The values of the residual gain scores are.always the lowest variance of

any-form of change, score, as expected by the least squares procedure used

in, designing linear regression. The variances of the-corrected,residUal

scores are typically close to the value's of the residual variance estimates,

3 03



Variance'of Change

,Table `3,
1 0

cores and Component's of Variance of Change

) 4;

Tim

Variance at,,VariaRce at ti,

Variable time one timeiltwo corre

one VarianCe ..' ,Variance of

two, Reliability of , Variance of Variance of , corrected

ations at Phase I raw gain standardized gain residual gain residual gain
,..

A

QoE/Resource adequacy 252 0.51 0,60

QoE/Financial tewards ',-252 0.46 0.56

QoE/Challenge 260 i 0.68 0.10x

QoE/ComfOrt . 156 . .0.30 0.32

QoE/Total 259 0.24
i

0.30

P

Ambiguity i 260 0.36..
0

. .

OAS' 'b

.Global job satisfaction 268 '0.99 1.00

R. S/Coworkers 268

JS/Challenge ( 267 0

0.38

0.44 t

0.33

0.45

1

ciS/Cogfort 267 '. 0.27' . 0.30

JS /Resource adequacy ,268 U.44 0.45

JS/Financial rewards 267 0,46 . 0.51

Effort expended 260 0.56 0.53

'Supervisor rating 60 1.03 1.56

Absences 268 12.94 8,01

Intentto,turnover 167 1.69 1.96

involvement 264 0.771 0.74

°

.32

.50

.59

.46

60

.46

.60 '0.75 1.35

.60 '0.51 i 0.99

. ..;

.60 0)56 0.81
i

,,

.60 0.33 1.08

.66 . 0.22 0.79

.54 , ' 0.50 1 1.39

.73 ,1.06 '1.07

,

0.54 0.56
Id

0.42' 0.48

0

0.46 0.57 ,

0.25 0,28'.

0,19 6:22

0.32 '' 0,34'

. .

0.78 0.81) .

,.., .

0.54 i ;50 ,

,
0.31

.83 0, 40 i 0.91 ,' 0,32
.

,66,'

°14;i'

'1,04 0.23

.66. , 0:49 1:08 0.36

:66, 0.54 1,12
.

0.41

.44 0.61 111 0.43-

.92 .,1.51 1,15 . 1.28:

18.21 : 1.73 7,86
,

a
: 2,30 , 1.26 1.69

0.89 1.17 0.62.

.25,.49

.54 ,,

.48

,46 '

.44

.45

.43

0.33

. 0.32.

0.25

b.39

,0.44.

,
0.60 ,

1.2B

allo, reliibility estimate available;

b
Variances of corrected residual, gain cannot be computed without rellabilityestimatet which are not available for these variables,

4
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,.
, .except for the effor expendd 'seal e reliability in Phase I. (0.4)

/
., ..

, , .

... ,7
.islow-. the por cted residualdCore variance of (the effort7expeOded.stale

°
) . . ei

id,An fact, arger than the,variand# of the time two scores of this Vari-
(

./1,

able, ,27 rfance seems to have beenadded to thete-scores, rather that7i)rd-
j !,

cmoved, beCaube of Elie LW:reliability of the ure.' .'It is easilyshown
4

that this occurs whenever a measure's reliabili y is lees than'0.50.0
Z' --

Yr .

ki...-The variance of rasa -in is always parcula ly large When'ihd Corre-,

F.

0 5.

lapAon of a variable with itself over time is low. This phenomenon is

partiCularly marked in the case of the absences variable, Which correlates

with itself over time only This measure would seem,tobe quite un7

stable,, with substantial natural change to be expected and large sample

sizes needed in its investigation. An equally pessimistic conclusion

applies to the JS/Coworkers scale thoilgh, as nOted in the next section,

this results in part from the relatively large proportion of its variance

attributable to,errois of measurement

7b The' gain score vkrianced of the QoE/Total,j_JS/Challenge, and 000

, Challenge scales are markedly reduced from their respective variances as

ordinary, between-subjects time two'variances, because of 'their relatively

high correlations. with themselves over timee Accordingly, an experimental

manipulation expedted to have the,same size of effect if applied

within-subject, ,s,ver time design as it would have in a between-dubject

single-time design, would be more likely to produce significant results

wftiLthe within-subject, over-time design' This stattaticaladvantage

would be attributable to the smaller erfEi: Variiince of gain scores iO4 the

,analysis over time. For the othdr variables studied,- however, there is in

creased variance in the yaw gain and gain of standardized scoref6terms over

0 0"



tfieobetWeenT ( ubjects variance found at time MO. Such increased.variance

, r., , :

is particularly noticeable in the Cites of'the absetiods and JS /Coworkers
.

scales as discusiect above,and a lso forthe ambiguity varitible,

1 .
,

. Sources of natability of Meaaures Over Time

1

TWO, major sources of instability in measurements are distinguished.

r

The firstis simply errors of measurement, the second "real" change.
.

IY

(a) Unreliability as aLSoUrce of-Inatabilitv of Measures Over Time.
. .

271

In order to estimate the reliability of a change score,, one may start with

the seParite reliabilities of the Meadfirea within each phase .(Lord, -1963).

The reliability of a measure at any one phase may,/lor homogeneous scales,
K

be estimated.by the internal consistency of the measure. " Cronbach's Ilphas
--

were accordingly COmputed for the_five Job satisfaction facets (JS/Reaource

Adequacy, JS /Fiylancial Rewards, JS/Challenge, JS /Comfort and JS/Coworkers),

the global m sure of Job Satisfaction, role ambigUity, effort-expended and

j\ A

superviaory rating scales, and appear in Table 4.

The-Quality. of Empldyment facets' scales were not designedas homogeneous

scales; thus. use of Cronbach's alpha for purposes of estimating reliability:

would be inappropriate. Yet lower'bouneestimates for the reliability of

these acaes'may be obtained as follows: The QOE measures were originally

designed to predict job satisfaction (a measure consisting of both globik.7

satisfaction and the five jqb satisfaction facets) in earlier national survey

work (Barnowe, Mangione andQuinn, 1972). As such, the multiple correlation

o the'QoE facets with job satisfaction was nearly a ; high as the reliability

of the job satisfaction measure permits.

The use,of path analytic techniques with unmeasured. variables (Duncan,
,

r
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A n
Table 4

Within Phase Reliabilities and Reliability of.Gain'Score
(

Variable

Re

at

Reliabilit

iabdity Reliability Reliability of gain of

ase I at Phase II of Raw Gains Standardized s res
c

Q0E/Resolve adequagy

_10E/finindial rds)

Q0E/Challenge

10E/Comfort

Q6E/T t
,

Ambiguity '

Global job satisfaction' /

JS/CoWdriers

JS /Challenge

JS/Comfort

'a/Resource adequacy.

'JS/Pinancial.ieWards

Effort expended

Supervisor raings

. 60
a

. 60
a

. 60a

. 60
a

. 66
a

1.54
b

:73
b

)14

49

. 83

of

. 66
b:

.66
b

. 44

. 92

. 60,
a

. 60
a

. 60
a

60a 4,-

,.66
a

55b.

.71b

b

.87b

.73
b

.67
b

.66
b

)

. 27b

.94b

.20

'.35

.48

.30

.67

.42

.38

.39

-.16'

,88

I

a Lower bound.reliability estimates are generated from the Ota'available in

Barnowe et al. (1972); See text for details.

. 41

. 19

.01,

. 26

.14

.35

:48

.67

'.4I

.38

.39

-.17

.88

iQ

b Alpha coefficients are computed on present dataset (N.2721.

e Reliability of gain"scores are cOmputed from formulae in Lord (1963, p. 32).'
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A

. 1966; Werts and.binh, 1970b) suggests a way to use the information reported

y Barnowe et al. (1972):to obtain a lower bound estimate of the,reliability

of phg QoE facets' linear combination that, was generated by the multiple re-

gression of the QoE facets on job satisfaction.(whieh yielded the multiply -

correlation reported). The two measured variables are job satisfaction and

a linear composite of QoE. Measured scores oh bOth variables are functions

Hf,their respe otiwa "true acores and errors-of measurement. The

tion of the measured .QoE .composite with measured job satisfaction may be

decompOsedriato thTee parts b.arid.c). In Figure 1,:"a" represents the,

-
. .

path:tireffic ienttlrOmthe "h et' QoE comppaite acorato:tki6;:measured QoE r.

score; the correlation between tha "true" QoE'PhmpoSite score and

the "true7A0b satiefaCtion score, and "c" the :path coefficient from "true"

job sptisfit ion to measured job satisfaction. Thus, a2 equals the reli-

...

ability of the composite QoE measure, and c?. the reliability of the job
,A

satisfaction As c2 is known from BarpOwe et al. (1972), we are left'score.

? with two,unkhowns: "a" and "b"e The causal mhdel'in Figure ?i_assumes un-
.

correlated errors of mesSurement (e
1

and e
2
) between the;messured OE com-

posite and the measured job satisfaction score.

f

)
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rb

"True"
OOE

a Iv 1

measured
QoE

4
Figure 1

"True" Job
Satisfaction

e2 c

Measured
Satisfaction

I

;1'4

."
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GiVen the causal Model presented, the correlation between measured

275

QoE and measured job 'satisfaction equals a ,x b x c. Clearly-1a" will bd

least when "b"'isat its maximum value, as both "g" and the cOrrelation
.- .

betWeen QoE and,job satisfaction are lixed vOlues.Assigning 6hetaaximum

value to "b" (14) yields a lowitbnundcestimate for "a" and,'eccordingly;
. .

,for the reliability of the lihearQ6E.Cipposite.

The .reliability of this Quelity of Employment,coMpealte'is'at least

this good (Comi)uted-,tobe 0.70),sincethe model makes the :etreme'essump-

tion that the correlation between the "true- score" on Quality of EMploymeti

composite.and the "true score" on satisfaction' equals one. If that Corre,-

lation is less thaneerfect,- the reliability of thisAuality of Employment

composite must exceed the 0.70 - computed here fothe correlation between..

the two measures to have beet obtained. In-orderto determine the .r li

ability of;the individual facets from the reliability computed for the

composite, we can reverse Nunnally's (1967, p,213) formula fer'obtaining

t the tenability of a linear composite from the reliability pf its Components
..,

To,do so, however, we must assume that the reliabilities Of the sdparate.

scales are all equal'. The estimate obtained.by this prOcedure of the re-
.

0

liability of each of the 'Quality of Employment faceta(Table 4) is 0.60.

An overall QoE scale alio exists thae'is a composite of the QoE facet

vales (QoE /Total). As the facets' weights in this composite differ slightly

from thoseobtaned in the'MultiPle Regression reported above,
,

tiOZ of the QoE /Total measUre.With-Barnowe et al..' ,(1972) job

..measure was obtained. Assuming again no cbrrelated.error, the

(obtainedjn the saMeManner as above) fo.i. QoE /Total's reliability

use the011 33 item measure of QoE/Total,

estimate

is. 0.66. While',Barnowe,et al.

the correla-
,

satisfaction

lower bound

10 the present-meas4re uses only 31 of the orifan'al'33 items, the two forms.

intercoreelate very highly (0.99), :so the estimate $homlatlie-intreipatlye

to this-alfference)J4 item number.

Since many 0C)the items used in the lob. eatiafaction measure have

3 1

,
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e

!similar,phraging, or.cOver.job faCets similaritb those of the, QoE facets,

one might.question the assumption hereOf no correlated error between

measures:.. In the pastokan this job satisfaction measure has been eepar-

,24teckinio its facet-specific and facet-,fre.coMponeitei greater correlate&

expettedi.n the facet-sPet.ifiC'Case,.'and hence a

facet, - specific job satisfaction with the QoE facets.

error might have been.

highercorrelation of

This distinction between facet-speCif icand facet-free satisfaction has,

however,: made little difference. for' the measures,. . correlatieni'With QoE'

(Barnowe etah.,'.:1972);.s6 correlated-error seemanot eibi a serious

problem.

While lower bounds have been 'JOAO:fled for the reliability of QoE

facets, more accurate estimatee of,thesetaliabilities would probably be
A

Used for thedrirelationobtained if a value more plausible than 1.0 were

between true QoE and .true job Satisfaction. If, for eicample0:80 was used

as an arbitrary estimate of.the 'tWo true scores' intercorrelation, the re-

liab1116 of the linear compOsite of QOE becomee 0.87 and the reliability

44the individual'facets, 0.83.. The lower bound estimates will, hOwever,

be-the ones used, as they offer the more conservapive and leet'arbitrary

estimates. Estimatei of the reliabilities of the single item measures of

involvement, abiencea, and intent to turnover were not compUted.

With the tenability estimates generated:Within each phate by the

procedures used above, the reLtabilitiea of the raw gain and the gain Of

standardized scores may be computed using the formulae' preseitted:iik Lord-
.,

(l9630'reproduced in AppeadiX 2) for those 14. variables for,Which within

phase reliability estimates were available. Thiskestimates,appeir
1



The two analytic approaches based uptin an analysis of covariance

model (residual and corrected residual, -scores) in fact use &Phase II

measure as'the dependent variable, with the Phase I measure .as perhaps'

only one of several covariates. It seems appropriate then to use 'the

se II reliability eatimates to infer the proportion of variance at

tributable to errors of measurement for these two approaches to change

scores.1 The proportions .of residual and corrected residual variances

accounted for by errors of measurement reported are, then, proportions of

the total tithe two variance. In contrast, for raw. gain and standardized'

gain the proportions of variance attributable to errors of,measurement are

ptoportions of the variance that remains after the initial dttfitences at

.,time one have been removed,(by the computation of the gain scores).r

As(olear from Table 4 that the rellabi4ties of the effort-expended

'and'.the'JS /Coworkers scalesneed to be improved, as both have poor within-

phase reliabilitieand, accordingly, poor''change score reliabilitiesg

TheJiegative reliabilities of the change scores of the effort-expended
, -

,

scale result froth the fact that the variable correlates with itself over

time-at a level, higher than its within-phases reliabilities woulciordi-

narily petr3it These negative reIiabilities may be considered to be zero,.

1Totmulae for the computation of the reliability of residual gain and
-corrected residual gain scores appear in Davidson (19724* p.18) and Tucker
et al. (1966, pp.468-469) and are reproduced for the reader's convenience
in Appendix 2. The interested reader may compute thSse,teliabilities

.

with-these:formulae from the:data appearing in,Tables 3 and 4.

2A more extensive discussion of the relationships between'Withim,phase
reliability, change score reliability and statistical power appears in

:nFleitig (1976) and in Overall and Woodward (1975, 1976).



The low reliabilities of the. JS/Coworkers and effort-eipended scalds, both

as scales add as change scores, may obscure whatever true change (twilit",

and are the major sourcesqf variance 0 these measures. ,These'errors of

measurement probably explain the relatively large variances over time found

for these variables -in the preteding section.

The Within-phase reliabilities of the QoE/Cballenge,'OE/Comfort and

oloE/Pinancial rewardi scales are adequate for reIearch work (lower bound-
,

estimates 4'0.60) and the lower bound of the reliability of. the. QoE/Total'

is slightly higher (0.66). :Interestingly, the reliabilities of their change

scores (also lower bound estimates, as the within -phase reliabilities used

to generate the change score reliabilities are lower bounds) are particu-

larly low, ranging from,:0.01 to 0.26. The seeming contradictions between

these two sets of results` can be resolved by noting that these variables

correlate among themselves at a le 'that is nearly as high as their rer-

liabilities would seem to permit (ranging from 0.45 to0.60). 4ccordingly,

the removal of the impact of thetiMe one scores on the time two scores
. .

leaves'little variance of the.QoEjacet measuiecrin the timetwo scores,

which thus become unreliable Measures_of the relevant QoE, facet. Since no

experimental changes in the jobs were introduced in the interim between the

Phase I and Phase II,measurements for this "control group,'! there was little
r.

,change to be measured reliably. It seems likely, then, that there is little
. . ,

spontaneous change in these variables other than measurement error, but

clarification. of this issue must await precise estimates of the within-phase

reliabilities of the QoE facets' measures.

Quite different observations from those made for working conditions

may be made regarding,many Of the worker attitudie and behaviors. Super-



visory ratings are an.extreie example .of this, kith very high reliabilities

bOth within'phaSes and as change scores.., Substantial spontaneous Variation.

may be expected for this variable that is not.a result of)errors of measurer

meat. Similar patterns to those observed for s ^upervis-ry ra ngs,,though
S

less extreme; 'are found for global (facet-free) job satisfaction and for,
c - 77:,, .

three of the five job satisfaction, facets (JS /Challenge, JS/Pinancial Re-',

wards, and JS/Comfort)1

The results for the other variables are intermediate,-with some

reliable change and moderate within-phase reliabilities. Notably, ,the

reliabilities of raw gain and of standardized gain for all the 14 vari-

ables are very similar., This results in part fiom the fact that the_

within-phase variances at times-one and tWo.are very 4611ar, so that
.

the equalization Of variances within'phases by the standardizatibn pro-
,

cedure used for the gain of standardized scores approach-scarCely:Changes:

the reliability of the change scores.. In addition, however it seems that

the reliability of raw gain is fairly insensitive to changes j variances

between the two phases. Thevatiance of supervisory ratings; for example,:

times as great in Phase II as it was in Phase I, yet 'the .reliA-

'bilities of raw gain and standardized gain of supervisory ratings-are-
0

nearly identical.

An overall, pattern emerges from these results. By and large, the

4.
workingiconditions scales display relatively little reliable change,

whereas a great deal of reliable change is found in Worker attitudes and

behaviors. Evidently in control group conditions there is little spon-

.

taneous change in working ditions but (perhaps because of this) sub-
,

stantial changes in worker'attitud6 and behaviors occur, possibly, as



workers react differentlyto this:leck of ebange'fin conditions.

(b).Sourcei of Real" Chanse. If .unreliability is one source of

instability of scores. over time, Y'real",change in the relit. What are the'

sources of this change, i.e. , what variablea.correlate With change? With

the identificarionof such variables, the spontaneous changes that may be

expected to correlate with them but are not related to-an. exper al

manipulation may be controlled statistically.. In general these changes

May be considerecra result of unplanned or'utantia0ated ehanges in Work

roles and their occupants to which several factors are relevant:

1. People mature in theii jobs, gradually adapting themselves to

the demands of these jobs. Similarly, events in theft lives outside the

workplace influence their behavior;

2. Jobs change without any titular change and in ways that are so

subtle that-they cannot be detected by either Census or Dictionary of

Occupational' Titles codei;

3. Some people vacate their positions!oand-others move in to fill

them -(gross person change in a job);

4: A jot may change radically for a person if he or she is trans-

ferred, promoted or demoted toils' different position (gross job change' for

a person),T-

The effects of, factors three and four (gross.person change and grois

job change, respectively) maybe easily identified by comparing separately

the gross person-change group'(turnover and replacement subsample of jobs),

And the gross job change group (the worker subsample, who transferred' jobs)

withthe "no-change group (workeri remaining in. the same job). These coni.

parisons are easily performed using dummy variables, where a job is scored



"no" foi-Person hangs,. and a person'is sCored

having. experienced groes job change. between..

Such a clear operation/taxation is nOtpossible for factors. one and

two (epontaneOUs pereonChange and Subtle' Job change, respectively).
.4o

Whereas - factors one and twO,are clearly unconfounded with'the gross -change'.
. .

faCtors if analysis is perfOrmed Within the "no-change" ifOup, they are

confontded between themselves as no complete and independent' measures of'
,

either a periOn changing spontaneOuily or4i.job changing subtly are avail
7

able. The on-the-lob obeervaiionswhichAbight have fulfilled the role of
7

an independent measure of.job conditions. have Uttle mtility.in-thie regard,

since only a subset of jobcharacteristics were reliably and distinctly

'measurable. It -could te argued that, even for; this subset, change in
mb

job characteristics might have occurred in. response .to the characteristics

of the JO holder. Some sense of the importance of 'these subtle Intraper-
E,

sonal and intrajob 4hanges may be gauged, however;: if me realize that these

changes are simply - weaker forms -of gross:pereola change and gross job change.

For example, a job may change subtly but such effects aremagnified if,a

job is changed greatly by becoming a completely different job. As-such,

the impact of factors one and two may be inferred to some extent from the

impaceof-the gross change factors, factor* three and four, respectively.

.partial measures of job chaiacteriatits (occupational group, income,

tenure) and personal demographics (age, education eigic and race), incomplete

-

as they are, will be etudied for. their impact on scores. Information, con-

cerning the distributions of se demographic variables, job character-
,

istics, rate of turnover, and extent of internal (or intraorgan ational)

mobility is typically available to a researcher'before a study b gins,. so
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the reaeartherWillknow whether to expect score variance that is Corre

lated withihese demograibicvariaSles, and may then hive a way to control
7

statistically for their impact.''
4

in this analysia.of sourced of change the:dependent variable used

will not be any One of'the four, types of change scoreelisted.bylKanny.,:;,

(1975)'and used in -the p*eceding.adalysesi Father, the simple unmedt

-version of the measures theMselvea is studied. Theretare two reasons for

A

this c te of the form Of the dependent_variable, One is that the re-

Feated discussion of a.particularcOrrelation, for each-of four measure -
s

ment techniques, wOuldlengthen this repOrt undUly. Furthermorei it is not

clear if any of. these four change scores (or.anyother change score for

that matter) is particularly suitablafor correlational work (CronbaCh

'-and Futby, 1970; Davidson, 1972; Keesler,,1977).

The present use of the unmodifi.ed measures as the dependent variables

.will not typically yield conclusive evidence regarding possible sources of

-change and covariates, but rather will give preliminary information re.-

garding which variables might bp-appropriate covariates in fUture work.

The variables studied here include ihe 17 measure: pf working condi-

tione,'wbrker.attitudes and liorker.behaviors. The three -item measure of -

job involvement is.uscias the Phase II measure of involvement. The sources

of change of theSe measures are job characteristics (occupational grOup,

income and tenure) and,personal demographics (age, sex, education and race),

as well as dummy variables (gross job change and gross person change). The

tentre.variablerefers to tenure with the company at Phase I. and'reported

tenure on the job at Phase II. In organiSations with substantial internal

mobility this distinction is important. Here, however, the correlation be
-1

(11 1



Wean the:rWo,variables was computed within:the tubseepie of same person.in

,f,lopaSte job `to assess the impact Ofinternalawbility priorto.Ohaise--I..:. The

Correlation was found to 1.0,71, indicating a:fairly-close correspondence

in these work sites. between company ind,lob tenure.

The relationships between'the'sourceerof change variables and the 17.
.

.
. -

measures of working conditionsind work related attitudet and behavior are
.

.

studied within a particular phase, since some of the'perponal.deilegraphics

associated with a job:do change overtime (when a lob occupant is replaced

between the two phases of meastirethgnO,'and some of the iobCharacteristicsc'

likewise change over time (for a perCon'who is trinsferredto a different

\

-,

job hetWeen the two phases of measurement).

,Whereas the levels of the demographic variables of age, education,

.income, and tenure are, clearly ordered for use in computing linear co-

efficients, and the dichotomous variables may enter the analysis as dummy'

'variables with two levels,'occupational type is a nominal variable with

eight levels. A one may analysis of variance provides an appropriated.

technique for studying the impact; of 'this` nominal variable-on the othe

...5variables. To ensure reasonably homogeneous, categories, the crafts

foremen classification was excluded since the number of superVisory duties

entailed differs sharply for its two subcategories. Since categoriei with

at least 25 cases were'desired for the analysis, the categories for sales

people and laborers wre also excluded.

In Phase I, the

managers, Clericals,

, five occupational categories were used:. professionals,

operatives, and service workers. Certain discrepancies

were noted in the occupational codes assigned to the same jobs-in the two

phases. The Phase I codes had been assigned by a very experienced occupa-

13,



tional coder (over ten y

for Phase II were sbmewha less experienced. The Phaae II codes were accord-

rs wOrk),et:ths Survey Research Center. The coders-

.ingly judged to'bcleet rel ble then the'Phiee I codes, hence only Phise

codes were used in the inaly is of both phases. The tetention elf:only/thee:IS:,

I codes meant that rkera wh had transferred to different foto by Phase II

were exblOded from e analysis of variance of the Phase II.data, since no

codes were available for se II Jobs. Ibis depletion in sample size

reduced the manager catego Ow 25 cases, so the.categorywite.reWqWed

rom the Phase II analyei n Pha e II; then, the impact of occupational

ng concerns four cupationar' ategories: profeisionals, clericals,

operatives, and service-workers. The agate from the analyses of variance

appear in the form of eta coefficientei that have been added to the bottom

(row of the corral ion matrix in Table _5. The eta resembles Pearson r with-

out the restric linearity, and is always positive.

The result of the orrelatiOn matrix of Table-5 have, been summarized

its Tables 6 and 7. Table 6 is a Phase I table, showing all entries which

have a significan Correlation betweevone of the nine,"sources of change"

variables and of the 17 measures of working conditions, worker attitudes

and worker behaviOps. Table 7.is the corresponding Phase IZ table. Since

many of thesi significant correlatione'do'not replicate over the two, phases,

Table 8 presents those entries that have significant correlations.between a

"source of change" and a "work" variable in both phases; i.e., replicated

correlations.

The intercorrelations of demographic and work-related variables that

.

do not repliCatemay also be of,interest. These demographic variables are

'particularly likely to be the. correlates, change in the dependent variable

3 0
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Table 5

Cairelation Matrix of hale I and.Phase II Variables (N'e appear in parentheses)
,

Phano I1
Age 1 . D

Sex .121'7 1.0000

127!)

Education , 314 .1111

12711 12111

Race -01); .2163f

(2611 12611

Tenure .6414/C .137:It

126'd (266)

Income .13):° ,31;6*
12711 (211)

1.00)0

.3823 1.0)00

(2661,

-,7..13.14

(2651

44'

.0201 1.0000

12611

.3236/t* .22164 14010

IM1 (261.1

Turnovei fi f ,.:971 ,0651 .1379 -.1'634# T4*'

replacemt. a 119 /I 1114) 11931 11§51 11941 11901)

Transfert 4; 11 .1032 .2i7)(5 -.21A5 -.043d
no charle 1?1',1 12.(361 (2151 12331 (2311 (2351

WE/Total .1'0 .1';111' .1419% .1450 .1734( .39J6

(..)111 12111 127)1 (20) (2ti51 (2101

90i/P09" 'Ail .02'6 .3732 -.J382 -.0650' 4174
nurco ada. 1,!1;1 i21,11 (26;1 (2591 (25BI (2611

QoE/Fin. .21011' 4348 -4727 .15S
rewards 121,n ' 11601 12691 12641 (2b31 (Zudi

QoE/chal- .1',11 .213/1/4 .1232 .1692$ .),611( .41414
lenge 1%711 r 12711 12701 12661 12651 12701

QoE/Comfort .10111 .0372 -.3313 .';568 .)741 ;2221
(2111 12111 (21)) (2661 (2651 (2701

Age. Sex Edu- Race Tenure Income

cation

r.

1.0000

-0. 1.0030

,(1631

-.1060 '4074

(1981 12351

0

MON,

4565 .0413 .5131( 14)00
(M) 12'291 (2641

,.059P .0151 .54321( .149b 1.0030

(1;61 (2331 12681 12621

-.1740$ - 0606 .d594/ .2067t .364 14000

(1981 12351 12711 12611 (26b)

,.C634 4926 .4145k .2831r 174,. ijd61

11984 12351 127.11 .'12641 12681 1211).

'Turnover
a

Trans- QE/Dotal QE/Res- QE/Fin- QE/Chali

; Replcret, fer/ho ource . ancial ' lenge

change b rewardg



JO/Financiel

toward;

'f

;,,

nese I

Global job

laell!ection

*Resource ado-.

quail

.J/CI)allengc'

CouslatiOn Matrix

.;2191 4625
1211.1 12711 '12111

0911 » 4
, 111,

11711 , 171 :',12761,

123.01(... -442
117)1 12701 13111

,1311r ,1111 0413
UM 11701 12701

JS/Ciusfort 92,0 '0,14 c.

(MI (2131

1s/emotions
)11', 414 ',0234

HIV!) 12111 12101
.

Ambiguity, -1364
1011 .11111 1273)

tniolverent 04a3 .0125

CA
o

-1'2691 12611

Effort expended :$1414 .16934

1.'.611 12671 12661

,intent to turns'
over : (21)1 62121, 12/),1

'AbAnces
1.30 .233/

, ,1?!1 12121 (2111

Supervisory rdtings

itrhase I

;210 .1424

( 01 1611
[

Age -,29)10
12611 NO)

Age Sex Edu-

cation

table

,1"

Phu. I and Phan II girilahlef; (N's appear parentheses)

.1396 .0862

12.661 12651

.0009 -4723

(261^1, 12,651

dling

(2651

A463'

(2651

4618

1 264)

.1419

12641,

4192_ .0599

1265) . .(4041'

.1182 s.tC95
12661 I 12651

/
:0949 - .0460.

1260. 12651

.0319 ',2360

0611. 12621

alt4tt
'70348

'12621 1261,1

.192 .1996t
(261) 12661

.0954' .12414,

121611 (266)

111,11 1411

-.3330 .6001;

12631 (262)

.11458 -a580
12101 11981 (2351 12701

.C497' .0248 ,; .0348 .51314.

12101: 11981 11351 12701

.14011 ".0618

(2691 (197)

.226 -422i
(269 11571

19 -.0558
2691 11971

.14914 ,',,Ot49
12131 (19b)

-.15051' .1116

12731 11981

.2311t -.1085

12611 "i; 11951

.2533'1' -.0343

12661 11941

.1944 -,2173

12111 I1491

0605

12114

06Z9 -.0696 .1214

14) 1501 1471

.0531. .419.4
12341 12691

..6684
12341 ,(2691

.0015 151554

12341 (269)

i02031521

4 4 4

12.101

,15714:

(235) (2711

-.0598 .00211

1234!:, (20)

0254. ' .1984

Iv)) ...:41264r

12361' 1271

,0604 .120
11991 (2361 (2711

c
,

.14941.' -.2090 -.24151(

12671 11951 1 331

Rice 'tenure Incase Turnover a ITIOP'

& ropiest. fer/noi;

change

,291,4

1601.

.1255
if

1-2611

.27c .13514 .41C.1°

1264

(
12681 . 12101

.725(t h1414 .2419/r
1264) 12691 12701 .

.34d1 42339i .2d6
12641 .12681 12691

:361191 .56818
(264) 1268) 1269)

,4011 ,263311' .2451
12641 12601 12691 ,

',391t .17214 3104
12641 1491 .121C1

.41241

120) 12681- '12/11

,1269 5122ic

,I262f 1266) 1264

.1111. .2861!

12611 1265/ 2661 '''"'

-.0682 .2536

12641 126` (2111

-.0011 -.0014 818
12641 12691 12711.

.2145t .1288 .2135

1591 ROI

-.0016
,
-4625, ,.12,76t

12621 (2656
4

12671,

Qt/totii °ii/Rea

ource

QE/ttn-

lintel lenge

rewards

0 Li



1010' (continued)

Corrilation.Natrix of Phase 1 and.PhaiiiII Varieblja
(I's appear in parentheseOr

,

,

Sex

Education'

Race

Tenure

income

(id/Total

QbE/Resource

Adequacy

(4/Financial
rewards

Mcnallenge

chocidiulfi'olt

2041 job
' 'saListactidn

a/R,esqurce

,idequacy,

JS/Financial

rewards,

1 .
.

:051) . .967,1Y ',1494
,12691 126d1 12631 1i.2621 , (2611

Olt - 05 17 1364 ,O813 5,17004'
(2L3 (2611 (26J) . (2631 (1262'1 12611

i-.1,111 .24'5° .0933' , 4947Er' -.000 63,ti1,41'

12/01 126)1' r 126)1 (271 12551 12591'

.1711

12631, \ 12631

4395*
d

`12.641:'," 2641

.3725
,.1:2;671 12631

.113u -.0534
12511 12571

1251d 12511

.122'i .1254
126(1 12611

rrr,"°i.,t :r

1?)11 12571

12uil 12681

".,15.7i)( 42)6,
17611 (2691

78)? -.031)
11611 112581,

Age .Sex;.'

-,1353/' -0696 05306,
126,tik (21231 12621

.13'5'44.r; ;6469 '.0834
1'2641 12641 (2631

.125'0
1105.1.'

n.

Mftl.,..41Z1.r./1...r....M

i416 I16017' 6001 7.0670 1.235?'
12611 1265 126571

.0155 1000'
(051 (2331

%,256Ctt
11191 4,12261

.0504 ...34101(

1'2671 'it 11551

.4831!

(260 (1561

.1624 '!,i5114 .2)3V ..21414
9

12601 '(2551, " 12541 12591

.0217 :00012
12511 12531,

.212;1 -.J564
125541. 1250)

.1165C

(2%)

-.0190 .0262.
12511 12521

-.0640 .0554
(26d) 1'2631

3b12 03969

0691 it' 12641

-400
12'531

t(1214
12611 4262'1;,

.134 .0030'
12591 12551

AUL -'4436
12611 .12621

.2410*
'12651 (2611

.C458, ..1412e
12511 : (2591

.$0906

126) : 1261)

.1153' -.0415 ,103,1, .12T6)r
12331 (2681 0631 U66, ("26d)

,60344 ..280e .34 .538)1e.

12541 t2541''K.125 1' 12551

-.1313 -4544,
(187 (215)

-4C96, 3C41
11861 (21.11

.0450 .027 .3128 .3228 .1299 a.2C38
12511 12561 1251) 12521 12541

.CO/d .1)14 .C257 .0791 ;.;3644)e 4633 , .259e
(2491 (1541 (1u61 (2211, '1254) 12491 1252) '12541

,25614 .30Cg -.1 6151e

12551 12601 11681'

.14621 ..1091 -.009

12,511 ° 0)61 (1E41

.?549)4i.1.1605

(2621' 1. .12611 T1551

.1210 .0526 .QC,62

12631 12631 ,119'61

.0161 .146

(261) '12031 12621

Mu- Race 'Mire
cation c

.180e
1264

,944014@

'-$0812 ,559$

12251' 1260

k.1038 '13401*
12231 125t1'

.3241,

12331

-.1q05
11551 1231

Turnovera

replcnt.

.065)! .1121°-
12551 , '12581 1266,

.2123 .C554 fin'
12511 : 12541 12561

4,

,671 , 12621 1 12671

.360 ..2448X" ;70 .'.3t1,5*k
02.

,3585 t1114*
(26b1 12631 , 12601.:, (2681,

.36904
12'611 (2621 .(2651 12611(

Trans '0/Total, QE/Ras.' 9E/Fin '.,,QE /Chap
ter /no` ource ancial 'lenge ,

cli'angeb rewiids



Table 5 (continued)

Correlation Matrix of Phalli I'and Phase II Variables IN's appear in parenthases1

limn II.

JS/c4i,Ilenge .;r .J2)9 .0854 .2485 ,203111 -.1150 -',1569 .44844 .2566 $194 .4181't

1251) 12611 1268) 1263) (2621 (2671 1195) (2321 12611 1262) (2651 12611

a/cenfort .2573 .0111 -.3299 Jar .2276
*

.1490
4

-.0635 .-.3144 .3195 .3030 .009 .264
1261) (2631 (26d) 1263) 12621 12611 11951 1232) (261) '12621 (265) 12671

JS/Coworkers .131.)( .0095 -.0244 - .0394, .0675 .0153 -.0546 -.0808 4665 .20124 .0080 .1114

1160, (261) 12691 12641' (263) 12631 11961 12331 , (2601 12631, '12661 12681

Ambiguity .031.6 ;.11461L - .1254' .0226:' .1)35 ..0124.
1411 12111 12511 1256) 1255) 126)) 11881 1225) (260) (255) 1258) 1260)

Involvement .2111, .224 .0595 .0039 .28301E ,218,11C ..0615 33141 .1140, .1900/' .3416
1261/ 12641. 17681 12631 12621' 12611 11951 12331 (2671 12621 12651 12671

Effort amide ,M)7 .1123 '2010 .0139 .0568 ,2310 -.009 , .0186 .3114 .0316 .1923$ 434194
(265) 1701 12651 ' 12601 .12511 12o4) 11921 12301 12641 12591 12621 1264)

Intent to turn- .29691/ 0215 -.218/ .1623/f .2231( .1191 -.0460 -.0495 .1230 .0179 -,1384 .1120

over (261) (267) 12671 12621 12611 12661 (1941 12321 12661 12611 12641 12661

Absences -.0153 .01'1 .1/15 .0524 .0571, .1109 -.0190 .3333 .1693
(

'0057 . 829
4

.1154

(7?d) 12641 12531 12621 12671 (1951 12331 (261) (2621 (2651 (2611

Supervisory .2)53 .33361 .1151 .2146 .25.)111' ,25052 -.1033 .7488 .29154 .2510 ,0460 .3012t

ratings 0

occupatipnal

groupa

10)

.2572

(236)

160)

.144i*

(236)

1601

.5914

(235)

101

.5838

(232)

1601

.3116

(233)

10)

.5739

(235)

150) 146)

.1720 .2910

1115) 120

(591

.4644

(235)

1531

.1946

(231)

(59)

.4552

(231)

(59)

°:5114"

(215)

Age sex Edu- Rice Tenure Income Turnovera Trans- QE/Total QE/Res- QE/Fin- QE/Chal-

cation & replcat. fir /no cource ancial lingo,

change rewards

t.'1
L

.
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llivie I

Table 5 loontinue41

Correlation Matrig of ,Phase I and Phaii
Variables' (Ws appear in parentheses)

Q,111/Coisfort 1,1011

Global job .25»*
satisfaction 127)1

JS/Resource .3c4
rdevacy 1211 ,

JA /Financial ,,29141
rewards WA)

4Zhallenge .331

17.531

/Comfort .j7.41
12611

JY.;cuworkoa .,)0
117;1

lobiguity

I'll)

Involvement .1'71C

i't'?)

Lffazt apenclCd -.'.',2/./

11,:J,1

Intent to turnover 19i5

12111

hboences .174
um

supavisory rein; a '

1)3)

QE /Copy

fort

04d

a

1.003)

.423311

12701

.4131P

1273)

'121'31

10003

.4754

(270)

.52204

(27))

1.0)00

,.47151

,(2701

1.0000

.44044 .6 365t .540 .50
(MI (270) 1210) (270)

.4331

.12731

.4w66°.

12711

.340,
12701

.5198
1210)

.17701 ,4039 .21154 .2110

In)) (2131' 1269) 1264)

.7919 .1744 * 43'11* .47011'

1,01 126d1 120) (2611

.3434 -.0177 .0509 .1166
(2661 12G1) 1257,1 12661

.3514* .180? .27314 ."160
1211) 12711 (2701 12701

.

A1116

(1271)

.0341

(271)

.0)56

(270)

.15311 1

(270)

.1in3 .310 .1130 .3713
1611 1611 161) 1611

Global OS/nes- JS/Pin- JS/Chal-

job sat= ource Eckel lenge

isfaction adequacy rewards

1.0003

.5,27 14000

12701 ,

'.32444

1269)

.2605

12611

.31i7
(2661

11277.10*

.1262f
1271)

.21631

(all

JS/COm-

fort

.2220
1270)

: .14731

1210

1.0000

.0279

' 1261)°

1.0)30

-.0116 -.2041 .34121` 1.00:0
1261) (2661 (2651

.2557i .0403 .1454Y .02C3 1.0000
12711 12111 (268) 12671

.0633 -.3548 .0;01
,

.0212 .0I36 1,0000

(2711 MI) (Z&3) 12611 (2721

.1548 -.3197 .2521 .06Th .0200, .388$
(61) 1601 (60) (63)- 161) (61) coN

kr)

JS/Co- Alibi- Involve- Effort Intent:to Absences
workers quity went expended turnover

0Ju



Table 5 (continued)

Correlation Matrix of Phase I and Phase II Variablet (N's appear in parentheses)

Phase II

Age .1651 .2170 .07d6 .19531 , .21314. .184414 4148 .0211 ,2120( -.0084 .1433 4717

17671 126E11 12671 17611 (267) (2611 1267) 12611 12641 (2631 12681 (268)

Sex .J519 .0204 -.062d -.0153 .1394t .0121 .1095 -.0489 .1043 .1280 .185? .0146

12611 ( 769) 12611 12671 12671 (2671 (2671 (2611 (2641 12611 12681 12681

Education .712 -4.3,19 .0611 .0016 .0746 .0964 .0258 -.154 .0209 -.1211* .2156

12611 (261) 12671 12671 12671 (267) 12671 (264) (263) (2681 12681

Race .0110 .0134 -.J172 ,21139$ .0254 -.0094 .1193 ,-.131e -.0133 .2042 .1569K .0195

12591 12601 1259) 12591 12591 12591 (491 (259) (2511 125,1)) (260)

Tenue [ .154 -.0753 .0622 .1291S1 .0659 -.0525 -.0163 .1017 .1129 .149EF .0182

17.911 12631 12671' 12671 12671 12671 12611 12611 12641 12631 (2681 (2681

Income .0114 -.0546 -.1117 -.0909 .0513 -.0914 - .0841 -.1855 .0736 .0483. -.C667 '.0539

PHI 12691 . 12681 12681 12681 (26d) 91268) 12681 (2651 12641 12691 1269)

OoE/Total .244 .3510%. .36154 .2552 .5172 .3534 .3C67 .0266 .3608 .1208 .1113 ' .09089;

12511 12631 1259).. 12591 (259) 12591 12591 12591 12561 12551 12601 12601

1

C6E/Resource .11}11K .31J2X .3990 .2116 .3350f 133(3)4' .262er .1451k 1263r -.0708 .0326 00195

adequacy Will (2571 (2561 (2561 (2561 (2561 12561 12571 .12531 (2521 (2571 12571

OE/Financial .131) .1231 .1954w .0111 .2201 .24a1r .0984 -.0229 . .0690.1380' -.0695 .0760,

rewards 12541 (2551 12541 12541 12541 12541 (2541 (2541 12521 (250) 12551 12551

(4E/Challenge .18?1 .3'219F '12344 .440 .1971 .2302
*

-.0537 .3d07 ;2319X .C895 '.C623

'126.:.1 12/11 12651 12601 12601, 120 12601 12601 12571 12561 12611 (2611

0oE/Comfut .264511. .2d95) .21130 .3547) .3455 .235d ',.1081 .1761 -.0433 , .1189 .4714

12';fl 12371 y, Q561 (256) (2561 12561 12561 , 12561 12531 .12521 1257) 12511 ,

Global job

satisfaction (2671

.4641* .2910,

(263) (2671

.2490

(2671

,J995*

2671 ,

.31074

12611

.262a"

12671

.0990

12671

.3.112 .0928

(264) 12631

.19701 .13284

12681 (268)

JS/Resource .r:,
?74

.3524* .46234 .2756 .4311$ .4574 ,3549/C .16024 .2247° -.0001 .1013 .1027

adequacy 120.+1 (2601 12631 12681 12681 12Odl 12681 (258) (2651 (2641 (2691 1269)

QE/Cow Global JS/les- JS /Chat- JS/Com-' JS/Co- Ambi- Involve- Effort Intent to Absences

fort job sat- ource ancial lenge fort workers guity lent expended turnover

isfaction adequacy rewards

1-11
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k

Correlation Matrix of Phalli and Phase II Variables (N's appear in parentheses)

Table 5 (continued)

Phase II

JS /Financial .24211)( .;32328 .3004 .4002X .3512 .2574 .0iD4 .210 -.0039 .216X 43'15
rewards 660 (2631 (2611 (2171 (2671 12611 12671 12671 12641 2631 1268) 12681

45/C.hallenge .1655 .400 .3151/( .2151 .5439 .3751 .3742J° 12378 .4127f 1382 .1459$' .0859
12611 126111 .12671 ,12671 12611. (261) (267) 12671 , 12641 (2631 126d)' 1260)

,JS/Coefort .30161. 0414 .36407 r .2720 .4312* .40151 .1260It .2613 .0442 19291 ;C[.37
126/1, 1268) 12671 (2671 1267) 1.261) (267) (2671 1264) 1263) 12681 ,12 "681

45/Coworkers .1)30 .223,1 .2231$ .1602, . .21701 .1735* .2494 .0646 -.0288: .1448/( -.CC61
12631 (26q1 12ed) 12681 11681 (2601 (2E8) 126$) 12651 (2641 1269) 12691

:,/ubiquity .3721 43118 .1535g .0169 .0976 .14158 .3048
1(

.1008 -.0594 -1370 -.0664 .C351
12631 (2611 12601 12o0) (2631 12601 1260) 12631 12571 (2561 (2611 12611

Involvement .24201( .23dd
V

.20191i' .3060 .13111 .0)47 .3218 .43151( .2392r .1645 .0814
1264 (26a) 12671 17671 1267) (267) 1261) (261) 12641 12631 12681 12681

Effort expended .03(9 .1118 .1629 .244e* .156014 .1175 4314 .212C' .44694', -.C415 '4681
1261.1 (265) . 1260 (2641 12641 (2641 12641 '12641 12611, 12601 12051 1265)

Intent to turnover .167;' .2919Y ,.13284 .1819 .1171 .116q -.3bC8 .3710 .3473
1265). (2671 12651 .12661 1266) 12661 (2661 1266) 12631 12621 (2671 11671 ,

Absences .09?3

12671

-.6113' .1360 .0211

(263) (261) (2671

.0757

12671

.3331,

(2o71

.0729 -.0841

(2671 12671 12641

.1300

12631

.0106

(2681 :(2163d4311

Super/iSory ratings .0333 .2313 .1306* .3'1654 .4126 .3143 .0744 .0354 .284 .190D .3419* 48.51
1`;',1 1501 (631 131 1601 lud 16C1 1591 1591 159,1 1601 (63)

Occupational group' .L238. .1385. .1804 .1521 .3566, ,2002, .2023' .3082, .3563" .2958' .2219' .1404

(235) (235) (235) (214) (234) (231) (235) (235.) (233) (232) ,12341 (236)

QE/Com- Clobal JS /Res- JS/Fin- JS/Chal- JS/Com- JS /Co- Amblq- Involve- Effort Intent to Absences

fort job eat -` ()urea ancial lenge fort workers 'uity lent . expended turnover
isfaction adequacy rewards

(

t.1. P1
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Table 5.(continued)

Correlation Natrix of Phase I and Phase II Variables (N's appear in parentheses)

'014Se II

Global job'sat;

Lfaction

rewards 1;)11 (2611 1267)

JSJFlnancial .2014 .31034 -.C)99

JS/Resoadequacy

0

adequacy

JS/dhllenge, .3351 .)311
.1611 12671 .12671

15/comfort .106 .2525 .3573

1611 '1257) 1267)

.1,40 43151 .ao4
101 (2681 12631

JS/Coworkers

Ambiguity

.2851f, .045 4.098

. 161) 12631 ::."12681

.1155 4812 :.3077

1611 '(2681 1268)

-.303 .0219 -1w024,

159) 1201 12611

. Invo1v4elit .233) .25'68' ,2415

163) "1266) :;;126W.

Effort expended .363i4 -.0316 .0941

1591 12651

Ihtent to turnover .3o1)
.3 332t .05

1;91 12611 12u

11.651

Abconces

k:,10/1&)ri

rotuT

Occupational

-456C .0561

1268)4 1260)

4794 AC836

12681 12601

-4957 .17204

(267) (259)

.0142 .0974

1267) 12591

-.0111 .1123

12671 12591'

-.0316 -.0011

1768) (2601

-.C6t4 -.0092

(,2601 , 12521

-A611 '=.0104

1260) . 12601

,1930 .0312

1265) 12511

.1562

(2591

f..25)114 -.1104 ;0130 .1426 .0449

1611' -.12611 :12681 12681 12601

2 HA 1102 ,1'4.)4 .1148 1.2419

i'1 ' 1591, '.;,1591 581-

.2./02 , ".25450...,6:3299A, *124 :5436,,

1601 (149) (1491 1149) 1146)

Super, PII PII PII Ed- PII

ratings0 Age Sax ucation Race

.16131 .6466'

(26d) (268)

.3149

12681 (2691

.1810t A0779

12671 12681

.1254 .0953

12611

.1001

1281,

.'.055C

12611 12601

.0838 .0018.

(2681 12691

A) 370 -.1197

1201 12611

.44751 .1341f

(26d) 1268)

.0520 .1595

12651 1265)

.1662f4 .0410

12671 1267)

-.0201 .0921

12681 12681

.3291

(541 160),

,2561 .1256

(149) .1150)

P11 PII

Tenure Income

.60461` .

12141 '

.6374

12.60)

.60561;

.404,
12561

,7731f

1257)

'.37124'

12591 1256)

.7494. .5257

1259),

.6111

(2561'

.5066

(259f 1256)

.404, 46921

(2601 12571

.214 04 A48701

12.60),; 1'2911

.3333 4577

12601 1256)

.2193 .0053

1257) 125.31

.1155 .1192

(259) 1255)

A2150 .144'6
(2601 12561

.438f,

(51)

..4080

151)

.2905* .1640

(142) (142)

PII PII

QE/Total QE/Res-

. ource

adequacy

.5212 A058
1255) 1260) 12571

.274 .45051 .3542

1255) 1411 1257)
6 P

.29981 150(6)°. .45534

12541 1260 (256)

.295C .6944,
le

b.3792

(2541 .12601 :' 1256)

,22515 .444
'126C1

.547°14

1254) 12561

.1053 .3343t. 118401

1255) 1201) (2571

\

.0679 ,i1;24C .1171

12411:, i '12611 12561

.1026, .4211 41057 '-

1255) 126011 12571

.1508
1

.3139 .0035

12521 12571 125)

-.0958 ,

1254)

.1390

12591

.242e

12561

.25751'.25751' ;1375*
, 4.
.1851

,1

12551 .1260)' 12511

'.34314 .1110

1551 15d1 1551

,1120* .3870* ,0962

(142) (142) (139)

PII PII PII

QE/Fin- QE/Chal- QE/ om-

encial

rewards,

lenge,

61.

for

4



Table 5 (continued)

,

Oorrelitionlatrix of Phase I and Phase II Variables (Nis in paiiithesseCi

Global job sat-

isfaction

JOResoutce ade-

quacy

.
,

rewards

JS /Challenge,,

JS/Comfort

JS/Coworker,

habiguity

Involvement

Effort expended

1. 3a)J

'.506 '1.0000 1

1!")

.504, ;458' 140003
P611 1263)

.511)(
12611

.

12611

;Mt'
12611

.05')J

126.11

\-Iiiient to turn-
A2'13/'

over 12)11

Absences

12)11

Supervisory 416

ratingst 1591

0613* 1.0CC0

12631

.6605$

(268)

12681'

:5926*

11691

.604
126111

1.0000

'.4451
12691

2830
12531

.5129
^12681

..4589$

12631

1.0300

.43.1S .2301° .2616* .310 it .3329 14000
1161) ,

4

12631 12631 12601 12611

I d :11 .'1(55r .1'62 105 1.000
12431 (4611, 12611 UL11 1/51) 12601

a)41 .02 .1116 .0461 ;',.:4203 -.0458 .3392 1,.0000
12651 1244 :,12641 12641 12651 1251) 12651

.17581 .21165 .2150 .284814 .15561i .0623' .0514' -.0650 1.0000
1261) 126.61 12661 12641 124;1 12591 12611 12641 ",

.1303' .1312 .0984 .0791 ' .026 .0414. .050l .15051 -.0141 1.0000

1:26d1

.469;

12611

,4271

, 12611,

;4511k

.,1261'1

.29031(

1 2681

.1316

12601

.1211

12681

.21341

(265)

.3321

12611

.0556 .0424
1631. 16'01 1601 (OI 1601 (58) 1591 1511 1501 1591

J1._ PII J5/

6a1 ,job Resource

satisfaction ade.

PII. JS/' PIT JS/ ,PII JS/ PII JS/

Pi:uncial Challenge Comfort Norte

rewards

PII PII

rs Amblq-

ity sent

1,0000

PII PII PII P11

Effort intent to Absences Super.

expended turnover Wings
c



Phase II

Table 5 (continued)

Correlation Matrix of Phase I andihale,II Variables (N'. appear in parentheses)

Occupetiolal 4970 .1510 .0781

9r011e (149) (150) (149)

PII Glo- PII J8/

bal astir- Resource

faction . adequacy

PI! J8/

Financial

rewards

.1457 .0289

(149) (149)

PII J8/ , PII J8/

Challenge Comfort

.0900 .0853 .0908 .27250 .2574* .1314 .1418

(150) (143) (149) (146) 1148) ' (149) 144)

PII J8/t'

Coworkers Ambig-

uity

PII

Involve.;.

lent

PII :PII ,P1I P11

Effort Intent to Absences Auper,0

expended turnover 'rating

p <0.05

a This variable compares turnover ,and no change jobs, excluding people who transferred .jobs between the two phalei.

b variable compares transferred jobs to people remaining. in the ism jog excluding jobs that exPerienced turnover betwten'the two phases.

o Supervisory ratings avtilabli.in both phuu for only 61 COOS.

d It" coefficients are reported from enslysel of variance; Simple lhaited to occupatiOnal categorise with 25 or more mem',

1.

r

4
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Table'6

Significant Associations of 'Phalle I Demographics with Phalli I Work-related Variables

Ncu- ,

Work-related Educe- pational

a bvariables Age Sex tion Race Income Tenure, group Turnover Transfer,

Ambiguity

InvOlvement .*

Effort expended

Intent to turnover

JS/Coworkers'

'JS/Challenge

JS /Comfort

JS /Resource adequacy

JS/Financial rewards

Q0E/Total:

Q0E/Resource adequacy

QoE/Financial rewards

QgE /Challenge

QoE/Comfort

'Global job satisfaction

Supervisor rating

Absences

'*

, *

* Si gicant association found, p <0,05

a This variable compares rkers who subsequently turned over with, workers remaining in their same jobs,

excluding workers w were subsequently transferred..

b This variable compares rkers wito subsequently transferred with those remaining' in the same jobs,

excluding workers_who subsequently turned over.

4-1
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Table 7

Significant Associations of PhasejI,Demographics with Phase II Work-related Variab

Work-related

variables'

Occu-

pational Replaca- Trans -s
Age Sex tion Race Income Tenure group ment. ferred

Ambiguity

Involvement

Effort expended

Intent to turnover

agoworkers

JS /Challenge

JS /Comfort

JS/Resource adequacy

JS /Financial rewards

QoE/Total

QoE/Resource adequacy

00E/Financial rewards

Q0E/Challenger

Q0E/Comfort

Global job satisfaction

Supervisor rating

Absences

*

*

*

*

*
J.

*

*

.*

*

*

*

*

*

* Significant associations found, p <0.05

a Replacement workers are compared with the workers who remained in their jobs, excluding workers
who had transferred jobs between 'Phases .I and II. ,

b Transferred workers are compared with workers who remained in their jobs, excluding jobs whose
occupants had been.replaced by Phase II.



,Table 8'
41,

Significant Associations 'of Deiographic and Work-related Variables that we e Replicated in Both Phase:

Work-related

variables

Anklliguity

Inkolvement

Occu-
,

Educe- pational
Age , Sex tion ,Race Income Tenure group

Effoit expended

Intent to turnover

AS/Coworkers

JS/Challenge

JS/Comfort

JS/Resource adequacy

JS/Financial regards

QoE/Total

QoE/Resource adequaby

QOE /Financial rewards

QoE/Challenge

Q0E/Comfort

Global job satisfaction

Supervisor rating

kbsences

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

4 1'

k Association significant in both phases at .05 level.

*

*



according to,erguments outlined by Davidson (1972). Unfortunately, owing

to the diffe )11t correlations in the two,.phases, these demographics are not

likely to be useful as covariates in designs using a raw gain or standard-

ized gain change'score, since the differing correlations will likely yield

different slopes of the covariSte on the dependent variable, in the time

one and time two -groups.0 Th/s lack of homogeneity of slopes violates an

important assumption governing the interpretation of the results of the

analysis of covariance. Nonetheless, such demographics may be used in de-

signs where the residual gain and cOrrected,residual gain scores are appro-,

priate, since only the time two score is used as a dependent,yariable.

Within the limits imposed by the caveats cited above, the results pre-

sented in Tables '5 to 8 can be useful to future researchers. For purposes

of the present study, the impact of the variables of gross job change and

of gross person change is of particulars concern, as they correspond to the

factors three and four, postulated-earlier. The effects of gross job change

(transfer) can be seen in the summary table for Phase II to have had no sig-

nificant impact on the mean of any of the 17 measures. Since the means of

the two groups of people, were also not significantly different prior to the

transfer of the transfer cases, the Phase II measures-are entirely approp-

riate for measuring the impact of job transfer and change scores are

therefore unnecessary (Cronbach & Furby, 1970). As an experimental mani-

pulation, then, non-systematic gross job change does not seem to be a direct

source of score variance.

Gross person change'in a job, by, turnover and replacement, is signifi-

cantly correlated with two of the 17 Phase II work-related measures; the

replacement workers are less satisfied than their continuing co-workers with

their financial rewards and they experience less challenge on their. jobs.

347
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:Initial differences i

ablos for only the Qo

se I for these jobs existed among these two vari-

'lenge measure. Other differefices were found

only at Phase I'between the workers who were to leave their.jObs and the
. ,

continuing workers. Certain Of'thaworka.related measures, then, are cor-

related with turnover and replaCement in the_organization.

Aside from the effects of partiOular demographic variables on the

work-related measures,, some general trends may be noted. Among the

demographic variables studied here, age seems to have conaistent effects

on the widest range of variables: of the 17. variables, age replicates its

-signiTiCaht,corielation with eight over, the' two. phases. The other de.P0--:

graphic variables replicate significantly for five or fewer variables. While

any of these specific relationships may hold interest for particular research-

ers, it would seem that age should usually be controlled.

Prime candidates as sources of change would seem to be income, tenure,

and occupational group,1-as these have significant correlitionsin one phase

that do not replicate in the Other phase with (respectively) eight, six,

and six of the work-related variables. As explained above, the usefulness

of these sources of change variables as covariates is likely to be limited

to tone designs suitable for the use of a residual or corrected residual

gain score..

Of the 17 job variables studied, two seem particularly "predictable"

by demographic variables: QoE/Challenge and reported inte4ilion to look

for a new job. Researchers studying these variables may wish to control

for the impact of demographic variables upon them, and may choose to in-

clude demographic variables explicitly in the theoretical analyses of these

variables.

3.1j



The intercorrelations'between the other variables measured in the

study (worker perceptions, attitudes and beheiliors) ehoul&iledhelpfUture

researchers to identify suitable'covariates (et Table'5). 'these covariatea

would typically be measured at Phase I (i.e., before theexperimental mani'

.pulation) to avoid 1,ontamination of the'eoliariates by the experimental

manipulation. Thus the relevant correlatiOns for the future researcher

ate those between the Phase I and the Phase II measures.

The usefulness of these variables as covariates, howeVeri would likely

be reatricted,to those designs using residual or corrected residual gain

scores, since if there is a significant correlation over an extended lag,

this correlation Is probably still larger with zero lag, i.e. within,Phase .

Differing correlations of the variable with the dependent variable for the

''two phases would likely produce differences between the phases in the co-

variate-dependent variable slopes. This would rule out the analysis of

covariance for designs suited to a raw gain or standardized gain change score.

In 'summary, then, the four Sources of variance (gross job change, gross

person change, spontaneous person change and subtle job change),have dif-

ferent impacts on the measuresof working conditions and work-related atti-

tudes and behaviors. Gross job change 'ems to have no direCt impact on

any measure. Gross person change (i.e., turnover and replacement) is cor-

related with certain of the variables studied. Of the personal characteris-

tics studied, age seems to have wide ranging effects.on work - related.. easures.

Of the job-related demographics studied, some correlated variance-with the

work-related variables may be observed, which may extend to the variance of

changes in the work measures as well, particularlyfor tenure, incomend

-occupational group.



302,

As dependeet vaiables, got/Challenge end,inteni-,to turnover seem

paitioularly.''predicteble by demographics and job characteiistics, and

their variance is likely to.66 reduced by the use of covaridtes in their

analysis.

3. i Identifying Situations of Varying Stability of ,Scores

The preceding lysis focused on the direcelimpact of ross job

change, gross'p son change and various demographic variables on work-.

related measures. Identificatia of.such impact enables a researcher

to use statistical control techniques on a given sample.

There is another kind of source of variance not amenable to linear

Statistical control techniquesthatis most appropriately'handledby the

selection of a suitable research population. 'Prhis kind of variance is

the variance' associated with being at a Oarticulat.level.of a demographic

variable, i.e., the amount of variance within-iPlevel of some variable's

distribution, rather than the variance correlated with the difference

between levels of a demographic distribution. The issue of heteroscedis-
:

ticity being discussed here concerns different variances,within subpopu-

lations, i.e., within the levels of another variable;

It is not difficult to *gess the amount of variance.over

atedTwith gross job change and with gross person change as compared to no

change conditions. InCreased variance associated with -such, gross changes

indicates an upper limit to the increased instability over time expected to

result from the subtler person and job changes teferrid to in the preceding

section as factors'one and.two. The information resulting from these an-.

alyses may show which variables are likely, for a particular form of change

350
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score, to have increased variances over time, and thus enable the researsher

to Imow whether organizational conditions of high 'turnover (gross person

change) or high internal mohility (gross job Change) are likely to increase

the error 'variance term in a projected study.

Since'information.concerning the demograPhic distribution of a sample

is typically available, the identification of naturally unstable popu-

lations is also likely to be valuable. A lets "unstable" population is,

of course, not necessarily the ,optimal one:for research purposes, despite

the seeming advantages of a small error term.: The very lack of change

over time may mean that allHinvaridint" population is a relatively inflex-

ible popolation not easily. modified by either natural. events or, experimen

4o11manipulation. Fuller interpretation of such heteroscedasticity is,

wever, beyond the scope of this paper.

The present analysis Of the variance.of change scores encompasses all

four. measurement techniques (raw gain, gain of standardized scores, residual

and corrected residual scores). The possible sources of hetero'scedasticity

include gross job change, gross person change, income, occupational group,

c-

race, sex, tenure, age,' and education.,

While these variables are typically confounded (e.g., Table 5 for

this sample),-cross-classificatiop of subjects into distinct subcatego4ies,

which would enable analysis'of the separate effects, as well as interaction-
.

type effects, would reduce the sample sizes to such an extent that compari-

sons of the variances in the subcategories would be pointless.

Gross Job ,Change. Estimates of the foUr variance scores over time Were

computed for.the job transfer and no- change groups, using the 17 measures of

working conditions, worker attitudes and behaviors. Variance of corrected

4
CI1""I "'
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residual*ores,could not be computed for the

involvement, absences'and intent. toturnoyer,

were available for them. Theis no obvious

variance of change scores 1447 job conditions

Amidiiectional statistical hypotheses wer
sH

.

thange An,Jobs Would; ifTaMything, increase the variance of change scores rela-

tive t the ho- change condition. The increase in variance due to gross job

changelwas tested by constructing F ratios for each variable, with each type.

of change score, by dividing the variance over time far the transfer sample

by the appropriate variance over time within the no-change group. The stand-
.

three one itemAeatures of

rinckno reliability estimates

reason to expect increased

remiin'constant. Consequently,

s ed, based4on the prediction. that

ard .05 level of signifiCance was chosen.

I Significant increases'inlvariance over time were found for one or

more of the change score types for five variables: QoE/Resource adequacy,

QoE/Challenge, QoE/Total, involvement and JS/Coworkers. The different

variance over time scores all depend on one or more of the following

components: variances at time one, varianoes'at time, two, the

phase correlations:of the variable with itself, and the Phase I'relia-,

bility; Since different estimates are sensitive to different cOmponents,

a significant,increise flir one; change score type does not necessarily

iiply that they all change. ,All estimates prove sensitive to the cross-

phase correlation of the variable with itself, and all but variance of

standardized gain are sensitive to variance at time two.

..The greater variance, ithin time two of the scores of the transfer_

sample may explain,the significant increasekin variance over time.for

464/Resource adequacy, QoE /Challenge, QoE/Total and involvement, and the

absence of significant increases for the at

352
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latter. three,of these four variables.

The varianeei of-All:fOUr gain sOges increased, significantly fdr

QOE/iesource adequacy.

For QoE/Challenges'as might_be expected from the discussion above;

the only gain score variance that does.. not increase significantly under

job change is standardized gain (F
--72,150 1.32, p < 0.078).

For QoE/Total, the variance of standardized gain scarcely increases

at (F
--72,150

1.05, p < 0.389). The variances of residual and corrected

residual scores increase significantly, aid, the increase of variance of

raw pains attains bordeFline significance (F72,150 1.36, p < 0.061).

For involvement, the increase in variance of standardized gain is

not significant (F72,157 1.14, p <,0.250f. The increase for'residual

gain is significant, but not for raw gain (F
72,157

m 1.28, p < p.104).

The increased variance among transfer workers at time two is not found

for JS/Coworkers. The scale for JS/Cowozdrs has however, a relatively

low Phase I reliability (0.49) which may explainWhy the only change score

'of JS/dworkers that increases significantly under gross job change is the
.

corrected residual score (F72,158 1.41, p < 0.039).'

Gross Person Change. In the same manner as described above, the

variance estimates over time were computed within levels of the grosi

person change variable: the turnover and replacement group, and the no

change group. F ratios were constructed to test the significance of the

Increase In variances attributable to gross person change, and the standard

(oniled) .05 level of significance of a standard F table was again Used.

The unidirectional hypothesis that changing the person will, if anything,

increase the variance of changes relative -to constant conditions and people,

3 5 3



all

and

...Signiticant increaSes were.found for one or more. change' acoretypes for
! J

variables, except goBleonifOrt and involvekenv. The variance's bier time
.

.
. .

JAtheir.componentaPat'pea in Table 9.: These significantlincrea0f,are due
vi..v

,

itypart to the increased variance (particularly the measures ofworiting bondi-.
.A,

tions) at time
1

two for the replacement workers, but are, also due tWthe-strik-, ; .

ing reductions in the crospphisecortelations of.13 of the 17 variables among

the turnover and replacemenOwathple. An increased error variance term,for

organizations with high turnover would seem to be the rule herei'thouih for
Icertain variables and change scores` this increase does not applyvss,can be.

4;.

seen in Table 9..

Job Characteristics.
c

The effects over time of tAi job characteristic

variables,nf occupational group acid- income are meaningfully studied only,

within jobs, that is, jobs that presumably retain these characteristics.

AcCordingly, the group of people who had transferred jobs Between phases
0of measurement are excluded from, this.analysis..

There were two levels to the income variable: abbve and below the

median reported income at time one Thee' .were four levels of the occu-
.

pational group variable, retaining only those categories with 25 or more

cases: professionals, clericals, operatiVef and service workeri,

Twontailed significance tests were usact4or the F ratios Construbted-

differences inariance between the above and
:

Thui, F's,corrlaponding to a 0.025 level in

lo test the significance of

below median income groups.
40

a typical F table were used to achieve a,.(tWO-7tailed)
5% significance leVel.

Bartlett's test for hothogeneity of variancewWused to test( the homogeneity

of variances for the four category ocbupational,grouf variable.
. ,-..,

The F ratios revealedsignificant differe 44n variances over time °

. _

354 ,4



Table 9

Tests for Vosogentity of Variances Over Tina for Turnover Indio Change' amples

Variance Variance

at At

time one time two
r

Fo variance

411411- of

ity at ;, P, variance standardlied

time one dfv of raw gain Pf gain

F, variance F, variance of

,,of corrected

,residual residual

PJ gain PJ gain

Q0E/Mourn adequacy

Turnover 0.31 0.82 .09 .60 34 0.011 0.014 0.003No change 0.58 0.53 .47 146 1.78 1.73 1.98

Q0E/Financial rewardi

Turnover

No change

0.40

0.48

0.77

0.56

-.06

,61

1.60 33 ,

148

3.00 0.000 2.71 0.000 2.16 0.001

Q0E/challenge

Turnover 0.59 0.77 .09 .60.) 35 4.80 0.000 3,27 0.000 3,43 .0.000
No change.. 0,59 0.56 .72 150

QoE /Comfort

Turnover 0.29 0.39 .35 .60 33 1.30 0.146 1.21 0.217 1,31 0.140No change 0.31 0.33 .46 148

QoE/Total

Turnover 0.20 0,47 .31 .66 34 2.98 0.000 2.05 0.002 3.11 0.000
No change 0.23 0.24 .66 150

Global job satisfaction

TUrnover 1.35 1.20 .22 ..73 34 2,29 0.000 1.60 0.029 1.67 0.019
No change 0.86 0.92 .51 159

JS/Coworkers

Turnover 0.29 0.49 ;11 .49 35 1.13 0.297 1.02 0.451 1.81 0.008
No change 0.40 0.27' .16 158

JS/Challenge

Turnover 0.54 0,48 .21 .83 35 2.53 0.205 0,01 0.399 1.79 0.020
No change 0.17 0.38 .50 157

JS/Comfort

Turnover 0.21 0.44 .18 .66 35 1,22 0153 1.05 0.130 1.65 0.023No change 0.28 0.26 .47 157

0.012

1.76

1.71 0.016

2.32 0.000

1.24 0.193

2.65 0.000

1,61 0.028

1.82 0.010

1,76 0.018

1,67 0,038

o

LA)

0



Table 9 (continued)

Tests for icsogineity of Variances Over Time for Turnover and No Change Samples

to .

0.
co

Variance Variance Rellabil-

at at ity
o

at

time one time two
r

1 time one d

'F, variance,

of raw gain

F, variance P, variance P, variance of

of of corrected

standardized lesidual residual

gain gain Pf gain /4

S /Resource adequacy

..

)

Turnover 0.26 0.58 .36 .66 , 35 1.28 0,000 1.32 0.000 1.63 0,001 1.55 0.004
No change 0.47 0.42 ..51 158

Sainancial rewards

-Y

Turnover 0.47 0.67 -.03 .66 35 2.85 0.000 1.24 0.001 2.10 0.018 1.89 0,042No change

mbiguity

0.44 0.45 .54 1 157

ci

Turnover 0.28 0.48 -.24 .54 35 2,,28 0.013 2.11 0.007 1.68 0.051 1.53 0.465
tio change

*
lfort expended

0.37 0.32 ,.41 150

Turnover 0.47 0.60 .05 .44 35 1.75 1.86 1.51 1.01
No change

hipervicory rating

0.61 0.52 .49 . 153

41.

9

Turnover 0.99 1.03 -.11 .92 13
c

1.75 0,094 2.69 0.010 <1 <1
Ho change

kbsences

%

.

0.98 1.92 .59, '35'
'

0
.

.

Turnover 7.52 14.02 .14 d .34
, 1.55 0;038 e

No change 18.11 8.96 .11 159

Intent to turnover

)'
,

Turnover 3.19 1)96 .36 d 34 1.71 0.015 <1 1.11 0.327 a
No change 1.24 1.76 .35 158

Involvement

Turnover 0.93 0.71 .30 d 32 1.40 0.062 1.27 0.169 1.22 0,213 a
No change 0.75 0.66 .45 157 '

,.. --

a Previously obtained reliability estimates.

b Changing degrees of freedom reflect missing data.

The small number of degrees of freedom is because supervisory ratings were obtained for only 61 cameo for both phases.
d No reliability estimates Available.

u Corrected residuals cannot be computed because reliability estimates ere unavailable.
f Probabilities

reported-are exact, rounded to the Wren thousandth.

a
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for the different income level groups, for 10 of the 17 measures. The sig-

nificant F ratios for these 10 variables are reported in Table 10. For all

but twa variables (QoE/Resources adequaCy and JS/Resource adequacy), the

greater variance over time was found in the below,-median income group.

SiX of these 10 variables display heteroscedasticity for raw gain

scores, and for four of these, raw gain is the only gain score that'has

income-related variance differences. Five of these six variables are

attitudinal or behavioral measures, the other being QoE/Challenge.

\-,--Three of the four variables that do not displayidifferences in vari-

ance of raw.gin scores are measures of working g901;ions (QoE/Total,

4A;, 0
QoE/Comfort al74 QoE/R source adequacy). Three .4,0filf4. same four variables

also display differ,,nces only for variance of itandatdized gain (QoE /Total,

QoUResource adequacY and JS/Redource adequacy).

It would seem, then, that there are definite 'differences in the amount

of variance over time to be expected between lower and higher income workers,

where most commonly there is more variance over time among the lower income

workers. Attitudinal and behavioral measures are most likely to have income-

related differences in raw-gain score variance, whereas measures of working

conditions are relatively more likely to have income-related differences in

the variance of standardized. gains.

Occupational group was found to be a. source of heteroscedasticity for

at least one gain score for all work-related variables except global job

;satisfaction (see Table 11). Among these 16 variables, significant hetero-

scedasticity was found for 12 variables for raw gains, for 11 for residual

gains, for 10 for standardized gains and for eight variables for corrected

residual gain score variance. It is notable that in 30 of the,,41'signifi-
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Table 10

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Variables with Significant Differences in

Variances over Tlei between the Above and Below Median Income Groups

'Varianie

of

Raw

de Gain Pc

Q0E/Resource:Adequacy

Low income 91 0.59 1.30

High income 82 0.77

OE/Challenge

Low income 97 0.65 1.56 0.036

High income 81 0.42

QoE/Comfort

Low income 95 0.42 1.37 '0.140

High income 85 0.30

QoE Total

Low income 96 0.25 1.42 0,100

High income 87 0.18

Global Job Satisfaction

Low income 101 1.37 1.80 0.004

High income 91 0.76

JS/Coworkers

Low income 102 0.12 1.68 0.012

High income 90 0.43

Variance

of Stan-

dardized

, Gain F
b

Variake

of ,

Residual

Gain

0.91

1.54

1.16

0.61,

1:1

1.07

0.64

1.22

'0.97

1,82

1.46

1.58 0.030

1.91 0.002

1.68 0.014

1.26 0.270

1.25 0.288

.0.43 1,29

0,55

0.45 1,20

38

0.36 2.01

18

0 22 1.36

0.16

0,90 1.48

0,61

0.29 1.11

0.32

Variance

, of Corrected

Residual

Gain

, 0.228 0.50

OS/

1.14

0,390 0
1,

50

0.54 1

1.08

0.002 0.40 . 2.03

0.20

2 0.23 1.19

0.20

0.058 ,93 1.44

0.64

0.618 0.29 1.19

0.34,

c

11.532

0.714

0.002

0,412

0.014

0.394

(continUed



Table 10 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Variables with Significant Differences in

Variances over Time between the Above agielow Median Income Groups

i
Variance

of

Raw,

dfa , Gain

.

Varianct

of Stan-

dardized

Gain

Variance

of

Residual

, Pc Gain

Variance

of Corrected

Residual

Gain Fu
pc

_

J5/Resource Adequacy

Low income 102 0.38 1.45 0,070 0,05 1,49. 0.050 0.29 1.37 0.126 0.33 1,26 0.260
High income 90 0.55 1.27 0,40 0,42

47

JS/Financial Rewards

Low income 101 0,70 1.52 0.042 1.32 1.25 0.278 0.47 1.27 0.250 0.49 1.22 0.338
High income 90 0.46 1.06 0.37 0.40

Absences

I

Low income 101 28.59 1.63 0.018 1.91 1.35 0.142 13.26 2.38 0.000

High income

intent to Turnover

91 17,56 1.46 5.58

Low income 101 2.81 1.61 0,022 1.36 1.06 0.674 1.75 , 1.25 , 0.276 d

High income 90 1.75 1.28 1,40

a

degrees of freedom change due to missing. data

F's always are computed by dividing the larger variance by the smaller

c

Probabilities are exact, two-tailed probabilities rounded to the nearest thousandth

d
No reliability estimates available, so corrected residual scores can not be computed.



Table 11

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Occupational Group.

Variable

l

Ig/Resource Adepacy

Variance of:

Raw gaili

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

24/Financial Rewards

Valance of:.

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

"gChallenge

Variance

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

0oE/Comfort

Variance of:_......

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain.

Professionals Clericals Operatives

Service

workers X2(3)

0.82 0.54 0:91 0.61 6.55 0.088"

0.60 0.32 0.58 0.50 1.19 0.066

1.89 0.68 1.48 1.35 17.03 0.001

0.60 0.44 0,59 0.53 2.15 0.543

1.47 0.31 0,42 0.52 55.72 0.000

0,92 0.20 0.37 0.44 39.55 0,000

2.08 1.37 0.80 1.05 22,05 0,000

0.92 0.21 0,47 0.49 33,04 '0,000

0.63 0.35 0.65 0.85 13.18 0.004

0.51 0.20 0.44 0.58 18.55 0.000

1.29 0.74 1,10 1.25 6.00 0.112

0.54 0.26 0.49 0.62 12.61 0.006

/

0.37 0.28 0.40 0.50 5.42 0.14

0.2k 0.28 0.25 0.40 6.84 '0.077

1.16 0.59 1.19 1.39 11.85 0.008

0.27 0,41,E 0.28 0.42 7.07 0.070

1

1r



Table 11 continued

Sologeneity of Variance Tests for Occupational Group

Variable

2E/Total

lance of:

^ Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

Global Job Satisfaction

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain
r

Corrected residual gain

JS/Resource Adequacy.,

Variance of.

Raw gain', a

Residual ga n

Standardized gain,1

Corrected residual gain

JS/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Correcteeresidual gain

Professionals Clericals Operatives

Service

workers X
2

(3

I

0.3Q 0.12. 0.20 0,34 21.91 e000

0.23 0.10 0,18 0.27 18.30 0.000

1.35 0.62 0.81 1.30 14.73 0.002

0.24 0.12 0.20 0.28 12.16 0.007

1.28 1.34' 1.07 1.43 2.11 0.550

0,86 1,00 0.$2 0.90 0.83 0,843

1.29 1.13 0.91 1135 4.04 0.257

0.81 1.04 0.87 0.91 0.71 0.871

O

0.27 0.38 0.60 0.48 14.74 0.002

0.21 0.27 0.44 0.44 16.48 '0.001

1.19 0.62 . 1.27 1.11 9.69 0:021

0.22 0.33 '0.46 0.47 14.61 0.002

0'.61 0.36 0.47 0.78 11.66 0.009

0.47 0.29 0.39 0.48 5.41 0.144

1.79 0.56 0.80. 1.68 34.37 0.000

0.47 0.37 0.45 0.49 1.42 0.701



Table 11 continued

, Hosoginiity of Variance Tests for Occupgionel Group

Variable

Sery e

Proftssionals .Cleficals Operatives worker,
2
X(3)

JSIChallenge

liriance

Raw gain

Resihal gain

Standardized gain ;

Corrected residual galn

JS/Comfort

Variance of

Raw gain
d

Residual gain ,

.Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

15/Coworkers

Varianci pf:

Raw gain

.Residual gain

Standardized gain

.,Corrected residual gain

AmbigUAmbiguity

Variance of:

S.

0.601 0.21 0.44

0.36 0.16 0.29

,1.67 0,53 0,96

0.36 0.17 0.30

1 0.36 0.18 0.27

0.23 ' 0:16 1 0,22

1.90 0.58 01170

0.23 0,20 0.24
L..,

0.53 0.39 0.53

"034 D0,19 0.31

1.86 , 1.66 1.67

0.34 0.19 0.32

Raw gains`

'Residual gain

,,Standardized gain

eorrected resOual gain

0.40 , 0.63 0.35

0.31 0,24 0,25

,,2.06 1.21-

0.38! :t 10.24 0.28

0.47

0'.38

1,12

0.38

0.34

0,29

(1,91

0.33

0.,91

0,36

1.60 4

0.37

0.73

0.45

1.89

0.4

18.08 Moo
13.59 0.004

21,91. 0.000

12.35 0.006

9.63

6,96

'28.18

5.18

1t

0.022

0.073

0.000

0.159

'14.96 0.002

7.62 0.055

,-033' 0.911

7.59 0.055

NO4

15.07

10.47

11::0690

4

0.002

' 0.015

0.035



Table 11 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests OF OccUpational Group

Variable

Service

Professionals Clericals Operatives workers

Effort Expended

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.54. 0.52 0.79 0.61
Residual gain 0.41 0,23 0.59 0.30
Standardized gain 1.21 1100 1.33 1.07

Corrected residual gain 0.54 0.35 0.71 0.44

Supervisory Rating

Variance oft

Raw gain 1273 0.14 0.77

Residual gain 1,05 0 0.09 0.62

Standardized gain ,1.89 1,04 0.05 2.18

Corrected residual gain 1.05 1.90 0.10 0.62

Absencesb

Variance of:
s

Raw gain 9.51 15.56 45.32 10.33
Residual gain 0.47 5.32 , 17.55 10.02

Standardized gain 2.32 1.66 1.82 1.78

Corrected residual gain I= 00 111. .1

Involvement

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.63 0.94 0.93 1.19
Residual gain

11 0.34 0.61 ty2 0.71

Standardized gain 7. 1.26. 1.23 '1.04 1.42

Corrected residual gain

4 55 0.208

18 9

1.96 580

10:13 0.018

24.47 0.000

27.50 0:000

36.92 , 0.000

25,80 0.000

79.30 0.000

189.211 0.000

2.42 0.491

7 x,63 0,054

13.16 0.004

2.22 0.528



Table 11 continued

iologeneity of Variance Tests for Occupational Group

Variable e Professionals Clericals Operatives

Service

works X (3) a

°Intent to Turnoverb

Variance ofs

Raw gain 3.53 2.94 142 2.24 20.61 0.000
Residual gain 4.68 1.76 081 1.27 34.11 0000
Standardized gain "1.25 1.57 1.44 1.05 3.47 0.324
Corrected residual gain

.0.1.

aProbabilities reported are exact, rounded off to the nearest thousandth.

,13 n the abaence Of a reliability estimates, variance of corrected residual

scores can not be computed.

no.

9

tl
0 1 j
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-
cantinstances of heteroscedasticity the smallest variance was found among

"clerical, and kindred" workers. This is found far,.measUres4,of working ,con-

.

ditions, worker attitudes and worker behaviors alike, and for all four gain

scores.:.,

Inspection of the correlations of the variable& with themselves over

time the variables' autocorre ations) in the different occupational

.

groups showed that in 10 of the 15 variables for which heterbscedasticity
, - ...

was found, the highest autocorrelation was obse ea in the clericals" occulia-
. r

tional group:- These high correlations according reduce the variance of
.

the gain scores.

To summarize these results on job characteristics:
(

1. Low income workers typically display more variance over time

in work-related measures than higher income worketo. The greater variance

of attitudinal and behavioral measures among the lbw income workers is, by

and large, restricted to,raw gain scores. Differences between the income

. ,

group, in variance of measures of working condttions are found for both

raw gain and standardiZe in scores;

2. Occupational group,isastrong source

'gain scores of work-related measures. 'aerie

of heteroacedasticity of

e usually the category

displaying the least variance of changes over tim

. Personal Demographics. The effects of persona

,-
(race, sex, age, tenure and educatien). are meaningfully studied over time

demographic variables

only among-people who retain these characteristics (or at, worst have a con-
( 1 4

stant added 'to them, for example-the workers were all 20 months Aker by

Phase II). Accoidingly, the jobs that experienced turnover and replacement

were removed from thissanalysid; since the occupants of such jobs (and their
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demographics) may have changed in the interim.

A level of a particular variable was retained only if it contained'

25 or more, cases. The lelrels of the variables retained are: race (black

vs. white), sex, tenure (trichotomized into 1-2 years, 3.15 years and 6+

syears at Phase I), education (1-8 yjirs, 9-11 Years, 12 years, exid 13-15

years), and age (22-29, 30-44 and"45-54 years at Phase I). Variables

with two,levels were tested by use of a two-tailed F test, in the same

manner, as income (above). For vittiablestith more than two categories,

Bartlett's test for homogeneity Of variance was used.

Race-related differences in variance over time were found for six

variables, five of which are measures, of worker attitudes and behavior.

These five variables (global job satisfaction, JS/Coworkers, effort expended,

absences and involvement) all.display more variance of raw gain, adores among,

black workers than white woilters. No significant differences were.found for'

the other gain scores of these variables. Inspectionof the components of
,

variance of raw gains revealed that these differences in raw gain score

variance were consistently related to differences in the variances of the

two races during the first wave of meaturement,, a difference that was reduced

by Phase-II. Specifically, there ,was markedly more variance among black

workeis than white workers in Phase I (in the winter of 1972-73) than was
4e

the case in Phase II (,in the fall of 1974). Since raw'gain is theoniy,gain

score of these four that is sensitive to variance at time one,sitfollows
.

that raw gain would be the only gain score type to be affected by the dif-

ferences in variance at Phase I. It is not obvious why differences in the

amount of variance in worker attitudes. and behavior should exist between

the races in 1972-73 or why these differences should be reduced by,l974.

375
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, National survey data indicilte that for at least one worker:attitude, an over-
.

all measure of job-satisfaction, theke wasmore variance among black workers

than white worker& in 1969, a difference that is reduced. by'1973.1 It would

seem then arat the differences invariances between the two Aces were not

uniqueto'the sites studied in the7presentior.nvestigation, but rather were

a nationwide phenomenon. .The difference between races in variances might

then be a'funCtion, f the particular historical period studiedAlthough

these differences were present.in 1969 (and perhaps earlier too) they had

diminished by 11973 and 1974. If. such within-phase 'differences in variance

between the rices.do not reOpear, then race-related. differentes

lance of gain scores, in worker at des and-behavior are not likely to be

found again, at least .for U.S. simples.

One measure of working conditions (QoE /Comfort) displayed Significant

race-related differences invariance of residual gain.(F51, 166-m 1.79,

p < 0.006 two-tailed) and corrected residual gaiii (F51,166,- 1.81, p < 0.006,

two-tailed). This greater variance over time among black workers for QoE/
IM,

Comfort is attributable to the'greatetvariance at Phase II found among

black workers in their ratings'of this facet of their working conditions.

Sex-related differences invariance over time were found to be signifi=

cant, for four variables: 0E/Challenge, QoE/Comfort, QoE/Total and JS/Co-
,

workers. For the three QoE measures of workingcOnditions, there was sig-
,

nificantly more variance over time among women. For QoE/Challenge, tignifi-

,

cantlypore variance over time for women was found for variance of raw gains

(F94,128
1.52, p <0.028, two-tailed). For QoE/Comfort, women displayed

significantly more variance of residual gain (F
94,128

1.49, p< 0.036,

3
. P. Quinn, Personal communication, January 7, 1975,

41.0
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two-tailed) and corrected residual gain
(F92,126 1.46, p <0.048, 4.

tailed). Inthe case of QoE/Total, women had significantly more variance of

standardized gain (F94.128 1.62, p < 0.010, two-tailed).

The fourth variable that displayed significant aex-jelated,differences

in variance ovef time was an- attitudinal variable, JS/Coworkers. Here, it

was the men who displayed significantly more variance over time, for re

dual gain (F133.97 1.47, p < 0.044, two-tailed) and corrected residual

gain (F133,97 1,61, p < 0:014, two-tailed).

A workeestenure was found to be a source of heteroscedasticity Of at

least one type of gain score, for 10 oethe 17 work-related variables (see

Table 12). Heteroscedasticity Was fouhd in nine of - these variables for raw

gain, in seven variables for residual gain and in six varia es for' standard-,

ized and corrected residual gain variance. In most cases i is the middle

range of tenure studied (3-5 years at Phase I) that has a most/variance over

time'. Thigris likely a result of the relatives Gower ations found
-

,.x,. ...in this category. of tenure, which are the love g the three,tenure group
-- A,

Studied, for nine of the 10 signitcantly'heteroscedastic variables, Since

this is a rather. surprieing finding, potential confounding effects. irith tenure

were investigated that might explain why there.is more variance of change

among middle tenure workers. It was found that this tenure group tended to

have more blacks, more women and more low income workers than the other

catevries of tenure. Since it was found above that blacks, women and low

income workers displayed more variance over time, these effects may help ex-

plain this 'larger variance over time among the midrange of tenure.

Worker Age was found to be a source of heteroscedasticity for at least

one gain score for 12 work-related variables. It can be seen in Tzible'13
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Table 12 '

Homfteneity of Variance Tests for Level of Tenure

Variable
r - 2 3 - 5' fit -

Yea Years Years

esource Adequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.86 , 0.74 0.64
Residual gain , 0.65 0.45 D.46
Standardized gain 1.40 1.39 1.22
Corrected residugl gain 0.68 0.47

.
0.50

I

QoE/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.28
Residual gain 0.23
Standardized gain 0.50
Corrected residual gain 0.36

QoE /Challenge

Variance of:

0.57
0:38
1250
0.39

0.37
0.33
0.73
0.43

Raw gain- 0.56 0.70 0.26

Residual. gain 0.50 0.46 0.24

Standardized gain , 0.78 0.87 0.49
Corrected residual gain 0.63 0.56 0.38

QoE/Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.24 0.28 0.34

Residual gain ,. 0.17 0.23 0.24

Standardized gain 0.88 1.03 1.05'

Corrected residual gain 0.21 0.26 '?"-N, 0.27

QoE/Total

Variance of:

Raw gain '0.22 0.26 0.13
"Residual gain 0.20 0.18 - 0.12

Standardized gain 0.68 0.94 0.6G
Corrected residual gain 0.24 0.20 0.15

3.27
4.58
11.63

4.00

12.73
5.70

31.38
,1.00

50.40
30.06
17.67
12.26

9.195
0.101
0.596
?.136

02002
0.058
0:000 .

0.608

0.000
0,000
0.000
0.002

4.11 0.128
3.72 c 0.155
1.04 0.594
2.50 0.287

I

22.42
14.08
8.65

10.03

0.000
0.001
0.013
0.007

1 71
J
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Table 12 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Level of tenure

Variable
1 - 2 .

Yearseara
:

""'

Global Job Satisfaction

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.82
Residual gain 0.59 N
Standardized gain 0.98
Corrected residual gain 0.62

JS /Resource Adequacy)

Variance of:

Raw, gain . 0:45
Residual' gain 0.34
Standardized gain
0orrected. residual gain 0'.36

,
JS/Financial Rewards

Variance of

Raw gain 0.43
Residua 'in 0.34
StandardiAd gain 0.81
Corrected residual gain 0.39

- 5
Y ars Years

6 - +
2

,X-(2)

,!

1.27 0.83 8.58 0.014
0.93 0.65 7.03 0.030
1.14 0.92, 1.94 0.379
0.96 0..68 6.27 0.044

0.50 0.43 0.91 0.633
0.34 0.33 0.05 0.977
0.96 0.99 0.18 .911
0.37 0:36 0.05 .974

0.66 0.33 20.95 0 000
0.46 0.26 14.18 0 001
1;06 0.86 -2.39 0.303
0.50 0.29 3:2.07 q. 002

0.46 - 0.29 ' 9.51 0.009
'11:36' 0.24 6.87 0.032
1.06 0.76 8.15 0.017
0.37 0.25 6.33 0.042

0.36 0.2$ 9.49 0.009
0.26 0.21 ,5.72 0.057
1.13 0.97 1.28 0.528
0.27.'' 0.23 4.77 0.092

L

JS/Challen e
e Li

Variance ..f:
v.;

Raw ga 0.31 '.
Residual gain 0.26
Standardized gain 0.6d
Corrected residual gain 0.27

JS/CoMfoe

Variance of:

Raw gain: 0.19
. Residual gain 0.16
Standardized gain 0.92
Corrected residual gain 0.17



Table 12 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Level of Tenure

323

Variable
1 - 2 .

Yeses s

3 - 5
Years ,

'6:- +

Years X (2) ,

IS/Coworkers_

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.40 0.63 0.51 5.11 0.078
Residual gain 0.25 0.33 0.27 1.99 0.370
Standardized gain 1.32 1.66 1.39 1.70 0.428
Corrected residual gain, 0.28 0.34 0.30 0.73 0.695

Ambiguity

Variance of:.

Tawirain 0.26 i 0.64 0.36 /2.24 0.000
Residual gain 0.23 0.26 0.26. 0.45 0.797
Standardized gain 0.80 1.59 1.05 12.48 0.002
Corrected residual gain 0.33 0.27 0.32 1.39, *0.500

. ,Effort Expended

- Variance of:'

,Haw gain 0.56 0.50 0.53 0639 0.821
ResigAl gain 0.50 0.35 0.36 4.60 ,0.100
Standardized gain' 0.971 0.91" 0.96 0.14 - 0:931

. Correcteresidual gain 0.79 0.58 0.57 3.91 01142

Supervisory Rating

Variance of:

Raw gain 1.27 1.09 1.50 0.90 0.64
Residual gain 1.19 1.03 1.34 0.59 0.74
Standardized gain 0.72 0.78 1.07 1.39 0.50
Corrected residual gain 1.19 1.04 1.34 0.58 0.75

Absences
b

Variance of:

Rairgain 2.40 10.23 19.86 109.10. 0.000
Reaiduargiiin . 1.01 1.11 5.17 124.49 0.000
Standardized gain 1.53 2.22 1.50 6.76 0.034

*.korrected residual -gain

J L
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Table 12 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Level of Tenure

.-

Variable
1.- 2
Years

3 - 5

,.

Years
6 -+
Years X2(2)

<
Pa

Invol ement
b

Varian e,of:
, ,

Raw gain. -1.03 0.90 0.74 4.47, 0.107,
Residual gain 4004 0.50 0.58 3.74 : 0.154
Standardized gain 1.22 . 1.22'. 1.05 1.37- 't 0.503
Corrected residual gain

Intent to Turnoverb"

.-- --,), -- -- t"

i

Variance of: Y

Raw gain 2.87 3.07 1.39 36.l5 0.000
'Residual gain ' 2.58 2.40 1.06 45.36 0.000
StIndardized gain 1.27 1.20 1.26 0.10 0.951
Corrected residual gain -- . y- ._. ...

o

H

aProbappities reported are exact, roundedo'ff to the nearest ihOuiandth.

b
In the absence of a_reliability estimate, variance of correcttd'residhaIY
scores can not be computed.

A



Table 13'

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Age Level'

325

Variable
30-44' 45-54

Years Years Years

0E/Resource Adequacy

Variance of
.e 4

Raw ga n
Residua gain
Standard ed.gain
Corrected residual gain

1,41
0.69
1.69
0.70

0.48
0.31
1.28
0.33

0.51
0:35
0.93
0.41

QoE/Financial/Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.40 0.30 0.38
Residual gain. 0.34 0.26 0.26
Standardized gain 0.81 0.65 0.83
Corrected residual gain. 0.42. 0.36 0.32

QoE /Challenge

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.50 0.38 . 0.38
Residual gain 0.42 0.37 \ 0.25'
Standardized gain 0.75 0.62 x,0.60
Corrected residual gain 0.54 0.53 \Q.36

QoE/Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.28 0.28 0.30
Residual gain , 0.25 0.19 0.19
Standardized gain 0.90 1.10 a 0.99
Corrected residual gain 0.29 0.21 0.42

QoE/Total

Variante of:

Raw gain 0.22 0.15 , 0.15
Residual gain 0.19 0.14 0:10
Standardized gain 0.88 0.64 .0.65
Corrected residual gain 0.21 0.18 .0.12

1.99
8.16
9.82

22.68

0,000
0.000
0.007
0.000

3.65 0.161
2.95 0.228
2.64 0.267
2.17 0.337

-3.26

7.70
1.96
5.58

0.196
0.021
0.375
0.061

-0.14 0.931/
303 0.155/
1.59 0.452
5.49 0.0 4

8.22 Q.016
12.56 0.002
4.98 /0.083'

9.68 0.008

3 2



Tabld, j3 continued

Homogeheity'of Variance Tenis.for 'Age Level
..,- \

:

'.22+29 . 30,44'
Vntia$1.e Years: Yenta Years

. e

A

Global, Job Satisfaction'
. ,

V4riancebf:-.

Raw gain
Residual -gain

1.28
1.01

iStandardize6 gain' ,;1' 1.12
/Correqed residual gain 1.04

AL

JS /Resource Adequacy

'Variance of:

0.68
0.55

0.89
0.58

,

N

'0.93
0.54-

1.27 .

0.55

I

0.600'

18.93 0.000
2.27 0.321

18.74 0.606

w gain 0.56 0.48 0.48 1.06 0.58
esiduAl gain '0.42 0.30 0.35 4,44 0.1 9
tandardized gain 1.11 1.35 0.90 5.84 0.014°
rrected residual gain 0.44 0.31 0.40 5.60 0.0 1

JS /financial Rewards )

Variance of:

!Raw gain - 0.37 0.46 0.48
esidual gain 0.30 0.34 0.27
tandardized gain 6.75 1.14 1.29

.Corrected residual gain 0.35 '0.36 0.28

JS/Challenge

Variance of :'

Raw gain
Residual gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residual gain

JS/Comfort.

Variance of:

Raw 'gain

residual. gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residual gain

6.43
0.37
0.76
0.38

0.25
0.20
1.13
0.21

'0.27

0.22
0.75 -

0.23

0.24
0.18
0.98
0.20

0.39
.0.26
1.22
0.26

0.43
'0.23

1.37
0.24

3.01 0.22!
2.174 0.339

10.27 0.066
2.52 0.283

10.30 0.006
12.01 0.003
10.08 0.007
12.15 0:002

13.99 0.001

2.44 0.296
3,83 0.147
1.46 .0.483
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HOmogeneity,Of Variance

in.

gists foF Age Level

40,

327

Variable
22-29
Year

0M-44' 457.54'

ears : Years

JS/Coworkere

Variance of:

,Raw gain,

Residual gain.
Standardized gain!
Correctedrebidual

Ambiguity.

Variance 21L:

Raw gain
Resdival gain
Standardized gain\ ,

Corrected residuat.'gain

Effort .Expended:-

Variance of::

Rail

"Residual gain.
Standardized gain
cOrrected residual

*ery isorx Rating'
J.

Variance of:.

Raw gain ,
Residual gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residua): gain

0.56
0.24
1.75

gain 0.25

0.41
0.24
1.34 .

0.2/

.0.49

0.43
;0. 94

gain 9.71

Absences

A)

1.29 1.86 p)
1,29 , 0.50 1

*0.76 ,2.10

1.29 po

-,

0.35 0075'
D.21 0.28.
1.08 1.74
'0.28 0.28

0,'""

0.32
0.25

.

"0.49

6.36
-0.90
0.60

0.58
.0.27
1.66
0.28

0.63 9'

0-39
0.98.

0.60

1.45
1.15
1.75
1.15

Variance of:

Raw gain 11.75 15.63 - 22.97
Residua gain .) 1.94 4' 3.92 6.78
Standardized gain 1.37 1.63 . 1.

residualCorrected residual gain m .-

22.11 p:000
--2.36 0.307
42.14 0.002
0.64 0.705

11.77
0.38

14.30

2.13

4*(10
0:;825

'0.00r
0%312

-2.55 " 0.279
1.49 0.475
0.26 0.878
1.20 . 0.550"

0.83 0.662
4.79 0.091
8.05 0.01,
4.83 . 0,089

14.34
47.92
1.24

.0.001
0.000

a,
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Table 13 ;COhtinued

"mogenelty,of'Veriance:TeStSfor,Age Level

Variable
,

22-29
Yeais

30-44
Years

ii-54
YLars

/

. i

/2

X (2) ) Pa

Involvement

0.83
0.68
1.08

..:-

2.62
2.35

06

0.82
0.56
I.26

1.80
1.21
1.50
--

0.71 1

.0.45
1.15
--

1.20
0.62
1.34

,

0.9'0

3.83
0.97
--

.

18.46
52.65
4,70. :

0.640-
0.150.

0.610
---

. ,

'0.000
0.000
0.096:
---

Variance
of; ! !

RA gain , 1 i'

. Re idul,gai
St ndar Oed ain
Cerreetled re dual ,gain

/ , ,Int,nt to Ulm r
b

Va ianeeie 1

w g Jilt
Residual ga
StandardiA gain
Corrected r idual gain

!..

aProbebLtie

i In thelabSehke of
I scores can n4tbe

'TT

a
4

reported are. exaCt; 'rounded off to the nearest thousandth.

a reliabUityi estimate,,Variance of corrected residual
Computed

7
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that raw gain.and residual gain are change score types most of en affected
.

by age and so display significant heteroscedasticiti for nine and seven of

the.12 variables; respectively. Less often affected are standardized gain
I N-

-/

(six variables) and corrected residual gain (four. mariables). The younger

workers in the sample (22 -29 at Phase I). tended to have the most variance
_

Aovertime
. and the middle age group (3044.4tt Phase I) tended to haye the

least ,variance over time, among theinetancesiof' ignificet heteroecedas-.

ticity;

Educational level was a source of heterbecedasticity-for at least on
f 1/

gain score of 11 of the work- related variab es (see Table,14 Heteroscedail,..,)

ticity was most strong4 found among the ix measuresof working conditions,

five of which displayed educational -1e el-related heterosbedaptitity: Raw

gain and residual gain score variant s were particularly affetted by educa-

tional level, displaying heterosce astiti6, fbr 10 and nine variables,

spectively. Standardized gain d,Colretted residual gain were iffecte.

respectively, for live and for vari4blee

Workers.with the -high = st level4teducation studied. he e (some college

but not completed) were ypicelly'ihe Most stable category, intheir ratings

Of Working'conditions while7those with the least education (1-8 years)

tended to have the variance-over time in their ratingsof working

conditions. ewhat digerent pattern of results can be seen among,

,

those measures of.iiotker, attitudes and behaviors that displayed signifi-.

/cant heterts edasticity. Workers with some high school (butsho had not
N

. . 4
completed ), tended to display the least variance over time"qmong the

.

aignific tly heterosCedastic attitude and behavior variables. No one
. A

/

,edu tegory.typicaily displayed the highest variance of'gain scores
A



Iblogendity of Variance tests, for EdUcatiqpal Level

Variable.

1 -8 9`11

Years Years

12 13-15

Years . Years,

D

Q /Resource Adequacy

Valance, of

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual giin

g2/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain

Resid61,gain r
Standatdized gain

' 'corrected residual gain

191/Challenge

Variance of:

Raw gain' .

Residual gain

Standardized' gain

Corrected residual gain

ggComfort.

Variance of: ,

Raw gain

Residual gain,

Standardized gain

Corrected residual.gain

0,18

0.57

1.32

0.60

1

0.85

0.52

1.75

0.53

,

0.52 D.26

0.46 0.11'

. 015 0.52 ,

0.55' 0.32.

0.37 0.37

0.27rk 0.30

0.60 0.69

0.38 . /0.40 t

!
I -

0.43 0.36

/0.28 0.21

1.42 1.05

Q.29 0.27

,X2(3)

0.69 '0.52 7,85 0.049

0.53 0.33, 81.97 0.030'

1.06 ' 1.04 10.33 ' °Alt

0.60 0.37 7,467 0.053

A

,
,

.

0.41, 0.53 15.75 0.001

0.31 0.43 17176 0.001 #

0.97 1.11 1642 0.0t1

0,36 0.48' 8,60 '0.035'

0.5, 0.12 10.39 0.016

Q.4P 0.31 6.53 '0.089

0.75 , 0.49 6.42 , 0.093

0.53 0.49 4.00 0,282

0.31 0.30 3.64

0.25 0.20 2.21

1.05 1.00 2.96

0.29( 0.24 1.43

0.5:01)

0.303

0.399

0.699



Nile 10 continued

licelogenflity of Variance Tests for Variables with Significant Differences In,

Vitilites: over Ti m between the. Above and Below liediakIncm Groups.

I, 44-

Vartince

of
, Raw

dr G n

Variance. ,

c . of Stan-

dardi zed'

", Gain

Variance

. of
. Rasidual

/ 'P" ' Gain.

Variance

of iorrected
,, Residual ,

Pc Gain

JS/Resource Adequacy

Low income

, . High intone

JS/Financial Rewards

Low income

High income
, A

Absences ,
,,Low income

High income

Intent to Turnover
,

Low income

', High°Income

102

90

101

10

101

91'

101

90

0.38,

0.55

0.70

0.46

28.59

17,56 ,

2.81

1.75

1.45

1.52

1.63

1.61

.

,,,L,0.070

,;,,,- 1-,

I.

0.042

,

. 0.018

0.022

0,05

1.21

1:32

1.06

1.97

1.46

1.36

1.28

'

e,
..-

1,49

\
1.25

.

1.35

1.06

,- t

0.050,

0.278

- 0.142'

0.614

0.29

.40

0,47'

0.37

13.26

5.58

1.15

1.40

1.37 ,

1.27

7

2.38

,

1.25

0.126

'

0.250'

0.000

0,276

0.33

0:42

,0

0)49

0
, !

rb, t

,2'6 0.260,

r
.o: .-. -

'1,22, IF .4,, 3)

'

A

adegreei of freedom change due to missing data

brs always are computed by (lividing the larger variance by the smal)er

cProbabilities are exact, two-tailed probabilities rounded to the nearest thousandth
dNo

reliability, estimates Ivillable, sosorrected residual scores can not be computed.

1



Table., '11

ests ,for Occupatipnal Group

Iarieble Professions a , Clericals' Qperitiv:es

, X/ResoOrce Adequatly

.'1Vatiasce. 2t;

Raw; gain

Residual .gain

Stindardizeilain 1.

iCorrected residual gain

El:FinanctIak Rewards

far
-r-79

mice

Ra gab'

tfteAidual gain

Standardized, gain

Corrected residual gain

1

0.82: 0,54 0.91 0 0.61

$ 0.60 0.32 0.58 0.50

L89 0.68 i 1.48 1.35

0.60 0444 0.59 013

Service

workers'
$

X3(3)

g/Challenge.

Variance

1

- f

.0.,1, , 0.42 0.52

0.20 (0.37 0.44

1.37 0.80 ., '1.05

0.21 0.47 0:49

6.55 0.088

7.19. 0.066

17.03 0.001,

2.15 0343

55,12

39.55

22.0c

33,04

ea. 000:

0.000

;.p 000

0.000

. s.

Raw gain 0.6,3 035 0.65 0.85 13.18' 9.604`)
Residual gain , 0.5 0:2,0 . 0.44'' 0.58-, ,,18.55 0.000
Standardized' gain 1. M) /k 1.10 1.25 I 11.00 0.112
COrrectel resi4util gain 0.54 0.26 0.49 0.62 12;61 0.006

A
. '4,',

Raw gain .9.37 0;40 0.50 5.42 , 0.144
,,P,'4

Residual ain 0,. 4 ;' 0.25
0.40 6.84 0.077 ,

Standardi ed gain. J. 1.16 1.19 1..39 11.85' ,0,0018
P

Corrected esidual. gala , 0.27 9.41 , 0.28 . 0.42 7.07 ,, 11.07......................--...............................,-.-. ...,... .................z.........,._____._. ....................__,___.............x...
.

......

,

/ 0 Ci )i i 9

a uli4

J



Table 11 continued

oaogeneity of Variance Tests ,for Occupational Grout)

Variable

of /Total

Variance of

Raw gain

'Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gaid

Global .121) Satisfaction

"Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

JS/Resoarce Adequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual, gain

Standardized gain

Corrected relgual gain

JS/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain ,

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

393.

Professionals Clericals Operat lies

ServiCe

workers X
2

(3)

0.30 0.12 0.20 0.34 21.91

0.23 0.10 0.18 , 0.27 18.30

1.35 0.62 0.81 1.30 14.73

0.24 0.12 0.20 0.28 12.16

1.28 1.34 1.07 1.43 2.11

0.86 1.00 0.82 0.90 0.83

1.29 1.13 0.93 1.35 4.04,

0.87 1.04 0.87 0.91 0.71'

0.27 0.38 0.60 , 0.48 14.74

0.21 0.27 0.44 0.44 16.48

1.19 0.62' 1.27 1,11 9.69

0.22 0.33 0.46 0.47 14.61

001 0.36 0.47 0.78 11.66

0:47,, 0.29 0.39 0.48 5.41

1,79 0.56 0.80 1.68 34.37

0.41,, 0.37 0.45 0.49 1.42

..........

0.000

0.000

0.002

0.007

0.550

0.843

0.257

0.871

0.002

0.001

0.021

0.002

0.009

0.144

, 0.000

'0.701 1-.

w

w



Table 11 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Occupational Group

Variable

Service

Professionals Clericals Operatives workers x2(3)

JS/Cballenge

Variance of:

Ra0 gain 0 60 0.21 , 0.44 0.0)
Residual gain 0.36 0,16 0.29 0.38

Standardized gain 1.67 0,53 0.96 1.12

Corrected residual gain 0.36 0.17 0.30 0.38

JS /Comfort

Variance ofi,

Raw gain 0.36
, 0.18 0,27 0.34

Residual gain, ' 0.23 , 0.16 0.22 0.29

1Standardized gain 1.90 0.58 0.87 (1.91

Corrected residual gain. N23 0.20 0.24 0.33

JS/Coworkers

Variance of:

Raw gain 0,53 0.39 0.53. 0.91

Residual gain '0.34 0.19 0.31 0.36

Standardized gain 1.86 1.66 1.67 1.60

Corrected residual gain 0.34 0.19 0.32 0.37

Ambiguity

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.40 0,63 0.35 0.73
Residual gain 0.31 0.24 ' 0.25 0.45

Standardized gain 1.15 2.06 1.22 1.89

Corrected residual gain 0.36 Q.24 0.28 0.45
Imminma ..... oll.,4411...k.omPOWN.amombilow.Mmwee*M.M.m...

18.08 0.000

13.59 0.004

21.93 0.000

12 35 -0.006

9.63 0.022

6,96 0.073

28.18 0.000

5.18 0.159

14.96

, '7.62

0,53

7.59

0.002

0.055

0,911

0.055

15.07 0,002

15.47 0.015

10.09 0.018

8.60 0.035



Table 11 continyed

Homogeneity of VarianceTests for Occudtional grpup

Variab0

1

4

Service

Professionals Clericals 'Operatives workers

Effort E e ded

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standard zed gain

Cprrect residual gain

atalEEI Rates

Variance o

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

Absences'

Virianceof:.

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized 'gain

Corrected residual gain

1E2410

Variance ot:

Raw gain

Residual' gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gab

-------

0.54 0.52 0.79 0.61r
0.41 0.23 0.59 0.3e
1.21 1.00 1.33 1.07

0.54 '0.35 0.71 07.44

1.73 2.16 0.14 0.77

1.05 1.90 0.09 0.62

1:89 1.04 0.05 2.18.

1.05 1.90 0.10 0.62

9.1

0.47

2.32

0. 3

O. 4

1.26

15.56 45.32 10.33

5.32 11.55 10,02

1.66 '1,82 1,18

0111=1 .1N

0.94 0.93 1.19

0.61 0.72 0.71

1.23 1.04 1.42

..4

2

X (3).

4.55 0.208

18.89 0.000

1.96 0.580,

10.13 ' 0.018

24.47 0.000

27.50 0.000

36192' 0.000

25.80 0.000

79.30 0.000

189.28
)

0,000

2.42 0.491

- -

7.63 0.054

13.16 0.004

2.22 0.528
1.4.1

1-1MP.

r,,
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liblogeneity of Variance Teets for Occupational GroupI,
,

,

Table 11' Continued
4

Vaiiable I

1

Service

Professionals `4ericals Operativei -workers
, .0. ,

X2(3).

.

/

f

)

, ,..

'

'4 .

,Intent to Turnoverb

"

,

I.
.,

4 y I
li', I ,

o

Vari nce af,:
,

1

Raw in /
. 1.53 2.94 1.42 2.24 20.61 ,'0,000

Residu g4in , 2.68f 1.76 0,81 1.27 34'.11'd 0.000
,StAndard in ; 1.25 1.7 , 1144 1.05 3.47 0.324'

Corrected residual gain ...., 1....4 "'" ..R.1 Wm..*
It

11Prubabgities reported are exact, rounded off to the nearest thousandth.,

,Inthe absence of a reliability estimates, variance of corrected psidual

scores can not computed.
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cant iistancea of heteroscedasticfty the smallest variance was found among
. .

.

s,
7Ofitical and kindtedu!e0orkeri.. Thih .s. found for measures of workinec

ti
, ,

..

ditiots, worker attitudesand worker behaviors aliktoi and for all four gain

scores.
, It

)

Insitetion of the correlations of the variables we themselves over.,
0.

time (i.e,, the variableteautocbtrelations) in the different occupational

groups showed that in 10 ot the 15 variables for which leteroscedasticity
.

was found, the'highest autocorrelation was observed in the clericals' occupa-

At X

tional group. These high correlations accordingly reduce the variance of

the gain scores.

To summarize these results on job characteristics:

1. Low.income workers typically displayolore Variance over time

in work-reIited measures than higher income workers. The.greater variance

of attitu4tnal and behavioral measures among the low, ncome workers is, by,

and lar restricted to raw,i,gain adores. .Differences between the income

grot4)0 in variance,of measures of working conditions are found for both

raw gain and standardized gain scores;

2. Occupational group is a strong source of heteroscedasticity.of

gain scores of work - related measures. Clericals ire usually the'category

ditl,layifig the least variance of changes over time.

Personal Demographics. '-The effects'of personal demographic

(racep.sex, age,tenue and education) are meaningfully studied

only among.people whO retain these characteristics (or at worst

`stant added to them, for example the workers 4re all 20 months older by

variables

over time

have a con-

Phase II). Accordingly, tio Jobe that experienced turnover and replacement

were removed from this anal-Yale, since the occupants of such jobs (and ,their

401
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demographic) may have changed in theinterim.

A level of a perticniar variabieloas retained only if it contained

25 or more cases. The levels ofthe variables retained-are:. race (black

vsAhite), sex, tenure (trichotomIzedAnto 1 -2 years, 3-5 years And 64.7'

years at Phase I), education,(178 years, 9-11 years, 12 years, and 13-15

years),. and age (22-29, 30-44 and 45-54yeara.:it Phase I). 'Variables,

with two level's were tested by,use:ofa two-tailed F test, in the same

manner as income (abOve). For variablervwith'udre than'two categories,

..Riartlett's test for,homogenelity of variance was need.'
,--

6
Race-related differenCee in variance overtime were found for oix

a

variables, five of which:are measures of worker attitudes and behairiel..

These five variables (global job satisfaction, JS/Coworkers, effort expended,

absences and involvement). all display more 40ance of raw gain scores among

black workers than white workers. No significant differencei were found for

the other gain scores o these variables. Inspection of the components of .

variance of raw gains evealed that these differences in raw gain score

variance were Consistently related to differences.in the variances of the

two races during the first wave of measurement, a difference thit was reduced

by Phase II. -Speci ieilly, theie was markedly more variance among black
.

workers than white workers in Phase I (in the winter of 1972-43). than,was.

the case in Phase IT (in the fall of 1974)..'Since raw gain is the only gain

score of these four that is sensitive'to variance at time one, it follows

that raw gain would'be the only gain score type to be affected by the dif-

ferences in variance at Phase I. It is not obvious. why differences in'the

amount of variance in worker attitudes and behavior should exist betweed

the races .in 1972-73 or why these differences sbould)be reduced 4y 1974.

402
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National survey data indicate that for at least da'worker attitude, an over-

)

ill measure Orjob satisfaction, there.was more variance/among black. workers

Tthan.Whi worker in 1969, a difference that is reduced by` 1973.3 It .would'

willitl*

seem then that the differences in variances between the two races were no
t---v '

unique to,the kites studied in the present investigation, but rather 0

a nationwide phenomenon. The difference races in variances might

then:be a function of the particular historical period studied. lilthIgh

these differences were present in 1969 (and perhaps earlier too) they had

diminished by 1973 and.1974.'1f such.within-phase differences, in variance

between the races do not reappear, then race-related difterencee,of vari-,

lance of gath scores inlWorker attitudes and behavior are not likely tb be

found again, at least for U.S samples.

pne measure if working conditions (QoE/bOmfort), displayed significant

race-4elated differences in .variance of .residual gain (F51,

p < 0.006, two-tailed) knd corrected residual 'gain (
-F51,1.66," 1.81, 19, < 0.006,

two-tailed). This greater variance over time among black woi.kers for QoE/0-

166 1.79,

'Capron id attributable to the greater'variance dt,fti400 II found among

blick workers in their, ratings of this facet of their Working conditioni4

Sex-related differences in variance over tine Wer&lound to be signifi-

cant'for four variables: QoE /Challenge, QoE/Comfort, QoE/Total and JS /Co-

.,workers. For the three QoE measures of working conditions, there was sig-

nificandly more variance over time among women. For QoE/Challenge,:signifi-

cantly more variance over time for when was fOund for variance of raw gains

(F94,128 ' 1'54 p <0.028, two-tailed). For QoE/Comfort, winnen'displeyed

significantly more variance of residual gain. CF44,1e 1.49, p < 0.036,

3R. P. Quinn, Personal communicatic i, January 7, 1975.
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two-tailed) .a

tailed). In

standardized

nd corrected residual gain (F
92,128 1.46, p < two-

the case of QoE/Total, women had significantly more variance of

gain"(F p <0.b10, two-tailed).

The fourttlkVariable that displayed significant sex-related differenCes
L..

in variance over time was an attitudinal.variable,.JS/CoworierS. Here,- it

was the men who displayed signifiCantly'n6re variance over time, .for resi-
.

dual gain (F133,97 1.47, p'< 0.b44, two-tailed) and,corrected.residual'

gain (F133.0 1.61, p < 0.014, two-tailed),

A6worker s tenure was found to be a of heteroscedasticity.of at

,least one type of gain score, for 10 of the' 17 work-related variables (see

Table 12). Heterbscedasticity.was found in nine of these variables for raw
.

gain, in seven variables for residual gain and in eix variables for,Standard-
,

ized and corrected residual gain variance." In,m6st cases it is themiddle

range pf tenure studied (3-5 years atPhase,j)ftfltihat3:the most variance over

-

time This Olikelre'resuli of the relatively_ lower autocorrelations found'

in this category of tenure, which are the lowest among the three tenure groups

Studied, :-for'nine of the 10 eignl.fiCantly heteroscedastic variables. Since

this lee; rather surprising finding, potential confounding effects with tenure

were investigated that might explain why there is more variance of change .

.;
.

among middle tenure workers. It wa foundthat this tenure group tended to
,,.

,;

have-more blacks, tore women mor low income workers than the other.

)categoriee of tenure. Since it was found above that blacks, women and low

income workers displayed more variance over time, theseeffectsmay help eX-

plain this larger variance,over time among,themidrange of tenure.

Worker age wee found to be a source Of-heteroscedasticity for,at least

one gain score for 12 work-related varialAei. It can be seen in Table 13
/ .

4



Homogeneity of Variance*Tests for Level:of Tenure

1 -

Years
3 5 6 -
,tears Years

QoE/Resource Adequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain'
Residual gain
'Standardized gain

1. Corrected residual gain.

QoEfrinancial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.28 0.57
Residual gain . 0.23 0.38
Standardized gain 0.50 1.50
Corrected residual gain 0.36 0.39

QOE/Challenge

Variance of:

0.86
0.65
1.40
0.68

0.74
0.45
1.39
0.47

0.64
0.46
1.22
0.50

0.37
0,33
0.73
0.43

Raw gain 0,56 0.70 , , .0.26
Residual gain' 0.50 0.41, 0.24
Standardized gain 0.78' 0.87 0.49
Corrected residual gain 0'.63 0.56 0.38

Set/Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain.
Residual gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residual

QoE/Total

Variance of:*

Raw gain 0.22.

Residual gain . 0.20
Standardized paid 0.6@
Corrected residual gain 0.24'

gain.

3.27
4.58
1.63
4.00

12.7
5.7Q
31.38
1,00

e=0.19.5,

0.101.
'0.596'

0.136

0.002 .

0.058
0.000
0.608

50.0 0.000
30.06 0.000
17.67 0.000
12.26 0.002

0.24 0.22 0.34 4.11 0.128
0.17 0.23 0.24 3.72 0.155
0.88 1.03 1.05 '1.04 0.594
0.21 0.26 0.27 .2.50 0.287

0.26 :
0.18
0,94
0.20

0.13
0.12
0.60
0.15

22.42 0.000,
14.408 0.001
8.65 0.013

10.03, 0;007
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Table 12\ litinued

I
-..0100

Homogeneitynf Variance Tests for Level: of Tenure

Variable
1 -

YearS
3 -
yeare

A -
"...Years

2 .a

,\.
.

Global Job SAiisfactioe-

. 1

C

Q.82
.0.'59

0.98
0.0

, '

1.27
4 0.93
-1.14
0.96

0.83
0.65
0.92-

0,6$

8.58
7.03
1.94
6.27

.

0.014
0.030
0.379
0.044

Variance of:

Raw gain
Residual gain
Standardized galn-
Corrected residual gain

JS/Resource Adequacy

Varianve of:

gawlgain 40145 0.50 0.43 0.91 0.633
Residual gait, '13.34 d 0.34, 0.33 0.05 0.977
Standardized gain
Corrected residual gain

1.05
T0.36

0.96
0.37

0.99
0.36

"4.18
0.05

0911
0.974 -

:

JS/Financial Rewards

Variance of:.

Raw gain' 0.:43 0.66 0.33 20,95 0.000
Residual gain 0.34 0.46 0.26 14.18 , 0.001
Standardized OAR. 0;81 1.06 0.86
Corrected residual gain 0.39 0.50 .,0.29 12.07

,0.303
0.002'

JS/Challenge

Variance of:

RaW.gaih, 0.-31 0.46 0.29 9.51 0.009
Residual gain 0.26 0.36 0.24 ' 6.87 0,032
Standardized gain 0.60 1.06 0.76. 8.15. 0.017
Coriected 'residual gain 0.27 0.37 0.25 6.33 0.042

,

A/Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.19 0.36 0.28 9.49 0409
Residual gain' 0.16 . 0.26 0.21 5.72,, 4 0.057
Standar4ized_galn. 0.92 1.13 0.97 1.28 0.528
Corrected residual gain 0.17 A0,27, 0.23 4.77 0.092

. .



Table 12 continued

Homogeneityj)f Variance Tests for Level of Tenure

323

Variable
1 - 2 3 - 5 6 - +
Years Years . Years

2
X (2) Pa

JS /Coworkers

'Variance of:

Raw gain 0.40 0.63
Residual gain 0.25 0.33
Standardized gain 1.32 '1.66
Corrected residual gain 0.28 0.34

Ambiguity

Variance of.:

RaU gain 0.26 0.64
Residual gain 0.23 0.26
Standardized gain 0.80 1.59
Corrected residual gain 0.33 0.27.

Effort Expended

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.56
Residual gain- 0.50
Standardized gain 0.97
Corrected residual gain ,0.79

0

0.51
0.27
1.39
0.30

r

0.'36

0.26
1.05
0.32

5.11 0.078
1.99, 0.370
1:70 0.428
0.73 0.695

4p 22.24

0.45
12.48
1.39.

0.50
0.35
0.91
0.58

0.53
0.36
0.96
0.57

0.39
4.60
0.14
3.91

0.000
0.797
0.002
0.500

0.821
0.100
0.931
0.142

Supervisory Rating

Variance of:

Raw gain t 1.27 1.09 1.50 0.90 0.64
Residual gain 1.19 1.03 1.34 0.59 0.74
Standardized gain 0.72 0.78 1.39 0.50
Corrected residual gain- 1.19 1.04 1.34 0.58 0.75

Absences
b

Variance of:

Raw gain
Residual" gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residual gain

1. 2

2.40
1.01
1.53

10.23
1.11
2.22

19.86
5.17
1.50

109.10
124.49

6.76
- -

0.000
0.000
0.034



Table 12 Continued'

Homogeneity ofVariance Tests for Level of Tenure

Variable)
1 - 2
Years

, 3 - 5
Years

6 - +
Years X

2
(2) Pa

InvolveMent
b

Variance of: , ,r.

Raw gain 1.03 0.90 0.74 4.4/ 0.107
Residual gain 0.74 0.50 0.58 3.74 0.154
Standardized gain

,
1.22 1.22 1.05 1.37 0.503

Corrected residual gain -- -- -- , ---

Intent to Turnov rb .

\
Variance of:

Raw gain -a, 2.87 3.07 1.39 36.15 0.400
Residual gain 2.58 2.40 1.06. 45.36 0.000
Standardized gain 1.27 1.20 1.26 0.10 0.951
Corrected residual gain -- y -- --

_

aProbabilities reported are exact, rounded of to the nearest thousandth.

b
In the absence, of a reliability estimate, variance', of corrected residual
scores can not be computed.

II 0



Table 13

Hppogeneity of Variance Tests for Age Level,
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Variable!
22,-29 30-44 4554
Years Years 'Years, X (2)

goEpesource Adequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain : 1.11 0.48 0.51
Residual gain , 0.69 0.31 0.35
Standardized gain 1.69 . 1.28 ' 0.93
-Corrected residualigain 0.70 0.33 0.41

221/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.40 0.30 0.38
Residual gain 0.34 0.26 0.26
Standardized gain 0.81 0.65 0.83
Corrected residual gain 0.42 0.36 0.32

QoE/Challenge

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.50 0.38 0.38
Residual gain 0.42 0.37 0.25'

Standardized gain 0.75 0.62 0.60
Corrected residual gain 0.54 0.53

QoE/Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.28 0.28 0.30
Residual gain 0.25 0.19 0.19
Standardized gain t 0,90 1.10 0.99
Corrected residual'ga n 0.29 0.21 0.22

QoE/Total

Variance of:

Raw gain. 0.22 0.15 0.15
Residual gain' 0.19 0.14 0.10
Standardized gain 0.88 0.64 0.65
Corrected residual gain 0.21 0.18 0.12

31.99 0.000
28.1'6 0.000
9,82 0.0Q7

221.68 0.000

3.65 0.161
2.95 0.228
2.64 0.267
2.17 0:337

3.26
7.70
1.96
5.58

0.196
0.021
0.375
0.061

0.14 0.931
3.73 0.155
1.59 0.452
5.49 0.064

8.22
12.56
4.98
9.68

0.016
0.002
0.083
0.008

el



Table 13. continued

Homogeneity of. Variance Tests-.for Age Level

Variable.
.

22-29
Years

30-44
Years

45-54
,Years

Global Job Satisfaction

1:28
' 1.01

1.12
1.04

0.68
0,55
0.99
0.58

:0.93
10.54

1.27
0.55

Variance of:

Raw gain
' Residual gain
Standardized gain
Corrected residual gain

JS/Resource Adequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain. 0.56 t 0.48 0.48
Residual gain. 0.42 Q.30 0.35O

Standardized gain' 1,11 1.35 0.90
Corrected residual gain

,
0.44 0.31 0.40

JS/Financial Rewards

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.37 0.46 '0.48
Residual gain 0.30 0.34, 0.27
Standardized gain , 005 1.14. 1.29
Corrected residual gain 0.35 0.36 0.28_

JS/Challenge

Variance of:

Raw gain 0,43 0.27 0.39
Residual gain 0.37 0.22 0.26

' -Staridardized gaini . 0.76 0.75 , 1.22
Corrected residual gain 0.38 0:23 --, '0.26

JS /Comfort

Variance of:

Raw gain 4 0.25 0.24, 0.43
Residual gain 0.20 0.18 0.23
Standardized gain 1.13 0.98 1.37
Corrected residual gain 0.21 0.20 0,24

16.46 0.000
18.93 0.000
2.27 6.321

18.74 0.000

1.08 0.583
4.44 0.109
5.84 , 0.054/
5.60 0.061

3.01 0.222
2.17 0.339
10.27 0.006
2.52 0.283

10.36 0.006
12.01 0.003
10.08 ,0.007
12.15 0.002

13.99
2.44
3.83
1.46

0.001
0.296
0:447
0.483



Table'13 continued

Homogeneity of Variance,Tests for Age'Level,

(

Variable
22-29
Years

.30-44

Years
45-54
Years. R2(2) (f Pa

JS/Coworkers

Variante of:

Raw gain 0.56 0.35/ 0.75 22.11 0.000
Residual gain . 0.24 0.21 0.28 2.36 ' 0.307
Standardized gain 1.75 .1.08 1.74 12,.34 0.002
Corrected residual gain 03.25 0.28 0.28 0.64 0.705

Ambiguity

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.41 0.32 ' 0.58 11.77 0.00
Resdival gain 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.38 0.825
Standatdized.gain 1.34 0.90 "1.66 14.30 0.001
CorreCted residual gain

a
0.27 0.33 0.28 2.33 . 0.312

Effort Expended T

Variance of:

Raw gain . 0.49 0.49, 0.63 2.55 T 0.279
Residual iain - 0.43 N 0.36 0.39 '1.49 0.475
Standardized gain 0.94' 0.90 0.98 0.26 0.878
Corrected residual gain 0.71 0.60 0.60 1.20 0.550'

Supervisory Rating

Variance of:

Raw gain 1.29 1.86 1.45 0.83 0.662
Residual gain 1.25 _0.50 1,15 4.79. 0.091
Standardized gain 0.76 2.10 1.75 8.05 '0.018
Corrected residual gain 1.29 0.50 . 1.15 4.83 0.089

Absences

Variance of:

Raw gain 11.75 , ,15.63 22.97- 14.34 0.001
Residual gain 1.94 , 3.92, 6.78 47.92 0.000
Standardized gain , 137 1.63 1.58 1.24 0.539
Corrected residual gain -- ---
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Table 13 continued

,Homogeneity of Variance Tests for7Age Level

Variable
22-29
Years

30-44
Years

45-54
Year X2(2) Pa

:

,

Involvement
b

Variance of 4 /
Raw gain 0.831 0.82 0.71 0.9 0.640
Residual gain 0.68 0.56 0.45 .83 0.150
Standardized gain 1.08 1.26 1.15 0497 0.610,
'Corrected residual gain

rntent to Turnover
b

-- -- -- __-

Variance of:

Raw"gain 2.62 1.80 .20 18:46 . 0.000
Residual gain s' 2.35' 1.21 0 62 52.65 0.000
Standardized gain 1.06 1.50 1 34 4.70 0.096
Corrected residual gain.

,

-I,

aProbabilities reported are exact, rounded off to the,near st thousandth:

b
In the absence of a reliability estimate, variance o
scores can not be4computed.

rrected residual. ,
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that raw gain and residual gain are change score types most often affected

by age and so ditip117 significant heteroscedasticity for nineand seven of

the 12 variables, reipectively. Less often affedted are standardized .gain'

(six variables) and corrected residual gain (four variables). ;The younger

workers in the sample (22-29 at Phase I) tend d to have the most variance

over time and the middle age group (30-44 at P e I) tended to have the

leant variance over time, among the instances of significant heteroscedas

ticity. r

-

Educational level 'was a'sOurce of heteroscedasticity for at least one' .

'gain score of 11 of the work-related variables ..(see Table 14)'.; Hete ,cedes-

.ticity was most strongly fOund among die six measures of working Conditions,

five of which displayed,educational7level-related heterOscedaiticity. Raw

gain and residual gain score variances were particularly affected by educa7

tional level, displaying heteroscedasticity for 10 ancyline variables, re-

spectively.: Standardized gain and corrected residual gain were affected,

respectively, for five and four variables.

Workers with the highest level of education studied her' (some college'

but not completed) were typically the most stable category their rating

of working. conditions, while those. with the least education (1-8 years)

tended to have the Most variance over time In their ratings/ of working

conditibns. A somewhat different pattern of results can b seen'among

those measures of worker attitudes and behaviors that disp ayed signifi-

cant heteroscedasticity. Workers with some high school (blul who had not
it

.

completed,it) tended to display the least variance over time among the

significantly heteroscedastic attitude and behavior variables. No one

education category typically displayed the highest variance of gain scores

')



Table 14

Ropogeneityflof Vaziance tests)for Educational Level
.

Variable

1.- 8 9 -11 X12

Years Yeats 'Years

o9 /Resource Mequacy

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual gain

Standardized gain, .

CoTrected residual gain

Winancial Rewards

0.88

0.57

1.12

0.60

Variance of:

Raw gain . 0.52

Residual gain 0.46

Standardized gain 0.85

Corrected residual gain 0.56

2E1Challenge

Variance,of:

Ra w gain 007

Residual gain 0.27

Standardized gain 0.60

Aorrected'residual gain 0.38

0Comfort

0.85 0.69

0.52 0.53

1.75 406

0.53 0.60

.0.26 0.41

0.21 . 0431

0,52 0;97

0.32. 0.36'

. 0.37 0.54

0.30 0.41

0.69 D.75

0.40 0.53

Variance of:

Raw gain 0.43 0.36 ,,, 0.31

'Residualiain
, 0,28 0.21 0.25

Standardized gain , 1.42 , 1,05. 1;05

Cortected residual gaii. 0.29 0.27' 0.29
b4

,

13-15

Years X (3)

0:52

0.33'

1.04

0.37

0.53

7.85

8.97

10,33

7.67

15.75

0,049

0.030

0,016

0,053

0.001

0.43 17.76 0.001

1.11, 16.82 0;001.

0.48 8.60 0.035

0.32 10,39 0.016

0.31 6.53 0.089

0.49 6.42 0.093

0.49 4.09 0.262

0.30 3.64 0.303

0.20 2.21 0.530

1.00 2.96 0.399

'0.24 1.43 0.699

o
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Table 14 continued

Homogeneity of yariance Tests for 'Educational Wel

' Variable

1 - 8

Years

9 -11.

'Years

12 13-15

Years: Years

Ilk

21/192-11

Vag Ince of:

ary gain

Residual gain

Standardtzed gain

Corrected residual gain

I ,

Global Job Satisfaction

Variance of:

Raw gain'

Residual gain }

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain .

JS/Rewirce Adequacy.

Variance of:

Paw,gain Pr

Residual gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain,

JS /Financial`' Rewards

Variance of:

Riw gain

Residual gain

Standardized ,gain

Corrected residual gain

N19 0,16 0.22

0.15, 0.13' 0,19 ,

0.83: p.82. 0.'18

. 0.17 0.'15 0.22

'0.65 0.89 0.96

0.40 ,70.61 0.80

0.80 1.16 0.94

0.43 0.63 -0,81

0.51 0.45 0 46 °

0.32 0.39 0.33

0.97 0.91 0.98

0.35 0.43 0.36

0.40 . 0.33 0.41 .

0.30 0.26 0.32

1.00 0.77 0.74.

0.33 0.30 0.38

0.13'

0.12

0.51

OM

1.23

0.90

1.13

0.93

'0.51

0.30

1.22

0.31

0.48

0.40

1.04

0.,44

9.67 oo21

0.968

'7;85 0.049

5.23 0.136

8.71 0.034

14.52 0 P02

4.04 0.257

13.72 0.003

0.89 0.827

1.88 0.599

2.89 0.408

2.77 0:428

3.91 0.272

359 0.133

3.39 0.146

4.19 0.241



Table 14 continued

Rosogsnaity of tidal= Tests for Educational Leval

Variable

.iilmorr~n.n.mW.=ww

,7S/,11inge

1 - 8 9 -11 .12 13115

4` Mears Years Yeare Y&rs X4( )

ce

0,36 032 0.34

Residual gain 0.26 0.26

Standardized,, gain 1.09' ..0.78

;,1.0.27

Corrected residual gain!, 4.27 .0;26 N0.28

.18/Comfort

;,,Variance of

Rev, gain

'Residual gain
"8tandardized gain

Corrected readual gain

JS/COvorkers

Variance of

0.33 0.26 0.30

0.19 0.17 0.26

1.21 0,84 0.92

0.20 0.19 0.28

. Raw gain 0,59

Residual gain 0.23 0.22

Standardized gain, 2.29 1.11

Corrected residial gain 0,23 0:27

"10

Ambiguity,

Variance of:

Raw gain

Residual, gain

Standardized gain

Corrected residual gain

1

t.1

1' 0
1.1/4.)

, I

0,59

0,22

2,66

0,22'

0,40

'0.35

0.94

0.35

0.26

049

1..15

0.21

. 046 9.51

'0.38, 0.22,

1.55. 1:18

0.40 0.25

0.39 1.436.'48 0.26,,

0.30 :,400 0.16

1.46 ;'4449 0,58

0.33 0,q4

0.651

3.29 0.348

5:20 0.158

3.15 0.369

1.86 0 603

6.90, 0,075

4,48 0,214

7.29 g ,0.063

10q0 '0.014

16.52 0.001

10.64 0.014n

12.22 :0.007:

17.35

14.45

34.33

4433

0..001

6.002

0.000;

022EL



Table 14 continued

Homogeneity of Variance' Tests for Educational Level

Variable

1 - 8

Years

'9 -11

Years

12

Years

13-15

Years
2

X(3)

Effort Expended

Variance of: ,

0.70 0.63 '0.48 0.61 4.43 0.219
Raw gain

Residual gain 0.52 0.40 0 35 0.39 4.29 0.231
Standardized gain 1,16 1.12 0.97 1.12 1.25 0.741
Corrected residual gain 0.70 0.56 0.55 0.54 1.87 0.600

Supervisory Ratin&

Variance ofr:

Raw gain 1.00, 1.25 2.50 1.08 5.15 0.161
Residual gain 0.33 1.13 2.16 1.07 7.40 0.060
Standardized gain 2.00 1.53 0.89 0.72 5.66 0.129
Corrected residual gain 0.33 1.13 2.16 1.68 7.41 0,060

Absencesb

Variance of:

Raw gain 65.82 31.86 5.16 5.28 264.37 0.000
Residual gain 28.79 9.17 2.91 0.96 292.34 0.000
,Standardized gain 1.78 1.80 1.63 1.96 1.27 0,735'
Corrected residual gain -- an,. ._ .

Involvement
b

Variance of:

Raw gain 1.29'\ 0.88 0.91 0.61 12.02 0.007
Residual gain ' 0.94 0.71 0.52 0.50 12.60 0.006
Standardized'gain 1.61 1.14 1.16 1.01 4.81 0.186
Corrected residual gain ....

am

va,



Table 14 continued

Homogeneity of Variance Tests for Educational evel

Variable

1 - 8

Years

9 -11

Years

12

Years .

13-15

Years X
2
(3) , .

Intent to Turnover

Variance of:
.

Raw gain 1.51 1.48 1:95 2.80 13.94 , 0.003
Residual gain 0.66 1.24 1.48 2.10 25.79 0.000
Standardized gain 2.00 1.19 1.20 L27 8.10 0.044
Corrected residual gain ...

-- -- -- OMMI =11011

t a
Probabilities reported are exact, rounded off to the nearest thousandth.

b
In the absence of a reliability estimates, variance of corrected residual

t

scores can not be computed.

1

11. 4h,"4
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of attitudes and behavior.' To summarize the data op personal demographics:

1. Black workers displayed more variance of raw gain scores for

five measures of worker attitudes and behavior than white workers.' This

is a result of the greater variance found for black workers at Phase I,

in 1972-73. National survey data indicated similar effects in 1969 that

had diminished by 1973: Evidently some jiistorical change had occurred,

such that the difference in variance among blacks and whites was decreas-

ing from 1969 (the first national survey) through 1972-73 (second na-

tional survey and Phase I here), to late 1974 (Phase II in the present

study). If such within-phase differences do not reappear, no.difference in

variance of gain scores of black and white attitudes should be expected..

Black workers were also found to display more variance (for two gain score

types) for QoB/Comfort.

2. Women displayed more gain score variance than men for three

measures of working conditions. Men displayed more variance over time.

for JS/Coworkers.

Tenure was found to be a source of heteroscedasticity for 10 of

the 17 work-related variables. Typically,the middle range of tenure

studied (3-5 years) had the most variance over time and had the lowest

autocorrelatiQns of the variables studied. It is also true, however, that

the middle range of tenure had more blacks, more women and more low income

workers than the other two tenure groups. This confounding may help explain,

these results, as women, blacks, and lower income workers typically dis-

played more variance over time.

4. Age was found to be a source of heteroscedasticity for 12

measures. Raw gain and residual gain score variances were more affected
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than standardizedstandardized gain or corrected residual.gain score variance by age

level. The younger workers (22-29) tended/to have the'most variance of

changes and the middle age group (30.44) tended to have the least variance

of changes.

5. Educational level was a source of heteroscedesticity of change

score 'variances for all bUt one.Of.the six measures of working conditions',

and for six of the 11 attitudinal-and behavioral measures. Raw gain and

residual gain score variance were affected by edutational level more than

standardized gain and co d- residual gain score variance.

For the measures 'of workfhg conditions, the highest educational level

studied (some college but no de ree) tended to have the least variance over

time, and the lowest educations level (1-8 years) tended to have the most

variance over time. AMong worker attitudes and behavior, workers with some

high school. tende&to have, the least variance over time.

Summary of results on'the identification of situations with varying

stability of scores. Gross job change has been found to increase the vari-

ance over time for certain measures of.workingconditions, as well as for

involvement and JS/Coworkerp. Most of these increases seem due to greater

variance of reported working conditiohs and involvement among the transferred

workers while in their new jobs. The greater variance of reported working

conditions among the transferred workers in their new jObs may,.in turn,, be

attributed not so much to.their being in particularly varied jobs as,to their

being in'new jobs. As such', they have not yet conformed to the'norms of

their coworkers in regard to how their jobs are described (e.g., Job A is

"known" to be repetitive, Job B is "knOwn~' to have adequate resources, etc.).

One of the most direct measures of the presence of a group nermas the

423
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reduced variance of the behavior in question among group members (e.g.,

Coch & French, 1948), and conversely, the absenceof a group norm may be

'observed in the increased Variance of behavior among group members. One

way to test this explanation of,increased variance of ratings of working

Conditions asresulting from the "newness" of the jobs rather than the

objectively varied character of the jobs-is available. in another group of

workers in new Jo s: the subsample of replacement workers (i.e., gross

person change). ince these workers replace another groUp (the turnover

workers) in the swine jobs, the objective variation between jobs is controlled.

The increased variance in ratings of all six measures of working conditions

is indeed replicated in the group of replacement workers (see Table 9).

and, as was true of the transfer workers, such differences in variances

are not found for the measures of attitudes and.behaviors (i.e., differences

were observed in only four of the 11 measures of attitudes and behaviors

[see Table 9]). Seashore' (1954) work suggests that an intervening link

between job tenure and variance of member judgments is in uoup cohesiveness.

He demonstrates that job tenure is related to increased cohesiveness, which

is in turn related to,reduced variance of judgments, though he does not

study the direct impact of tenure on judgment variance. Group cohesiveness

is, of course, related to pressures to uniformity within groups ( .g., Back,

1951; Gerard, 1954).

Gross person change increases variance over time for most, of the

variables and most of their change scores. The turnover and replacement of

a-worker in a job may be expected to increase error variance scores, not

only because the replacement workers are more varied in their reactions to7".

the work place than their precedassors and the continuing workers, but also
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because their reactions to the work place are not predictable on the basis

of the reactions of their predecessors, i.e., the interphase correlations of

measures were, typically low. Under gross job change (above), though vari-

ance was'increased, predictability of perceptions and attitudes from the

workers' Old jobs to their new job'S was only*slightly, if at all, lower

than the predictability for the continuing workers.

LOw income jobs usually displayed more variance over time than higher

income jobs, and clerical jobs teld.to display less variance over time

than the other occupational groups studied. Ilackworkera and female'

workeii-displayed more variance over time for a number of the measures

investigated. Worked with three to five years of 'tenure tended to dis-

play more variance over time than those with more or with less tenure;.

for 10 woik-related variables. These workers, however,'earned less and

had a larger proportion of wcmen and blacks than the other categoriesof

tenure. Suc confounding makes interpretation of this result concerning

tenure more fficult.

The younger workers studied tended to have the most variance over

time and those aged 30-44 tended to have the laait among the 12 variables

that displayed age - related heteroscedasticity of gain scores.

Relatively well educated workers were more. likely.to be the most

stable of the edutational groups for the measures of working conditions,

and those least educated displayed the most variance of changes over time.

For the six attitudinal and behavioral measures displaying heteroscedasticity

of change scores, those with some high school tended to have the least car

ance of change scores.

1
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Thee* sources of heteroscedasticity :are not independent of each other.

Race and sex. are both confounded with Income; age is confounded; with educa-

tion; arid there are .strong occupational groOp dafferendes in education, race
t

and income. Such confounding is not unique to this sample, but exists-in

many work places. Thus,,a researcher dealing. with-amostly female saMple-
.

is also dealing with a low income sample. Thl) informition that has been'

presented here for different demographic variables is thus somewhat re-

dundant., Whereas women in this study typically displayed more variance
A

of gain scores than men, clericals (who are mostly women) tended to show

less variance of change scores than did other occupational groups. Enough

women in this sample we employed in'occupatio 1 groups other than Clerij

cals for the eff s of Silk and occupational gro p to be distinguished.

As.was rue of the results reported earlier on identifying suitable

covariate , unique well specified relations have not been established.

Rather; e evidence of heteroscedasticity deriving from its confounded,

sour s been presented. This evidence is likely to be useful in those

many other situations where the demographic variables are airconfotindea as

they are here.

4. The Stability of Structure of Relations Over Time

As regards the topic, of instability of measures, it is worthwhile

to investigate notonly the instability of Scores Over time; important

as it is for researchers using particular experimental or quasi - experimental

.
designs, but also ,hether the interrelationships among demographic

working conditions, and work-related attitudes and behaviors, are relatively

stable across phases for those workers who retain their original jobs. In

r4
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the simplest sense, the structure of these interrelationships may be said

to have been preserved if the rhk ordering of the strengths of the rela-
u

tionships between variables is retained.:,Thai 1p,iifyariable,"a" is cot=
;;..

telated morehighly with variable "b" than with variable "c""at time one,

this'ordering of the strengths of relationships should persiet at time two.

An intercorrelation matrix simultaneously_presents all the linear bivariate

relations between the variables. The orderings of all the bivariate inter-
.

relationships may be spatially represented in a Smallest Space Analysis

(SSA)'map. The 23 variables represented in the SSA's in this analysisAn-

cludd' the demographic variables of race; sex, education, tenure,andome.

and age; and all 17 measures of-working conditions, work-related attitudes

and behaviors that hive been used throughout this paper. The involvement

measure used in the Phase II matrix is the three-iteM measure..

,

The intercorrelations of the 23 Variables within each phase were

4tained for the subsample of the 163 cape in which the same person

remained in the. same job in both.phaseS., S nce accurate SSA mappings were

desired, the S§A's were prepared in six dimensions (coefficients of aliena7

Lion 1...W, and .071 in Phisesi and II, iespectively).

Schonemann and Carroll (1970). have introduced'a techniqUe that illoW4

two such mappings to be. compared: the vectors of one of the spaces are

,-

rotated to fit the.yectors of the other epice, thus preserving the ordering

of the strength' of thefintercorrelations in the SSAs...' rhis bent fit tech-

nique" was applied to 'the Phase I and Phase II SSAs and, after rotation

the relevant gOodness of fit measures (normalized symm5tricerror, see

Schonemman and Carroll [1970]) proved to be .091. This level, of goodness
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.

fit indicates that the '.two matrices. are somewhat dissimilar since-the

notOaliZed symmegic error (.091) is over twice the level (.y2) rpferked

to as "fairly good" by,Schonemman and Cirrol (1970,_pp.252-253). There:

would, thus; seem to be some diffeience between the structure of inter-
r.

relatiOnp fOr:the two phases. Tables15and 16 present the coordinates

of the two variables .in';the two-aix-dimensional spaces: the=rOtated best -fit

Phase I matrix (Table 15) and the target Phase II matrix (Table 16). Table

01.7 presents the residual matrix of distances between the two phases of the

.
23 variables' positiond on each of the 111X dimensions, as well as overalI4.

squareddistance.measutes between the variables' positions_ inthe two phases..

The goodness of fit for the individual variables in the space was

not uniform. Some varia almost the exact same place in the

two six-dimensional spaces (e.g.-, S/Challenge, QoE/Pinancial rewards, and

QoE/Total) whereas a particularly large residual was noted for the abeenceS

variable. The squared'disianee'of the position of,the abserites"Veriable in

the rotated, best fitting matrix from its target position (in the non-

rotated nand') was nearly. four times "as great as for the next most dis-

,

crepant variable.

The absences variable was efteequently removed from the matrix and

new SSA mappiggs six ,dimensions. were prepared for the remaining 22

variables (coefficients of alienation were .051 and .070. for Phase I

and II, respectively). WheU these two spaces were compared, the normal-
,

ized symnetric error was reduced to .069, thus nearly halving the differ-
.

once between the goodness of fit found previously of 4091, and the."fairly,

good" level of .042 suggested by Schonemann and Carroll. Inspection of

4 )



Coordinates in the 6-dimensional S

Table 15

e of .'Phase I Variables, Rotatetto Rent-fit with the Phatie II Space ,,
)

'r

4

Variable

Ambiguity

InvolVement

Effort expended

Intent to turnover

JS/Coworkers..

JS/Chillenge

JS/comfort

JS/Resource adequacy

JS/Financial rewards

QoE/Tot,a1

4/Resouxce adequacy

QoE/Financial'rewards

QoE/Challenge

Qoi/Comfort

Global, ob satisfaction

Supervisory ratings

Absences

Age

Sex

Educition

Race

'Income

Tenure

2

0.554 1o)4.

).315 -0.166

LOr'

-3.111 0.441

0.031

0.059 0.633

0.012 0..649

0.165

'.3.235 0.046

0.091 0.561

'- 0.125, 041129.

70.184 0.260

-.0.192 0.166

, 0.142 0.396'
"0.232

0.018 -0.?83

0.994

0.404 -0.999

-0.946,,

-0.284 .-0.1321

,0,791
I.

Dimension

3

-0.015
0.111

6.241
f0.810
4105;

-0.244

-0.569
- 0.189

70.175

0:295

- 0.098

-0.532
- 0.189

- Do"
0.191

.331

0.182

0.720
-0.461,

,Squared

distance fr,

6 origin

-0.314 qioo5 -0.391 1.608
-3.747 0.868 4.502 1..789
-0.807 -3.604 0.0.74 1.923
-01717 -a.305 -0.251 16786
-3.526 1.019 -0.507. 14238
.-0.516 1,614 1.131
-0610 '0.662' .1.589 1.2.69

-0..106 -0.353 .1.837 1.284
-0,320,' -0.686 '46916 1.834
-0.45'5'. -0.583 4.729 1.173
-0.301 -0.244 1.051 .1.610
-0.599 -04973 4.635 2.338
-0.819 -0.502 -0.613 1.409,

0.425 -0.183 -0.677 1.599
-0,493 -04104 -0.218 1.688
-3131 -0.310 -0.811 1.117

0..641 -0.092 0.53r
0.043 -0.825 -0.34,5 1.904

-0.446 .0.136 1.844 2.104
-0.17E -0.033 1.083

-0.009'
-C,179 -0.506 -0.574 `16698

-3,096 -0.834 -Q.288 1,991



Table 16

COordinates in kimonsional Space of the PhiselI Variables (Target Matrix)

Variable Dimension Square!,

distanci fr.

origin1 2 3

Ambiguity 0.15) 0.560 -0.844 -0,769 .0.309 2.441

Involvement 0.59 -0.426 0.231 - 0.573 -.0.782, .1.627 1.519

Effort expended / -0.11 ,0,533' -0.142 -1,400 -0.841 2.081

intente,to turnover 0.5? -0.133 -0.854 -0.112 -0.391 -0,163 1.221

JS/Coworkers 0.214 0,288 -0.246 -0,834 -0.043 -0.615 1.342

JS /Challenge. 0.179 0.145 -0.106 -0,43C -0.533 -0.512 0.195

JS/Comfort 0,315 0.176 -0.328 -0.118 -0042 ,-0.496 0:632

JS/Resource adequacy 0.010 0.352 -0.312 -0.319 -0.445 -0.610 0.970

JS/Financial rewards 0.213 0.016, -0.160 -0,161 -0.845 -0.823 1.529

QoE/Total -0.106 0.052 -0.207 -0.315 -0.610 -0.660 1.041

QoE/Resource adequacy -0.022 0.459 -0.419 -0.319, 0.480 '70.150 1.663

QoE/Financial rewards -0.681 0.175 -0.225 -0.591 -0.916 -0.590 2.202

QoE/Challenge -0.078 -0.162 0.057 -0.459 -0.600 -0.491 0.853

QoE/Comfort -0019 -0.021 -0,509 0.251 -0.816 -0.519 1.324

Global job satisfaction 0.375. 0.121 -0.2/4 -0.215 -0.131 -0.381 0.956

Supervisory rating 0.3M -3.414 -0.173 -3.235' -0.544 -0.929 1.546

Absences -0,484 -0.531 -1.000 -0.524 - 1.000. -0.901 3.603

Age` 1.000 -0.274 =0.462 3.211 -0.93C -0.72? 2.715

Sex 0.448 -1.000 -0.264 -0.588 -0.199 -0,818 2.421

Education -1,000 -0.552 -0.410 -0.285 -0.445 -0.585 2.141

Race

Income

Tenure.

0.104

-046?

0.845

-0.891,

-0.650

-0.322

-0.731

-0.058

-0.197

-0.321

-C.017

-0.797

-0.188

-0.318

-0.931

-0.366

-1.000

=079'9

1,1615

1.555

3.604 w

a



Table 17

Resityl Matrix. of Distances between the Variables' Positions in the Two 6-dimensional, Spaces

Variible

Ambiguity

involvement.

Effort expended

Intent to turnover

38/Coworkers

38/Challenge

JS /Comfort

38/Resource adequacy

a/Pilancial reward's.

QoE/Tntal

0E/Resource.adequaoy

QoE/Financial rewards

QoE/Challenge

0E/ColfOrt

Global job sitisfaction.

Supervisory rating

Absencee

Age

Sex

Education

Race-

'ribose

Tenure

r
LIJJ

m0.401

0.277

-0.204

-0.112

04327

06146'

0,247

-0.002

0 .02T

0.129

-0,119

0.944

0.106

0.161

0.033

m0.139

1.502

0.006

0.044

-0.054

'0,147

0.122

0,052

Diiensiop

3

- 0..444 -0429 -0.395

m0.260 1.086 0.174

O. 130 1.383 0.193

0,099 -0,044 0.665

-0.153 0.459 -0.308

--0.240 0.026 3.086

-0,451 01084 -08041

-0.297' -08151 -0.213

-0.149 0,409 0.159

0.006 -0.018 0.141

m0.102 -0.244 -0.018

080.46.t 0.010 0.002

0.098 0.155 0.360

-0.181,

-0.215

0.023.

0d5

4.174

0.284

-0.182 -0.162 -0.104

-0.248 -1.191 -1.1,65

-0.120 -0.161 -0.244

-0011 -0.082 -0.142

-0.341 -0.717 -0.119

,..0.104 .011 1.067

0.111 0.403 0.342

0.410 -0.564 -0.701

-0.314

0.086'

8237
-0.392

1.024

0.081

0.320

0.092

11.159

m0.087

-C.236

-0.003

1.098

0.033

-08027

-0.234,

-0.942

-0.105

-.0.335

-0.220

-0.141

0.188

-0.103

%tired

distance

betWeen

.06452
'0.125

1. 501

IL 205

,-0.313 0.524

..0.088 0.628

-0.168 04465

0.054 0.0%

0.093 Of 389

0..161 0493
0,093 ' 0.250

0.069 '0,6050

0.101 0.156 V.

0.045 0.011 I'

0.110 0.197
0.098 08103

/0.163 0.450

-0.058 0.147

'0.809 4.638

-0.311 0.253

06034 '06143

A.551 0.999

-04357 0,181

0.426' 00540

-0.511 1.276



. the squared distances between the 22 variables' positions in the two Sp

'- revealed no further notably discrepant variables.

The actual correlations between "Asences" and the other variables

were inspected for both phases to identify which of its relationships had '

changed. These diffeiences are considerei/in order of. size. The largest

difference concerns the correlation between absences and supervisory rating.

.which changed from 0.34 and. Phase I to 0.05 at Phase II. The correlations

with supervisory ratings were computed, however, on a sample smaller than

that used, for the rest of the matrix,. since supervisory ratings were avail-
-0;7

able for only 16 of the 163'workers in the same job in both phases. Owing

to the small sample size, the difference in correlation of absences with

supervisory rat.Ing between Phaie,I (0.34) and Phase II (0,05) is not sig-

nificant (FisiTes r to z, z diff 1.23, p > 040). The next largest dif-

ference in absences' correlations over time with another variable concerned

QoE/Financial rewards (r*-0.06 at Phi' ill r0.19 at Phase II, Fisher's r

to z, z diff .2.20, p < 0.04). Yet, one such significant difference

among 22 pairs of correlations could blvexpected by chance.

The third largest difference idabsences correlation over time with

another variable was with tenure, but the difference of .16 between the

intercorrelations. for the two phases proved non-significant.

A later section of this.paper Argues that the.tenure variable has

'different characteristics in the two phases of measurement. The changing

correlation of absences with tenure may, in consequence, be meaningfully*

understood in terms of the changing nature of the tenure variable, even

though this.difference does not attain statistical significance.
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A

that thi tenure variable .0hanged from Phase I to. Phase II, the

successful,rotation'of tenure in the comparison, procedure to About the

same position it had occupied in the priviobs space may hive been per

formed at'the empense of the absencae variable, which was thus forced-

intovery different positions in the two spabets.. The notion that the

discrepancy in absenOes' positions was attributable to the changing'char-
o

acter of the tenure variable may be tested by preparing SSAt without the

tenure variable but with absences-included, Such SSA's:mere prepared (co-
*

efficient. of alienation .059 and .061 for Phases I and II, respeCtively) and

when compared yielded a normalized s3Ommetric error of .071. The improve-

ment of goodness of fit is about the same improvement as had been achieved.

When absences had been removed (then, normalized symmetric error Was .069)',

With both of these variables removed from the,matrix, and with SSAs pre-

pared in six dimensions (coefficieks .of alienation ,:057 and .064 for

Phases I and II,- respectively), there was no further improvement in the

goodness of fit measure beyond that obtained by the removal of either one

alone (normalized. symmetric error,-1 A71). Such results- suggest that it is.

the changing intercorrelation orrenure and absence that:disturbs the good-

nese of fit rather than some aberration in the structure of absences'

relationships to other variables.

The discussion of the changes in siructure_of relations over time has

thus. far concantrated on the changing positions and meaniihgfulness of two

Variables, tenure and absences. Without one or both of these, variables in

-the matrices, however, the goodness of ;fit measure still did not drop to

the .042 level indicated as desirable by Schonemann and Carroll. It would
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seem, then, that at least moderate change occurs in the structure of're-

, lations over time among the same workers in.the game jobs. Yet, overall,

these Changes seem inconsequential and. are probably a result of the sampling

variance of r. The standard error of r for the -sample size here is
.

approximately 0.08 and, thus, random variations in the r's sampled from

onetime or another might account for the discrepancies in the rank ordering

orthe correlations from one time to the next.

Tenure. Thedifference between the correlations of absences with

tenure in the two phases may be attributable to the fact that the tenure

variable includes values of one year or more_at Phase I, but -is limited to

'values of three years or more at Phase II.

The limitation of the range of the tenure variable in Phase II is

due to the passage of approximately 20 months, the interim between measure-
, .

ment of the same workers studied over tithe. Since the first years on the

job involves a great deal of learnini and uncertainty (one is then a "new".

worker), the impact of job tenure need not bee linear function of ak

,

number of years on the job. The difference between being in the same job-
-,

,.

for one year and three years may, thus, be more important than the differ=

ence between three and,five years, or 10 and 12 years. Hence, the tenure

variable at Phase II suffers from a severe restriction of its psychologi-

cally meaningful range since the differences between one, Wo,.and three

years are simply no longer in the range of the tenure variable. The effects

.-..

of this-restrictiop of range are evident from the sizes of correlatiOas of

tenure with other variables at Phase II, as compared to' Phase I; in the

sample of workers in the same jobs in both phases. In Phase I, sev n of the

.16



17 Correlations of enure with the' non-demographic variables were significant

at.the .05 level, pared to only three in Phase II, a finding consistent

with the notion ofirestriction of range of tenure; in Phase II.

Summary of results on stability, Of struCtureover time.

. Over the period studied and among ,these U.S. workers:

sw, maturational changes.(from ages 19 and 60 at Phase I to

ages 21 and 63 at Phase II) do noveeem to have had much

impact on the structure of interrelations;

b. historical changes from 1972-73 to late 1974 do not seem to

have had much impact on the structure of interrelationships.

Quinn, Hangione and Mandilovitch (1973) similarly report

little change in the relationships between various demOgraphic

variables and reported working conditions among U.S workers'

between 1969 and 1973.

2. The scale of number of years on the job (tenure) dOes not seem to

act as, an interval scale with respect, to such relevant psychological con-,

structs as task familiarity androle adaptation. At least one major distinc-
.

,tion, that of new workers versus old timers, is not adequately represented

by the chronological number of years of tenure.

General Discussion

The results from'this study indicate that,an experimenter who uses a

non-equivalent control group design to study working conditions is in a

relatively fortunate position, since under "control group" conditions there

seems to be relatively little spontaneous variation that isnot attributable-

to measurement error. The variance of changes, the error term in this

_! t 0
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experimental deaign, may even be lesAthan would be found in an,ordinary..
a

between7subject design, at leaSt for populations of workers and jobs studied

under comparable time lags to those in the present study
t

Limits to the generalizability of theSe findings (:iii,the stability of

working conditions over longer lags and. in ;other cultures are .suggested by

two'studies. Farris (1969) recordAconsiderably lesAstability than found

here on two measures of working conditiOns over a lag of six years. .With

such longer lags, the error term of an experimental study would notjbe less
.

than in an ordinary, between-subjects design. Butterfield and Farris (1974)

report autocorrelations of working conditions' measures (The Likert Organi-

zational,Frofile) over,an approximately 12 month lag in Brazilian develop-.

ment banks. Their data.indicate less stability' of working:conditions than

was found in the present sample of American workers'located.in a hospital

and twomanufactUring institutions.

The researcher studying worker attitudes and behaviors luld seem to

be less fortunate, since these variables display considerable sponianeouff

variance over time above and beyond variance resulting from errors of

measurement. The error variance terms for these variables are generally

larger than those in a betwein-subject's Ndesign, And^sample sizes would need

to be increased accordingly. Over longer lags, Farris (1969).finds lower

autocorrelations of supervisory ratings of engideer8 than were found for

supervisory ratings in the present study. Sample sizes would need to be

even greater with such lags, unless other steps were taken to reduce the

error variance term.

Of the easily available covariates, namely. the demographic variablea,

age stands out on account of its remarkably consistent correlations with'a

-1 1



wide range of measures. of working conditions, worker attitudes and behaviors.

.Age also has strong, effects on the variance of the work-related measures.

All the demographic yariablea atudieC(indome, occupational grou0, race,

sex, tenure, age and education) display heteroscedaSticity of gain.scores .

Of at least.a.few work-related variables, although'thq hetetoscedaiticity

found for.race may no longer be present. With careful control,of possibly

confounding demographic variables, the effects%for tenure also might not

generalize to other investigations.

Worker age would seem, however, to be not only an empirically usefUl

varirble, but also a variable deserving, of substantive attention. The

processes associated with aging as well as those associated with increased

tenure (a variable that appears to display changing characteristics over
6

its scale values) might in fact best be studied in'ET analysis over time,

the very analysis necessitated by non-random assignment of research subjects .

and the consequent non-equiValent control group. The study of variables .

over time may, therefore,. become not just a solution to a specific

methodological problem, but also a source of new knowledge difficult to

acquire in any Other way.
.

A researcher may.feel that large amounts of error variance might be

added.by the replacement of experimental subjects between Pre-and post-

test, or by random changes in the situations of the subjects. In the case

of work-related variables, this implies a: concern with turnover and repla
,

tent and with subtle or not so subtle job changes that may occur, though

unrelated to the experimental manipulation.

Study of the variances over time under conditions of turnover and

replacement, job transfer, and no change reveals that this concern is

4 2
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entirely appropriate for worker turnover.. Fot many of:the Change scores,

most variables display increased variance over time when the job occupants,

'had changed from Phase I to Phase /I. Much weaker effects were fotind for

job change -(by worker transfer), and formost variables articularly /

the attitudinal and behavioral variables) it would seem at the

:researchers! concernsabout job changes adding error var lance 5are Misplaced.

Of course, the job changes in the sites studied here may have been unusuall

but there is no obvious,reasOn to believe that such is the case. .

The impact Of job-change ,6'sus person change is not only an empirical
- ,

concern for a researcher woriied about the error variance in his or her

study; it also involves a controversy in social psychology aboutthe

relative importance for. social behavior of the person versus-the-situation

(e.g., Alker, 1972; Mischel, 1968).' For-the present study, this issue,

translates into a question concerning the relative impact on. woiker attitudes

and worker behaviors of the characteristics of a particular worker versus

the characteristics of his or her job. Some of the results already

discussed bear directly on this issue.

Specifically, the correlations over time of a variable with itself for

the gross job change group (i.e., when measures from the workers' previous

job are correlated Wj.th measures in his or her new.j b) and for tWeZgross

person change group (wIttren responses from the job occupant at Phase I are

correlated with the responses of the new job occupant at Phase II) reappear

in Table 18. If the job situation has the greater impact; the correlations

over time.of attitudes and behavior should decline more when the job has

changed thn when the person hai'changed. If the particular person in a
t

job has the greater impact, the correlations over time of attitudes and

7
4.A4.

c.)
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Table 18

,. .

ArCorrelations-Over-Time Of:VorkArelatedatiibleS with Themselves in
,Job Change, Person Change, and No Change Groupe

QoE/ ource adequacy

QoE/ii nancial rewards

QoE/ allenge

QoE/dbmfort

QoE/Tiotal

Ambiguity

Global job satisfaction

JS/Coworkers

JS/Challenge

JS/Comfort

JS/Resource adequacy.

JS/Financial rewardei

Effort expended

Supervisory rating ,

Absences

Turnover

Involvement

(

jfiacil
.14

.58

.63

.51

.65

Person change No change

.09

-.06

.09

.34

.31

.47

.61

.72

.46

.66

.42 -.24 .41

.51 .22 .51

.47 .17 .16

.63 .21 .57

.57 .48 .45

.42 .16 .51

.56 -.02 .54

.53 .05 .49

-.08 -.11 .59

.32 .14 .11

.44 .36 .35

.37 .30 .45
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behavior should be lower when the person has changed: Some xesearchers

(e4,Argyle & Little, 1972rEndler, 1975) contend that it is neither, the

person nor the situation per se tha$ has. the greater impact on scores;

,

rather it is the interaction of the person and the situation. In the pre-

sent instance, a "strong" interactio4ist position would be that every com-

bination of a person and a particular job is unique, so that only,by chance

would there be similak atVtudes or behaviors when either the job

occupant (the person) or the ldb (the situation) was changed. The strong

interactionist position would predict near zero correlations under both

person change and job change conditions. The present data, unfortunately,

do not also permit testing of another, weaker interactionist position accor-

ding to which there is an interaction and a person or a situation effect:

In fact, the correlations are not typically reduced to zero under either

person change or job change conditions, hence, the strong interaction

position is not supported. Certain versions of the strong interactionist

position (Bew 117& 1974; Mischel, 173) contend, however, that part of

the "uniqueness" of the person7situation combination is due to the percelved.-

'situation, as perceptually encoded by the particular individual. Under--

job change the correlations of the perceptions of working conditions are,

in the new and old jobs, very similar to the correlations-under no change

(i.e., high correlations in both groups)'. Accordingly, the job change does

not seem to be perceiv d as much of a change, so the fact that the auto-

correlations of attitudes and behaviors were not reduced to, zero under job

change is not damaging to these varieties of the interactionist position.

1111,remaining test of the interactionist position (that the correlations

4
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1. :

.shoOd rduCe..toz# under pereonchange) remains, unfOrtunat4y,

virtually indistinguiehablefrom an extreme Versionof tha"paOgo " approach.
1

,Returning then.tOthe issue of tharelatiVe,importance Ofitbe person1
versus the situation, weobter4e that the correlationware consiatently,

lower under conditions of person change, hence the question: "D#es this

really result from the greter importanCe of the person.or Can sine alter-

native explanation be otved.for thebe results?".

These results are,'ufibitunately,. ambiguous. The job changes

(situation effect) are no more-extreme".than one would ordinarilynd in

work organizations, e.g., alclerical becomes an administrator, a laborer

becomes a \custodial worker, or an in-patient doctor becomes a night shift

doctor in the emergency room.. Su4h job changes as from a doctor to a nurse,

a laborer to a food technician., or a ,cleriCal to a' achine maintenance

worker are not likely to be observed,' In other words, the job changes. are

typically not large. The fact that.the correlations of worker attitudes

and behaviors between their old and new jobs are not lower than the corrals-

tions found under 'no-change"'conditions could, then, be attributed to the

slight changes involved in job change 'rather than to the unimportance of

situational effects: per se. Further discussion is accordingly limited-to

comparisons of the "persoNchange" and:"ns change" columns of. Table 18.

Person change has a considerable iOact.on worker attitudes and behaviors

since the correlations under person.cha e are strikingly reduced from the

values found under "no change" conditioOthe median of the 11 attitude and

b havior measures' autocorrelations under :person change is 0.21, whereas 4-

under "no change" conditions the median autocorrelation is 0.49). Because
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the autocorrelations under person change are not reduced to zero (in fact,

despite the small sample size of 'the person change group, three of the 11

attitude and behavior autocorrelations are still significant at the 0.05.

level two-tailed), it would seem that the different workers.' situations in

their different jobs also had some impact on the workers' attitudes and

behaviors in addition to the substantial effects on tile "person" variable.

In regard to the "perceived situation" app-roach to the strong interactionist

position (Bem & Allen, 1974; Mischel, 1973), the,fact that5the correlations

were. not reduced to zero would be explicable _if there were consistency itt

the perceived situations of the different joboccupant4.

When the autocorrelations under "person change" and "no change" condi-

tions are compared for the six measures of working conditions, the effects

tound Tor person.change are much stronger and the situation effects much

weaker than was found for the worker.'attitudes and behaviors. The median

autocorrelation of the six:measures of working conditions under person

change is 0.09, whereas under ."na change" conditions, the median autocor-

relations/IA. 0.54. One would have expected that the situational differences

would have had greater impact on perceptions of working conditions than on

attitudes and behavior, yet it is found that changing the occupant of the

very same _job is sufficient to reduce the autocorrelations of the ratings

of working conditions to practicalli, zero! This indicates that the cOnsis-
.

tency of attitudes and behaviors under person changewas not attributable

to the consistency in the preceived working conditions of the different job

occupants, as the "perceived situation" approach to the strong interactionist

woad have It Evidently there are simply powerful "person" effects on

attitudes, Fhavior, and perceived working cond[tions. Tit person effects
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are stronger (and the objective situational effects weaker) for measures

of working conditions than for measures of attitudes and behavior.

One can only conclude that these measures of working conditions are

not measuring to any great extent objective characteristics of the job

that exist independently of the particular dcctipant of the job who reports

these working conditions. More generally, Golding (1977) indicates that

only 25% of atypical environment scale's variance (for any environment,

not just work situations) reflects between environment differences. Simi-

lar findings maybe noted with another set of worker rated measures of

working conditions - Hackman and Oldham's (1975) 166 description scales.

Using Hays' (1963, p.°382) formula for a rough estimate of,the percentage

of variance 'ratings of jobs explained by actual job differences on the

data presented by Hackman and Oldham (1975, Table 3), we find that a median

value of only 16% of the variance of thf seven subscales is explained by

job differences. In our data, we may approach the correlations between

.ratings of working conditions by different occupants of the same jobs as

measures of interrater reliability. The median interrater correlation

for the measures of working conditions of 0.09 indicates'that a median value

of 9% of the variance of rated working conditions is explained by. job dif-

ferences, a finding not too different from the median of 16% found for

Hackman and Oldham's seven subscales. This difference may reflect the,

passage of nearly two years between ratings in our data.

The results suggest that the measures of working conditions obtained

refleCt at least two processes: the development of a group norm charac-

terizing working conditions which influence the variance of rntings (noted

earlier in the summary of SeCtion 3 of the Results and Discussion); and some
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individual difference variable which is expressed in the ordering of the

ratings of working conditions offered by different people.

The nature of this individual difference variable is not clear. Dif-
.

.

ferent people may rate working conditions differently because of an "implicit

theory of working conditions", much-like an "implicit theory of leadership"

(Eden & Leviatan, 1975). People may carry around their "theory" in their

heads and, accordingly, fill out questionnaires in a way that.is relatively

independent of the "objective" task characteristics. /pother way to under-

stand this individual difference variable is to look at'the individual's

,influence on his or her job. : Thus, for example, a certain worker may always

demand freedom from supervision on the job, so that no matter what the history

of supervision on the job, this supervision very quickly disappears. This
3
notion is consistent with the "transactional" interaction approach that

recognizes reciprocal causation of the person and the situation (Bowers,

1973; Overton & Reese, 1973; Perrin, 1968). Jenkins and Nadler.(Chapter 7)

note that Hackman (1969) hypothesizes the existence of a process of job

redefibition on the part of the worker. Redefinition may be "objective",

as in the example given above of actual changes in supervisory behavior, or

subjective in that the worker distorts his or her perceptions of the job to

be consistent with his or her wants, needs, goals, and values. Jenkiiwand

Nadler also note that Alderfer (1972) proposes a similar process to Hackman's

(1969) job redefinition notion. Whether either of these two interpretations

(implicit theory or job redefinition) is the source of the individual MI-

ference variable here is not clear, but its effects are quite compelling'in

view of the low correlations found between ratings of working conditions of

the very same jobs by different occupants.

p

<Et
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It was suggested above that the differences between jobs observed under

the "job change" canditions'are typically not very greet, so that the reduc-

tion of correlations from the values under conditions ofr "no change" would
-

not be particularly large, and would not be a fair test of the power of

situational effects uponworker attitudesdes and behaVior.,
/

Some reduction of

the attitude and behaiaor autocorrelatinno Would, however, still be expected

under job change as compared to no change conditi"s. It is interesting to

note, then, that the autocorrelations under b ange of attitudes and

behaviors were reduced from their values in "no change" conditions for only

three of the 11 attitude and behavior vari Ales. It is difficult to.see

why changing jobs'should increase the correlations 4 attitudes and behaviors

between phases as compared to not changing the Pbs between phases. Perhaps

Instead of viewing the difference in correlations. as re spiting from changing

the condition, it would be more fruitful V° ask 1.7/13' "t changing the job

would reduce correlations over time.

For those in the no change 4roup, sto ying in the acme job doubtless

increased their familiarity with their j01714. For some of these

increased familiarity may have increased Jieir jobs, at

(1968) reviews several studies which demonstrate that increasing

attract

familiarity

4of an attitudinal object increases the object's ,Veness. For other

workers the increased familiarity likely 10duced boredom and so reduced the

'attractiveness of their jobs. 'Thus,. the very lack of Job change may modify

attitudes"` for differentbehaviors in different directions ---ferent people, thereby

creating a form of interaction between port" and Familiarityy effects.

Katerbqrg, Smith, and Hoy (1977) note this:Yind of interaction over a time

span of,only six weeks. Such an interactiOn would reduce the linear correla-

ti
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tions over time for the no change group as a whole. A similar argument was

used earlier (Section 2C of Results and Discussion) in regard to the relia-

bility of change, where it was suggested that the very absence of reliable

.'change in working conditions might be related to the reliable changes found'

for worker attitudes and behaviors. We have, then, in the no change group

(as opposed to the job-change group) a discrepancy between the extent of

perceived similarity of the jobs in the two phases and the extent of simi-

larity of reactions (the attitudes and behaviors) to the jobs in the two

phases.. Magnusson and Ekehammer (1975) have glso observed such discrepan-

cies,for certain classes of situations.

future panel studies will, hopefully,

tionships of worker attitudes, behaviorsking conditions, and individual

r clarify the interrela-

difference factors; as their dialectical interplay over time (Riege1;1976)

is revealed.
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APPENDIX 1

The variance of the raw gain score (var[yi-xi], where xi is the

score at time one and yi the score at time two for the i'th case), by

using the. algebra of expectations may be shown to equal:

VAR(Y) VAR(X) - 2COVAR(X,Y)

Substituting the appropriate sample estimates, we find that this

equals:

(1)
2
+ si

2
- 2rxysxsyt.

(

.

Substituting into this forMula the variance for standardized variables

(where s
x
2

s 1) to find
2

the variance of standardized gai nce 11Y

is invariant under linear transformation, we find that formula 1 reduces-

to:

(2) 2(1-r ).
xY

The variance of residual scores is, of course:

(3) (1-r
xy

2
)s
y
2

.

The variance of corrected residual scores may be foundby substituting

the appropriate values into formula 1. We wish to find

VAR

111

r
)

E1!_ Xi
yi

where is the r/41 linear regression coefficient in predicting yi fromy.x

and where r
x is the reliability of the. Phase I measure. Substituting

he symbol y1 for

VAR

.x
x
i'

we find that:
r
x

2 2
b s 21___0 s b

2 x X yy y x yxY'... a +
Y 2

rr
x x

A



Since y
1
is a linear transformation of x, then:

r r
xY

.

It is also true that:

b
xysy

y.x sx

Substittiting terms,and canceling, we find that the'varianCe of corrected

residual scores is:

r

2 2
2r

2s 2
2 + Xy)sy xy y

s'
Y

r
2 ,

ix_
x

361
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APPENDIX 2

The leters x and y will be used to repreSent'the initial score and

the final score respectively, r
x

and r
y

the internal consistency coefficients,

and r
xY

the stability coefficient across the interval of-observation. s
x

and

sy are the standard deviations of the initial scores and final scores re-

spectively.

2
- 2r s s + r s

2
rys

YReliability of , xy x y x- x

Raw Gain 2 2
. s - 2r' s s + s

Y xy x y x

Reliability of. r
y

+ r
x

2r
xy.

'Standardized Gain 2(l-r )

2-2r + r
2

Reliability of -.2r
xy

r

Residual Gain
l -

'r 2

xY

Reliability of
r
x
(r'r

y
- r

xy
2
)

x

Corrected Residual Gain r
2
- 2r

2
r + rxy x xy

2

These ,formulae are taken from Davidson (1972), Lord (1963) and Tucker

et al. (1966).
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Pk8EirOizational stOdie6 vary considetablyin terms of (1) whethei or
not they'have obtSi. lf,tOm individuals (e.g., on a work
group oasis), and (2) e4r uses of aggregation. Data
obtained-from 651 gbployees of five f were used to test the relative
reliabilities_of three bases ,for agsr tin* individual data: occupation,
reporting tOtheadMe SuperviSotand. ombination of the two.baaes.
Regardlessaowhether-desciiptions:of jobs, work groups, or supervisors
were being,aggre*ated, the mostteliable,basis:of aggregation was the
combined one, followed.. y bases that involved-reporting to the same
supervisor and ha , e same occupation,

. ,
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Chapter 9

AGGREGATING DATA IN ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH

The.behay.iors\ of people in organizations are sometimes investigated

by using neither people nor organizations as units of analysis. For
r

examp]e,' both turnover
.

and absenteeism are'behal)iors ot individual workers
ur , a

and could be.treated analytically as such. But Lyon's 19 72 review of

Studies of the relationship between these two behaviors indicated thli

a.
about two7thirdsi r the stddies aggregated individual turnover and

absenteeism data on the basis of"work glups, departments,or other
.

administrative units aid used the last r, rather than individual workers,
"r\t,

as units of analysis'. Other bodies. of-organizational research also
.

Vacillate in whether the unit of analysis is the individual member or
.

::

Some larger organizational unit- ,In 13 Of the studies o e relationship
..

, ,
II'

-.

,- ,k
-"between. eMployeesi attitudes and theirAbb perforManCes reviewed.by. 1

,, ., I:-
().

Mayfield and CrOckette.(1955), the unit of analysis was the.individual
.47.

yorier,;',in the remaining ten-stUdiesl was soTilething approximating a
: - 1 , ,

. .

worklioup... VrOom's-1964 revi9wof 20 StudieSof the relationship between
..-

.job satisfaction ana Job perforMance indicated that the individual was the
.

unit of analysts in 15sudies and the work group in the remaining five.

4-If the behavior of the individual otganizational mekber is of,

interest,4.whydo'somte Ovestigators not use this per on as the unit of

analyd14;4[The reasons for theSg regation,of data ertaining to 'individuals
.

#-.

, v.

.

(1(

.11
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a e, in.order of salience in the literature, expediency, theoretical,

'considerations, and the necessity of obtaining statistically reliable

estimates.

For expediency the,investigator is often faced with the annoying

reality, that what he or she wants to measure in a particular organization

isisimply not available conveniently at an individual level. For example,

good measures of a person' )ob performance are not only difficult to

obtain but are often not available in an organization'A. records. As a

,result,. the investigator is compelled to rely on organizational records

.-
that provide petformance..data only on a work group or some other level!,

' the scrap records of departments; the sales reports bf branch offices;
s.,

the number of grievances filed in different divisionA. Tfiis expedient

restriction to a group tinit-of analYsis may in turn,require the investigator

to aggregate on the:sAmbasis other variables that need not or should not

be 6-aggregated. If, for example, oneis studying the relationship between

job satiAfAction and'job.performance in an organization and performance
"ly !

measures ate available only. for whole,branch officeA of the organization,
\\

o

one may have,little choice but to aggregate employee's job satisfaction

scores on a branch office basis.

For-theoretical reasOns4the investigator is at,times compelled to

aggregate data. For example, Likert's (1961) conception of organizations

as composed of overlajping groups with "linking'pins" requires that many

variables be measured t the work group level. Investigators who'have
. - - .y.

adopted Likert,/ s stroil
tural conception, instruments, methods of data

colleCtion, and analysi

as units of analysis (F anklin, 1975a, 1975b)% Occas nallythey have used

conventions have relied'heaV ly upon work groups ,
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as units of analysis either total organizations or organizational "capstone

groups" (Bowers, 1973).

Studies of organizational "climate" have differed considerably irf

terms of whether the unit of analysis is the individual worker, the work
-A

group, or the employing establishment. Investigators in the Likert tra-

dition regard climate as an organizational characteristic, yet_usually

measure it on a work group or individual basis. Guion (1973), however,

has argued that studies of organizational climate that use individual

workers as units of analysis violate the whole notion that climate is

ultimately "objectiVe and, therefore, .406e estimated only at a group

or organizational level. "The idea of 'organizational climaie", according
A

to Guion, "appears to refer to an attribute, or set of attributes,'of the

work environment. The-idea of a 'perceived organizational climate' (i.e.,

that wherein the individual worker is' the unit of analysis) seems

ambiguous.; one can not be sure whether it implies an attribtite of the.

Organization or of the perceiving individual. If refers'to the

organization, then measures of perceived organizational.glimate should be

eval4ated in'terms of the accuracy of the perceptions. If it refers to

the individual, then perceived organizational climate may simply.hea

'different name for job Satisfaction or employee attitudes". (p.120).

While one might argue whether organizational or work group climate

Can justifiably be assessed at the level,. there is at least one .

concept that almost by definition requires estimation at the group

lievel7group cohesiveness. ' It is, therefore, heartening that. n Stogdill's

1972 review of studies relating productivity and group cohesiveness almost.

all of the studies appeared to Use some kind of gioup as the unit ,o
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analysis.

Finally, to obtain reliable estimates of variables of interest, it is

often necessary for, an 'investigator to aggregate data. The most common

example'of this is the assessment of a supervisor's behavior through the

reports provided by hia or her subordinates. . It is assumed in this

instance that the supervisory behavior nnot-necessarily be reported

a4urateiy,by-41r one subordinafe and that a more reliable estimate-is

obtainable from the averagedjudgements of all those people who report

directly Eo theadperyisor.
II ;

The nvestigator.is, therefore, sometimes confronted with the decision

Of wilefh' or not to aggregate data obtained from individual organizational

members n o grosser units on grounds that are either expedient, theo-

statistical:

t bases of aggregation are appropriate? Existing' studies of

retical,
\

But W

organizat nal behavior have varied considerably in the bases used to

aggregate' data. Table 1 summarizes 59 studies that were published between

1970 and 1976 in six major journals specializing.An studies of,organizational

behavior. Each of the 59 studies used units of analysis that aggregated

data obtained from smaller organizational units or, most commonly,

individual organizational-members. Some studies in the journals reviewed
.-

were
4410
excluded from the tally in Table 1 because they failed to specify

their units, of analysis and provided no incidental information -(e.g., n's.

in tables) from which the units could be inferred.

According to Table 1, the most frequently sect b sis of-aggregation

has been the primary organizational unit--usually described intheresearch

reports. reviewed 'E'S the "Work group". The most common operatiOnal

r. ,T



Table 1

Number of Studies Using. Different Bases of Aggregation
as RePorted in 59 Studies for 1970 through 1975a

Basis of aggregation
Number of
studies

Total organizations
(Communities)

10
(1)

(School systems) . (2)
(Apartment complexes) (1)
(Service agencies) (1)
(Employing establishments) (5)

Primary units within,organizations (e.g., work teams,
work groups, work pairs, all those who reported
immediately to.the same supervisor)

,
20

SecOndary units within organizations (e.g., departments,
divisions, bureaus, branches, offices, stations,
plant sections, "units" not otherwise specified 18

"Occupational group" as idiosyncratically identified
by either the,investigators or by the terminologies

' . of the organizations studied. In some instances
hierarchical level in the organization was used .by
the investigators to identify occupational-group

373

11

a The 59,studies were all those that used units of analysis employing
aggregated data obtained from smeller organizational subunits or indivi-
dualrespondents and that were published from 1970 through 1975 in
Administrative Science quarterly, Journal.of. Applied Behavloral Science,
Journal of Applied Psychology, Personnel Psychology, Organizational
Behavior and Human Performance, or Sociology of Work and OrganizaVons.

'Excluded from the tally of studies using aggregated data were those wherein
the units of analysis here: (1) T-groups or other grogs-of organizational
Imerdbers that did not previously exist in orgalizations;, (2) groups of students
used in experiments simulating organizational behavior; (3) a single. group

'that was measured many times as part.of an experiment.

1

Also excluded were studieS wherein a'potential basis of aggregation was used
as.an independent, dependent, or moderator. yatiable. This elitinated many,.
studies relating oCcupaO.on as an independentvariable to measures of wofkers'
beliefs, attitudes, and behavior:S!. 'N

P.
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l''definition of "work group" that could be inferred froth the scant methodo

logic41descriptions.provided was that it consisted of all people reporting

directly to, the same supervisor. Almost as prevalent have been studies

wherein units of Analysis have been secondary units within organizations--

departments, divisions, bureaus, branches, etc. In some studies, however,

sketchy repotting made it difficult to determine whether a primary or

aecondary organizational unit was being used to aggregate. Less common,

according to Table 1, were total organizational and occupational groups

as units of analysis.

A common assumption in the aggregation of data is that the bas of

aggregation is meaningfully related to the commodity that is aggrisated.

If, for example, job content is being-studied, occupation seems a meaningful

basis of aggregation. If supervisors' leadership styles are being investi=

gated, aggregating their subordinates' reports on a work group basis seems

in order. Other instances, are less clear. What are appropriate bases of

aggregation in matrix organizations? Does not the aggregation of workers'

. reports of the content of their jobs on a work group basis assume that the

/ jobs in a work group'are, similar, if not identical? To the,extent that

jobs within a work group are highly differentiated, there may be little

agreement among workers' reports. The reliability of the aggregated

estimates may accordingly be,reduced, and their:. validity must suffer in

the process.
I

The'ptrpose of the present analysis is to assess the teliabilities

of three bases of aggregating data pertaining to individual
,

workers and
1

their /obs: occupational categories, work groUps, and a combination of
i

the two. The variables thus aggregated were obtained both from workers'
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reports and independent observations of their jobs. They were chosen to ,

represent Characteristics that varied markedly in terms'of Whether their
.

principal referents were job, WorkgrOup% or superviSion (Campbell, 1971).

Method

'.-

The data were collected from 651 employees of five organizations: a

large hospital; a printing company; wresearch and development laboratory;
6

and two plants that manufactured automobile accessoried% Fifty-one pertent

of the sample were men, and 80% were white. Their average age was 33 years.

.Their mean income was approximately $10,000 a year, and'their median

t

education level was. hat of a high School.graduate. Sixty percent were in

blue-coller occupations. A fuller description of the sample and other

methodological-matters
,

is provided-in Chapter
4.

Several methods of data collection were used in the original study:

(1)' a 90 minute interview with each respondent; (2) two hours of observa-

tion of,the'respondents job by two trained observers; (3) employers'

records, and (4) sUperielsors' ratings of their subordinates. The present

Analysis uses data from only the first two of these sources. The personal

interview included- questions concerning the worker's job values, job

descriptions, job attitudes, physical and mental health, social and political

'activ.ities,.personality,ancipersonaibeagr4und.. The on -the -job obser-

.

vations- attempted to describe each Worker's job and job environment. The

re11.abilities and validities.ot these'observatione have
4

beerieresented

in Chapter 4.
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The variables to be aggregated were chosen to represent a wide

selection of those thai.Mkght be useful in organizational research and

that could be meaningfully aggregated on some .basis. Measures of person-

ality characteristics and attitudes, notably job satisfaction, were

excluded. .

Job descriptions included indicators of both quality of employment

(Barnowe, Mangione, And Quinn, 1972;; ':Quinn, 1974) and core dimensiona

of-job content (HackMan and Lauiler, 1971). The quality of employment

indicators were based only upon data obtained froM the interviews and

included resource adequacy*, financial rewards, challenge, and comfort.

Hackman and Law4.er"s core iimensions of variety, autonomy, task identity
.

and feedback were all measured in the interview, further differentiating

feedback into 'that which was,provided by the task itself and that provided

by other sources. Variety, autonomy, and job meaningfulness were'also

Measured by the on-the-job observations. In Chapter 4's..ranalysis

of the observational measures, these three dimensions exhibited high

repeatability botkatthe same time and at different times.

Work group descriptions concentrated on'three aspectsof each

respondent's report of his or her,cowOrkers: how well they get along and

stick together, which, on the group level of analysis, may represent group

. cohesiveness; how competent these coworkers seem;' and how well they

, -facilitate the respondent's performance on his or her job. These. three

measures were all obtained fromthe interview wherein "coworkers" were

specified as foll4 to the respondent: "People whom you see just about

every day.and with whom you have to work closely in order to do (our job

well."
4.

A
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Supervisor descriptions, obtained from respondents exclusively

through interviews, defined "supervisor" to each respondent as follows:

"Someone'who. is directly. over you, or someone 14ho lets you know what you

, .

:have'to do." The interview questions focused upon the 'supervisor's

supportiveniss, competence, and task facilitation.

` Descriptions of jobs , work groups ,.4nd supervisors were aggregated

on three bases. J
1. All respondents classified as having the same occupation were

these who had similar three-digit occupation#1 codes according to the
. >

'Census Occupatiopal.Classifications (U.S. Bureau of thetCensus, 1971).

Some indication of the spy city Of'these codes may be obtained by

noting the. first few occup ons so coded according to the Census:

aeronautical engineers, chemiCal engineers, entertainers, farm and home

management advisors.

2. All respondents Classified as having the same supervisor were

those who named the same person as supervisor according to the

definitiOn already mentioned.

3. The third basis of.aggregation combined the preceding two.

Respondents with the same supervisor were first identified. Groups of

workers so defined were then further divided into smaller groups with

similar occupational codes.

A comparison between the three types of variables to be aggregated

and the three bases of this aggregation- suggests that the two sets may1

reflect somewhat similar, dimensions:. Job descriptions and occupational

classifications indicate one such dimension, since the latter seem a

logical way of aggregating the former. Likewise, having the same supervisor.
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L
provides lausible basis for aggregating data concerning work oups

and supervisors. It was therefore hypotheaized that for the full range

of 19 work chSracteridtics assessed the greatest within-group agreement

would be obtained using the basis of aggregation, that combined occupational

codes and Supervisor identification.

Within -group agreement- -that is, the reliability of each aggre
_ .

estimate':of each work characteristic--was measured by squared epsilon

efficiets. Epsilon- squared ins the unbiased correlation ratio

and is a measure of the strength'of the association made after adjusting

for degrees of freedom. Accordingfito Campbell, Converse and Rodgers

(1976), it can "be interpreted as the proportion of variance in the responses

which can be explained by cluster; in other words, the extent of agreement

among. respondents within a cluster." (p.232).

Results

The squared epsilon coefficients indicating within-group agreement

concerning work characteristics using the threebases of aggregation are J
shown in Table 2. Since 'each of the coefficients was limited by the

internal consj.stency of the measure of each work characteristic, comparisons

within columns of the table should be avoided. More central are the

comparisons in each row among the reliability estimates obtained from the

three different bases of aggregation.



Table 2

Estimates of Within-group Agreement (Epsilon squared) on
Using Three Bases of Aggregatiori:

379

Work Characteristics

Basis of aggregationb
,

Work characteristicsa

, Same
occupation

Same
supervisor

SaMe
occupatiOn and

supervisor.

Joh descriptions

Quality of employment
Resource adequacy .29 :45 49
Financial rewards .46
Challenge .60 .63, .68
Comfort .34 .42 y30
Overall .59 .65 .67

Core dimensions
Variety (interview) .47 .51 .47
Variety (observation) .77 .78 .84
Autonomy (interview) .54 .51 .60
AUtonomy"(observation) .78 .84 .88
Task identity (interview) .15 .26 .31
Meaningfulness (observation) .72 .76 .84
Task feedback .14 .23
External feedback .14 .08 .33

Work group descriptions

Cohesiveness ,25 .21 .56
Competence .21 .34 .43
Task facilitation .28 .38 .35

Supervisor descriptions

Supportiveness .38 .51 .57
Competence .32 .45 .58
Task facilitation .44 .60 .62

a Data were obtained from intervi ws:unless otherwisp distinguished.

b Ns vary between rows depending o
characteristic. The n's average

same occupation:
same
same

the amount of missing data on the work
4s follows:

57. groups, 5 7 respondents (median group size = 6);
supervisor: 94 groups, 412 respondents (median group size = 4);
supervisor'and.occupation: 68 groups, 197 respondents (median

group size = 2).
. . ,

The correction for the number of subclasses was too lar .

t,71-T1
C).
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The best basis of aggregationswas, as predicted, that which combined.

having the same supervitior with having the same occupation. This basis

of aegation produced the most reliable estimates of within- group agree-

.

ment in 31 of the'36 'comparison' with bases of,aggregation that involved':

having only the same occupation or the same supervisor. While at timei,s' ,

the differenc'es between squared epsilons were'large, as much as .35, the;

were often rather small.

The second best basis of aggregation was that based upon having a

common supervisora. In 16 of 19'tests it produced a squared epsilon_

coefficient greater than that obtained by using octupatil7 as a basis of

aggregation.

The least reliable basis\f
.?

4 regation was occupation.

There was no consistent pattern in terms of,whether particular:bases

of aggregation irovided more reliable estimates of'particular variables.

Workers reporting to the'same supervisor consistently provided; more

reliable estimates of their supervisors' akavi.Ors than dia'those

aggregated according.to their occupations. On the Other.hand; aggregating.

worke* according to occupational codes failed to provide more reliable

est rtes of job deticriptionwthan dia aggregating.ah the basis of haVing

a common supervisor. With regard to work group descriptions, neither
q

having' the same occupation, nor the same supervisor seemed to yield a more

reliable estimate. In short,,the most reliable basis of aggregation was

that which,first identified a 'Common Ii4ervisor. and. which then honed

work groups so.defined into those with similar occupations, Nearly as

rellable_was_tbe,identification of a common, supervisor, and least reliable

was occupation as embodied -in Census codes.

7 2
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'Discussion
. .

While, as predicted, the bases of aggregation combining workers having

the same occupation and having.the'same supervisor prided the greatest

agreement within groups, other data were contrary to prediction. Most

conspicuously, occupational classifications were not the best bases,fpr

aggregiting jib descriptions. Although, 'as predicted, having the'same-7

supervisor was a good basis for aggregating workers' descriptions of

their work groups and their supervisors, it.also fared better than having

the same occupation in aggregating job descriptions.

At least thtee reasons can be advanced post hoc to account for the

overall superiority of aggregation on theasis:of supervisor rather than

occupation. First-, a supervisor in an employing establishment usually has
, IIIL

authority over a cluster of jobs that are somewhat similar and frequently

identical. TherefOre,'having the same supervisor often means having mliFe or
.

less the same occupation as well. But having the same occupation in most
°

t.emplRying establishments does not equally well insure having ac.ommon supervisor,

As a result, having a common supervisor provides a better approximation of the

most reliable basis of:aggregation-Ahat otccunbining supervisor. and occupation.

Second, there is considerable evidence that a supervisor's 'behaviors may

determine certain characteristics of the, jobs of his or her subordinates.'

Particularly within a supervisor's-control are autonomy, feedback, challenge,

resource adequacy, and the behaviors 'of one's coworkers. Aggregating on the.

basis of,ftying a common supervisor therefore carries with ft many implications

fOr what one's occupation is, as well as more specific characteristics of one's

41job.. Third, workers with a common supervisor ,usually work together and'as a

.result may influence each others. beliefs and attitudes. This may in turn.

?^/
- A
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I.
-,

produce greater shared standards for evaluating' their jobs and even share& ,

evaluations, than might otherwise be.che'catie.
'-""", ,

The results of our tally 9f previous studies (Table 1) nave addition-,
.

al implications .for past and futute organization1al rekarch. Studies 1:-

A.

42S
that had aggregated data were found to be distressingly' scanty in their,

descriptions 4 methods. It was not-only, at times unclear whethe
.

.

aggregation 4d,been-used, but more commonly the bases of aggregation

were obscure. . ',Occupation! was,aliost never defined precisely,..and what

a "work group" was ofteOsiled to be specified. Suthfailui4to

clarify bases of 'aggregation seriously limit both a study's IMOIcations

,and its replicability.
e

J
The results of our analyses suggest further that the usefulness of any

basis of aggregation may differ,avording-to the organization-studied, In

addition to chOosing the bases of aggregation to fit the purposes of the

'study, there is the matter of reliability. Investigators, that is, should

. test whether their aggregate measures are reliable enough to use as
' .

indicators of the units studied. In in organization where each work -group

, -le fairly homogenous with respect to members'k jobs, lor example,, one would

expect to fare reasonably well by uaing work group as the unit.of analysis.,

But even in.such an organization the reliability of aggregated estimates

ght possibly be/-low enough to require tthprovement'by aggregation.on the

teals of job and Supervisor.' On the other hand,.in an organizatiOn where

jobs' within each work group are heterogeneous; the,cambined basis,of

aggregation would be essential ta obtain sufficiently reliable estimates:..
,

, .

To use other baseein this case would needlessly limit-the validities of

the estimates and restrict the magnitudes' -of their correlations with other.,
4

measures.

1 n<'
el :1
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(

JOB SATISEACT9N.14EASUREMENT: NORMATIVE

AND INDIVIDUALISTIC 'MODELS`-

5



Thispapeffecondiders. an old but still. 'skis in.:.OccUpal-!:
. , -

cional.paychology has ,been proposed that theOiediCtion o a:wofker*
job satisfaction, from'informit4On about the Various'reWards andbenefits:',
provided the job, will be' improved if the worker's. own sense ofi.PrlOrt;
ities is taken intaaCOOUnt. The job facets viewed as most iMporihnt

,:by, the iiorker hiMself should begiven most weight when. estimating hchi

satiafying-orAiissafisfying a, particular job will be..However, most pre
viOus Studies of importance weighting have been negativ4 importance- weight

aPpearaftot tO:Add tb *he predictability-of-job satisfaction.

karst analysis:Of the,dataahoWs, as expected, that the rated importance
of a job ,fadet potentiaii*-Oanlid in the predllion,of resultant facet'-
,satisfaction, The eVidence:for this consists, of ,the relatively

.

4reater variance infacatgatWnCtion for the.!'high:impOrtanCe!!'workers4ho
`:are known'to receive MuChorlitele Of the-facet; that is, the high:impof7.
tance workers were. more responsive to 'variations in actual faCerealiza7-
tion.thawwere the low A.mportance workers. A second and confithing nnalYr
sis showed that the:' correlations between facetrealizafion and satisfaction
are stronger for the high importance wOrkers than for the low importance'
workers except for onefaversal. in thispattern for importance of Financial'
Rewards., Comparisons on mean satUfaCtioh.between low_andligh7imp(ortance
shouIdion the average hfgher satisfaccionldr:facets of low importancato
the workers.

-

ItArariety.of facetl.mporTance wed.ghting schemes were applied co'im-
prove thaprediction of job satisfaction from information about the amount
of benefit'. provided by the job. None of the weighting methods provided
any improvemeq 'over unweighted prediCtions,,andsome actually,Worsened the

`prodictions Pciesible cknceptual and methodological explanations .for this
cutcome:are reviewed.
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JOB SATI ACTION MEASURBMENTLNORMATIVE

AND INDIVIDUALISTIC MODELS

Are I)eople bett r satisfied h!YsimplY having more of all the good"

features of jobs o instead, 6y having tore of what they personally, and
1

quelYcOnaider,most important? While this question is discussed freqUently,
I

Still unresolved.

li, is knoiin that there are: widely- shared value's that indicate for rgiost,

.,People. the fa4ets that jointly constitute a "good job ", a patisfyin one.
. I

This suggesta that the inducementof job Satisfaction is rather u iform.

,

among Smpl yed people sothat a simple summation or averaging of "good".
- , .

job qualities, will serve well as .4 predictor of the job satisfaction of
. ,

the'job older.. SoM0eading measures _of job satisfaction reflect this

. .

view, tie.Job Description. Index, (04ith, Kendall a&I Hulin, 1969) being an
' . / - . ,,

:exarlipye: :Another 1S' the Quality ofEmployment Index (Cammann, Quinn, Beshr
0

,

,

. ,:, ,
. , I .41,Gu ta, Chapter. 3), Which is put korwaid as a summatille index of .:the

tii.re qualities of the -Yob Usable.as a predictor of the satisfaction of the job

ocioupant. However it remains 4queStion, both practical (how to assess or

measure,-job satisfactio 40 and theoretical (from what sourcestloes Satisfa6-

/tion arise) whether.indivillual differences in preference, need, or local
t, A

/variations in social norms, affect the respouse of satisfaction suffi-1

cientlyto warrant individualbyeigfited models and measurement .opetations.
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(/
A nUMber,Of)rior investigations,' some theoretical and'soMe empirica1

have addressed,/this problem.. An early'stateMen't7ofHa.theoreti7iew.
,

- /

is that of MOrse (1953) Who wrote, . . the greatk- amount [4.f

roduced good] the indiidual gepvthe.greater his satisfaction and, at''

thf agmetimei the more the individual still desires, he2ess

faction#1., Within the framewOrk of expectancy theo6!,.Vroom :(1964) posited

a multiplicative' relationship between holWimuch the Individual gets:(of

some "good ") from the job and. -how mach'thf individual wants of it"; that

is, the goods and bads of the job are multiplied by their valdnces for the

IA occupant in thedSterMinatiommf job' satisfaction. Others '(

Mitchell &Albrigq, pr6tae thatjObsaiisfaCtiOn is a 40int-func-,,.
. ,

tion of the importanCe of various outcomes ( "goods ") and the individual's

belief that his job is a'meana for attaining such, tCOmes. Barth (1974)

proposes that job satisfaition is a prci4uct of the individual's priorities

regarding' the returns from Nis jobandhis expectation that,these returns,
, r

will be forthcoming in thefjtUre. Lawler (1973) has i4veloPed a model,

that includes: a specification that the increment to' satisfaction arising

.

.froM any facet Of,A.job.is,modified by, gmong. other things, the individual's

sense, Of the importance ofithat faceveo hiM,-persbnally, Amcice :(1969)

holds that the crucial factor is the discrepancy between what the indivib7

dual wants or expects from djohanewhat hioactually'reCeives.

The empirical ilterature,is more.blarid, and unsatlafyihg thanihe
/ . .

,

and persuasive theories. Effortsto %rove the measurement of
f.--

. .

. . -

.'.'
. . , k,.

job sat sfaction byUsing methOds'that incorporate individual differences

elegant

have been unifenplY unsuccessful 4Evans, 19721 Wanotis & Lawler 1.972;

Quinn &IMingione, 1973;. Barth, v974), The weighting of 10b satisfaction
)

/..., I
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,.

indicators accotding to the importance or priorities reported by the
.

.. , -. .,

kindividaal has failed to achieve either (1) improved internal copsistency'

and4eliabild.ty of,,,meilsures'ofjob satisfaction, or (2).Consistently1
,

.

i
.-

mproved predictions of behavior P esumed to be inflVenced b Y the indiVi-.-
,

dual's job;satisfaction (althollI there are some exceptions). Still, the

use of indicators cq'satiSiaction that Ao not.accommodate individual'dif

fet:enceL remains incompatible with therich evidence regarding individuality.
. /

It is hard to accept th4t job satisfaction is fully "explained"'by the

occupantreceiVing standard propoitions of 'Standard benefits./ A &urther

M. .

,00mpulsion to press this ,line of 'inq uiry is that the tbrielat ons between

unweighted measures'of job satisfaction, and the unweighted obi

'measures of the benefits of jobs-are lower than expected; only abo half

of the variance in job satisfaction, is stdtistically "explained" tyt

, .

unweighted Job attributes. Further, the lapacity of present indicators
.

, .

. .

4. job satisfaction tO predict behavior.ie sometimes disAPP9inting, and inco

atible with:both theory and common sense expectations.

The purpose of the investigation.reported heteis to

116

adVance tgleiry

Specifically, the aim is to. see whether job sasfaction;
\

.

. , .
, c.

better accounted for by a normative model of cau.ation

(
in about the same way to given degreesand classes of

into these issues:

, directly measured,

(all people respond

I return from their jobs) or by g weighted model (which assumes

that p pl espond.differently actording to their owt individualistic

sense)f importance or priority)..,
oct



The.Vsample for investigatian employed. adults in

Michigan: These respondents did. hot,' atrktlyapeaking,-conatitntea

(i

-, 44
sample of any d fined population but Werehn4ead, a varied assortment of in-

_....

dividuals chosen because,theY were in diverse,Jobs with five diverseployera.

Included were 173 members of d-printingjirmi Members of a research.and

deVelopMent firm engaged in research inthe 04vaicai and.mathematic

sciences, 120 and 144 members, respectively, in two aUtomntive supp,

manufacturing firms, and 213 members of the service departments of

hospital. Supervisors were included. Details of the sample are de cribed

y

in Chapter 1%

Measures

Four sets of individual level measures,.all obtained t ough atandard-

0,ized interviews, are pertinent to'this report. ,Common td all foi4r are
D

the five Job facet's, distinguished by analysis .of nationalnational urvey data as

a means to simplify the descriplin of jobs with minimdM loss .of information.

These facets are called: Resource. Adequacy (equipment, informatio , Applies,

etc,)jcomfort and Convenience, Challenge'(use of skills, opportunity --to
'

learn, etc.), nFinancial Rewardp(pa;, beelits, etc4),- and Coworke s.. Not-
...., .

. ;

Withstanding slight shifts in labels, afull account of tthe derivation of

these facets and their component indicators is provided by Quinn Shepard

-(1974), including specifications of their psychometric properties and evi-

deuce of validity.' The four sets of meaada-)were:
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ortance. Vach iiportlince indices was derived'

by averaging the imporfa

the facet oomtnents(e

ale
144* :4144:

HYSieel'surroundings are

ce ratings assigned by each respondent te, each of

e. general form o the 4uitAtiOnt$7,-143 #14WAted4`_,*
. is you

I

vea ob".-where-,the:

:ant' ?"

Fadet ount-(rea izatiOn); 4ived:by averaging

'thereepOnderit p.raeing of the extento. which
hii_jOb..41.1YprOvided

. . -
fo.hild, r was chaiacterized

by, the specific beneficial component
attei-

...e- t

C--butes. -' 1/T741-T,,etioh of the Oedtion"format is: "Towhat extent is hisAP,".4
., . _,E. -V .

il

true about your joug I hav t,enough euthority'to do my best" 'Quinn r d
..,5Shepard do not offer a reidliation'acale

for tht coworkers fapet;, _

-3.- ,Facet' japsattsfactiOn% :A similar-.averaginOroess was use
e I

.

. . ' i

derive the five indices representing the-reepondent'sA gree of,,.
IP'

faction with each of the job facets. The; sample .q

sa you with your. fringe benefits?"

setts-

e!t ion lormat "How

4. Dyerall-job aatisfactionywas measured in.two ways: (a) a sUmmative
-

average 'cfAve facet satisfaction indices

index deriv cl-bY QUinfi.and Shepard (1974) from the following

containingTho -reference to specific job attributes..----/

described above;,!and (b) an',

r .

five quedtions

A .rn all:, how satisfied would you' say you ate
with your job- -very satisfied, somewhat setisfieg,
not- too satisfied'or npt,gt all satisfied?

In general,.how we11/would,
measures up to the sort of
took it?. Would you say it
somewhat like, or not vary
wantedWhen you took it?

4'04-44y-that Your b
job'.yon wanted w n you,
is very much li
much like the job you

Knowing whatoppu know now, if,y(;t1 had to decide all
over again 10' her to take- the job you now 4ave, hat
would yodigAi e? Would you decide' without any hsi-

,

73 3

I-
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I .
. r .

'

,

.

;
tation:. to tlkke the sam e job, i

.,

w uld you. h second
thoughts, or- would you decide deAkpltely not to -take
the jobt-;/ .; ' -, ' 's ''.4.

If i gpod .friend; of YOurti .411d you :(S/she) was

wo ld you tell. (hiii/her)? Would' yoll strongly recom-

i erested in ,working in a, job- lila. yours what
-mend this job, +ad yoti have doubts about *ecommend4
ing tt i or would Yfill 4trongly:ad-iitte (him/her) against
this sort Of Alc.b? . .

-t, .) you were/ free to:0 14:aqtany type
what .VhitlX41 ycq,.1t- e,491:46 'he?"

b you wanted,

1

The t'4&:3:91)',ssitiefaction measure are ,hereaftt'designated as Overall,

F eet" Satisfaction and Facet- free- Satisfaction. Table 1 shows the

rercrirrelations among this set-of two overal job Satisfaction

measures, and a their oorrelationil. with the five fadek imp'ortance,

and fou'r facet amount me,asures.-

`-..A4lysis Platt s

,The analytic strategy involved three steps, as
,

: First, a

`determination of whether there were, differences-in job :satisfaction between.

employees rating the 'I stets as of 'high or Of lo - liaribrtancer; Second, a

I--

-. determination of, whether there were
,

.cliffete tween; those rating .a

...1 -...,-
facet high vs.. low. in importance as to,the correls od!between facet ,

realization, (amount) and job satisfaction, Tlii.d
'
trisparition' of the

weighted and the

,

unweighted #ndicators of facet' amount Is to, their coire-

", f
.

kations with job satisfaction. ,,..-,---Pre-:

4

t
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. Matrix of Interco401stions among the Facet Importance, Facet Retlization, and Overall iob Satisfaction Indexes (M'541

410-Ciitt.

1. Resource adequacy

2. Comfort

3, Challenge ,

4. Finencial.rewards

5. Coworkers

facet Realization

6. Resource adequicy

1. Comfort

8. Challenge

9. Financial rewards.

hers]] Satisfaction

;ti:

,10. Factt.free

11. total facet-specific

It
,38

( **
A30 . .20

.29 .47

** . **
32 .45

g 1 5 .05

.02 05

-.03 -.06

-.01 m -.03

.05

.23"

.24** .35

ON* .06

.03; .01

.28 .07

- .22

**
.01

.08 .05'

**

.18 .10

.

.14

**
.24

**
32 .24 **. .

.15 .23
** .43**

.30
**.

. .28
**

@.45**

.61 .45 :59**
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, ,

Table 1 shows OW the tOasures offacet importance intereOtrelate

positively and significantly, as do the-measures of facet realization and

o

,overa1i satisfaction. Table 2 demonstrates that for each facet
.the stand-

ard-dpviation Land hence the variance)\of degree of facet realization
1

,

Results.

exceeds that of degree of 'facet ,importahce.'
1

Relevance of Facet Importance tb Job'Satisfactioh
7-77 '

'One indicator that the iinportanoeof several-job attributes may

influence the prediction of overall job aatisfaction would.be the presence

of differencea in satisfaction, outcomes fo-r respondents differiQg in their
.

\, ,

-facet importance ratings. Tables 3-6 display the result's 'bf auch an
,. ,.analysis. Table 3 shbws, fOr exas!ple, average ,satisfaction adores (two

/4,1,,
..

.. L
measures Of overall job,satisfaction and one of aatisfaction-with1 aesource

, ' ,,,, ',
. .,.,.

Adequacy) for respondents with Vatying degrees of Resource AdequacY frii.tr

degrees), dichotomizing the respohdents on their:iMportanc0 ratings for

'Resource Adequacy. - A

Inspection of these tables reveala-immediately,a pattern of increment

in job satisfaction, with increments in facet realizatiori amounts

far all the facers. This is to be expected, of course, to the
a

extent that the experience of satisfaction, is derived-from exposure

to a' more favorable.job-environment.

-The pattern bf differences between the high importance and,lOW
,

,impottance respondents is.0 however, more complex. The most prevalent



'Table'

Standard Deviations of Facet Importance
and Facet'Realiiation.

395

.

Facet

Standard Deviation
of rating on
:importance

,:Standard Deviation
of rating on
''realization_

ResourceAdequacy .67 .76

Comfort, .54. .61

Challenge .45. .84
4

Financial Rewards .47- .53
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, ( 3Tabl#

Average Overall Job Satisfaction ScOres for Groups Defined
by Levd2 of Rated Importance of Job Facet and Level of

Facet Realization:Amount: Resource Adequacy Facet*

Overall:job
Satisfaction

Facet
Importance

Facet Realization Amount

Low High

Facet-free , Low 3.09 3.55 3.74 4.38
(18) (44) (79) (9)

High 2.99 3.14 3.78 4.09
(42) (100) (280) (57)

Facet-specific Low 2.62 2.91 3.18 3.60
(18) (44) (79) (9)

High 2.37 2.75 3.20 3.53
(42) (99) (280) (57)

Satisfaction. with
Specific Facet

- Low 2.27 2.81 3.25
-(79)

3.78Resource. adequacy
(18) (44) (9)

High. 2.02 2.67 3.27 .3.70

(42) (99) (280) (57)

* Numbers i, parentheses art cell numbers.

ti

40



Table 4

Average Overall Job Satisfaction-Scores for Groups Defined
. by Level of Rated Importance,of Job Facet and Level of

Facet Realization Amount: Comfort Facet*

397

Overall Job
rhSatisfaction

Facet
Importance

Facet Realization Amount

Lbw -2.- Medium High

,Facet-free Low 3.22 3.55 3.88
(20 (249) (159)

High 3.18 3.42 3.98
(25) (119 (70)

Facet-specific Low 2.69 2.98 3.28
(24) (249) (160)

High 2.46 2.98 3.3417
(24) ,(116) , (68)

Satisfaction with
Specific Facet

Comfort Low 2.60 2.93 3.31
(24) (249) (160)

High 2.28 2.94 ,3.43

(24) (116) (68)

*, Numbers in parentheses, are cell numbers.

.
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Table 5
.

.

Average Qverall Job Satisfaction ScOreslor Groullsilefined
by Level of RatedjOportance o Joli, aCet and'Level of

Facet Realization.AmountChal enge Facet* :. Iv

<Y

Overall Job
Satisfaction

yacet
Importance

-Facet Realization Amount

Low High

Facet-free Low 2.91 3.03 3.72 3.95
(9) (79) (150) ' (128)

.

-

High 2.50 :2.85 3.30 3.95.
(12) (34) (78) (.141)

Facet-specific Low 2.30 _ 2.68 3.04 3.2T
- (9) (78) (150P (128)

-.2.

High. ' 2.13 , - 2.59 2.98 . 3.35
, - (12) (34) (77) (141) r

Satisfaction with
Specific Facet

\

Challenge Low 2.07 2.47 2.95. 3.36-
(9) (78) (150).,

High 1.79 2.34 2.98 3.49 ,
(12) ° (34) (77) (141)

* Numbers' in parentheses are cell numbers.

.



Average eOverall Job Satisfactiop ScOtea' or Groups Wined".
bycLevel of fialed'Imporlance of Job Fa et,'Snd Level'Of.
Eacet'Realization Ampunt: Fi cial 'ewards Facet*

A
Overall Job Facet
Satisfaction Importance Low Medium _High

'ft ,
\

Facet-free Low 3.07-7N\ 3.55 3.83
(54) (179) (i,11)

1

-N ,,,

High 3.34 3.67 3.70
Okp (174)' (81) -

2.72 3.05 3.23

399'

Fad t RealizationaAmoult.

Facet-spetific Low

-Satisfaction with
Specif Facet

Financial reAkds Low .

2.59 3.11 3.19
(36) (173). (81)

2.68 , 2.97 3.21
(53) (179) (112)

1

f
High 2.58 3.06 3.30

(36) (173)..4: (815
f A

* Numbers in,yarentheses are"Cell'numbexs.;
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pattern, and the expected one, is for:the low importance group to be less

reeponsive.than.the high importance group to variations in facet realization

. amounts. That is, one may expect a person giving less importande to,

Resource Adequacy 'to be, only slightly dissatisfied with a deficit in this

job quality, and to be only slightly satisfied by an abundance of it;.those
,

to whom resource' adequacy is'ImpOrtant can be expected to register greater

extremes of Satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 'This pattern. holds consistently
_

with reapect to the facets of COMfore and Challenge (Tables 4 and 5) and mar-
(". ,

ginally for the facets.of.,,ResOurce Adequacy and Financial ReWards (Tables 3

and 6),

The facets 4so,vary somewhat:on whethet there 1.§ a prevailing differente

in satisfactpon on average, between the low' and high importance groups,

spondents who assign low importance to a facet report consistentlyIONiher

satisfaction than thOse who assign it high importance, for two of the five

facets: Reno ce Adequacy and Challenge. A'similar but more marginal trji...4:

;tharacterizesa third facet, Comfort; and no trend emerges for the facet of

Financial Rewards. The trendfor greater importance of Challenge tg be as

sociated with lower satisfaction when the effects of importance are considered.

separately from realization is a reversal of the significant pOsitive

cdrrelation observed in Table 1 for Importance-Challenge and *total 'facet-

-specific'eatisfaction, where the effects of importance and realization are

.totaoUnded. Realization evidently acts as a supressor upon the relationship

of importance and satisfaction, obscuring their true negative relationship,

which is, therefore; only observable when realization's effects are.removed.

'the diagrams in Figure 1 provide a rough summary of patterns des-
ice

cribed above.'' The results of-this inspection of the data suggests that

individual differences in the importance of job facets might successfully be

used as a weighting factor in achieving more precise measures of job satisfaction.'

IL
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Job-.

Sat.
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Figure 1

Three (Patterns of Relationship between Facet Amount andlob Satisfa.ction

for. Conditions of High and Low Importa ce*

Pattern 1

Lo

Facet Amcnt:

Comf41

Job

Sat

[I .

Pattern 2

1)

to

Facet Amount:

Resource Adequacy

Challenge.

------ Rig facet importance

11)

a

Low acet importance

A

ft No consistent pattern for Pi ancial Rewards and the four measures' of satisfaction
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Correlations between y Raalilation, ob Satiafa9, ion by Levels of

Importance

j
The obsery tions described above are confirmed.in a more ref ined analYsis

using Corre tional methods. The earlier .notion eh $t the high tfiPortancel

groupwould prove more responsive to variations

suggests higher correlations between C4cet real

in acet realization also

zation and Measures of _fob.

satisfaction among the.e.hi han.the low i porta group. Accordingly,

T ishows, separately for the high and.low importa gro'nps, .the

correlations betWeenfour.Measuree of fob satisfaction and the respondents'

quality of employment of facet realization amount--on each of .the five

facets. There.is plainly evident a stronger response by the high imPor-
r

tance grOtip than by the low tmportance group to the experience of depri-

vationr2or abundance, with the exception of the FinancialAlewards facet

Which exhibits. a reverse pattern.

These findings.cospend to the impressions reported above regarding'

extremity of'scores (or amount of variance)^. the expected pattern above

on extremity of scves was closely adhered to by the facets of Comfort
:,

and Challenge, followed by the other facets. With the cortelatiol#1.data,

'facets most in compliance with predictions were again observed to be .

Comfort and. Challenge, followed by Resource Adequacy.with a reversal of

the predicted pattern for Financial Rewards.

Predicting Overall Job Satisfaction from Weighted
and Unweighted Predictors

There are a number of Ways to compute weipOted measures of job satia-.

faction with reference to individual differences in facet importance

ratings.(o in facet - specific expectations). Each has its own

I`



Correlations bkween-Facet Realilation Amount and Overall

Jo Satisfaction `bY Levels of Importance

c.o

?acets

Rated

jlnporIEHice

Rpgource Adequacy : Low

N=152

High

N=479,

Comfort Low

'N=433

High -I

N=208

Financial Rewards

* p <0.05
** p

f; .21** .52**

34** .64**

.20**

v37**

Low .38**

N=368.,

High' .50**

N=274

Low

N=345

High
.N=295

a

'.28**

.39**

JS/s ecif Jac'et.

46**

.52**

.51**'

.64**

.37**

:31**

.63**

.4"

.61**,

.72**

.30**

.30**t
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conceptual properties, and. ssuWptions about the processes of attitude

formation. These' alternative. weighting sch es are treated in detail by

others, and will not be described here (WanouS & LaWler, 1972; Quinn &

Ma lone, 1974; Barth, 1974). For the following:analysis twe'alternative

'kms Of weighting were used on grounds that both.have shown interesting

4.rounds that theyproperties in other studies, and also on'the Practical.
. ,

I;Stehed the available data for the present study.

The first form .of Weighting. is derived from Vroom's originalisugges-
,

pion (1964) that net job satisfactiOn i the sum atross facets-of

importance.of each"facet multiplied by the amount off' actual return or

outcome for that tacet. The essential proposition is that.the impact on.-

satisfaction of abundance or deprivation is nil for facets that are not

Valued at all and very, great for those assigned high 411P ortance. The

second torm of,weighting chosen is a subtractive index Wwhich the

(staodardized). facet realization amounts are subtracted front the standard-

ized imphrtance ratings. While the conceptual foundationp.for the use of

importance ratings in the subtractive indek are problematic, such usage has

in fact achieved successful results for a number of investigators (e.g.,

Wanous 1972).

The correlations between the weighted and the unweighted predictors

(four facets each) o n the one hand, -and job satisfaction on,the other are

studied. Job satisfaction is represented by .the two overall measures and also

the respondents' specific facet satisfaction relevant in each case. The data

show consistently, with but one minor exception in 24 comparisons, that

weighting of job facet realization amounts by their respective degrees of

importance typically, has the effect of decreasing rather than increasing thl,
(

.
. .

concurrent' prediction of job satisfaction: Multiple regressions similarly
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demonstrated little or no increment in prediction-froth the weighted predictors

,over the realization amounts

(

on their bwn,

Discussion

This attempt to improve'the condurrent,predictioh of job satisfaction

over that available from information,about the objective qualities of an

individual's job and job environment was a failure. No)meana was found to

,employ information about iheimportance,oilthe job facipsp the individ-'

ual to arrive at amore accurate concurrent prediction of his actual job

satisfaction. In this failure the inquiry la not unique,
.,. ,..

0i21 Quinnmatches tHoSrOf other investigators',. Aotably-Wanos, & Lawler .(1. ,
.., -

as,this-OutcOWm

Mangione 0.97 ,"4.1! Barth (1974) ,',,who used sothewhatsdifferent ineasure-

ment methods or dataqrom distinctively different populations. - There. is

still no persuasive evidence toyrovide'iupport for the hypothesized sdper-

t,iority of importance-weighted models of JO .satisfaction. The conclusion

reached by Quinn and Mangione can stand without modifibation:

fk-

. not only replicated,the unanimoualY, !negatiVe' finding's'
4.

1 .. r

.f earlier validation studies bdt showed in Addition that impor.7

-tance weighting actually decreases the'VAlidity of job salial,
4-1

fAction. ,The presumed theoretical 'help4. provided by the

principle of importance weighting proved instead to be an empiri-

cal hindrance in estimating overall job satisfaction. Weighting
0

of satisfactory ratings by importance ratinga4 which earlier

studies hadShown to be at worst a rather innocuous theoretical

indulgence, was shown by the present data 'to be something worse

than innocuous (p. 18)."
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In our view, however, the,matter is not yet settled: The :accumulation

/of consistent empirical results across some variety of measurement methods,

populations, and methods for weighting is not to be .set` -aside lightly.

Still, the logic of weightings is So impeccable, the intuitive.,

appeal of the 44ea of individualistic response to J ob environments is So

stronk and the presently unaccountable degree of variance among people in

their expperience ofAob satisfaction is so'much in need of 'explanation,

that one is drawn into a search for the reasons behind the discouraging

results that have heen reported., 1480., quiteepart from theory and ideology,

it As Statistically implausible,-although not impossible, that differences

In "importance" ratings such as those shown in Tables 3-6 must remain use-
,

less in improving the prediction of job satisfaction. There are two kinds'

of plausible reasons for, failure: per.haps°we fail to discover significant

gains from individualistic weighting because;of faulty methods; .perhaps
.

we fail becaus:evework with an over simplified view of,'.how

is brought to beak inthe'context of response to jobs

! , , - ,

Methodological issuei

, 1. Choice of'measurlp In developing measures of job qualities and

job satisfactions, investigators go to ,eppsiderable trouble to narrow their
?

attention to job facets that are importanttPmost workers. For example,

/ Smith, et al. .(1969'and Sarnowe, et al. (1972) engaged in careful,p'relimi-
/

nary work o eliminate the trivial from consideration. They may have done

this work too well, in the,sense'that only factors or facets remain'that I,

are quite uniformly of high importance'to workers. To:the extent that this

is the case,the indiVidual differences obtained in importance ratings may

be.differences'of 711 potential effect. This notinn finds some support

0
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in Table 2 which establishes that the variances of score on facet reali-

.

4%4
, . ..

zation exceed xth6se on:facet importance. Yet the difference is not so
. . . .

. .. rr ,

.ti , .
,

.great as to.suggest.thatscores on facet importance could have no app,reci-
i

able effect as 4ighta:.
.: .

2. Scale properties of the measUfe*e,. A subtractivelqeighting scheme.
/

is APplied with'risk to measures that lack coMparsble and equal scale

intervals. 'Multiplicative weighting schemes, are sensitive' not only to

the risks'relevant for Subtractive schemes, but also. should ..have an absolute

zero point.

..
,

Perhaps, the usual steps to ,moderate these risks are inadequate,

so thdt the'Weighting introduces more of error than ofJvalid inforMation.

,Empirical weightinOchemes could, be'used to help deal with,some. of these

problema==for the subtractive Model by allowing the relative "weights of

importance and realization to be determined by a, multiple regression, and

the multiplicative Model, by taking the -log of the variables and performing
. .

ia multiple regression.,..When'this, empiticai approachtoweighting was applied)

to the.Anbtractive model for'one facet (Challenge) it wan fOund, howevef,

that there wasno increment in prediction of total facet7sRecific satisfaction

over that' available from realizhtion.alone, even though the weights

generated correspond to the resulta,suggeSted by Table 5, i.e. ,a positive
4-

weight forirealizationand a negative weight+for importance.

:Pre-weighting of measures.t, SOjeCtive ratings of the amount of

a facet in one's environmen t may already take into account the importance',

of the pa(iticular facecgtO a worker. this kid of preweighting of the
.

crke s report of the amount', of a facet he or she receives reduces: the

ability' f purer measures of importance to improve prediction,,a0 importance,

.

has already been incorporated into the measurement of working,cOnditions

In regard to the subtractiVe'index, howeVer,-Snch pre7weighting is not
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. .
.

shhstantral giventhe generally low correlationslikee Table'l) of realiz#tion

and importance.

4. 'High intercorrelations among predictors,: In. a'highly

correlatedset of predictors does'not allOw much 1.tioin for.imgrovement of

prediction by weighting of the components. 1110,*lianc4hroblem-in the

present study for thq,_subtractive index, as.italaalf composed of .

importance, which displays quite low corrOations with realization 'ratings'.

.cep

1;t:doeg, however, carry some weight for the multiplicative indexwhich is

more to be linearly related to its two components.

Conceptual ISsues

1. Maximizing vs. optimizing. ,AI,lof the apprbaches cited in this

°
report to weighted predictors of job 'satisfaction share a common set of

assumptions of a very simplistic sort. t It ia,asadmed that the johattributes

valued by most people are in short suppIy!Such that few peopIehaVe.an

excessj.oy even enough 0 theseteturns from their job. It is, thus, a
- ,

44estion of allocation ofdefic.its, and the view of "optimum allocation"

'ofde4cits is plausibly to be patterned according to the individual's

priorfLes among types or classes of job rewards. The image follows that-

the cause-effect relationships. are,linear, monotonic, and additive when

weighted according, to individual priorities. These assumptions are com-

4 .patible with the usual methods of measurement:anO'onalysis. They are
.

incompatible with plau'sible altetnativetonceptions-yit is known that

some job. attributes do not have a-linear and monotonic relationship with

outcomes such as satilfaction (French, 1973) but display strong curvili-..

neariiy i:Tith peaks in mid-scale such that a large-portion of apopulation

may have inure of that job.arillute than' is wanted, thuaTeversing the job

attribute's causal relationship. td 'satisfaction. Some theories:such-.

yi'y0



as these of Herzberg, et al., (1959) and Maslow (1964), while,con-
-;

travereiaL'imply, the prevalence of step functions, with the'"step"

differently but not randomly located4fOr different individuals. It is.

suggested that an exploration ofthe validity of the linear- monotonic

assumption might disclose a means for'improving o4r understanding of the

etiology iad continuing maintenance of job satisfaction.

2. Self selection and accommodation.

409

The workingAmerican population. is

rather migratory with a high rate of job and employer turnover, much of it

voluntary.in search of a better fit between job and person. It is likely

also that some people are successful in achieving a fit between the attri..

butes of their job and their personal facet priorities by modifications in

the job itself, or by the adjustment of their priorities to the realit'ies

as they`come to see them. Such social and psychological processes can be

expected to result in there being a aizeable proportion of employed people

in jobs that have been made or chogerto "fit ". In such cases, one .should

expect only relatively modest discrepancies blatleen the person's felt needs

and priorities, on the one hand, and the attributes of the job situation

on .the other. For such people, the prevalent methods for determining

optimum, individualized .weighting in the measurement of-job satisfaction

would be treating relatively trivial (although measureable) variations,

among people who are, for the most part, highly satisfied with 0their jobs.

-'1% more compelling teat of the weighting theory would be obtained if the work were

concentrated in pub-populations selected for their vulnerability to indi-

vidualized discrepancy between wantar,and realizations. Such populations

might, be those, for example, of relatively low overall job satis-

-it.

fa4tion, or those suspected of.being "locked in" to their jobs, or those
'Tel*

4
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wAo:have had only a brief time for the job search and accOmmOdation processes

to haVe had4heir fuil-effect (e.g,, the new entrants to the labor forcei

and those. relatively new iritheir,preaent jobs).

3. Rare.eventa. The contemporary opproadh to the. issues of weighting

job satidfactioh predictors Is designed .to exploit the prevalence of cannon

. conditions as tojob attributes and job satisfaction, and to fully exploit.
.

the power of largerN-population statistics. One can defend this approach,

-but it would be wise, perhaps, to explore the possibility that essential

inforMation is missed in such an approach, It may be that the critical,

factors of an indiVidualistic sort tend to be very numerous in variety with

instances of each rare events. It is not hard torelatively few

imagine (or to recall) examples of the uncommon but compelling- discontinuities

between job attributes and personal needs that may have the force of

rendering inconsequential the other factors of fit that may be present.

An approach to assess the ,significance,* any, of this idea could take the

form of (a) modifying the measurement of job attributes and JO facet.

priorities by including provisions for unique, _or at least nonprevaIent,

facets and (b) to examine and compare known populations, some'susceptible

to standard weighting procedures and others displaying clearly the operatibn

of some job facet not included in the standard measurements.

r.
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ABSTRACT

Though its existence is widely. acknowledged *Mons survey res archers,the impact of cognitive sophistication on interview responses has rarelybeen systematically examined. This paper explores three cognitive
operations in which cognitively

sophisticated and, cognitively unso his-ticated respondents might be thought to differ. .First, eophistica edrespondents should display a greater,capacity for abstraction than less
sophisticatedrespondents, as evidenced by a greateildispaxity betweenlow 'their ratidgs of present, and ideal work situatiOns. Secondly, they should'7- demonstrate a greater'capacity for recall, ao indicated by a closer
curiespondence between retrospectively-reported changes in working conditionsand measured changes (i.e., differences between the aame measures at twotimes). Sophisticated tespondents, thirdlY, should perform betterat differentiation, interpreted interms of lower cbrrelations amongmeasures of different dimensiona of job characteristics.

Based on an occupational
survey, empirical tests of the predictionsregarding these three cognitive operations, reveal that cognitively

"sophisticated respondents outperformed their less sophisticated counter-parts on the indicators of abstraction and recall, but the reverse patternwati found in the case .of differentiation. 'Possible explanations werediscussed for the unexpected_ finding ,on differentiation. The implicationsof these results are noted for' future survey research.



Chapter 11,

THE IMPACT OF COGNITIVE SOPHISTICATION ON RESPONSES

V AN OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY

y researchers have long known that. surveys elicit' different

answers from cognItiyely sahisicIfed and cognitively .unsophisticated

respondents. Sophisticated respondents give longer, more elaborate

responses to open-ended questions than do their leas sophisticated counter-
-4-

parts. They geherally:-uyerstand the qtlestiOne better, answer "Don't

know" less frequently,-and are less aitectedin their answers by yaria7

tions-A.n qUestion'format"(Schuman 6 Presser, 1977):,-On the oth hand,

they are more likely to get- 'bored, to feel busy and imposed upon, to argue

about the wording of 'certain questions, and to query the merits of the

entire survey enteriVe. In contrast, less cognitively sophisticated

respondents are moteoinclined to act as if being given a test,.to worry
K.

that their answers are wrong; to apologize for their lack of knowledge,

to'try toAgiire the anewerc'they think the interviewer wants, and to termi-

nate an interview prematurely when it is overly abstract or confusing.'

Designers of surveys try to counteract .sorde of the effects of

tespondents' sophistication. For example, questions are generally framed

in language' that virtually all respondents can understand. Interviewvate

UP



kept shorts enough to maintain the attention of the less sophisticated and

the 'Cooperation of the more sophisticated. Alternatively, modes of meas-

urement)6ther:thaneeif-repOrt may be adopted to offtet the method

variance, associated With personal interviews.
e r

'`One of the more thoughtful analyses of the effects of respondent
.-

.

)sophistication appears in the political literature.. Converse (1964) cites.

TersuasiVe evidence,that a wide variety of attitudinal and ideological .,

\&E nd.measures on political topics' will intercorrelate m e highly among po-
f

. . .

.

-
caily sophisticated than amongTolitically unsophistiCated respondents.

His pOint-is that there is greater intellectual cohereUce or constraint'

among the cognitions of sophisticated people, and-that suctv,internalcon-

sistency translates into higher correlations. Bishop (1976) adds that

formal education provides much of the intellectual sophistication needed

for such consistency among political attitudes.

The present.paper attempts to extendthviews of Converse and

Bishop to a more differentiated set
of predictions 4ciiiif responses to an

occupational survey. Under some circumstances, ,that is, correlations
.

. .

))
. .

between measures will be greater among more sophisticaterespondents, but

not always. -Specifically, this paper proposes three cognitive operations-.:

on which intellectually sophisticated respondents would be expected to

outperform those less sophisticated: abstraction, recall and differentia-

tion. Each of the three cognitive operations generates a specific

prediction.

Abstraction

The capacity for abstract thinking is one of.the core dimensions

of intellectual performance. Accordingly, cognitively sophisticated



respondentpahoUld'diaplasUperior capacity to entertain hypothetical

possibilities, including ideal bitbationa that diverge from their actual!

417

circumstandm..: In this connection, Moch, Cammann and Cooke. (1976)
4 .

obtained ratings of actual influence and deaired influence in various occu-
-,

pational domains from respondents whO differed in terms of education,. a

Useful proxy fot COgnitivoaophistication. Speciftcaily, .they collected

data from respOndents in a manufacturing firm (low education,. mainly high

school) and an engineering organization (high education, Mainly college

graduates) concerning their influence in three domains: work activities,

activities'involving the allocation of peisonnel resources, and coordina-

tion activities. Moch et al. fouhd the respondents in the manufacturing

firm (low education) much less able to distinguish between actual and

desired influence over personnel resources and over coordination activD.

ties that their counterparts in the engineering otganiiation (high educe-

'tion). No such difference emerged betweenthe.groups 'lath respect,to

0
'actual and desired influence overwork activities.

Ratings of the importance of job facets offe'r another, albeit more

indirect, means of tapping the ability to abstr t to hypothetical aitya-

tiona. When .respondents cite a set of joiPjacets as imp Cant to them, it
4 '

may be inferred thatYtheir ideal jobs would score high on these facets.

Thus, importance ratings may be.interpreted as indicating the .characteria-

tics of ideal jobs, as envisaged by respondents. Cognitively sophisticated

reapondents should be able to draw a sharper distinction between the jobs

they currently hold and the. types of jobs they wouldlike:to haVe, as indi-

cated by. their .ratings of facet importance.. The prediction implicit here

may be stated in operational terms, as hypothesis one.
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. .

Hypothesis one The correlations between descriptive ratings

. of job facets. on the present job and the ratings of the imPortande of tile
.

same job facets ahoul be higher, among the less cognitively sophisticated

respondents than among the More 'sophisticated ones.

'Recall

The ability to recall points to a second point of divergence

,between more and lesaoognitive15' sophisticated respondents. Sophisticated

workers should provide mo ourataretrOspective,estimateg of job change.

The comparison implicit-he s.between retrospectively-estimated change

and measured. change, the latter defined as the discrepancy between ratings
2

of job facets provided by the same workers on two separate occasions.

Hyppthesis two, thus, assumes the following operational form:

Hypothesis two. The relationship between retrospective estimates

of change and measured change should be stronger among the more than among

the less cognitively sophisticated respondents.

One relevant study (U.S. Department, of Health, Education, and

Welfare, 1965).examined the accuracy of reports of previous hospital

episodes (excluding maternal deliveries). It measured accuracy of recall

in terms of ihe-absenre.of retrospective underreporting of the number of

one's hospital episodes over the preceding year. The investigators

reported a weak, positive, but not entirely linear relationshtpbetween

education and accuracy of retrospective recall in the. original interviews.

Additional data from follow-up interviews established a,weak, positive,

and predominantly linear association between education and two measures-of

accuracy of, recall: (1) correct reporting in both interviews (scored in a

509
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positiVe direction), and (2) failure to report in both interviews(scored
41-

in aolegative direction).

Differentiation

Cognitively sophisticated respondents'Maybe presumed'td perceive

their environments as highly complex and sh8Uld, then, evidence a greater

capacity to differentiate among various jobfacets. Thus,:given a set of

measures that tap different timehsions of task characteristiCe, a sophis-

ticated respondent shoUld provide a relatively differentiated pattern of

responses. In comparison; a less )sophisticated worker should offer a more

homogeneous set of ratings. In accordance with the notion of a halo

effect, the worker should tend to rate the job as favorabl&'on all dimen-

sions, or unfavorable in all respects. Hypothesis th'ee summarizes: the

major prediction in operational terms.

Hypothesis three: The correlations among ratings ofAifferent,job

facets should be higher among the less than the more cognitively sophisti-

cated respondents.

Some data relevant to this hypthesis were obtained inwthe study

by Moch et al. (1976). As noted earlier, these investigators asked'

respondents in two organizations to rate the extent to which they felt

they exercised influence in work activities, activities involving the allo-

:cation of personnel resources, and coordination activities., Moch et al.

reported the degree of relationship between the three influence domains

for respondents in each organization. Contrary to hypothesis three, for

two Of the, three pairings:of influence domains (work - personnel and work-

coordination), the inter - domain correlations among the engineers exceeded

thoie among the employees of the.manufactUringfirm.

5.10
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.A2,for studies more marginally elevantto hypollaes4three:,

several authors have-:argued that._ field.

to and perhaps partially overlapping

greate011644;to

Arbuthnot (1969) fOund some 410ence

icOnnept analogoui

with cognitive: sophistication Vernon

dif4erentisti.- 0ruenfeld. and
,

that, on a task.which required

. subjects. to rate ten peeis on three scales, high scorers on field tndepend-

ence distinguished.more sharply among the ten individuals rated, and among

the three rating scales used, than did low Scorers.. The concept of

"cbgnitive COmplexity" 14tewise implies a gieater capacity to differen-

tiate among dipensiona in person perception. SChneier .(1977) used Bieri's

measure of cognitive complexity Atkins,-Briar, LeamatOliller

Tripodi, 1966) in'An experimental study, andjound-thatlor twoAinds

rating scales, thiAllore complex subjects displayed weaker halo effects in

their perceptiOns of othets than did the leas complex' subjects. 'Usti et

Al. (1966)'measure COrrelatedonly., marginally with such,, cholastic apti

rtude measures as the SCAT scales (0.15 ane0.19, respectively, for SCAT-V

and SCAT -Q;. VAnnoy,'. 1965) and correlated.0.01 with.ratiniii of "academic

intelligence" (Sechrest &"JacksOn, 1961). In line with Bieri's (1961)

conclusion based on'an earlieroreview'of the evidence, the more recent
.

studieacited abpve demonstrate little overlap between his measure of cog-

nitive compleXity and intelligence measures:

Using a single data set, the present study endeairors to operatiorL-
,

ize and then test thethree hypotheses listed above. The measures of cog-,

,nitive sophistiCation available in this study are intelligence and

education.

511
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Sample

The overall design of 01ki. two phise_estudy, litthich this investi-

gation is a pa, lis described in detail in ChaPters'l and 2. The present

report analyzes datalrom the'651 respondents. who paiticipated in)the-
,

first phase of the study, and the,272respondental,riVoillid second

wave ofjdata gathering about 20 months latei.

The 651 respondents in Phase-Ibelonged.to five midwest

tiobs (a printing firm, a research and deyelopMent firm, two automotive

stippry companies, and a hospital). The 272 respondents interviewed in

Phase II, however, belonged to only the latter three organizations. Of

the 651 workers interviewed in Phase I, 579 were also observed at'their
- ,

jobs by tra ed obseiyers who rated ,.the jobs-on a diverse set. of job char7.

acterist The training of observers and,. the observational prOcedures
,

.

in phase f are described in detail by Jenkins, Nadler, Lawler, and CamMann

.(1975); and reproduced in Chapter 4 of thia report. -.Of the 272 Phase.Ir
r.,,, , ,'/

, .

.

respondents intervieWed, 147 were also,Obaerved eat their Joh& hy-el.n4-:.
,. .._.

differently trained. set of 'Observers. The modifications, in the training

:".44',
%, 1., ....of obseryets and the procedurelLfor observing in Phase II are,described by

Jenkins and Nadler in Chapter 7.

All 272 respOndents in Phase II belonged. to one of three subcate-

gories accordirip to,their job status in Phase II relative.to Phase

1. One hundred and:sixtythree Phase II respondents who were in the

same jobathey had:occupied in Phae I.

2. Seventy three Phase II respondents who were in different jobs

from the ones they had held in Phase I.
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3. ! Thirty six Phase.II...respondents who;-replaced some .Phise I

respondents:who had lefe'their original jobs between phases:.

diScussion of the sample composition appeari

Chapters 1 ancL2.

Measures

. .

dependent,Variables. ThirWone-items

"bad" working:Conditions comprised the Quality

concerning "good" versus
A

of Employment (QoE) facets'

scales (challenge, CoMfort, Financial Rewards, and-Resource Adequacy--

Barnowe, Matigione, Eg.Quinn 1972) and were included inthi interview

schedules used do both, phases of the,Itudy. Accordingly, the separate QoE

facets' scores werecomputed for each respondent, as were the total
j

of,411t31 iterliere'prelent .QoE scales contain only 31 of the 33. items used

Rarnowe et al. (192).. Omitted froathe present%atmdy were two.ofthe

11 items in the. QoE scale for C9mfort. The Correlation between the nine,-..., ,
1.

item and 11 item scales,"nonetheless, is 0.93.
..,...,

Shortened forms of the four importance scales corresponding to the

four QoE facets. (i:e.,,' Challenge,
Comfcrti Financial.Rewards, and Resource

. .

.
.

Adequii0Yuinn,E, Cobb, .19.74) were administered and meek scores coMputed'

(

for both 'Pheees4 A mean.OfthesJour facets'

obtain an Importance/Total measure.

was also computed

;

To measure reWfospectively-reported, change, a question was

. asked in the interview:at :13h0e II, with regard. to each of, 12 ae-

pedts of the jrib:. the mOriths,'has there' been a major

r.

chanejcir:the wolse, no major 'change, or a ror Change:1pr the

better on .

your job regarding,. ., .?Ten ofAheseaSpects,,WSfe44P4ed

,according to the foui QoE facets, and eleen,cores ran repdttedichange

were computed for each faOt. -fille-iaSan of all ten aspects was also
.

, . ,

,computed.tOgenerate a facet-specific of overall reported change.

13

. L
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A single facet-free measure of overall.- reported change wat,;41kevitse,
. , .

,

aVatlable.. It compared 'ratipondentsfAobs at Phaae 1 and4hase II on a

scale with five verhaal resione categories that:ringed frOm

to "a lot better."
. . -

Interyiew measures were cOaairtiCtedsfOr five dimensions of intrin-&
sically rewahing job characteristiOEF: These dimensions included the four ,

,

Core diatensions identified by Hackman and Lawler (1971)1 labeled here as,

autonomyi,variety, task completeness, and task feedback; and a dimension

of required skills suggested by Jenkins et al. (Chapter144.". ;.In 'order to

operattonali0 the fiveItiMensions, twelve interview it ewer seleM,

r.

'AA Phase l measures, and fifteen as Phase II measures. *or,most dimens:
.

lions, some of:the items used were *t identical in .the phases..(

Separate. observational iitaienres of these, five ,dimensions were con-

strutted and'rePOrted-for each'phase (Jenkinit et a1.4 Chapter 4;1 Jenkins

Chapte r 7). The observational training Procedures and measures

also changed somewhat betWeen phases ,of the study.. for each phase-an4

each tmenalon, the mean of the releVant items ;was: comptiteda4aiparatelyjor
..?

the interview pleasure and for theobservational'MeaSure. A

Control VariableajCognitive Sophistication). 'A:Aerviewers'

ratings of respondents general intelligence were included in each Phase

using a' fivepoint -scale ranging from "very low" to.."very high"... Data

from pretest samples indicatedthat these ratings correlated 0,72 with the

Among Quick Test of intelligence. The autocorrelation of the ratings. of

1:. TheAimerisiopsof task completeness and required skills-are.

.

referred to by jenkinacet al..aa task identity4 and'. skills and abilities,
respectively. :..'.
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intelligence (with different raters over a 20 month lag) was 0.46. The

scores frotn.both Oases were,' accordingly, summed to provide a more relia-

ble scale of rated intelligence for the.236 respondents who were inter-

viewed in both phases.

Since number of years of formal schooling was the other control

variable used to measure cognitive sophistication, the correlation

obtained between rated intelligence and education was relatively encourag-

ing (r = 0.61).

Reliabilities: Measures of internal_eonsistency tend to give rela-

tively unbiased estimates of a scale's reliability only for homogeneous

scales. The,QoE scales were not designed as homogeneous measures. Accord-

ingly, only loWer bounds for the reliability of the QoE scales could, be

derived from the alphas computed; these are reported in Table 1. Another

source of lower bounds fot the reliability of the QoE scales was the auto-

correlations of the scales over the 20 month lag in the present study,

among the 163 respondents in the sane jobs in both phases. The autocorre-

lations appear in column two of Table 1. It was hoped that the higher of

the two lower bounds for each QoE facet that appear in column three of the

table would afford an estimate not too far below the true reliability of

the facet in question.

In Chapter 8, Goitein used a path analytic approach to measurement

error to assess lower bounds for the reliabilities of the QoE facets. He

identified a lower bound for the reliability of the full 33 item measure of

QoE/Total of 0.66, which does not differ'from,tne 0.66 found for the present

31 item scale. Again using path analytic procedures, Goitein reported

the reliability of a particular linear combination of the QoE scales

used by Barnowe et al. (1972) as 0.70. The reliabilities

5 1 5
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Table 1

Lower Bound Reliability Estimatesof the Quality of Employment Facets

Estimate of Lower Bound
Higher

estimate of-

QoE Facet Alphaa Autocorrelationb
the Lower
Bound

Challenge 0.72 0.72 0.72

Comfort 0.39c 0.46 0.46

Resource Adequacy 0.51 0.47 0.51

Financial Rewards 0.12 0.61 0.61
d

QoE/Total 0.66 0.66

a
Alphas computed on the 1,497 respondents of the 1972-73 Quality 9f
Employment Survey (Quinn & Shepard,'1974).

b
Autocorrelations computed among the 163 respondents'of the present
study, who remained in the same jobs over the 20 months intervening
between Phase I and Phase II.

c
By comparison to this nine item scale, the alpha for the 11 item scale
is 0.56.

d
QoE/Total is so clearly heterogeneous that a homogeneity estimate is
completel,, unsuitable as a measure of reliability.

5 6
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In column three in Table 1 were combined using 2.junnallY's (1967, p. 231)

formula for the reliability of linear combinatidna, and'an

ability of 0.74 was found for this same linear combination

,scalesSuch convergence among the findings obtained froM

to estimating the reliability

estimated reli-

of the present

different approaches

f the QoE facet scales is encouraging and in-

spires confidence in the accuracy of these lower bound estimates.

Measures of internal consistency of,the shortened forma of the

Importance facets' scales are shown in Table 2. They were not particularly

high (0.54 to 0.60),'.indicating.that shortened forms of the Importance

scales may not have been desirable substitutes for the original scales.

The alphas computed for the subscales on retrospectively-reported

change were only marginally adequate, except for Reported Change/Challenge

(0.80, Table 2)., The quite acceptable alpha computed for Reported

Change/Total, 0.78, probably underestimated the measure's reliability

because the scale measured change in diverse aspects of the job.

For each phase, Jenkins and his colleagues (Chapters 4 and 7)

computed several forms of reliability coefficients 'for each of the observe-

tional measures of the intrinsically rewarding dimensions of the job

(autonomy, variety, task completeness, task feedback, and required skills).
,

The alpha c fficients.of these scales appear in Table 1. Alpha coeffi-
_ .

cient s ere also computed for the interview measures of these scales and

appeai. Table 3. The table demonstrates adequate reliabilities in both

phases for all the observational scales and for two of the five interview

scales as well.. Reliabilities of the interview measures were marginal for

task completeness (0.56 and 0.53 for Phases I and II, respectively) and for

variety at Phase II (0.61), and not computable for the single item measure

of task feedback.

5.1.7
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Table 2

Internal. Consistency Coefficients and Numbers of Items in
Imttance and Retrospective Change. Scales

, Measures No. of Items Reliability

IMportance:a

Challenge

Comfort

Financial Rewards

Resource Adequacy

Retrospectively-
b

reported change:

Challenge:

Comfort

3

1

Financial Re Ards 3

Resource Adequacy. 2

Total 10

cf,g

.60

0.54

0.58

0.80

0.46

0.52

0.62

0.78

c

a
Alphas computed on all 651 Phase I respondents.

10:
Alphas computed on all 272 Phase II respondents.

'Single item 'scale.



Table 3

Internal Consistency Measures and Number of Items in Interview and
Observational Measures:of Five Intr sically Rewarding Dimensions of Work

Dimension

Phase I

Interview. Observations

No. No.

Alpha Items Alpha Items

Phase II

Interview
d

Observation ,d

No. No.

Items Alpha Items

Variety .77 4 .96 .61 .93 3

Autonomy .'72
:96 4 ..86 7 .95 5

Task completeness .56 2 .82 .53e .87

Task Feedback
a

1 .85 3 .0a- 1 .84 2

Required Skills .79 .98 4 .76 3 .91 3

a
Single item scale.

Alpha computed on all 651 Phase I respondents.

c
Alpha reproduced from Jenkins et el, report in Chapter 4.

d
Alpha reproduced from Jenkins & Nadler's report im Chapter 7.

e

Personal,communication from D. Jenkins, June 1977.
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Hypothesis one. The test of hypothesis one required.correlations

between quality of employment (actual job) and the impOrtance tatings(ideal,

job) on the overall measures of the job, as well as on the four specific

facets (Challenge, Comfort, Financial Rewar4s, and Resource Adequacy). The

correlations were calculated and presented separately for two levels of

rated intelligence, below the median and abovfthe median; and, likewise,

for three levels of education, less than a high school diploma, high school

diploma, and more than a high school diploma.

On the issue of sample size, the analysis samples used to

test hypothesis one in Phase I included, for levels of intelligence, those

interviewed at both phases (N .s 236) and, for the control on education,

all respondents interviewed in Phase I (N = 651). For Phase II, the

analysis sample for intelligence consisted of all respondents interviewed

at both phases (N = 236), and for leVels of education all respondents

interviewed in Phase II (N 272).
4

Hypothesis, rwo. Hypothesis two was tested using two statistical

procedures, the first of which involved correlations between retrospec-

tively-reported cha4e and measured change. As used here, measured change

consisted of the Phase II QoE facet score minus the corresponding score

for Phase I. While it would be appropriate to correct the measured change

scores for the reliabilities of the measures of each phase (Lord, 1963),

this was not possible since unbiased reliability estimates were not avail-
...

able for the QoE facets.

The correlations between reported and measured change were

presented for two measures of overall reported change (facet-specific and

facet-free) against a single facet-specific indicator of measured change,

320
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and Vit. measures of reported and measured change on the four specific

facets. The correlations were computed foe the. two levels of intelligence

and three levels of education citedabove.

In addition, the correlations were presented separately for the

subgroup of workers who changed jobs between Phases I and II. In all like-

lihood, this group.experienced more change In job Characteristics and,

therefore, offered a,more compelling test of the hypothesis. When split

into three levels of education, however, the group of job changers prO-

duced cell sizes as low as 19, 'thus making significant differences more

difficult to obtain.

The predicted differences between groups in the sizes of 'correla-

tions could, however, have.,,sy*sen from occupational, differences, such

that there.were fewer changes in working conditions on the jobs of the

less sophisticated respondents and, thus, a restriction of.rangethat

reduced the correlations 'obtained among the less sophisticated respond-

ents. Raw regression coefficients (or b weights) were, accordingly, used

to predict retrospectively-repol\ted change on the QoE facets from measured

change on these same facets, within le4ela_of the'tWo control. variables.

These regression coefficients are insensitive to problems of restriction

of.range and indicate the mean impact in number of scale points (of the

dependent variable) of a difference of one Scale point of the independent

variable. Significance tests of differences among regression weights'were

performed using the procedures developed in the fraMework of analysis of

covariance for the homogeneity of slopes for different groups.

The sample sizes involved in the tests of hypothesis two were

restricted for both intelligence and education to the number of
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respondents interviewed at both phases (N = 236). For an additional

analysis within ne subgroup, the sample size was further restricted to

the number of workers who changed jobs between the two phases (N = 73).

HypoAsis three. To test hypothesis three, intercorrelations

were computed among the measures' of the five task dimensions: variety,

autonomy, task completeness, task feedback, and required skills.

These correlatibns were computed for"each of the levels of rated intel7

ligence and education referred to above and for each-phase of data

collection. These correlations were obtained separately for Phases I

and II. Hypothesis three predicts higher correlations among those low

than those high on intelligence because of their limited capacity to

discriminate, end, similarly, higher correlations among those in the low

level of education (less than a high school diploma) than those in the

high level of education (more than a high school diploma).

Of course, the redicted correlational pattern'could have arisen

431

for an entirely differe '..eason, namely, that in ohjective.terms the five

task dimensions were more closely intercorrelated in the jobs held by the

lees

/)

as opposed to the more intelltatallY sophiSticated. This ispossible

since the more (or less) sophisticated workers tend to be concentrated in

different types of jobs. To address this alternative interpretation, a set

of corilations parallel to those cited above was derived froM the ratings

of observers. Data from respondents and observers were then compared as

follows: Observers were expected to provide relatively objective esti-;

mates of the correlations among different task dimensions for different

jObs. Were respondents to display the predicted pattern of correlational

differences to a greater extent than observers, hypothesis three would be

supported.
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The different analysis samples 'Used to test hypothesis three varied

widely in size and are therefore' potentially confusing.- The samples for,

intelligence were restricted to those workers interviewed-in both phases

(since the measure of intelligence was based on twO separate ratings by

interviewers) and, further, to those observed in a given phase.(N m. 210

and N = 116 for Phases I and II, respectively): For the control on educa-

tion'the samples

in a given phase

re restricted merely to those interviewed and observed

= 579, and N = 147 for Phases I and II, rehpectively).

Hypothesis One:, Actual and Ideal Job

, -

The data in Tables 4-7 test hypothesis one's assertion that cogni-

tively sophisticated workers should distinguiSh more sharply than do less

sophisticated workers between the jobs they currently hold and the jobs

they,would like to,hold. Specifically, the tables indicate that, 'as pre-.

dicted, the correlations between QoE (representing' the jobs workers have)

and importance (representing the jobs workers would like to have) tend to

e higher for the less than lor the more sophisticated respondents, In

Phase I, workers rated low on intelligence generate a higher correlation,

.(scored in a positive direction) than those rated high between the overall

indices of Quality of,Employment and Importance (Table 4). The difference
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Tableit

Phase I CorrelatiOns between Quality offEmployme4t_and Importance Ratings,
by Facets and by Levels of Rated Intelligence.

appear in pareritheses).. ,..

E and Importance
Rating Low Intelligence High Intelligence

433

Specific Facet

Challenge
.24* .21*

(108) (115)

Comfort -.06
(107).

Yinancial Rewards .12 .02
(107) (114)

6 2014.;

Resource Adequacy
.10

(114)

Overall
.15 .05
(108) (115)

*p < 0.05/

**P < k1.01
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between the correlations, nonetheless, does not attain statistical signifi-

cance. ka,iMilavp.attern of insignificant differences in the direCtion

edicted characterites the correlations for the fOur specific facets. In
t

Table 5, the data on education in Phase I tell a similar stOr)i: FOr the

overall measur

i?

s and for,the.four specific facets, the correlations for

, nrespondents with less than a high School :diploma are more P ositive
.
than .

the ,correlations for those whose education goes beyond a high school

Viploma, though none of the differences is
statistically significant.

In Phase II.the results are broadly,Similar and, thus, again in*,

'line with hypothesis. one, On'intelligence, the correlations in Table 6

follow the expected pattern (higher for low intelligence) for the overall

measures and for all specific facets urce Adequacy. In addi-

tion, the differences between the correlatiOns for high and low intelli-

gence are significant for the overall indices and for Comfort: 'The data'

on education in Phase II support hypothesis one for the overall ratings of

the lob and for all specific facets except Re-Source Adequacy' (Table 7).

In the :casesof Comfort and Financial Rewards, the correlations. for the

two extreme high nnd low education groups differ significantly.

Hypothesis Two: Reported versus Measured Change

Shown in Tables 8-11 are the data concerning hypothesis two. This

hypothesis asserts,that cognitively sophisticated workers should do better

than those less sophisticated at recalling accurately and reporting retro-

spectively on the changes in their jobs between Phases 1 and TI. loble'8

presentA the correlations between change reported retrospectively and mews -

ured change (i.e., Phase II minus Phase.1 scores); by high and low intelli-

gence. As regards overall-change, the correlations are appreciably but
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'Phase 'I CorralatiOlia.between Quality of-Employment and Importande Ratings',
by Tadets and by Levels or Education

(N's appear in Parentheses)

QoE and
Importance
Ratings

Less Than More Than
High School High School HigkSchool"

Diploma DiploMa DipIbMa

:Specific Facet

Challenge. .23**
(17,1)

.35**
(269) :( 03)

Comfort -.03' ,.05
71)(171) x(268)68) (202)

Financial Rewards .09 .10 .03
(168) ,(266) (203)

-;Resource Adequacy .21** .15* .09
(166) (265) (200)

Overall 4'714 .17** -.02
(171;) (269) (203)'

*p < 0.05
**p , 0.01
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abl.
PhaSe II Correlations betwetn Quality of Employment and Importance Ratings,

by Faceta'and by Levels of Rated Intelligence
(N's appear in parentheses)

QoE and Importance
Ratings Low Intelligence High Intelligence

Specific Facet

Challengd

COMfOrta

Financial Rewards

Resource Adequacy .

Overall!)

0

.43*?1/4

(104)

.28**
(104)

.28**
(115)

(113)

.00
C10 (113)

.12 .19*,
(112)(102)

,.
35**

(104)
.07

11)ifference. of correlations: between groups is significant, T 0.01.b
Difference.of correlations between groups is.signifiCant, p . 0.03.

*p < 0.05
**p - 0.01

52?t
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Table 7.

Phase II Correlations between Quality of Emtilbyment and Importance'Ratings,
,,byFacets and byLevela-tfvEduCO:tIon

OVP'aPpear in parenthesep)

.437"

QoE and
Importance
Ratings

Less Than
High School High School. High School

Diploma:: Diploma. Diploma

Specific Facet

'Challenge

Comforts-

.44**
(76)

.28*

(92)
.43**
(92)

-.02
(77) (90) (90)

Financial ReWardsb .29** .02
.(8fl (83) (91)

Resource Adecittacy .11 .19
(75) (90) (99)

Over .34** .13
(76) (92)

`'Difference of .correlations between less than high school diploma group
and more than high school diploma group is significant, p < 0.05

}'Difference of correlations between less than high:schobl diploma group
and morf than high school diplomA, group is -significant,n,< .0.0062.

(LOS
**p 0.01
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Table 8

,Correlations and Raw Regression Coefficients of Reported Change on
Measured Change, by Facets and .by Levels of Rated Intelligence

(N'.s appetir in parentheses)

Change Low
. High

Variable Intelligence Intelligence
LoW High
Intelligence Intelligence

Specific Facet

.10 .45** .41
Challenges.

.(103) (114) (103) (114)

Comfort .25* -.08 .17 -.05
-(103) (112) (103) (112).

Financial Rewards .09 .13 .06 .07
(101) (111) (101) (1.11)

-Resource Adequacy .37 ** .34** .23 .21
(100) L.(110) (100) (110) .

Overall

,Facet- Specific meas,ure
of Reported Change and
Facet-Specific measure
of Measured Change .23* .35** .17 .30

(260) (111) '(100) (111)

Facet-Free:measure
of Reported Change and

,-;

Facet-Specific measure
of Measured Change .25* .40** .59 1.08

,(103) (114) (103) (114)

ar,s

Fp,

b
r s

F1,

significantly di
213 - 10.50; p<0

significantly di

211 21 5.99, P <O.

*p <0.05
**p <0.01

fferent, r to z, p< 0.01; b's significantly different,
.002.

fferent, r to z, p< 0.02; b's significantly different,
02.
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not significantly larger for high. than for low intelligence on both.the facet,-

specific and facet-free retrospectiye measures of overall rePotted change.
for the

individual facets considered in the-Same table, the predicted pattern,

As

holds for Challenge (significant difference) and Financial Rewards, but not
for Comfort (significant

differencein the reverse direction) or, Resource Adequacy.
Table 9 depicts a highly similar correlational

pattern for the two extreme levels
of education., in fact, comparisons between the high and low levels of education

reveal only two departures- from the pattern noted- above for 'intelligence. First,
the-trend in thpredicted.direction for the facet-free measures of overall reported
change,proves statistically significant;#and,

second,"the trend in the reverse
direction-for Comfort falls short of significance.

Despite the inevitable reduction

esis-two receives a more convincing test among the subsample of respondents

Who changed, jobs between Phases I and II and who, thereby, experienced more

in sample size involved, hypoth-

changes to recall and report accurately. As Table Plyemonstrates, the

discrepancies between the correlations in high and low categories of intel-

ligence are generally larger for the subsample of respondents who changed

jobs. 'This trend within pairs of correlations toward greater differentia-

tion in the predicted direction
among job changers applies to the facet-

specific measure of overall reported change, as well as to Challenge

(difference still significant in the expected direction)and Financial.

Rewards, with the correlations for Comfort no lohger significantly

different in the reverse direction. The parallel data on job changers by

levels of education in Table 11 are plagued by still smaller sample sizes,

yet prove quite favbrable to hypothesis two. For the facet-specific

J00



Table.9

Correlations and Raw Regression
Coefficients of Reported Change,bn Measured Change, by Facet andby Levels of Educatipn (N's appear in parentheses)'

Dimension Pair

r

Less Than

High School

Diploma

(Lou)

More Than

High School High School

Diploma Diploma

(Medium) (High)

Less. Thane.
More Than

..

High School High School High School

Diploma Diploma Diploma
(Low) (Medium) (High)

Specific Facet

Challenge
-.02 .43**. .32** -.02 .36 .27(66) (79)

(78) (66) (79) (78)Comfort
.15 .09 .06 .09 .06 .04(67) (77) (77) (67). (77) (77)*

Financial Rewards
..02

.20 .01 .09 .11(70) (70) (77) (70) (70) (77)
Resource Adequacy

',44** .34** .13** .26 .21 .23(64)
(78) (74) (64) (78) (74)Overall

Facet-Specific measure

of Reported Change and

facet.=Specific measure .14

of Measured ,Change (66)

Facet -Free measure
b

of RePorted Change and

Facet- Specific measure .11

of Measured Change (66)

111

ti.36** .33** .12 .28 .27(75)
(76) (66) (75) (76)

.48** .31 .71 1.32
'(79) (78) (66) (79) (78)

A ,

r s of extreme
education groups

in all three
goups, F21217$ = 4

br's of extreme education groups

*p < 0,05

p< 0.01

531

significantly different, r to z, p< 0.05; b's differ
significantly.07, p< 0,02,

significantly different, r to i, p <0,02.
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Table 10

orrelations and Raw Regression Coefficients of Reported Change and Measuredchange among Workers who Changed Jobs-, by 'Facets and
by Levels of Rated Intelligence

(N's appear in parentheses)

Change Low High . Low HighVariable
.Intelligence.Intelligence Intelligence Intelligence

se

Specific Facet

,Challenges. .16 .63 **
(32) (39)

Comfort .15 .03
(32) (39)

Financial Rewards .12 %26
(29). (38)

Resource Adequacy .1** .52**
(31) (37)

Overall

Facet-Specific measures
of Reported Change and

Facet-Specificl'ileasures
of Measured Change .36, .59`**

(31) (38)

Facet-Free measures
of Reported Change and
Facet Specific measures
of Measured Change .21 .34*

(32) (39)

.11 .52
(32) (39)

.12 .03'
(32) (39)

.06 4:24
.(29) (38)

.34 .28
(31) (37)

.21 . .50
(31) (38)

.50 1.00
(32) (39)

a
r's significantly different, r to z, p <0.025; b's significantly different,FI,67 = 6.24, p <0.02.

*p <0.05**
p < 0.01
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Table it

Iplations and Raw Regresaion Coefficients of Reported
Change on Measured dhange among Workerswho Changed Jobs, by Facets and by Levels of Education (N's appear in, parentheses)

Change)

Variable

r

Less Than
More Than. Less Than

High School,

Diploma/

High School

Diploma

High School

Diploma

High School High School

Diploia Diploma
(Low) (Medium)

(High) (Low) (MediuM)

More Than

High School

Diploma

(High')

Specific Facet

Challenge

Comfort

Financial Rewards

ti

Resource Adequacy

Overall.

Facet-Specific measures

of Reported Change and

Facet-Specific measures

of Measured Change

Facet-Free measures

of Reported Change and

Facet-Specific measures

of Measured Change

.02
.39* ..01

(23) (23) (26), (23)

.17 .02 .19 ,14
( 3) (23) (26) (23)

0 .16 .41* .00
(23) (19) (26) (23)

.641* .50** .24
(22) (23) \\-- (24) (22)

.45

(23)

.02

(23)

.4V
(23)

.41

(26)

.18

(26)

.25

(26)

.25

(24)

.08 .62** .50** .05 .40 145(23) (22) (25) (23) (22) (25)

.09

(23)

,45*

(26)

.27

(23)

;60

(23)
1 )

*p < 0.05

**p<0,01

5.34
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measures of overall report change, the comparisons between high end low

education exhibit sharper differences in the prediCted direction among

respondents who chAnged.jobs. The same pattern holds for Financials.

Rewards.. For Comfort, the correlation is fOund here to be lhrger for'high

than for low education, though a trend in the reverse direction tay'be.observed-

for Resource Adequacy.

There remains,.nonetteless, the previously mentioned,possibility

' that' restriction of range.in the indices of measured change in the fobs of

the_less.rsophisticated workers may explain the reduced correlations in

that group. Raw regression coefficients, which are insensitive tp 'restric-;

tion of- range,.werey therefore, computed in addition-to the correlations
e

(Tables As regards'the b weights, the directions. of differences

between groups virtually replicate those reported earlier for the correla-

- tions. Similarly, the same groups and variable's that. displa* significant

differences for correlatiOns also display significant differences for the

b's, with one exception for the larger group that includes both those who

did and those who did, not change jobs. Whereas a significant correlational

clifference.between extreme educational groups appears for the facet-free measure

of overall reported change (Table 9), only marginally.significant'differences

emerge among the three educational groups as tested by an'omnibus F-test

for homogeneity ofslopesof the three groups (F2,217 2.80; p <0.06). It

should be noted that significance tests for the correlation coefficients

compare only the two extreme educational groups, while the regression

weights are tested over all three-groups.
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Hypothesis Three: Dimensions of Task Characteristics

Tables 12-15 summarize the data, relevant to hypothepis three.

According to the hypothesis; task characteristics should ititercortelate

more highly (in a positive direction) among the less than among,the more

cognitively sbphisticated workers,' because lees sophisticated workers are

hypothesized to haVe less capacity to discriminate. Overall, the pattern

observed in the tables dramatically contradicts this hypothesis. The data

demonstrate clearly that the more sophisticated respondents display higher

inter.Correlations on ratings.of job facets than do those who are less

sophisticated. The halo effect, in short,. belongs to the more, rather,

than to the.less,'sophisticated individuals. Since the task characteris-

tics are so confounded, with one another, the results of multiple tests of

statistical significance would be mipleading.. Accordingly, only the over-

all pattern of resultS is reported, and significance tests of the

were not performed.

In'Phase I, this unexpected pattern occurs for intelligence in

seven of the ten correlational pairs based on the. five task dimensions

(Table 12). For the remaining three-pairs (vatlety/autonomy, variety/task

feedback; and\task completeness/task feedback), the correlations are iden-

tical for high and low intelligence. The data on.education in PhaSe I

convey a similar impression (Table_13). The comparisons between high educa-

tion (more than a high school diploma) and low education (less than a high

school diploma) violate the predicted pattern in nine cases out of ten, and

in the tenth case, variety/task feedback, the correlations for high and low

education are again identical (Table 13)53'7
.
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Multimethod.ThaseI 'Correlations for Fie Job Dimensions,'
by Rated Intelligence

'(N's appear in; parentheses)

Intervibw Obseryation

4

Dimension Pair
Low High
Intelligence Intelligence

High'
Intelligence'Intelligence

Variety .

.51**

(98)

.06

(98)

.17

.51**
(110).

.25**

(1.17

.88**
(100)

.53**
(100)

.33**

.93**
(110)

.67**
(110)

.32k*

/Autonomy

/Task Completeness

/Task Feedback

(99) (110) (100) (110)

/RequiredSkills .71** .75** .83** '.86**
(99) (110) (100) (110)

Autonomy

.10 :32** .58** .63**
/Task Completeness

(98) (110) (100) (110) --L----
/Task Feedback .14 .32** .33** .26**

(98) (110) (100) (110)

/Required Skills .38** .45** .84** .84**
(98) (110) (100) (110)

Task Completeness

.21* .21* .61** .55**
/Task Feedback

(98) (110) (100) (110)

Skills .11 .24* .45** .70**
./Required

cf (98) (110) (100) (110)
, 1'

Task Feedback

/Required Skills, .13 4, .30** .34** ,.36**
(99) (110) (100) (110)

*p < 0.05"
**p < 0.01 J38

4



Table 13

Multimethod Phase I Correlations for FiVe Job Dimensions, by Education

(N's appear in parentheses)
Cf

Dimension Pair

Ifiterview

Less Than

High' School High SChool

Diploma Diploma

(Low) (Medium)'

More Than

High School

Diploma

(High)

Observation

Less Than

High School

Diploma

(Low).

Variety

/Autonomy .48** 56** .59**

(144) (235) (195)

/Task Completeness .14 .18** .30**

(143) (235) (194)

/Task Feedback .30** 21** .30**

(145) (235) (194)

/Required Skills .76** .63** .79**

(145) (235) (195)

Autonomy

/Task Completeness .14, .32 ** .47**

(143) (235) (194)

/Task Feedback .21** .29 ** .32**

(144) (235) A (194)

/Required Skills
45** 47** .52**

(144) (235) (195)

53J

High SchoOl

Diploma

(Medium)

90**

(146)

.54 **

(146)

.30 **

(146)

.84**

(146)

More Than

High Schbol

Diploma

(High).

.88 ** .87**

(235) (195)

.47** .56**

(235) (195)

.19** '.25**

(235) (195)

.85** .83**

(235) (195)

.62** 52** .61**

(146) (235) (195)

.35** .16* .31**

(146) (235) (195Y

82** .80** .79**
(146) (235) (195)

5 0



Mumethod
Phase I ,Correlations for Five Job Dimensions, by Education'

(16. appear in parentheses)

r.i.,""'5,M97,17,77

Table 13 (continued)

Dimension Pair

Task ComOeteness

/Task Feedback

./Required Skills

Task Feedback

/Required Skills

Interview

Less Than More Than

High School High School High School

Diploma Diploma Diploma

(Low) , (Medium)
(High)

Observation

Less Than

High School High School

Diploma Diploma

(Low) (Medium)

*p < 0.05

**P < 0.01

541

.27**

(145)

.21** .36** .,60** .41 **

(235) (194) (146) (235)

'.25** .32** .47** .42**

(235) (194)
(146) (235)

.20** .33** .38** .23**

(235) (194) , (146) (235)

More Thah

High School

Diploma

(High)

542
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Table 14

Multimethod Phase II Correlations for Five Job Dimensions, by Rated Intelligence
"(N's appear in parentheses)

. Dimension Pair

Interview Observation

Low High Low High
Intelligence Intelligence Intelligence Intelligence

Variety

/Autonomy .29*

(51)

/Task Completeness .03

(50)

/Task Fredback .02

(51)

/Required Skills .30*

(51)

Autonomy

/Task Completeness

fT sk Feedback

.29*
(51)

,27
(52)

/Reg ,fired Skills- -.37**

(52)

Task Completeness

/Task Feedback .39**
(51)

/Required Skills .31*
(51)

Task Feedback

.43**/Required Skills

si (52)

.*ii 0.05
**p .0.01.

.37,**

(59)

.11

(59)

.25
(58) ,

.71**
(55)

-.58**

k5-5,-)--

.27*
,(54)

.63**
(57)

.08

(57)
. tf

%-.08'

(58)

.30* ,51** .55**
(59) (55) (58)

.22 .33*
(59) (55) (57)

.39** .21 t -.25
(58) (54) (57)

.40** .65** .70**
(59) (55) (57)

.47** .34** .39**
(58) (54) (57)

-.18 .34**
(59) (55) (57)

.10 .14' .13
(58) (54) (58)
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Table 15

Multimethod Phase II Correlations for Fjve Job Dimensions, by Education

(N's appear in parentheses)

Dimension Pair

Interview Observation

Less Than More Than Less Than 'More Than .

High School High School High School High School High School High School
Diploma Diploma Diploma Diploma Diploma Diploma
(Low). (Medium) (High) (Low) (Medium)

Variety

/Autonomy s .21 .31* .62** ,73 ** .74** .480
(31) (50) . (58) (34) (50) (58)

/Task Completeness -48' Al .10 ,59 ** .490 .11

(31) (50) (57) (34) (50) (58)

/Task Feedback r10 .14 .24 .37* .18 .20

(31) (48) (58) (35) (50) (58)

/Required' Skills .23 .56** .30* .61** ,54 ** .440
(31) (50) (58) (34) (51).. (58)

Autonomy

/Task Completeness .03 It

.36*Y: ,31*' 44 ** . .10 .08

(32) (51) (57) (34) '(50) (58)

/Task,Feedback .44** ,43 ** .34** .29 .24 -.14

(32), (49) ,(58) (33) (49) (58)

/ Required Skills il .29* .47** .64** .75** .49**

(32) (51) (58) (34) (50) (58)
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Table 15 (continued)

Multimethod Phase II Correlations for Five Job Dimensions, by Education,

(N's appearin parentheses)

Dimension Pair.

Interview

Less Than Mire Than

High School High School. High School

Diploma Diploma Diploma

(Low) (Medium) (High)

Less Than

High School

Diploma a

(Low)

Observgion

Mae Than

High School High School

Diploma Diploma

(Medium) (High)

Task Completeness

/Task Feedback .38* .43** :59** 531c* .41**' .23

(32) (49) (57) (33) (49) (58)

/Required Skills -.08 .03 .26* .66** .10 .05
(32) (51)

(57) (34) (50) (58)

Task Feedback

/Required Skills .32 .15 .28* .22 .14. .09
(32) (49) (58) (33) (50) (58)

*p <, 0.05

**p < 0.01
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The correlations from Phase II shown in Tables 14 and 15 are less

consistently ordered in the direction opposite to that predicted by hypoth-

esis three. For intelligence, six of the correlational pairs differ in

the unexpected direction, three in the expected direction, and the other

pair of correlations (variety/required skills) are identical (Table 14).

For the'high and low levels of education, eight of the ten comparisons show

higher correlations among the more highly educated workers, with only two

of the correlationdl pairs running in the opposite (i.e., expected) direc-

tion (Table 15). These results are inconsistent with hypothesis three.
..S

The correlations for observers in Tables 12-15 follow the pattern
\,......_

opposite to that found for respondents.. Thus, objective task characteris-

tics do not explain, the correlational differences among respondents at

various levels of,cognitive sophistication. Specifically, the correlations

among the observer -rated dimensions tend to be higher on the jobs of the --

less sophisticated respondents than on the jobs of the more sophisticated

respondents, the trend being stronger for education (Tables 13 & 15)

than for rated intelligence (Tables 12 & 14), and much stronger-for Phase

II (Tables 14 & 15) thin for Phase I (Tables 12 & 13).

Discussion

The data in the present t41dy support two of the three hypotheses

conceriing the impact'ot the cognitive sophistication of workers on their

responses to an occupational survey. Hypothesis one predicts higher corre-

lations between descriptive and importance ratings for various job facets

among less sophisticated respondents, on account of their Limited ability

to abstract to hypothetical situations (e.g., an ideal job). For controls
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on both intelligence and education, the correlational differences are

broadly in accord with the hypothesis in both phases for the overall meas-

ures and for the specific job facets. The predominantly favorable results

for hypothesis one correspond to those reported by Moch et al. (1976) in

which less sophisticated respondents. evidenced a lower capacity to distin-,

guish between actual and desired influence in two of three work domains.

In line with hypothesis two, the relationship between retrospective

estimates of change and .measured change is stronger overall among more

sophisticated respondents, presumably because of their greater capacity to

recall past events and changes. Hypothesis two receives only moderate

support in the larger ;sample, which includes those who did and also those,

lwho did not changp/jobs. With the sample ^ c̀onfined to workers who changed

jobs, the data provide somewhat more convincing evidence in support of

hypothesis two. As regards pertinent literature, the positive findings

for hypothesis two parallel those reported, in the study on recall ofr

hospital episodes (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

1965).

The third hypothesis proposes that, because of their limited

ability to discriminate, less cognitively sophisticated workers should

generate higher intereorrelations among measures of different job facets

Contrary to hypothesis three, the intercorrelations among measures of

facets are higher for workers classified as cognitively sophisticated than

,for those thought to he less sophisticated. This reversed'correlational

pattern proves stronger-for Phase 1 than for Phase II.

The data on obaerver::, who are presumed to provide a more objec-

tive estimate of the intereorretations among job facets, conform to the

5.1;4
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correlational pattern predicted for workers, that is, higher intercorrela-

tions among observers watching the jobs of less sophisticated Workers.

The Correlational pattern obtained for observers emerges much more defini=

tively'in Phase II than in Phase I. The data on hypothesis-three indicate,

therefore, that objective task characteristics (as reported by observers)

do not eXplain away the unexpected correlational pattern obtained for

respondents.

Nonetheless, the particularly strong tendency in Phase II for relatively

higher intercorrelations among the observers' ratings of the jobs of the

less sophisticated workers may explain why the respondents' data are not.

ordered as consistently against hypothesis three ia Phase II as they are in

Phase I. As noted, observers provide relatively objective and workers

relatively subjective ratings of the task dimen6lons'of jobs.
2

The relatively

higher interrelationships Among dimensions of the jobs of the less sophis-

ticated workers in Phase I L may have limited the extent to which these

workers could cifferentiaterealistically among the dimensions.

If, as suggested, the observers provide relatively o)jective X.

ratings,.the difference between the patterns of intercorrelat'ons of
observers' ratings at Phases I and II is puzzling. This may b understood
as. resulting from the particular samples used in Phases I and II. In
Phase 1, 579 jobs were observed', whereas in Phase II only L47 obis were
observed. Since these L47 jobs ar not a random sample of tle original
5/9 (and. in fact include some jobs not observed at Phase I)', there is no
reason to expect that the pattern of intercorrelations would be the same
for the two saliipieS. When the obs,erver data of the two phase.- arc
reanalyzed within a sample of lobs restricted to those jobs observed in
both Phases 1 and II where the job occupant had not changed ( 76) ,

quite similar patterns of intercorrelations in the two phases Arc found.
As in the larger sample, of course, the average correlation across jobs
is smaller at Phase II, as a- resuL,t "of the training effort at Phase IL

to reduce ludo effect!-i 'anong observeTs.

5 tt. j'
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Placed in the context of existing liferature, negative findings in

(the present study regarding hypothesis three square with the results

obtained in the most comparable previous study (Mock et al., 1976). The

latter study noted a trend toward higher correlations among sophisticated

than unsophisticated respondents as regards their rati 'ngs of their

influence in different domains of work. Studies that have successfully

demonstrated greater halo effects among less sophisticated. respondents

(Gruenfeld & Arbuthnot, 1969; Schneier, 1977) have used measures of sophis-

tication such as field-dependence and cognitive complexity that overlap

only slightly with the intelligence dimensions studied here (Sechrest &

Jackson, 1961; Vannoy, 1965; Vernon, 1972).

Although no obvious explanation emerges to account for the nega-

tive findings on hypothesis three, one possible interpretation may be

cited. To.a certain extent, the task of rating a job on five intrinsically

rewarding job dimensions may generate pressure toward cognitive consistency.

More intellectually sophisticated respondents may feel obliged to describe

their jobs as favorable on one, characteristic if they have'already rated it

high-on another. Thus, they may display a more articulated "implicit

organizational theory" than do their' less sophiSticated counterparts (cf.

Eden and Leviatan, 1975, for a demonstration of the effect of an "implicit

theory" of leadership). Less sophisticated respondents, conversely, may

exhibit Less awareness of, or concern about, the discrepancies among their

ratings of various positive job attributes.

For all three hypotheses, highly similar results. were obtained in

(' the study for the two measures of cognitive sophistication: -rated intellf-

genre and 16;wel of education. 'This is not surprising, as the two measures

5 ro
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intercbrrelate almost as highly as the reliability of the ratings of intel-

ligence by interviewers permits. The sources of the discrepancies.between

the results obtained for intelligence and for education are difficult to

pinpoint, .1.nce the analyses differ not only in terms of the control vari-

able used (and its reliability), but also with respect to sample size,

number of categories,, and extremity of groups compared.

In conclusion, the results obtained in this study have implications

for future occupational and perhaps other surveys. Cognitively sophisti-

cated and unsophisticated respondents appear to diffetin at least two cog-

nitive operations, abstraction and recall. Sometimes these cognitive dif-.

felances lead to higher correlations among the more sophisticated respond-

ents (hypothesis two), as was true of Converse's (19.64) political research; at

other times the correlations are higher among the,less intellectUal1y

sophisticated (hypothesis one). Thus, when survey researchers ask ques-

tions that require such cognitive operations as abstraction or recall,

they would do well to consider-whether respondent sophistication may

affect the answers they receive, as well as the relationships among these

answers. If so, they should perhaps consider conducting their statistical

analyses separately for the subsamples of cognitively sophisticated and

unsophisticated respondents.

552
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ABSTRACT

0

This study sought to- clarify the queimion why tole ambiguity isrelated'to aversive responses,by role occupants-7a finding eten re-
,

portedAnTrevious research. The model. tested was a simple" sequential-chain of.causation in which role-obiguity is hypothesized'tO causeadfiition X ,(an interverling variable) which in turn causes 4n aversive?esponse. This chainmo el was tested with two possible interveningVariables suggested by p,t for research, and five outcome, or criterion,
variables representing roe strain,

d
.

The r.esults provide nly weak, and partial.support for such a model erin the case of one hypoth sized intervening variable (role overload) and 'no support 'at all in the aqe of a second intervening variable (skill un-derutilization) -. The dat. also'suggest'that there may be, a direct causal..relationship between role ambiguity and role strain, without,interventionof Other variables.

It 'is proposed'that
:fiechain-ocausationvmcidel speckfied'orimplied in'prior research is inappropriate to the problem and that'more

complex Ihodels must he invoked. The nature Of these alternative models.is suggested. -A simPle linear additive model of cans ion appeared to-fit the data mployed in this-analysis.

. r.

o.

.
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Chaptgr 12

ROLE AMBIGUITY AND ROLE STRAIN: A SEARCH

FOR,, NTERVENING VARIABLES

There is much evidence that ambiguous roles in work organkzatioas

are associated with aversive psychological and physiological States of

the rdle'occupant (Beehr, 1974;'Caplan & Jones, 1974; French &Caplan,PI(
9

_..
,

1973;h4amner & Tosi
9. 1.974' Hduse,& Rizzo, 1972; Kahn et' al.', 1964;9

Lyons,, 1971). It has, further been shown that for employees with a

low tolerance for ambiguity, tWols association is particularly strong'.

(lieellir; 1974; Lyons, 1971;'Kahn.-et al., 1964);

The question o'f why.ambiguity, in organizational roles is stressful

has .been investigated in Very few studies. The Usual assumption is:that

.the.ambiguity itself is tensioh=peoducing (Sinha, 1950). Indeed, it has

been argued that the tendency of some people to seek reduction of

ambiguity in 'their environment is evidence for such aversion to ambiguity

(Adorno et al., 1950; Frenkel-BrUnsick;1949; Millon, 1957;',Smock, 1955).,

Ambiguity reduction may take a farms;- stereotyping,

resisting change, and speed in seem clear shapes within ambiguouS visual

stimuli. Withdrawal from ambiguou situations is anotherresponse indi-

eating aversion to ambiguity. Quinn, Fine, and Levitin'(4970) showed that

ambiguity re'gardingiwhat a worker's daily work routine would be -was related

to turnover among iww,blue collar employees

t"-r--SJO

at an automobile-R14nt,.:,and
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Lyons (1971) found that role ambiguity was related to subsequent voluntary
, turnoveefamong registered nurses at a large hospital.

Asiae. from direct aversive effects of role ambiguity, it has been

proposed that other variables may intervene in causal chains between rble

ambiguity and role strain in work roles. French and Chplan'(1973) found

that role ambiguity was related to the' underutilization of the skills and

abilities of male administrators, engineers, and scientists at Goddard-

Spade Flight Center. Obviously, if it is not clear how an employee should
.

4

use his skills, he will ngt be able to use them fully.-ARItcause underuti-

lization of skills was related to role strain in that study (also in

.
Margolis, Kroes & 1974), French and Caplan suggested a model-in which

part of the aversive effect of role ambiguity is due to its effect on the

underutilization of skills. According to the model, role ambuiguity'leads

to underutilization of skills which leads to role strain.

Kahn and Quinn (1970) hypothesized that role ambiguity is re*ted tb .

individual role strain through another intervening vatiable, role overload.

They argue that role overload "is one potential by-product of role ambiguity,

particularly where the ambiguous expectations are evaluational: the role

occupant must constantly.keep doing 'more', to be certain that` he has at

lea,5t done 'enough". Role overload, having more work to do than can be
.

done in the. time available; can result in such a situation, and role over

load has been shown related to role strain among employees and students

(French Caplan., 1973; Caplan k Jones, 1974)./

This:paper.reports a 'test of three hypotheses. The first hypothesis

is that role ambiguity is related to role strain through its influence on

role overload; the second hypothesis is that role ambiguity is related to

J J--`a
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strain through its, influence on undetutilization of skills;-and the third

hypothesis is that role ambiguity is directly related to role strain, i.e.,

it. has some effect on role strain in addition to any effect it might have

through role overload and uhderutilization of skills.

1.

Sample

Method

The sample comprised 649 people employed full-time (35 hours or more

per week) byfive Midwestern work organizations:. a printing company, a

small research and development company, two automotive supply companies, and

the four services departMents of ahospital. All supervisors were in the

sample, and non-supervisors weeeisystematically sampled at rates varying

from 25 percent to 100 percent. The response rate was 72.9 percent.

Measures

Data were collected during a 90 minute st

respondent's home...

ctdred interview.in the

Role ambiguity was measured by a four -item index (rkk 69), . Examples

of items ar "I can predict what others will expect of me tomorrow ", andtoe

"I am clear what otheis expect of me on my job". The items were rated from

"very true" to "not at all true" on a four-point scale.

Five role strains were measured. Job dissatisfa ion is measured by

a four-item subset Jr
kk = .80) of Quinn and Shepard' global job

rkk 7 .Spearman-Brown index reliability estimate based dDon median iEem.
intercorrelations.

5 ur 0
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satisfaction. index. A typical, itemHwaSAll in all, how satisfied would

you say you are with yoUrAobr'iate& from 'very. satisfied" to "not at all:;q

satisfied" on a four-point scale. The life dissatisfaction measure

(rkk .79) consisted of 'a nine-item subset of Quinn and Shepard's (1974).

life satisfaction index. There were seven seven-point semantic differential.

items, e.g., "discouraging-hopeful ", and two fixed-alternative questions,

e.g., "Taking.all things together, how would yog say things are these days?

Would you say ypu're very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy these days?"

Low self-est5em was measured by a three-item subset (rkk = .68) of Quinn and

Shepard's (1974) seven-point semantic differential scale. An example is

"successful-unsuccessful" The depressed mood'index (rkk.7 .71) was a

ten-item index taken from Quinn and Shepard (1974). A sample item is, "I

feel down-hearted and blue", rated on a 'four -point scale from "often" to

"never ". .Fatigue (r
kk = .71)0 was measured by three items, e.g., "In the'

last year how ofted did you feel completely worn out at the end of the day?"

rated on a four-point Scale from "often to "never!' and a fourth itemI
askifig the respondent to indicate Which step on a seven-step ladder indicated

"how much 'pep and energy (you've) hadlately". The top step represented

always being full of pep and energy, and the bottom step indicated never

having any pep or energy.

Role overload- was measured.by two items (r
kk = .47), e.g., "I am given

enough time to do 1 what others'expect of me", rated on,a four-pant scale'

from }'very true" to "not .at ll true".

Underutilization of skills was measured by a three -item index. The

first item, the level of education (on an eight point scale, t.rom "none" to

"iraduateror professional training") required toAo'the employee's job, was

4
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subtracted from the second item, the level of education of the employee.
.11t

(on the same eight-point scale). This difference was added to the third

r item, "Through your previous experience and training, do you have'some

skills that you would,like. to be using in your work but can use on your

present job?" coded seven.for "yes" and zero for "no".

The intercorrelations among these measures appear in Table 1.

Analyses

The first two hypotheses were tested by finding the significance of

the difE,e ence between the following correlations: the zero-order corre-

lation between role ambiguity and the corresponding role strain with the

effect of the proposed intervening variable held constant. If the third

hypothesis was correct this partial correlation would be significant.

Results

The first column of Table 1. shows that role ambiguity was related to

each of the five role strains and also related (r = .45, p < .01) to tole

overload. The second column of Table 1 shows thatrole overload was

- related to each role Strain. Table'2 shows that the differences between

the zero-Order correlations (ambiguity-strains) and the partial correlations

(effects of overload removed) were large enough to suggest weak support for

the Cirst hypothesis for three of the fivrole strains: job dissatisfaction'

(p .05), low self-esteem (p <-.10), and fatigue (p < .10).

While underUtilization of skills was .related to four of the five roles

strains (see Table 1), it was not 'significantly related to role ambiguity

.(.r = .07), and therefore, .it could not act as an intervening variable

V



Table 1
..,"-

Intercorrelations among All Variables

(N = 649)

.1 2 5 6 7 8

1. Role Ambiguity (.69)a

2. Role Overload .45 (.4.7)

3. Skill Underutilization .07b .05b

4. Job Dissatisfaction .22 .27 .27 (.80)

5. Life Dissatisfaction .09 .10 .06 .27 (.79)

6. Low Self-esteem .19 .18 .14 .25 .28 (..68)

7. Depressed Mood .16 .16 :14 . .43 .39 .31 (.71)

8. Fatigue .1 .18 .12 .22 p.36 .19 .36 (.71)

a
Figures'in parentheses are reliability estimates (Spearman-Brown) based upon median-item.

intercorrelations.

b
Not significant; all other correlations are sig ificant, p < .01.

le



Table 2

The Relationship of Role,Ambiguity to Role Strain through Role Overload

Role Strain

rl.

Correlation
between

role, ambiguity
and role .

strain (N.= 614)

r2'
, Correlation.
1. between

.

role ambiguity
and role

strain with
role overload
held constant

(N = 628)

467.

Significance of '

difference
between
ri & r2

Job dissatisfaction .22**

k
Life dissatisfaction .09**,

Low self-esteem .19**

Depressed mood .16**

Fatigue .12** .04

.05

.10

*p < .01

564
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between role ambiguity and role strain in a causal chain. thus, the second

hypothesis was not supported.

Since the second hypothesis was not supported by the data, the.testing

of the third hypothesis required that only role overload be held constant

in computing the partial correlations between role-ambiguity and role strain.

'The second column of Table 2,shows that these partial correlations were
. -

greater than zero for three of the five role strains: job dissatisfaction

. (p < .01), low self-esteem (p < .01), and depression (p < .01). Thus, the

third hypothesis was supp4 rted Lor these role strains.

)

Discussiorr.

This study sought 'to clarify the question, why role ambiguity is re-

lated to aversive consequences for role occupants. Tilt model tested was a

simple sequential chain, of causation in which role- ambiguity resulted in X

(an intervening variable) which in turn was experienced as being aversive
IMF

by each of several strain criteria. This chain model, and two proposed

intervening variables, were examined with reference to five strain criteria.

The results provide only weak and partial support for such a model in

the case of one intervening variables role overlOad,and no support at all

In the case of the other, i.e., underutilizatio of skilla. The results

also suggest that there.may be a direct causal' /relationship between role

ambiguity and role strain, although the evidence is slight and omitted

": consideration of other possible intervening variables.

It is near that the simple chain of causation model, implied or

. asserted in previous research, is inappropriate to the problem, and that a

more complex mOdg must be invokID. Such a more complex ..model may well

.,t
565
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provide fora set of causal factors4 operating'in an additive, substitutivik

or interactive way to generate the role strain outcomes In addition, there..

is the possibility that the-role strains, here defined as outcomes; may also

Operate as "causes" as in the case, for example, of fatigue itself causing

or enhancing role overload. 'In any case,' the exploration of such more

complex models appeared inappropriate\to the available data which are

limited to concurrent measures and have the defect of possible error from

correlated response bias. An application of multiple regression analysis to

the present data, however, suggests that a simple linear additive model is

suffit)ient to account for nearly all of the criterion variance available

for prediction with the set of hypothesized causal variables of role

ambiguity, role overload, and skill underutiliza0.on., The relevant data 'are

.,..summarized in Table 3.

J6'
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Table 3

Multiple'and Partial Correlations between Three Role Strain
Predictors and Five Role-Strain Criteria

Role Strain
Criteria

Partial-Corre ions

Role-

Ambiguity
Role

Overload
Skill Under-
Afti1ization

Job DisSatis-
faction .11** .19** .30**

Life Dissatls=- \

'faction .05 .07 .06

Low Self-
Esteem .12** .10** .13**

Depfessed
Mood :10** .09** .13**

Fatigue .04 .14** .13**

**p .01

56

Multiple
Correlation

.41**

.14**

.25**

.23**

.22**

fl
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PERCEIVED SITUATIONAL MODERATORS OF'THE RELATIONSHIP BEIVEN

SUBJECT[VE ROLE AMBpUITY'4ND ROLE STRAIN

by

Terry AABeebr
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ABSTRACT

Previous research has focused on personality moderators of
relationship between organizational stress and individual s
This study was a-Search for situational moderators of the r
tionship between:-One organizational stress, role ambiguity
four psychological strains: job dissatisfaction,life dis
faction, low self-esteem, and depressed mood. Three situ
Characteristic6 were hypothesized to-moderate the relatiO
by reddcing its strength: group cohesiveness, supervisor
and autonomy. Group cohesiveness -moderated the relations
between role ambiguity and two of the role strains, but
:tionof its moderating influence was inconsistent. An e
tion was offered for this result."' Supervisor suppOrt sh
nonsignificant tendency to reduce the,strength of the re
ship between role ambiguity and. role strain. Autonomy
moderate the relationship in the...expected direction sig
and strongly,:
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CApter
.

PERCEIVED SITUATIONAL MODERATORS OF THEALATIONSEIP BETWEEN'
L ..

-.-, 1
$11BJEtTIVE-ROLE AMBIGUITY AND ROLE STRAIN

**
1

I,
1 .4Rble stress isaily aspect of

,

role expectations that has adverse onse-,
. .

, .

.

.

quences (role strai >
.

for individual rol incumbentsefKahn & uinn, 70).
, .

Most research on 'to e stress haproCused,on samples' representative o ,

,liMited populations, for.example a single role eV a small number o zorgani-
i

zetional roles' (rench &Itaplan, 1971; Paul, 1974; Ri zo,

iSHouse, 'litrtzmat;j9 6; Caplan & Jones, 197 ..r) 3 -,

In acfcation.to tie; use of narrow samples, past previoUszese rch has

heen'lighted..-to the i

n\

vestigation, of the direct, overall relation hip

between role stress And rore strain. A ,few -researchers have tes ed perbon-

ality characierlstics (Johnson & Stinson, 075; Kahn, Wolfe, Qui n, Suoek,

& Rosenthal, 1964; Lyos,' 1971; Caplan & Jones, 19,74) as

This :paper first
61(1), 35 -40.

** This study is
Ambiguity as a Rol Stress: So
which was cOmpl*ted,at the University o

Tha:author Wishesta-thank Edward
Larry Michpelsen, Robert Quinn, and St
various stages of work* thiS article.

1 . 1

'......°'

ppeared in the Journal 'of Applied Psycha ogy, 1976,

: Z : the author's doctoral dissertation, "Role.
atl.ng and IntervelOmg.Variables,"

Michigan..
Bordin, .Robert Cooke, Jack Drexler,
nley Seashore far their help during

572
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ma4ble1 a role, stress model". There, hes been no serious attempt,

howeve/r, to ..te6UsiluatiOnal charalteristics as moderators df.therelar-
,lE

tiOhshi0 betWeen/rolestreis anchstrkn.

in thisYStixdy,'ehreeeituational characteristics were hypothesized as

tioderatorsofithe relAtionShiP between role stress and role strain. Group

cohesiveness *fid supervisor support were proposed as moderators because

,

_the argument'by. Kahn and ,Quinn (1970)fthat'psychoogical support, in the
1 /

, .

presfince f stress may. reduce role strain. (Presumably,, cohesive groups

of

are mOre supportive.than noncohesive groups.) Autonomy also was hyRothe-
,

: .
,. , .

sized as la moderator. If..t,he role expectations that others lend to. the_

focal stiessfULpeople with:job7aaohomymay define ;their own

role expel As; resulting-In reduced. role strain.
.

This t y added to the knowledge from previous studies of role

stress in two ways. First, the ;4riety'of roles andof organizatiOns,WeS

greater, 80. that the result would be representative ofThench4na that

/ ,/
are widely dispersed in the world of work.. Second, situ ational rather

chan personality moderators were examined. ,Role ambiguity, that4s,

uncertainty regarding-what is expected on one's job, was chOsen.for

adalysiS because of the long historyof psychological research on

ambigtiity, and because of the Kahn et, al. (1964) finding that role.

a$,iguity is felt teve stressful exttlet by about one t d,of the American

baleWage and salartWorkers. Four psychological role strains were mess-

tired: job dissatisfaction life dissatisfaction, low self- esteem, and

depressed mood.

The specificAlypotheses.were that role ambiguity more strongly

related to the role strains (a) among people in noncohesive groups than



people in,c0heSive'greups,jb) among people:With* nonsuppOrtiVe

aMongi)eople,with supportive, supervisors, an (c) among,'

nonautondMousro1es than among 14ople,in autonomou roles.

/ :

,Method

li

The'SaMOle comprised 651 respondents employed' 35 hours or more per

,

,week by five midwestern work, organizationS; a printing company (n 3)

:a etall,research'and deveIopMenO:coMpanY (n = 21)'i-tWo automotive Eni Ply

companies (ne = 120 and 124), and fout services dep'artments'of-a 113131tal

. .(n 213). These organitations were chosen in part on the critetien. tat.
;

they contain a diverse set of :fobs, and there is evidenee.that it!e occups-
,-

tional census codes of the resptdentsroughly match the codes.Of a

`AlatiOnal sample of workers (Beehr, 1974).)-AlrsuPervisors t:iere'included,
k '

in the sample and nonsuperVlsorS were,Oampled syste*atically aerates: JL

'varying from ?rganilation to organization (between.725%,and,100%). The

response rate .waA 72.9%.

Fifty-one percent of the respondents were-male, 79.8% were white,

68.5% were married, 73.0%_had finished at leAgt high school, and the mean

age,was 35 years. ,Comparable information on the nonrespondents was not-

available /r7,

Measures

11ata were collected during a 90-minute.structpred iTitervi

respondent's hompc4nducted during. -the winter

from the-Survey ReSearch Center.

in the,

o, 1972 =1973 by inteiviewers

574



The Measures.of all Vdtiables-in the study were subjectiVe,-that is,

:'they Were perceptions. Of the,subjetts. It could be Srgued,' however, that.

.

perceptions of the subject are. mportant in stress research, because

Strain may be largeWin indOidUalts reaction' to tis subjective envlion
.

.
mel)t. In addition, some Othe environmental variables inrhis study have

A

t'partially subjective,nature: For example, regardlesi of a supervisorls

objective behavior, it,cannot' said that a subordinate is given true

psychological support unless th §ubordinate feels supported.

Since, allof the datA were gathered'during a single interview, there

a poSsibilitrfhat'relationshipscpuld be inflated by correlated metho
.

I

Varialite. Since:the'present study ialeeking differences in the strengt

Of relationships, however, the results*obably are conservative that i ,

might have b en found if multiple, sources o
,mere significant differences

data hactAbeen used.

Role ambiguity.,(M = 1.92, SD was by a four7item

index:

AlOw true is thiivof your job?

I can predict what others will expect of rie tomOrrow.

J-am clear on What others expect pf Are on my job.t:
tv

'On my job,: whatever situation arises, there are procedUres
for handling it

1 A
I get enough fact' and informatiOnro work

_ 515
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. -

except /the third (On my job . . .) were taken from the Quality.

of EmplOyment /111r0eyilkQuinn & Shepard, 1974). Thereeponse categories

Were "very true," "Somewhat true," "a little true," and "not at all true:"

,
-Your psychologitaliatrains were measured. Presumably, iSychOlogiCal

strains Are more ACcurately/Measui.ed by intervieVs than physiologiCal
A
0 "

itrains'would'The. The first,', job dissatisfaction (4 3.94, Sp - .97) ,

4

was measured by a foUr-iteM.subset,bf Qui and Shepard's (1974).globIll job
:

. .

satisfaction index%

/

All in alI ,satisfied would: you, say you':ate with your job-'-very

satisfied, soMewhat,tatisfied not too satisfied, or not et,all

satisfied?

.

In genetal, how well WoUld you say that'your jobsleasutes up to the
I'

sort of job yOd wanted when you took itt.Would you .say it. very
1

much like, somewhat like, or not very much like the,job yog wanted

when 'you took .it?

Knowing what you know, now, if yod had to decide all over again

Whether to takethe'johyou now haVe, x4bet would you deCide.?

. A

Would you decide without anyfheSitationto take thesame job,

would you decide' definitely not to take the same. job?:

If a good friend of yours told Yoil)thet he /she was interested-in
,. .9 4i,'''' .

'working in a job like yours; what would you tal. him/her? Would.

.you strongly ,recommend this job, would you have:dOubts shout.

recommending it, or wRuld you strongly advise hilpther against

this sort of job?

The job dissatisfaction index had,a possible range of 1-s.
. ,

The life dissatisfaction measure (M 17 4.83, SD 7 1:25) consisted of a

nine-item,suhset Of QyAn and Shepard's (1974) life satisfactiOn index.
A '
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Seven of these items were answered on a semen it'differential scale!
40*

seven pairs' .of Anchors were'"intex`estingi-bor ni," "sedjoyable-miserable,',

"friendly-lonelx,"Yifull-empty,": "hopeful -d sdoUraging;'".rewarding-dis

appointing," anc$rings out the best in me doesn't give me much of a

chance" in response to the question,-' "How so you feel about yOur present

life general?" The fixed-alteinative uestions were!:

In general, hOW satifying do you find the Ways.yoU fe spending,
v!

your life these dais? Would y /call it completely satisfying,

pretty satisfying, or not.very satisfying?

/
.Taking all things together, how would you say things are these

days?- Would you say you're very happy, pretty happy, Or not too

happy these days?

The lifedissatisfaction'index had a.possibie range of 1-7.

Low self-esteem (1.t/ .99,.SD = 1.05),, jas measured by a.three-item,
.11/ k

subset of Quinn and-Shepard's (194)`7-point semantic lfferential scale.

. k

.Th. nalorsvere "successfulunsucCessful," "important -not important,"
, .

a d doing my best-nOt doing my beAt" in response.to the question,

do you Iseeyourself in Vokur work?"
i - .-

,

Depressed mood '04 SD:= .47) waS"easfred by a.10-item indeX

inn and Shepard (19.74).

6 you. feel this way at work ?'

1 downhearted and-blUe.

I get tired,for no reason.

I find myselferestless and ca keep

lr

t findAt easy to do the thins I used to do.
,

My mind is as c1ear'es it used to be

I, feed. hopeful about the future. 577
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. . 1

4 find:'it easy. td maks/ decidiond.

,,,

l'aM more irritable thad.dsval.

I still ddtoY'Abe tangs,Ldie&to.

I feel thsx I as.ussful and needed:
A .

The response; c tegories were"often,:':081.64imeg
!'

. .

Three pi udtiodii characteristics, that-iS v, group cohesiveness,:

visor sup0Ort,,and-autondmy, were 'Measured. .71110 first, group cohesivenes60

H "rarely," and "n4ver+7

(M §E, =A 1.19), was measnred`by fivieMsf
,.

1

Isthere.any aroup Of peopleat &Lame resPodstent s organ- ationl,

e

that Yo u.
r
think 4 as. your coworkers -=people ,whiM-you-ses

everyday and with whom you have to work Closelx inorde)to dd your

job well? I know it's hard to .talk about a whole groupof people.

like this, but I'd like to get YoOr general views about:

in this

How ready.

gtoup:

v : _I-
are they to defend:edch other frot criticism by outsiders?

.

,

How well-do you feel they,hlp each other on 'the job?

How well do they get along together?

How well do they stick together?

'SF +The laSt three items were adapted from Seashore (1954)... The response cate-

gories for the last four items were'"great, cqulWi, be better," "pretty

goOcri but some could be better," !!it Very good, but some pretty good,"

ande.'not very good." Respondents 'answering no to the first question were

not asked the other four questions and were assigned a score of 1 on the

.group,00hesiveness index. The respOnse categories for the last four ques-,
A. .

tions were coded 2' through 5, and respondents answering those questions
,

L..'
.received their mean score on thoSe four items

..

as their score on the group
-0/
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cohesiveness easure.

respondent _part o

gg

hat he.Waii 00'k

Thus a high score on the itd4ex meant that the //

oupnd a low scpre-.indicated

wity littr**c4hesiVeties

measured h3rthree AteMem

ery cphesive

kaor suppor

this of y ui aupery

supery stir...keeps infOrmedabOut-the-Way his/herpeOpie

ankfeel about thinga.

pv0or stands up 7o oUfsidera for the p

suPervislet

My supervisor takes I.

items ere:taken'from

Cat, ories were "very true,'-'

All[true:".
.

, ,

Autonomy

he/she

,S1

.personate inteiest.in those'heiahe smperiiikeS.

,
.

Hemphilland Coobbs.(1957). a &d the resp

' "7sOmewhat-truW "a'11.4t'le40,".and.'"
...,-. . a

1

i
/ These

(M = 2.97, SD = .76) was measured by four items:'

HoWprne'is this of Your job?
. .4

I'ha

te,

lijpot pf say over what happens on my job.

kT. hay enough authority/to do my best.

My,l'OhaXibigs-me to make a lot of decisions on M.,,, Y

I have enougtt,fceedom asto how I Aid/my:Work. (

items were taken from Quinn ,011.4 Shepard .-(1974)., and-,theresponse

own..

6
categories were "very true," "somewhat; tiue:,1,:. "a little true,",au4t "not a

4 .

72.
Table 1 contains the.correiations aMong theall true." variables for the

whole sample. Although all of the variables were obtained frOm the same

interview, none of

two variables were

the correlations was strong enough to suggest that any'

'6measuf16 0i:ideal constructs:

7 9
r.
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.

The ase median 011 each sifuation,iti variable,.
,

.40.0 product-mnment-=correlationa *betw'esTITqle ambiguity and each

role strain Were comp ted within'each-hilf saiple. Hypoteses were

i401rectional, that is 1.1)the :relations between role ambiguity and each
/ .

d,
rolestrain.wesTredicted to bestiOnger:in..01e- iess.cohesive than in the

. _
_

-
re pckhosive,grouP; str°)18etintheIT°w'suilervisor-sUppord'then in the

. , '- . .

high..-OuperviaorsUppot igtomin. and stronger 111 C e 601autpnomY than in

e high-autonomy groUp. .1.. Therefore, q -tests of 'the significance!
=

f.7thekitffetence between correleti'kina uted.

,t

The,lirst n ok Table1,1 4hOWs,that rots am

. ,
,- .

related td7thp our role, trains for the saTige.as a whol

4'83

gusty is significantly
(

'Job dissatis-'

ambiguity. Life

aonship to

4 *

faction is thestrainmost*rongly sorrelated withros
- , =

!dissatisfyet-iOn, iewone would expect,'has:the,wenkest r

.

fh

ambiguity in the work role, ObVionalY:, ..there are: Many sources of life
-

'satisfaction lither.than those in the Work rple.

Table 2 shows that group COHesi-4hess!Mo rat -the;relarionship,
..

between \role ambiguity ..511.oW self-, 0 tedM asjraac ed .05).

ever,. group .cohesiveness rpodeiateCthe

andjob dissatisfaction (p.
,

<.10)A.n.the dfreCtiOn opposite

PtIdicred A two - tailed tes: aWlfOr this comparison because the- -

'How?

role 'ambiguity

from that

directiOn had'not been'predicted correctly.

Although three of the four differences hetween7Correlations-arein

=.:Tredinted direction; for anal sof Sipervisor support as a moderator
n

the
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'Table.41.

r',C0trelOtions of Role)bibiguiv4 Strains, and Situational Moderat9rs

(

s

e

Item

Role stress

1., Role.ambiguity

Role strains

2.. job dissatisfaction' 44

Life dissatislaction

4 Low self- esteem'

5. lApressed mood

Sftutucional moderators

6 .Group cohesiveness
.

,supervisor sUpport

.Autonomy

581 Ad

e. lUmbers

ecY' formula

Notes

in the tab

Brplin PT°

Wp .05.

<

(,69)

4

(.80)

.27**( (.19)

*25** .
28

, ,

.43** ..390"

;412**

-..30** -.37** - 11**

_.26 ** -.37**

02 -.03 -.05 (.18).

,.32** ..130 (.78)

-.210 -.27** .32**, .',13**. .36** ( 14),

repreiets the

in parentheses

to the median

le

n

number of respondents having-com*te data for'alliariables
are reliability estimates 9btained-by applying., a pearman-.
interitem torrelation.

581
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TAble2

Group.Cobasiveness as a eodeiator of the Relationship

AtbigUlibetween ROle y and. PPYchological Role Strlity

Role strain \

485

Corre/at ions, with .13LYlf/:;Linbi

r .

Low group
cohesiveness ,

. 0

HIgh.,grbup
,T.oheaiVeness'

pity

Significande
of

difference
bkween

and r2

dob dissatisfaction

Life 8iSsatisfaction

L9wOelf-esteem

DepressedDepress 'abed'

P < .10 ef

.10

ns

p 1

ns

-
Note. For, i, tr; 386y,, for r20, n '246; ns.ropreient the

respondents having complete data all
number of

'..

'eriahlib in thetabi.

< .01.
r
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none of the differences is statistically significant.
4e

1.
.

All differences'between correlations Of role ambiguity and role strain
. .

- . .
.

.fare in the 'predicted.Airection when the' sample is divided on autonomy (sew..
-

Table 3). The differences for job dissatisfaction and depression 'are.

'-significant at the .01 level and the difference for low self-esteem at

the .10 level:

Discussion

1,4
This study suggested that even if there is a Stress (role ambiguity),

people in roles with certain situational characteris4cs, especially
4

autonomy, do not suffer from it. This has important implications because

situational characteristics can be modified by organizations.

There was only suggestive evidence that people With supportive super-

visors might not feel some role strains even if their roles are ambiguous.

Even if psychological support has the expected beneficial effect, perhaps

the supervisorAs not the best source of that support. Previous laboratory

Work (Schachter, 1959) has shown that people expecting an electrical shock

prefer to spend their Waiting time with otheri like themselves,' especially

with others expecting shticks. This indicates that peers, especially those

in similarly stressful roles, may be the most beneficial source of

psychological support.

GrOpp cohesiveneas has an effect on the extent to which role ambigu1tv

is rellitecilO'btrain,.bu the results are contradictory. For persons it

cohesive groups, the relationship between role ambiguity and low self-

esteem is weaker than it is for those in noncohesive groups. ,lob dissatis-

faction, however, is 'elated more strongly to role ambiguity in cohesive

than in noncohesive groups.

583



Tabfie 3

Aut omy, as a Moderator of the Relationship between Role.AMbiguity

and Psychological Strain

487

V

Role Strain

Correlations with Role Ambiguity

r
2 Significance

of

difference
Low High between

autonomy
_ .

autonomy r
1
and r

2

Job .dissati6faction .25* .05 p < .01

Life dissatisfaction .10 .03 ns

Low self-esteem .19* .09 p < .10

Depressed mood .23* -.02 p < .01

kr

Note. For r, n = 340, for r2, n 296; ns represent the number of
respondents' having complete data for all variables in the table.

*p < 0.01

I
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A partial explanation of these results stems fromthe assumption that

-4
people in cohesive groups are more likely to communicate with coworkers

than are people in noncohesive groups. People perceiving ambiguous roles'

can..blame the ambiguity either on their roles or on themselves. Discussing

the work situation with peers may result in social support for external

pTacement of the blame, that is, on the role rather .than on the self.

Thus, whilejpeople in cohesive groups still are, dissatisfied with ambiguous
1,

roles, they are lesslikely to internalize the blame in the form 4f lowered

self-esteem. People in noncohesive groups are not as likely to have such
.

I
,

.

discussiqns and, therefore, are more likely, to place the blame for*the
.

,

ambiguity on,themselves. The fact that both dissatisfaction measures,

that is job dissatisfaction and life dissatisfaction, tend,-to be corre-
P

t

lated mbretstrongly with role ambiguity in the high- cohesive group while

low self-esteem and'depressea mood tend to be correlated more strongly

with role ambiguity in the low-cohesive group adds confidence to this

interpretation.

Autonomy is the strongest and most consistent moderator of the rela- .

tionship between role ambiguity and role strain. Organizations that wish

to reduce the role strain associated with role'ambiguity should increase

the autonomy in their members' roles. Future research should attempt to

determine whether job characteristics such as autonomy reduce the relation-
7

ship between a large number of role stresses and role strain., If they do,-

redesigning jobs would seem even more likely to reduce the strain due to

role Stress.
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Chapter 14 %

WHAT,MAKES JOBS MONOTONOUS,.AND BORING

by

Robert P. Quinn
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ABSTRACT

I

Prograjs for job enlargement and enrichment commonly restOpod th
assumption that increased variety of work activities will reduce the
monotony of jobs and the,rAultingdegree of experienced boredom. The
availableevidence'is ragmentiry and mixed, with suggestions that
perSonal attributes of the worker moderate the presumed associations.

This inquiry attempted to .clarify the matter by asking three.ques-
trons: (1) What is the degree of contribution of objective task tharac-
.teristics, to the perception Ofmonotony and experience of'boredoM? ,

(2) What aspectS'of the temporal-configuration of tasks are m6a;.Influen-
tialin relation to monotony and bdredom? and. (3) Are these relation-
shipS moderated by the worker's intelligence and/or his°1evel of otfgi,he-
job activitiest

$

The task characteristics examined were five'in number, eachtiep
senting some aspect of task variety; these,task characteristics, were:.
assessed by trained observers-without input from the job occupants:
Monotony was assessed by observer ratings. and also by report of the per-

, ceptions of job occupants. Boredom was regarded as a subjective
experience Ad the job occupants and measured by self report.

All five indicators of ta§k'variety were found to be associated,
with monotony, and three were found associated with workers' reports of
boredom. Intelligence had"no significant effect upon the relationship
between variety and monotony or boredom, but, along with level of off-
the-job activities, did modetate,the association between monotony and
boredom. -

These results are interpreted in the,context of theories concerning
the nature of boredom, and implications for the Design of boredog-
redUcing jobs.



"'Chapter 14

WHAT MAKES JOBS.MONOTONOUS AND BORING?',

.

Experiments with job enrichment and job enlargement as ways of

increasing workers' 'performance Dr job satisfaction ead fo two conclu-

sions. Firat, published reports of such experi'ments indicate that they

have not been unqualifi d 'successes (Hulip. & Blood, ,,,1969; Lawler, 969;

Quinn, Staines, WM C lough, 1974). Even this judgment does not take.

t."`
J'int0 accounta'large number of experiments that, because they were.

unsuccessful, went unreported. Second, even the successes have often,
C.

been restricted. to articular working populations. Hulineand Blood

observe,'for example,

. . . the argument for ] rger jobs as a means of motivating1

.

2
It

workers, decreasing boredom and dissatialaction, and increasing

attendance and productivity, is v id only when applied to :certain

segments of the work force -- whit collar and superyisory workers

and nonalienated blue-collar wo ers (1969, p. 3813)

In'a more -recent rev ew K (1974) concluded that lob enrichment'

"works best for brighter, less alienated people."

493

Critical to most programs of job redesign is the alteration of one of

Haqman and Lawler's (1971) four "core characteristics" of.jobs--variety.

The common assumptions are that increasing Variety--through job enlarge-

ment, enrichment, or rotation--will reduce the monotony of jobs and that

58J
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the ensuing reduction o oredom will-lead to greater satisfaction and

productivity. But is chain of causalassumptions haYs yet to be forged
4 ./

solidly, and the ersonaL or environmental conditions that may limit the 2'

t?

, .

,..

assumptions a e scarceiy:41nderstood::"A's Dickson has sa td, "job rotation and

...
and job enlargement schemes enlarge the levels of. varie y . , . in indi- c,

.

a,riduaCjoim WithoUt any :clearopeeption oft flinmental variables
'

involved(1973i p. 732)."

The. research reported here concerns ree such varia 17 les:

;
1. Task.characteristics, measured ikiependently of the worker doing

the'task, with a particular emphasis on ose task characteristics that',

'provide variety in jobs.

I

2. Monotony, or the worker's perception.of the amount of variety in

his or her job.

' 3. Boredom, or the 1\*rker' affective reaction based on this percep-

tion. Excluded frowthe present research were' considerations of the

neurological, pharmodological, and behavioral concomitants of boredom

The analyses were designed' to answer; three questions:

1. What is the contribution of task characteristics to the experience

of occupational monotony and to feelings of boredom? On the basis of very

early work by Florence (1924), Li (1928), Munsterber4v(1913), and Wyatt, .

Langdon, and'Stock (1937)' and more recent laboratory work by Geiwitz

it could be anticipated that the,relationship would not be very great,

since previous investigations had generally concluded that,work lacking in

variety was not always perceived as repetitive. It was alsO'predicted

that task characteristics would be better predictors of monotony than of

boredom, the latter reaction being further removed from the environment in

the assumed causal sequence.



2. What Its QT'aspects of the temporal configuration of tasks
e

9 4-

were the most effeat474eterMinants of Monotony boredom' The three

*- critical aspects investigated Were.phe number,of tasks done as k-art of

the job, the AngthsiFf thede tasks, and how often each was repeated.

What individual differences moderate the relationship (a) betW en
-

task OaracterisicS;and perceived monotony,, and (b) between-perceived

monotony and, feelings of boredom? Do,individual differences affect

49f

, .,
.

workers' perCeptions of'the Amount'ofVariety providedby their work
,e

.

environments? .Or do these differences influence their,:subsequentreactions
a

.

once these,perceptions have been established? Or both?

Studies of, occupational boredom and tolerance of mcinotony have iden-:

tified several personal characteristics that mayameliorate the effects of)

jobs that lack 'variety. These moderators ,are strikingly similar to those,

that circumscribe.the success of job redesign progr4s. Geiwitz'(1964)

cites as releva7t variables intelligence,, creativity, desire for variety

in social activity, and the tendency to daydream. USing previous research

to draw a composite picture of "the personality of the person who is satis-

fied in doing repetitive work , ",Smith characterizes this person by

. . . contentment with the existing state of affairs, placidity,

and perhaps rigidity. His satisfaction would seem to be more a

,matter of close contact with and acceptance'of reality than-of

Stupidity of insensitivity (1955, p. 329).

On the basis of her own work,-however, Smith was able to infirm only

sr that the susceptible worker is likely to be young, restless

it his daily habits and leisuretime,activitles, and less satis-

fied with personal, home, and plant situations in aspects not
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directly, concerned with uniformity

p. 329)

or repetitiveness

From this compendium of,moderator variab.le : two were'selectedfor analysis:.

/

Y i

intehigence nfi off-the-job-activity leve

gvb ects

.The 170 workers

printing company,.dlid

Method

.*

studied were employed by two automotive AuppIi

a research and de elopment,fithl:. Twerity-six. gettent

were in managerial or professional occupations; 17 perctpt were clerical

workers; ,and the remaining 57 percent were operatives, crafts eople, Or

(service worker's. The median age of the sample was 35 years,

median years of schooling was 12.1. Fifty-four percent of. the)'
-)

4, .

women.

Procedures

Workers were first interviewed in their homes; a month later they

were observed on their jobs On two separate occasions. The training

the observers, as well as the general observation methods used, have

d their

ample were

already been described in Chapter 4. Each observer devoted 20 minutes

of each hour-long observatiOnal period to keeping a continuous record of

the discrete tasks performed by the worker during thAt period. This task

description information was subsequently .coded in terms of total number

of tasks 'performed and the frequency and duration of each. The analysis

sample was confined to workerA who were observed twice/(or exactly.20

(minutes without being. interrupted for reasons.not related to thelr work.
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Measures
)

.14$

Observed task characteristics. Five aspects of the observed tasks

were'used As predictors of monotony and boredom.'

1. Number; the total number of different tasks performed by the

worker,

2. Durations: the .mean tiMK of the tasks,'compu4 over the total,

.number of tasks that the *worker performed.

'3. Repetitions: the numb

.repeated task was repeated.
, .

of times that the most frequently

497

.

ti'4. Ratito of duraons and reet/tions. The'-duration task,
.

in minutes, was firft divided by the number of times the task was epeat

These ratios were then summed over all tasks performed. 1

5. Entropy. This measure, borrowed from information theory, had

been used by Hill (1975) and Dickson (1973) to -describe workloads.: The

entropy of each task was p log2 p, where p was the Troportion of the worki

peridd devoted,tO the task. The entropy of tbetotallob was:theSUmof,'

d.

the,,entropies of its constituent: tasks. This entropy measure tendg to

reduce the contributions of minor task variations to an observational
. 1-

is

= measure of overali\job:veriety. According to Dickson,

. . , the work of one day could consist of packing one product for \

seven hours and sixproduCts for five minutes each. Alternatively,

the work of one day could consist of packing seven different'
.

products for one hour-each. In both of these days' work, the number

of different tasks is seven and the number of changes of task is

but the entropy measures of variety are higher for the second day's
f

work (1973, p. .723).

59.3
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#

Monotony. Two fixed-alternative-questions were used to'measure

'workers' perceptions of how monotonous their:Jobs' were, one referring to

,how repetitive their tasks were and the other referring tohow much
...'

variety there was. Observer! used similar questioif6'dealing with repeti-

.tiveness and.variety't Provide'their subjective estimates of the monotony

if the obs 'd jobs-

'Ho'redom. This measure used tWo fixed7alternative questions: "How

often on your job'does the time seem to drag?" and "How interesting; is:

your .work ?" r ,

IntelLigeive was, estimated from interviewers' ratings of workers.

In a related study (Quinn & Shepard, 1974) the same interviewers' ratings

correlated .72 With tested intelligence as measured by the Amon§ Quick

Test: .,v

Off-the-:12,12 activity level: Thia,meaSdre the.amoune of

worke0 ,. %g)

partiCipation in 20 recreational, social
, and familial activities

Results

The product-moment correlaiions between to A4 charaCteristics and
0.V

easures of monotony and boredom appear in Table 1. Sine differences

between,the Pearson.r!s. and comparable eta coefficients of association
.

were small, itconld safely be c'encludit that the observed relationships

were generally linear.

,Task characteristics expressed in various ways

/

were significantly
,

related bothHto'th,perception of monotony and to feelings of'borealom.

594



Table 1

Correlations .(Peatacin is and Etaal.Hhetween Task Characteristids,
,
Perceived- Monotony, and Feelings-DoredoM (N -370)

499

Task. characteristics
Perceived Ifonotorl___

By worker By observer
Worker's feelings,'
of being. iored

"

NuMber r

Durations

Repetitions ..26**

J/ (.27)

Ratio of durations .20**
and repetitions (.28)

Entropy -..20**
(.24)

*P <

**p <

..58**

(.58)

.36**
(.47)

.24**
(433)

44a
Eta coeffic ents are shown,parenthetically. In coMputation of etts,

each task char cterist.ic was trichOtom1ze6 and the monotony and boredktM
measures' were treated4a6continuous variablgs.

b
For.th compUtation of Fearsowr's the directions. of some measures of

taek:Cha;acteristiCs were reversed So that a higher -Score'on a measure
woulds-/Ways represent. greater ohset-Oed monotony. All PearSon r's should
therefore be expected to be positiVel.

,k

tr-



They were, predictably, most strongly related -,to the observers'
, . .

n perceptions

related to
.. ,

workers' own of monotony

ofmondtony '41 the jobs they observed, some

. ,

in their,johs, and4eas

What less strongly
c ,, "0-

st.Preorp:elpyt

ions

..A.,

4-related to workers' feelings_olboredam.
....,-

,T

The poorest observational predictor of monotony boredomand; was the

ritiMber of tasks performed during the obs ervatiOnal periods. The best and

mdsztpa wassimonioua predictor the number of time the most frequ ently-

durationrepeated task wara.epeated, with the

second.

Of the average*nSic a close

4Sti-Neither of the conceptually -and mathematically more ornate

matbrs of task variety--that Is, entroPY.a0a! duratiotau ratio.of ng'and

repetitionswas superior a pre-to the simple easnre of repetitions as

-dictor of perceived monotony. Nor wasither Significantly related

workers' feelings of boredom.

The mo4Orating.ectsof intelligence and of the-i ob activity

are indicated by the differenee'SbetWeen the -pairs of correlatiOn:Yin

level

Since repetitions were the best and simp lest predictors of

'monotony and, boredom, 'the task characteristics referred

based only on the repetitions measure.

to in Tabi Z,are

.

. intelligence had'ho significant effc .upon :the. association k-etween

Job characteridtics and either meonotpny. r:boredOm. Thfe[MOderatillg

effects of intelligence were confined to- the relationship between per_

ceived monopOnY and feellings of ,boredom.

closely aSsoctated with hot-v(16m Among more

moderating effe'ets of off-the-job serivitY
I

relationship between perceptions

That is, monotony was more

tntellig6k idsrkers. The

\./

we4yikewise strongest on the

and feeling:; of:bOr'edOmof monotony

r". Ct.
.1,0



Table 2

,

Correlations' (Pearson r's) betweenlionotony and Boredom for Workers

Differentiated by Intelligence and Off-the-Job Activity Level

6o.

Indicator of

monotony and boredom

w.

Observed variety

(repetitions), by . .

..Observers' perceptions

of monotony

..Workers' perceptions

of monotony

..Workers' feelings

of being bored

Workers' perceptions

of monotony, by workers'

feelings of boredom

*p < .05.

.**p < .01.

a
Some Measures were reversed so thata higher score would always reflect greater monotony or

bdiedom. All 'correlations should therefore be expected to 1), positive. i.

Off-the-job

Intelligence activity level

(Nu168) (Nu202)

High Low Difference
(N.174) (N 196)High

Low
Difference

1

.57. -.01 :61 .54 .07

.34 6 .18 3 ,02

.27 12 .15 21*

.52 31

4ic

.59 .17 .42**
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.

with the latter, two variables being more strongly related aMong workers
.

o

who were more active oft their jobs.

Discussion Na

S
4

That, the associations between task repetitiveness and both .monotony

and boredom were palpable but smallsuggests that the major sources of

occupatiOnal boredom and monotony may possibly be sought in working

conditions other than task variety.

Some leads in this search are provided in Fenichel's (1951) psycho-

analytic approach to boredom.and the neurophysiological ones of Berlyne.
.

(1960) and Hebb (1958). Geiwitz's experimental tests and synthesis of

these approaches. identify cognitive arousal and environmental constraint

as the two major determinants of boredom, elegating repetitiveness to an

equivocal position. Job enlargement programs often involve many simulta-

.

neous organizational and task changes. Geiwitz's theory would suggest

that what should be altered in such programs should, oddly enough, not be

variety, either exclusively.or even principally. Ingtead, it should be

yet another of Hackman and Lawler's core dimensionsautonomy. Even

matters commonly dismissed as palliatives in job redesign--such as music

at the workplace--have a firm psychological base as possible reducers of

boredom in Geiwitz's theory.

Among the task characteristics capable of predicting-monotony and

boredom, the best was how often the most-frequently-repeated task was

repeated. This would suggest that task redesign efforts will be unsuccess-

ful if they are confined simply to grafting on a few peripheral activities
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"for variety's sake" to a basically highly repetitive job. The unaltered

repetitions would defeat such a cosmetic effort.
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ABSTRACT

This inquiry is concerned with two common and costly forms of withdrawal

)froM work:. absenteeism and voluntaryresignation. A primary aim was to
extend the search for motivational causes and situational conditions giving
rise to withdrawal. 'A secondary aim was to see whether absence and quitting
are additive forms of a general withdrawal syndrome. The main focus was on
work role streas'as a source of motivations-to withdraw. Individual differ-
ences in stress tolerance were examined. DifferenCes in demography and in
life context were examined- to see how they might operate separately, or in
conjunction with motivational factors,, in. withdrawal' behavior.

S'our-role stresses were treated:. role ambiguity, role overload:, under7
utilization of skills, and inadequacy of resources for work-performance. Two
forms of withdrawal were measured, each with more than one method of measure-
ment. The demographic and background factOrs treated were: Age,-sek,
.marital status, family coMposition as to children, job tenure, and the pre-.,

.:sence of problem's with transportation and work hours.

\e,gf1V
e- results show-that all four role stresses are associated with-

absenteeism and turnover. Elevated absenteeise tends to precede quitting.
There is some support for the idea that individual tolerance for stresses may
moderate their effects. Role stresses appear to be sotewhat'MOre strongly
associated with later absenteeism than with prior absenteeisrq,. suggesting
that the 'stresses are causal. The demographic and life context variables
were as effective .in explaining withdrawal,behbviOr as were the role stresses,

. confirming that absence and quitting are in part determihed by risks,
.opportunities and constraipts that are unrelated to the characteristics of ,c

,theAob However, !work role stresses have their own .causal effects
even when the effects of deMography and background are controlled. OVerall,
the measured effects are rather weak, and-one must conclude that simple and
general models of causation are not adequate. It is likely that a fuller
explanation will require treatment of interaction patterns among the personal,
job, demographic and contextual factors here shown to bet relevant.
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Chapter 15

PREDICTING WITHDRAWAL FROM WOR14. 'ABSENTEEISM AND TURNOVER

Absenteeism and turnover have been'tbesubject)of much inquiry in

search for understanding f the causes' and assessment of the ,costs and

509

consequences. Interest continues because they are still not well under-
4

stood, and because they are knowi to be forms:of member behavior that are

troublesome and costly for employing organizations and often associated with

,personal disadvantage or stress for the individuals involved. Another

reason for continuing interest is the' realization that absences and job

turnover are related in, some way to the individual's need for accommo -.

dation'to life stresses and opportunities, and socie ty's need for -some

adaptiVe fluidity in the labor market.

The present study extends and replicates the prior research in'two.

directions: (1) The prediction of these behaviors from attributes of the

person, the work situation and the dndividul's life situation, and (2) 0

The determination of the relationship between the two forms of withdrawal- -

i.e., whether they are sequentially related, or independent alternative

forms of withdrawal, or causally, unrelated.
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Prior Research: Prediction of Withdrawal

A number of 'plausible factors have been employed in the predic-

tion of absenteeism and turnover. These include demographic .and life-bac16-

ground characteristics of individuals (e.g.,-Baumgarte

Boyd, 1961; Saleh et al., 1965; Farris, ; individual rsonality and
p

attitude characteristics (e.g., Lyons, 1971); job characteristics (e.g.:

GUeaf, 1955; Turner & Lawrence 196 26 Katzell, 1968; Hablian & LaWler,

1971); the work environment ewitt & Parfitt, 1953; Evans 1963);

obol, 1959;

organizational characteristics ( .g.,'Lawler & Hackman, 1969; Ingham 1970;''

.Schefler et al., 1971); and."external" conditions such as the state of

the labor market (Behrend, 1953). A review of these and other prior

inquiries suggests three methodological and conceptual problems of

particular interest.

Unclear causality. Nearly all of the studies. mentioned"were concur7

rent.rather than longitudinal in design intention, thus raising the issue

ok direction of causality when; for example, an attitude such as dissatia-,

faction is found to be related to absenteeism or decision to quit. To

compound the difficulty,, many of the studies, were-not truly concurrent, but

employed' measures of absenteeism fbr a prior period of time, or measured

individual attributes, perceptions and attitudes durilig exit interviews

:'after the decision to leave the job. While some predictors such as age,

a.euucational attainment, job tenure, are surely impervious to reverse.

causation, one can not be confident that the working,bonditions experienced,

by the individual remained constant during a prior period encompassing

the withdrawal behavior, nor can one be confident that the attitudes upon

departure are those that prevailed prior to the decision to quit. In short,
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many of the studies( were not even truly concurrent, but actually. reversed-
.

. .

:the logically required conditions for inferring causality from an order of

occurrence in,tim Since.absences and quits are episodic behaviors

rather than able,.confinuOUs behaviors, it is particularl iMportant.

that the investigation of precursors should rest upon their measurement

prior to the observation of the behaviors. Porter and Steers (197,3).note

that the more recent studies of withdrawal behavior are. more often.free of

this Methodological weakness.

Joint use of predictors. I14vestiAators.of withdrawal behavior have

tended to confine their approach to one or another class of predictors and

to neglect to treat diversepredictors jointly. A common. type of psycho -

logically oriented study, foi example, may successfully predict withdrawal

behavioi from job satisfition but without referedce to the deMographic

characteristics that may be,phe source of both dissatisfaction and

withdrawal, a pointnoted in several reviews: of. the field kBrayfield &

Crockett, 1955; Vroom,.. 1964; Porter & Steers, 1973). On.the other hand,

many studies attempt.to4oredift withdrawal exclusively from demographic

data (Parnes et al., 1971; Kim, Rodrick, & *Shea, 1973; Rodrick & Davis, 1973).

Some, studies emplOy a diverse array-of predictors -- demogrephiC,-,environ-

'mental, and psychological but neglect to treat their interactions.or

combined effeCts (Quinn, Fine, & Levitin, 1970; Farris, 1971). It seems

likely that withdrawal behaviors are 'comple;cly. determined, and rot to be'

understood except through complex sets of predictor variables.

Global predictors and proxy predictors., An understanding of with-

drawal behaviors is more likely to be achieved if the predictors`, examined

are Specifidrather than composite in nature, and

- 6066
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4. :describing petsons or their environments are' used' instead of cohvenient.

substitutes. The latter point is best illustrated by the common use of

'Aenihgiaphic predictors,!.eyt040J;,agei,pr,SeX, which.conimon1TPpredict" with-

drawal but leave Open'for speculation the interpretation of that result.

Is it age or sex, as such, that 1 .the operative cause, orr perhaps some

age-Tepted.psycholOgical change, or some feature of contemporary sex role'

preacript1ons7 A commonly used global predictor is an index of overall,

job satisfactloa (e.g., Kerr, Koppalmeier & Sullivan, 1951). While it is

'helpful to establish thatlob.satisfactiOn is a significant correlate of

withdrawal, it would be more helpful to know what more specific domains or

farcets of satisfaction are at-work. Studies by Hulin, (1968) and Mangione

(1972) show that the sub-components-of satisfactiOn and of.working condi-

tions operate differentlY in relation to withduawal.

Overview and the. Pre_ sent &tody

The Study reported here was designed to minimiz&the methodological.

iand_conceptual issuesentioned above. . The data were longitudinal, with

measurement of the selected. predictors prior to ',,the occurrence Ofthe

withdrawal behaviors 'of absence'and turnover, Job related stress was

advanced as a potential cause of withdrawal, and sties.; was measured not

globally, but with respect to four differentiated types of stress. Back-

grOund and. demographic variable4 were employed jointry with other pre-
,dictors. Also, invoking tkle idea of person-job fit as a relevant con-

sid4eratiOo, use is'made of measured individual differences in tolerance

for the presumed stressful job at4ributes.
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While eVidenceApearin directly on the relationship between role stress

and withdraw -.is relatively sparse, it suggests a positive association

between the two. Weitz (1956), for example, found that role ambiguity (a

role stress) was related to continued partiCipation In-an:organitatiO'n.

Similarily, Lyons (1971) foun&Per4eived::rolecial-itY be negatively.

related to both intentAontwleave,7and actual voluntary. turnover. Taylor &

WeisS(1969,-,cited in Porter.& Steers, 1973) reported that perceld

.:opportunities .to use:one's skills and abilities were inversely related_ to

turnover. Skill, underutilization can be considered a role stress:,

The studies mentioned above usedF' 4; turnover, rather than absenteeism, as

the criterion variable. The argumepte hat can be:made, boweverwith

respect' t

are sim

or' forms

,withdraw4

,therelitionship of attes-td either abseriteeism pr turnover;'
, -

if both absenteeism and turnover jepresent alternative degrees

of 'withdrawal from anemploying'establishment. One may reaspn that

is Induced becauSe the stressful work situation is unplea*Olt,

Effects of stress would, therefore, result in 'chrorric AbSenteeism .antf.rif
,

the situation 'were aversive enough,, termination.

'In additioneto this .direct effect .of_ stress On withdraWal, stress may

have indirect effects on absenteeism and turnover because of the relation-.

elP

ship of ,both of these variables with job satisfaction. For example, it

has been demol4trated.that role clarity is relatedto high satisfaction'

(Lyons, 1971; rehr, 1974). Studies cited earlier showed olat job disaatis-
.

faction results in high absenteeism _fend turnover. stfess may,'therefor,e,_

'have an-effect on absenteeism through the 'mediation of job Satisfaction.
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Background Characteristics

The effects of,background characteristics on withdrawal behaviors have

been invesigated at length, in past research, (Schuh, 1967) .
.

,

these baCkgioUnd Characteristics on absenteeis4 and turnover

not always the same in all situations. Consittent relationthips bOvebean
I

found, for illimple,.between age and turnover (e.g., Ley, 1966; Robinson,

.

,
.

1972), but the relationshivbetween:40 and absenteeism is not equally

The impact of.;

are, however,',

.clear cut. In addition, while age is inversely related:to turnover, the

relatiOrithip'between ageand absenteeism, is generally positive or zero,

rarelnegative ( .g., COoper & Payne, 1965).

A Similar conclusion May be drawn with respect to the

organizational tenure to withdraWal. ,,While employees withk.

lest likely to;:tiate,the data are not Consistent with

relationship of
41.

high tenure appear

respect to abten-

teeism. While tome studies have found no' relationship t$etween tenure and

absenteeism (e.k, Hill & Trist,,k955), othert have found different patterns'

of relationshipamong different
demographically.defined.subgroups

Baumgartel &.Sobol,, 1959).

Family size is'anOther variable that has,been found to be related to

WithdraWalbehaviors. Thetejc creAe'emOlOyee has simiUrly

affect withdrawal tendencies.

been found to

The above variables'were incorporated in the present inquiryalong with

two. others that appeared, prima facie, to be"potentially influential:

ProblaMs of:work tChedule/houft;.'and
.

.

);:Problems of travel to and from work.

(1)

Tolerance fl6s, Role tress .

.-There"have been few studies that expIi6tlyt.include measures. o, indivi-

,dual diffeiences in stress tolerance.. ?An;e1c jcdption.s 014 of LSrons (1911)

who found that low role clarity was associated with withdrawal,'but only

0..9



for employees high in need fOr Clarity. It appears thatthe effect

of role stress on withdrawal WAX1 be minimal for thcise having.high tolerance,

for stress. The present study examines thialiossibility. with reference to

four potentially stressful Work-Yeles.

Predicting Withdrawal

The central thrust of this inquiry is defined by the foregoing discus-.

sion. it.was propose4 that work role stress (four distinguished forms of

stress) can be shown to have a causal relationship'*O-SubSeqUenithdrawal
. .

behayAor and that thedrelatianships will be (1) stranger among thos

for the respective stresses;individualSaving relatively low tolerance

(2) Not an artifact erasing from deiographic and life4Ituation variables.

.

It WalscrOf interest 'to -
.

Considerth 0 over which these

proposed re\latiOnships may become stronger or;wea

could be formulated on this matter. It

but no expectations:,

i. plausible that the associations

between stresses and abienteeism might be rela ively strong ctincurren4y,

but dimini's'h over time if'the levels of dtres0;eMain:COnstant.
6

equally Plausible, however, thacthe

and turnover might' take some time to develop, thud' showing a lag effect.

impact of stresses upo absenteeidM''

Similarly, it is of interest.that the four work role stresses may be dif-

ferential pft their potency to induce"withdrawal,'but in the absence of

theory and prior evidence, 40,predictions were made.

'Relationship beween'AbdenteeismSnd Turnover

To-dithat-absenteeitm and turnovet are bOth withdraWal behaviors

leaveti011-deOned ehenature of the re1S0-°nShiphetween theM.

,::E0iltrbY'OrSY:cds6tinues around the.issue.of the existence and the type of
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relationship between absenteeism,and turnover. Three alternative forms of

relationshipha7 been proposed (Beehr & Gupta, 1978).

The first. position argues that absenteeism is a lesser and earlier

form in a withdrawal behavior cycle that is completed when an emplOyee
%

quits the job (e.g., Herzberg t al., 1957). There is an implication that

the same causes and predictors apply to both. 'Melbin (1961) concluded

that "High absenteeism . . . appears to be an earlier sign, and turn-
,

over : the dying stage, of a lqu.apd lively process of)leavine (p. 15).

The second position argues that absenteeism is an alternative to

quitting (e.g., Hill & Trist, 1955). In other words; some employees may

respond to particular psychological and.environmental factors by staying

in the organization but exhibiting chronic absenteeism, while others respond

to elle same conditions by quitting the organization. In this view, the

psychological dynamics are the 'same, but absenteeism need not necessarily

be a lesser response or precursor to ultimate turnover.

The third and similar position, advocated by March and Simon (1958),

argues that there is no consistent relationship between absenteeism and

turnover, as "differences between absences and turnover stem not from dif-

ferences. in the factors inducing the initial impulse but primarily from

differences in the consequences of the alternative forms of withdrawal.".

That Is it is opportunity, cost, or convenience, not indtviduatistic

psychodynamIcs, that determines the form of withdrawal.

From a review of the literature in this area, Lyons (1972) concluded

that the evidence with respect to the relationship between absenteeism and

turnover measured at the individual level is consistent: there is a signi-

ficant and positive relationship between the two forms of withdrawal. He
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concluded further that there is tentative support for the notion that

there is a progression of withdrawal, absenteeism being the earlier and

lesser form. He concluded finally that there was little evidence to sup-

port or deny March and Simon's.(1958) assertion of common correlates and

opportunistic forms of withdrawal.

The study reported here allowed some clarification of these alter-

native and complementary views,

517

hree ways: (1) Replication and confir-

!nation of the positive relationship between absenteeism and turnover at

.

the individual level; (2) Comparison of absenteenm and turnover as to

their having the same, or different, predictors and imputed causes;

(3) Testing of the sequential hypothesis that absenteeism is an intervening

response to job stress,_ leading to later turnover rather than substituting
A

for turnover.

Definition and Measurement

With respect to absenteeism, a choice is necessary between a definition

that emphasizes the amount (or proportion) of scheduled time' missed. from

work or itistead emphasizels the rate or frequency of occurrence of absences.

These alternative approaches to definition and measurement, of course,

produce measures that are strongly correlated, but there is evidence that

they have significantly different properties Aetzner & Mann, 1953; White,

1960; Huse & Taylor, 1962; Smith, 1976). The former (amount of time missed)

captures absenteeism more usefully when the interest is specifically in

the management policy and cost implications; the latter appears to measure

absenteeism more usefully when the interest is in the factors associated

with the individual's decision to be absent. The present study is of the

latter kind, so the definition adopted for measurement purposes refers to

61')ti
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the initiation of an episode of absence without regard to its duration.

A similar rationale was applied to the distinction between voluntary
, .

and involuntary absences. Since the fncus of the study was upon motiva-

tions to withdraw, it seemed best to omit'involuntary absences to the extent

possible. Lyons' (1972) review of the research literature confirms that

excused and unexcused absences correlate differently with characteristics

of individuals and of organizations. Macy and Mirvis (1976) note that

involuntary absences, as in the case of a long-term illness, are less likely

than voluntary absences to reflect intentional or unconscious withdrawal

processes. While the distinction between voluntary and involuntary absent es

presented some difficulties in actual measurement, an effort was made to

include only absences within the control of the individual and not'scheduled

in advance with the employer.

Similar issues of definition arise with respect to turnover. From the

employer's point of view an event of departure of an employee from:his job

. is viewed differently depending upon whether the departure appears to imply

a doss or a gain for the employer. A change to another job within the firm

as in the case of a promotion orrequested transfer may have accommodative

value, as may. a discharge initiated by the employer, while a quit initiated

A
by the employee is likely to imply a loss. The present study aimed to

treat the motivational and situational forces acting upon the individual

to cause withdrawal behavior. The definition employed, following the

rationale Offered-by Price (1972) and Macy and Mirvis (1976), was to include

only instances of turnover that were voluntary and involved leaving the

employing organization. Such a neat definition, however, is. not easily

applied in practice. While departure for reasons of permanent layoff,
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. .

death, or retirement seem to be clearly involuntary,. a record of discharge

at the inittat e of the employer may often conce4 a process of separation

in which'both parties are involved and in which the employee may prove the

we.
true initiator. Quinn, Fine, and Levitin (1970) noted some "quits" that in

fact were stimulated by the employer, and a high proportion of "discharges"

that were merely the delayed official recognition that the employee volun-

tarily was no lOnger coming to work or not reliable in attendifte. Ideally,

records of different employers would be uniformly kept, and the views of

both parties could be employed in assessing the instance of turnover. In

this study, a departur was assumed to have a voluntary component unless the

employer's record keeping ractices provided a fairly strong presumption

to the contrary.

p

Sample

Populations and Measures

Six hundred fifty one ,employees from five organizations participated

in the first phase of the study. These organizations were a printing com-

pany (N=173), a small research and development company (N=21), two auto-
/

motive supply companies (N's = 120 and 124), and four service departments

of a hospital (N=213). The response rate was 72.9 percent. Employees

from three of the five organizations were recontacted for Phase II of the

study. Two hundred seventy two agreed to participate, Interview data were

collected on two occasions, approximately 20 months apart. Further. details

on-thepopulations studied ae provided in Chapters 1 and 2 of this volume.

Job stress. Interview measures on four, stresses were obt7lned in

Phase I of the study. Role ambiguity was measured using a four-item index
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described in Beehr (1976); role overload (two items) and under-utilization

of skills (three items) were measured through indices described in Beehr

2.(1974). Resource inadequacy stress was measured through the resource

adequacy index (reversed) of the Quality of Employment Survey (Quinn &

Shepard, 1974). Table 1 shows the Stress measure intercorrelations.

Turnover. Four measures of turnover were used. Two of these consti-

tute what better, might be termed "turnover intent." In both phases ofthe

study respondents answered the question:

"Taking everything into consideration, how likely is it that you

will make a genuine effort to find a new job with another employer

within the next year -- very likely, somewhat likely, or'not at'

all likely?"

Two additional measures turnover were based upon search of-the

employers' records. One represent d the elapsed time in months between the k
Phase I interview and the date of turnover, for those who had in fact left

their original, Phase I, job. The,second classified all respondents into

four categories: (1) Remained in the same job: (2) Voluntarily lefi-

job and employer; (3) Left job but not employer -- e,g., trzfinsfers and pro-

motions; and (4) Involuntarily left job and employer -= e.g.., retirement,

discharge, permanent layoff, etc. The present analysis refers only to

categories 1 and 2. A departure was presumed to be voluntary unless there

was evidence to the contrary. Table 2 shows selected intercorrelations.

Absence. Information on employee absences was obtained using both

self-report in interview and records data. The interview measures of

absence'were obtained in both phases of the study, and consisted of three

items. These three items were combined to form a single index here called
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Table 1

Correlations among Role Stress Measures
(N ranges,from 629 to'640)

1 3 .4

1.

2.

3.

4.

Role ambiguity

Role overload

Skill underutilization

Resource inadequacy

'(.65)a

**
.47

.07

**
.42

(.44)

.05

**
.33 .10 (.55)

P < .05

** P < .01

a
Diagonal shows internal consistency estimates (Alpha) where
available.
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Table 2

Correlations among Selected' Indicators
of Absenteeism and Turnover

(N's range from 217,to 614)

2

1. Turnover intent
Time 1

2. Actual voluntary
turnover, T1 - T2 .39**

3. Absenteeism - Self-
Report, Time 1 .09* .20**

Absenteeism - Recorded
month prior to Time 1 .17** .16* .38**

5. Absenteeism - Recorded
six" months following
Time 1 .23** :10** .62** .46**

*p < .05

**p < .01
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"reported absenteeism".

"Aside from vacation and holidays, how many days of scheduled

work have you missed, in the past month?"

'"How many of these days did you miss just,because you didn't

feel like going to work that day?"

"Would you say you are absent more often than other people

you worly.:ith, less-often, or about the same?"

Data on the frequency of each employee's absences (excluding holidays)

during the month prior:to the Phase I interview were obtained from employers'

records for all, respondents interviewed in Phase I. Data on the frequency

of absence for 23 months subsequent to the-Phase I ,interyjnw were obtained

from employers!. records for employees resurveyed in Phase II. One continuous

period of absence regardless of duration was counted as one episode. 1ecause

the record-keeping, definition, and classification systems varied

among the organizatio , some uncontrolled differences exist on the recorded

absenteeism variables These differences, however, did not appear to be

associated with distinctive patterns of correlational statistics, and it

wa judged apPrOptiate to treat them as randoth measurement rror. The

following categories vere'counted in the recorded absenteeism variables for

each of the organizations:

Printer: Unexcused absences; excused absences attributed
to illness.

R&D Firm: All absences.

Auto Supplier. I: Unexcused absences; excused absences attributed
to. illness, accidents injury, and funerals.

Auto Supplier II: Unexcused absences; excused absences attributed
to illness or transportation failure.

Hospital: 'Unexcused absences; excused absences attributed
to illness.
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For the population as a whole,, absence' behavior proved to be'highly reliable

in the sense that an'individual is likely to display.consistent-frequencies

across-a series of seqUential time periOds, (Alpha coefficient .87) for one-
.

.jtionth.periods-, Table 2.has,further information on absence measures.

Demographic variables. During the Phase I interviews there were

obtained several demographic descriptors employed in the present analysis,

namely, sex, age at last birthday, marital status, and number of dependent

pre-School and school age children in the respondent's household.
A,

Problems wit h working hours.' Respondents were asked, "Could you,tell

us wh4t problems or difficulties you run into concerning the hours you work,

your. work schedule,, or. overtime?" If problems of any kind were mentioned',

there,followed: "How much of a probleth for yon is this (are these things)?

Transportation problem. Respondents were asked, "What things con-
,

cerning travel to and from work do you consider problems and would like to

see changed if possible?". The follow-up question and coding procedures

were the same.as for the "hours" measure, above.

Tenure. Information on Organizational tenure was obtained frOM per-

sonnel records. The month and year the respondent first started working

for the organization' were recorded. 'These'data were transformed ,a

range from 1 to 41, representing the number of years the respondent had been

with the organization.

Stress tolerance. Three areas of employee 'preference were measured in

the interview- The measure for tolerance of ambiguity was the.mean of,

three true/false items (Alpha Coefficient .42):

A good job is one where what is to be done and how it is to be

done are always clear;



)L.
An expert who doedn't come up with a definite answer probably

.doesn't know too much;

and;

11
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What we are used to is always preferable to what is unfamiliar.

The measure of tolerance for underutilization of skills was the mean

of three four-point scales, with responses.ranging.from -"not at all desir-

able" (1) to !!Very desirable" (4). The items were (Alpha Coefficient .71):.

How desirable to you is it that . .

. . you have a chance to develop your own .especial
.
abilities At work ?,:

. . yoU get a sense of accomplishment from your work?

. . your work is challenging to you?

The measure of tolerance for resource inadequacy was also the mean of

.three four-point scales with the same response format as the previous set.

The items were (Alpha Coefficient .61):

How desirable to you is it that . .

. . the people you work with are helpful?

yotir supervisor is. helpful?

,

. . you receive enough,help.and equipment to,get 'your job done? '
,

The interview did not contain any measure relevant to tolerance of

role overload.

' Results and DisCussionl.''Prediaion of Withdrawal

The analytical results will be displayed in five segments treating,

respectively: Role stress as a cause of absenteeism; Role stress as a cause

of turnover; The moderating effects of stress tolerance; The implications of

6 ti 0
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certain demographic'and background variables; and, The nature of the

relationShip:betweenabsenteeism and turnover.

St ess and Absenteeism

Thepexploration of the causal role ofl b stress in relation to .

abSenteeism rest( upon measures of four classes of work role stress at

time 1 and actual recorded voluntary absence rates for various periods

substqUenCto time 1.. For convenience and economy of display, Table 3

saws the results by-Month for the first six months and for two multi-month

.sUmmary:,:periods. thereafter,,these ,suMmarY per'iod,p 17.Irig chosen somewhat'

arbitrarily to match peak times of-population loss due to turnover:. The

4our work role. stresses refer to ambiguity overload, underutilization of

skills, and resource inadequacy.,

The overall results show relatively weak correlations between the res-

pective stresses and absenteeism, with none greater than.r=.21. .However,

a substantial proportion p. ,these,corTelAtions are statistically significant.

All of the significant correlations but one are.positiVeas predicted, and

there appears to,be some patterning of these results as to type 6f svess

and period of time: Each.of the four stresses shows some significant cor-

relations with absenteeisM, and in the case of one stress, resource

. .

adequacy, the relationship persists beyond the period" of six months. The.

strength of the relatj_ansh4s appears to diminish. with time, and in'One

case role ambiguity unaccountably becomesnegatiVe, Underutilization of

skills appears to lose its association with absenteeism earlier than the
41k,

other stresses. It can be speculated that these anoMaloudresults might

be a consequence of.selective population loss over the period, the turnover

rate being particularly high; for,example, among those initially reporting,

621



Table 3

Correlations of Stress.Measured.at Ttme I with
:Recorded Absenteeism Subsequent to Time

(Ns in parenthese0

527

Absenteeism

Reported Stress at Time I

Under-7

Role Role Utilization Resource
;Ambiguity Overload of Skills Inadequacy

Month after Time I:

First

Second

Third

th

Fifth

Sixth

-.04 .06 .02

(346) (341) (346)

,15 ** .15** .15**
.(341) (336)- (341)

(330)

.08

;15**

29)

,16 **

(324)

.04
(304)'

ui_isunor Indices (Months'after Time I):

First Six .13*

(3P)

Seventh - Nineteenth. -:01
(242)

Tweatieth.- Twenty third .--;17*.
'-..-.....,

(136)

,

(325)

.16**

(331)1

' .12* .06

(3(324). ,(330).

.16** .00

(319) (325)

,.08 .01

(300), (305)

.16** .10

(324) (330)

.09
.,,

.03

(240) (243)

'..02 -.06
l

(136) (137)

.01

(340)...

.14*
(325)

.13*
(324)

(:;g;*

.17**
(318),

.09-
(298)

4
:.16**.
(323)

.21**

(237)

.'07

(136)

< c05
**p < .01
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er,,4un40TiktiliAdiion of,skiltSi In:Snmmarths data pr'OVIde

ming the hypothesized association betweenwork role stresses and absepteeism.

The role,of stress as a cause of absenteeism, raeber than a consequence

Or simple correlate,,would'be supported if the concurrent (same month) rela-

tionships between stress and absenteeism proved to be weaker than the

relationshipstetween stress at Time 1-and absenteeism during following

/67

months. Table 4 showS the outcome of sull'an- alysis,,using only those

individuals for whom complete.data sets were vailable for the period. For
4

,all four stresses, the correlations are' 'indeed greater with r erence to

the ;following months,, than for the month concurrent with the measurement of.., .",

stress. 'In-three of the'fbur tests, the difference between correlations is

sufficient to reach statistical significance. The differences are not an

ari'inct arising froM comparing a one-month ,absenteeism rate with a six-

month rate. While the analysis is made ambiguouS as to 'causation becauN

of lack of control over possible changes in stress levels over the period,

the evidence at hand appears to support the conclusion that work Tole

stresses play a causal er at least antecedeht role in induCing absenteeism.

Stress and Turnover

Table 5 displays the. relationships between the fbur work role Stresses

asmeasUred at Time 1 and four indicators of turnover or intent to leave.

The coriPiTrentaSureSof stress and (If -Intent to leave (Phase I Measure-

-merits) show a consistent result: all four stresses are positively and

significantly related tointent'to leave. This result might have been

.replicated with respect to 1 r intent to leave (Time 2) except for the411

'effectli of the paaRage of timeAnd the selective_ loss,ofjOividuals from

the original popu- lation. In the intervening months the available population

623



Table 4

Comparison of Correlations between Stress andlAtmei,AbsenteeisM with
Correlations"between-Stress and Coneurrnt;Ahmeateeism

(N**299)

Reported Stress at Time 1.

Under-
Role Role Utilization Resource

Recorded Absenteeism Ambiguity Overlpad of Sktge .IRadequa.cy'v

,MPTIt.11...Prior' to.

TiMe1 InterviiW-_

First Six Months after
Time 1 Tiltervieit:

**

-.03

4
*

ilp, <. .QS k
,

i.**p < .01
.11: .

aThe asterisks next to the boxes inaicate t,he ai nifiCance of the
differences between correlations in the box,' using one - tailed tests,
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Table 5

Correlations of Stress ,pleasu'red at Time 1 with
Reported Turnover Intent and Actual Turnover

Turnover

Reported Stress at Time 1

Role
Ambiguity

Role
Overload

Under-
Utilization
of Skills

Resource
Inadequacy.

Turnover Intent at Time 1 .13** .12** .29** .15**(N = 620)

Turnover Intent at Time 2 ..10 .03 .04 .13*(N = 154)

'Voluntary Turnover -.04 .07 .23* -.04(N = 2.76)

Elapsed Time to Voluntary
Turnover . .05 -.02 .17 .11(N = 47)

*p. < .05
**p '< .01
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dropped from 620 to 154, in part for unbiased reasons .( not asked

to participate in the second phase of measurement) but also because of the
)

departure of 79 individuals from their original jobs. 1
In ally case, the

6

relationship between stresses at Time 1 and intent to leavediminiahed in

..,:-. strength, with only one stress, resource inadequacy, retaining a signifi-

cant relationship. The correlations between stress at Time 1 and actual

voluntary turnover were insignificant', except for one stress, underutili-

zation of skill. Stress at Time 1 appears to be unrelated to the duration

of elapsed time before departure. In summary, work.role stress is clearly

associated with concurrent intent-to leave, but only weakly if at all to

actual subsequent voluntary departure. Underutilization of skill appears

to.be the only work role stress associated with actual decision to leave.

'Moderating Effects of Stress Tolerance

If work role stress is considered to be an antecedent, and possibly a

prime cause, of withdrawal behavior, then one should expect that these

relationships would be diminished for individuals having a high tolerance

for the stresses and exaggerated for those low in stress- specific tolerance.

''this hypothesis could be tested with reference to only three of the available

work role stress'measUres, omitting role overload. The results are dis-

played in Table 6 with reference to absenteeism, and in Table 7 with refer-

ence to turnover. In each case, the population was dichotomized at the

10f the 79 job leavers, 50 left voluntarily, 5 were recorded as dis-
missed for cause, and the remaining cases were attributed to death, dis-
ability, permanent layoff, retirement. An additional number of the original
cases were "lost" to this analyeis.by promotion or transfer within the same
employing organization.
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Table 6

Correlations of Role StresOnd Absenteeism for Employees with

Low versus High Toleraace of Stress

(H's in parentheses)

, Degree of Time 2 Time 2
Reported Tolerance Time 1 Time 1 Time 2 Recorded Recorded

Stress at for the Reported Recorded Reported Absenteeism Absenteeism
TiMe 1 Stress Absenteeism Absenteeism Absenteeism 2nd Month 1st Six,Months

Role

Ambiguity

a

Under-

utilization

of Skills

Resource

Adequacy

High

Low .

High

Low

High

Low

-.06

(139)

.09

1492)

.11

(290)

.15**

(333)

.09

(298)

.10

(325)

.03

( 89)

-.09

( 39)

.06

( 53)

.04 '-.20* .16**

(433) (115) (282)

*a.

.03 -.,14 .19*

' (262) ( 71) (176)

06 .19 .14

(257) ( 83) (157)

.08 .16 .09 .

(239)' ( 75) (164)

.01 -.11 .19*

(278) ,( 77) (168)

12

.12

(272)

.13

(174)

.12

(148)
,

.10

(159)

.22**

*p < .05

**p < .01

aThe asterisk next to the box indicates the significance of the difference between the correlations in
Tle box, using a one-tailed test,
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Table 7

Corraations of Role Stress and Turnover .f or Employees with
Low versus High Tolerance of Stress

(N' s..in.pareAtheses)

Correlations with Turnover

Degree of
.

Reported Tolerance Time 1 Time 2 Time to
Stress in for the Turnover Turnover. . Voluntary Voluntary
Time 1 Stress Intent Intent Turnover Turnover

Role
Ambiguity

Un4er-
utilization
of Skills

Resource
Inadequacy

High

Low

High

Low

I

High

.tow

.12 .19 .04 -.09
(139) ( 39) ( 73) ( 13)

.14** .03 -.06 .04

(520) (114) (206) ( 34)

.26** .03 .21*

(294) ( 71) (125) ( 20)

.30**
(337)

(304)

.20**
(328)

.02 .23 ** .03

(.82) (152) ( 27)

-.06
( 75)

.41**
( 76)

icica

-.09 -.01.

(144) ( 26)

.01 .25

(131) ( 21)

*p. < ,05
**p < .01

aThe asterisk next to the box indicates the significance of the difference
between'the correlations in the box, using a one-tailed.test.
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population median score on each of the stress- tolerance measures. Cor-

relations between stress exposure and withdrawal were then caldulated

.separately for the high- tolerance and low-tolerance segments of the

populations.

Table'6, absenteeism, shows, that in ten out of the fifteen paired

correlations, the correlation for the low-tolerance indivlduals is the

greater, but in only one instance does the difference reach significance.

Similarly, in Table 7, turnover, eight of the twelve correlation pairs

show the one for low,tolerance individuals, to be the greater, but in only,:

\one instance does the\difference.reach significande. In both tables .there
.

is a alight tendency or.significant correlations to occur mote frequently

in the low-tolerance roups.

It must be conclu ed that the effects of work role stress upon absen-

teeism and turnover appear with some consistency to be grater among

individuals with low specitic stress tolerance, but theta moderating role

for stresstolerance Wscery slight, at best, and not proven by these

resulti.

Demographic and Life Context Factors

It was argued earlier that attempts to assess the generic causes of

withdrawal behavior, such a work role stress, are often clouded by the

presence of unknown factors of population composition.that may work either

to exaggerate or to conceal the true'causal relationships. The analyses

to be summarized here were designed to test the hypothesis that variations

in'withdrawaI behavior (absenteeism and turnover) within non-homogeneous

populations are significantly, associated with work role stresses after

the removal of possibly confounding effects arising from demographic and
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life context variables.. The analytic procedures for testing the_proposition

involve, first, determining the combined effed61 of significant background

factors upon the withdrawal behavior, and second, determining the effeCtS

of work role stresses upon the withdrawal' behavior after the withdrawal

*easureii have been adjusted to remove the effects of background factors.

The'data with respect to absenteeism are shown. in Tables .8 and 9!:

Table. 8 reports the beta-coefficients for each of three background variables

in relation to each of the four absenteeism measures used in prior analyses.

Background variables having no significant implication are omitted. Also

shown are the multiple correlations (R)'representing the net combined effects

of the set of background variables for each of;the absenteeism measures.

The background variable'S.were: (1) Sex, combined with the number of child-

ren in the household; (2) Reported problems with the working hours; and

(3) Reported problems with transportation to and from work. Three of the

four absenteeism measures'are shown to be "contaminated" by these back-
SL

groundlactors,

To assess the residual effects of work role stress upon absenteeism

after removal of the variance added (or suppressed) by the background vari-

ables, the multiple regression method was again applied, using the four

work role stress-measuresas,predictors and with the effects of the back-

ground- factors controlled. The results appear' in Table 9. In sum'it can

be said that background factors appear to be at least as influential in
-4.

Absenteeism as is work role stress, and that the two sources of influence

are not merely duplicative since two significant "predictions " from stress

to absenteeism persist after the removal of the effects of background factors.

The joint effects of.both stress.and background variables are represented by
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Table .'8

Multiple Regressions on Absenteeism Using Background
Characteristics as Predictors

- coefficients

Sex and Problems
Number Problems with

of with Trans-
Absenteeism R Children. Hours, portation

Mine 1
Reported,Absenteeism .19 **

-'13** . -.07*'
(N = 627)

Time 1
Recorded Absenteeism .14* :11** .08 .01
Month Prior to:Interview

(N = 519)

Time 2
Reported Absenteeism 12 .00 10 l..07

(N = 228)

Time 2
Recorded Absenteeism .25** .14** .18** -.11*
for 1st Six Months

(N = 323)'

*p < .05
**p < .01
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Table 9

Multiple RegresSions on Absenteeism with Stress Variables as Predictors,
Controlling for the Effects of Background Charactetistics

coefficients

Absenteeism R
Role

Ambiguity
Role

, Overload

Under-
Utilization
of Skills

Resource
Inadequacy

Time 1
*' **Reported Absenteeism .14 .00 .01 .12 -.07

:(141 m 599)

Time 1

Recorded Absenteeism .11 -.11 .05 .05 -.07
Month Prior to Inter-
view (N m 498)

Time

ileported. Absenteeism .15. -.08 -.02 .03
*

-.14
(41 = 221)-

Time 2
** *

Recorded Absenteeism .21 .02 .09 .12
(N 311 for the
first six months)

*
**p . .05
p < .01
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an R-coefficient of .33 (p < .001) compared with .25 for the background

variables alone, using six month abseuteeisM atrthe criterion.

:Similar analyses-were conducted using turnover measures as the criterion
vx

variables. The results appear'in Tables. 10 and 11. The pertinent background

'-background,variables in this context were: (1) Age; (2) Marital status;

(3) Number of children in the household; and (4) Tenure wilth present
e

employer. Background factors explained a significant part of the vari-

ance in three of the four turnover measures, elapsed time to departure

being the only criterion that was.not significantly implicated. With

the removal of the effects of these background factors, work role stress

retained a 'significant relationship to only,one of the criteria -- turn-

over intent at Time 1: The.Rcoefficient fot the turnover intuit criter-

ion using both stress and background variables as predictors was R=%44,,

compared with R=.39 for background variables alone.

It may be concluded from this segment of the'analyskthat.background

factors of the kinds included in this study operate quite strongly to

explain withdrawal behavior and appearta duplicate the stress measures

in predictive power. The effects of work role stress upon withdrawal

'behavior are not shownto be pervasive or strong apart from background

factors.

Relationship between Absenteeism and Turnover

The primary issue in this- ?phase of the analysis was whether absenteeism

and voluntary turnover are to be regarded as alternative forms of with-
'

drawal behavior in which increased episodic absenteeism is a precursor of

the ultimate and extended absence called voluntary turnover. The former
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Table 10
4

Multiple Regressions on Turnover Using,Background Variables as Predictors

"7,;

Turnover Age

Marital

Status

cOefficients

Number

of

Children Tenure

Time 1

rTurnover Intent

(N 7 611)

Time 2

Turnover Intent

(N = 153)

Voluntary.

.Turnover

(N,= 204)

Elapsed time

to Voluntary

Turnover

(N = 44)

.;

**
. 39 +:19** -.20** .02

:43** -.34** .24** 7.11

.45** -.28
**

.11 .05

.34 .33 -.04

.12*

.04

-,17

e.

-.40*

*p < .05

.**p < .01
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'Table 11
- ,

Multiple Regression's pn.Turnover with Stress Variables as Predictors,
Contrdlling for the Effects of Background Characteristics

.f

'-h

Turnover t

B - coe cients

Role
Ambiguity,

Under-
Role Utilization Resource

Overload of Skills Inadequacy

Time 1

3irnover Intent .21** _ 06 -.03 -45** .09
= 585)

Time 2

Turnover,Intent .20 .05 -.04 -.10 -.17(N = 148)

Voluntary
Turnover ..20 -.01 .08 .13 .14(N = 197)

Elapsed Time to
Voluntary .

l'urnover, .27 -.28 ..24 -.16 -.03
(N = ,44)

**p < . 1
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view implies that the correlation betWeen absenteeime:and turnover. might

:Characteristically be modest in magnitude or even negative; the'latter:.

implies :a strong positive correlation and, furthei, suwats.a causal

chain in which turnover is best predicted by .the combination of generic

causes (of withdrawal tendencies) coupled with absenteeism (an indicatot

that the causes are working).

The correlation between absenteeism and turnover was assessed in two

ways. First, the number. of absendes for the month preceding- departure for

individuals who voluntarily terminated during the period. of the study was
. .

compared with the averagemonthly absenteeism for all others during the

first six months of the study period.' These figures turned out to be

1.20 (N=50) and b80 (N=289), the difference being statistically significant

(F 1.49, p < .01). Second, the correlation ratio, Allowing for possible

curvilinearity, was computed between voluntary-turnover and average monthly

absenteeism during the first six months of the study period. This cortela-

tion'ratio (Eta) was .48 (Na..217, p < .01)dehdicating a rather strong posi-

tive relationship between priOr absence rates and subsequent voluntary

termination.. These results seem unequivocal: increased absenteeism was,

for this population,. more commonly a precursor to later voluntary turnover

than an alternative to turnover.

The hypothesis of a causal chain such that work role stress coupled

with early signs of withdrawal (increased absenteeism) would maximally

piedict llig voluntary turnover was given only a limited examination in

view of the weak role for stress shown by the preceding analyses. A

multiple regression analysis using four work role stresses and actual

recorded absenteeism (first six months) as the predictors, and voluntary
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,:.
i

1turnover Aa.the criterion produced a multiplacOrralatiOn'(R) of .34. Thi4k
q.'

added contribution eti the prediction by inclusion of the,stress measure !:..,

1was verysMall,

Summary and Interpretations

The initial analyses in this inipiry provided, modest but 'general and

,a4gnificant.support for the suggestiA that work role stresses have a causal,
.11

relationship to later withdrawal behaviors of absenteeism and voluntary

.tuinover. This interpretation of the'andings is further supported by

evidence,of a time lag such that stress at time 1 is more closely associated
't

with later absenteeism than with concurrent absenteeism, and by the plesence

of moderating effects such that the associ4tions are somewhat stronger f

individuals with relativelydlow stress - ,specific tolerance.

The foregoing results must be evaluated in relationship to the role of

demographic and life-contest factors, which are also shown to be associated
d

with withdrawal behavior. Both turnover and. abSenteeism are. statistically

predicted About as well from background variables\aa frbm the, role stress:

factors. The joint use of both stress and_backgroUnd variables .gives only'
.2

a modest increment in explanatory power over either: Oparately ---,more in

the case of absenteeism than in.the case.of-tUrnoveir..,, Neverthelessi when

the effect of the background variables is removed, 'tpere remain significant_

relationships between stress and both forths of withdrawal. From these

results, three interpretations are suggested: -(1) The demographic and life-,.

,conteXt variables do not work to attenuate the stress- withdrawal

4ship, as one might reasona,b4 suppose, but instead they. Ifork in concert

41.with the stress factors;. (2) The greater force of life d4 are mstances in

633
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relation to turnover; as compared with absenteeism, may arise simply because

turnover is the more risky and more disruptive of the two forms of with-

drawal; (3) There may exist some interactions, not treated here, between a

person's background factors and the role stress variables to which the per

son becomes exposed.

One of the four stresses considered, underutilization of skills, appears

to be distinctively different from the others in potency of effect when

background fagtors are partialled out. While the evidence is frail, one

can sfggest that this source of stress, unlike the others, is unique in that

it implies the stressed employee to have marketable skills that diminish

the risks that otherwise may accompany absenteeism or voluntary, turnover.

The data are explicit on the issue of whether absenteeism generally --

for most of the population although not necessarily all members -- functions

as a precursor to voluntary turnover rather than as an alternative to
.

turnover. They correlate positively and significantly. 'Mere is evidence

that a terminator's absenteeism tends to by elevated compared with the non-

terminating population during the period preceding termination.

Only three background factors were treated as significant factors in

relatiOn to absenteeism. Femqle sex combined with number of children in the

household is significantly associated with elevated absence rates, as is

the experience of problems related to work hours. Transportation problems,

houte#er, are shown to have a eversed, although weak, pnrt in absenteeism,

perhaps because people with transportation problems get locked into trans-
o

port arrangeMents such as car pools that reduce their options for voluntary

,Absence. As to the background factors associated with voluntary turnover,

the data. show thatiwhile people who are oldet and with long employment

6 3
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tenure more often express an intention to leave, it is the younger and less

senior people who tend more to actually undertake voluntary turnover. The

oldet and more tenured may experience both greater risk and lesser oppor-

tunity-when contemplating turnover.

The foregoing results can be taken as providing some support for the

view of March and Sfmon (1958) which suggests a prepotent role in absenteeism

and turnover of opportunity
-- i.e., the feasibility of low -risk absenteeism,

'the cost-benefit balance in absence choices, and the perceived market

opportunities for those desiring a chaige to a better, more convenient job.

The results of this inquiry in general do not provide much encourage-

ment to pursue the issues relating to the function of work role stress in

withdrawal' behavior unless means are found to enlarge the scope of inquiry

and to invoke more complex. and potentially more valid models of causation.

Future research would be aided by: .(I)vConsideratiiin of additional forms

of work role stress such as, for example, role onflict, degree of promotion

and transfer opportunity, and factors that result in the individual being

"locked in" to his job; (2) Considering more complex interactions.among

potentfa1 causal variables, and interactions that may he applicable to

selected subcategories of the employed population; and (3) Improved means

for distinguishing truly voluntary from involuntary instances of absence

and turnover.

;
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ABSTRACT

This inquiry aimed to explore the extent to which withdrawal from thework situation, either psychological withdrawal or physical withdrawal,might serve as a means for moderating the personal strains arising fromwork role stresses. The analysis focused upon individuals known to bein stressful jobs, and examined the extent to which various forms ofwithdrawal are associated with evidence of reduced individual strain.
\

Sttessf41 jobs were defined by high scores on,role ambiguity, role over-lo'n-T-Inadequacy of work resources, and underutilization of skills.Six measures of strain were considered: depressed mood, work-relatedillness or injury, poor physical health, low self-esteem, life dissatis-faction, and job dissatisfaction. Withdrawal was defined to includeabsence, lateness, changing jobs, and psychological withdrawal in theform of low rates of interaction with supervisor and fellow workers

While the results of this exploratory inquiry must,be interpreted w thcaution, it appears that stressed individuals who are experiencingstrain do indeed often withdraw in one or several of the above-mentiWays. There is no evidence, however, that these withdrawal strategiesactually reduce strain. While some strain reduction did occur overtime, it appears to arise from other sources, not from withdrawal. .Itis suggested that withdrawal may be not only ineffective, but possiblyself-defeating as a coping strategy.

a
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Chapter 16

EFFECTIVENESS. OF. WITHDRAWAL STRATEGIES IN COPING

WITH WORK ROLE STRESS

A decade of research-on organizational and job stress has amply demon-

strated that it is a worthy topic, both for basic inquiry into issues of

human tolerance and adaptivity, and also for more immediately practical

inquiry relating to the optimizing of organizational and job environments.

Work role stresses are known to have implicatiols for, role. performance and

for the Job occupant's personal welfare; both employers and. their employees,

not tomention society t,large, have a stake in the matter. Job stresses

are known to be associated with adverse physical and mental states of per-

sona (strain), and with outcomes of impaired mental health, poor work

performance, and the rate and severity of some illnesses and injuries

(Caplan, et al., 1975; French & Caplan, 1973; Kasl, 1973; Kornhauser, 1965;

Kahn, et al., 1964).

Many of the prevalent and significant work role stresses have been

identified and partially assessed. Those taken into account'in the prin-

cipal review (Kasl, 1973) and the most inclusive empirical inquiry

(Caplan, et al., 1975, pages 36-38) can be summarized briefly as follows:

1. Working conditions, such as exposure to health or safety

hazards, unpleasant working conditions, and the like.

6 4



2. Demands of the work itself, such as overload, excessive

pace or physical effort, excessive responsibilities,

concentration, repetitious or boring work, underutili-

zation of skills, inadequate resources for doing the

job, and others.

3. Hours of work, including variable shifts, excessive

hours, non-standard hours that conflict with family And

other off-job activities, etc.

4. Organizational factors,--sh as ambiguous or conflicting

role demands, excessively close or insufficient super-

vision, lack of information relating to the job and (

one'sperformance, insufficient or excessive autonomy,

insufficient influence upon. matters relating to the work.

5. Rewards, such as insufficiencies or inequities in pay,

inadequate promotional opportunities, poor., am&,.

development prospects.

Employees exposed to stressful conditions are not necessarily pas-

sive victims inevitably experiencing strain. A common response to stress

is t ope with it, one.way or another, to the end of minimizing or avoid-

ing the stress, or moderating its adverse strain effects. In the indi-

vidual's choice of coping strategies some conflict of interest may appear

between the worker and the employer, for some coping strategies may have

the effect of protecting and.preserving the individual's capacities for

immediate work role fulfillment while others directly or indirectly con-

strain role fulfillment.

Adong the potential means for coping with work role stress are a set
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that have in common the separation or distancing of the worker from his

work location and the people in it. Withdrawal, psychological or physical,

is the common theme. This report will be concerned with seven forms of

withdrawal from the job: turnover (voluntarily quitting the employer

entirely), absence, lateness, reduced job involvement, reduced interaction

with supervisor, reduced interaction with co-workers, and changing jObs

but remaining with the same employer. All have an element of voluntary

action or attitude formation by the worker, and all carry an implication

of reduced amount of quality of work role fulfillment..

The purpose bf the inquiry was to examine a population of employees

known to be exposed to relatively high amounts of work role stress to de-

termine whether those,engaging in the withdrawal behaviors had been more

successful than others in moderating strain outcomes. The model upon

which this analysis is based states that in the presence of relatiVely

high stress, an employee will experience relatively high strain unless

that strain is moderated by successful coping; coping might be aided,

among other ways, through partial or total withdrawal from the work role

and work environment. Four types of job stress were considered: role

ambiguity, role overload, underutilization of'skills, and'inadequate re-

sources for doing the job. These have been identified previously as

determinants of job-related strains (e.g., Margolis, Kroes, & Quinn, 1974;

French & Caplan, 1973). Six measures of strain were used: physical health

(adjusted for sex and age), work-related illness and injury, depregbed mood,

low self-esteem, job dissatisfaction, and dissatisfaction with life.

64d
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Method

Sample

The sample comprised 651 respondents employed 35 hours or more per

week by five midwestern work organizations': a printing company (n = 173),

a small research and development company (n = 21),,two automotive supply

companies (Ns = 120 and 124), and four services departments of a hospital

(N = 213). These organizations were chosen in part on the criterion that

they contain a diverse set of jobs, and there is evidence that the,

occupational census codes of the respondents roughly match the codes of

a stational sample of workers (Beehr, 1970. All supervisors were included

in the sample, and nonsupervisors were sampled systematically at rates

varying,from organization to organization between 25% and 100%. The

respOnse rate was 72.9%.

Fifty-one percent of the respondents were male, 79.8% were white,

68.5% ,were married, 73.0% had finished at least high school, and the mean

age was 35 years. Comparable information on the nonrespondents was not

available.

Data Collection

Dastb were collected at two times !end in four ways. A main source of

data was a 90-minute structured interview in the respondent's home

conducted during the winter of 1972-1973., Concurrent Time 1 data were'

obtained from trained observers who visited the workplaces on a pre-

scheduled basis and reported their observations on a standardly .t report

form. Supervisory ratings'of the performance of subordiuttes included a

report on lateness to work, but these ratings were not available. for all

segments of the population. In addition, employers' records provided



information on absences. A second wave.of measurements was conduced

about 20 m47-is later. Thee AMe 2 measures included a repetition of

the observation and interview procedures, and a record search for infor-

mat ion about absences, internal job chSnges and voluntary departures.

. Tables 1 and 2 list the variables employed in this inquiry, indica-

ting the data source for each, as well as its mean, standard deviation

and scale range. The number of cases varies for the several measures,

and is substantially smaller for the Time 2 data reported in Table 2. (The

1

measures are describ d below in the order of their first. appearance in

these tables. Interorrelations among the strain measures (Time 1).

are shown in Table 3.

4

Stress Measures - Interview

Role ambiguity

555

zoAsured by a four-item index composed of responses

to the following questions. Responses were given on a four-category scale

ranging from "Very true" tri"Not at all true". All items but the third

listed were taken from the nuality of Employment Survey (Quinn &

Shepard, 1974). Index reliability (Alpha) was .69.

How true, is this of your job?

I can predict That others will expect of me tomorrow.

I am clear on what others expect of me on my Joh.

On my job, whatever situation arises, there are procedures

for handling it.

I get enough facts and information to work my best.

Role overload was measured by combining responses to two questions

on a four-category scale ranginr from "Very true" to "Not at a.11'true".

Respondents were asked hnw true each of the following was of their own ohs:

"I lm given enough time to do what others expect of me,; "I am able to
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Table 1

Mean, Standard Deviation, anRange for All Variables
(Time 1)

Variable Mean
Standard
Deviation

Possible
Range

Stresses

Interviews
Role ambiguity
Role overload
Resource inadequacy
Underutilization of skills

650
.641

637

642.

1.92
1.79

1.73
1.35

0.64
0.68

0.57
1.87

1-4

1-4
1-5

-7 - +7

Observations

Role ambiguity 579. 3.14 1.01 1-7
Role overload 579 2.47 0.55 1-7
Resource inadequacy 579 2.49 0.48 1-6
Underutilization of skills 579 4.44 1.54 1-7,

Strains

Depressed mood 648 1.85 0.47 1-7
Work-related illness and injury 645. 1.40 1.00 1-5
Poor overall physical health 631 3.51 1.41 1-5
Low self-esteem 647 1.98 1.05 1-7
Life dissatiifaction 646 0.14 0 ;91 -3.6-- +1.4
Job dissatisfaction 650 2.45 1.03 1-5

Withdrawal

Interview

Absenteeism 641 1.55 0.73 1-5
Lateness 622 1.57 6.70 1-5
Low involvement 647 2.94 0.92 , 1-5
Low interaction
with supervisor 628 1.20 0.89 ,1-4

Low interaction
with coworkers 649 2.40 1.30 0-5

Records ar

Absenteeism 531 1.09 1.45 0-9

Supervisor ratings

Lateness 286 1.98 1.29 1-7

6 5
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Table 2

Mean, Standard Deviations, and,Rang0 for All Variables
--' (Time 2),"

- f

*riable N ,Mean-
Standard Possible
Deviation Range

Stresses

Interviews

Role ambiguity'
Role overload
Resource inadequacy 2

Underutilization-614kills

Observations

Role ambiguity "0 100 3.16
Resource inadequacy 1Q0" 1.89
Underutilization of skills' 100 4.29

'261

", 259,

. 2.62,

264

88 0.60 1-4
63 0.6s4 1-4
81 0.56 1-4.

1.41 1.92 -7 - +7
ti.

Strains

1.45 1-7
0.74 1-4
1.85 1-7

Depressed mood 269 1.84 0.47 1-7
Work-related illness and injury 267 1.19 1.01 1-5
Poor overall physical health 268 . 3.29 1.45 1-5
Low self-esteem 268 1.96 0.99 1-7
Life dissatisfaction 268 -1.36 0.59 -2.6 - 0
Job dissatisfaction 268 2.38 0.94 '1-5

Withdrawal

Records

Voluntary turnover 286 ,1.17 0.38 1-2
Intraorganizational
job change , '2 '236 1.31 .' 0.46 1-2

:.;

G52
Va
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Table 3

Intvcbrrelations among Strain .Measures
'(Time 1, N'644)

2 5 6

.

Depressed.mood. (.71)'
.00

Illness/injury " .09* . ---

Physical health .22 ** .17**
o

d
I

Low self-esteem .31** .01 .02 68)a

Life dissaeisfacition .39** .09* .16** .28** (.7.9)r

Job ditiSatigfaction. .43** .13** 45** .25** n 127** (.80
A

* p < .05

aFigures ih'sparentheses are internal consistency estimates (alpha),
omytted where not

. 0
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complete the work I start." This Index had very lows reliability compared

to others employed, namelyr,. .47 but was judged suitable for .use. Theitems
Were taken from Quinn& Shepard (1974).

Resource inadequacy Was measured by an index sbmprising four items

knon by, factor analysis to he asso ,iated within a common "resource" dimen-,

sion (Quinn & Shepard, 1974). Responses were on four-category scales

ranging from "Very true" to "Not at all true" for the first three items,
;

and from "Great, couldn't be better".to "Not very good" for the, fourth

item. The questions were:

(My supervisor) knows his/her job well.

(My supervisor) maintains high standards of performance

In his/her own work.

I am given enough machinery and equipment to do my be'st.,a
How good are they (yoUr work group) about giving you the

<- help you need to do your job well?

Underutilization of skills was measured by an index derived ffoM

three. interview queStions:. .1

What is the level of school or college you feel is needed

by a'person i, your' job?

A
What was the)lighest grade. of school or year of, college

youhal/e completed? -4.

Through.your previous. experience and training, do you have

some skills that you
,
would like %o he using ,in your

1,t

work but can't use 'on your present job?

The first two, answered on common eight-category scales alChough at dif-

ferpnt times in the interview, were used to derive a discrepan yscofe,
.

:

and thiswas combined with a scaled re:4onse to-the third qu stion to

form the IndeX.
0,r_.

t
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Stress Measures - Observation

The stress measures obtained by observation were based upon the reports

of train9d'observers, not otherwise associated with the workplace, who

'visited the subject's work location on a prescheduled basis for periods

of observation. A structured questionnaire-report provided a number of

rating scales on which the observers recorded their judgements. The rating

scales employed to report work role stress were'all six-category or seven-

category scales with descriptive labels representing frequencies, amounts,

intensities, etc. The report on pressures for better peKfOrmance, for

example, included the rating category #7: "The individua,is being con-

stantly exposed to demands for working harder or doing a better job".

simpler rating scale,-e.g., that responsive to a statemernt comeerningt

availability'of tools, machinery and equipment, ranged from "Very true"

to "Not at all true". The scale relating to degree of uncertainty in the

work role, for example;' included rating category ill, "Very, little; the

A.
individual almost always knows what, to expect and is never-surprised by

something happening unexpectedly on the job". A full description of the

observer training course, the reporting forms, and the reliability obser-
..

vations is provided in, Chapter The items comprising each of the obser-

vation stress measures were:

Role ambiguity.

How much uncertainty is-there in the job?

The 'job requires the individual to be prepared to handle
/ -

Surprising or unpredictable situations.-

The job 'is one that is.highlY predictable, and that

rarely presents the individual with surprising

or unexpected problem.



The individUal working on the job does tasks which,

are clearly defined.

Role overload

Are there any pressures for better performance over

and aboVe what is reasonable?

The indiVidual doing the job is liked to do exces-

sive amounts of work.

He/she has enough time to do what he/she is

expected to .do

Resource inadequacy
.

He/she is giVen enough space to do his/her job.

He/she is.given adequate lighting for his/her

particular job.

He/she has adequate access to machinery, tools

and other equipment.

The indiVidual working on the job 'frequently has

to stop' to get things he/she needs and doesn't

have readily available.

Underutilization 'of skills

To what extent doesthe job require "the use liof

sophisticated on 'complex skills?

How inte,llectually demanding is the job?

The job is so simple that virtually anybo

handle it with little or no initial tra

1

Strain Measures.- Interview

e
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tr

All six of. the role.strain measures were derived from the prior scale

.
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development and validation work reported by Quinn & Shepard (1974). In

some cases, as noted below, a subset of the original index components was

used, and two were reversed in sign for consistency in this report.

Depressed mood was measured by a ten-item index. The question form

and components are shown below. Response categorjes ranged from "Often"

to "Never".

How often do you feel this -`way at work?'.

I feel downhearted and blue..

I get tired for no reason.

I find myself restless and can't keep still.

I find it easy to do the things I used to do.

My mind is as clear as it used to -be.

I feel hopeful about the future.

I find it east to make, decisions.

I ammofte irritable than usual.

I still enjoy the things I used to.

I feel that I am useful and needed.

`Work elated illness and injury was measured by corlib.ining responses -

to two questions: "Within the last three years have you had any illnesses

or injuries you think were caused or made worse or more severe by any job

you had during this period?. Could you tell me what those illnesses and

injuries were?" "When you had (this illness or injury) did it kjepyou.'

away from your job. for more than two weeks?" The index, was compose

the number of illnesses dnd injuries reported to the first question, cor-

rected for tenure on-the present job, plus a scale step increment if

two-,week absence had occurred on his present job.
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Overall poor physical health was measured by the coding of responses

41#

to a rather long series, of,qUestions dealing with (1) recent symptoms of

ill health, (2) treatment for'health conditions during the last year, and

(3) self report of sense of health and energy level.. The index code-cate-

gories range from (5) Having been under treatment during the last year

for two or more chronic conditions, to (1) Reporting no chronic conditions

nor symptoms and also reporting good health and high energy. This index

was based upon the work of Belloc, et al. (1971), modified to suit

application to an employed population.

Low self-esteem was measured by a three-item subset from the Quinn & 140

Shepard (1974) semantic differentialscale. The anchors on seven-point

scales were "successful-unsuccessful", "important-unimportant", and

"doing my best-not doing my best", in, response to the lead-in'question,

"How do you"see yourself in your work?". The index has'a reliability (alpha

f .68.

The life dissatisfaction measure cdnsisted of a nine-item subset of

Quinn & Shepard's (1974) life satisfaction index. Seven of these items

were answered on a semantic differential_scale. The seven pairs of anchors

were "interesting-boring", "enjoyable-miserable", "friendly-lonely",

"ull-empty", "hopeful-discouraging", "rewarding-disappointing", and

"brings out the best in me- doesn't give me much of a chance" in response

to the question, "How do you feel about your present life in general?".
'1

The fixed- alternative questions were:

In general-, how satisfying do you find the ways you're

spending your life these days? Would you call it

completely satisfying, pretty satisfying, or not very

satisfying?
658
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Taking all things together, how.would you say things

are these days? Would you &az you're very happy,

pretty happy, or not too happythese days ?.

The life dissatisfaCtion index had a possi range of 1-7, and a

reliability of .79.

Job dissatisfaction was measured by a four- tem'subset of Quinn& She-

pard's (1974) global j b satisfaction index:

All in all, how satisfied Would you say you are With

your job very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not

too satisfied, or not at, all satisfied?

In generals how well wouldtyou say that your job.measures

up to the sort of job yb4-wanted .when youtook it?

°

Would you say it is very much.like, somewhat like,

Jor not at all like the job you wanted when you took ft?

Knowing what y u.kno now, if you had to .decide all over

'again whether to take t e job you now haves, what

would yogi decide? you.decide without any

hesitation to take the Same job, wou)..d you have some

second thoughts, or would you decide definitely not

to take the same job?

If a good friend of yours told you that he/she was interested

in working in a job like yours, what would yoil tell

him/her? Would you strongly recommend this job, would
4 "

you have doubts about recommending it, or would you

-
strongly advise him /her. against. this sort of jOb?

The jobdissatisfaction index had a passible range of-1 -5, and a

reliability.of .80. 659
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*

Withdrawal Measures 7,,Triterview

Absence was neasured in the interview by an index comprising three

questions:

Would you say you are absent from work more often-

than other people you work with, less often, or

ab9ut the same?

Aside from any paid vacation and holidays, how many

days of scheduled work have you missed in the

past month?

How many of these daysdid you miss just because

you didn't: feel like going to work that day?

Lateness was measured in the interview with an index comprising two

questions, namely.the last two shown immediately aboVe, but with reference_

to lateness during the last two weeks.

Job involvement was measured.ih-the interview with a single question:

"Some people are completely involved in their jOb --/ they are absorbed in

it night and day. For other people, their job is simply one of several

interests. How involved do you feel in your job -- very little, slightly,

moderately, or strongly involvedr.

Interaction and, communication with supervisor was measured by com-

bining responses to two statements, with responses on four-point scales

.

tanging'from "Very true" to "Not'at all. true". The items were: "my

supervisor goes-out of his/her way to praise good work", and "My super-

visor lets his/her subordihates know how well they are doing their jobs".

Interaction andCommUnication With ,co-workers was measured in the

interview witethree 'questions:

6U0
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Is there any group of people at (your place of work)

that you think of as your co-workers -- people

whom you 'see just about 'every day and with whom

you have to work closely in Order to do the job

well?

How well do you feel they help each other on the job?

How good are they about giving you the help You need

to do your job well?

Those responding "No!*-to the first question were atsigned a code of 1,

while others received their average store on the, succeeding questionS,

each-having response categories ranging fr t very good" to "Great,

couldn't be better".

Withdrawal Measures Non-Interliew

Absence was measured by- an actual, count, from the employers' records

of the number of occasions during the past month in which the employee was

. absent rom scheduled W091. for a period'of a day or. more.

lateness wag measured by including reference to lateness behavior in

' a Se antic differential question incorporated in an employee rating form.

This form was filled out by the immediate superVisor for each of his/her
'*

subordinates. This item of information is. missing for .some of the

population owing to failure to gain consent to the procedure froni all

employers, and to instances where the supervisor or subordinate had been

in their. re-lationship too short a time to allow rating. The polar anchors

on the seven -point semantic item were "Always arrives on

time" and "Always late"

661
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,

VoluntafY turnover and intraorganizational job change were measured°

at Time 2 (only) by a search of the employers' records. For the turnover

variable, individuals Were coded .1. if still on the.original Time 1 job

and 2 if they had left tp join another employer. The other variable was

coded similarly.

Analysis Plans

Since little was known in advance about the measures employed and

about their interrelationships, twocritical decisions were made at the

start: (1) The several variables repreSentiAg each of the three main

classes (role stresses, role strains. and forms of withdrawal) would be

treated separately and not be combined into more inclusive indices, and

(2) The analyses would focus-upon the relatively highly stressed and

strained segment of the population by population subsetting rather th

treating the population as a whole. These choices have certain ad tages

inan exploratory inquiry as well as important dis es; sorntire,-

flections on them appear later in this report.

Three analyses were performed, the first using only Time 1 data,

the other two using as well the data from Time 2 measurements.

Analysis 1 aimed to compare the role strain outcomeStof people who

shared the'condition of high role stress but differed in their use of each

of the withdrawal modes. The operations were, in sequence, -to- segregate

the subjects above the population median on a given stress variable, to

divide these at. the median of a given withdrawal measure, to compute the

mean scores' on each strain measure for these. two compared groups, and to

determine the difference between means and its significance. With eight
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stress Measures, seven withdrawal measures, and six strain measures, a total

. Of 336 such analyses were made.

Analysis 2 focused upon those subjects who were exposed to high stress

and experienced'high strain at Time 1 and who remained in the same

.least until Time 2. Such people would be

j b at

ly during subsequent months to

be, using withdrawal strategies as a. means to reduce strain; with-the effect
.

of some strain reduction by Time 2. The 'operations were, in sequence, to
.

segregate those above the population median on both a given stress and a

given strain at Time 1 and also above the population median on the stress

variable at Time 2 (i.e., role stress remained high), to subset these sub-

- jects"according'to their level of strain at Time 2; and to compare those

with high vs. low strain at Time 2 with respect to their use at Time 1

of the several withdrawn. modes. Whereas Analysis 1 sought the concurrent

effects of withdrawal, Analysis'2 sought delayed effects. The number of

tests was potentially .24.

`Analysis 3 focused upon those subjects who had changed employers or

jobs or both between the Time 1 and Time.2 measurements. The guiding

supposition" was tbat:subjects under role stress or role'strain at Time 1

would be more likely th4n others to chgnge jobs as a means for stress

wioidance and strain reduction. Those who left their, obs and employers

voluntarily should accordingly have been at Time Y among those sUbjectZ,A1

to relatively high role stress and experiencing high role strain. Those

who changed jobs with the same employer should display reduced stress and/or

strain at Time 2 to the extent (1) that their Time 1 stress ,ntcl strain was

relatively high, and (2) that the change waA;sucxessfulas a coping

strategy. It was not possible.to test the effectiveness of turnover .
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(changing jobs and employers) as.a coping istrategy,as the departed persons

'were not accessible for Time 2 measurement.

Signif/tancelepsts of mean differences. Were uniformly based upon. two-way
A

analyses of variance. Significance'values are expressed as probabilities

with the conventional p < .05 taken as a standard for judging a difference

to ,be.significa4t.

SoMe Issues in Analysis.

-.The conception of social and psychological processes that underlie

.0,1e foregoing analysis strategies holds -that stress causes strain, and

that strain induces coping behavior. (e.g.,

)

withdrawal) which if Success-

fullmoderates the strain or the stress or both. Two difficulties are posed

b

by-such a conception when investigation is through non-expeiimental

methods.

A ,

Time is an obvious problem, for the'model is not one of discrete

i"
observable events, but rather a model of continuous change. In the present

context, the nib 6ccurs 'at two places: (1) The time sp'an between Time 1

and Time 2 measurelrisan arbitrary one, fixed for reasons not related to

the present anal and it may be an unsuitable time period; 2) The

prOposed causal direction.of relationship between role strain and use of

withdrawal as a means for coping is arbitrary, as is the case with any feed-

back model in waCh there may occur, an alternation or mutuality of causa-

tion. Since,we capoot know what directionOf causation is caught by the

timing e
of our concurrent data, we can with certainty show if a refation- .

ship exists, but we cannot Vest bi-directidnality of causation.

The second issue arises because we consider only one category'of

coping behavior -- withdrawal in various forms -- and haVe no way. of knowing
,
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whether other terms of coping are complementary, or instead are mutually

exclusive alternatives. Thus, it mist be assumed that some attenuatio

bf elationships may be present arising fr%m the existence of coping

strategies not treated in, this analysis.

Results

Analysis 1

The extensive results from, Analysis 1 are not presented in full detail,

but. are summarized in Table 4. ,Of the 336 tests of association between`

role strain and use Hof withdrawal options (high stress subjects only),,

152 -- 45% of them -- are significant at the five per cent level of probabi-

lity. There is surely .a pervasive relationship between levels Of strain and

rates (or degrees) of usage of withdrawal strategies by people in stress-

ful jobs.

*lc
An inspection of the souree'tables shows that the direction of the

differences tested is consistently that under high stress t.onditio'ns high

'strain is cOntUrrently associated with high withdrawal., not low. Only one

of the significant differences. yeverses,that direction, even though in our

model reversals are equally possi,ble and plausible. It appears fromsthese

concurrent measures that withdrawal'is not shown to be effective ih moderS-

ting strains associated with role Stress.

'There are fewvariatjs in the strength Of these relationships -as

,between the d'ifferbnt''stresSes, strains, and forms' of withdrawal (Table 3).

Relatively highf proportions of significant differences occur in connectiOn

' with one strain; depressed mood (68%), and three!mithdrawal measures,

absence (65.70,,job involvement (65%), and 16w interaction with suiServiso
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Table 4
Fo.

, .Summary Table for Analysis Strategy One:
Significant F's for Relationship between Withdrawal Techniques and Strains

for Employees Experiencing High Role Stress 1

Strains, Stresses
and Withdrawal'
Indicators

Number
of F's

Perceilt
'of
p <.05"*"'

Strains

Depressed mood 56 : 67.9
Work-related illness andinjury 56 35.7
Poor overall physical health 56 32.1
Low self-esteem 56 39.3
Life'dissatisfaction 56 37.5
Job dissatisfaction 56 58.9

Total 336

Stresses

Interview

Role ambiguity 42 57.1
Role overload 42 . 40.5
Resource intdequacy 42 .47.6
Underutilization of skills 42, 42.9

Subtotal 168 47.0

Observation

Role ambiguity 42. 40.5
Role overload '42 !33.3
Resource inadequacy 42 40.5
Underutilization of skills 42 59.5'

Subtotal 43.5

Total 336 45.2

Withdrawal, 24,,Jr*

Interview

Absenteeism 48
. 64.6

',LatenepA_ 48 2.1
lInvolvement. 48 64.6
Low interaction, with supervisor 48 81.3
Low interaction with coworkers 48 25t0

Subtotal 240 47.5
Records

Absenteeism 48 . 54.2

Supervisor ratings

Lateness
11 . .4$ 25.0

-77X
Total 336 45.2

4
A.

p<1.05 666
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(81%). Relatively low frequencies of: significant relatiOnships are

associated with threewilhdrawal .measures: LateneSs (two measures, 2%

and 25%) and interaction with co- workers (25%). Some of these variations

may-. be connected with. the diOqr,enCes in measurement reliability, although

this arisociation Cannot be' tested becausesome of the measures lack
,,.

reliability estimates. The, two main sources of data --. interviews and
. ,

. obServerg' ratings -- (lb not appear to, be systematicallydifferent in

their capacity to deliver.signifiCant differences.

Analysis 2

Analysis2 proved to be ,ineffective in one important sense because

the.population, the jobs, and the time period, failed to provide the
, -

variations required by the analysis plan. The plan required a sufficient'

number of -cases with high.stressthrOughout, the period of study (2Vmonths)4

and also sufficient diversity. in role. strain at Time 2, tg allow comparisons

to see if withdrawal strategies at Time-lcould explain strain reduction

at Time 2.- However, of the 294 potential tests, 112 provided no low7strain_

cases at all at Time 2, and only five provided enough cases in each' of the

two required classifications to permit significance testing. Many of

"the same"-jobs, initially stressful, had become low-stress jobs by Time 2

according to both interview and observer data

Nevertheless, this outcome of the analysis is not lacking in meaning,

for of the workers.initially under condit'ions of high role stress and high

role-strain and who continued to be under high role stress, very few by

Time2 had found any effective means (whether. by withdrawal or other means)

for moderating their role strain. So few reported strain reduction that it

,proved impossible to assess the impact, if any, of withdrawal coping strategies.

6
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Table 5 coipares employees staying thesame joh;,with those promoted .'.
.7,

-11!.

'A S ti "1.
1

-,A

dr transferred within the Same firm as:to.thdi Stress and strainA.evels
.

.tv

treiting.lonly thpib02.,had relatIV ly high, stress and7strain

at -6f the eleven tests, only on is significant: That one is
,

/ e.
readily understandable,asix oecdra-in connection with the role. stresSOf

underutilization Of- ills as a4aeured -in .the interviews. one- thayprOnme

that Most of theSe internal_job changes were voluntary shifts to more4,
1/4.

odeManding/, ohs which reduced the degree of ili'underutilizati8n experi7
N1".

elced by the w er., The table as 4 whole hoWs'that.intraprganizational
I -

job changing not °tiler-wise arreffectiVe means for redOcing_role stresses

or redUding role strains in this poloulation
. . ,

Table.6, which compares,thoSe workerS mho .10ft their'- emploYer5 with

those who stayed on iyeir Original TiMe 1 job, ,;shows only slight
. .

. .,

evidence that'this type of job change is.associated significant*. with

Time 1,lev'elsof role stress: The one significant association rel4t7s to

the role stress of underutilization of skills (interview), a result-com-
e _

patible with the speculation offered abOve that many such job.changes are
,--

from less to more demanding, job's. However, as ,to role strain the results

, . .

are different, for three strain indicators out of five (job diSsatisfactiop,

life dissatisfaction, and depressed moon) show that the leavers were,

advance of leaving, experiencing more strain than their Co-workers who

stayed on:

We have attemPtlito explore a reel'

Discussion

ve:mOdel in whith role stress is



'res4hdng StresSes and traiOs
,rilte,2 eases' and Str Ep?o-yies Strotg (6)dve Medten)Cor i'in me 1: CO111Parison,of Employees on 'Same .16,1) 'An Same Company

with Employees on Different '?,b 0.6mOan7

Employees

Striss,or. Strain Measure

On which Employees

High i 'fiine 1
.n.

Same ipb

;Different job'

Same fobs

Differentlob,

Sams; job

Different job

Same

'Diffeient

. anterview Rttle' Etinbiguity.

interview

Overload.

interview,'

Unde'rutilization of-S1 .111'

4 ' 1

..; Resource Iriatequl'ae.y,'

Same job ',Observation

Different Reso4rce Inadequacy

Same. jo

Differen

Work,related Illness

and Inijty

Same job D presded Mood

Different jo

1

Sam'e job

Different job
I

Same jobl

01,f:f erent 'job

4/(

Life Dissatisf4ctrop

Low Self-esteem

Saie Job Dissatisfaction
Diferent job '

Same job:

Different job

,66J

Poor Overall/ P,hysidal Health

'Time 2 Stress or. Sts in Sig'nif is nee,

of Differe ce
n,

,Stan ard

Mean Deviation

,2.04

'2.13
.3.75

0.48 '.'49
1;62 ')

'1.81 0,69 59 0.00
1.8.0

4
Q.58 32, 1.

1.98 1.88 ,,05,
2.88 2.12, 28;

1.97 0.51, " 78, 0.8'7
1.87 0.58

/
12..7194 d.69n

0.77 10'
2 06 .16

0,

1.39 264 , 0.31 36
-2.21 1.78 19,

J. /.98, , 0.51 84 to, .7/1
2 01 0;41 k 40

.1.,20 '0 22 t 74 1.27' .26
1,09' 0,15 37

.. -. ,#)

0.2 ' 62 ' 0,19 / .67
0.98 34

2,89 , 0.83 63 i0,45,
2,77 0,94 , 37

3.72 1.32
Oa

90 0.58 5,
153, 1.46 45



Table 6

Timel Stresses and Strains,,for'Employees on Same. Job in Same Company in Time 2

with Employees'Wbo Turned Over Voluntarily.1.+wm.....=1.
%

1 A

Employees. Time 1

Stress/11T train

4
Some job

,jurned over,

Same, job Interview

-.Turned'nver Role, OVerlbad.

Same fpti Interview

4urned ov r Underutililation of Skins

MIONI*
.Time 1 Stress or Strain

Significance

Standard of Difference,

Mean ' Deviation , n F (p)

view Role AmbigUity 1.89 235 0.25 .62

1.85 a 0.63 50

r

b

aer
Interview Resource Inadequacy

eojob Observation

reed Over , Role Ambiguity

1,69 0.64 232 1.67

1.82 , 0.66 .0

1,19 '1.80 23 15.07 .D0

2,30 1.0 5

.20

1,77 0,57
r

22
1.0 ,- ,0,48

50

1.31 L10 220

( 3:9 1,14
.

i

,Same job, gObseivation 2.58 0,50', 220 0.12
'TUrned over ReSource Inadequacy 2.60 0.59 43

4.46 1.57' 220 0,48 49

4'27 1,81
.

Samei.job Poor' Overall Physical Heal,th,: 1.48 230 0.78
Turned over ,

3.62 1,41

0.45 .50

Sate job

Irutned over

Observation

Underutilization of Skills

,73

Same job

Turned over

Work-related Illness and Injury 1.42 1,02 46 0.22 64

1.50 1,17 50

(continued.
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Table -(continued)

. . ,

Employees,
, Time 1 c

$

Sttssa or St;ain
,

Same pb

Turned over

Same job

Turned over

Siimt job

'Turned over

Job
Pissatisfaction

Life
Di4slatisfactipn,

uellressei mood

Time 1 Stress or strait)

StandOr

Devia0.°Meari

fiQ4nct
of Difference

'1(0

2.28

1.78

-0.03

0.35

0'90

0.85.

0.91

235

SO

10.44

232 8.16

SO

.00

1

.00

.00

t
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roleseen:as causing strain, which in turn induces Coping strstegie*which

strain. The Ae the model iS incomplete' in signdAC t

9,
red40 the testing of

y.;1

T4'1

ft

ways, but. certain asp s been illuminated..i4 it have
. - .

fii4f a al

role s tf:withd.

concur::the anaysi was' 'ns.uggested dire9tion of cauSationis no.

Proven association is not, an artifact o shared-measurement error;:

( .

met rod providedj
- ,

r resilea cqzgatible

acasl,C6ping,stiAtegies:--Siticelinker elf
.

for Af.appeared as Well
ent-M4asurement.-- under-conditlonS of inde PeAd

:.cond'analytic
method' prpvided v to allow validCoo

.'ti4itailYsl , as intended :it could not ;be ahown that Tim' with-

draWata-Aid or did riot Chieve aireduction in strains 6y, Time 2, The

secorid:ansiYs.i-5 did sfioW that in-thOse ;14610's that did 'remain str.e

time there occurred 4

role sttii lin.,Urred little or noa span of dimiduti43

theocCupants, suggestit that the concurrent 1 nkage of role StresskO

persistent ,
\ . , -

-strai6 is a P one, not. commonly moderated by Passage of-time
i

.
nor bra- the strategies-thathe various coping the occupants may have attemp ed

. _

touse:

k

f_th e job remainastrepsful the occupant mains strained.....:'r

The effectiveness
-..

ofivokuntary t urnover.as'a coping strategy Could'

L d in tbi
_ t -

is confirm4, as expected, thatnot be-aspe
. .

study, butit

those workers, ch
-!- '
oos

A.

ing to leave had experienced mor. 'role:sttaintgan
, / :

.

.

those who chose to stay on, even though the initial differenced as tp role

r

stress
,

insignificwere: ant exce0t as O. Arc elved skilI,underutilization.

It appears that.those individuals with an unusually stronvstrain responsd

to'stress were Prone tP.leave. As to internal job changes, there .s no

ievidence in this .study that this i an effective coping strategy except
i

with respect to the stre*f skill underutilization. Howeve, one must

675.
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ainafor the intrhorgabizat
9.

are offgetAni,theYtemporarily.added

toCellsof Sob
4inciOeptal:

A, NO .s1

job changers
. ,

may have

'tress5s and strains

es of furtherInquir.Y are suggested hi the findingP this

st dy'irNOnjunction ith the limitationS Ofits data
.

If strategies-exist thavalloW(succepSfUl coping, with workii role

resses and strains by the wdgker.him4elf, itiS Likely that theT,will
- ,

rove to be strategies: other 4140:01e.negi*liretifaild pOsiblyi.iself7defeating
,

,ones ofWithateWs1.- Other:enking:-Strategies nerTe tOe'inestigated. .0ne.

ite4r...1n-the.sene of reflectingthinks of.Ithe_Strategies that, are the oppo

intensif ie(Pengagementwith the jolt'` r than distancing from it.

of such;CoPing strategies "are:; (I): EngageMent in processe§ Ofworkplace

Examples'

134f icipation, and control - sharing that offer the pOsibility of directly

'`
--,=-,-.arktering the stressful properties otWork,role-S; (2) Mutetpj soclal support

: strategies that ptlear fr m fraftentary.evidence to be directly associated

4'-with strain red tion (sea Chapter 5).

The results

*both stress and

of OAS "addadd partidularlY\the Changing levels

strain over time in a set of 3o s dontin occupied by
;.-

of

_...,

1.0ame people, suggests .that .the stress to Strai may'be:linked with job

tenure in such a way'that any.newly-taken_job SpreSpfnl'and strain-gene
*

'rating while any job centindOUsly occ: PiecOtends t bed6the less so

.*) .

. f :'

stimulate self-selected -...instances of turnover., Such a 'phenomenon mighP:
.. .

account for the short run absence of coping tru044)
. ,

.
eonnection with intra7absence

. .

oiganizaiional job changes. 'It suggests Tat there may \e al,cost tothigh
.

.

,

-47o provide-other advantages. to offset,

or,to

woxkers in, making job, changes

Ehe-stiess and, strain costs.
"_



dolo ical Comm ents/
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1 %
analyses reported here .do not exhaust the potential Significance of.

579

ThefinitialchoiCds of treating the main variables separately,

rather' than jointly, and of"Using population Subsetting rather than statia---

tical-controla, seems appropriate fora first exploration of, the proposed,4

*del and Of the'rsures employed% but not for deli .tive,.esting a the

data NO mOdil.
w.

.The results suggest that further.inqUiry may legitimately.simplifythe

thrl?e main classes of variableswithdrawal, stress, and strain- by indexing

or scaling. For example, thesix strain measures, with thp likely exception

of the measure of work - related illness and injury, are all moderately inter

correlated and all appear to be functioning in analysis in a similar manner.

This suggests that an index combining the set would be valid, would not con-

ceal important-differeTs among the component measures, and would provide
Gi

.:the advantage of enhanced: reliability and analyticsimplicity. Similarly,

the stress measures, with the-possible exception of skill underutilization;

might be combined' into a comMon index.of work -role stress. The formation of::

/.a scale Of withdrawal ismore problematical, although the measures of !

absend, laeeness, loW involvement,:an'd low interaction.could be indexed,

'leaving job tratsfer and voluntary termination as separate variables.

with such a simplifidation of the variable matrix, and with the added

confidence achieved as tothe validity and reliability of such indices,

analytic Strategies would then be preferred.Which employ the whole of the

available ,populati... at er than selected segments, and which treat
I

variables_siMul :neously along with some of- Control.variables (such' is

job tenure, o dupationl, status, and the like): Which may have a earing.811,

the nature 64 an explanatlry model.
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Chapter '17

TURNOVER:: AN INQUIRY INTO THE EFFECTS OF JOB SATISFACTION,

WORKING CONDITIONS AND QUALITY OF JOB PERFORMANCE

by

Terry A. Beehr
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ABSTRACT

Three questions are addressed: (1) hoes expressed intent to leave
one's employer correspond to later behavior of actually leaving?
(2) Does job (dis)satisfaction provide anearly signal of an em-
ployee's likelihood of staying or:leaving? (3) Does the quality of
emploYment (working conditions) impact upon likelihood of leaving
or staying? anal (4) Do tubAtandard working conditions and job dis-
satisfaction operate selectively to,drive out the superior performer's
more than the less well perfOrMing employees?

The'data employed in this analysis included 'measured of working con-
ditions' end job satisfaction at Time 1, along with measures of inten-
tion,to leaved A follow-up measurement about 20 months 'later provided
ififormation on intention to' leave at that later time oh well as on
instances of actual turnover, both Voluntary and involuntary.

The results show that intention to leave, initial job dissatisfaction,
and initial' low quality of employment 'conditions all serve as lead.ding
indiCators of actual voluntary turnover. It was found that these fac-.
tors appear 'to operate in much the same,:way for both high performing
employees and for those whose performance is judged, less favorable.

Eighteen per cent of "the initial population left their.original place
of employment within 'a period of 20 months. Ninety-two per cent of
the leavers were classified as voluntary, :and they'included superior
and inferior performers in about' equal proportions. Some discuss-on
is provided as to the costs and benefits associated with turnove the
persistence of turnoVer during periods of rising unemployment, an the
implications for turnover reduction.

6 L; 0



Chapter 17

TURNOVER: AN,INQUIRY,TNTO THE EFFECTS O' JOB SATISFACTION,

WORKING CONDITIONS AND QUAI4TY OF SOB PERFORMANCE

583

It is a common event for, the American,worker to leave his present job

to seek one with another employer. The median term of,employment with pre-

sent employer, for a'sample of employed adults in the United States, is

-about two years (Quinn, et al., 1971). National estimates of the total

number of job thanges,per,year vary according to the year in question and
6

basis for estimation, but appear to be at.the rate of about 50 million per

year. The job changes, of course, are distributed in a far from random

fashioii, and under a variety of conditions that require different'assess-

ments. Many individuals, such as those in oc?Aipations that are seasonal,

temporary, or designed for high;turnover, may here frequent changes of

employer. Others make a lifetime career with a single employer. Some

switching ig involuntary, as when the employing firm sloses down; others

are volUntary.

There has developed in recent years an interest in the cost and

social efficiency of turnover. The costs and benefits accrue differently

to the society, to the employer and to the individual and are unlike in
40P

different sectors of the economy. From a societal point of view, one can

assume that there are general social benefits, from inter-job mobility to

the extent that it prombtes career progress, promotes a competitive labor

691
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market, or promotes a ready inter-sector and inter-regional accommodfation

to economic changes:

Froth the employer's point of.view there ) are inevitable out-of-pocket

costs relating to the departureyinereplacement,of employees.I i The lowest

such turnover cost estimate known to us is $150 per instance of loss' and
-:$

;.

4replacement in a-very
efficienthigh-turnover otganliation. The typical

cost may be as high as $2,000,if all costs are fu y accounted. For the

worker, the voluntary job switch can be preAume&to be advantageoUs in

most'instantes although the typical, net cost-,orgain does not lend itself

to meaningful:calculation or estimate. The employer is no doubt advantaged

if his poorlyperforming employees leave.

There are.accumulating some theories and'sdme empirical data regardir

turnover. The accInt that follows intended to advanCe4e matter. The

specific concern is 141.01 the following questions! (1) Does expressed in-

tent to leave one's employer correspond to -the later behavior of leaving?

(2) Does job satisfaction (dissatisfaction) proVide'an early signal of

an individual's likelihood of staying or leaving? (3) Does quality of

employment (working conditions) impact upon likelihood of leaving or stay-

ing? (4),Are the better-performing employees more responsive than the

poorly-performing employees to job dissatisfaction and sub-standard working'

conditions when deciding to leaVe?

The cantext for this inquiry was a study of the life and job. changeos

experienced by several hundred typical employed adults over a time span

about 20 months. One aspect of the.study provided for measuring intentions

to change,employers, and a.follow-up to ascertain whether there Was in fact

a job .90e. In addition, information was available regarding the
1
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quality of employment i the initiayob,-Satisfaction.wtth tYie initial job

tr,

a9.41 its variousifaCets,, and the employer's 9 ions About:the quality of

performance of theitidividnal in the, initial jdb.

The growing literature relevant 6'.snch queStions supports the

it of further study. Dissatisfaction with working conditions is surely

a factor in voluntary Sob changes as Shown in reviews by HOZberg, et al.

.(1957), Schuh (1967), Mangione (1972),,,Land others: I7 special case of

socially disadvantaged new entrants into. induStrial employment, there appear
u

to be strong effectS of substandard workin conditions upon voluntary

1turnover (Quinn, Fine, & Levitin, 1970). //Mete is ample evidence that volun-

tary occupational mobility is associated with economic and .social advantageoccupational
/

t

-o

the movers (Lansing & Mueller, 196 4(). Some kinds of involuntary

switching, at least, are - advantageo4 to the workers, even' oughthe2

/./

-,

prevalent experience may be otherwise (Kim, Roderick, & S ea, 1973):
v

.

From the employers' point of view, the crux of the matter is whether
A

it is the better employees who/are most likely to leave, an nether it is

plausible on examination the the departure of better- employees might he

reduced through the provisi n of improved qu'ality of employment and of

more satisfying work environments.

Methods and Measures

The study population was not, strictly speaking, a sample of any de-
r

fined segment of the
/

Workforce'but. a convenient and divese Population in

typical non-manager01 occupatione. Information was obtained initially

from and about 651/eMployees of five organizations in Michigan. included

wore 173 members cif a printing firm, 21 embers of an R&D firm engaged in

V,
,

research in the Ohysical and mathematical sciences, 120 and 1.24 members'

633
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respectively in two automotive supply mantifaatturing firm and 213 members

of the service departments of a hospital. Supervisors ere included.
.co

Details on, these :population's ate described in Fhnpters 1.and 2.

The data pertinent to the3resent analysis. Were!collected on two

occasions,, separated by approximately 20 Months' -- Pall, 1972 and, Fall, '1974.

While the, _study was designed as a panel Stimlyi t'oinclude re-measurement

of the original Dbopulntion, there did occur some expected population loss,.

i.e., people wht-;Were no lOrigeremplieReJ at the same place at Time 2. These..

upopulation changes have relevance t theAannlysis described .here because of
.

this loSs from the original Titfre1 pOpuntion. During the period betikeen-
..

Time 1 11. Tittle/ 2 `measurements, lieccon' my took a downturn with the effect

that job change opportunities been* less readily available andaqployed

people generllY became more cautious about' voluntary, . termination from-
,

secure employment. Everi,so,-during the period of about 20 months, 18p",...1r-4,0-
.).

,'. ,

cent of the original Time 1pOptiation changed employers, and of these,
,,,

.

..

92 percent described their change as voluntary or were reported by their

original emplyer to have.term'imayd voluntarily.

tk .

The .study*om which.tItivs inalysis is derived involved a-boad array
,

of inforriOnras to domafns of content and methods of measurement. These

measures are descrihed, together with technical specificatiOns as to their

Psychometckic properties,. in Chapters 1-1 3. The specific measuQs

employed in the presCilt anal:/sis are,describednext. A list of these mea-

sures appears in Table 1 together with the number of cases, range, mean,,

standard deviation and coefficient alpha (an internal consistency index)'

for each measure./'

,'
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Means, Standard Deviations, and Ranges of All Variable's

I

Number
of Cases Range Mean DeViation Alpha

Standard Coefficient

Supervisor Ratings
. ."

Time

Turnover

Time*

-1286

Turnover Intent 651

7- Time 2
Turnover Intent 267

overall
Tqrnover

Voluntary..

Turnover

310

286

Time 1 Satisfaction

Facet-free 649

Challenge 647.

Comfort 647

Resources 647

.Pay 647

1.2-7,0 5.48

4.0,4

1.0-5.0 1.82'

1.0-2.0 1.24

1.0-2.0 1.17

16

U:1-5.0 3.63

1.0-4.0 3.05

1.0-4.0 3.05

1.0-4:0 3.07

/20-4.0 3.03

Time 1. Working Conditions

Total 2.1 -fli 9 3.70.

Challerge 650 ' 1.3- 0 3.68

'Resources 637 1.2 5.0 4.05

.Financial
Rewards 648. 3.54.

Comfort 650 2.0-5.0 3.71

*Nor, applicable

0,89

1.46
P

1.40,

.43

0.38

1.07 0'66

0.68 0.84,

0.54 10.68

0.64 0.69

0.76 oip

, 0.50

0.84

0."76

a.6'1

0.53
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.

Employee Petforman e Time 1, is .'ree r sefted by supervisory ratigSas
..:2; -- .---__ :-- ;' \ ,' .

,-,

to the subordinate quantity and qUal4tY of work, idePendgbility; 1 ness,..,
$. . .dreativity at work, liking for thle work, tesponsibilty, and abilit to get rL

. -along with o ers: Ratings were1made on 7 -point scales in the polar
,

.

'1-semantic ifferentia1 format, with the ratings'ave aged to obtain an'over-.

All index. For various practical
reasons, these supervisory ratings were

- :obtained on only 286 of <-1riginal Tim 1 Ile lation of 651; some

employers declined to provide the,rating
, and some e4loyees did not have

a sivervisor willing and qualified to proVidelsuch rLngs, as in cases
) e ,

where the,supervisor, or employee, waS'too new in his job.

Job Satisfaction Time 1 is represented by five indiCes, one being an

otierall index derived from a series of general interview questions evalu-

ative of the job but not referring to any specific aspect or facet of the
job. The remaining four indices of job Satisfaction referred specifically

to the f011owing seleed
factors: Challenge (use of skillS, -oppOrtunityto

learn,' etc.); Csotfort and Convenience; Adequacy.of Resources (materials,
1

equipment, information); and Financial Rewards (pay, benefits): The deri-

vation and technical properties of these'indices.Inf job satisfaction are .

described by.Quinn & Shepard (1974,

Working Conditions Time 1 (quality of employment) was represented by

five indices, all derived from responses in interviewto a series of 'ques-

tions asking for "objective ", non-evaluative descriptions of specific

features of the respondent's job and work environment.
The component- facets

match those used for the satisfaction measures (see above)', but were intrO-

duced at aseparated time in the course of'a long interview. Indices/ were

available for the four selected factors -- Challenge, Resource Adequacy,

636
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Financial Rewards,nd Comfort and for an overall index comprising all

of the.-faetors,( derivation

..

The of these quality' of .emplo
. .

r
Yment indices is

likewise dectlbedtby. Quinn & Shepard .'(1974) pr14-in Chapter 3:

Tu
,

Intent; Time 1 and Time '2,rnover Intent; is represented by tiresendent:

following qnswer;in intervii uestion: "Taking everything 1)Intt)to thel

/

is it thAt you will make a effit tm findconsideratjon, how dilely: genrine

'a new job with another employer within the next year -- very iiKely. e'43111e-

what likely, or not at all likely ?'!:` The same question was asked)tio the

Time-2 interviews to ascertain intention to turnover at that later time,

Actual Turnover TiMe Z.was determined by a canvass of the. emploYers'

records approximately 20 months aftei the Time(1 measurements had been

obtAinec. The instances of departure were all treated as turnover whether

or not the individual_ oined another employer. some fol101,744,ivid actually had

search was made to contact the departedemployees,-and td confirm he.

employers' classification of the event as "voluntary" or "invOluntorY"'

There were feW, discrepancies.
.

classified.es Voluntary.

Ninety-two percent c t.. h e instances were

The remaining instances. included discharge, retire_,

ment, reduction in fdtce, etc.

The analysis strategies for these data were derived directly fr9m the

question statqd the .inti-oduction . and relied primarily upon 'cort.elationel

analysis. The 'questions are whether those

leave or continue to intendactually do 1 end to leave, whether leaving

ated with with poor quality of working ionsjob dissatisfaction dr condir

and which association is the stronger, 'and, finally,.whlther the high

performance em Pleyees are more responsive than low performance emp loyees

to Co 41-tveion and quality of working conditions deciding

687
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or to sta: Four pepulaion sub-sets were considered: the population at

Tithe 1 were dichotomized into "high" and "low" categories according to the

superviSors' ratings of their performanceCand the employvs'leaVing their

erit.ployers (Time 2) were trvated in some comparisons as "overall turnover"1.

*tall instances)' while in others the "voluntary" instances are treated,

separately. The correlational tests involve thv.relationships between the

Time 1 variables (intention, satisfaction, wOrk-ing'c'anditions)
and the

Time 2 variables
intend to leave, 'did leave, left-voluntarily).

1.

Where feasible, significance' tests were employed to assess the observed

correlational or scale'differenCes. (
.

Results

Table 2.shoWs in the first numerical column the correlatiOns between
( A

intention to,leave (Tim? 1) aid the'turnover measullps at Time 2. The cor-

relations areall positive and strongly significant, .aud in a plausible

pattern. Time 1 intention to leave correlates most strongly with actual

voluntary departure, next most strongly with continuing intention to leave,

And less strongly witb,"overall turnover" which includes some individuals

leaving under duress, not by choice.

The relationships between, initial job satisfaction,-and initial (Time 1)

quality of working conditions, on the-one hand, and the measures of turnove

on the Other, are shown in Table 3. With respect to Time 1 turnover inten-

tion, the five concurrent indicators of job satisfaction are all Significant

correlates. The same Time 1 satisfaction measures, except fnr one, also

correlate with-measures of intent to leave at Time 2, about- 20 months later.

The correlations between job satisfaction at Time .1,,-.and the actual later

act of leaVing are weaker, as might be expected, but Still ignificant 1p
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-Time 2

Table 2

Correlation's of Timejljurnover Intent with
Pi Time 2 TurnoverVariables

Turnover Intent

Overall°
Turnover.

Voluntary
Turnover

591

Time 1 Turnover Intent

Significancea,
of Difference

.. between.
Correlations

High \Low for High & Low
Total Supervisor SuOrvisor.'., Supervisor
Sample Ratings 'Ratings Ratings

.35**
n=155)

.28**

(n=300)

.39**

(n=277)

.54**
Or=

.16'

(n= 60)

31*

(n= 54)

A.

r---v

.(n= 88)

.45**
(n= 81)

p= .51

p = .36

,Two- tailed tests
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Table 3

Correlations of Time 1 Satisfactions and Working. Conditions
with Turnover Variables

.

Turnoyer Intent Actual Tarnover

Time 1
(n=631.)

Time 2
(n=155)

Overall

(n=300)
Voluntary
(n=279)

,Satisfactions

Facet-free -.26** .17** -.20**

Challenge,' 6 -.34** -.13 -.)18** -.22**
,.

Resoures -.26** -.21** -.08 -.07'

--Pay =.24" -.02 7.09

Comfort' -.27** -.24** -.14* -.16**.

Working Conditions

Total

Challenge

Resources

Financial
Rewards

.Comfort

, .00. , .00'

-.18* :* -1.14*

*p <

**p <,.01

,
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over half of the, tests for voluntary departures.
,

ThAcomparable correlations betweenAnality of working. conditions at
4.4

Time l,ad the fbur indicators offtUrnoVer are similarly patterned but

.weaker, with three of ten) tests against actual being significant,

- .

The questions relating to the differential rea6.1.Vity-Of'the 'high
y. Nr,

and "low" performance employees tO:job-Satisfaction and to the/quality of

their Working conditions is somewhat more .complex than'the other questions

raised. Three tables are needed to ,display the-evidence.

Table 2 shows the.correlations between initial (Time 1) intention to
,,. _

leave and the subseivent.decision tC(.1eaye or continued intentions to leave,

separately for the high and low 'performance.emplOyees. While the differences

between "high and "low" performance employees in thlr responsiveness to

their own Time 1 tEirnover intention are not statistically significant,

tilcre is a. suggestive pattern that appears. The suggestion-ip that the' low

performance employees may be more likely to apt on their initial intention.
. .

,A,to1eave, whilotne htgli performance employeel- initially intending to leave

may he more likely tostay,6n but to retain their intention to leave.

Table 4 allows the comparison of Ur,. "high performance" and "low

.1rorformance". employees as to their standing on fhe turnover, satisfaction

and working conditions variables. 'While there are consistent diff.erences

showing that theihigh performance employees reported more job satisfaction'

and better working conditions thrl the low performance employees, none of

the differences is large and nonesignificant. The "highs" also show small

and non-significant diffsrences as to intention .to leave and actual

t u rip over.

cr.
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Table 4

Means .and%Sia:ndard:Deviations of All Variablds:'
High tiersus Low Supervisor Zings

Supervisor Number '

Ratings of Persons

Turnover

-Time 1 ....Intent

Time .2 - Intent

Time 1 Satisfaction

Facet-free High 137 - 3.51 1.09
Low 148

-
3.28 1.00

,

High 138 , 3.02 0.69
Low 148 1.8' ,:' O'.61

. High 138 3.04 0.54
Loci '1 48'- 1.14 0.48

High 138 3:02 6.66
too .: 148 3.20 0.54**-,

High 138 2.98 0,77
Low 148 3.09 . 0.76

-
High
Low

High
Low

High , 62 1.29
Low 88 1.22.

High 55 1.2t),'
Low 81 1.15

Standard
Mean**r Deviation

138 3.97
148 3.99

56.:- 1.64
8 1.86:

1.55
1.52

1.43
1.4.1

0.46
0.41

0.40
0.36

Challenge

Comfort

Re's'Ources

Time I:.- Working Conditions

Total

Chhllenge

High 137 3-74
Low 148 3.76

High
Low

41..

3.68
3.84

Resour(!es High 136 '4.01
Low 148 4.13

Finan6ial Rewards nigh 137 3.57
Lciw 148 . 3.64

Comf,Ort,

*p (difference) '.0.05

**Except for the turnover mednitl, low scores represent More of the named
variable.

692

0.52
0.45*

0.86
0.79

0.80
0.68**

0.60
0.54

Hish 137 3.76 0.52
tow 148 3.76 0.145*

A



Table 5 displays the same informa s appears in Table 3 but

separately for the high and low performance employees. Time 1 job .satis-.

faction measures and Time.l wo ing conditions measures are correlated

with the four turnover indica ors: intention, to leave (Time 1 and Time

11 actual turnover and vo'. tary.turnover. The table is to be read

with the hypothesis in mind that employees rates' by their supervisors as

595

superior in performance would be found to be more reactive than the com-

parison gtoup in the sense that low satisfaction and poor working conditions
1

would more strongly be associated,with an intention to leave and with

actual departure.

With respect to intention to leave, the differences were uniformly in

the-predicted direction (two minor, reversals). and nine of the -±0 differ-

ences in size of correlation are significant. The differences were relatively

small with respect to Time 1 vtrsus Time 2 intenikon to leave because of
-

opposite changes in the two compared groups-. ikftong the high performance

employees, Time 1 satisfactions and working conditions correlated with

idtention to leave less strongly at Time 1 than 20 months later, whereas '

.i'

among the low performance .employees, the correlations at Time 1 all became

insignificantly different from zero at Time 2.

With respect to actual turnover, voluntary and overall, the correla-

tions tended to be somewhat stronger for the low performance employees

than for the high performers (contrary to. prediction), but none of the

differences approached significance.

,Discussion 1

These data replicate the finding of previous studies showing that an

expressed intention to leave one's employer is related to the later behavior

693



Table 5

Correlations of Time 1 Satisfactions and Working Conditions with Turnover Variables:

Employees with High versus Low Supervisor Ratings

Time 1 Turnover Intent Time 2 Turnover Intent Overall TurnOver Voluntary Turnover

Signifi
(r ) (r ) cancea

I

1
, 2

of

High Low 4 Dif Pere-

Supv, Supv, ence

Rtgs. Rtgs. between

(n.134 (n=148) r1 & r2

Signifi-

(r ) (r ) canoe (r5) (re)3 4

of

High Low Diffet- High Low

Supv. Supv, ence sSupv.' Supv.

Rtgs. Rtgs. betw en ,Itgs. Rtgs,

(n=41) (n=40)
. r3 &,r4 (n=60) .(n =88)

Signifi-

cance' (r7)

of

Differ. High

ence Supv.

between, Rtgs.

r5 /11 (11=54)
5 6

(r

8
)

Low

Supv,

Rtgs.

6.81

Signifi-

cancea

of

Differ-

ence

between

r7 & r8

Satisfactions

Facet-free -,35 ** p=.14 -.61**

ChAllenge -.25** -.24** p.46 -.35

Resources -.35** -.15 p=:04 -.59**

Pay. -.33** -.40** p..62 -1,48**

Comfort -.425** -.12, p=.13 -,30,

Working Conditions'

Total -.27** -.09

Challenge -.24** -.21*

Resources, .29 ** .01

Financial

Rewards -.11

Comfort
, -.04

p=.02 -.37*

p=.40 -AO

p=.00 -.56**

p=.28: -.09

p7.12 -.28

-.19 p=.02 -.11

.05 p=.05 -.13

-.01 p=.00 7.13

-.12
. p=.05 .00

-.17 p=.29 -.09

-.15 p=.17 .03

.09 ' p=.02 .02 '

.09 p=.00 .04

.17 p=.15 .15

-.14 p=.29 -.19

-.17,

-.26*

-.04

.06

-.10
tl

-.06

-.14

.02'

.05

-.13

p..64

p=.79

p=.30

-.23

-.23

-.25

-.25*

-.31**

-.04,,

p=.55

p=.68

p=.12

p=.36 -.08 p=.20

p=.52 -.15 -.21 p.A3

p=.70 -.05 -.15 p=.71

p..83 -.07' -.27* p=.87,

':p..55 .01 .07 ' p=.37

p=.72 .17 ,07. 1)=.71

p=.36 -.23 -.28** p=.62

*p < .05

** < .01

aOne-tailed tests
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of actually leaving. The data add the confirming touch of showing that

this association between intent and subsequent action is somewhat stronger.

when tested for those whose leaving is classified as voluntary rather than

involuntary--

A role for job Satisfaction in the initiation.of turnover intention

and action is made plausible by these data, as job (dis)satisfaction at

Time 1 correlates significantly with.intentiowto leave both concurrently

and also at a later time, and job satisfaCtions tot-relate significantlY..as

ell (although less strongly and less significantly) with actual decisions

leave one's employment.

Inferior working conditions appear, to figure mote weakly.than job

satisfaction, and perhaps less immediately, in the induction of intention

to leave and decision to leave. The correlationAl evidence shows working

conditions at Time 1 to be relates to concurrent intention to leave, less

strongly with later intention to leave, and weakly although significantly

with actual decisions to leave.

One can speculate that there' may be operating a causal linkage system

in which inferior working conditions induce low job satisfaction (an estab-

lished relationship of considerable strength as shown by Quinn, et al.,

1971), with dissatisfaCtion then entering into the behavioral decision to

leave. However, such a linkage can not be verified with the present data;

The major question addressed in this inquiry is whether turnover tends

to occur disproportionately among exactly those emplOyees that employers

would most like to keep -- i.e., those rated most favorably by their super-

visors and whether such superior and potentially superior employees

would be found more,reaay to convert experiences of poor working conditions
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and low job satisfaction into the decision to terminate. The evidence is ,

mixed,and.complex. As to absolute rates of turnover, the highly -rated

employOes are slightly but non7Signifitantiymore 'likely to leave than the
-t-. lowsiated emplOyees: But, when quality of workirig conditions and job satin-r.

faction are taken into accOunt.,-, the evidence runs against the hypothesis

that high-performing employees are more reactive to their job environments.

The'correlations between satisfactions and quality of working conditions,

used as predictors, and actual voluntary turnover are somewhat higher, on

average, for the low-rated employee( and more frequently significant, while
0

none of the correlptions for the highly-rated'employees reached significance.

Contrarily, as to intention Co leave, the higher -rated employees appeared

.1014a

to be more responsive than the low-i \ ted employees to poor working condi-

tions and low job satisfaction. There is an anomaly: a poor employment

situation appears to increase the intention of highly-rated employees to

leave, (relative to the low-rated employees) but the reverse is true for

their actual behavior of leaving. In sum, for the population and time

period in question, there' is no evidence that relatively poor conditions of

employment operate selectivelyto drive out the better employees more

than the poorer ones.

Some minor cautions are to be noted in relation to this conclusion.

First, there is reason to be wary of the classification of turnover

events as "voluntary" or "involuntary", even when both parties concur in

judgemenC, for it= is likely that some employees "choose" to leave in

response to various signals that their departure would be welcomed even

though not required. SeCond, the supervisory ratings and the employee's

intention-to-leave measures may be thought to be somewhat contaminated

697



even though from seemingly independent sources, as in the case where the

supervisor is aware of the subordinate's inclination to stay or leav'8 _and

incorporates this knowledge`An his ratings.; however, thi suspicion is,-

allayed by. the, absence of significant mean diffetenceS in variable scores

(Table 10 between high and low rated'employees. Third, while there is _

probably some spurious increment, because of common times and measurement

599

methods, to the correlations between intention to leave, job satisfaCtion

and. yiKking Conditions at Time 1, it is to be noted that the effect ofYAW
this is not strong enough to suppress the emergence of systematic changes in

relationships between Time 1. and Time 2.

One might think, further, that the results of this analysis may be

influenced by exogenoUs factors inadvertently introduced. This could

happen through the supervisory ratings being biassed with, respect to the

subordinates' characteristics in a way that obscures the relationShips tested

In the analysis. However, the demographic differences between the highly

rated and low rated employees proved upon examination to be generally

, : . /
small:and non - significant, and wholly uninterpretable in this context.

.

,

In summary, the evidence is (1) that employees who intend to leave

are indeed likely to do so, (2) that exposure to inferior working conditions

and job dissatisfaction do predispose employees to both intention to

leave and actual departure, and (3) with respect to the induCement of

turnover intention, and actual leaving, the effects of prior poor working

conditiOns and dissatisfaction are'about the same for superior employees

and those judged inferior.
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Chapter 18

ISOR -SUBORDINATE SIMILARITY:

A DETERMINANT OF'SUBORDINATE RATINGS AND REWARDS

by

Veronica Feria Nieva
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.4)

ABSTRACT

It has- BW6 asserted that supervisors tend, to allocate. more favOrable
performanCe ratings, and more generous rewards:' to thOsepubordinatesplho
are moaliklike themselves, and-that this tendency. holds 440,11or--aaracter-t
istids that are not obviously' pertinent tO-job:qualificatiOnsotjob.
performance. This propnOtion was examined 'within a var ed.samioLe
workers and their supervisors in five work organization

04

The similarities considered included five demOgraphic.variables, five
job relevant attitudes, and four measures of personality. Significant
relationships were found betWeen supervisOr-sUbordinate similarity and
favorableness of ratings and rewards, and they occurred consistently-adio4
all types Of similarity measures. ;:A test for possible moderating effeCts
arising from job certainty ind_the quality of superior-subordinate inter
actionsShoWed that the relationships were Stronger for worker's in jobs of
relatively low certainty; the, moderating effects of superior - subordinate
interaction quality were very. weak. Availability of follow-up measures
'after a period of about twenty.months allowed investigation of the
probable direction of causation;,the data suggested that: (1) similarities
tend to cause favorable ratings; (2) favorable ratings tend to cause
favorable rewards; and (3) favorable rewards tend to induce further .

Similarities, perhaps by mutual selectiomand/Or modification of attributes.

In the case of ratings, the efectsof superior-subordinate similarity.
were Somewhat stronger for-female subordinates and for female sUperiors:H
-compared with malesand stronger for black,,ubordinatesandsuperiors,
compared with whites:. In the case of rewardsi.thereverseWas found, with
stronger relationships for males and whites compared with their Counter-7
parts.

The results areinterpreiedaS a further explication of.the organi-
.zational circumstances and mechanismS through,which non-rational factors
may affect the allocation of rewards and approbation in. work organizations.
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SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE SIMILARITY:

4

A:DETERMINANT OF SUBORDINATE RATINGS, AND REWARDS*

In an-ideal bureaucratic World, only the chracteristics of an.

/employee, .assessediccording to the o rganiiation's well-speCified and

universally.appliecIstandards, would be relevant to the evaluations made

of, and the subsequent rewards allocated to, that individual. For the

most part, these standards wouldconform to theachlevement
A

which legitimates the use of criteria _of merit or effective performance,

,however defined (LeVitin, qluinni and Staines,1971),;; The emphasis on

achievement-related.norms, in coMbinatipnwith bureaikratic ideals,
. .

of impersonality_ and objectivity creates expectationd that Organiiational

:processes'such as personnel evaluation andreward allocation ire carried

out rationally in accordance with stated polidieS and Procedures

Unfortunately this ideal state is achieved'none'toO often.' Between

*This brief report is abstracted from the comprehensive. source document
(Nieva, 1976). This analysis of the project data was made possible by
Dissertation Grant No. 91-26-75-37 froin'the'Employment And Training Ad-
ministration, DepIrt7nt of Labor.

r
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:,the statement of the organization's rational official policy and its

concrete implementation often lies a chasm' Research in recent years has

shown that factors other than ability or achievement-related character-

,istics of JO holders significantly influence personnel decision-making ip

organizations. Representative.non-ability:factors'4fou4 to,affeC

organizational judgmental proceasts include lierSonalifpearance .(Carlson,

1967; Dipboye, Fromkin and sexliole ,stereotypes (Deaux

and EmsWillef' 1974; Cecil, Paul and Olins, 1973;.Rosen and Jerhe, 1973,.

1974),'race,..sex, and national origin (Bowman, 1964; Hamner, Kim, Baird

and Bigonese 1974). Assuiptions about the objective rationality of

such'processes are, therefore, frequently unwarranted.

This study can be categorized.among a numher;Of others that have tried
.

to investigate some of the unwrittenlnws;that govern personnel decisiOns

in reality i 'coMparison to' th-ktules'that:are formally stated by' organiza-
4

tions. The theoretical backing nf the research is taken from the soCial-
-

psyCho19gical-stUdy'of interpersonal similarities and attraction yViCh:has

demonstrated conclusively that simiiaiiiies Ott a yide:iange.oi,d00-0Ona
/

influence favorable affet across a wide range of .content in both lOgratory

and field situations.; the work setting; recent stUdies'have

+<>strated the effect of similarities on internalorganizational,processes,

e.g., voting choice, loaning money and selection recommendations. The
1 .

,

&
general proptsition,of the study s-baSed on thip.aimilarity-attraction

. i

relationship., The study assesses the relationships between various types
, ..

.

of supervisor- subordinate Similariv and the ratings and rewards received
1

by the tuhurdin4te.



data Collection 'and.'inttrUMen

The data used in this study were collected in'twO Phases, Five.i.

4 ,

-- a hospital, a printing companytwo automotive supPly.

4 ,.

comPilies, And'a research and.developmenrjirm. -r,partioipated.-In.the

Phase II data were collected from the h0Apitalandithe

twpautomotive supply compan*es after an Interval-of about two years.

The sample base for thia-study, nCluded 649
individuals,'but the

several analytic steps inVolved lesser numbers, as not all individuals,

were provided with supervisor ratings, and not all were included in ,

both data collection phases.
AP

Three types of instruments were used to gather data for' the study:

4 ,

Interviews covering a variety of, content areas, e.g., job,attitude's,

physlCal ana mental health, and various.personality indices, were conducted

in the respondents'' homes. In addition, all supervisors were asked to

.rate each subordinate on 'a "7 -point semantic differential rating scale.

along,eight.dimensions. Finally,.PersonnelrecOrds were ccillectiptt.fr

the orgAnilatiOn...

,r71

Further informa

-'47f

tion about the sadplepand measures is available

:. ..,
.

,

l'(.theAoUrce:decepient(Nieva,1976) aewelleathe, present report

chapters on data acquisition methods. 'Table 1 0ows.in further

specific detail the variables employed and their respective sources..

onCeptOIL,Frailei46rk and Hypotheses

Afroeptuel 'framework. that guided the aesign of this investigatio

is :displayed in Figure 1, The figure diatiiiguislieSlaong.pailels of-



Table

. -
'.Variables Used in this Study

Variables
Number

of Items Source-

Independent Variables

Similarity in:

A. Demographic Data

1; Age
2. Educatton-
3. Race
4. Sex
5. Marital. statuAl

,

Job-related- Attitudes
,

1. Value.Of,intrinsic
job fators

7
2. Value of extrinsAO

.

:lob.factors-
. 1141Ue of interpersonal

jobfactors 4-3*
4.' 'C+verall Soli satififaction 4
5. JOb involvement 4-3*

1 Interview
1 , Interview
] . . .:2Iiilte:rVfOr.-

1
'-'Tilef!ivfe4,

1 5X1'0017:.

C. Personality

t1.% Tolerance of Ambiguity

2. Self-Esteem

'3. LocUs of Control

.Need-for Affiliation

Interview
Interview
Interview

soreY.'
Integview

(self-administerid
...questionnaire)

Interview

(self-administered
questiOnnaire)

Interview

('self-adminijstered,
'questionnaire)

*NUmber of items in,Phase II scale
**Cocte0,-.1rom records in Phae rand from

phage

continued.--

the interview in
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Table 1 continued

Variables Used in this Study

ti

Variables
Number

of Items Source

Moderating Variables

A. Job Characteristics

1. Job Cert'ai'nty 4 Interview
(card sort)

2. ..Job Specificity Observation

B. Supervisor Personality

1. Tolerance of Ambiguity 3 Interview
(card sort)

2. Need for Affiliation 3 Interview
(self-administered
questionnaire)

3. Self-Esteem 3 Interview
(card sort)

Dependent Variables

A. Evaluation Ratings

1. Performance rating

2. Trait rating

B. Organizational Rewards (extrinsic)

1. Pay level
2. Quality of employment:

Financial Rewards 5 Interview

2

3

Supervisor rating
form

Supervisor rating
form

Records/Interview**

C. Organizational Rewards (intrinsic)

J. Quality of emPloyment:
challenge 11 interview

*Number oT items in Phase IT scale.
**Collected from records in Phase T. and from the Interview in Phase II.
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Figure 1

Conceptual Framework of the Relationships between
Supervisor- Subordinate Similarity and Subordinate Ratings and Rewards

Moderating Variables

Supervisor Personality

- Tolerance of ambiguity
- Self-esteem

Need affiliation

Subordinate Job Characteristics

Certainty
Specificity

Independent Variables

Supervisor-Subordinate Similarities

Demographic characteristics
Job- related attitudes

- Personality characteristics

Dependent Variables

Evaluation Ratings
PerforMance ratings,

- Trait ratings

Organizational Rewards
- Extrinsic
-'Intrinsic

Intervening Variables

Quality of Contact with Supervisor

- Supervisor interest
- Satisfaction with supervisor support
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independent, dependent,-mocleratiag, and intervening - variables. In general,

the model proposes that the degree of siMilari.ty between supervis r and

subordinate on a number of, characteriStics is Positively related to the

evaluation ratings and organizational rewards received by the.subordinate.

Three types of similarity (viz., demographic, attitudinal, and personality),

two ratings and three reward measures are studied.

Similarity, as used in the study, is "actual", as opposed to "assumed"

or "perceived ". Indices of similarity -are calculated from employee.

responses; no questions directly asking about Perceptions of similarity

were asked. The magnitude of the discrepancy be tween supervisor and

subordinate on any given dimension is seen as Primarily responsible for

the relationship to the ratings and rewards received by the subordinate;,

thus, subordinate outcomes are expec4ed to be Most favorable when the

supervisor-subordinate discrepancy is zero, and these outcomes are expected

to be less favorable,as the magnitude of the differences between supervisor

and subordinate (either direction) increases:

In addition, the model proposes that the similarity-favorability

relationships are moderated by personality chAra cteristics of the

supervisor. It is expected that the relationships between similarity
4

and favorability would be stronger when the supervisor had lower self-,

esteem, less tolerance for ambiguity, and stronger needs for affiliation.

The model also proposes that similarity-favorability relationships are

moderated by chPraCteristics of the subordinate' s'job. It is expected

that jobs which are more clearly defined would leave less. room for bile

influence of subjective factors, and thus minimize the relationships

between similarity and favorability.
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Finally t model proposes that the quality of subbrdinate contact

with the supervisor intervenes in the similarity-favorability
relationship;

i.e., part of the effect of supervisor-subordinate similarity (on the

ratings and rewards received by the subordinate) operates indirectly throug0

its effect on the quality of the relationship between supervisor and

subordinate.

In addition to the relationships expressed in the model the study

investigates two other problem areas. First, it explores the effects of

race and sex on the general
similarity-favorability relationship. In

this regard, the following questions were addressed:

1. Does the relationship between similarity and
favorability exhibit the same patterns for
,black and white, male and female subordinates?

2. Are there differences in susceptibility to the
similatitY- favorability relationship between
black and white, male and female supervisors?

3. Do these relationships exhibit the same patterns
when the supervisor and subordinates are of the
same/different race, or when they are of the
same/different sex?

Second, it tries to determine whether the proposed similarity- favorability

relationships are causal and.the direction of the causality; i.e., does

similarity cause subordinate ratings and rewards more strongly than ratings

and rewards cause similarity? Within the laboratory setting, the causal

influence of similarity on favorability of response has been repeatedly

documented; however, Causality has been difficult to support in most field

situations which have been largely confined to correlational data collected

at one point in time. The panel data used in this study make it possible

to investigate the direction. and magnitude of causal relationships in the

field.

7A.0
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Summary of Results

Direct Relationships

In.support of the general hypothesis, the study found that the greater

the absolute value of the similarity between supervisor and subordinate, the

more favorable were the ratings and rewards received by the subordinate..

The general hypothesis was approached on two levels: .(1) The individual

relationships betweeneach similarity and each subordinate rating and reward

(not shown here but available in the source document); and (2) The cumulative

relationships between the similarities considered together and the subordinate

outcomes (Table 2). With one exception, the relationskips between each of the

three classes of supervisor-subordinate similarities and each of the five

subordinate outcomes are statistically significant. The relationships between

all the similarities considered together and the subordinate outcomes are

also significant. Similarities accounted for greater amounts of variance

in the ratings and intrinsic rewards, the outcomes most directly influenced

by the supervisor, and smaller amounts of variance were nCcounted for in

extrinsic rewards, the subordinate outcome over which the supervisor had

least control.*

Moderated Relationships

It was hypothesized that characteristics of the subordinate's job

and.of the subordinate's supervisor would moderate the relationships

between the various similarities and subordinate outcomes. In support

* Additional analyses, not treated here but described in the source document,
indlcate,that supervisor-subordinate similarities have effects on subordinate
outcomes over and above the effects of the supervisor and subordinate traits.
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Table 2

(

Multiple Correlations between Classes of Similarities and Subordinate Outcomes

Performance

Rating

Trait

Rating

Demographic similarities Adj. R ,233 ** .223**

Adj. R2 .054 .050

r
Attitudinal similaritfts\ Adj. R .248** .345**

Adj.'R .061 .119

Personality similarities Adj. R .176** .123n.s.

Adj. R
2

.031 .015

All similarities Adj. it .380** ,405 **

Adj, R2 .144 ,164

Pay'

Financial

Rewards

Intrinsic

Rewards

.229** .125* .224**

.052 .016 .050

.248** .184** .330**

.061 .109

..0

.140* , .175** .198**

.019 .031 .039

.350** .253** .407**

.122 .064 .166

*p . <,05

**p .01

i
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of the hypothesis, stronger similarity-favorability relationships were

found among holde'rs of jobS'that had lower job certainty than among holders

01(f jobs that had greater job certainty (Table 3). However, nb support

was found for the hypothesis that job specificity would moderate. the

similaritylfavorability relationship: Neither was support found forthe

set of hypotheses retarding the moderating effects of supervisor personality

.characteristics on the basic relationships. The supervisor's self-

esteem, need for affiliation, and tolerance of ambiguity did not effectively

moderate any of the relationships.

Intervening Relationships

It was also hypothesized that the quality of supervisor - subordinate

contact would, in part, intervene between similarities and Subordinate out-

comes, .e., part .)f the effef:t of superVisor-subordinate similarity

(on favorability of subordinate ratings and rewards) opers through the

:quality of the subordinate's contact with the supervisor. On the whole,

the data tended to support this proposition. Similarities were related to

the proposed intervening variables, the latt were significantly related

to 'the subordinate outcomes, and the partial correlations obtained when

the proposed intervening variables were held constant were generally smaller

than were the direct relationships between similarities and subordinate

outcomes. However, because the differences between the zero-order and the

partial correlations were slight, tt was,concluded that the intervening

effects found were minimal.

'713
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Table 3

Multiple Correlations between Each Class of Similarities.and

Subordinate Outcomes Moderated by Job Certainty

Performance Rating Trait Rating Pay Extrinsic Rewards Intrinsic Rewards

Job CertAnty Job Certainty Job Certainty Job Certainty Job Certainty
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High

, Demographic

similarities

Attitudinal

similarities

Personality

similarities

All

similarities

Adj. R

Adj. R
2

Adj. R

Adj. R2

Adj. R

Adj. R
2

Adj. R

Adj. R
2

.213*

.045

.261*

.068

.238*

.056

,396 **

.157

.187

.035

.203

.041

.000

.000

.260

.067

.330*

.115

.308**

.095

228**

.05

.464**

:215

.048

.002

.356**

.127

.000

.000

.313*

.098

.333**

.111

.227*

.052

.206*

.042

,422 **

.178

.165

'.027

.263*

.069

:081

.006

.305**

p093

:189*

.036

.177*

.031

244**

.060

.308**

.094

.075

.006

.187*'

.035

.181*

,,034

.254

.064

.386**

.149

.386**

.149

.251**

.063

.483**

.234

.133

.018

86**

.082

.179*

.032

.354*

.125

* p <.05

** p <,01
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Race and SexAnalyses

The results of the analyses of race afd sex effects show different

617

results for ratings and for rewards. In the case Of ratings, stronger
. ,

relationshiOs between .similarity and favorability were found among female

'subordinates than among male subordinates; similarly, stronger relation-
0

ships were found, among subordinates with female supervisors than among

subordinates with male supervisors. Parallel results were found for the

race comparisons. Stronger relationships were found among black subordi-

nates than among whit subordinates; also, stronger. relationships were

found among those with black supervisors than among.thoSe with white
.

supervisors. The results also showed that the similarity-favorability

relationships as to rewards were stronger when superVisors and subordi-

nates were of different sex or ;race than when they were of -,like sex

Or race.

Causal Analyses

Cross-lagged panel-analyseswere conducted to'addreSs the general

question, "Does similarity cause ratings and rewards more than ratings.and

. rewards cause similarities between supervisors and subordinates?"' These

analyses were conducted for. combinations of attitudinal and personality

similarity and each subordinate outcome. In line with expectations, it was

found that similarities tended to cause favorable rating6. However, con-

trary to expectations:, the,overarl pattern of results tended to; show that

similarity was caused by rewards rather than vice- versa. A connecting link

was therefore proposed and tested; support was found for the suggestion that
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rewards would be shown as being caused by ratings. ...A Main effect Vas

therefore proposed,.leading from similaritieS to ratings, from ratings to

rewards, and'frOM'iewaids to fUrther similarities '(Figure 2.) . .The

ethods used and supporting data mnY be found n,:the source document.

Implications

.

Homogeneity: Its Possible Effects.. The SimilarityTfaverability
'

relationships found in this study,ean be viewed in the light of forces

)1towards increased homogeneity within organizations and in the larger

society., To ,a certain, extent, these pressures are part of the operntiOn

of organizatiOnal and sd2ietal seCiali±,ation processes, necessary for the

continued functioning of all social systems. Schein (1968) defines

socialization as "the process of bein ted and trained, the

process of being taught what is important in an organization or subunit

thereof ". In this particular study,'it appears that the subordinate

learns that part of what is important is to become like one's

superiors In the organization; sub6rdinates become increasingly similar

to their supervisors''in response to the favorable ratings and rewards

received from the, supervisor. FroM the subordinate's point of view, the

process of increasing similarity in response to favorable conditions can

be interpreted in terms of expectanCY theory .(Vroom, 1964; Porter and

Lawler, 1968), which postulates that an individual will behave In'a,certain

fashion to the extent that such behavior is seen as leading to desirable

outcomes. From another stream of research, Simons, Berkowitz and Moyer (1970)'

similarly prOPose that change towards the position held by another depends,

on the extent to which interPersonal similarity is perceived as instrumental

71.7
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Figure

Causal Linkages Connecting Similarities, Ratings and Rewards
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.1-l'aehieVing that individual's ends.
.

ijhe.effects ofthegepreSsures for,homogeneityinyoektir ae$.0e
level of the individual, the organization, or the society as a whole::.

In more practical terms, the question is raised regardinWthe_effects of
.homogeneity on the prOductiviey of individuals, contrasting the possible

positive 'effects of greater effectiveness due to more efficient communica-
'tlon (Triandis, 1959) with homogeneity's

possible detrimehtal'4Cfects,

particularly on creative and innovative-wor
.(Pelz andyAndrews.1966)

In.a more humanistic vein, the effets4f pressure towards homogeneity
4on the individual as a person-are of interest. Because of the demands. for

stability and predictability that exist in most
bureaucratieallyoriened

-
organizations,. organizations tend to focus on increasing the similarity

and standardization among OrganizaClval member, td the extent that some
(lle.cristS have viewed organizatiOnal interests as typically stunting to
the individual employee's development. The achievement, of. a comfortable

balance between rigid uniformity and complete anarchy, a desirable middle

-ground of creative individualism° (Schein, 1968) appears to .be .generally

prbbiematic. Such.an ideal condition would merge individual and:organi-

zational -interests and would allow the flexibility for innovation and
cliange that Is neededbv 'the organization in the long run. .

There are also implications of the similarity effect for ethical and
Soc iota l isstles. ror example, ,there js reinforcement

of the notion that

controllers 6Cresourees tend to dole'lhcm out to. similar Anothers.

Antereting finding of ,the study is the magnitftation't)r the offectz,t ot

similarity on the ratings providod by members of non,standard and relatively
power loss groups, Le, fern s and blacks, suggesting that greater con-
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fortuity pressures are exerted on meMbers, of these groups. :Extraivylatling

from these

society at

results obtained within
organizatilnal.bounderies to the

large, the bimilaritY-favorability,
phenOMenon can be interpre-

as-oneof,soclety's mechanisms of control. The tendency of adminis-.

tering limited goods to others who are like one's self-can hean effective

,way of perpetuating. the status quo. It tends to support' the present

demographic distribution of rewards, allOwm,exceptions for members

the non-standardgroups who posseSseliaractetist4s most closely

resembling members of the' majority group.

Strategie's for Minimizihg the'afe'ets of the Similarity4aVorability

Recent studies have suggested, strategies to increase accuracy
Phenomenon:

,of ratings similar to those used in this study..
Rating theorists consis-

.tentlY warn against tie fallibility of global types of ratings aid have.

designed various devices, e.g.,'the critical incident technique and.be-

haviorally

those that

a training

anchored rating scales; to minimize subjective effects such,as

have been. found in this Study. Borman (1975) demonstrated that

session introducingraters:to haio,error was effective in reduc-.

ing thehalo effect signifiCantly in performance ratings:' Similarly, other
studies- (Welcley, Sanders, Si Yukl, 1973; Wexley & Nemeroff, 1974;A.,atham,

Wexley, & Purseli, 1975) have found that intiosive training workshops using

a variety of methods have led to significant behavior change and. reduced.

,rating errors among experienced raters in organizations. . The latt

studies are especially relevant in that theyInVolvedtraining frelevant
on,

the, similarity effect._ They fi.) ad that similarity accounted, for a

raters, in ,coot
variance at all in the rating.

lk
adeby the trained

no
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results for a control group. These studies give hopeful indications that

the effects of different sources of error can, in fact, be minimi.zed by

such training efforts.

However, the interpretation must be made with caution ,that the relation-

ship between similarities end favorability of outcomes for subordinates reveals

only a lack of supervisor objectivity. An alternative explanation could be

proposed: that similarities do, in fact, cause more effective performance,

which is reflected in the higher ratings and rewards received by the sub-

.ordinates. Homogeneity in groups has been found to relate to effective

communfCaEion (Triandis, 1959); presumably, sharing basic assumptions

and premiseS eliminates many steps and facilitates understanding in

the communication process. It is highly probable that similaritieS

between supervisor and subordinate carry both the illegitimate as

well as some such legitimate effects.

/mm
Rev. 12.8.77
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Chapter 19

ALTERNATIVE MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES: AN ASSESSMENT

OF COSTS AND BENEFITS

by

John R. Klesh and Cortlandt Cammann
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ABTRACT-

This paper assesses the compatibility between gains in the quality of
work life experienced by workers and managerial interests in assuring
high-levels of work effort and involvement on the part of employees:
Three strategic approaches to employee, motivation are distinguished:
contingent extrinsic rewards, contingent intrinsic rewards, and rules
control. The impact of these different organizational' strategies for
-motivation and control on employees.' effort, involvement, work-related
depression, and satisfaction was assessed using canonical analyses.
rh addition, the moderating effects of employee's need, race, sex, job
autonomy, resource adequacy, job interdependence, and skillfit were
explored.

The results indicated that, En general, the contingent extrinsic reward
,strategy and contingent intrinsic reward strategy are used together
and these strategies are notNused in'conjunction with the rules control
strategy. The first two approaches were associated with positive
employee outcomes, while-the rules control strategy was related to
negative outcomes.

Finally, the major effects of the moderating variablet, were in the
strength of-relationships and not -in their direction.

These results suggest- that the contingent reward allooption strategies
are mutually compatible and that neither involves a tradeoff between
outcomes valued by employers and-employees. The rules control strategy
on the other hand is incompatible with the other two strategies both in
terms of its use and its association with the outcome variables.
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This paper addresses the issue of the compatibility between gains 4.
n.

the quality of work. life experienced by workers and managerial interests*

in assuring high levels of work effort, involvement, and commitment on

the part of their employees. Three motivational strategies are distin-

guished which are selectively emphasized by different employers out of

their beliefs concerning the most effective means of inducing effort and

job InvolVement. These alternative strategies are compared with respect

ti

to their association with those outcomes that are likely to be favored by

employers and those favored by employees. The central question is whether

unavoidable tradeoffs exist such that an increment in the quality of, work-

ing life is likely to imply aAecrement in the employees' contribution of

work effort and jobAnvOlvement.,,

Beliefs concerning the incompatibility of work efficiency and quality

of working life are endemic to modern society and permeate the recent his-

tory of employee-employer relationshii)s. Many of the major gains in quality

of 'working life such as those relating t o job rights, minimum wages,

unemployment compensation, and workplace safety; have been introduced by

coercive means, legislation, or bargainin , rather than by voluntarism.:

This has been justified'!onthe grounds that gains in quality 4i)f working life
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involve onerous costs to the employer which need to be balanced against

esired gains- for, society and the employee. More recently, many proposed

anges intended to improve the quality :of working life, have been such that

y do not require wbalancing of conflicting interests. On the contrary,

the allow fot differences of opinion as to whether ,a proposed change in

the condition of working life may lead'to a gain for the'employee but a loss

for the employer, or vice versa. Thus, at the present time, different labor

unions and their leaders hold opposite views,fas do employers, about the

threats and potential gains inherent in various current approaches to the

enhancement of working life.

One such domain of quandary concerns the strategy that an employer

might emphasize in seeking to maximize effective employee work effort and

commitment to the Job. Two recent major reviews of the available evidence

(Katzell, et al., 1975; Srivastva, et l., 1975) agree that the answer is

far from clearor consistent; although there appear to be important conver-

gences in some aspects of the problem. Both reports suggest that the

effects of a given approach to work motivation appear to be contingent upon

aspects of the work, technology and job design, upon, the personal attributes

of the particular employee population, and upon factors that make up the

context or environment in which the work is done. To illustrate the contin-

gent nature of the work motivation strategies, there exist documented

instances in which performance effectiveness was enhanced by detailed

specification of expected work activity and quality controls, even though

these are known commonly to have negative effects for the employees.

Similarly, there are documented instances in which the redesign of jobs

and work environments to optimize the quality of working life have failed

to generate the expected gains in performance effectiveness.
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The relevant theoretical positions. are clear, and can becharacterized

as follows: (1). Most work itnescapably and inherently onerous, so that

'inducement of adequate performance depends upon providing generous pay, job

:,security, and minimized ego "involvement in exchange for perforMance of

highly specified work activity:(e.g., Fein, 1976); (2) There are both

attractive and unattractive features of work and an equitable and satis-

factory balance of performance and deeired benefits will be achieved if

extrinsic rewards are contingent upon performance (e.g., Lawler, 1973);

(3) Work activities are, or can be made to be, intrinsically rewarding so

that high performance can be elicited at low cost tothe'employer and with

high benefit to'both parties (e.g.; Argyris, 1957; McGregor, 1960. The

latter two positions allow the possibility of a joint employer- employee

search for workplace arrangements that are mutually enhancing, while the

first position implies, at best, a batgained tradeoff of costs and benefits

and, at worst, a coerced solution for one party or the other.

It is known that each of the three positions is valid in some instances

but not in others. .A needed focus of inquiry, therefore, is to discover

the circumstances under which the motivational strategies/favorable to both

parties are most likely to succeed. Some of these circumstances are

Suggested- by prior work -.7- workforce characteristics, individual differences,

local:administrative and decision - making practices, and the nature of the

work technology (e.g., Turner & Lawrence, 1965; Hackman & Lawler, 1971;

House, 1971; Lawler, 1971; Cammann, 1976; Oldham Hackman, & Pierce,. 1976).

It seems likely that the outcomes associated with alternative motivational

strategies will be contingent upon such factors. They should, therefore,

be taken into account in any effort to explore the feasibility of choosing

motivational strategies which are of mutual rather than unilateral benefit.
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A laatlintroductOry comment re4tea to the issues of social policy

that may be accentuated or allayed' by. theresults,of inquiries such as this

,If it should emerge that high levels of work motivation can be indOCed::by.

Means which also provide. an increment of employee benefit, th6 an issue

for local callaboraUve solution. replaces an issue for coercion and bar-

gaining. An opposite outcome from this inquiry world still be helpful to

the extent that the,nature of the choices to be made are clarified and the

tradeoffaare evaluated.

Alternative Motivational Strategies

The three strategic approaches to employee motivation treated in this

study correspond to the three theoretical-ideological views briefly

mentioned. They are conceptually defined and further elaborated below, and

operationally,defined by the measurement methods to be described later.,

COntingent extrinsic rewards. Operationally, this strategy involves

providing valued benefits to the employee in exchange for work performande.

The amount and extent of the rewards are contingent upon the amount and/or

quality of the performance. The common external rewards - i.e.,'rewards

not derived by the employee directly from work pt-rformance, but administered

by others --. include pay, promotion, job security, insurances, vacation time,

and others having 'an economic or opportunity base. The classic and pure

form of this strategy is the individual incentive pay plan which provides a

fixed unit of pay increment for each unit of work performed. Modified ver-

sions provide punishments, such as discharge for excessively -Substandard

performance, or somewhat ambiguous contingencies such as the possibility of

a promotion or pay increase for superior performance. The loglc of this
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strategy is;impeccablOCone assumes that better performance is costly or

onerous to the worker and will .ordinarily be obtained. only through incre-

ments, in compensating benefits. There is evidence that this motivational

strategy "works", at least fot soireopeople some of the time. It. is -less

.clear, however,-Wfiatthe side effeCts may be with respect to satisfaction

and mental health, and to the situational factors that moderate the main

and side effects (Vroo6, 1964; Lawler, 1971, 1973)

.Contingent intrinsic rewards. This.strategy Presumes that the perfor7

mance of :work can be directly,-rewarding to the worker to the extent that

.the' work and its environmentare designed to that increments in the amount

and quality of work performance are associated with increased higher-order

need satisfaction." In, operation, this strategy requires the provision of
4

conditions such thatsuperior performance enhance6 self esteem, pleasurable

use of abilities, needs for growth. and recognition;feelings Of success in

dealing with suitably difficult and challenging problems, and the like. On

the other hand, inferior performance would be associated th demeaning

,experiences, reduced opportunities for growth and recogniti n, etc. It is.'

known that the introduction of such a strategy'of contin nt intrinsic,

rewards can have motivating effects, at least when superimposed upon

reasonably adequate provision of non-contingent extrinsic rewardsAnd that

it is not equally effective for, all individuals and for all situations

(Hackman & Lawler, 1971; Hackman & Oldham, 1974, 1975; Oldham, Hackman, &

Pierce, 1970).

Rules control. This strategy, which inlAolves control of performance

through job simplification, standardization and, clarification of role

'requirements, is based upon traditional scientific management principles

as they apply to job design. Gains in, work performance are sought by,
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simplifying jobs, specifying acceptable standards of amount and AuaIity,

intrdducing mechanical or other non-voluntary controls on work pace, speci-

fying in which work is to be done, clarifying and.narrowing-the\

.range of options left to'the worker, and the like. Performance below

standard IS Unacceptable, and above standard performance is neither expetted

nor routinely rewarded. The assumptions here are that the employer values

a uniform, predictable and-adequate level of perforMance, while the employee

values having a job, that is (relatively) undemanding, free of uncertainties,

free of unnecessary effort, and clear,as to methods and standards; the

exchange involves equitable pay and benefits for equitable and speolfied

work performance. The evidence, so far, suggests that this strategy can

in some circumstances induce effective performance and that it may have

either positive or negative side effects as to worker satisfaction (Worthy,

1950; Walker & Guest, 1952; Goldthorpe, et al., 1968, Fein, 1976).

While these three strategies can readily be distinguished they are not

very well differentiated in practice. A given employer may utilize all

'three, applying them selectively to different classes of jobs and of people.

In addition, a given job may be -subject to elements of all three strategies.

Few employers have an explicit, considered policy for using one over the

others. For these reasons; the assumption is made in this study that the

applicable strategy, or relative emphasis among the strategies, job-

specific. This requires that the strategies be measured not by reference

to the employer's intention but by reference to the job occupant's percep-

'tions and beliefs about his job and about the reward and control systems

as he experiences them.
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Employee Responses to M9tiyation Strategies

In, examining the impact of these different organizational strategies
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fpr motivation and control, five different aspects of employees' responses

were considered. Employee self reports of

1

chosen t `.represent the employee responses of particular interest to

ort and Anvoivement were

organiz4 ional leaders on the assumption that managers would rather have-

employ4 who work hard and who are involved in their jobs. In addition,

three responses were examined which. relate more closely to the interests of

the individual employees -- work-related depression, intrinsic job satis-
.

faction, and extrinsic reward satisfaction. Work-related depression refers.

to the extent that individuals report depressive symptoms in relation to

their work. The measure used has been shown to be related to other negative

outcomes such as poor physical health and alcoholism (Quinn & Shepard, 1974).

Intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction refer to employees' self report of

feelings about their jobs and the' organizational rewards such as pay,and job

security that they receive.

Moderating Variables

Employee responses to their environmental conditions are often found

to be moderated by factors- associated with the main variables under,consi-

deration. The data available for this inquiry allowed some choice among

potential moderators. To explore for the presence and strength of modera-

ting effects, eight variables were chosen --four personal characteristics,

three attributes of the jobs, and one variabl

fit between the person and his job.
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Personal characteristics examined 'forgtheir. moderating effects include

tic; measures of employees' needi, as well as,race and sex. ReSpqnsesto

different organizational motivational strategies can be expected to vary as

a function ofthe'importarial.attributed by individuals to extrinsic and

intrinsic rewards (e.g., Alderftr, 1972; Lawler, 1?73; HackmanA OldhaM,

1976). Race and sex were chosen as possible moderators because they are

associated with differences in socialization experiences and cultural norms.

People who differ on these characteristics might be expected to develop

different patterns of responding to situational stimuli, and as a result,

to respond differently to motivation and control strategies.

Job characteristics. Three characteristics of jobs were also examined,

to determine if they moderated the. empl'oyees'- responses to different moti-

vational strategies. First, job autonomy was examined because it seemed

poSsible that employees might respond differently depending on the amount

of personal freedom they have in their jobs. For example, employees night

be expected to respond more favorably to the intrinsic motivation strategy

if they have enough autonomy to determine their own work pace or they

are more directly responsible for determining their own method of perfor-

mance. ,Similarly, such employees might respond less favorably to the strategy

of using.: rules control if the rules impede-the satisfying use ofheir job

freedom. Second, the effects of the adequacy of resources available to

'complete the job were examined. Without adequate resources a job can not

be done well regardless of the motivational or control strategy employed;

and employ s experiencing such conditions could be expectedlto be less

involved in their jobs, less satisfied, and more depressed. Finally, the

potential moderating effect of job interdependence was examined because it

seemed possible that employees who must depend on other people to get their
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:voek done'mightrespond differently to .different motivation strategiep
a 14'

thAP would'empiOyeeswho worked more independently (Thompson, 1967),.''
. 1.

Job fit, .A variable representing the degree of fit between the is

emPloYee s skill level andthdf'skill level required on job was
.i

included as a potential moderator because there is.a considerable amount

of evidence indicating that sk l
i,

adequacy an have an important effect

,

an
It

the way employee's respond to t-hlir jobs, bothpsychologically.and in terms

of their performance (e.g., Caplan, et al., 1975).
...

Data Sources

The data were collected as part, ofthe Effectiveness in Work Roles
:

1study. The overall study design is cleaA crihed in Chapters- 1 and 2.

Data from the Phase I interviews were.usedo conduct an initial analysis

of the comparative effects of different motivational strategies and of the

importance of the potentially,moderating:canditions. The data from' he

phase II interviews were used to, test the reitlicability of, the Phase I

results and to note the effects, if any, frlrii using improved measures.

The measures used for both sets of analyses were drawn from the

'interview portion of the data collection. Th are summarized in Table

This table includes the variable names, samplielcomponent items where

i
appropriate, -the number.of items in each meagre and estimates of'their

internal consistency reliabilities. As can bl'seen from this table the

Measures used in Phase II were, in many caseS,'Amproyed over those in
.

phase I by the addition or deletion of component items in order to

increase the internal consistency of the multiple tem measures.

The population"for Phase I consisted of'651ettplees from filie organi-

zations hospital, a'printing Company, 1,:4earch and development



Table 1

Measures Used in this Report

Measures and Illustrative Components

Phase I Phase II

Number Cron- Number Cron-

of items c bach's of items bach's

in scale Alpha in scale Alpha

Dezendent.:

Effort
"Working my hardest . Not working 1 NA 1 NA

(7 point semantic
differential)

hard,"

Job Involvement "How involved do you feel in your

job?"

Depr sion "I feel hopeful about the future."

Intrinsic Satisfaction "How satisfied are you with

how interesting your work is?"

Extrinsic Satisfaction "How satisfied are you with

. your pay?"

Independent:

Contingent Reward "If you do your job well, how likely
Allocation is it

you will he offered a bet er job at

the place where you work?" S .702 4
, .735

735

3 .455 5 .653

10 .752 10 .780

3 .826 .4 .854

3 .677 3 .,662

(continded



Table 1 continued

Measures Used in this Report

Measures. and Illustrative Components

Phase I Phase II

Number Cron- Number Cron-

of items bach's of items bach's

in scale Alpha in scale Alpha

Independent continued:

Intrinsic Motivation "If you do your job well, how likely

is it

you will. get a good feeling that you

have done something important and

useful?"
, 1

Role Clarity' "I an clear about what others expect

of me on my job." 3

Challenge' t "My job requires a high level of skill." 7

Moderators:

Autonomy "My lob allows me to make'a lot of

decisions on my own." 4

Resources "1 am given e ough time to do what

others expec of me," 4

Interdependence "My job is pretty much of a one person

job -- there is ittle need for check-

ing or meeting with others," 1

NA 2 .781

.545. 3 .606

.856 6 .850

.729 4 .830

.606 10 .770

NA 1 NA

(continued
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Table 1 continued

Measures Used in this Report

Measures and Illustrative Components

Phase I Phase II

Number Cron- Number Cron-

of items bach's of items bach's

in scale Alpha in scale Alpha

Moderators: continued:

Extrinsic Importance "How desirable is it

Intrinsic Importance

Race

Sex

Skillfit2

that your pay is good?"

"How desirable is it

that you get a sense of accomplish-

ment from your work?"

.575 3 .643

5 .776 .804

1 NA 1 NA

1 NA 1 NA

1 Ni 1 NA

t
1The Role Clarity and Challenge (reversed) scales were multiplied together to form the rules control
scale,

2The Skillfit variable was formed by subtracting the actual education level from the level needed for
the job (self report).
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laboratory, and two plants that manufacture automobile accessories. The

Phase II population consisted of 272 employees from the hospital and the

two plants, most of whom were members also of the Phase I population. Aside

from the smaller number of respondents in Phase II, there were no major
ti

compositional differences in the two populations. Though not represen-

tative of any defined population base, the respondents do represent a

variety of common occupations within common kinds of work establishments.

The populations include both supervisory and nonsupervisory employees, but

exclude those working fewer than 20 hours per week and those new in their

jobs. Compared to the national population of employed adUlts, these popu-

lations contain a somewhat elevated proportion of blacks, women, single

people, and young people. Fuller descriptions of the populati6hs appear in

Chapters 1 and 2 of this report.

Analysis Plan

The analysis was conductedin two main stages. The first w s intended

to test whether the relationship.betWeen each of the motivational rategies

and the dependent measures of employee responses were significantly ifferent

depending on the level of the moderating variable. The second sta was

intended to apply this information by assessing the impact of the alt r-

native motivational strategies on employees' response for the population as

a whole and for subpopulations selected to remove the confounding effects

of the moderators.

The interaction analyses wene carried out Ln four steps. First, all

possible first-order terms were formed by multiplying the dependent

measures times the moderator variables-for the Phase I data. The test for
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the significance of these interaction terms is analogous to the one,used in

besting for moderator effects in a regression model (Kerlinger & Pedhauser,

1973). The only difference between the standard test for interaction and

the test used here was that multiple dependent variables were involved

and canonical analyses were used instead ofregression analyses (see

Cammann, 1976, for another example of this type of analysis). A Chi Square

Test based on Wilks' Lambda was used to test the significance of inter-

actions (see Tatsuokai 1971, for a description of this procedure). This

analysis showed which moderating conditions, singly, had a significant --

effect.

The second step involved examining the second order interactions of

the motivational strategies with two moderating conditions at a time. This

was necessary in order to. examine the possibility that the moderating

cond_4ons-themselves intet4t in moderating employee responses to the

different motivation strategies. Third and higher order interactions were

not examined both because they would be difficult to meaningfully interpret,

and because the sample was not large enough to allow a full exploration of

their implications.

The third step involved adding all of the significant moderators as

main effects, and .then their interaction terms, into a set of canonical

analyses. The purpose ofthis analysis was to make sure that each inter-
,

action was contributing significant additional explanatory power above that

which could already be explained by the main effects. Since the interaction

analysis had been condircted separately it was possible that they would not.

The final step in the interaction analysis involved the :analysis of

Cue Phase II data. Step 3 was repeated using the Phase [I data to test

the replicability of the inteKaction analyses. Moderating conditions which
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did not replicate were not analyzed further unless there was some charac-

teristic of the Phase II population which might have caused the lack of
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replication.

The second stage of analysis involved examining the relationships

between the organizational strategies for motivation and control and

employee responses for the total Phase I and Phase II populations and for

each of the subsamples identified by significant moderators. The subpopu-

lations were formed by splitting the total population into two or three

groups on each of the moderators to allow examination of the relationships

within different levels of the moderating variables.

Results

Prior to the two major stages of the analysis; the correlations among

the independent and moderating variables were examined. These correlations

are shown in Table 2. As can be seen in this table, the measures tend to.

be only moderately intercorrelated. There is a distinct patterning of

signs revealing a tendency for the organizations in this study to use the

contingent extrinsic reward strategy and the intrinsic motivation strategy

together, and not use these strategies in conjunction with rules control.

The strategies of contingent external rewards and'intrinsic motivation tend

to be used for jobs that are high on autonomy and availability of

resources. and that are occupied by individuals who value intrinsic rewards

and who are unde ualified for their jobs. The rules control strategy

tends to be used in .he opposite situation. This multi-collinearity

indicates that the mo ivational strategies these organizations used were

not independent of the moderating variables. This may potentially



Table 2

Correlation of Independent and Moderating Variables

Phase I Phase II

Independent Variables

Variables.

Contingent COntingent

Reward Intrinsic' Rules Reward Intrinsic Rules

Allocation Motivation ContrOl 'Allocation Motivation -i, Control

Moderator:

.Autonomy .34** .31** -.35** ,42** .43** -.52**--

Resources .22** .17** .21** .30** .31** -.09

Interdependence .02 -.03 .15** . .18** .21** -.21** /
,,,/

Wrinsic Importance .03 .12** 1 -A2 ,08 ,18 ** .03

Intrinsic Importance ,16 ** ,27** -.25** .18** ,.30 ** -.32**

Race
a

-.06 -.07 .14** .05 -..23-**
1.--

.14*

Sex
b

-.17** -.07 .17** -.10 -.02 .200

Skillf it -.26** -.30** ill**
-, 33** -.29** .43**
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Table 2 continued

Correlation of Independent and Moderating, Variables

Phase I Phase II

Independent Variables

Variables

Contingent Contingent

Reward Intrinsic Rules Reward Intrinsic ,Rules

Allocation, Motivation Control Allocation Motivation Control

Independent:

Contingent Reward

Allocation

Intrinsic Motivati

'Rules Control

.32** ,40**

-.27** -.29*i -.22** -.30**

*p < .05

**p < ,01

a

Dichotomous variable: 1 . White; 2 . Other,

b
Dicho omous Variable: 1 Male; 2 = Female.

b
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attenuate the results Of the analyses since it.ma'Y lead to restriction of

the range of the independent variables wIthin levels of the moderators.

The Moderator Analyses.: Stage I Results

The resultsOf the Phase I moderator apaAyses'are summarized in

Table 3.. This table shows the significance f ..the dhl Square values for
1

the canollical'analyseswi0i'fbt'the man included (each moti-

vation strategy and,eaCh moderaiing 'conditiont and also the, Chi Square

values for the canonical analyses'withthe interaction terms as well. The

significance levels of the\intractions were determined by testing the

significance of the differences in Chi Squares (df = 5, in the test).

For the contingent extrinsic rewarCi4trategy, the phase I data results

indicate that two moderating variables --,-race and skillfit hAd

significant effects. Extrinsic needS, sex, autonomy, and resources had

significant main effects hut not as moderators. When'each of the first

ord er moderators was added sequentially into a canonical, analy s after

race and skillfit (as main effects) both race and skillfit'were found to

contribute additional explanatory power so they were retained. The two-way

interactions were next entered.into the canonical analyses. Only those

variables which had proven tOthave significant, first order interactions

with' the motivating strategis,'Were used injhis stage of the- analysis.

The extrinsic by skillfit -by race interaction was found to%e

signif icant.

For the rules control strategy, race, sex, Job interdependence, and

skillfit were significant m,derators., The remaining job chart aerlstics

and individual ne:ds were not. When each of the first order modeI:ators
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Table 3

Significance Levels for Chi Squared Statistics Used in.Moderator Analysis

Motivational

Strategy

Contingent

Reward,Allocation

ales w

Control

=======

Intrinsic

Mo)ivation

Moderators

' Main. Moderatgr Main' Moderator

Mectsa EffeCt Effectsa Effect

Main Moderatgr

effects Effect

Firtit Order:

Extrintic needs
*4

.05 NS Not Tested Not Tested

Intrinsic needs : Not Tested .05 NS ,.05 NS

, Race .05 .05e .05 .05 .05

Sex .05 NS NS .05
d

.05 NS

Job autonomy .05 NS .05 NS ;05 .05e

Resources .05 .NS .05 NS .. .05 NS

Inttrdependence NS f NS' NS 005c NS NS.
4

Ski llf it .05 ,05d .05 .05c .05 .05c

0 .

.

C, a

. r.

,
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Table 3 continued

el

Sign1ificance Levels fot Chi Squared Statistics Used in Moderator Analysis

Motivational

Strategy,

Contingent,

Reward Allocation

Rules

Control

Intrinsic

Motivation

Moderators

Main Moderatgr

Efkcjs Effect

Main Moderator

Effects Effect

Main Moderay

Effectsa Effect

SecondOrder:

05d NS .05e
Skillfit x Race

Skillfit x Sex Not Tested ,05e \. Not Tested

Race x Sex'

autonomy x Skillfit

Not Tested

Not Tested

NS

''Not Tested

Not Tested,

NS

AUtopomy x Race Not Tested Not Tested J
'NS,

aMaln effects significance tot reflects the significance of the moderator as a linear main effect.p

bModerator effect signif.ican&e test reflects the significance of the moderator and independent variable
intefation,

c

Although these interactions were significant when tested alone, they did not contribu e additional
. explanatory power when added sequentially into the canonical' analysis after the main effects,

d

Interactions which vete replicated in the

e

Interactions which were not replicated in

P

Phase II'data.

the Phase II data,

4
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was added sequentially into a canonical analysis, after race, sex, job

interdependence, and skillfit (as main effects) the rules control by

interdependence and the rules control.by skillfit interactions were

eliminated, while the other two interactions were retained. In testing

the second order interactions, only the rules by skillfit by sex inter-

"action was found to be significant.

647

For the intrinsic motivation strategy the significant moderators were

race, autonomy, and skillfit. The relationship between employee's

responses and the intrinsic motivation strategy were not moderated by

individual need strength, sex, resources, or job interdependence. When

each of the moderatoks was added'into a canonical analysis after race,

autonomy, and skillfit the intrinsic by skillfit interaction dropped out while

the other two first order moderators were retained. In testing the higher

order interactions only the intrinsic by skillfit by race interaction was

found tb be significant.

The next analysis step was to replicate the foregoing moderator.analy-

ses using Phase II data and limiting the analysis tb those variables which

had proved significant in the Phase I data. In the analysis involving the

measure of the contingent extrinsic reward strategy the moderating effects

of skit .t and skillfit by race replicated, while the effects of racd'

did not. The replication analysis for the rules control.sttategy indicated

that the moderating effects of race and sex replicated but the moderating

effect .of skillfit by sex did not. The results fo the ntrinsic motiva-

tion strategy indicated that none of the moderating effects were

replicated.'

Before concluding that the moderators'which did Aot repliCate did not

really have a significant effect. on the nature of the relationship

752.
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tl

the strategies for motivation and employee responses, the population

characteristics for Phase I and Phase II were examined to see if differences

might explain the observed results. In the case of the race moderating

variable (which did not replicate'for the contingent reward allocation

and the intrinsic motivation analyses) the differences in the two

populations might explain the lack of replication. The number of non-yhtteS

in the sample went from 127 to 71. Thus, it is possible that the failure

of replication for race might reflect the.decreased stability of relational

estimates dike to the lower.ahsOlute number of non-white respondents in the

Phase II population. For this reason it was decided to retain race as a

moderator even though it had not replicated. On the same grounds it was

decided to explore the race by skilifit interaction for the intrinsic

motivation strategy.

No plausible reason could be identified for the failure to replicate

\the skillfit bx sex interaction as a moderator of the relationship between:)

the measure of rules control and the measure of employee responses. The

samples andthe distribution of scores for both Phase I and Phase II

populations were similar. It was cOncludA that A significant finding

in Phase I was prpbably a statistical artifact.

With regard to the lack of replication of the intrinsic by autonomy

interaction, a sampiing-proialeM appears to be present. While 60% of the

Phase I sample reported high autonoiy, only 48% of the Phase II sample

)did so. Because this lack of replication may have been due to a

significant change in our sample the intrinsic by autonomy inte)attion
t

.

was retained for subsequent analytic steps.

TO summarize: The results of'the moderator analyse' indicated that0

the iationships between the contingent extrinsic reward strategy and

7r3
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mo!

employee responses should be explored for subsamples based on race, skill-
*

fit, and the race by skillfit interaction; The relationships between rules

control and employee responses should be explored for subsamples based on.

sex and race; and, The relationships between intrinsic motivation and

employee responses should be examined for subsamples based on autonomy, race,

and race by skillfit interactions. Employee needs, job interdependence,

and resources did not appear to moderate any of the relevant relationships

and were, therefore, not used to divide the population.

Results: Analysis Stage. II

The next stage of the_ana4sis involved examining the relationships

between the three alternative motivation strategies and the five employee

responses for the total population (both Phase I and Phase II) and for the

relevant subsamples based upon variables identified by the moderator'analy-

ses. The first step was to split the, total population into subsamples.

based on the moderator variables. This was accomplished in different ways

for 'different moderators. For thesex and race variables dividing was

dichotomous: :Male and female; White and non white. For Ihd skillfit

measures the population was divided into three grtmps: 'The employee :)ho

said their jobs required more education thatr they had; The same; ors; Less..

For autonomy the population was divided on the total distribution of auto-

nomy scores which showed 'a;=iclean dichotomous break point.

Results for the contingent. extrinsic reward strategy.-4he relationships

between themeasure of contingent extrinsic reward 'allocation and the

measures of employee responses are shown in Table 4b for the total popu-

lation and for the relevant subsamples for, each of the two phases of data

7 54
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collection. The mean scores for all of the variables for each subsample

are shown in Table 4a. These results. indicate that, In general, contingent"

extrinsic reward allocation had a slight'but positive relationship with

self-reports of effort and a stronger posille relatiopship with involve-

It was also generally positively related to both intrinsic and

extrinsic satisfaction and negatively relalod to depression. The moderator

analyses (subsamples) produced few consistent differences from this basic

relational pattern. Whites differed from non-whites in the strength of

relationships between the perception of contingent reward allocation and

involvement'in the Phase I population, but this finding was noitepli-.

cated in Phase II. Underqualified whites showed a stronger positive

relationship between the contingents extrinsic reward allocation measure

and effort than did qualified and overqualified whites or non-whites, but,

again, this finding not replicdted in Phase II. One *Of the f9w clearly

replicated results was the generally low levelofrelationship of contingent

extrinsic" reward allocation to m loyee responses for qualified whites, i.e.,

those with a "fit" of qualification\ to job requirements. The canonical
0

correlations for this sample (r's = .38; .38) were the,lowest in both,
c

phases alpf the study (next lowest, r's = .45; .51; .55; .60) indicating that

this group does not appear to respond as strongly to the contingent

gaextrinsic 'reward allocation strategy as do the other groups.

These results lead to the observation that the moderating conditions

had an operable effect on the strength of the relationships between

contingent extrinsic reward allocation and 4employee responses, out had

S
little effect onthe direction of'these relationships. Also, .in general,

the strengths of the moderating effects were not sufficient to.replicate

consistently.

*1 r-
(.10



Table 4a

Mean Response to Cohtingent Reward Allocation Strategy for Total Population and Relevant Subpopulations

I

Phase

Total on Under-

Population White' White Qualified

Over-

Under- Over Qualified Qualified

Over- Over- qualified Qualified Qualif ed Non- Non-

Qualified Qualified White1 White White White White

Phase I (N) (651)

2:12

6.00

3.30

.2.01

2.94

3.03

(266)

2,01

5.89

2.70

1,08

3.04

3.12

(513)

2.15°

6.10°

3.35°

2,00

2.94

3.10°

(195)

1:99

5.88

2.70

1.85

3.05

3.19

(121)

2.03

5.56

3.11

2.06

2.93

2.16

( 71) ,

2.09'

5.93'

2.71

1,97

3.03

2.95

1105)

242.43°.43°

'6.38°

3.56°

1.93°

,

3.28°

3J5°

( 54)

2.31°

5.91

2.99°

1.711

3.32°

3.24°

(284)

2.16°

6.11

3.39

1.97

3.15

3.06

(115)

2.11

6.07

2.74'

1.81

3,180

3.23

(243)

1.95

5,69

3.08

4

2.10

2.54 .

2.93

( 88)'

.1.73

5,65

2.44

2,08

2.64

. 2.81

( 92)

2.41°

6.32°

3.56°

'

1;95°

3.26°

3.20°

( 45)

2.31

5.84

3,030

1,73°

3,37°

3,32°

(233)

2.18

6.17

3.41

1.98

. 3.24

3.09

( 80)

2,08

6.06

2,72

1.81

3.22

3.29

(178)

1.96

5,88,

3.15

2.05

2.50

3,04

( 60)

1.66

5.65

2,38

2,04

2.52

2.90

'

( 48)

2.06

5:78

3,27

1,95

3.15.

2.93

( 35)

If.20

J

6.09

2.)9

1.83

3.11

3.07

( 63)

1.92

1

5,15

2.89

2.18

2.66

2.61

( 28)

1.87 d.

5.64

2.56

2.16

2.89

2,81

Contingent Reward

Effort

Involvement

/e

Depression

Intrinsic Satisfaction

Extrinsic Satisfaction

Phhe II -(N)

Contingeht Reward

Allocation

Effort

Involvement

Depresiion

Intrinsic Satisfaction

Extrinsic Satisfaction

°The means for the split are significantly different (p ( .01). r

lUnder- qualified nonwhites are excluded this table because of the small sample site < 8 in both phases).
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Table 4b

Correlations between Contingent Reward quotation Strategy and Employee Responses for Total Populatiokand Relevant Subpopulations

4

Phase

.

Total

Population White

Non

White

Udder- Over-

Qualified qualified qualified

Under-

qualified Qualified

White1 White

Over- Qualified

Qualified Non-

White White

Over-

Qualified

Non-

White

Phase I (N) (651) (513) (127) (105) (284) (243) ( 9fl (233) (178) ( 48) ( 63)

Effort
.13** .10* .19* .22* .03 .13* .22* -.02 .13 .14 ..15

Involvement .27** .33** .04 .33** .11 ,30** .38** 14* .44** -.13 -.01

Depression ;31** -,31** -.31** -.16 -.29** -.31** -.32* -,17** .-,33** -,44** -.24

Intrinsic Satisfaction .38** ,38** 010** .24* ,28** .4i** .26* .28** .40** $ .36* .40**

Extrinsic Satisfaction .29** .27** .32** .30** ,28** ,26** .36** .26** .25** .31* .28*

Phase 11 (N) (266) (195) 11) ( 54) (115) ( 88) ( 45) ,(80)
( 60) ( 35) ( 28)

Effort
, .08 .16*

,(

-.09 ,11,6 -.09 .09 .19 -.18 .33** ,05 -.38*

Involvement, .35** .31** .47** ,21 .28** ,33** .15 ,09 38** .69** .21

Depression -.25** -.32** -.15 -.26 -,05' -.33** -.47** -.04 -.43** -.01 -.22

Intrinsic Satisfaction' 44 ** .44** ,43 ** ,34* .22* .54** .43**, .10 .56** .46** .48**

Extrinsic Satisfactipn .35** .37** .32** .26 ;op*.
.31** ,26 .27* .42*! .51** .16

*p < .05

**P ( .01

Under-qualified nonwhites are excluded from this table because of the smle site N. 8, both phases).
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Results for the rules control. strategy. The resultd of the analyses

for rules control are shown in Tables 5a and 5b. They indicate thatthe

rules control measure was slightly and negatively related to the'measure

of effort, an'more strongly,negatively related to the measures of involve-

,h,mentand intrinsictsftisfaction. It was also slightly positively related

to the measure of work related depression and, generally, unrelated to

the measures of exrinsic,satisfaction. The subsample analyses indicated

,;;'- that non-whites and women Were slightly more likely to haVe jobs which

they characterized as being high on rules control and their job responses

were, generally, less strongly related to the rules control mea,gure. Again,

as was the case for the contingent e trinsic reward

)

allocation results,

the moderating variables'appeared to effect the strength of the relation-

ships between the rules control strategy and employee tedponses but not

the iirec'tion of the relationships. 0

,.A
Results for the intrinsic motivation strategy. The results of the

analyses invoang the intrinsic motivation strategy are shown in Tables

6a and 6b. 'In the'Phase I.sample the measure of the intrinsic motivation

strategy wssiroderately positively 'related to the measures of effort,

involvement ntrinsic satisfaction, and extrinsic satisfaqion and

moderately negatively related to the measure of work-related depression.

, The subsample,analyses replicated that pattern of results in all cases

but the refttionships, generaXly, xiere weaker for the dkeerqualified

whites and qualified non-whites (although'bothof these groups showed'a

higher association between intrinsic motivation and effort).,; The asso-

,ciation also tended to be weaker for employees with high autonomy.than for

employees with low autonomy.

The results for the 'Phase II popluation were similar. The relationships

760
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Table 5a

/
Mean Responses to Rules 'Control Strategy for
'Total Population and Relevant Subpopulations

Population
Total
Sample White

Non-
White Male Female

Phase I (N) (647) (513) (127) (330) (318)

Rules Control 6.48 6.29° 7.26 6.02° 6.96

Effort 6.00 6.10° 5.56 6.05 5.94

Involvement 3,30 3.35° 3.11 3.39° .3:21

Depression 2.01 2.00 2.06 1.98 2.04 ,

Intrinsic Satisfaction. 2.94 2.94 2.93 2.95 2.92

Extrinsic Satisfaction 3.03 3.10° 2.76 3.04 3.03
/

C\

Phase II (N) (266) (195) ( 71) (142) (115)

Rules Control 7.25 6.94° 8.03 6.80 7.81

Effort 5.88 . 5.138 5.93 5.72° 6.11.

InvolveMept 2..70 2.70 2.71_ 2.82° 2.54

Depression 1.88 1.85>
.
1

.
97 1.85 1.92

Intrinsic Satisfaction 3.04. 3.05 3.03 3.07 3.01

Extrinsic Satisfaction 3.12 3.19° 2.95 3.11 3.14

°The means for this split are 'Significantly'different (p < .01).



Table 5b

Correlations between Rules Control Strategy and Employee Responses for.
Total Population and Relevant Subpopulations

Populations
Total
Sample White

Non-
White Male Female

Phase I (N) .(647) (513) (127) (330) (318)

Effort -.16** .:.13** -.17 7.17** ,-.15**

Involvement .7.43** .19* -.41** :17.33**

Depression .18** .20** .03 .13* .21**

Intrinsic Satisfaction -.36** -.43** -.10 -.43** .-.29**

4
Extrinsic Satisfaction -.04 .00 -.08 -.08 -.01

Phase II . (N), (266) (195) ( 71) (115)

Effort -.12 -.23

.(142)

-.19*

Involvement -.47** -.52** -.35** -.49** , -.41**

Depression .23** .25**, .13 -.30** .14

Intrinsic Satisfaction -.36** -.47** -.05 .20*

Extrinsic Satisfaction
fr,

-..1.7** -.16* -.12 .33 * *' -.02

*p < .05
**p < .01



Table 6a

Mean Responses to Intrinsic Reward Contingency for TotarPopuletion and Relevant Subpopulations
4

Phase

Total

Population, ,White

Over-

Under- Over- Qualified qualified,
Non- ,Low Nigh Qualified Qualified Qualified Ni-o Non-
White Autonomy Autonomy White White White. Aft?, ,White

1

Phase I. (N)rm.... .1. (651) (513) (127) (261) (387) ( 92) (233) '(178) ( 48) (631'

Intriiisic,Cokingency 3.08 3.11 2.92 2.77 3.29 3.45 3.50 2.18 2.95 2,80

Effort 6.00
,

6,10 5.56 5.85 6.10 6.32* 6.11 5.88 5.78 5.15

Involvement 3.30 3.35 3.11 ' 3.10 344' 3.56 i.41 3.15 3.27 2.89

Depression ,2.01 2.00 2.06 2.13 1:93 1.95 1.98 2.06 1.95 2.18

lntrintic Satisfaction 2.94 2.94 2.92 2.52 3.22 - 3.26 3.14 2.50 1.15- 2.66

Extrinsic Satisfaction 3.03 3.10' 2,76 2.78 3.19 1.20, 3.09' 3.04 2,93 211

Phase II . (N) (266) (195) (.71) (137) (124) ( 45) ( 80) ( 60) ( 35) ( 28)

Intrinsic Contingency 3,33 3.43 3.05 3.05 3.64 3.64 3.46 3.18 .3.22 2.80

Effort 5.88 5.88 5.93 5.80 5.94 5.84 6.06 5.65 6.09 5,64

Involvement 2.70 2.70 2.71 2.49 2.93 3.03', 2.72 .2438 2.79 2.56

Depression 1.88 1.85 1,..97 2.02 1.73 1,73 1.81 2.04, 1.83 2.16

Itrinsic Satisfaction 3.04 3.05 3.03 2.72 3.39 3.37 2 2.52 3.11 '2.89

Extrinsic Satisfaction 3.12 3.19 2.95 , ,2,88 3.39 3.32 3:24 2.90 3,07 i 2.81

lUnder-qualified nonwhites are excluded from this table because of the small sample site (N < 8 in both phases).

4.
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Table 6h et.
,

I

eorrelations between,,Intriniic Contiilency,°Strategi and Emtloyee'itesponseOefldtal ,opulation and Relevant SubpOpulations

Over-,. C
,1inder ', ,` galified Qualified

Total Low qualified' li4en
Phase Itopulatidp te, , White Autonomy. AutonomY White' ',1INite

1

.

Phase t ,:(N)

.

,(651)

12"

.34** "

-,35"

.41** !

.. *WI**

(266)

' ' .18"
f41

' .31"

-,40**

AO*

, ,35**\

,

.

/,

.

(513)

,20**

.34**

47**

.44**

.18"

(195)

.25**

,39 **

-.44**

51**

.33**

,

4)

,

,
I

(127) .

.

.25" ,

.33**

8**

.27**

, 26**

,

( 71)

0 .07

'

i.,20*

\
-,29*

.34**

.30*

(261)
-

,24** ,-

, ,32**'

-,41**

.39**

.13*

.

, (137) .

,,'

,2479'c

.21**

-I.36**

.36**

.32**

.

(387)

.19** ,

.28**

".21**

.30** ,

.18**

(1,24)

.14

23*

-.20

.25**

.11 ,

1 92)
, ,

',21*

,

.10

k.

,-.01i

(945)

.08

4',04

-.39**

.41"

=, .31*

233)

. 16*

I

°.31**

,

-,37**,

'1,37**

'

.20**

.., ,

,('80)'

, .10

,

.32**
4 )

-.3Z** ,,

A7**

, :14

(17'8)-
r
16*,

I.
.33**
v
e

- 44**

149**,

.23**

( 60)

.35**

11

,

'41"

- 44**

,48** .

.36*

. '48

.33*

. ../4

-.22 ''

.26 ,

.39**

4

( 35)

.43**

.41*
,

-.16

48**

.48"

' ( 63)

.14

1,

(' 3b**

-;29*

,27*

,,15

( 28)

' -.30

-.14

-.31

.19

.12

. ,

. .Effort 1

Involveint

Deptess ion

Intrinsic Satisfaction
, '. ),.

xtrinsic. Sid sfacti on
,

ase 11 , (N)

Effort , ,'

Involvement '

A

0e,p ion

1 Satisfaction

Extpinsic Satisfactio

*p ( .05

**p .01

lUnder-qualified nonwhites are elicluded from this table ieciau, of the small sample size (N in both phases).
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for thetotal population showed no majOr. differences. The results for the

white subsample were generally stronger and those for'the non whites'

generally. weaker. The results, for the high and low autonomy SubSamples

. .

were again similar with the high autonomy subsample showing .s ight]y weaker
,

L

relationships. The results for underqualifiedwhites and for di:dined

nonwhites were not weaker for th Phase II sample As they, had been in the

: \

Phase I sample, and the results for overqualified whites'showed

ficant changes in the-direction of some Of the relationships:

non-eigni-

Overall, the zeneral pattern of results indicated for both Phase I

and Phase IT populations that.the relationships between the alternative

[ motivation strategies.and the employee responses were consistent across

subpopUlations and that the major effects of the moderating variables were

in the strength of the relationships, not in their direction.

Discussion and Interpretation

The introduction to this report stated a number of issues to which the

inquiry, was addressed. These were concerned, generally, with issues of the

compatibility among alternative employer strategies for ,inducing etPloyee

effort and involvement; whether a given strategy or combination of

strategies tends to faVoi outcomes of interest to employers or to employees;

and whether there are strong moderating effects that suggest a need to

tailor the motivational strategy to local characteristics of the workforce

or jobs involved. While the inquiry lacks sufficient scope and measure-

'ment precision to:provide definitive answers to such questions, the results

appear to add sigtificantivto the accumulating.evidence-from which°

definitive answers. ill ultiMatelfemerge..

76?
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.

.Compatibility of aaternative motivational apObacheS. Three concep-

tually,distinct approaches. were trested.. They emphasized extrinsic rewarde,

intrinsic rewards, and rule- and -role specification as inducementt8high
.1 . .

work /effort and job involvement. The resul6Of the inquiry are unegui-,

vocal in'suPpOrting the view that.the first two approaches are compatible

. -
while the third is not By compatibility we mean hire both the feasibility i

A of using two or more of the approaches simultaneously in a given work

.organilatiOn and also compatibility in thesenae that the'obtcomes of the.

jointly-Used approaches are si lar, and not contradictory.T;The kvidence.
, .

shows that,the:OontiOgent extrinsic rewards and the contingent intrinsic-
7

rewards strategies tend to be used together iti.the organizations. studied..
. .. . .

Itisepparently:not necessary to choose between them as incompatible

alternatives, at least not in the organizational situation studied here.

'(StaW,-1q75). The third strategy involving, aotivation and control through'
r .

job simplification, Specifi4tiOn of rules, and 'impersonal controls

4!

appears to be incompatible with the others in two respects: (1) Where the

latter is used, the others tend not to be used; and (2) It's association

with criterion variables suggest that'the outcomes ate opposite -- at least

with reference to the crideriaused:in this inquiry.

Outcome contruence a0.dPtra'deoffs.,41 The contingent extrinsic reward.

and contingent'intrinsipreward strategies display criterion Congruity

in the sense that neither,f,shOws any tendency to be liced with outcomes

that favor one of the parties of interest*over the others. That is, the

evidence supports the'conclusion that both strategies are associated

with advantages tOthe employer in the forth' relatively' high work effort

and work involvement, and also advantages tothe employees in the form of

needsatisfaction ang moderation of depressive symptoms. The situatiolh\,

.

*is not one in which one party 'is necessarily advantaged at the expense
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,

of the other. The same observatibn abou ongruence and tradeoffs can be

M

made With respect to the clear rdlesand roles Strategy except that, in

this case the associations are reversed so'that the two parties of interest

are bot'h 'similarly disadvantaged;

Wrating effects. There is very little support in thia inquiry,
\

for the botion,that optinnAl motivational strategies are substantially
\

different for situations where distinctly different employee populations
- - ,

or job attributes are found On the,contrary, there is evidence that the
,

cmoderating factor#s,exprored have: Only weak effects; and (2) .Have

these effects. similarly across a variety of

That is,
-

the main conclusiOns of this inquiry dopeartiNpply acrosa.
I .

several contrasting populations and jrs even when these are chosen to
,

maximize the power of the hypothesized moderating factors. This is not

to say that some common array of motivational conditdons is universally

and equally effective-everywhere, hut only that,the local optimizing is

likely-to be in the
.

form of Cfine tuning" rather. than sWitchlnito some

-1 1

` contrasting apOroach or set of guiding principles. It was

that the prevalent of assocfatiOn'betWeen a. motivati Qil strategy
,
, 7

and the several,Oiteria, whether pOsitie ornegative,

anticipated

-for some subpopulations bUt this'cdnditpn was found.

,

At-this point a- comment is needed with respect to a,minor supple-
,

\1

.
.,

, ,

menta analysis of thedata. The discovery of the,prelialence of simul-

/
4 t.

. /
eou$ use by employers-of both the \extrinsic and intrinsic- motivational.

uld be reversed

r.

Strategies raised a queatton about the relationships between the two:

Stat (1975), for example, has asserted that in non-vo untary prganiiations

intrindic and e rinsic motivations can operate in /a dSmplementary manner.

.In contrast, h experiments vf Deci (1975) sugges that an individual',
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response to 'one source of motivatiOn°miyAt.diminish response to the other.

4°'

Th'e. data 4n *hi present study indicate:tha the two are significantly
.

661

'. et
independent and also Additive. They are pOsitively, but modestly,'corre-

.

lated in application and their partial Corielationi'with the various'

'4ePendent variables (criteria) sbow that each makes. a contribution:indepen-
. I

entl )i of the other. Further,',aCanonical analysis indicated that:the two

Moti ational.StrategieS did not inttrAct significantly 'with each' other.

The evidence Suggesta.'atsiMple-addftiVe and complementary relationship.

While the'foregoing,resUlts'AmPeartobe ratherAlear, to be will
4 is

supported by the data and anilytic-prhdedures, and tehe of obvious

cation as to preferred strategies inemplOyee m6tivatiOn,.some cautionary

comments need to i)e made.
-

The main caution arises from the limited scope of the variahles avail-

able for inclusion:in this study. For example, the roster of dependent

(criterion) variables, while providing ii4tdiversiky and including refer-

.ence toboth'employer and employee priority values, is far from a complete

and balanced repreentationof the domain. An example will make this

point clearly. This inquiry presents a consi(ntly adverse view of the

"clear rules and roles"'motivational strategy, but this researchoutcoMe

may'well be a consequence of' the omission of certain key variables rel4vant

to theevaluaiion of that motivational strategy. One might suppose, for.

example, that given a Yong-linked) capital- intensive, mass-production,

work technology the appliciAlity of the alternative strategies might be

limited, 0;ecost effectiveness of work might be high even though-

,

effort and involvement are 16w, and that there might be a valid:tradeoff
, I

situation in which managerial:interests.conflict with/the interests of the

employees. ke present study_ contained no measures of cost eifectivene s
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C

.'nor of technological constraints. Othet examples 4cotild be -mentioned.
r

.9

di A second liMltation of this inquiry iieP in'the cross-sectional
,

,,,,,,

analysis design. The data not perdit-the two -phase panel .theas rementa'..
/ -_, ,,

-.,,....*
. .

in more -defin tiVe'.Causs1.0 T riaes gn, e'ret*.tAcVe.:Be.-4,!..

(

.
. . . .

i , , _.
--., ,

describe' anguage `drat suggests. s dire tiori 'of,:Caii.pstion such thi

'to be

the motiv Snal strategies. caused the -kriation in depriderit

Zt is poslible that Some..reverse Causation is: pred 'such that,:fOr.
la

. . . .

VTicample,:,empfoyee6who exert high effort may in t be provided with a
-.,

,.-144ivaional approdCh less.dependent upon the imposition 47rules and
(

i--.ii,cpliC4,r0te eq4reickents.
t...,,.,

.

,

populations Of persons and. jobs av ailable for this study-,;:,

$.
while In important ways ty,plcal'of:pipPalvit workplace conditions, may

not incl e extreme cases or coMbAnatiOns of conditions which, if present

in' larger numbers, might have modifledtheconciUsiOyr reached,
)

s ,

/

0
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ABSTRACT

This analysis confirms a direct relationshin between Performance-contingent
. rewards aid) satisfaction with these rewards independently of/the actual
reward amount. That is, the contingency of the rewards is/related to.
satisfaction not merely because of the receipt of rewards following good,
performance but because the perception of the contingen'cy is itself
satisfying.

Several psychological processes are advanced.as the bases for the predic-
tion of this result and for the understanding of its meaning, These
processes relate. to the desire for equity, the desire for self-control of
transactions with one's environment, and desire for certainty (low ambi-
guity) in such transactions. The results show that locus of control is -

a significant factor in the present study; tolerance for, ambiguity is not
a significant factor; perceptions of'equity could not be examined.

The results suggest that the institution of performance-based variable
reward systems., as compared with the allocation of rewards on categorical,
grounds other than performance (e.g., seniority, age, sex), will have
multiple benefits for the employing organization. In addition to the
motivation effects of performance-contingent rewards there may be pro-
vided an added measure of job satisfaction.

7 7 j



Chapter 20

IMPACT OF 'PERFORMANCE-CONTINGENT REWARDS

ON JOB SATISFACTION

'fhe reward system of an organization includes some definition of the
AP

criteria by whicti rewards are allocated to members. An organization may

provide various rewards -- e.g., pay, promotions-- uniformly to all indi-

viduals, or selectively to different subpopulations within the organization,

or uniquely to each individual based on various ability and non-ability

criteria. The present study examines the impact of a common criterion,fot

reward'allocation, namely, rewards,provided to the individual onithe basis-

of performance. The basic proposition to be tested in this study is that

the...provision of rewards that are contingent on good, performance has positive

effects on job satisfaction. Also examined are the moderating effects of

personality and situational characteristics on.this relationship.
A

The idea that rewarding goOd performance leads to sustained or impnoved

performance has been'the subject of much theory, variously labelled expec-
,

tansy theory ( .g., Porter & Lawler, 1968), instrumentality 'theory (Graen,

19(9), path-goal theory'(Georgopoulos, Mahoney, &.Jones, 1957), and behavior

modification (Skinner, 1969). Most of the research within the context of

*This Chapter is 'abstracted from Gupta (1975). Partial support
was provided by the Department of Psychology, The University of Michigan.
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these theories has explored the effects of performance-contingent rewards

on motivation, effort, or performance; relatively little has been directed

_to the effects of such a reward system onthe satisfaction of employees.

A major criterion for assessing the effectiveness of an organizational

.reward system, however, is the impact such a rtem has on the job satis-

faction of organizational members. It is important, therefore, to examine

the relationship of performance-contingent rewards and satisfaction.

A distAnction should be made here between intrinsic rewards, inherent

in the performance of an activity, and extrinsic rewards, external to the

activity although the activity is instrumental to obtaining these rewards.

One of the extrinsic rewards that individuals most uniformly seek from

,their membership in work organizations is money. The.ensuing discrsion,

thereforegives special attention to the extrinsic reward of pay as well as

to intrinsic rewards.

Intrinsic Rewards, and Satisfaction

Intrinsic rewards are; tiS definition, satisfying. Positive relationships

between various intrinsic rewards and overall job satisfaction haVe been

reported by several researchers (e.g., Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959;

Vroom,, 1964). These,studies, however, did not specify clearly whether the

.intrinsic rewards were contingent on good perormance. A few studies exist where

this performance contingency characteristic was explicitly spelled out

(e.g., Graen, 1969; HaCkman.& Lawler, 1971; Mitchell & Albright, 1972;

Arvey & Mussio, 1973). While the treatment of,satisfaction as a criterion

in these studies was limited, a'positive relationship is suggested between

contingenOintrinsic rewards and satisfaction.

777
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It was assumed for this inquiry that intrinsic rewards are self-
J

administered and that the degree of performance contingency is also

self-deterMined, even though others mdy aid in supplying conditions that

maximize the likelihood of either or both. 'Supporting evidence for

these assumptions is provided later. The degree of.independence between

intrinsic reward level and degree of contingenCy is shown by their rela-
;

tiveiy low correlation (r =.41)%.- That the degiee of contingency 'does
w

indeed-vary among, workers is shown by the obtained mean score of 3.08

(on a four point scale) and the standard deviation of .98.

Performance-Contingent,Pay and Satisfaction

Research evidence has also emerged, on the effects of.performance-
w

contingent pay reward on satisfaction, within the framework of expectancy

theory. Again, the effects on satisfaction were not examined systematically

and were usually a by-product of motivation research. Among the expectancy

theory studies on performance-contingent pay and satisfaction were those of

Penner (1966), Lawler (1966), Reitz (1971), and Cherrington, Reitz, &

Scott .(1971). For both conceptual and methodolOgical reasons,- the evidence

on the relation of satisfaction to performance-contingent pay remains some-
.

what equivocal even though persuasive arguments can be advanced for the

expectation of a strong positive relationship. The first of these has to

do pith perceptions of the locus of causality on the part of the individual:

(Rotter, 1966; DeCharms, 1968). That is, when pay and/or pay increases

are contingent on performance, the individual has control over the amount

that he receives to the extent that he has some control over his performance

47evel. For any' specific reward that this individual may want, therefore, the

Organization merely specifies the mechanism through which to obtain the reward.

It is indeed the prerogative of the individual to decide upon the amount of

7Th



the reward that he will choose to obtain. Of course, such control 'on the
a

,

4

'part of the-employee exists not in a total sense, but within...certain limits.
1-

/

FOr examplecannothe cannot Increase performance infinitely. At the same time,
. .

.c
however, the degree of control possible is greater than is the case with a

,,system that pays its employees on the basis of, for example, seniority

the employee can not control his age.
5.

Various authors (e.g., de Cha ,y1968) have argued that individuals

.seek to control their environment. Though the search for personal control

is not the universal property of all individuals (e.g., Ratter, 1966;

Lefcourt, 1966), manipulation of the environment tt obta4n desired ends

Should be pleasing to a greater or, lesser degree. To the extent that it is

within the po'wer of the individual to obtain rewards from his job, he will

be more satisfied. In contrast, when rewards are contingent on facto2rs

outside his control, he will be less satisfied with his job.

The second reason to expect performance-contingent rewards to be

associated with higher satisfaction for employees is based on the notion of

equity, ',To the extent that the financial reward; are provided contingent

on good performance, they are less based on non-ability criteria such as,

for example, sex, age, race. The outcomes for individuals are based to a

--7"\\large extent, therefore, on their inputs. In a social eilmparison situation,

4nput-outtome ratio for each individual would be.approximately the

`saMe,'resulting in feelings of equity (AdSms& Rosenbaum, 1962; Adams, 1963).

Such feelings of equity have been found to be related to the satisfaction of

of employees (e.g.', Pritchard, Dunnette, & Jorgenson, 1972). Garland (1973)

found that need ,for money among subjects'lwas not an,important moderator,

and that social comparison was in fact ,,a significant variable in the deter-

'77d
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lnination and resolution of feelings of inequity. The findings of Lawler &

O'Gara (1967) indicate that subjects adopted a,number of teChniques for

671

dissonance reduction when they felt that they were.being rewarded inequl-
--

tably for their performaAe. Modre & Baron (1973) found manipulAtions:of

perceptions of qualifiedness (inputS) to have stronger effects on'performance

than- Manipulati6ns of compensation(Outcomes). These and pther results

obtained id the context of equity theory suggest social comparison t.6 be a

significant determinant of emPoyees' affect toward their work and work

situation. Such social comparisons are 1.Ikely to result in more favorable

estimates when rewards are based on 'fair' criteria. kpotential problem .

with such coMparisons may be that many peopld tend to exaggerate evaluation

of their own performance (inputs) such that distorted pevtions:Of inequity

may result .(Meyer, 1975). At the same time, hoWever,, equitable social com-

parisons are more likely be arrived at under a pay-for=perf rm4pcsystem

than under other systems. The equitable social comparisons' would result in

turn in greater feelings of satisfaction.`

The third reason for expecting greater satisfaction under a performance-

contingent reward syStem Involves the concept of ambiguity. A reward system

that bases outcomes on performance must necessarily employ a number(of

critdria of good performance. Such a.system, therefore, tends to outline

clear expectations as to role performance and performance assessment for

organizational members, in contrast to one that rewards members on random

explicit or variable implicit criteria. ',Role clarity has been found in a

number of investigationS to be positively related to job satisfaction (e.g.,

Beehr, 1974). To the extent,, then, that a performance-based reward system

provides more clarity in the work environment than one based on ambiguous.

criteria, employees will be more satisfied with such a system.

7
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rinally, it may be argued that 'with respect to most extrinsic rewards,

individuals seek Io'maximize.the returns they.wish to obtein: fThen-rewards

are provided uniformly or Categorically on the .basip, for.exaMple, of mere

organizational membership, such individual maximizatlo.n,is not possible.

Rewards that ate contingent on .performance, 'however, permit such maximi-

zation. The latter reward system would, therefore, be more satisfying.

Interaction between PerfofMance-Contingent Pay and Intrinsic Rewards

Within the context of the cognitive evaluatio theory, Deci (1971, 1972)

Chas argued that when extrinsic rewards, specifically monetary rewards, are

provided contingent on good performance of an intrinsically motivating

task, the intrinsic motivation to perform the task is reduced. Despite the

Nfact that Deci's results were"concerned with the differential effects of

intrinsic and extrinsic rewardS on motivation-rather than on satisfaction,

it seems fruitful to examine fle(\intersctionbetweelythe two sets of re-
'

wards within the context of satisfaction.

Moderating Effects

In summary, then,, this study proposedqhat there would be found a posi-

0.ve relationship between job satis ction, on the one hand, ,'and the degree

to which the receiving of rewards i perceived to be contingent up good

job performance. Two classes of wards will be distinguished: intrinsic

'rewards potentiaTftFen in performing the jOb acUvities and- extrinsic

rewards -- specifically amount of pay providecrby'others in connection wfth

the job. It was further proposed that such a relationship may well be

moderated by various situational and personal factors insuch a way.as to
.

diministkor enhance the hypothesized relationship. The following paragraphs

describe the seven potential moderators that were employed in the study.

781
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Importance rewards. Jo ttsfaction a a function, not. only f'

o
b but also of what he'wants ffrom thewhat the ins vfdual gets from the

673

Y.
job. the present.dontext, it appear likely that the allocation.pa

4..
. Mete are more' important for those rewards that the individual Tialues

A individual who values pay highly but not job resources may care a great

deal whe;rherpay is based on seniority or p rformance, while bEO.ng

ferent to'the,a1AuatIon

therefore, be a significant o ator of the ontirigene rewardssatisfaction

relationship.. It might be,expected that the )1Pasie relationship

here investigated will be stronger for short-tenure than for long-tenure

orrr \ sources. Facet-importance ma e- .

employees.

Toleranceiof ambiguity: A system that provides rewards contingent on

4 ,

performance may establish clear allocation parameters. Therefore, there
,

1 .

should exist clarity regarding behaviors necessary for the receipt of

valued rewards' Lyons (1971) showed that in olerance of ambigui y serves as

,moderator of the relationship between such clarity in role prescription

and job satisfaction. It is expected that persons with low tolerance for

ambiguity will.shoW,a relatively stronger association between the perfor-

mance contingency of rewards and job satisfaction.

Locus of control. Rotter (1960. postulated a 'control' construct that

referred to a generalized expectancy about whether or not an,individual has

power over What happens to him/her. A system that allocates rewards on the

basis of ptrformance allows relative freedom to individuals to determine

what they do or de notget. People who more strongly prefer to have con

under

-

4,
trol over their own life should be more satisfied der such a syst m than

those who are resigned to, or who prefer, having external events contrcl

their lives.
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*2'.

Self-esi ',Self.-resteem has been defined as the extent to which a

person seeg,

1962; Korman,

places an ind

self as a competent need-satisfying individual (Gelfand,

1910). Tosthe, extotent that a performande-based reward system

tvIdualin.a situation where.he makes choices bout his/her

A'reward level, hilp self-esteem individuals may be more Satisfigd wider such
0

a- system than willlow self-esteem individuals.
' !

.. k
' Current level of ioerformance.. If rewards froM organizational.member-

..
.

. .

ship are provided, contingent on performance, the
,

performance level of the

individual'will determine the extent'to which he/she actually receives these

rewards.. On the 'assumption that 'an individual would prefer to receive more

of the rewards rather than 1/ss, it may be hypothesizied that individualg

will be more Satiafiqd when they do receive the rewards.

Actual reward Aevel. It has sometimes been argued that it is the

actual reward that an individual receives not the contingency characteristics

'of, such a reward, that is the relevant determinant of satisfaction. While

there may be much truth to this argument, it is asserted here that the

,contingency charabteristic of rewards will havean impact on .satisfaction,

1J_

. _

abovmrand beyond the effectse-of actual reward level.
,,,,

-,w

Method

'Data were obtained from 649 employees in five midwestern organizations

incnding a hospital, a printing company, twol'companies that manufactured

automotive accessories, and a research and development firm. The primary

data source was a standardized interview conducted in, he respondents'

homes.by professional interviewers. 'Additional data re obtained from
0'-

6h-the-job observations, employers' personnel records, and supervisors'
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ratings of Subordinate performance. For a detailed discussiOn of the sample

and data.collection Trocedures, fee Chapter 1,

''''Main Variables

1

The main variables employed in this 'analysis include measures of the,

degree to which rewards are contingent .upOn good job performance, and measures

of job satisfaction. Two of the " contingetcy" measures were objective in

derivation and others were derived from the reported perceptions of the

respondents. The satisfaction measures were of several kinds as described

later. A list of these.variables appearS as part .of Tab

Pe tc. eived degree of reWaccr:contingency. Respondent's -indicated o:n three-

or 'four-point scaleA the,degree-of certainty (likelihood) thatsphcIfled

.rewards would occur if-they did their jobs well. Example.: "How likely is

it that this.may happen when you do.your job well? . . I- will get a-bonus

or a pay increase". Single item measures were used for the rewards of pay,

resources, freedom, and security in job. Multiple items were combined for

the measures of intrinsic rewards, and of supervisory and co- worker approval,

_Objective degree of reward contingency. Objec I ive meesuresof contin-

gency were feasible for two rewards: intrinsic job rewards and pay. The

first was derived from the ratings of trained on-the-job observers with

respect to four job characteristics: autonomy, variety, task identity, and

feedback.' These were combined in a multiplicative formula following a pro

cedure suggested by Hackman & Lawler, (1971). Further detail about the

components of this index is provided in Chapter 4.

The second objective contingency measure was derived from knowledge

of the pay practices in the firms, which alloWed the ordered distinction'

between those employees-in firms where: (1) Pay is fs.xed by con tact or

784
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Table 1 A

DescriptiVe Statistics)on Variables Used in the Analyses

4

Standard Internal
Variable N. Range Mean Deviation Consistency *.

Perceived Degree of Performance: Contingency

Intrinsic Rewards 642 1 - 4 3.08 .98 (4) .87
Pay' 644 1 - 3 247 .69
Resources 644 1 3 226 .71
Freedom 642 1 - 3 2.23 .70
Security- 642 '1 - 3 1.89 .68
Supervisor Approval 641 1 - 4 3.07 .78 (2) .64
Co-worker Approval 553 1 - 4 3.12 1.00 (2) .71

splojective,Degree of Performance,.ContinAenCy

Rewar4a-, 2.58. .201
Pay (three ordered but unsealed categorfea)

Satisfaction

645
646
645
645'

644°

646
645
642

644

/

1 - 4
1 - 5
1 - 4
1 - 4
1 , 4
1 - 4-
1 - 4:

1 -4
1;,-:. 4

3.00
3.94
3.0
2.92
2.64

',.2-.7.6

2:99
;3:',2.0.

:3:13

- ,

Intrinsi& Job Satisfaction
Facetfree
Oacetspec"ific
Overall
Advancement
Pay

. Resource Adequacy
',Freedom .

P

Sedurity;.
Supervisory Approval 645 1 - 4 . 3.10
Co-worker Approval 645 1 -'4 3.17.

Facet Importance

Intrinsic Rewards 646 3.69
Pay 646 3.56

Individual' Differences

Tenure 620 1 -40 8.36
Self-esteem 6' 645 1 - 7 6.b1
Intolerance of Ambit' 642 1 - 45 2:83
Locus of Control. 635 1 - 2 1.63 ,

Other

Performance Rating 284 1 - 7 5.61
Intrinsic Reward Level 648 1 - 5 3.68
Pay per Year '(thousands) , 647 3 -65 10.18

.77 (4) .82

.97 (4) .80 SB

.59 (7) .86 .

43
.92

1.02
.64 (5). .7.9,

-.".7B

:...99':

, :.-82j:. '; (4) .88
%'.58.. (4) .84

''

:41, (7) .78
.68

7.03
1.05
1.27 .45 SB
.38 (2) .44 SB

1.07
.84

. : 5.29

*The internal consistency indicators a e coefficient alphas except in
ewe where the Spearman -Brown (SB) coefficient was 4sed. Numbers 40 paren-
theses iridicate the number` of component variables. "
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jormal wage scale with few indiVidual deviations; (2) BaSe pay is supple-
.

mented by a firm-wide

'supplemented by group

alens own work group.

bonus calibrafed to base,wage; and (3) Base pay is

bonusbased upon measured performance of the respon-

The first was judged to be least responsive to

individual perfermance, and. the third most responsive to' individual per-
t

A number of respondents remained unclassified,. as no objective

groundsHcould be adduced for them.

Facet-specific job satisfactions: The interview included numerous

questions asking for the' respondent's degree of satisfaction.(onjour-point

Scales) with respect4to various specific.joh(facets.7 psing a hierarchical

clustering., method (Andersberg, 1973) satisfaction items or-sets of items

were created to parallel the "cohtingen,Cy? measures mentioned earlier.

,t

Measures resulted representing degree of satisfaction with: pay, intrinsic

qualities of the job,.supervisdr,.cq-woikers, resource adequacy, freedom,-
,

security, and'advancemenr:oPportunities.-
.,

.

Non- specific job satisfaction. Three measur s were derived to -repre-

.1?
sent job satisfaction to a compiehensive sense. The

..

an unweighted average of the seven factor-specificsatisfactions. The

second was based upon the
5
responses to four questions concerning the

was derived

respondent's' degree of job satisfacvion phrased so that there was no .

., IN

i -
1, 4r-

,

. ..

facets. 'example: Knowing what you know now; if''Knowingreference to specific
1

by

you had to decide all over again, whether to take the j h you have now, What

uld you decide?' Further details onthe derivation of this measure are

$rovided by Beehr-(1974) and in Chapter 3 of- this report. A

third measure, here called, "overall job satlefaction", combipes the facet-

specific and facet-free measures.
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Moderating Variables
A

Facet Importance. Twenty three,Items'in the,i1;terviewasked the res-
.

pOndent to rate On4our-point scales ranging from "Nbt at all desirable", ay

"Very'ddsirable" (4) the desirability of,,variousflob facets ot(anY job.-

Example: "How desirable is it. ::/:t.hat you have a chance to/develcip,your

special at work?" -Seven of -these' items, were, chosen <on conceptttal

rather than empirical grounds) to represent the desirability of,-intrinsic

rewards: The mean ofhese seven iteMS:was used as anindek of the importance

of intrinsic rewards. One item measured rhe desirability of pay to the
*a ,--,,1 -.1respondents. For details on thee two measures, Gupta (1975):

Tenure was measured by lhe number of years the.employee had been

the organization. It was Categorized into three groupson the basis of the'

yet 4r oforiginal hire.: 1933-19'64; 1965-1970: 1971-1973.
n

Tolerance of Ambiguity was;naaverage of three'items. "What,

we are usedvto is always preferable to what unfamiliar." The selection'andt
,\

and joint properties of these items are explicated in Beehr (197,4)-

Locus of Control. ,The internal-external locus of -control index consisted
..

of two items (Q No. 124- Volume II, Appendix A),. Both items in this index

referred to work-related perceptions of internal (self-controlling} and

external (controlled by externalevents) locus of control. A ,high-score on
.

tfii's index represented internal"lOcusof control; and a low score represented

external locus of control.. The-creation and properties of this index are

described in Beehr (1974).

Self.ANteem was leasured by three semantic-differential, items concet-

(nin :feeling's of self-worth in the work role.. Third index.was-taker from
.

,,

-f....'.. I.

Beehr (1974), who in 1tt.kril used a modified version of the 'Quinn & Shepard

(1974) self-esteem index.



Job PerforMsneeThis-was an index obtained from ratings by super__

.101
:

-----.
Visors of employees along two dimenS ions, viz quality and thethe amount
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of work performed by his /her subord inates. These items

:supervisors on''SeverkzToint. semantic differential

Intrinsic Reward Level.,... This concept was Measured

the challenge'IndeX from the

were rated by

(Volume Appendix W
through theA6R of

overall Quality :,;,1 employment indicator

(Barnowe, Mangione, S Quinn, 1972)andUsed elsewhere in this report

(i.e., Chapter 3). It consiSdte nssetially
of the emp49Yee 's descrip-

.

_:
..t.iOns (A his job with respect to the extent. to which characteristics, that

are eV torelant intrinsic rewards
. .

were presen list of the consti-

-,,,

tuent items, see Gdpta (1975),

For a

of money theyeo the ActualActual' Pay. Employees Opoi- had

year. This

amount

measure
b. ....

.

earned from their job in the rPasr was used to their ac1-4l

pay reward after conversion, as needed, to a full- 0,m' kpl-year equivalfnt.

to whichsatisfactionThe relationship between job

.tbree ways.

°t1 And the degree

rewards.are contingent on performance was exam

tigig the extentFirst, one-way analyses of variance were

examined in

performed
. ,

r td

which each reward was contingent on performan Was the predictor, an&n,'

overall."job satisf &action as the.it11:: The results of these analyses
.. ., ... ..,.. . .

- _

'ore reported in Table:4. !The. tabi6 shoWs differene,! n the

mean The largest difference:satisfaction levels for each of the rewar.a areas.

re, however, sighifTtaat beyond the ,.01

':cur in the areas of supervisory approval Alla

smallest in the area of coworker

):':-4fi(1) the

I

lE

the

iN
Not nbown here are tho
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Table 2
.

4

Mean Satisfaction Levels for Groups Defined by the.Perdeived
Performance Contingiisncy of Different Types of Rewards

ype of Reward

Perceived Degree
of Performance Contingency

Low Medium High

Intrinsic Reward (N=639) 2.41 2.78 3.15

,1

54.09*

Supervisory Approval a(N=637)- 2.25 2.65 .03 31./20 48.28*

Co-worker Approval (N=551) 2.68 2.87 3'.04 10.62*
e

Resources (N=641) 2.73 3.05. 3.09 22.93*

Freedom (N=636) 2.75 3.99 ' 3.12 16.44*

Security (N=639) 2.64 2.86 3.20 36.18*

Pay (N=641) 2.79 3.06 3.21 22.28*
2

* p < .01:

aFour-point scare. The medium categories represent scale points
? and, 3. , _

78i
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results of analogous analysis of variance tests performed on all available

combination's of rewards and alternative measures of satisfaction, as the

results were without exception compatible with those shown in.Table 2.

Also not shown here are analogous analyses performed using objective

rather than perceived perfOrmance-reward contingencies as predictors, and

satisfaction as the criterion. These analyses, .however, provided

pattern of results similar to that shown in Table 2, although the effects

were weaker. One reason for the relative weakness of the impact of objec--

tive contingency may be the questionable validity of'the predictors.

The second test of the relationship between the contingency of rewards

on performance and job satisfaction involved computing product moment

correlations. The correlations were computed between (1) the extent to

which different rewards were provided on the basis of performance, and

(2) the relevant facet satisfaction measure, as well as facet-free satis-
.

faction, total facet-specific 9 isfaction, and overall, satisfaction.

Table 3 reports these correlations. All correlations in this table were

significant beyond the .01 level, indicating thp existence' of a positive

relationship between the contingency of rewards on performance and job

satisfaction.

The significance of the differences between the correlations of parti-

cular,rewards.with their corresponding, facet-specific satisfactions and

with the three more global satisfaction measures was computed using the
1

formula for correlated samples (McNemar, 1969, p. 158). The tests revealed

significantly higher correlations with facet-specific satisfactions than

'with thes global satisfaction indices for three of the seven reward areas,

viz.,.intrinsic rewards, supervisory approval, and resources.

7 G 0 .



Table 3

Correlations between Satisfaction and Perceived Degrees of Performance-Contingency of Rewards

Perceived Contingencies

Supervisory Co-worker

Intrinsic Approval Approval Resources Freedom security Pay

Intrinsic

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

with Supervisor

Satisfaction

with Co-worker'

Satisfaction

with Resources

Satisfaction

with Freedom

Satisfaction

with Security

Satisfaction

with Pay

.41

(639)a.

.67

(638)

Facet-free

Satisfaction

Total Facet-

specific

Satisfaction

Overall

Satisfaction

i#

.29* , .26

(640) (639) i

( .

.55.29*

(639) (637)

.38 .45*

(639) (637)

.12

(551)

.12,

(641)

.23

(636)'

,27

(631)

.17

(632)

..

.17 .14 , .17 .24 .19

(552) (642) (640) (641) (632)

0 0

.17 .24 ,19 .29 .27

(551) (641) (639) (640) (652)

.19 :24' ,22 ,32 .25°

(551) (641) (639) (640) (632)

aNs reported in parentheses, All correlations,significant beyond the .01 level.

*Difference from correlation of relevant facet-specific satisfaction significant beyond .01 level.

Difference from correlation of facet-specific satisfaction significant beyon&the .05 level,

direction reversed from prediction,

719 2
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Finally, an index was made from .the number of different rewards that

were perceived to be very. likely to follow from performance. A low, score

on this index indicated that only a few rewards were contingent on per-
*.

formanCe.. One -way analyses of variance were then performed,using this
.

. .

index as a predictor and,two eatisfaCtion.Variables -- facet free and over-
. .

\all --'as criteria.- The results.of these analyses are reported in, Table 4.

The table indicates that'both types of satisfation are higher when

several rewards are contingent on performance than 'whep only a few rewards

are contingent.

The major hypothesis, that there exists a positive, relationship between

the contingency of rewards on performance and job satisfaction was, there-.

fore, strongly confirmed.

Moderating effects. Several analyses were performed which looked at

the moderating effects of individual differences, performance, and actual
\

reward level on, the main relationship, and at the interaction between

intrinsic and pay rewards in the determination of satisfaction. The data

from' these analyses are not shown here, but the general results are

summarized.

Individual differences. Indi ual differences provided weak and mixed

results as moderators of the contingent rewards-satisfaction relationship.

The two facet importance variables. had some moderating effects of. the

expected kind, as did self-esteem. Locus of. 'control had main, rather than

interaction, effects. Hypotheses involving the moderating effects of toler-

ance'of ambiguity and'tenure w e
*
disconfirmed.'

Performance.. Hypotheses involving the moderating effects of current

level of performance were disconfirmed. Performance was not a significant
Ira

793
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Table 4

Mean SatiSfaction for Groups Defined by Number of Rewards
Perceived to be Contingent on Performance

Number of Contingent Rewards

Type of Satisfaction Few Medium 'Many

Facet-free Satisfaction

Overall Satisfaction

3.71

2.72

3.93

2.87

4.19

3.19

11.35*

29.01*

538, p.< .01

.r
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Moderator of the'relatidnship between performance-contingent rewards

:sindisatisfactiOn.

Actual reward level. It was hypothesized that'a positive relationship

would be detected between the contingency of intrinsic and pay rewards on

'performance and satisfaction even when'the effects of actual reward level

Were held constant. This hypothesis was confirmed unequivocally with

respect to intrinsic rewards; the data showed only slight support for the

hypothesis with reference to .pay.

Interaction between intrinsic and pay rewards. This'hypOthesis was not*

confirmed. The data showed that the provision of pay contingent on-per r7.

maOce did not lOwer the intrinsic satisfaction of employees.

Discussion and Conclusions

The analyses confirmed that there existed in the data a direct relation-

ship between performance-contingent rewards and"saAsfaction independent of

the moderating effects: of performance on actual reward level. In other words

the contingency of rewards is related to satisfaction not-merely because

of the receipt of rewards following good performance but because the

perception of the contingency is in itself satisfying. Earlier, a variety

of psychological processes that may cause such a relationship to exist were

discussed. It gks argued that equity, locus of control, and tolerance of

ambiguity could explain the existence of a performance-contingent reward-

satisfaction relationship. 'While the effects of perceptions of equity were

not examined in this study, those of locus of control and tolerance of

ambiguity were. The results showed that locus of control may b2 a psycho-

.s

logical process involved in explaining the existence of such a relationship,

but tolerance of amblitt.i,t.g4s not.
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With reference to the two specific rewards that were given detailed

treatment in the analySes, viz., pay and intrinsic rewards, an additive

relationship emerged. Tests of Deci!s '(1971).hypothesis provided fliscon-

firming evidence. One of the issues of releVance in instituting a perfor--

mance-based monetary reward system is the psychological impact of such 'a

syStem. If performance-based pay prodUceslhigh levels of pay. satisfaction

but simultaneously hap negative-effects on other work-related attitudes, its

overall utility is questionable. It is,'therefore, encouraging that per-

formance-contingent pay did not result in reduced intrinsic satisfaction.

Three points should, however, be kept in mind when interpreting these

results:. :(1) The present study was a cross - sectional field study, whereas

Deci's results were obtained iv-a laboratory setting; (2) Deci used

behavioral, rather than self- report measures of intrinsic motivation; and
,

(3) The present,pdy used intrinsic satisfaction as the criterion variable,

whereas Deci used intrinsic motivation as his criterion.

A reward system that uses performance as the basis on which to reward

employees affects the satisfaction of employees not only with particular

facets of the job, but with the overall jobas well.' The results indicated

that a similer'patterh of relationships existed between perforMance-cOntin-

gent. rewards and facet-specific as'well as facet-free and overall job

C 'Thsatisfaction.

The present study has several limitations which may have attenuated the

results. These limttations include the use of one -item measures, question-

able validity of the objective paNUTitingency index and of the performance

ratings, and the dichotomous form of some of the personality measures.

.

In addition, there are problems. regarding the dichotomizing of rewards into

196
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( .intrinsicandextrinsic areas, when they might better be conceptualized as

.a continuum. Finally, a major ,limitation of th e study revolves around

testing a causal model using cross-sectional data.

Implications

The results suggest that the institution of a performance -based reward

system will have multiple benefits fOr the organization. In addition to

the positive eff a On the motivation, effort, and performance of employees

. reported in other earch (summarized in Mitchell, 1974). Such a system

had positive effects on job satisfaction. Job'satisfaction has been found

, to be related to such employee behaviors as turnover, abSenteeism, and

lateness (e.g., Mangione, 1973), behaviors that are costly to the organiza-

tion. The present results reinforce the beljg that a performance-based

reward sygtem would be effective along several criteria of organizational

success.

Furthermore, satisfaction of employees is a valued state in and of

itself. Job dissatisfaction has been treated as an indicator of strain and

poor mental health.,(e.'g., Beehr, 1974). Argyris (1964) has advocated the

integration'Of the goals of the individual and the organization. A perfor-\

mance-based reward system would prove of considerable use in realizing this
J.

objective.

It is worth noting that'iothis population of typical Persons, jobs and

employers, the absolute level of performance-reward contingency is at best .

a modest one., It is rare that an indiVidual sees an unequivocal connection

between his/her performance and the various rewards that he/she obtains. The

e
results of the present study suggest that if such a connection were clearly

perceived by the employee, benefits would, accrue along several criteria of
, .

organizational effectiveness. 79 7
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ABSTRACT

This analysis investigates the relationships between workers'
experiences on and off the job. Of particular interest is the debateover two rival hypotheses.: the "spillover" hypothesis and the "compen-
satory" hypothesis. The former arguegthat workerb' experiences on thejob carry over into the nonwork arena, and possibly vice ver_ig., such thatthere develops a similarity in the patterning of work and nonwork life.
The latter argues. that the work situation is likely to be deficient in
need fulfillment, at least in some respects, fbr most workers and that
,they will compensate for these deficiencies in their choices of leisureand family activities.

Data from the present study support,the spillover hypothesis for themost part. Such support is reflected in the positive correlations betweendegree of involvement an work (measured subjectively) and degree ofinvolvement in nonwork. Support is also shown in the positive correlations
between general types of acti141.4ts_engaged in at work and a correspondingset of types of activities in nonwork. In addition, the relevant liter-ature establishes a positive bond between subjective reactions to workand to leisure and family life. The one major exception to this pattetnof spillover concerns physical' effort, on the job. Workers who expend
a relatively great amount of physical effort at work are less involved
in their nonwork activities.
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Work and Nonwork

Li
Part I--A R4view of the Literature

Graham L. Staines

Introduction

695

Despite its magnitude, the literature connecting experiences on and off

the job seems fragmented, uneven, and in need of conceptual integration.

The literature includes an older tradition of research on the relationship

between work and leisure (cf. Parker & Smith, 1976), a newer body of

writings connecting, work life and family life (cf. Aldqt, OsMond & Hicks,

1977; Kanter, 1977; Pleck, 1976) and more'limited discuskons of the rela-

tionship between work and other domains of nonwork such as political parti-
11-

cipation (cf. Allardt, 1976). As noted, the literature linking work to

each of these domains of nonwork has tended to be discrete, with few

attempts at theoretical systematization. The search for more generalized

patterns of association between work and nonwork seems warranted and timely,

4.)

although there is no compelling reason why work life should bear the Same

relationship to eadh of the various domains of nonwork.
)

Role terminology helps to provide an integrative analysis of the rela-

tionship between work and nonwork. Work is a role, family life represents.

a cluster of roles (including spouse and parent), and leisure is also

a role, although, of course, there are many important differences

among these major life roles. Of relevance here are such role-related

concepts as: degree of role involvement, types and level of role expeeta-
r-

tions, types of role activities, level of role competence, types of needs
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satisfied by a.role, and subjective role reactions (cf. Nye, 1976).

It,would in principlerbe possible to correlate measures of all role-

related concepts concerning work with all measures of the same concepts

concerning nonwork. The existing literature, however, does not cover

many of the permutations so generated. The more modest but realistic

:task attempted here is to examine the literature linking work and nonwork

roles on just three of the role-related concepts:' degree of role involve-

ment, types of role activities,and subjective role reactions. Degree

of role:involvement refers to objective factors such as time and energy

invested in the job, range of activities undertaken, as well as subjective

feelings of involvement or investment. Degree of involvement in nonwork

activities invokes the same criteria as applied to leisure pursuits, family

and home activities, organizational involvements, and so on. The types of

activities that various jobs entail may be measured along such dimensions

as: working with things versus ideas versus people (e.g., Kohn, 1969),

degree of, discretion or autonomy (e.g., Meissner, 1971; Torbert & Rogers,

1973), degree of complexity (Kohn, 1969; Kohn &.SchOoler, 1973), active

versus passive, variable versus repetitive, etc. The same criteria may be

used to classifytypes of nonwork activities. Subjective reactions to

work experiences may be scored in a p itive or negative direction along

such common dimensions as satisfaction, enjoyment, number of work-related

problems, and health-related reactions affecting physical or mental health.

Again, the criteria applied to work may be applied equally effectively to-

experiences outside the work environment.

The categories in this tripartite conceptual scheme (degree of role

involvement, types of role activities, and subjective role reactioua)

.*,
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_

are not, of course, watertight. For,example,. degree of role involvement,

measured subjectively(, ,can come close to the notion, of positive role

reactions. When types'of role activities concern such dimensions as
wow

active /passive, moreover, their distinctiveness from degree of involvedent

seems blurred. And when types of role activities tap such dimefisions as

autonomy, variety, and intrinsic interest, they shade into positive role

reactions suchas satisfaction and enjoyment; but lorlithe most part these

three conceptual categories work well.

The present review concentrates on two general and competing' approaches

to the relationship between wotk and nonwork that have appeared frequently

in the literature)- The first general. approach asserts a fundamental simit-

larity between what occurs in the occupational environment and what transpires
$

elsewhere. Generically termed the positive'approach in this discussion, it

appeal's in the literature under a variety of labels: spillover, extension,

generalization, familiarity, identity, isomorphism. The second or negative

approach proposes an inverse association between work aTid nonwork. It asserts

that world experiences and nonwork experiences tend to be antithetical. The

negative approach may be recognized in the literature by such terms as contrast,

compensation, opposition, competition, and heteromorphism. As a formal

1
e.g., Aldous, 1969, Bacon, 1975; Breer and Locke, 1965; Burch, 1969; Dumazedier,

1967; Grubb, 1975; Hagedorn & Labovitz, 1968; Havighurst, 1961; Kanter, 1977;.

Kelly, 1972'; Kempei & Reichler, 1976; Kornhauser, 1965; London, Crandall &

Seals, 1977; 'Meissner, 1971; Neulinger, 1974; Parker and Smith, 1976;

Rapoport & Rapoport, 1965; Ridley, 1.973; Salvo, 1969; Seeman, 1967; Shepard,

1974; Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974; Torbert &Rogers, 1973; Wilensky, 1960, 1961;

Willmott, 1971.
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alternative to these two major hypotheses, there is the null- position

according to whiCh work and nonwork are unrelated, as is Suggested by the

terms setarpteness, compartmentalization, segmentation, and

neutrality. The positive and negative approaches, along with their null

alternative, have been offe d in the literature as general statements of

the relationship between work and nonwork. As stated, these wholly general

formulations brook no distinctions among different nonwork roles, different

role-related concepts, different facets of each concept, different subsamples

of workers, and so on. As later sections of this/paper make clear, however,

these geneial perspectives sometimes need to be clarified, qualified, and

revised. For example,,they may need, to be reformulated in conditional or

contingent terms, the positive approach holding under one set of conditions,

the negative approach Under another set, and neither 'approach under yet a

'third set of circumstances (cf. Dubin, 1956; Parker & Smith, 1976). Such

a contingency approach may not .be. as neat as. the two 'overall approafies but

neither does it run a similar risk of being too simple.

Possible future qualifications notwithstanding, the general positive

and negative approaches provide a convenient framework for reviewing the

. evidence on the.relationship between work and nonwork. As depicted in

Table 1, the three role-related concepts as they concern the work role may

be crossed with the e same.three concepts as they pertain to nonwork roles.

Table 1 therefore coi ains nine separate (numbered) cells. Each cell con-

tains correlations between dimensiOns of work and nonwork and several cells

invite specific hypotheses about the relationship between work and nonwork,

based on the positive and negative approaches. Cell one, for example, explores

the relationship between degree of involvement in work and degree of
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Subjective

Reactions
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' Table 1

Containing Hypotheses Work

Degree of'Involvement

Nonwork

Types of Activities Subjective 'Reactions

Mechanisms for Positive Hypothesis Mechanisms for Positive'Hypothesis No Mechanisms Cited for

Positive Hypothesis

Mechanisms for Negativee

Integration ,

.Personality type

Skills & abilities

Cultural pressures

Mechanisms for Negative Hypothesis

'Integration

Personality type (preferences)

Skills & abilities

Me anism for Negative Hypothesis

Hypothesis

Fixed sum of scarce

resources

Work as an alternative to

, traditional roles

Fixed sum of scarce resources

Uniform & stable preferences, .

Desire for variety

4

No Mechanisms Cited for Positive

Hypothesis

Mechanism for Negative Hypothesis

, 5

Mechanisms for Positve ilypothesis

6

,

,

No Positive or Negative

Hypotheses

Integration

Skills & abilities

Learned habits,

Strong preferences

Mechanism's for Negative Hypothesis

Energy as scarce resource Energy as scarce resource

Uniform & stable preferences

Desit:e for variety,

7

No Mechanisms Cited for Positive

Hypothesis

MechanEorNeisniRpolativefiesis.

8

,.

..

No.Positive or Negative Hypotheses

,

9

Mechanisms for Positive

Hypotheses

Integration

Skills & abilities

Absence of work problems

means family relation-

ships unimpaired

'No Mechanisms Cited for

Negative Hypothesis;

Uh4orm & stable preferences
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involvement in nonwork roles. Cell two concerns associations between degree

of Work involvement and types of nonwork activities. Cell three considers

connections between degree of work involvement and reactions to nonwork

roles. . Cell four correlates the types of work activities undertaken with

degree of involvement in nonwork roles, and so on.

The present plan includes a set of procedures for several of the nine

cells: presenting the specific hypotheses based on the positive and nega-
*

4:-tive approaches; spelling out the causal mechanisms behind each hypothesis;

and reviewing the available correlational evidence that bears on the

hypotheses.

Consistent correlational patterns so generated raise the complex issue

of causal direction'. Do the correlations support the causal mechanisms

according to which work affects nonwork, do they favor the mechanisms that

explain why nonwork affects work, or do they suggest thitt both causal direc-
4,

lions are operative simultaneously (cf. Breer &,Locke, 1965; Dumazedier,

1967; Kanter, 1977 Kohn & Schooler, 1973)? Although every set of correla-

tions raises the , ssue of causal direction ane.,v, some general principles

may be outlined. Breer and Locke (1965) and Meissner (1971) point out that

the work environment lacks the flexibility or malleability of nonwork.

This is particularly true of work and leisure. A worker rarely picks and

choose's
,
-amongjobs'the way he may'among leisure activities.. He cannot

modify the content of his work the way he can his recreation. Nor can he

quit his jpb as readily as he can abandon a hobby. To the extent that the

worker cannot select and shape his work environment, it becomes leas plaus-

ible to attribute correlations between work and leisure to the impact of

leiure on work. The causal connection between work and family appears more

symmetrical than that between work and leisure. Family life may make demands
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on work which the work role must accommodate, just as work may require

adjustments in family life (Kanter, 1977). Yet, despite the greater causal

symmetry between work and family, the work experiences of employed people

probably affect their family life more thanthe reverse.

C411 one

Empirical Studies

As applied to cell one, the positive approach predicts a positive

correlation between degree of involvement in the work role and degree of

involvement in nonwork roles. The causal arguments relevant here are fouv-:

)

fold. (1) Integration. ,.Work and nonwork mai be integrated, that is,

interwoven or fused. Alte atively, a sharp demarcation may separate them

el)I (Aldous, 1969; Goldthorp Lockwood, Bechhofe'r, & Platt, 19691 Kelly, 1972;

Parker,& Smith, 1976; Ridley, 1973; Salaman, 1974). Integration means that

a high degree of involvement in work accompanies a high degree of involve-

ment in nonwork, and vice versa. As,a causal mechanism for the positiVe

approach, integration has at least four distinct components:' overlap of,

time .(work and nonwork activities undertaken simultaneously or in the'same

time period); overlap of place (work and nonwork activities occur in the

same location); overlap of people (work and nonwork activities undertaken

with the game people); and overlap of activities (certain activities have

direct significance for both work and nonwork).
2

In occupational Communi=

ties--the clearest example...of integration of work and nonwork--work reln-

tionships, activities, interests and valued permeate peoples' lives off the

2
In addition to contributing to integration, a potential mechanism behind

the positive.hypothesis in cell one, overlap of activities provides direct
evidence for the positive hypothesis in cell five (to be discussed shortly).

,811
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Sob. Members of such communities choose many of their friends from within

their occupations, carry their work activities and interests into their

Leisure., belong to work-related clubs and societies, andAefihe theMe,e1Ves

largely in terms of their occupational role (S Taman? 1974). (2) Person-

ality type. Consistent with the literature on the Type A personality

(Rosehman, Friedman, Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanskt, and Wurm, 1970;' Rosenman,,

Friedman, Straus, Wurm, Jenkins, Messinger; Kositchek, Hahn, & Werthessen,

1966)-is the np4on that certain people have a general dispos4ion to

become heavily involved in all activities, including work-related as well

as other ones. (3)'Skilis & abilities. ; Workers heavily involved in their

jobs may acquire skills and abilities, especially social skills, that

facilitate their involvement in nonwork activities (Hagedorn & Labovitz,

1968; Meissner, 1971). Alternatively, afsimilar but reversed causal arrow

may run from skills and abilities acquired in nonwork roles, to the work

environment. (4) Cultural pressures. Certain segments of the working-

_population (e.g., corporate eXecutives);may experience pressuressto beCome

involved in social ana political activities as,well as workresponSlbilities

(Levinson, Price,,Nunden, Mandl, & Solley, 1962).,

The scholarly literature has exhibited limited interest in the.positive

hypothesis in cell one Lipset, Trow, & ColeMan (1956) reviewed some Cf the

structural conditions of printers' jobs that, they believed, integrated

workand*nom..iork activities in the printers' occupational community. They

suggested that interest .in the work sphere generalized to work-related but

off-the-job political activity, namely, involvement in trade union activi-

ties. According t9 Allardt (1976), Semignen (1958) obtained an empirical

result along similar lines in a Finnish study: workers highly involved

in their work (i.e., those desiring to'improve occupational skills, unwil-
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ling-to.change factories, apt to make suggesLns) 'proved particularly

activ.e; in the unions. As regards offFthe-jobpolitical activities without

work ties,. Lipsitz (1964) selected small samples of three occupational

grodps at a unionized assemblY:plantin New Jersey semi-skilled assembly -.

line workers (11-=1,2) whp.scored very low on degree of work involvement

(91Cild have left their present jobs if posSible); semi - skilled repair,
. k

relief, and utility workers (N=14) who scored fairly low on involvement

(71%' would have left); and skilled'maintenance workers (N=15) who exhibited
.

high involvement (only 27% would have left). The three occupational groUps4

Lipsitz reported, scarcely differed at'all on a- variety. of measures of extent

of political participation (voting, discussion of politics, and interest in

political affairs) but the Si mple sizes limit the significance of

his study.

The negative hypothesis in cell one, in contrast, has received very

extensive, attention in the literature AccOrding.to its most obvious formu-

.lation, the more time, energy,and' money devoted to work activities, the less

these resources are available for off-the-job. activities (e.g., Clark, .Nye

and'G4cas,'I977; Hammond, 1954). In short, such resources,add to a fixed

aam, and work and nonwork act as mutually exclusive alternatives vying for

the.allocation of scarce resources. While the argument about resources

has general applicability for th$4egative hypothesis, its formulation often

diffeis-fOi the sexes; The argumentfor men stresses that heavy involvement,

in the work role may preclude or at least diminish participation i familytl

and leisure activities. Discussions-oyomen emphasizeothat major mily

commitments often conflict with job demands, thus forcing women'either.

partially or completely out of the ldbor force or" failing that, forcing upon

them hard personal-ddcisions as to which set of role demands takes priority

8.136
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(Bailyn,1970;4Cumming,.Lazer:and Chi olM, 1975; Safilios-Rothschild,

,1971). Much of the literature on women also emphasizes that the.incom-

patibiity ,of workapd nonwork roles applies particularly during thoSe

portions of the life-cycle when family roles make their maximum demands,
A,

.H,
that is, When young children (especially preschoolers) need constant

attention at home (Harry, 1976; Meissner, Humphreys, Meis & Scheu, 1975).

Meissner (1971) suggested another possible mechanism behind the

negative hypothesis in cell one. People, he claimed, have relatively uni-

form an stable _preferences for levels (and types) o.f activity and involve-

, ment; their-preferences have.lOwer and upper bounds; and their:Preferencea-
,

apply across'maj:or domains of, activity andin::the relatively short rtn:

Thus, what people get from their experiencesat wdrk they do not need to seek

outside of work, and, likewise, the reverse (Grubb,k1975; Hammond, 1954;

tthews & Abu,laban, 1959).

Available empirical data have not adequately explored the negative:

'hypothesis in cell one. The methodologies in relevant studies have

frequently, though unnecessarily, presupposed the accuracy of the negative

'hypothesis (cf. examples-of measures in Haakiio-Mannila, 1971; Parker',

19651 Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974). :che.approach based On time budgets (e.g.,

Nelander, 1971), for example, has divided the hoUrs of a-day (or week), into a

segment associated with work'and segments associated with leisure activities)

family roles,. rest, etc, The time budget has thus built'inanegative relation-

ship between the amount of time allotted to work:and' the' aMont ailotted'to,

all nonwork activities,''but not between time allotted to work and time'

- allotted to particular nonwork roles. Studies by Walker and,colleagueg

(Walker & Gauger, 1973; Walker and Wonds,.1.7.6)'4Atained ntgatiVe associations

81.4
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among husbands .between.,: 1onr.$ ,erflicaPyed.andhour euoted to household.tasks
4,

and to parental role activity. Yet other recent studie§ by:Clark and;his
;,

colleagues (Clark & Gecas, 1977; Clark et al,, 1977) found no significant

relationship between bbsband's time in the work role and degree of partici-,
pation in three faMily roles (housekeeping, [marital].therdPeutic, and child

socialization). Husbands' work time, however, did have a significantly -

negative effect on two other family oles, recreation with spouse, and

'

childcare. Other studies have re ired forced choices between indicators.
4-

of work and nonwork involvementfor example, Dubin's investigations of

whether or not work is a central life- interest (e.g., Dubin, 1956). With
. .. !

few exceptions,available studies have. failed to select criteria of degree
1_,

of involvement (e.g., leveliA\iof energy, number 'of-organizational affiliations,

etc.) thathave made theThegativeehypothesis in cell one a'genuine and

interesting issue. As to

item
,

item measure of'degre'e of work` involvement (labeled.affeetive boredom) to

.

nine singlriteM measures of recreational participation (boating, camping,

exceptions; Grubb (1975) related-.an eight-

outdoor swimming, golf, etc.). Respondents had previously charaCterized

these nine specific activities as more stimulating than their jobs. BaSed

on a sample of hburly-paid production workers from four auto-assembly

plants, Grubb Cound no clear evidence of the expected negative relation-

ship between degree of work involvement:oud participation in' a series of

faVorite.leisure activities.'

Cell two

As noted lear, cell two concerns, the relationship between degree

-
of .work invOlvement.apcItypes of nonwork activities. The positive approach

. .
, , .

suggests the hypothesis that more involved workers'Will choOse leisure
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activities' similar to or related to their;work: It gains theoretical

'support from three of the positive pechanismt in cell one: inteeation,

personality type (those inclined to become highlyinvOlved in work allow

the work 'role AO diciatetheir slectiOn'of nonwork activities), and skills

-and abilities acqUired. Parker (1965) chaMpioned.the positive 'hypo eels

in his study of three occupations: bank employees,.yOuth employment officers,

and child care officers.
.

. .

Based on a Measure of degree:of intrinsit.Anyolve7

ment in occupation ( choice-orsameisimilar, versus different occupation

regardless of money), .Parker ranked bank workers low (61% would have chosen

youth employment personnel fairly high (20Z) anda different'occupation),

child care officers -, very high una. ..:Parker's data prqvided,clear support
4

forthe positive hypothesis High on degree of involvement,, youth employ-7

,

ment and child care Officers frequently engaged in work-related forms /of

.

leisure; whereAs bcnk officers, loW on involveffieni, generally selected
4

leisure activities completely different from and unconnected with their Work..

.

No 'discussions have appeared to date on the. negative hypothesis that high,,

involved workers,will pursue leisure activities that differ sharply from

their occupational responsibilities, although a desire for variety in

activities seems a plausible consideration here.

A

Cell the

I

Cell three'explOres the relationshilikbetween degree of work involve-

. ment and reactions to nonwork activities. According the relevantpoSi-
a

tive ,hypothesis, extensive work iyolvement induces a' frivorabl= reaction to

leisure And family, Whereas the negAtive.hypothests posits tha

involvement creates dihsa action with off-the-job .1.1CqVitie
;

rgy'Available (fixed sum of scarceof ineuffiCiendttime And

ligh work

be tuaei

ces),
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4

The reverse causal direction whereby subjective reactions to leisure and

family affect involvement in work ifralso a plausible possibility. Based

on a sample of college-educated British couples, Rapoport, Rapopgrt &

Thiessen (1974) found that husbands with a high degree of work involvement

(i.e., those who reported more satisfaction from career than from family)

enjoyed leisure activities less than did husbands who were faMily-oriented

(no significance tests used).

In line with'the notion of scarce resources, especially time and energy,

the negatilie hypothesis gains plausibility in the case of working wives.

Extensive involvement-in the work role May arouse anxiety and guilt regard-

ing their performance in traditional family roles. Alternatively, wives

dissatisfied with their traditional roles may seek greater involvement in

work (work as an alternative to traditional roles). As regards relevant

empirical studies, Haavio-Mannila (1971) used a sample of employed wives

froM Helsinki, Finland, to test the relationship between degree of work

involvement (seven noneconomic reasons for employment) and satisfaction with

leisure, family and spouse. Whereas satisfaction with leisure bore no rela-

tionship to degree of involvement, satisfaction with family and with spouse

both correlated negatively and, in several cases, significantly, with non-

economic motives for Working, Ridley (1973) studied the relationship

between job involvement (time 'devoted to occupational role performance in

excess of the normal work day) and marital adjustment (a nine -item, scale)

among a sample from Florida of married female school teachers and their

husbands. Despite several slight txT-e2ds towards a negative association,

Ridley obtained no significant relationship among either the teachers or

their husbands.
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Two studies have investigated the relationship between degree of

involvement in work and reaction to the household role. Based'on a sample,

of young, working Austrian, women, Haller and Rosenmayr (1971) reported

significantly negative associations between percent who wisheild to continue

working and satisfaction with the household role. Similarly, Shea, Spitz,

Zeller and Associates (1970) found that, for a national probability sample

of women aged 30-44, employed white women who disliked housekeeping activi-

ties exhibited a stronger propensity to be in the labor force. The relation-

ship did not hold, however, among .the black women in their sample. Since,

to a limited degree, women may view paid work as an alternative to house-

work, those who dislike housework will prefer greater involvement in the

occupational role.

Cell four

Cell four introduces the correlations involving types of work activities

and degree of nonwork involvement. Again appealing to the notion of scarce

resources, particularly energy, the negative hypothesis in this cell links

the extent to which the job makes heavy (and fatiguing) demands to a low

degree of involvement in nonwork activities; the positive hypothesis pro-

poses the reverse linkage. The available evidence on work and leisure

slightly favors the negative hypothesis. Larrue (196.13) detected no clearcut

association between the level of fatigue induced by jobs among metal workers

Toulouse and the extent of their involvement in a variety of leisure

activities, though two activities were more frequent among the fatigued

workers: going to the movies, and going out into the country. Lundahl

(1971) noted that employees in heavy and fatiguing jobs participated in

9 fewer lnisure activities, especially cultural and intellectual activities.

813
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Cell five

Cell five concerns the widely discussed relationship between types of

,work and nonwork activities. The positive hypothesis predicts that workers

chociee nonwork activities that match in character what they do on their

jobs. A number of possible causal mechanisms support the positive hypo-

thesis. Integration of work and nonwork is clearly one relevant mec

Similarly', qkills and abilities. acquired during work activities may facili-

tate similar behavior off the job, and vice versa. Breer and Locke (1965)

have emphasized. that behavior41 patterns learned and rewarded on the job

learned habits) generalize to nonwatk-activities, espeCially when based.

pn many years of job experience.(cf. BUrch's [1969] discussion of "force of

habit"). Strong preferences among workers for certain types of activities also

underlie the positive hypothesis. These proposed mechanisms behind the posi-

tive hypothesis in cell five--integration, skills and abilities, habits, and.

strong preferencesamaygenerate different results depending on whether non-

work activities primarily involve leisUre or family life.

"'l As regards work and leisure, Meissner (1971) tested the positive

hypothesis on a sample of 206 Male, Canadian, nonsupervisory workers

employed'in the forest industry, and located in a small factory town on

Vancouver Island. He focused on jobs, that inhibited autonomy via technical

.constraints(viz., machine pacing, spatial confinement, task dependence, and

type.of work) and also on thoSe that precluded the development of social

skills through opportunities for social interaction. Though he used no

tests of statistical significance, Meissner found, in line with the posi-

tive hypothesis, that jobs that hosed technical constraint5vr social

isolation at work were negatively associated with leisure activities which

required initiative, planning, decision-making and coordination (e.g.,

813
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participation in voluntary:.`organizations). He likewise found that jobs

which ecluded social interaction at work also related negatively to

sociable activities off the job that:tq0kplace outside an organizational

context (e.g., visiting, ,talkipg, beer drinking, and going family A

outings).

Also in line with the positive hypothesis, yet based on data at an

aggregate as opposed to an individual level, Hagedorn and Labovitz (1968)

noted that members of occupations that promOted leadership skills (per-

centage of all lower-status contacts required by the work role) scored

higher on two types of social involvement off the job: belonging to, and

participating in, community associations. Surprisingly, however, they

also fOund that members of occupations tha0t precluded social interaction

on the job (percentage of work contacts thatoccurredinfrequeiitly) joined

and participated in community associations more frequently.

The empirical studies relating work activities to family activities

are more suggestive than definitive in their support of the positive

hypothesis.,, Several investigations (e.g., Aberle & Naegele, 1952; Miller

& Swanson, 1958) have reported that parents adopted approaches to child-

rearing that were consistent with the yalueS propagated in the father's

work environment, such as competitiveness and aggressiveness. Yet these

studies.have contained little or no hard evidence of behavioral parallels
V

between a father's activities at work and.at home. A reversed version of

the positive hypothesis has special significance for working women. The

typically female occupations (e.g., school teacher, social worker, nurse,

secretary) call for the same types of nurturant, supgoortive and interpersonal

behavior that women regularly perform in their traditional family roles

(Bailyn, 1964; Kanter, 1977). Traditional female socialization and role

8,::O
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experiences may thus facilitate performance in these sex - typical occupations.

In *more pessimistic vein, Agassi (1975, p. 292) has commented on the

further parallel between paid employment and housework for many wives:

"the domestic role demands very little intellectual exercise, so

do most women's jobs; domestic work requires a lot of routine

and repetition, women's jobs are the most repetitious in the labor

market; the housewife's products are without perManence, women are

concentrated. n the production of nondurables; domestic work consists

largely of personai cleaning and feeding services, women, are concen-

trated in cleaning and feeding jobs; housewives suffer from lack of

achievement and recognition, most women's jobs lead nowhere."

Few studies have empirically supported the negatiVe hypothesis that

,

workers choose leekure'activities that differ from their work life,

although three, of the'mechanisms cited earlier apply here: energy as a

scarce resource, uniform and stable prefer,. Atr, And a desire forkvariety: In a

INtinquantitative and impressionistic report of interviews with white- and

blue-collar workers, for example, Gardell (6976) stressed that physically

and mentally fatiguing lobs often permitted only passive pursuits (watch-

ing television, skimming newspapers) and domestic typessof leisure

(puttering about the home) which sometimes had to be preceded by aperiod

of recovery from a strenuous cork day. \. .

Cell six

Cell six connects types of work behaviors and reactions to nonwork

activities, but the ,oeneral positive and negative approaches do not suggest

any specific hypotheses pertaining to this cell.
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Cell seven colpares reactions to work with degiee of nonwork Involve-'

ment. Its positive hypothesis joins favorable work reactions to \extensive

nonwork involvement; its negative hypothesis does the opposite. Meissner

(1971) has conveniently summarized three relevant noriAmerican studies

(Larrue, 1965; Hanhart, 1964;. Seeman, 1967), all of which supported the

null rather-then the positive hypothesis. Larrue (1965) who investigated

the leisure of metal workers in Toulouse reported no significant relatiOn-

ship between work satisfaction and degree of involvement in a series of

leisure activities. While not a quantitative report, Hanhart's (1964)

study of workers in Zurich sugggsteh that there was no association between

work satisfaction and a series of leisure pursuits although dissatisfied

workers did appear to go to the movies more frequently. Too recent to

be included in Meissner's review, Grubb's (1975), investigation of auto

workers produced no clearcut, linear relationship between a three-item

measure of (cognitive) boredoth and participation in recreational activities

described by respondents as more stimulating than their jobs:' Seeman

(1967) found for a sample of male. Swedish workers no connection between

a scale of work alienation (also interpretable as an inverse measure of

degree of job involvement) and extent of political knowledge.

One of the causal mechanisms cited earlier, uniform and stable

preferences, supports the negative hypothesis. If workers satisfy their major

needs at work, that is, they will not be motivated to seek additional gratifi-

cations via extensive involvement in nonwork roles. At least one study

has supported the negative hypothesis. In the city of Kuwait (then a
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restrictive enVironmenticir foreign proyesSionals), Matthews and Abu-Laban

(1959) found, that male primary school teachers from overseas wilo were

satisfied with their jobs engAged in fewer different leisure pursuits

and spent less time.On:laisure than those dissatisfied.

Cell eight

Cell eighx correlates reactions to work with types of nonwork

acOmities:, although the entries .in this cell cannot be conveniently

subsumed under positive, negative, or null hypotheses. A common idea

in the literature is that certain types of leiSure are typically a

response to a'highly frustrating work environment. Wilensky (1960),

for example,'has.proposed that dissdtisfaction with work exhibits' two

Major,off7the-job correlates: individuation, a solitary lifestyle

without significant interpersonal contacts on or off the job, and one

that translates into apathy (eating and drinking alone, passive

spectatorship) or explosive aggression (fighting, law violation); and

.family -home localism, a habitual withdrawal into the narrow circle of

kinfolk and friends, which excludes ties with the larger society.

Similarly, Bacon (1975) reviewed types of leisure 'that various authors

have linked to a fiustrated and alienated response to work: obsessive

preoccupation with false consumer needs (Gprz, 1965); passive, home-

centered,idle amusement (Baran & Sweezy, 1966); explosiveness or violence

(e.g., intemperance, sexual licence, dangerous driving, aggression against

minority groups).

Yet in his.empirical survey of male workers in an English community,

Bacon found no relationship between job alienation (or dissatisfaction)

and any of the following: level of material prosperity (e.g., ownership
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pf house, car, washing chine, refrigerator, etc.) or material am

At

bitidh

'desire for same); deg of physically passive/hoMe7centered leisure

(e.g., listening'to therradio, watching television,. reading, resting)

versus autonomous/creative leisure '(hobbies, .visiting pubs or churches,

playing.bingo, or motoring for pleasure). Though he did not present

his results in quantitative form, Hanhart (1964). detected no relation-

ship between work satisfaction and visiting, club, membership, participation

in active sports events, attendance at sports events, or listening to the

radio; but work satisfaction did appear to relate negatively to movie-

going. In a quantita4ve study, Larrue (1965) likewise obtained,P0

association between job satisfaction and involvement in five types of

leisure, activities (viz., reading, handvwork, spectator sports, movies,

and trips to the country). '111 their study of teachers in Kuwait, Si-,',1ilar3-y,

Matthews & Abu.7Laban (1939) detected no sicznificant difference in jdo

satisfaction between those who participated in leisure activities with a

group of others. and ,those who participated alone. Nor did a difference in

satisfaction emerge between those who selected leisure activities that

emphasized communication and those who opted for other types of recreation.

Cell nine

Cell nine, the final cell, tests whether the relationship between
.

reactions to work and nonwork roles is positive or negative. Consistent

with the positive hypothesis regarding work and leisure and thus with the

mechanisms of integration and skills and abilities, Kornhauser's (1965)

survey of male Detroit factory workers obtained positive tetrachoric

correlations between jOb satisfaction and satisfaction with leisure (0.26),

and community (0.32). Haavio-Mannila's (1971) Finnish study included
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employed men in addition to the married employed' women discussed earlier.

Regrettably, her measure of satisfaction with wOrk included housework
r

as well ap paid employm . Satisfaction with work, she found, correlated-

potitively and significantly with SatisfaCtion with leisure, for two grOups

(unM4rried men and married women) but not Eby' two others (married men and

unmarried women). 'Campbell, Converse and Rodgers (1976) reported posi-

tive correlations frpm a 1971 national sample between work satisfaction

and satisfaction with leisure (i.e., how spare time was spent) and friend-

ship. They, too, .treated housework as work for some of the women in their

sample. _London, Crandall and Seals .0.977) noted thatfor 4:1972 national

sample. of American adults correlations between items measuring job satis -.

faction and those measuring satisfaction with leisure ranged from 0.01 to

0.28, with a median of . The strongest correlations Idere between satis-

faction with coworkers and satisfaction with social life off the job; the

weakest linked satisfaction with financial aspects and physical working

conditions on the job to satisfaction with organizationS belonged to off

the job. London et al. argued, however, that shared methods, variance may

have accounted for these positive correlations.

Kemper and Reichler (1976) spelled out several plausible reasons why

favorable reactions to mirital and family roles among men might accompany

high levels of job satiSfaction. They noted that the husband satisfied

with his work does not bring his troubles hOme t burden his wife and

family; his positive frame of mind makes him more receptive to their needs;

his achievements at work add to their admiration for him. Based on col-
.

lege students' reports of their parents, Kemper and Reichler's own study

found significantly positive correlations between the father's intrinsic
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. ,

job satisfaction.(wdrkwas
meaningful/iMportant, enjqYed.work/liked to

talk'about'it). and his marital satisfaction, but no:relationship between

his,eatisfaction With*Atrin0b aspects of the job (income,' recognition)

and his marital satisfaction:
Separate studies by Biadbutn and Caplovitz

(1965),Aenne (19713),Haavio-Mannile (1971),and.kidley (1973) allfoUnd that hus-

bands dissatisfied with their.Jobs registered lower levels of marital adjustment.

""1'

associa-

ted

satisfaction with job and with family life proved positivelY associa-

ted in several studies:. Kornhauser (1956)4 husbands only; Raavio-Mannila

(1971), .signifiCantcorrelatipns for both married and unmarried men; and

CaMpbell et al. (1976)', Sample included both sexes.

Yet.data on reactions to, work' andfamily roles'among' women suggest

,)more complicated pattern. Renne (1b70)' reported that'satisfaction-wittl

job and with marriage were positively related among wivs, though not

as consistently as among husbanda(no significance tests used).. In

Ridley's (1973) study of married female school:teachers, he obtained

zero association between, job satisfaction and marital adjustment. For
.

.

three subgroups (wives with school aged children; those whose husbands

had education that was equal to or less than theirs; and those whose

husbands belonged to a semiprofessional occupation), however, the associa-

tian was significantly positive. Haavio-Mannila's (1971) study produc

positive and significant correlations between work satisfaction and

satisfaction with family among married but not unmarried women; yet no

significant correlation emerged between satisfaction with work and with

marriage (relationship to spouse) among married women.
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Summary and Conclusions

As noted; the specific hypotheses reviewed herewere drawn from two

general:approaches to the relationship between work And,nonwork roles:

'A positive approach that stressed the similarity'of work and nonwork, and

a negative one that emphasized their dissimilarity. The two general

approaches suggested specific positiVe and negative Hypotheses for some

of the nine cells In Table 1. For cells one,.five, and nine, the general

'notions of similarity.and dissimilarity logically implied poSifive and -

negative correlations, respectively, between work and nonwork roles ag

regards three role-related concepts: degree of role involVement, types

of role activities, and subjective role reactions.

Several other cells contained equally interestinghypotheses which

were also. labeled positive and negative even though they could not be

derived from the notions of similarity and dissimilarity without additional

assumptions or qualifications. For example, in cells three and seven, I ,

which concerned degree of involVement in the work 'tole and subjeotive

reactions to nonwork roles (and vice veraa),:,fhe derivations of the specific.

hypotheses required the further assumption that a high agree of role

involvement and favorable role reactions both reflected a positive role

orientation. As regards cell four (types(of work activities and degree

of nonwork involvement), one dimension of w'ork activities (viz., whether

work was heavy and tiring was treated as a,proxy for degree of work

involvement so that the argument Abut scarce resources could be invoked

as in cell'one (i.e., heavy work discourages a high degree'of nonwork

involvement). Cell two.required a more tenuous derivation. The positive

prediction that.a high degree Of work involvement elicits work-related
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- -
off-job behaviors assumed, that the similarity4between work and nonwork

.."
was conditional upon a high degree of work 'involvement ratherthan being

universal. Virtually the.same hypothesis could have been derived by an

alternative, though equally tenuous, route .volving cell fiVe. Specifical,-

4'.

1Y, tbe Ositive prediction in cell five (viz., that similar behavior

are exli bitedon' and off the job) could have been arbitrarily restricted

toworkgrS with a high degree of work involvement. Cells six and eight,
1

contained no specific predictions derivable either directly .or
e.,

indirectly from:.the notions of similarity and dissimilarity.

The main inference to be drawn- here is that the notions of similarity

and dissimilarity as applied' tq work and nonwork roles generated a number

of specific positive and negative hypotheses, some derived directly,

others just as interesting but requiring additional assumptiont or qual-

ifications. Since the specific hypptheses ip the various cellb differed
°

4
considerably', the evidence relevant to each hypothesis 'should be evaluated

separate:ly.

Thus', the many. foregoing empirical tests of the positive and negative

hypotheses call for a careful summary of tgeliterature on a cell by cell

basis. Ttom a methodological standpoint, a large number of the studies

contained major weaknesses: few took into account'the resources needed

for nonwork activities; few imposed other secondary controls on the rela-

tionship between work and. nonwork; few explored such measurement problems

as shared method variance; and several of the studies used measures whose

categorization as degree of role involvement, types of role g,tivities,

or subjective role reactions, raised :ambiguit Perhaps partly because

. of methodological problems, the overall empirical pattern was not consis-
,
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tent and'therefore_conformed more clbsely to the segmentation argument

hypothesis) than to either-the generalization, (positive hypothesid)

or compensation arguitient (negative hYpothersis) .The.sumnary of empirical

lindingithat followq gives greatest weight to the studies with less

problematic designs:

(1) Cell one initiated the pattern'of inconsistent and nondefinitive

findings. Grubb:(1975) found no relationship between measures,of the

degree of involvement in work and leisure. A number 9f studies of

husbands (Clark-and Gecai,1977'; Clark et al., 1977; Walker and Gauger,

1973; Walker and,Woods, 1976) reported a negative relationship between

time 'spent working and time spent in certtain (but not all) family roles.

In'addition; Seppanen.(1958). obtained a positive association between
4

degree of involvement. in work and in work-related but off-the-job

(2) The second ,cell contained only one empirical study (Parker,

1965), and it supported the positive hypothesis that more involved
'.7

_Workers(phoose leisure activities Similar to their tasks at work.

(31 Cell three's studies of the relationship between degree of'work .

inveq.vement and subjective reactionsto nonwork produced somewhat confusing

results. Rapoport et al.- (1974) obtained a negative association between

degree.of work involvement and enjoyment of leisure among,a sample of

'educated British husbands. Haavio-Mannila (1971) obtained iero associa-

among married-women between job involvement-and satisfaction. with

leisure but negative correlations with satisfaction with family and with

spouse. Yet Ridley (1973) uncovered no"association between degree of

job involvement and marital adjustment for either men or women. Two
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Studies of Womm Rosenniayr, 1971; Shea 1970) reco4ed

. some evidence of a .negatiVe association between: involvement in and

attitude to; the household role. is', !st,

T(4) Cell four includefromd mildly conflicting findings fro two boat's
,

. .
, . ''.i, ,

,

of the association between types of work activities and degree.of *nvolve-

went in leisure. Whereas argue (1965).,iobtained a marginally positive bOnd
)6

between fatiguing jobs and rejeisUre activities, Lundahl (1971),
,..

detected a reverse trend.

(

(5) Cell five's concern.with.the parallel between types of activities

on and off the job produced another set of mixed results. According to

Meissner's (1971) investigation!tjobA that offered workers little

autonomy were negatively associated,with leisure that required planning
t

and coordination; and jobs requiring interpersonal interaction correlated

. positively with leisure activities with strong:social components. Yet

Hagedorn and Labovitz (1968) recorded one diametrically opposite finding

as Well as a. somewhat similar One.'

(6) Cell six did not concern the pOsitive Or negative hypotheses.

(7) Cell seven comparedreactions to work and extent of, nonwork

involvement, and included both Zero and degftiVe findings: ,Larrue (1965)

and Grubb (1975) both reported no associatiOhlbetween job satisfaction .and
, .

1.

itleiaUre involvement. One"other study (Mai (sews and Abut,-Laban,.1959),

however, uncovered a negative association between job Satisfaction- and

leisure involvement. Seeman (1967) found-no connection betWeen work ,A-

.

alienation and extent of political kno,:.dedge.

(8) Cell-eight did not concern the positi e or negative hypotheses.
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(9) Cell nine contained two s udles (Kornhauser, 1965; London et al.,

1977) which obtained positive correlations between job satisfaction and ,

satisfaction with leisure. London et al. (1977)'have pointed out, however,

that shared method variance may have accounted for low positive correlations

between similarly phrased measures of satisfaction with work an leisure.

Though the qualifying comment abqut shared method variance applies

again, cell nine also contained a number of entries reporting positive

correlations between job satisfaction and satisfaction with family roles

among husbands: Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965), job satisfaction and marital

adjustment; Kemper and Reichler (L976), intrinsic job satisfaction and mari-

tal satisfaction; Kornhauser (1965), job satisfaction and satisfaction with

family and home life; Renne (1970), job satisfaction and marital adjustment.

In comparison, Ridley's (1973) study of wives obtained no association be-
_

tween job satisfaction and:marital adjustment.

The foregoing review of the general positive and negative approaches

to the relationship between work and nonwork should not obscure a variety

of alternative research strategies that hold promise. A number of studies,

for instance, have pursued more specific links between dimensions of work

and nonwork. Ineher summary of the literature, Kanter (1977) cited a

number of specific, occupationally,-ilased patterns or events that have Major

implications for family life (e.g., shift work, on-the-job travel, and geo-

graphical relocation) as well as a number of specifCc ways in Which family

life can affect occupational experiences. A large number of investigations

have explored the effects of work on nonwork by comparing individuals who

Work with tlmse who do not. The employment. siatus'of wives has been linked
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to their marital adjustment (e.g., Staines., Pleck, Shepard & O'Connor, in

press), their influence in family decisions (Blood & Hamblin, 1958), and

.their level of participation in political life (Andersen, 1975). Pursuing

another line of inguiry,ChampIux (1977; in preSs) shas treated similarity

between work and nonwork as an individual difference among employees rather

than as an aggregate characteristic of the population of workers, and has

used bipolar rating scales to allow workers themselves to define what is

similar about work and nonwork and what is different.

tt
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Work and Nonwork:

Part II:, An Empirical Study

Graham L Staines and David Pagnucco

The present empirical study investigates six of the nine cells

cited in Table 1 (Part It includes measures of degree of involvement

in, types of activities in, and subjective reactions to, the work role,

as well as measures of degree of involvement in and types of activities

in the nonwork'sphere. Lacking a measure of,subjective reactions to non-

work roles, it addresses only cells one, two, four, five, seven and eight.

Wherever appropriate, the analyses in t s it tOe positive against

the negative hypothesis. They also examine certain other relationships

between work and nonwork that lie outside the directional hypotheses.

Sample

The sample for the present report consists of 651 employees from

five organizations: a hospital, a printing company, a research and

development laboratory, and two plants that manufactured automobile

accessories--all in the midwest. Th:not representative of any

theoretical population, the respondents do represent a variety of common

occupations within common kinds of work establishments. The sample

includes both supervisory and nonsupervisory employees, but excludes those

wotking fewer than 20 hours per week and those too new to their jobs to

answer job-related questions. Compared to the national population of workers,
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the sample contains a higher proportion of blacks, women, young people, and

those who have never married. A fuller description of the sample appears

in Chapter 1.

The data reported in the present paper come from personal,

standardized interviews with respondents during the winter months of

1972-73 (i.e., Phase I of the total study). The overall interview

response rate for the five organizations was 72.9%. The personal inter

views included questions concerning the worker's job values, job attri

butes; job attitudes, physical and mental health, social and political

activities, personality, and personal background.

Measures

Degree of Work Involvement

The interview schedule include

of work involvement, three of them relatively

singleitem measures of degree

tive and the remainng

nine more subjective. In the list of these items that follow, responses

indicating the greatest degree-of involvement appear in italics.

Objective Measures

Hours worked. per week: During the average workweek how many hours

do You work not counting time off for meals? (High number of hours indi

cates high involvement.)

Have second Job: Do you presently have any other job or any

other work for pay outside of (study employer)? -(.Yes, No.)

Hours worked on second lob: About how many hours a week on the
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average do you work for pay outside of (study employer)? (High number of

hours indicates high involvement.)

9

Subjective Measures

Work harder than coworkers: Would you say yOu work harder, less,

hard or about the same as other people doing your type of work?

Frequency of extra work: How often do you do some extra work for

your job which isn't required of you?' (Often, sometimes, rarely, never.)

Do my best at work: How do you.see yourself in your work (Doing

my best, . . . not doing my best.)

Work my hardest at work: How do yqu see yourself in your work?

(Working my hardest, . . . not vkirking hard.)

Mould work even if enough money:' If you had enough money to live

as comfortably as you'd like, would you continue to work? (Yes, no.)

Time drags at work: On most days on your job, how often does time

seem to drag for you?' (Often, sometimes, rarely, never.)

Ideal job if free to choose: If you were free to go into any type

of job you wanted, what would your choice be? (Same job, some other job,

retirement, or simply not work.)

Job skills useful in future: How useful and valuable will your

present job skills be five years from now? (Very useful and valuable,

somewhat, a little, not at all.)

Degree'absorbed in job: Some people are completely involved in

their job--they are absorbed in it night and day. For other people, their

job is simply one of several interests. How involved do you feel in your

jab? (Very little, slightly, moderately, strongly involved.)

gi 0 r



Types of Work AEtivities

The indices of Quality of Employment provide the major measures of

types of work activities. These include the overall index of Quality...A0

Employment (31 component items), as well as more specific measures of

quality of employment for four areas: resources (five items), financial

rewards (five items), challenge (12 items), and comfort (nine items).

Full details of these five measures of Quality of Employment appear in

Chapter 3.

Several other items and indices cover somewhat different areas:

Always a lot of work to do: There is always a great deal of work to

be done (Not at all true, a little true, somewhat true, very true.)

Requires a lot of mental effort: My job requires a lot of mental

effort (as above).

, 4

Requires learning new things: My jobirequires that I keep learning

nip things.(as above).

Requires creativity: My job requires that I be creative (as above).

Requires a lot of physical effort: My job requires me to exert a lot

of physical effort (as above).,

One person lob: My job is pretty much of a one -person job--there,s
Ns

little need for checking or meeting with others (as above).

Works in a group: Is there any group of people at (study employer) tt

that you think of as your coworkers--people whom you see just about every

day and with whom you have to work closely in order to do your job well?

(Yes, no.)

Number in workgroup: About how many people are there in this group?

8,41
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Workgroup cohesion: A mean score on a 10-item index concerning the

positive qualities of the respondent's coworkers; whether the coworkers:

help each other, use new ideas,' get along together, react to unusual,demands,

finish what they set, out to do, stick together; share news, do their own

jobs, give respondent'help, and defend each other from outside criticism.

Work pace determined by others: A mean score on a four-item index

measuring whether the respondent's work pace is determined by o her people

(viz., workgraup, immediate swerior, other groups or departments,.cus7

tomers or clients/patients).nts/patients).
c,'

Does- respondent supervise: Do you supervise anybody as part of your

job? (Yes, no.)

Number of workers' respondent supervises: About how many peopleldo you

supervise directly?

Measures of Subjectixe Reactions to Work

Of the nine indices of subjective reactions to the work role, seven

measure aspects of job sat sfhction. Scores on all indices represent

means of the component i ems; and, where appropriate, the response indicat-

ing the most positive reaction appears in italics.

Facet-free job satisfaction

Five single items tap overall job satisfaction: a rating of general

job satisfaction; a question about whether the job measUres up to the

worker's original expectations; a question about whether the respondent

would select the same job if he or she had to decide all over again; an

item about whether the worker would recommend the job to a friend; and a

question about whether the respondent would select something different as

an ideal job.

6.12
a
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Satisfaction with coworkers

The respondent indicates that he or she is not at all, a little, some-

what, or very satisfied with two'components of the job: the friendliness

of the people he or she works with; and the chance the job provides him or

her to make friends.

Satisfaction with challenge

Ratings of satisfaction (on the stale cited above) concern six aspects

of challenge: the extent of opportunities on the job for the respondent 9

to develop his or her own special abilities; the extent to which the work

is interesting; the degree of freedom the respondent has regarding deci-

sions about how to do his or her work; the extent to which the respondent's

job gives him or her a-chance to do the ,things he or she does best; the

level of difficulty of the problems the worker is asked to solve; and the

extent to which the worker can see the results of his or her work.

Satisfaction wLeff comfort

Seven single measures of satisfaction contribute to the index of satis-

faction with comfort: the convenience of travel to and from work; not

being asked to do excessive amounts of work; the hours worked; freedom from

conflicting, demands;- the amount of time to get the job done; the extent to

which the respondent- canforget about personal problems while at work; and

he physical surroundings on the job.

Batislfaction with resources

Similar ratings of satisfaction concern three aspects of resources:

the amount of help and fiquipment the respondent is given to get the lob
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)
done;. the mount of information 111,or she has to get the job done; and the

t'competence pf his or her supervisor. -

-
SatTsfaCtion with financial rewards

:

ThW index consists' of. ratingS satiscaction with three financial

considerations pay job seeurit nd fringe benefits.
9 44-

Facet-a^ eci4ic:job saeisfact,ion.,
.

This- 1n ex is a-compositeof the preceding five indices (i.e.,

coworker challenge, comfort, resources, and financialfaction wit

satis-

rewards) and thus i ased an 21 items.

Absence of job depression
4

This index uses the scale--never, rarely, Sometimes, often--to deter-

mine how frequently respondents experience 10. types of depressed feelings

or thoughts when at work: feeling down-heartened and blue (never), get-

ting tired for no reason (never), feeling eestiess and unable to keep still

(never) , finding it easy to do the.things,rheyused to do (often), feeling

that their minds are as clear as they used to be (often), feeling hopeful

about the future (oftn)-, finding 4t easy to make decisions (often), feel-

ing more irritated than..usual (neverf, still enjoying the things they used

to '(often), and feeling useful and needed (often).1?

Finantial equitx

The index of .finane equity contains questions 4bout whether the

respondent:gets im.;c or less pay than he or she oughC7to compared to four

groups: &her people at the same emplOyer doing im o'silair wrk, other people

-.%
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0
at the eame employer doing different work, other peaple, with a different

employer but with similar skills, and other pebple with a different

employer but with a similar level of education. For each question the

response alternatives are: much less than I. ought to get, somewhat less .

than I ought to get, about the same as I ought to get, somewhat more than

I ought to get, and much more than.' ought to get.

Types of Nonwork Activities

The literature on leisure includes a number of differenp.wroaches

to measuring nonwork activities. Despite substantial Overlap, most studies

of, off-job Tursuits have their own idiosyncratic list of activities, for

example: ,Matthews and Abu7Laban (1959),-76 items; Havighurst.(1961), liSt

af

t'eM

all favorite leisure activities; de Grazia (1961), lists of 21 and 25
,

is; Convers'e and Robinson (1966), 27 itemsokrris, PaSewark and Schultz-

-(1972), _nine items; Orthner (1975), 81 itemind London, Crandall and
1

Fitzgibbons .(1976), 30 items. The list of actailities used in the present

stud, while faiti thorough ( 5fitems).;inadvfftently omits watcplk tele-

. ,.

YiAion. (Table-2). ;
.,, >

V
.. ,,/

Onvestigators have also used a varietio question 'formats to meas-, - 4

tire invoivement,in Off-the-.job.. acfivities:. recency fdrmats (±. e., how.
-

.recently have you...), Aichotomous formats (participation versus not, e.g.?

Matelews and Abu-Laban, 1959;Kaplan, 1960), frequenCyAorMats (9.g.,

OMeyersohn; 1961), the time budget' approach (amount of time spent on each

tase.g., de Grsqa,P61; *Goldthorpe, LoCkwood, Bechhofer d-Platt,

19691469t_ Willmott, 197;; Orthriek, i575); -and the approach based on financial
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Table .2

Recency of R's Participation in Nonwork Activities

Activity

U,

V
>4
0 'g

..-4 a)
3

a) 0
.H
0 .i 4-1 71

R
0

3 00

1. When was.the last timeyou
went to the movies? 6%. 7%

7 6

16 14

37 26

2.. ...went to a sports event
1

3,..% :...played some sport your--;

self ,
...,

4. ...ate in ,a restaurant**

5. ,,.went to a bar or a
nightclub **

--...'

6. ...went shopping, for some-
thing besideS groceries**

7, ...went to,a play or
concert -

..:went to arfair,
or museum

9. ....went to a class, talk,
or lecture

17 14

38 32

2

2 2

'10 10

4
10. in touch with rel-

aiVes not living with.
you

11. ...got together with
friends other than
relatives

12. ..dhatted on the, phone
with friends

56 23

43 24

64 16

o 4.1
w

g 0 >, g

m
0 o 0 w

0 0 a) 0
o w 4.1

o
0

12% 16% 27% 8% 24% 649

9 9 .22' 14 '33 '649

6 8 "22 6 28 647
.

14 10 4 1 3 645

7 12 15 6. 29 647

,...

12 12
,

0 647
-)

'3 7 16 13 57 646

3 6 36 19 32 648

6 10 15 7 42. 647

10 6 4 0 1 647

13 1 3 -,649

6 5 . 4 1 4 648

"*k

.1 I

--/

7
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Recency of R'

Table 2 (continued)

Particilpation in Nonwork Activities

Activity

.s4

N 0
d d

trc

ro

.b4

a)

X

4.1
0

0
tri

13. ...made a
something
house

''14. ...sewed,
some type

repair or fixed
around the

embroidered, or
of needlework**

41% 19%

20 9

17

44 23

26 20

32 13

2

33 21

33 24

15. ...finished reading a book 16

16. ...ead a whole article in
magazine

17. ...played cards or some
other indoor game

18. ...worked 'on some hobby
of yours

19. ...went hunting or fish-
ing

20. .,.met and talked with any
people- -other than those
met at work - -that you
never met before

21. ...went oAkt with your
"family

22. ...went for a pleasure
trip in your car or
drove to somewhere you
could enjay yourself

9%

'12

3

12

14

20 17 15

. a
o

M
4-1
0

8

a)

trc

44

rd
N*

11%

00

8

10%

7

16

5

1%

3

6

2

9%

48
011

22

7

649

624

646.

647

,

11 13 3 15 64a

4.
16 11 4 22 647

5 22 11 54 . 648

.

12 12 4 6 638

1 9 . 2 5 649p, i

"15 21 6 649

84 7
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'Table 2 (continued).

Recency of R's Participation in Nonwork Activities

Activity 0 W s,

r4 a)

,-1 >
.0 W0 0

0
0

23. Last summer how often did you
go camping or hiking? 17% 31%

24. ...go swimming or boating or other.
king of water sports ' 35 36\

25. ...garden or work around the yard 47 29

N*

52% 649

649

24 ,649

Excludes missing data.
Not included in the summary index of nonwork activities.

441
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budgets (Smounts of money spent on each activity, e.g., de Grazia, 1962;

Meyerson, 1969). As Table 2 indicates, the present investigation employs

a recency format for most activities and a frequency format for the

remainder.

Differences in:lists7of activities, question formats, samples,
4,4'.4/

procedures for data reduction, .and interpretatlye approaches have

produced varying taxonomies of activities. London et al. (1976) have

cited several examples of empirical taxonomies, ending with their own:

(1) Bishop (1970), adults, factor analysis, three' factors (active/

diversionary, potency, and status);

(2) Witt (1971), high school students, factor analysis, four factors '

(sports, outdoor-nature, adolescent-social, ant aesthetic-sophisticate);

(3) Howard (1976), high school students, factor analysis, four factors

(sports, outdoor-nature, adolescent-social, and leisure detachment);

(4) McKechnie (1974), factor analysis and spherical analysis, seven
4

factors (mechanics, crafts; intellectual, slow living, neighborhood sports,

glamour sports, and fast living);

(5) Ritchie (1975), similarity ratingsof leisure activitiesJour

bipolar dimensions in 'his first analysis (active/passive, individual/group,

simple/difficult to perform, involving/time-filling), and five types in

his second analysis (active sport, relaxing entertainment, social inter-
.

action, achievement- oriented hobbies, and shopping);

(6) London et al. (1976), college students, factor analTs, three

factors (sports, cultural-passive, productive-intellectual).

The six-factor taxbnomy developed in the preSent study matches

none of these earlier taxoriomfes exactly but does include the three factofs

849



report IO by London et al. To be specific, three standard procedures for

data reduction (factor analysis, cluster analysis, and correlograms)

exhibited general agreement with regard to appropriate indices of off-the-

job activities. The initial factor analysis, a principal components

analysis with rotation to a Varimax criterion, included one item for each

of the 25 activities. It produced a seven-factor solution which explained

50% of the variance but which contained certain imperfections. Some,items

loaded.fairly evenly on several factors (e.g., went to bar or nightclub),

others loaded high on none (e.g., shopped for something besides groceries),

and certain factors had only one item with a substantial loading (e.g.,

factor five, sewed or embroidered). A second factor analfsis omitted-four

such problematic items and thus included items on only 21 activilt14;---t

(Table 2). It in turn produced a six-factor solution which likewise

accounted for 50% of the variance. Loadings of all items on all factors

appear in Table 3. Thesix factors were assigned the following labels,

with the items that loaded high on each factor listed in parentheses:

'sports & games (played some sport, went swimming or boating, went to a

sports event, played indoor games, went hunting or fishing, went camping

or hiking); cultural actillities (went to a play or concert, went to a fair

or exhibit, went to a class or lecture); intellectual activities'(finished

a book, red a whole magazine article); social activities (got together

with friends, telephoned friends, met new people); family activities (got

in touch with relatives,J1Yent out with faMily); and, domestic activities

(did garden or yard work, made a household repair, went Co the movies

7'4:

[scored in the opposite direction]). As noted,' -,the other two es of dIta

tf'

00



"fable 3

Factor Loadings of 21 Nonwork ActiVities on Six Orthogonal. Dimensions

(Principal Components Analysis, Varimax Rotation)

Item
Sports Cult- Intel-

Social Family
Do-

& games ural 'lectual. mestic

4

1. ent to the movies.

2. Went to a sports event

3. Played some sport

4. Ate in a restaurant

5. Went to a play or concert

0.211, -0.20

0.50 -0.22-

0:641 -0.14

0.21 -0.14

0.04 -0.70

6. Went to a fair or exhibit 0.22 -0.37

7. Went to a class or lecture

8. Got in touch with relatives

9. Got together with friends
4

0.06 -0.34

-0.01 -0.03

0.22 -0.05

.

10. Telephoned friends ,0.01 -0.09

.

11. Made a household repair 0.22 0.01

12. Finished a book

13. Read a whole magazine article

14. Played indoor gainess

15. -,worked on hobby

0.04 -0:1-9'

0.20 -0.10

0.44 0.06

0.29 -0.09,

4 5 6

'0.07 -0.17 '-0.07 0.40 0.32

0.05 -0.10 0.03 0.05 0.31

0.11 -0.17 0.02 -0.01 0.47

-0.04 -0.30 -0.23 0.08 0.22

0,12 -0.11 ."-0 .0 0.01 0.52

0.14 . -0.02 0%08 0.22

0.29 -003 -0:14 -0.05 0.23

0.06 -0.11 -0.35 0.02 0.14

,0.08 -0.69 -0.17 Q.05 0.57

0.20 -0.52 -0.01 0.01 0.32
0

g

0.12 -0.b8 -0.07 -0.40 0.23

0.62 -0.12 0.01 -0.04 0.44

0.50 -0.18 -0.11 0.03 0.34

0.01 -0.23 -0.08 , -0.05 0.26

'0.15 -0.14 .-0.15 -0.22 0.20



Table 3 (continued)

Factor Loadings of 21 Nonwork Activities on Sifx Orthogonal Dimensions

(Principal Components Analysis, Varimax Rotation)

Item

Sports

& Games

Cult-

ura,1

Intel-

lectual
Social Pardily

Do-

mestic

1 6

L6. Went hunting or fishing 0.36 0.05 0.02 :0.11 -0.25 -0,20 0.25

17. ,Met new people 0.16 -0.16 0.14 -0.30 -0.24 -9.08 0.22

L8. Went out with family 0.07 0.02 -0.07 -0.11 -0.36 -0,24 0,20

19./TWent camping or hiking

tO. Went swimming or boating

0.31

0.55

-0.15

-0.14

0.22

0.22

0.02

0%02

-0.34

,0.41

-0.07

0.04

0,29,

'0.54

a. Did garden or yard work -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.05 -0.03 -0.51 0.26

852.
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reduction, cluster analysis and correlograma, produced quite similar

patterns of items and suggested no new plausible
groupings.

The second factor analysis thus generated Rix indices of actiVi-

ties. Quite simPlY, scores on items loading higtein the factor analysis

were summed for all six activity factors:

intellectual, social, family, and domestic.

sports & .gAmes,' cultural,

In addition, a seventh index,

political activities..was added by summing scores on four separate

political items (Table -4). All four indicators of political activity'

intercorrelated highly.an positively (i.e., above 0.40); interept in

1972 campaign; being tegistered ter,having voted or planning to vote

in 1972; and frequency of voting id': evious presidential campaigns.4-

Two items in the interview tapped involvement with

neighbors number of close friends not counting relatives

and number of neighbors the respondent 41ew well enough to

(Table 5). Because of

friends 9d

and neighbor4;

visit with

the low (Positive). correlation between those two.

items (t=0.17, 44r646i Fr< 0.01), the analysis treats them separately and

does not combine theN into a single index.

Degree of Nonwork InvolVement

Several attempts at data reduction failed to provide meaningful

indicee:of_organizational involvement measured in terms of organizational

membership'.

14

Interviewers asked respondents which of 17 organizations they

belonged to, and whether or not they belonged toany other organizations.

organizations,Table 6 14
as well as their univariate--sts these

tions.. The analysis of organizational membership included the three

earlier types Of data reduction: factor analysis, cluster analysis,

and corre lograms. None of the three techniques,
however,

853
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Table 4

Fre uenc Distribution, on It ms on Political Involvem

Interest in 1972 political campaign
*

(n=649)

Very interested 36%
Somewhat interested 42
not much interested 22

Currently registered to vote *

Yes 74%
No 26

Voted/plan to vote in November 1972
a
(n=485)

Yes
No

84%
16

e

Frequency of Voting in previous presidential electionS(n=604)

4
All 48%
Most 18,

A few 15

None 19

* Excludes missing data.

a Excludes those not registered to vote.
,

b Refers-only to those elections for which R wet old enough to vote.
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Tab 5

, .Freguency Distribution on Items Concerning Friends and Neighbors

4

4Number of close friends (4

n7640)

0-2 friends 21%
3-4. 20
5-6 21
7-12 22

14 and above 16

*
Number of neighbors R knows well enough to visit (n=648)

.

0 neighbors
1-2
3 -5

i and above

22%
29

26

23

Excludes missing data.

a Not counting relatives.

8 5J
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Table 6

R's Currently Belonginvto Clubs,,_,Groups and Organizations

747-

INS

Percent R's
Item belonging to

organization

1. Sports club or team 21% 648

,2. -Social or card playing group '15 648

3. ,Church or synagogue 47. 649

-.4. Church- or synogogue-connected g p or association 13 649
. 1

5. Lodge, Fraternity, sorority, or vete an's organization 13 648

6. Labor union** 19 648

7. A cooperative 647

8. Nationality, ethnicj
A

or racial association 3 648

9. ProfessiolAI'assoClailkon** 13 648

10. Social welfare ,or charity group 3 647

11. Parent-teacher association** 10 649

12'. Youth g ' like being a' Girl Scout leader or a
little 1=.gue coach**

13. Country cltib -6 4 711

14. Community center 2 647

15. Discussion group 6 648

16. NeighborhOd or community improvement group- 5 647
J

, 17: Political 'club or organization 3 647

18. Other clubs, groups, organizations ** 14 647_..../

* Excludes,missing'data.
** Not includedin*the index of number o organiZational memberships.

856
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generated meaningful groupings f/organizations, hence the decision to

abandon indices'of organizational types. Instead the analysis cured on

the (absolute) number of'organizalifone,to which,each respondent belonged,

later revised to the (absolute).numbei of organizations open to all

respondents, nO matter what theii demographit characteristics (indicated in

.Table 6), with a maximum of 13.

Two other summary indices of nonwork involvement combined items

and indices already described. The index of overall nonwork activity com-

prised the sum of scores on the six activity factors from the principal
1'

componentgenalysis (sports & games, cultural, intellectual, social,

family, and domestic). The index of overall nonwork involvement, similarly,

represented the sum of the same six activity factors plus the index of4

political activities, the two items on friends and neighbors, and the

dumber of organizational memberships.

Reeou7s for Nonwork Activities 1

The study included measures of four basic resources needed for offL-

the-job participation: time, energy,.health, and'ioney. The procedures

fot selecting measures reqUired that each measure of a resource'meet two

criteria: vt least as many positive as negative intercorrelations with

other measures of the same resource; and significant positive cotrelations:

with at least one of the nonwork activities. The following 11 measures of

the four resourees survived these two tests:

Time - degree to which the worker says he or she control's the

overtime hours he or she, works

worker's reported satisfaction with the hours he or she works



- presence and severity of problems related to worker's

hours,schedule, or overtime*

Energy elf- rating by'worker on a ladder of pep-and-energy

Health - reported number of somatic complaints experienced in the

past year, from a list of 22 items*

- reports of job-related illnesses and injuries within

.'the past yea

reported number of common illnesses and injuries differed

in the Oast-year, with a maximum score of 14* .

- self-rating on a ladder of general health

- number of days the respondent reports he or she:41d not

go to work in the past month because he or she did not

feel like going*

- interviewer's report that the respondent had either a speech
o*

6.

.defect or a physical diSfigurement* .

1Money,- self-report of personal nual income from job'

Analysis Plan

The first step in the analysis was to remove the effects of..

Atseverar basic resources on participation in nonwork roles. Measures of
. , ,

the four major resources--time, energy, health, -and moneyWere, there-
.

fore,, correlated with measures:of types of nonwork activities. ,Fdr each

ti

index of nonwork acti'N/ities, all the measures of, resources tit met the

No criteria for selection 4.e., correlated positively with Other meas-

ures of the same resource; and correlted positively and significantly

*These measures of resources are scored in the reversed direction.

S58



with the index) were included as predictors of the index in a multiple

regression. The effects of the measures of resources on each index of

nonwork . activity were then removed statistically via the regtession,
%

leaving Asidualized scores for all respondents. Subsequent analyse,s-

used-both:nonresidualized and residualized scores on nonwork partici-
.

pation, the latter. providing a.'statistical control on the availability

of several important resources.

a second step in analysis, the measures of involvement in the

work role (degree of involvement, types of activities and subjective

.reactions) were correlated with both nonresidualized and residualized mess-
.{ .

ores of nonwork involvement (degree of involvement, types of activities),

and the correlationg were assigned to the six relevant cells in Table 1

(one, two, four; five, seven, and eight) The correlational strategy was

then repeated for demographic subgroupsof workerS defined in terms of

sex, marital status (married versus nonmarried), age (less than 32, 32 and

over), and education (less than a high school diploma, high school diploma,

Tore than a high school diploma).

Results

The results presented in this section address several:different

issues. The initial tables dipplay univariate distributions-for the single

items measuring nonwork activities. Next are the tables depicting correla-

tions between measures of resources and measures of nonwork activities.

The major tables in the present' analysis, those correlatimeasures of

involvement in work and nonwork, appear third. Cells one, two, four, five,

seven and eight in Table 1 each have at least one table depicting the

85-3
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_

,
. . .

w.

.

correlations hetween work and nOnwork'for the total. sample. and another
_ .

, ,.
r4 '

e ,i,!.% :.%.

tbl.e7ilumroii.ii411,1g panUllel correlations various demographic subSamples.
. .

.Al]. such tables present :correlatiOns based on both noniesidualiied and .

ti

751

reSidualizedScores.
i

1 4.
., .. .,

r I' t ,: ! , . '
Univariate DIstribut4Ons of Measures of-.Nonwork Activities

-...
.

.Table""2 indicates how, recently Te;pondents had engaged in-25
.r-

,

activities. Those most recently
. ..

ose actiVities tucdertaken motly (and hence most
.

...
... .

.

..
.

. ,

. . .t.
frequentlyYToncern contact with relatives and-fiends, plug snph basic.

Neu 1

7--

aptivities'as shopping, reading an article, and eating at a restaurant.

thOse.erigagedin'ie'ast recently include culturalactivities-aa well as

, .

those more seasonal and sex-specific such as hUnting and fishing. For, the
. .

.
. ,

.
, . .

items
_

final three i which use a frequency format respondents teported more
.

frequent partiaipation in water spt)s and yard work than in campirig and

hiking.

As regards the univariate distribUtions on,measures of political

activities shown ,in Table 4, clear_majorities of respondepts,described

themselves

.3

as'somewhat or very interested in the 1972 political campaPgnx,_.
44.

oreported that they were registered to vote, claimed. that they had voted or,

intended to vote'in the 1972 election, and observed that 4h4y had voted in

Most or all of those previous presidential elections for which they had .

been old enough.
14

;

Univariate!distributipni for items on. friends and neighbors,appear

in Table 5. One fifth of the sample reported having no more than two close,
, -

friends, not counting relatives or neighbors, another fifth mentioned three

or four close friends)- furti; fifth said five or six, yet anothei. fifth
a.

,i5GO



,cited seven to 12, And the final fifth claimed more than 12teC1osefriends

Almost 'a quaTter of All respondents Claimed not, tot know any neighbOrs

enough to visit with.,- Somewhat over a:quarter had one or' two` neighbors

thei knew well enOngh:to visit. A thirdlnarter of the respondenta:cited

three to fivesgch, neighbors:, an d'the final .quarter citediMore!than five.
$

Accorlyigto Table 7;. worker% in the saMple bell9ngled'to fewof the

Associationsconsidered-Open to all Citte:third had no affiliation with
. :

13'

any organization, roughly another zot ercent belonged to only one asaocfa---.

tion, an only about 10 percenif the-Sample belonged to four-or morel

organiza ions.,
.

, ..
.

Table' 6` iepOrtsthe pent of respondents belonging to each

. of 17 specific :xirganizations.., Church or SynogogUe'leads the list with

nearly ha respondents haVing reported that they.belongeCtO one or

the other. Roughly 204)krcent b.e!onged to a, sports club and °'a similar

'percentage belonged to a labor union. Trailing the list, wiyh only three
, .

percent of respondents having repOrted tnembership\ari nationality/ethnic/
sracial associations,.sodlAl*lfare/charity groups, country Clubi, cO;mu-.).

dity, centers 'aild political organizations.

.COrrelationsbetween Meatures'of Resource .and Nonwork Involvement

Before the positive and negative hypOtheaes may bje tested on

residualized as wallas nonresidualiNd measures of no work involvement, the

relationship between resources and nonwork inveAvement must be 4F/reified.

.

.

.

Table 8 presentsthe correlations between 11 measures of four teources
? ).:

(time, energy, money, and health)And,12 measures of involveMent in nonwork
.

. activities (niie measures of types,of involvement and three summary indices
. -

:

80I



*.:Eicludes missing data

a Includes only 13 specific ,organizatials accessible to most workers, listad
,in Table 6.

,ft
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Correlations betWeen Measures of Reaeurqs and &matins ofIonwerk, Invo 'Violent

Nonwork inlioivemenr

1

Political

Lek 1141omestic activities

Resources.

Time

Control over overtime

Sport Cul- -

§ games tural actual Social

Vi

Number 0 Neighbors' .°

close know well

friends enough to visit

.06 .18** Ai** 49*. .05 ,02 .22** -.03 -.05

(6183 (618) (614) (606) (616) (618) (618)
(617) (618).

Satisfaction with working hours -.10*, .03 ..02 -.04 ' -.07 -01 .11** -,05 . .03

(647)' (647) (643) (635)
' (645) (647) (647) (646) (646)

Severity if hours- problems (pored in

the **ion of low severity),

Etiergy

44-and-energy ladder

'23,21a

Personal annual incoie

Realth

'

tiumber: of paychosomatic illnesses (scored

in direction of low number) .04 .12** ,00 ,06 , .04 .05
.

(643) (643) (639) (631) (641) (643) (643) (642) (642)

,

-.05 =06 .0i
'.

. -.02

(631) (637) (633i- (626)
I '

-.02 .08' . .05 .02 .08

(635)'',, (637) (637) (636) (636)
1

,12** di** .10* .07 .05

(648)(648) (648)x- (644) (631)

.17** 115** ,6** .00

(645) (645) (641) (634)

(646)

.11** .05 , .06

(648) (641) (647)

.06 .19** . 5** .10*

(643) (645) (645) ( (644)

Occtirrence of job-related illness or injury

(siored'in the direction of no illness

or injury'
.00 .6 '..02 -.03 01 .07 38**

,.
.

-06, .06
(649) . (649) (645) (637) (647) (49) (649) (648) (648)

Number of ,illnessei (scored in the .

,

direction of low number)
..06 .06 -.03 .06 .10* -.01 .00 -.05

. .03
(649) '(649) (645) (637)

. (647) (649) (649) (648) : (648)

11

!ealth 1sdder
',17** ,20* .10* 09* . .09** .03 33** -.05: ' .06
(648) . (648) . (644) (637) .. (646) ! (648). ',:(648). , (647) (641)

Number of'days not feel like going to

Work (scoredindirection of few dila) -.05 A9* .00* ,04 .15** ' ,125* I ,02 , .05

(647) (641) (643) (635) (645) (647) (647) (646) . (646)

presence..ofapeech defect or 'physical

iisfigUreMent (scored in direction of

no ,'defeCtidisf igurement) 3*
(6 )

.12** .09* .07,. .05 -.03 .01 ' -.04 .04
(638) (634)' (626) (636) (638) (638) (637) (637)

864

ti
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Tablel (continued)

Correlations between Measures of Resources and Measures of Nonwork Involves rat

111MM. I0.=...

Resources

Time

Control over overtime

:-Satisfaction'with working houre

Severity of touri problems (stored in

the direction of low severity)

Pep-and-energy ladder

1:1212/

Pereoreal annual income

Health

Number of paychosoMatic illheesei (scored

in direction .of low number) t.

Ilemberphipe

6 in si1ecte&

OccurrenCe:of Job-related illness 'or injury
i

':(scored in' the direction of no illness or

iniuty)

Number of illnesses (scored in the

direction of lOw number)

Health lad

'organizations

.16**

(616)

06

(645)

. 12**

(615)

.16**

(646),

*

.23**

(643) (629) (624)

Overall

nonwork.

activity

Nonwork InVolvement

Overall

nonwork

involvement

.17** .20**

(601): (59i)

! - .03

(6,30) (625)

.01 , .05.

(621) (616)

'11\

fi

.17** .19**

(632) (627)

.22** /. 5 **

. 12 **

(641).

.08*

(626)

.11**

(621)

. 10**
\

.03'

,
.09*

.11k (647) 632) (621);

4,

:02

(647).

,13**

Nusiber of days not,feel like going te work

°(scored in direction of, few days) 1

PreoenCe pf.speech defect or physical

disfigurement (scared in direction of

no4lefectidi nt):

80e..!

t645),

. 02

(636)

i .

,

1, .Q5 .04

(632)' (627)

,

, .19** .19**

, (632) (627) 4111\

: .110 .14**

(630) (625)

.15**

.. (621)

'.11*
.

(616).
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of degree.of-inVO.Ve Ple table permits a number o '.,comparisons

.mplg meaeurdeCOireiiourceS%

Ro
For each resource, most Ofthe. OorielatiOrS follow the predicted

positive pattetA: 24 positive correlations .out :of 36 t Mel 12..out o

12 for energy; 12 o t of 12 for money;:and 63i4Vt: Of'72 for

statistically sign fiCant COrrelationSjollouctheiiositive pattern even

more consistently; nine significantly. pOsitive COrrelations.bUt Of:10.

for time;: eight.qut of eight for energy; niiieduif nine for money; and

29 out of 29 for health. Money emerges as the resOurce_significantlyand

positively. associated with he widest array of nonwork

significantly positiye cOrielatidns out of 12,correlationsCmedian r=0.
)

df=643,

r=0.11,

df=635,

sr0.03,

p < 0,01) closely followed by energy (eight out of 12; median

df=642, p.< 0.01) . Next comes health .(29 out of 72; medianr=0.06

n.s.); and time ahows the weakest pattern (nineYOut of 36; medAar

df=644, n.s.).

At the level of single measures, those most closely associated

with offnithe7job activities include a mempre of money (perso. a1 income,

nine significantly positive clffrelations out of 12, median r as above for
\,

. . , . \
. .

money), a measure of health (health ladder,nine out of,12, median r=0.13,

df=644, p< 0.01), and a measure of energy (pep and energy ladder, eight out

of 12, median r as aboVe for energy).
; . Three single measures turn "only

one Significantly positive correlation; satisfaction with working hours

(median r=0A2,df=623, n.s.), severity of problem(s) regardirig working

hours (median r=0.02, df=634, n.s.), and number of illnesses and Injuries

suffered in the past year (media'O r=0.05,df=636, n.s.)-. Among single

866.



measurds, only one geherates'a statistically Significant negative correla-
:, .._,.

,

tion: faction with hour appears inversel
..

related-!.to.-participat on
,

,-..... ,. v-..

in sports: owirs...-.

r4,: : ". -::: -.-:. ,.. . .

Table. AlsO-PerMlis c mpatisOns of relations between reeOUrce
.

nd nonwork Ivement affilong:the.theasureS 4i: nwork actie;:-.7.5::1---'t., ::. . ,

ards cOnsistene,patternS of positive co ons,:-poliAcal activities,.
-- -- ',

757

rahiPSinokenizatiOns,'and_OVerall non kinVoi iTell't core` highest
.

Y .1r.

. .
.

.
.,

.- J.
ayeAkpositive correlations with resources 0 t of 11),.follOwed

cultural'
:,.T.,

atti>44 4, intellectual activitida,nuMher of neighhors6friendly,

lcand--gverailnonwor AdtiVity (10 ou't of 11)'. Scoring lo est iSthe item conCefil4

,ing number Of Close friends' (five out of )..j. :With the criterion raised to
°

number of signific 'try positive correlatiotis, memberships in Organiiations A

overalrnonwork involvement
lh

both registert p top store"(eight o of -11) ,..,,

followed, by political activities and ovetancr nonWork activity, seven put of
: -. ...

11) :Number of neighbot6 friendly scores 1p ese (zero significantly posi-
'..

tive correlations out of 11),along with num er of close friends. .(one out

of 1 ),and familY dctiVitas and domes iCE 4ivities (both two out of 11).
1, -..

-.

With sizebf median correlation as the rite, tion, five measures of nonwork.

, , . i. ,

, -
1

activities show the vrongest relationsh p:. Cultursl.ictivitieS,

political activities, number of organize ionalyiemberships, overall non,.

I , )

'work activities, and overall nonwork inVIement (median ls=0.116.122

df > 'Op, p <0.01). . FiVe other measures prOduce.rhelowest Median corre-,

. J

lations: sports & gamess social activist eS,, family activities, domestic

activities, number of closeAriends,- and *4er:of neighbors known well:
.. e' 1

enough to visit.(median' '' .1013.07, H < 6 , il.s:).

-D
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.

7i4 .0
Thita a thus-s.Jtilipe Semeral.inferences.,

;

1061 'the 'three' melasUres,ofdl myee of

''relate,'AkeX tea), more etragly-tO the meaaures o.CiesOUrc,Wthan do

,

.sthe`dinemeltUres-of

Meth0410g cal

Merit:An nOeWork--
,-.

.

typ ofriprodoric'inycillrement..-Pri i.Atibstantive
. . . .,.-...

, -

kl

_level, public - oriented- activities off ,ke joloe,g., polivel ectlivioee

8Anizationalmemberships) require, -more. resourdeethekde home-based

f

. .. ..

,

act ities (e.g.,,familly etiyiti s, domehtic actilla ties,..havinfr cloag
. .

. :c`.-- - ' :- , -- -:e, .:.. ( . , .;,-:::,'''':'

filenda, and haviniOriendlyneigbbcre):-. -,7teritin:m46e i etific inferences

bases on Table .8, require simultaneous examin tion petypes of resourdes;

and tyies,of:notWork inv ivement. Control overtime correlates with

the more oexj.onel or.. discretioriry: tipes of hofiwork7volvement (e:g.,i
N.

cul6ir 1, intellec,tual, socill,..,and 'activities, and-organiza-

tiOnal.memberships).. Although measuresA. energy end health correlate
.

strongly"with many ofthe indices of nonwork, energy and health appadr
- ,

less necessary; according to the table, f2r interpersonal ac vities
.4 .

. -.

.involving family,'friendi, and rteighborS. To a'reduad extent,-nkoney also

elates ledd stronglyto informal interpersonal activi ies. ariother

0 money fails to correlate,strongly with irxholvemert in relatively

(

expensive, interpersonal activities:

Table 8 indicates, finally, those, re&Odrefe whose. to

be removed statisticallT.froM 'the indices' of 'nonwOtk involvenint. Quite

.

simply, fot each nonwork item or index the list of ptedi:ctOrs whose.
,

.

regression- consists o those meeffects are to be removed via multiple regressioas7.#

. -

ures of resources that Correlate pOditi4elr'and signifiCantly with that

item or index. fach measure of nonworkiinvolvementthua becothe's the.,

t

ependent variable for one regression, its,label.appeargat:the,top- of
.-,-.

8 46 a



ti .

one.polumn>in Table 8. Using Asterisks to indicate significance, the
?. ,..- ...1

..-
c

. .

remai!nder of the column designates:those measures Of resources to b
-

759'

indaided-,as Predictors in the multiPle, regression.. Thus the Multiple.
..

' regr6d1on with sports ELAOmes as the dependent variable Ilse four predic-

;ors: p. and energy ladder, personal income, health ladd'e.I wig. presence,
(

of'speech defeCt or physical disfigurement. The tpuitiple regression with

cultural activities as tie AePendent Variable,,siMilarly, has sixtpredlc-

,tors: control Overertime, pep and energy ladder, annual ihcome, number, **

Of somatic Complaints, health ladder, presence of speech defedt or phySiCali

,

Aiafigurement, and so on. One of the measures of nonwork involvement,*

number of friendly neighbors, correlates significantly with none of the

.
resource predictors and hence requires no multiple regression%

Result pf the 11 ensuing_ multiple regressions appear in Table 9.

N.11 regreSsions generate statistically significant multiple correlations.

As expected, regressions with More predictors result in higher' ultiple

correlations. The regression procedure also proVides,residualized scoreS-

forsall respondents on the 11 measures of nonwork inVolvement from whin'

the affects of the releVant resources i/ere removed.
)

Testing' Hypotheses Relating to the Cells in Table

Cell o

r
'`concerns the U degree'correlations beteen 12 measures of degre of

.

work invOlveMent (three, objeCtive and nine sobjettive) and three measures

of. degree of hon*Ork nvolvement. 'abler 10 and present these correlations

for botirnonregid lized and residualized measures of nonwork involVement,

and-finds suppo t for '.the positive hypathesisfOr the subjective r

'tudinal) but t for the oblective measures of pork invoArement. The

objective measures which tap-time devoted to the work role, are mostly

869
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Table 9

Multiple RegreOiona'.of Measures of Resourcea onMeaa'ures of Nonwork,Involvement

Index
Off- the -sob

Involvement Resource Predictors

Sports & games Pep-and-energy ladder
Persotal annual incomeHealtadder
Presence of speech .defect or ;

physical disfigurement

Cultural .Controj, over overtime
,yep- and- energy' ladder'

- Personal annual income
Number of p$ychosoptatic
)illnesses
ealth ladder ..

resence of speech defect o
physical disfigurement.

Intellectual

Social

S

Control over overtime_ --1

Pep -and- energy ladder
Personal annual income
Health ladder
Number ofydays not, feel like

going to worlr
Presence of speech defector
.. physical disfigurent

1 .

Control over overtime
Pep -and- energy ladder
Health ladder
Number of days not feel.lik

going tv work

Family Number of illnesses
Health ladder

Domestic

0.

Political
activities

Personal annual income':
Number of days not feel like

going to work

Multiple R N

j

Signif'.

.26
'

633 .01

`

_

..32 597 .O1

r

24. 597 .01

.24

646

643

Control, over, overtime .31 609
Satisfaction with working hours
Pep - and - energy ladder

Personal annual income
Occurrence of job- related

illness or injury
Health sadder
umber of days not feel like
going to work

':02

.01

.----- - - - - -- - - - - .-- - - --,,
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Table 9 (continued)

Multiple Regressions of Measures of Resources on Measures of Nonwork Involvement

Inde
Off-the-job
Involvement

Number of
close.
friends

. --
Resource Predictors'

Personal annual income

Number. neigh.1-_, None
bore know well)

4 enough-to visit

Memberships in
selected
organizations

Overall
nonwork
activity

Overall
nonwork
involvement

Control over overtime
Severity of hours problems
Pep-and-energy ladder
Personal annual income
Number of psychosomatic

illnesses
Occurrence, of job-related

illness or injury
Health ladder
Number of days not feel like

going bo work

Control over overtime
Pep-and-energy ladder
Personal annual income
Number of psychosomatic'

illnesses
Health ladder
Number of days not feel like

going to work
Presehce of speech defect or

physical disfigurement

Control over overtime
Pep-and-energy ladder
Pers nal annual income

il
Numb of psychosomatic

it eases
'Occurrence of job-related

illness.or injury
Health ladder
Number of days not feel like
.going to work

Presence of speech defect; 8'r

phydlcal disfigurement

I

Multiple .R . N Signif.

.10

.32

.35

.37

644

591

580

576

.02

.01

.01



Table 10 (Cell 1)

Correlations between Measures of Dggree of Work Involvement and Degree of Nonwork Involvement for Total Sahple

Work Involvement

'Objective Measures

Hours worked per week;

. Have second job

Hours worked on second job

Subjective Measures

Do my best at work

Work my hardest at work

Would work even if enough money

Time 'drags at work

a - - omms =111.

872

Nonwork Involvement

Memberships Overall,

in selected nonwork

organizations , activity

Overall

nonwork

involvement

non- non- non-

4 res. res. res. res. res. res'.

..04 -.01 .03 -.05 .07 -.02

(643) (58.7) (629) (57114 (624) (573)

,02 .01 .D3 .04 .04 .05

(646) (590) (631) (579) (626)' (575)

-.04 -.05 -.19, -.11 -.20 -.14

(51) (47) .(51) (47) (51) (47)

-.07

(643)

-.06

(587)

-.08*.

(628)

-.09*

(576)

-.05

(623)

-.04

(572)

.04 .02 .07 .01 .11** .06

(644) (588) (629) (577) (624)' (573)

.08* .03 .08* .04 .11* .6

(645) (589) (630) (578) (625) (574)

4

.23** .13** ,21 ** .10* .25* %14**

(646) (590) (631) (579) (626) (575)

mwIN Malmo

873



Table 10 (Cell 1 continued)

Correlations.between Measures of Degree of Work Involvement and Degree of Monwork Involvement for Total Sample

.m...mormwm...,..."..7..,

Work Involvement

Subtectiv Measures

Ideal job if free to choose

Job skills useful in,future

e 'ree absorbed in job

Work harder than coworkers

Frequency of extra work

*p<0,05

**p<001

Nonwork Involvement

Memberships Overall Overall

in selected. nonwork nonwork

organizations activity involvement

non- non- non -

res.'. res. res. res. res. res.

.04 -.03 -.02 -.07 -.01

(601) (548) (590) (541) (585)

.11* .02 .12** .03 .13**

1644) (589) (631) (579)' (626)

,19 ** .09* .10* .01 .17**

'(644) (589) (630) (578) (625)

.10** H.08* .12**y .10* .12**

(644) (587)4 (62) (577) .(622)

.12** .07 .15** 41** .17**

(645) (5po) (631) (579) (626)

-.07

(537)

I

.03

(575)

.08

(574)

.10*

(573)

.12**

, (575) ,

874 8'/5



Samples

Total

Sample

Males

Females

Table' 11 (Cell 1)

COirelatiOnl between tenures of Digree ofork Involvement and Degree of Non '4 Involvement foTetdfiSatpile'an Subssmplea

Positive Correlations

Types of No. of positive No. of

Scores correlations , correlations

nonres.

res.

nonres,

res."

nonres.

res.'.

111WM

Significant COrrelitions

No. o' significant No. of sil4ificant

Ositive correlations

rrelations

0,B jECTIVE MEASURES

6 .9

9

0

5 6 0

3 6.

3 6

2 6

Males, nonres.

married ',les.

Tamales, nonres. / . 0 .

married res. / 1

Males, nonres. 5 i', 6

not married res. i 5

.

Females .nonres. 6

not married res,' 6 . 6

Males, under' nonres. 4 r 6'
32. years res.

. 3 6

6.

6

Females, under nonres.

32 years ,r88.

Males, 32 nonres;

years or over rem.

Females, 32 nonres.

years or over r88.

Males, Jess

than 12th grade

Females, less

than 12th grade

Males,

12th grade

Females,

12th grade

Males, more

then 12th grade

Females, more

then 12th grade

.2

2t

nonres. 4

res. 1

nonres. 3

res, 3

nonres.

rem.

nonres 1

res.- 1

nonres. 3

res. 2

flows. 6

res. 5

6

6

6

6

, 6

'6
6

6

6

6

6

0

0

tl

..0

1'

2

0

o 0

Median Correlations

Correlation N

,

.03 629

'-.02 "573

.02 319

..02 301

.00 313

-.01 284

.01 , 219

.02 ;41 "

-.03 .166'

-.05' 155

.09 60

.16 56

.03 142

.03 133

.10 148

.14

'.01 163

.02 149 :

0 0 -.04 , 171

00 ,0 -.05 163

191

, 134

,
1

0 0 tbl '

0 *' taL- -.01

6
0 .02

0 0 , -.02

0 0 .00

0 .10

.07

0 .05

o 0 :.02

0 0 ' -.04

.06

0 1 -.02

a
0 0 .07

0 0 .03

86

82

80,

68

130 .

122

115

131I'

103

97

96

'81 a
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Titbit. 11 (Con / continued)

Correlations between Malmo of Degree of Work InegIvelent ar1d. Degree of NonworeInvolvsmint for Ital Sample at: SUbeamples
.

SaMples

fosive Correlations \

Types of No. of 'positive NO. of

Scores correlations correlations

Total nonres.

Sample' res.

4$1es

Females

Females,

not married

Significankcorielations

No. .f significant No, of significant

positive correlations

correlations

o
SUB3E TIVE mEAS RES

22 27

21 27

4
nonres; , 13 27,

res. 14 \, 27

nonres,

rest.

4
21

'22 . 21

nonres. 24

res, 15

[

nonres.

res.

nonres.

res.'

nonres.

res. 15 27

15

17

27

27,

27

27

21 27

Males, under nonres.

32 years . res.

Females, under nonres.

32 years res.

Males, 32 nonres,

Years or over res. 4,

Females, 32 nonres.

years,orover res. , 15 27

23.

17

27

27

24 27

22

19

16

.Metian Correlations

Correlation

19 20
: ,11" ' 624

9 10 .04 Q 578

12 15 , .09 317\
2

5 $
.01 297

10 10 ,cle 315

5 5 .04 288

13 ,09 257

3 1.03 216

6 6''. .11 172

4 4 .04 155

11

2

4'

4

.05

.01 55

.06 142

' 2 .03 131

4 .11 146

2 5 .03 135

13 13

27 6

,27

27

20 '
27

Males, less nonres.

than 12th grade res.

Females, less nres.

than 12th grade a.

2 .

3

2

7

3

2

23 r 27 5 5

18 27

23 27 6

3

157

.08. 145

.09 178

.03 163

,04 152

.01 124

.08 ' 85

.07 79

6 .08 75

22 27 4 4 , .07 65

Males, onres., 18 27 . 3 6 .06 126

i2th grade t res: 13 27 0 3 -.01 119

Females, nonres, 23 27 8

12th grade res. 17 27 ,

Males, more nonres, 26 27 .

1.
8

than 12th grade TOL 11 27

POMOIOSo sore nonres.

iris than 12th grad. SOS. r

16 27,

4 27,

2 2

0 0

879
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unrelated to etther the nonresidualized or residualized measures of degree

'of nonwork involvement. To be specifiC, six of the nine correlations
,

are positive for ihe nlesidualized scores (three out of nine:for the

resiftalized scores), none of the correlations is significant for either

the nonresidualized,Or residualized scores, and the median correlations are

trivial for bath types of scores =0.03, df=627, r=-0.02, df=571, n.

ree fictively).

CompariSons of,demographiq subgroups, based on only two Ajective

measures because. of small sampleisizesf the third measure (viz. h

Spent on second job), reveal only limited variations inthecorrelational

pattern. They shoW for both nonresidualized and residualized scores a

somewhat_ greater number Of.positive and significantly poeitive correlations

among male? under 32.

As noted, the subjective measures.of degree of work involvement

provide substantial empirical support for the positive hypothesis: mainly

positive correlations (22 of 27 for the nonresidualized
Stor...!il, 21 of 27

for the residualized scores), mainly positives among the significant corre-
,

lations (19 of 20 for the nonresidualized scores, nine of 10 for the resid-1010

ualized scores), and a substantial median correlation for the nonresidual-
,e

ized scores (r=0.11, df=622 p < 0.01) but not for the residualized scores

(r=0.04, df=576, n.s.).. Although the correlational patterns do not differ

noticeably among the three measures of nonwork involvement, the various

measures of work involvement do make a difference. For both nonresidual-

ized and residualized scores, measures of feeling tnvolved'in the job (time

drags at work, degree absorbed in job) and or-the-job effort (work harder

8GO



A

than coworkers, fiequency of extra work) bear the strongest positive
4 .

relationship withldegtee of Otonwork involve*nt. Variables least,. consist-
,

,i,
ent with .the positive pattern are: do my biSt at work,'and ideal job if

free to choose.
.0 ;--7 '''

,

The differences among demographic, subgroups based on subjective

measures prove somewhat confusing. To take 'one exampl,, for nonresidualized

scores, maleg and females scarcely differ. Yet, for residualized scores'

females are consistently more in line with the positive hypothesis than are

males.. Demographic subgroups in conformity. With the positive hypotheSis.

... ,

.

i
.

i. Include females under ;?2, whereaS those most. noticeably at,oddsrtath the
, .

. positive hypotheSig include females'over 31, males with a high school

diploma, nonmattied males, And females with more ,than a high school diploma.

Table 1,2 presents the data relevant to cell two, namely, the cor-

relations bet en the 12 measures of degtee of work involvement (three.obljec-

tiye and nine subjective) and the nine measures of types of nonwork activi-

-
.

As noted, 'one.of.4the nine variables, number of ftiendi neighbors,

-proved unrelated to any Of- the:measuresOf resources and thtis en'erated no

separate set of residualized scores. For.:the other eight m,aguresof non-

work activities, correlations based on residualize(scores accompany those

based on nonresidualized scores.

,The overall correlational pattern in Tables 12 and 13 suggests at

4.

best a weak positive relationShip between degreq of work involvethent and dif-

ferent types of nonwork activities. For nonresidualized and residualied'scores,

the objective measures df work involvement generate a much higher propoition of

8.81 A
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;Table 42 (Cs11 2)

, r

1,

Correlations between Measures of Degree of Work Involvement and Types.of.:Nonimrk Involvement for Total Sample

Work Involvement

Objective Measures

*Sours worked per week

Have second job

Hours worked on second job

Sub'ec ve'Measures

,...., ,.. .
ch

Nonwork InvofVement Oo

I.
,Sports i games ' Cultural d IntellectUal Social, Family DoMestic ,

non- non- non7 .non- non- non- i

r---2es res. res. . res. . res. res, res. ,,. res. res, res. res. res.
.

,

--.-- __-, --__

.08* .01 -.02

(646) (630) '(646)

.06 .05 .08*

(648) 1632) (648)

-.31 -,28 -.17 *--'

(51) (49) (51)

Do m best at work -.05

(645)

Work my hardest at work .02`'

Would work even if enough money,

Time drags at work

Ideal job if free to choose

Job skills useful in future

Degree absorbed in job

';Work harder than coworkers '1

,

.06

(648)

-.06

(604)

.04

(647)

-.08*

(646)

-.06 -.04

(629) (645)

-.01 ' .02

(630) (646)

:',08* .07

(631) (647)

-.01

.

.15**

(632) (648)

-.07 .03

(589) (604)

-.02 .14**

(64) (647)

-.13** .11**

(631) ' , ,(646)

'-.08 -.02 -.06

(594) (642) (594)

.10* .01 .02

(596) (644) (596)

-.13 -.23 -.23

(47) (51) 147)

-.14** -.16** .10** .10*

(634) (601) (644) (643)

.06 .05 -.06 -.06

(636) ;(603) (646) (645)

-.04 -.03 .12 :12

(51) (48) (51) (51)

1
-:06 -.21** . -.21** -.09*

(59)) 1641) (593) (633)

.0() -.05 -.08 -.00

(594) (642) (594) (634)

.03 .09* .05 .01 ,'

(595) (643). ',(595) (635)

,,.06i s .13** .07 .08*

(596) (644) (596) (636)

.01 -.03 -.07 -.09*

(555) (601) (556) (593)

.08 .07 -.03 .02

(596) (643) (596) . (636)

.05
, .02 -.03 -.01,

(595) (642) f (595) (635)

, .po

(593).' (6j91' '";(593) - (632)'

.09* 09* .06 .03

(596) 43) (596) (6361

.10* .08* .16'
(643) (627) 1643)

TreguencYOf:ertra work .06' .04 .11**

(647) (632) (647)

-.09*

(600)

-.02

(562)

.04. ..04)

(643) (642)

.05 .06

(644) (643)

.02 .01

,,(645) (644)

.10** .09*

(646) (645)

-.00 -.01

(603) (602)

.11** .05

(646) (640)

-,05' -.06

(648) (642)

.01 .03

(51) (50)

.07 , .07

(645) 4639)

.13** .10* ,

(646) (640)

-.07 , -43**

(641), (641) ,

.l ,5** .08*

(648) (642)

46 1 , .01

(604) 0901 .0

.00'---7-';05 4 . .08* .03

. (603) (645)' 1645i (647) (644

-.05 .07, .06 .21** .14**

1602) 4' , (644) (644) (646) (640)

-.00 .05 .06 ;06 .:03

(601) '(642) (641) (643) '(637)

-.00 .05 .04 .11** .06

(603) (645) (645) (647) (641)

mok. =am/ drei
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TabliA2 (Cell 2 contini*):,

Correlations Wwf4ri Measures Of:Degree of Work Involvement' and Types of Nonwork Involvepent for Total Sample

ti

Work Involvement

o

-101

Political

activities

Objective Measures

Hours worked per week

Have second job

Hours worked on second job

-
" Sublective Measures

Do my belt at %Vail(

. Work my hardest at'work

'Woad work even,if enough money

Time drags at work

.Ideal job if tree to choose

Job skill! useful'inlututpH

;

Nonwork InyolAment

0 Close

friends

non- non-

res. res. res. res:

,.00 -.03. .1'8" .13**

(646) (607) ' (66i (641).

.02 .05 .06

(648) (608), (647) (643)

.f 13' -.06 412 .13

(51.) (47) ', (51) (SO)

:01 -.01

(645) (606) (644)-'(640)

...03 .01 .10* .09*

(646) (607) (645) (641)

:'..;

. 45: .-*°°
.07 .05

(647)`' 1007) (646) (642)

[Negros absorbed in job

WoWhar.der than coworkers '

Frequency Of,extra work

.07 .09* .06

. (647) (643).':

0 Neighbors a

know Weil

enough to visit

nonresidual

,08*

(645)

.01

(647)

-.00
(51)

-.04

(644)

.04

(645)

.05 ,

(646)

.10**
(647)

. 06 -.00 .03 -.04
(604) (567) (603)

:09* .01 -.02 -.02 -.02

(647) 1600). , (646) (642) :0 (646)

. 17*0 .09* .00* A4
w

C .,q5
(646) (607) (645) (641) (g45) ' )

.09* ,09* .07 .05 ",,,?.\,- -.01
(643) (605) (642) (638) (642) i

.1p** .11* .12** .08k r. ',:;.-.00

(647) (608) (646) (642) : :' .%\t: 4640'

a For,tnis cell and for tells five and eight, in counts of correlations based on the item "Number of neighbors
know well enough to visit", illsidualized scores are the same as nonresidualiz6d Scores.



Table 13 (Cell 2)

*relations between !league' of Degree of Work InVolvement and Types of Nonwork Involvement for'Total Sample and Subsamples

Positive Correlations

levies Typeo of N3. of positive 'No. of

Scores correlations correlations

.66,

Significant Correlations

No. of significant No:'of significant.

positive: correlations

correlations

OBIECTIVI NIAOURE8

6 7
4

5

'fatal

Sample

.Hales norm.. 13 . 18

rel. 10 18

Females

Males,

married

Females,

married

nonres.

res.

rce.

woes.

YOB.

nonres. 12 18
not married res. 12 18

Females, nonres.

not. married YOU.

Males, under

32 years

Females, under

,)2 years

Males, 32 nonrem.

years Or over'

Females, 32 nonres.

years or over res. 7 18

Males, less nonrem.

than 12th grade res.

Females, less =MOO.
than 12th grade res.

'nonres. 11 '18

res. 11 18

16 27

15' 21

12 18

9 18

10

9

12 18

12 18

nonres. 13 , 18

tea. 10 18

nonres.' 11 18

res. 12 18 2

10 18

8 18

6

7

8

18

18

18

18

18'

18

8 18

Males, nonrem. 11 18
12th grade rem.

4 11 18

Females, moue!. 9 18
12th grade res. 10 18

Males, more 'nonree. 12 18
than 12th grade rel. 8 18

Females, mom nonres. 12 18

than 12th grade res. :12 le
)

885

2'
2

1

3

1

2

Median Correlations

Correlation N

*01. 644

,01 630

.04 329

.02 307

.03 318

.03 297

.03 269

.02 265

,.03 174
0 2 .00 158

0

1

.12 , 61

.12 59

2 2 .02 143
2 2 .02 138

1 3 .03 151

1 3 .02 151

2

1

2

0

0

, 2

1

1

2

2

2

1

.02 165

.02 . 164,

.01 180

-.01 177

-.03 151

-.02 136

-.01 93

-.03 92

-.02 81

-.01 80

2 .05 129

3 .04 122

2 .02 137

2 .02 138

2

.08 106

-.01 101

.04 97

,04 97

886



Tib le 13 Mil 2 oontlneed)

Cormiletions betvoti$119reo of Work Involvement 0 TYPol of yoftwork mosment for TOW Simple and SObeeeplor

-........"------........-..,_ .".."°'"'"7"...W.In.....""' ''...;.MaMWIII001....040
."7.1/..

Median Correlations
r.

lee

Total
0411p10

Males

Aesles,

slirriod

M4les,

not martie4

Females

not oarti°

Metes, under

32 yearp
e

filtiles,
4
under

32 oars

°SW, 12
yeirs c4, Oyer

Females, Je

Yeats of olier

k ali, 1089

thin 120 grade

less

than 120 grade

MeleS,

120 grade

FtmalaS1

12th grade ..

.

Males, 004

8 than 120 grade

peoles, Stre

den .12th Ole

Positive Coirelations

Types of
No. of positive No. of ,

Scout correlations
correlations

SUBJECTIVE MEAS

nonres.

res.

nonres. 61 81

roe. 51 81

nonres. 66 81

res. 59 81

nonres. 39 81

res. 39 81

nonres.. 55 81

res. 47 81

nonres. 66 81,

res. 42 81

56 81

44 81

nonfes. 61 81 '

res. 55 81

nonres. 59 ,81

res. 42 81

nonres. 44 65. 81

res. 51 81

)

51 81nOnreS.

res. 40 81

nonres. 54 81

res. 53 81 '

nonres. 48 81/

38 81

58 81nonfat'.

res. 65 81

nonres 4 44 81

res. 41 81

4 '

nonres. 56 81,

Si 81

63 81nonres..

res. . 46
111:

nonres. 49 81

rem.
' 40 81

Sjnificantatione,

No, of significant 0°. of significant Correlation N

positive correlationsvrrw
URES

27

13

) 18

7

19

6

i"
4

14

0'

9

3 ,

12

7'

4

6

4 f

2

7

3

9

.

5

a
2

4

3

11 .05 64Z

18 .03 595

22 .04 330

13 .01 329

,

23 .06 , 315 ,

10 .04' 290

21
.

.04 262

'). 9 .01 249

16 ,06 172

7 .04 174

-.01 60

10 -.01 60

13 .05 143

13 I .02 133

12 150

7 .00 149

13 .06 161

8 .04 149

9 .03 179

9 -.00 178

8 .03 153

'6 .02 143

.93 92

4 -.00 84

6 .06 81

13 .02 130

9 , .00 123

1 10

9 :0064 136

i

1.2 .07 106

7' .01 98

.03 ' 97

8 7.00 83

.07 81Females',

r



4

not among all correlation6.(16 out of 27; 15 out of, 27, reSpeCtively). In

addition, they produce only trivial median correlations,(vg-0.01, df=642,

772

positives than negatives among significant correlations, (six out of seven

for nonresidualized scores, four out of five for residualized scores), but

n.s.; r= 0.01, df=628 n.s., respectiVeAD. For both nonresidualized and

residuajized scores, demographic comparisons including' sex differences

yield only minor variations from this pattern of weak associations.

The subjective indicatorsof work involvemett produce a somewhat

higher proportion of positives
4among all correlations (61 out of 81 for

nonresidualized scores, 51 out of 81 for residualized scores),, likewise a

higher proportion of positives emOng significant 'CorrelatiOns27 of 31;

13 of 18, respectively), end slightly higher median correlations (r=0.05;

df=640, n.s.; r=0.03, df=593, n.s., respectively). For both nonresidual-
.

ized/and residualized scores, two measures of subjective reactions display

the positive pattern most appreciably:' time drags at work, and frequency

of extra'work.' Again for both types of scores, demographic,factors unearth

except,few interesting subgroup differences, t that nonmarried males and,

males with a high school diolor-1 On not conform at all to the positive

trend.

Cell four examines the correlations in Tables 14 and 15 between eightmess-

ures of types of work activities and-the three summary indices of degree of

nonwork involvement. The. correlations between the five indices of Quality

of Emplipyment and the three indices of nonwork involvement establish a

consistent pattern, namely,.positiVe.and significant correlations for the

-(
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Table 14 (Cell 4)

Correlationt between Measures of Types of Work Involvement and pegree of Nonwork Involvement for Total Sample

Types of Work Involvement

Quality of Employment Indices

Nonwork Involvement

4

Memberships Overall Overall

in selected nonwork nonwork

organizations activity involvement

non- non- non -

±es. res, res, res. res. res.

Overall Quaiiy of Employment .20** .04 .15** .00 '.22** .06

(646) (591) _ (631) -(580) (626) (576)

Quality of Employment-Resources .05 ' .00 -.02 -.08 .03 -.03 .

(634) (580) (621) (570), 1616i (566)

Quality of Employment-Fin6ncial rewards ,12** .02 .16** .06 .18** .08

(640) (54) (626) (575) (621) (571)

Ps' Quality of Employment-Challenge .20** .06 .17** .05 .23** .09*

(646) (594') (631) (580) (626) (576)

Quality of Employment-Comfort .13** .02 -.09* .09* -.03, 1

,645) (591) (630) (580) (625) 4 (576)

Measures of Effort

Always a lot of work to do .10** .03 .08* .01 .10* .02

(645) (590) (634. (579) '(625) (575)

Requires a lot of mental effort .15** .06 .16** .07 J1*A .09*

(646) (591) (631) 580) (626) (576)

Requires a lot of phytical-effort -.10* -.02 -.17** 1-.11** -.18** -.10*

(645) (590) (630 (579) (625) (575)

800



Table 15(Ceii 4)

en Neliurei of Type. of Mork 1104vONMOtandLiegiiipf *mood I Went for Total Semple and lubmpf1e1

Positive Correlatione
'Significant Correlations

Ned inn torrelatiOns
Samples Mu, of

Scores

No. of positive
No. of

correlations correlations

QUALITY OF EMPLOYMINT

No, of significant No. of significant

positive correlations

correlations

Correlation
r_

N

INDIC,S
Total s.nonres.

1 14 , 15
11 11 .15" 631

Mph res. - lo 15
1 2 .02 586

Males nonres. 12 15
10 10 .15** 330res. 6 15
0 0 -.01 302

Females MOS. 14 .15
10 10 .15** 316lei. 10. 15
1 1. .06 278

Aalii4 nonres. 13 15
9 .18** 256

married

females, .

married

ref,

nonres..

r61.

8

14

211

15

15 ,

15

5

1

0

5

1

.01

.14

.03

242 ..,.

170

151

Melee,

not married,

nonres.

res.

. 10

2

15

15
0

0

.02

-.07

60

56)

females,

not married

nonres.

X66,

14

, 9

15

'15 0
8

0

.17*

.02

1p
133

Males, under ;notes.
12 15 0 0 .09 145.32 years
1 15 0 0 -.07 136

Females; under -'!Wonrel.
15 15, 10

10 :22** 16032 years res.. 11 15 . 3 3 .08 146

Males, 32,

years or over

nonres.

:'

12

7

15

15

7

2
.13

-.01

180

166

Females, 32 nonres. 14 '. 15' 1
.09 151years or over, res..

' 10 15 1
.02 140

Melee, less noilres. 11 15' 5 5 .15 91than 12th grids res. 8 15 2 2 .03 80

females, leis nonres. 14 15' 4 4 .13 79than 12th grade US. 14`
2

.12 69,

Niles, , nano'. 14 15 3 3
.10 12812th grade X6S. Ilk, 5

15
0 0 '-.01 '119

female., 1011:15. 14 15
5 .16 13912th grade res. 10 15 0 0 .05 130

U
Males, more monism 14 15 4 4 .06 101than 12th grade( res. 1 15 p

1 -410 95

females, lairs
Monroe. 12 l5. 2 .13 96. than 12th ;rat rel. ,

2 , 15 , 0
-.09

85.

892

,

893



Table 15 (Coll 4 continued)

oerltIitiOn hstwoen Melia,' of Typei of'Fibkinvolvement and Degree of Nonwork Involvement for 1%41 Sample and Subeamplee

-61."0"'ti4'01,-

89

Samples

Total

Sample

Males

Females

Males,

married

Types of

Scores

nonres.

res,

nonres.

res.

nonrea.

res.

Fetal* nonres,

married res,

Males, nonres.

not married US.

Females, nonres'.

not married

Males, under nonres.

'32 years res.

Females, under nonres.

32 years

Males, 32.. nonres.

, years or over res.

.Females, 32 nonres.

yeari or over res.

Males, leis nonres.

than 12th grade roe.

Females, less nonres.

than 12th grade roe.

Malest

12th. grade ,

Females, ,

12th grade

Males, more

than 12th grade,

Positive Correlations

No. of positive No. of .

cbrrelatione correlations

1.1/,

Significait Correlations' . Median Celpatione

No. of significant No. of significant Correlation N,

positive, ,cOrrelations.

correlationd

ME/ISURES OF EFFORT

9

9

9

9

6

4

6

)61

2

6

9

9

9

9

9

9

nonres.

res.

nonrea.

res..

nodes.

roe.

5

3

6

7

4

6

Females), more nodres.

,than 12th grade
.

res.

.)

9

9

, 9

. 9

9

9

2

1

Dal

0

1

0

'.10* 625

.02, 575

.11 316

.01, 290

5 .04 312,

3 -.00 2.69

6 .12 260

-,00 .2$

.02

0 .01 155

0

2

5

z

1

.08 61

.04 56

.09 144

.02. 133

-.01 ... 150

-.05 135

,.12 160

.06 149

.17 180

.11 163

-.01 152

140-.02

.25* 86

.13 81

-.05 ' 79

-:02 70

.01 126

-.01 119

.04 135 Ni ),

.03 130

.11 103

-.04 97

09 96

-.00 az 895
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k iOnr*sidUalized scores (median r...0.15, df...629, 2.01) but little rela-
,

tionshipfor laperesidualized scores (median r..0,02, dEm584, n.s.),, The.

pattern applies in particular to three indicators of Quality of, Employment:

overall, financ011rewards, and challenge.

,Based on nonresidualized scores, the positiverelationships.in
'

di'ferent demographic subsamples between the inditeabt*Quality4Of

ment and degree of nonwork involvement:proVe equalay'strOltfor males and

females, but strongest among females 31 or. under, and weakest amongipon-'

married miled:The nenregidualized adores generate few.median correlatiOns

df appreciable sizei.with one exception: a positive correlation among

females with less than a hig1' school diploma.

, Three other measures of types of work activities tap the amount of

energy thatwOrkers invest in their jobs and thus act as. proxy measures

for degree, of, involvement in work. ;They are always a lot of work to do,

i

requiresa.lot of mental effort, and'requires a lot of physical. effort.

Yet these three items generate a conflicting pattern of findings when Used

to pit the positive against the negativellYpothesia, The first.twD/meai'

Uria!(alwaiS a lotpf work tOAo, requires a lot:of mental effort) prod6Ceki,

positive correlations and thus *support the positive hypothesis (nonresid-

ualized.scOres only) whereaS the third measure (requires a lot'of physiAal

. effort) produces hegativecorrelations and so favors the negative hypoth-.

esis (both type(of scores).,

Cell five concerns the correlations in Tables 16 and 17 between measures

Of types of work aria Lypes ofnonwork activities. A row median correlation

896



corrtlationtit.tween *rues. cif Typos of Nark. IiivOlriporit'and Typei,of Nonvork involvonot for Totil 440.

1.1m1m1w,

.hlonwork Invalvemant

Typo of Work InI.AllvIrnt
.

,

Skorto & games filtutal Int4lortual 'Social _Family. Doma51.1,

, .:,. 1.,
-0

,

non'-

-----........:.,.,

non- non- ,

' no am. non., 4' '''

' '., !' 1.

res, res, res, eon;
.

res, res, rot'. , lel: res, res, res,

Oveia11 Quality of Employment .05

(640)

Quality of Employmcn, Csourc69 -105

(637)

4i141ity of Employme4-Financfal Ppa:cp ,13**,

!: (642)

Quality of. Employment-Challaify .07

(649)

uality of LmploymantComfatt -.02

. (647)

inuel =IN

-.03 ..16*,* ,'.06

(632) (6411r" (597)

-.OBI .60 -.04

(622). (637) (5871

:,, 417,,,,, %,...174,1 .00,

(628)',' (642) (592)

4.

,-.01 ,20** 42**

(6)2) (640) (5971

Q -.07 -.02 -.12**

(631) (647) (597)

f ---

.0,0*,

(6441';

-.00

(633)

'.16**

(638)

,06

(644)

.03

(643).

- -,04 .

-(597);.,

-,',05

(587)

.10*

(592) ,

-.05

(597)

-.07

(597)

' Al

, (636).

.

-.03

(626)

,06

, (631)

:01

(616)

'F,

.01

(635)

-.04

(604)

-:05

(594)

,03

(598)

-.04

(604)

-.03

(6041

-.03

,

.03..

(646)

.01

(635)

;00

(640)

.06

(646)

-'OS

(645)

..01

(645)

-.01

(631

-.02

(639)

.,,

4,4

(645)

-.0(0,174)

.13**

(G.

.02

(6171

.01.

(642)

.

.15**

(64%)

,07

(647)

Iv

MM. MOD
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Table 16 (Cell 5 Continued)

Correlations between Mastro of Types of Work Involvement and Types of Nonwork Involvement for Total Sample

Nonwork Involvement

Types of Work Involvement

Polit cal

activities

# Close

friends

$ Neighbors

know well

enough to visit
non-

res. res.

non-

res. res. nonresidual

Coverall Quality of Employment
.19" .03 .03 .01 .04

(648) (609) (647) (643) (647)

Quality of Employment-Resources
.02 -.04 -.02 -.02 .03

(637) (599) (636) , (632) (636)

Quality of Employment-Financial ReWards .19** .11** -,01 -.02 .03'

(642) (604) (641) (639) (641)

Quality of Employment-Challenge
.04 .05 .02 .04

(646) (609) (647) (643) (647)

Quality- of Employment-Comfort
.11" -.04 .02 .01 -.00

(647) (609) (646) (642) (646)
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Samples

Total

Sample

Males

Females

Males,

married

Females,

married

Table '17 (Cell 5)

Correlations, between MIA$041 of Types of Mut Involvement and Types of knwork Involvement for Total Sample and Subsamples

Males,

not married

Females,

not married

Males, under

32 years .

Females, under

32 years

Males, 32

years or over

Females, 32

years or over

males, less

than 12th grade

Females, less

than 12th grade

Males,

12th grade

Females,,,,

12th grade

Males, more

than 12th grade

Females, more

than 12th grade

inn

Types of

Scores

6.4111111110.

..1.1
Positive Correlations

No. of positive No. of

correlations correlations

Significant Correlations
Median Correll ,i0

Correlatio4
No. of significant No. of significant

posi ive correlations

corre tions

QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT INDI ES
nonres.

res.

36 45

22 45

,nonres. 37 45

fee. 24 45

nonres. 32 45

res. 24 45

nonres. 34 45

refl. 25 45

nonres, 31 45

res. 22 45

nonres. 21 45

rail, 14 45

nonres. 32 45

res. 22 45

nonres. 23 45

res. 15
. 45

nonres. 26 45

res. 17 45

nonres. 34 45

res. 26 45

nonres. 32 45

res. 25 45

nonres. 28 45

res. .25 45

nonres, 25 45

ree. 24 45

nonres.

res.

nonres. 28

res. 18

28

24 45

nonres. 31 45

res. 24 45

nonres. 35 45

. res. 12 45

45

45

45

12 12

4 6

12 12

1 2

10 10

4 5

11 11,

1 3

7 7

2 2

0 1

0 3

7 8

2 4.

5 5

1 3

10 10

4 5

P 13

f .'3 6

.03 647

-.01. 63?

..03

..04 314

.01 ;1)

.07 ;Ek

.02 ;6)

.04 1))

-.01

-.02 61

-.08 60

.04 14

-.01 Oo

.03 00

-.05 148

.03 164

-.02 01

.08 171'

.02 171

3 ; 1 .03 150

2 a .01 14

9 10 .08
91

1 3 .03
84

3

0

4

0

,0
0

4 .03
80

3 .03
1p

), 4.03 1

.01 /21

0

6 -.04

.04 14

.00 11

.07 1°6
11:1

96

9)

3 3 , .05

0 4 -.04

901



780

notwithstanding (r=0.03, df=640, n, .), the nonresidualized Qualityof

Employment indict tend to:relate positivel and significantly to the

various types of nonwork activities: 36 posi ves out of 45 correlations;
wftw.

and 12.positives out of 12 significant correlations. These nonresidual-

ized indices relate most positively and significantly to cultural activi-

ties and political activities; and display few associations with the other

seven indices of nonwork involvemedt, hence the low median corre tion. As

for residualized scores, the Quality of Employment indicators appear gener-

ally unrelated to types of nonwork activities ( 22 positives out of 45 corre-

?ions; four positives out of six significant correlations;' and ,a median

correlation of -0.01 [df=630, n.s.]). With regard to demographic subgroups,

the median correlations for nonresidualized scores differ little for men

and women,-and.are greatest for marrledmales, males over 31, and males with

less than a high school diploma. In addition, nonmarried males produce the

most negative median correlation based on residualized scores.

Tables 18 and 19 present a special set of correlations'belonging to cell

five. It includes measures of types of activities that provide the closest

match possible within this dataset between work and.nonwork. If the types

of activities performed at work generalize to, or compensate for, off-the-

job'activities, or if nonwork has a similar effect on work, such trends

should appear in Tables 18 and 19. The matching variables cover fur areas:

interpersonal involvement, supervision, mental effort, and physical effort.

The data in the tablearepresent a victory for the positive hypothe-

sis. Among the 30 variable pairings based on nonresidualized scores, 23

produce Positive correlations; and of the 10 significant correlations, all

are positive. The median correlation is 0.06 ( df=552, n.s.). The pattern

902



Table 18 (Cell 5)

Correlations between Selected Measures of Types of Work Involvement and Corresponding Measures of Types.of Nonwork Inl.;olvement for Total Sample

Types of Work Involvement

Interpersonal

Nonwork Involvement

$ Neighbors

0 Close know well Youth grcup

Social' Family friends enough to visit lead,,. Intellectual

non- non- non- non- non-

res, res. res. res. res. - res. nonresidual res, res. res. res.-_-_

Not a one person job .10* .09* .12** .130* .03 .03 .05

, (635) (603) (644) (644) (645)', (641) (645)

Works in a gr6up .07. .06 .03 .03 -.06 -.07 -.05

(637) (604) (646) (645) (647) (644) (647)

Number in workgroup -.02 -.04 .03 .02 .14** .15** .07

(546) (518) (553) (552) (554) (551) (554)

Workgroup cohesion -.02 -.02 -.01 -.01 .01 .01 .06

(547) (519) (553) (593) (554) (551) (554)

Work pace determined by others .100 .06 .100 ,100 .05 .04 .07

(635) (602) (645) (644) (646) (643) (646)

Supervision

Does respondent Supervise

Number of workers R supervises

Nintellgort

Requires a lot of mental effort

r
Requires learning new things

Requires creativity

.09* .04

(647) (637)

.02 -.00

(203) (200)

903

.11** .01

(644)
(597)

. 07 .01

(643)
(595)

. 06 -.00

(614) (597)

H

rwm. dmos owe,

904



.,
II Table 18 (Cell 5 continued) cz

i..,,
7Cotrelatinns between Solcu6 Measures

of Types of Work Involvement and Corresponding Measures of Types of Involvement for Total Sample
---- ----_____L_.....:----- ---- ,-----_____

------------.....----------___ ________--_,..._,

Nonwork Involvement

,des Of Work involvement

, 7--------------------------2----. --...._____:_______Discussion
Sports club

.._._;Iroup.._ Sports fames
or team

non-
1

, non-
_1,._._

-
reS.

.....-- res, res, res,
r s. res.

Mental..21

Requites lot of 'mental effort

Require' "carting new things

' 7--

.10*

1471

.r20,
(646)

.06

(606)

.09*

(604)

Requires creativity
.10*

,0)

(647)
(606)

pilist231 ('11Yrt

Requi°s a lot of physical effott -.07 -.02

(647) (631)

-,02 .04

(646) (611)



Table 19 (Cell 5)

Correlations between Selected (Measures of Types of Work Involvement and Corresponding MeisOre*of 4pes of Nonvork Involvement for Total Sample and Subsimple0

Samples

Positive Correlations Significant Correlations

Types of No of positive No. of , No, of significant' No. of significant

Scores. correlations , correlations
1 positive correlation's

correlations

INTERPERSONAL

Total nonres 15 20

Sample res. 15 20

Males nonres, '14 20

res. 15 20

Females nonres. . 17 20

res. 16 20

Males,

married

nonreg.

res.

16

15

20

20

Females, nonres. 14, 20

married res. 14 20

Miles,

not married

nonres,

res.

7

7

20 .

20

Females, ' nonres. 13 20

nob married res. 13 20

Males, under nonres. 13 20

32 years res. 11 20

Females, under nonres. 12 20

32 years res. 12 20

Males, 32

years spriover

nonres.

res.

16,

14\

20

20

Females, 32 nonres. 20

years or over res. 17, 20

Males, less nonres. 15 20

than 12th grade res. 13 20

Females, less nonres. 13 20

than 12th grade res. 14 20

Males, , nonres. 12 20

12th grade res. 12 20

Females, , nonres. 17 20 .

12th grade res.
, .

16,.. 20

Malhs, more nonres. 14 20

than 12th grade res. 12 20

IV.
Females, more nonres. 12 20

than 12th grade
1 )?

res. 10 20

5

6 6" ,

4 4

4

4

0

1

2

2

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

0

1

1

3

3

6

5

4

Median Correlations

3

Correlation N

.05 '645

.05 1,45

.04 329,

.03 328

.04 116

.04 '282

.06 269

.06 269

.08 173

.07 172

-.04 60

-.03 61

0

2

2

0

2

.04 141

,03 134

.03 150

.08 , 138,

.03 178

.01 154

.05 149

.04 148

.07 136

.06 129

.06 , 93

.07 93

.05 73

.06 75

.07 130

105

.06 121.

.06 , 134 ,4

00

LA)

'103.02

.02 99

.01 '97908

.01 88



tOrrilitiOne between Selected Malta's of

Samples

Total

Sample

Males

'Ithle,19 (Cell 5 continued'

of Work Involvement and Correll ndin Measures Of

Positive Correlations

Types of '' No. of positive No. of

Scores correlations correlations

nonres.

res.

nonres.

nonres

res.

nonres.

res.

2

1

1

1

0

17,.....,

2

Nonmmik Involvement or TOtal Sa le and Suhiam

Significant Correlations

No, of significant No, of significant

positive correlations

correlitions

SUPERVISION

1

0

2

Males,

not married

Females,

not married

Males, under

32 years ,

nonres,

res.

ronres.

res.

, 00Milee, under' , .nonres.

32 year's res.

Males, 32 nonres,

years or over res.

Females, 32 nonres.

years or over res.

males, leis nonres.

than 12th grade res.

\'-'1emalesi less

. than 12th grade

Males, e

12th, grade

Females,

12th, grade

Aisles:mare

than 12th grade

'2

1 ,

1

0 2

2

nonres. ;

res.

nonres,

res.

nonres,

res.

nonres.

res,

Females, more nonres.

than 12th grade res.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 2

0 2'

0

0

0

0

0

0

, o

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Correlation Coefficients

Correlation N Correlation
b

N

AP'" 647 '.'02 201

-'.04 037 -.00' 200

al0* 330 -.01 126

J06 324 -.02 124

-.00 .317 -.03 77

313' -.04 76

269 .03 110

.05 264 43 109

v.02 173 ,D3 44

.05 , 170 .02 44

.1.6 61 -.15 16

.14 60 -.20 15

.01 143 -.12 33

-.04 142 -.12 32

.09 150 .06 35

;WO 149 /34

-.01 164 -.10 25,

-.04 161 -.18 25

.06 180 -.04 91

.05 115 -.04 90

.00 153 .01 52

-.05 15i .04 51

.18 ' 92 .01 20'

0.6' 90 -.05 20

+.03 76 -.12 14

.01 130 .04 49

.01 129 .01 49

1.03 139 -.02 34

138 -.03 34

.11 106 -'.02 .56'

,06 104 -.03 55

,02 97' -.09 27

.,06 95 '.13 27'

a This column contains
correlations between the item "Youth Group Leader" (noaiesidualiaed and remiduslized) and "poem respondent Supervise"cOluin Contains, correlations between the i "Youth Group Leader" (nonresidualited and reeidUalizell and *Weber of Workers respondent Supervises'

91alloOrreletiOn reported since Horse do not vary o item "Youth Group Leader,"

V.

9:1.0



Teble 19 1C111,i'pntiNt4)
,

torrelatOns between *sated Pleesurerof Types of Work Involvement and Corresponding Measures of Types of Nonwork Involvement f7,TOtil SamOleind 8

',111'6

Samples

9 f

Total

Sample

Males

4

Types of

Scores

nonres.

res.

nonres.'

res.

Positive Correlations

No. of positive No. of

correlations correlations

6

Females nonres. 5

roe. '4

Males; 6

marrig: res.

Females,

married res.

Males, t nonres,

not married , res.

, .

Females, # nonres,

not married ills,

nnder, nonres.

32 Ytare! res.
,,..

Females, under , tonres.

32 years

Males, 32

years or over

"'

Females, 32

years or Mr.:

Malesi' less

than 12th grade

yatales, less

than 12th grade

nonres,

res,

nonres,

res,

nonres,

r08,

nonres.

res.

Males, nonres.

12th grade 'res.

No. of significant No. of significant
positive correlations'

correlations ti

M R,14 ,TI A1' fl0 R T)

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Mediantorrelitions

Correlation N

3

3

0

3

1

Females,. nonres.

12th grade res.:

Kalil, more nonros.'

1 than 12th ;04 rel,

females, more nonrei.'

than 12th, grade Tee.

6,

6

6

1

0'

0

0

/1

.10* 647

.03 595

.09 328

.05 308

.07 315

.04 289

.11 269

.05 252

A173

150

0 , -.00 61

0.

',

0

-.05 57

.12 144

.08 135

0 .05 150

-.02 139

1

4

2

.08 163

.05 151

.18* 178

.10 171

.05 153

143

.18

.15

0 -.09

-.04

6 .05

4 6. .00

4 6 0 .05

4 6 0 .01

.04

0 0 -.09

4 .11

5 6 .04

05

00

71

129

121

137

.13J,1
to

106th

101 9 2

24,



isspliss.

Total.

Sample

08101

Females

Males,

married

Females,

serried

Males,

not serried

Females,

not married

Males, under

32 years

'Females, under

32 years

Melee, 32

years or over

Females, 32

years or over

Melee, less

than 12th grade

Females, less

than 12th grade

Males,

12th grade

Peale',

12th grade

Males, more

than 12th grade

Females, more

than 12th grade

Itibls 19 (4114.4ontiiir0),

rk Involvement and Cortes-1113i Mourn of of NonsOrk Involvement for Total

Volitive Correlations
Significant Correlations

Types of No. of positiVe No. of No. of significant No. of significant

Scores correlations correlations positive 0 correlations

correlatloni

nonres.

res. 1

0

nonres.

res. 2

nonres. 0

res. 0

nonres.

res. 2

nonres. 1

res. 1

nonres. 1

res. 1

nonres. 0

res. 0

nonres. 1

res. 2

nonree. 0

rel. 0

nonres. 0

res. 2

nonres. 0

res. 0

nonres. 2

res. 2 2

nonres. 2

tee. 2

nonree. 1

roe, 2

nonres. 2

ices. 2

nonres. 0

res. 1

nonres. 0

res. 0

2

PHYSICAL EFFORT

2
,

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

. Corrilation Coefficient.

Correlation N Correlation
b

N

0 0 -.07 647 -.02 646
CO

0
0 0 -.02 631 , .04 611

0 0 -.05 330 -.02 329
0 0 .05 324 .07 311

1 .12 317 -.04 317

1 -.12 307 -.02 300

0 -.03 269 -.02' 268
0 0 .01 265 .08 154

0 ..11 173 .06 172

0 .10 168 .08 163

0 0 -.15 61 .01 61
0 0 -.10 59 .02 57

0 0 -,14 143 -.16 144
0 0 -.14 130 -.15 136

0 0 ..02 151 ,02 150
0 0 .05 147 .07 139

..11 165 -.05 164

-.11 161 v.02 156

0
J 0 -.09. 179 -.04 179

0 0 .02 177 .01 172

0 0 .,13 152 -.02 153
0 0 -.12 146 -.02 144

0 0 .07 92 -.03 91
0 0 .16 90 :48 85 .

0 0 .12 80 .02 79
0 0 .13 76 .01 73

0 0 -.05 130 -.03 130
0 0 -41 128 .02 124

0 0 -,13 139 -,09 139

0 0 -.12 139 -.10 136

0 0 .09 106 .13 106

1 .19 105 .2010 101

0 0 .06 97 .09 97

0 0 .06 91 .15 ,89

f
a This column contains correlations between the item "Job Requires a Lot of Physical Effort" and "Sports

si Games" (nonresidualized and residualited)
b This column contains

correlations between the item "Job Requires a Lot of Physical Effort" and
"Sports Club or Team" (nonresidualized

and reeidualirsd)

913
9.1(1



787

created by the residualized scores is similar: 22 positives out of 30

. correlations, five positives, out of five significant correlations, and a

median,correlation of 0.04, (df=595, n.s.). Because residualization has

little effect on the findings concerning matched activities, residualized

scores are not further reported for cell five. Two of the four areas

'(nterperaonal involvement, mental effort) contain enough correlations to

permit comparisons among areas as to their degree of support for the

positive hypothesis. The correlations in these two areas indicate some-

what more support for the hypothesis from measures of mental effort than

from those of interpersonal involvement. The specifics are as follows:

for mental effort (six positives out of six correlations, four positives

out of four significant correlations, and a median correlation of 0.10

[df=645, p <0.05j); and for interpersonal involvement (15 positives out of

20 correlations, five positives out of five significant correlations, and

a median correlation'of 0.05 [df=643, n.s.]). With regard to the other

two areas, the measures of supervision offer some support for the positive

hypothesie but the measures of physical effort offer none.

Demographic factors have no great impact on these findings on

matched activities. Sex differences are negligible for the data on all

four areas combined, although nonmarried males display the pattern of

positive matching somewhat more weakly. With the areas considered sep-

arately, the data on mental effort support the positive hypothesis some-

what moreamong men over 31 and men with less than a high school diploma.

The data on interpersonal involvement, by contrast, exhibit less

915



788

support ng nonmarried males. than any of the other subgroups, Otherwise,

the small: numbers of correlations and cases available warrant few comments

on demographic differences.

Cell semen tests the positive .and negative-hypotheses in terms of

correlations between nine measures-of reactions to work involvement and

three measures of degree of nonwork involvement. According to Tables 20 and 21

the nonresidualized scores support the positive hypothesis since they

generate.an overwhelmingly positive pattern of both correlations (25 out

of 27) and significant correlations (10 out of 10). The median correla-

tion of 0.07,ncintheless, falls short of statistical significance (df=623,

n.s.). Although the-three measures of nonwork involvement produce quite

similai results, two of the measures of reactions to work involvement

differ from the remaining six: absence of job depression correlates very

strongly and positively with nonwork involvement; and satisfaction with

resources correlates weakly and negatively with nonwork involvement.

The residualized scores provide weak support for the negative

hypothesis. The correlations follow a negative pattern (seven positives

out of 27 correlations), as do the significant correlations (zero positives

out of two). In addition, the median correlation proves quite trivial

(r=-0.02, df=572, n.s.). The negative pattern appears somewhat stronger

for the index of overall- honwork activity than for the other two measures of

nonwork involvement; and also somewhat stronger for satisfaction with

challenge and with resources than for absence of job depression.'

As regards demographic subgroups, the nonresidualized scores

produce a larger (positive) median correlation among fetales than males and

largest (positive) median correlations amonglemales 31 and under,

91



Table 20 (Cell 7)

Correlations between Measures of Personal Reactions to Work and Nonwork for Total Sample.

Work Reaction

Facet -free job satisfArq.inn

Job satisfaction w coworkers

Job satisfaction w/challenge

Job satisfaction w/comfort

Job satisfaction w/resources

Jpb satisfaction w /financial reward

Facet-specific job, satisfaction

AbSence of job depression

Financial equity

Nonwork Involvement

0

Memberships Overall Overall

in selected nonwork nonwork,

organizations Activity involvemefit

non-

res. res.

.10* .01

(646) (590)

.10* .04

(645) (589)

.12** -.01

(644) (588)

.09** -.01

(644) (588)

.02 .05

(645) (589)

.05 -.01

(644) (588)

.15** .06

(645) .(589)

.08 .04

(602) (552)

non- non-

res. res. res. .res.

.01 -.09* .05 -.06

(632) (580) (627) (576)

.05 -.01 .10* .03

(630) (578) (625) (574)

.03 -.08** .08 -.05

(630) (578) (625) (574)

.00 -.07 .08 -.01'

(630) (578) (625) (574)

-.02 -.08 .02 -.05

(630) (578) (625) (574)

.02 -.08 .07 -.02

(630) (578) (625') (574).

.02 -.08 .09* -.03

(630) (578) (625) (574)

.16** .08 .18** ..08

(631) (579) (626) (575)

-.02 -.07 .00 -.06'

(592) (545) (587) (541);

917



Total,

Sample

Males

Amales

1411"h nonres, 24 27

married res. 4
27.

Females,

married

labia 21 (Cell 7)
.

Correlations between Measure, of Personal PAactione to woik and Nonwork forTotal Sample and Subsamplim
r

Positive Correlations , Significant Correlations' Median Correlations

\ Types of No. of positive No. of No. of significant No. Of significant Correlation N
.-.1Scores correlations correlations positive' correlations 0I ,

Correlations 7 0

:nonres.

;res.

'nonres.

res.

\\I\

nonres.

res.

25 27 . 10 10
7 27 0 2

22

24

17

27

27

27

27,

nonres. 22 27

res. 22 27

Males,; nonres 8 27

not married res. 7 27

Females nonres. 21 27

not married res. 6 27

Males, under nonres. 24 27

32 years res. 7

Females, under nonres. ) 24

32 years res. 14

Males, 32 nonres. 9

years or over res. 1

Females, 32 nonres. 23

years or over res. 18

Males, less 1 :nonres. 16 .

than 12th grade res. , 2

Females, less , nonres, 18

than.12th grade res. 21

Males, nonres. 21

12th grade res. 9

Females

12th grade

nonres. .26

res. 20

Males, more nonres.,

than 12th grade res.

20

6

Females, more nonres. 21

-than 12th gtade res. q 4
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3

0

10 10

1

tl
2

3

7

,\
27

....,

27.

27

27 0

27 4

27 0

27 1

27 6

a

0

27 10 10

27 2 2

1

27 0 4

27 4, 4

27 2 2

27 0 0

27 '0 5

27 4 4

27 1
. 2

27 2 2 .06

27 0 0
!,' .

,07 625

-,02 574

.07 167

153

.05 330

-.07 298

,08 307

A52 280

.07 258

-.06 231

-.04 61

-.10 53

.07 143,

-.05 111

.09 148

-.05 136

.12 159

.03 145

-.02 172

-.09 166

.06 153

.04 135

.02 '86

-.12 82

.ol 80

.' .05 69

130

-.02 119

.13 125

.07 129

.09 ,103

-.07 97

.06 91

-.09 85'



and females with a high scho dipluma. The residualized scores generate

a slightly larger (negative) median correlation among males than lemales,

and largest (negative) median correlationo_among unmarried males,:males

'Over 31,,m4les with less thama high school diploma, and females with more

than a high school diploma.

The correlations between eight measures of personal reactions to

791

work involvement and nineJrleasures of types of nonwork involvement belon

to cell.eight and appear in Tables 22 and 23. The nonresidualized scores display

a-somewhatlositive pattern: mainly positives aMong.all correlations (46

out of 81) and among all significant correlations (19 out of.-23); but a

wholly trivial median correlation (r=0.020, df=601, n.s.). The positive

pattern seems sharpest for three types of nortwork involvement (cultural

activities, domestic activities, and political activities) and least

apparent for three others (social activities, intellectual activities., and

sports & games). As regards measures of reactions to work, absence of job

.depression adheres to the poSitive trend much more strongly than any of

the satisfaction measures, of which two (satisfaction with resources, satis-
-A-1,

faction with financial rewards) do not adhere to it at all.

The residualized scores, however, tell a somewhat different story.

They conform to a negative pattern to roughly the degree to which the non-

residualized scores exhibit a positive trend: mostly negative correlations

(35 positives out of 81), only two positives among the 20 significant corie-

lations, and again a trivial-median correlation (r=-0.01, df=593, n.s.).

Four types of nonwork activities conform to the negative trend (social

activities; intellectual activities, family activities, and sports & games),

920



?obli 22 (Coil 8)

Correlations between Measures of Personal Reaction to Work and Types of off- the -job Involvement for Tote1,8ample

Work Reaction Sports &lames Cultural

non-

res. res,

non-

res. ' res.=1.las

Facet -free job satisfaction -.04 ,05 -.01

(649) (6131 (649) (597)

Job satisfaction w /coworkers .05 .03 .03 .00

(647) (631) (647) , (595)

Job satisfaction.w/cballenge -.03 -.09* .11** .05

(647) (631) (647) (595)

4b satisfaction w/comfort,. -.05 -.09* .04 -.01

(647) (631) (647) (595)

Job satisfaction w/resburces -.10* -.12** .03 .01

(647) ; (631) (64.7) (595)

Job'satisfaction v1/financial

'reward -.01 -.05 .08* .03

(647) (631) (647) (595)

Facet - specific job satisfactior. -.04' -.09* '.09* .03

(647) (631) (647) (595)

Absence of job depression .09*
.02 .08# .02

(648)
(632) (648) (596)

Finandial Equity .02 -.02 -.01 -;04

(604) 1592) (604) (558)

921

Nonwork,InvOlvement

Intellectual! Social Family Domestic

non- non- ,non- non-

res, res. ' res. res. res,, res, : ros, a res.

.03

(6431

(641)

-.06 -.14" -.07 -.11** .01 -.00 .09*

(645) (597).,, (637) (604) ' ,(6471 (6461 (6491 .,

-.05 '-.00 -.04 -'.00 -.01 .01

(643) (595) .(635) (602) (645) (644 (647) ',

-.04 -.130* -.090 -.13** -.03 -.04' .110*

(643) (595) (635) (b02) (645) (644) '1647)

-.04 .10* -.04 -.08 -,06 48)1(

(643) (595) '(635) (602) (645) (644) (647)

-.00 -.04 -.04 -.07 -.04 -.06

(643) (595) (635) (602) (6451 (644) (647)H,

-.04 -.11** r,.08* -,11** -,03

(643) (595) 4(635) (602) (645)

-.04 -AP* -.07 -.11** -,04

.(643)
(595) (635) (602) (645)

.08* .04 .aa -.03 .08*

(644) (596) (636) (603) (646)

-.08 -ill* -.10* -.11*" -.00

(601) (560) (596) (566) (603)

-.03

(644)

:04

(641)

,04

(641)

(6411

.07 ,U2

(647) (641)

-.06 .09*

(644) (647) (641j

.06 ,16 ** ,1l **

(645). (648) (642.)

7.01 4 ,05

(603) 1600t4,(601)

I1M 4M =MI WIER NIMP MOM wpn 4IMMO *M.
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Table 22 tell A oonbibuld)

torrilsbions between Measures of Personal Minion to Work and Types of **work Involvement for Total Sample

4.=m11.

lontorkInvdiveient

,..
,

''PolitAcil, Neighbors

Work Reaction

-.---,-----.

activities"....------
non-

res. res

. -.0t

(609),'

0 Maio
friends

non-

res.

'

res.

.03

(644)

Facet-free job satisfaction .05

(649)

.04

(648)

Job Satisfaction w/coworkers . .02 -.04 ,03 .02

(647) (609) ('646) (642)

Job'satisfaction WIchallenge .12** .00 .02 ".01,

(647) (609) , (646) (642)

Job satisfaction w/comfoit .13k' .03 -.02 -.02

(647) (609) .(646), (642)

'Job satisfaction Wresoilices .04 -.03 -.Q4 ' ' -.03

(647) (609) (646) (642)

Job satisfaction w /financial

reward ..08" .01 .04 .02

(647) (609) (646)' (642),

Facet- specific job satisfaction .12** .00 .00 ' ,00

(647) (609) (646) (642)

Absence of job depreision .10* .01. apt* .09*

(648) (608) (647) (643)

Financial equity -.05 -.08* ,02 -.61

(604) (570) (603) (601)

.41

know well

enough to visit

nonresidual.
--t-----'

-.03

(648)

.05

.(646)

.. Al

(646)

.04'

(616)

.01

(646)

-.01

(646)

:03

(647)

.04

(603)



Table 23 (Cell 8)

Correlation, bet0Sin Nealures of Personal Pootlon to Work and Types,of,NonVork InvOlvemsnefor Total ,Sample wind 8ubramplera
;

PoeitiVi COrrelatIons; Significant Correlations

Samples Types of No, of positive No. of No. of significant 'No..of'signifieant

Scores correlations correlations positive correlations

correlatiehi

Median Correlations

Correlations N
O' Q0

$`

Total nonres. . . :46 81 . 'lg 23

Sample res. i 35

,,..

81 ' 2 20

JUL," `:nonres. 49. 81 6 . 10
roe. 22. 81 0 ' 14 .

Fe'ales nonrea, 49, *81 14 20

res. 37 81 13

Males,et,

married'

..,

-,vnonres,

res.

52

32

81

81

8

9

Female',

married

nonrec.

1; res.

53

40

81

81

6

4'

Males,

not married

1 nonres.

1 ,res.

22

16

81

81

Females,

not married
:

nonres.

res.

44

39

81

81 1

6

10

Males, under nonres. 43 81 9
32 years res. 24 81 4

Femalesi,under nonrea. 44. 81 12 13
32 years res. 34 81 5 10

Males, 32 . nonrea. 41 81 0 5.
years or over res. 24 81 0 9

Females, 32 nonres. 48 81 1 2
' years or over res. 44 81 0 1

Males, less . mot. 42 81 0 10
than 12th grade res. 29 81 14

Females, less

than 12th grade

nonres,

res.

39

37

81

81

0

1

5

6

Hales, nonres. 46 81 4

12th grade res.' 37 81 1

Females,' nonres. 59 81 , 11 14
'12th grade res'.

50' 81
, 2 7

Males, more nonres. 61 81 5
' than 12th grade res' 30 81 1

Females; more nonres. 54 81

than 12th grade res. 40 81

.02 603

-.01 595

.01 330

-.03 301

.03 316

-.00 306

.03 262

-.02 254

.03 173

-.00 162

-.09 61

-,12 61

.01 142

-.01 141

.01 151

,-.06 137

.01 164

-.02 155

.00 180

-.04 168

.03 152

.01 142

.01 , 93

-.05 85

-.01 81

-.01 70

.02 130

-.01 ' 123

.06 138

.03, 138

.05 106

-.03 100

..03 97

-.00 83.925
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whereas the reMainder exhibitla positive riend. As for personal reaCti4s
A .

to .work, five measures sustain .the negative-pattern most clearly
, ,

! .1

freejob satisfaction, facet- specific job satisfaction, satisfaction
r.

challenge, satisfaction with comfort, and financial equity), and only '

absence of job depression displays" *positive trend.'

The small sizes of the coVelations inicell eight justify, few.

comments about variations among ..dolographic subgroups, aside from the,

observation that nonmarried males generate the largest median negative

correlations for both nonresidualized'and residualized scores.

Univariate Distributions for Measures'Af 'Ypes of Nonwork Activities'
s

Activities: The present study ouncVthat among workers,'the most

frequent off-the-job activities included talking onj the phone with friends,

getting in touch -with relatives and with friends, fixing things around the

home, reading a magazine article, going out with the family, and gardening

or working around the yard. The domestic the sethat. pervades such rankings

.

also appeared in an earlier U.S. study. Converse2and Robinson (1972) pre-

sented data on time-budgetsfrom a national crqsa-.section of Americans in

1965-66. They found that top rankings for time4pent on leisure activities

belonged to watching television, visiting, and ,;4eading for three groups of
11,.

employed men (executive/professional,.white-calliOr', and blue-collar); and

tositing, watching television, and reading for two groups of employed

women (white-collar, blue-collar).

Several overseas studies have likewise adcotded primacy to doinesti-
r

cally-oriented leisure. Matthews and Abu -Laban'51) qted that more of
1
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the foreign teachers in their study in Kuwait reported reading, visiting

with friends, and listening to radio programs and music than engaging in

any other leisure activity. Goldthorpe et al. (1969) observed that the

husbands in their English sampleof affluent blue-collar workers spent

more spare time on two activities than on any others: chores and odd jobs

Including gardening; and home-based leisure, most notably watching tele-

vision. The patterns of sociability of these husbands, moreover, commonly

involved kin and neighbors. A comparison sample of white-collar working

husbands revealed an equally strong trend,toward family-centered leisure.

Oillmott (1971) found that, among an English sample of married male

employees aged 30 and over, the most frequent and the most preferred non-

work activities were home - based: home decorations, gardening, listening

to music', car maintenance, and reading. Of every 10 activities outside

the home, six involved other family members. Brown,, Brannen, Cousins and

Samphier (1973) observed that fora sample of English shipbuilding workers
r.

normal weekly leisure activities,were largely home -based (watching tele-

vision,'reported by 78%; doing jobs in the house, 64%, reading, 45%;

gardening, 42%; activities with children, 30%;xand hobbies, 21%) and

family-based (visiting relatives, 45%; shopping, 3.9%; and family outings,

27%) .'

As for dIstributional data on number of close friends, 41Z of the

respondebts In the present study reported fewer than five close friends.

'in an English study of just two occupational groups, arcitects and railway

927
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m46, Salaman (1974) obtained the somewhat lower figures of 2% and 33%,

respectively, on a parallel question about number of best friends.

Organizations. Whereas the present study measured organizational

involvement in terms of number of organizations belonged to, certain other

investigators haye explored more elaborate me 'asures. Goldthorpe et al.

(1969), for example, ascertained whether their respondents were organiza-

tional committee members or, office holders, as well as members. Hagedorn

and Labovitz (1968) included questions about membership, financial support,

active participation, office holding, and committee membership, in their

study of participation. Wilensky (1961) recommended that membership and

meeting attendance be supplemented by a measure of hours'per month spent on

all organizational activity including meetings, phone calls, committee work,

ad'money-raising (cf. Meissner, 1970). Sudh methodological refinements

suggest that the number of organizaVtions belonged to may tap variety as much

as amount of organizational involvement (cf. Matthews and Abu-Laban, 1959;

Kelly, 1972).

The available literature on the (simple) measure of,number of

organizational memberships reinforces the impression conveyed by Table 7

that most workers belong to few. organizations: 33% belonged to no organi-

zations, 29% to one organization, and 38% to two or more. The univariate

distribution in Table 7, it should.be stressed, discounts membership in

labor unions, professional associations, parent-teacher associations,

youth groups and other organizations not included in the list shown in >'

Table 6. By way of comparison, Goldthorpe et al. (1969) reported that

the Englit;11 working husbands In their sample belonged to formal associations

(excludim~ trade unions
1

and general work clubs) as follows: 1:17 of the

white-collar husbands belonged to no association, versus 52Z for manual9
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husbands; 28% of the white-collar husbands belonged to one association,

versus 33% for manual husbands; and 39% of the white-collar husbands

belonged to two or more associations, versus 14% for manual husbands.

Brown et al. (1973) noted that among their sample of English shipbuilders

32% belonged to no clubs or organizations (excluding trade unions), 52%

belonged to one, and 16% to two or more.

As regards the types of organizations with, which workers affiliate

most frequently, the discussion must proceed at the level of individual

organizations since empirically validated taxonomies of organizations do

not abound. The literature, in short, has not provided the type of mean-
t

ingful taxonomy sought unsuccessfully from the data reduction procedures

in the present study. Although Wilensky (1961) has suggested a number of

potential taxonomic dimensions for organizations (size, control structure,

membership base, scope of activities, purposes or functions, auspices,

degree of internal solidarity, degree of conflict with environment, etc.),

he has acknowledged the paucity of studies that systematically compare

organizations on these and similar dimensions. The present study found

more than twice as many workers belonged'to a church or synogogue (47%) as

to any other organization (e.g., sports club or team, 21%; labor union,

197). By comparison, Meissner (1970) found that 46% of workers in a large

manufacturing firm were members of a church, but Brown et al. (1973)

recorded that only 5% of the English shipbuilders in. their sample belonged

to a church group.

Measures of Resources for Nonwork involvement

All measures of the resources needed for nonwork involvement were

required to meet two tests. They first had to correlate poaitIvely with

929
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other measures of the same resource, a requirement that posed no probl

for measures of three resources--energy, health, and money--bu which

eliminated several measures of time as a resource: number of ho.. erked

. per week, time taken to travel to work, number of paid vacation days, and

number of problems with transportation to work.

All measures, secondly, had to correlate positively with at least

one of the 12 nonresidualized measures of nonworkjnolvement. This second

criterion eliminated one measure of energy as a resource (nonobesity) and

two measures of income as a resource (satisfaction with fringe benefits and

satisfaction with pay). Though not necessary for the analysis, correla-

tions were also computed between the four measures of time/as a resource

that failed at test one and the 12 measures of nonwork involvement. Few

significantly positive` correlations emerged: two for number of paid vaca-

tion days (intellectual activities, memberships in organizations); one for

number of hours worked per Week (social activities) and for time taken to

travel to work (sports & games); and zero for number of problems with

transportation to work. The paucity of significantly positive correlations

between the measures of time as a resource that failed test one and the

measures of nonwork involvement demonstrates that the initial test did not

eliminate any strong measures of resources.

Clearly the data do not establish a connection between'all plausi-

ble measures of4 resources and nonwork involvement. Many likely measures of

resources failed to meet the two statistical criteria. By stipulation, all

of the finally selected measures of resources correlated positively and si

ntficantly with at least one measure of nonwork involvement. What is,

surprising is the absence from the list of a number of other plausible

830
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measures oforesources that failed one or other of the tests (e.g., number

of hours worked per week).

Despite the availability in the interview of a wide variety of

potential measures of resources, at least one major resource did not

receive adequate measurement, namely, social skills. Had measures of

.social skills been available and thus included in the multiple regressions,

some of the correlations between social dimensions of work and nonwork

activities based on residualized scores may have been weakened. Nor was

there a direct measure'Of another resource, occupationallrbOrd social

and organizational connections. In addition, certain spet j e fissions

from the measures of resources should be recognized. Measur'ea of amount

and adequacy of family income, for example, would possibly have bolstered

the measurement of money as a resource.

9 31
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Summary of Cells One to Nine

The data from the cells depicted in. Table 1 (Part I) may be viewed

the context of other relevant studies (described in Part I) in order to

eval te the positive and negative hypotheses. For a variety of reasons,

the pa tern of evidence from present and past sources is neither comprehen-

sive nor entirely consistent. The present study, on the One hand, contains

no measures of subjective reactions to nonwork, hence the absence of any

data for cells three, six and nine. On the other hand, the available

literature contains studies that differ widely with regard to historical

period, geographic location (including international as well'as intra-

national .comparisons), population sampled, sampling technique, types of

measures, statistical analyses, use of significance tests, etc. Studies

in the literature, moreover, have tended to focus on either the relation-

ship between work and leisu/t'je or that between work and family, but not on

the two relationships jointly. Such imperfections notwithstanding, the

hope remains that some of the limitations of the present and previous

studies will cancel each other out, thereby allowing a more coherent

picture to emerge of the relationship between work and nonwork.

The sequentiakreview of data for cells one, two, four, five,

seven and eight concACratainitially on nonresidualized measures of

nonwork activities as applied to the whole sample. Considered next are

the variations in correlational patterns for different demographic sub-

sqmples. Discussion of possible causal infere ces,the third item on

the agenda, includes but is not .limited to nsideration of the residual-

Lzed scoreS for nonwork. The disclissiou ends with a brief statement of

major conclusions.
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Choices among measures of degree of involvement do affeCt the

resqlts in cell one. Two types of measures tap degree of involvement in

work: objective (time devoted 'to work> and subjective (feeling involved,

investing effort, etc.). The three indices of degree of involvement in

nonwork are all objective, though in a different sense: they measure overall

levels of activity summed across various categories of nonwork.

The data in cell one display no relationship between degree of

work involvement (measured objectively) and degree of nonwork involvement

(also measured objectively); but they do show a post ive relationship

iVbetween degree of workinvOlvement (measured subject ely) and degree of

nonwork involvement (measured objectively).

4."

As regards relevant studies in ta literature, Clark and his

colleagues'(Clark & Gecas, 1977; Clark et al., 1977) found marginally nega-

tive relationships among husbands between degree of involvement in work

(measured objectively in terms of number of hours) and degree of in olve-

ment in family roles (also measured objectively in, terms of hours). Grubb

(1975) obtained no compelling relationship between degree of involv ent

in work (measured subjectively) and degree of involvement in nonwork

(measured objectively in terms of participation in nine favorite leis

activities).

Cell two concerns the relationship between degree of involvement

in work and participation in types of nonwork activities. The

1
The most precise comparison between Clark's findings and thosein

the present study concerns the correlation in this study between degree of
involvement in work (measured objectively in terms of number of hours on
main job) and degree of involvement in family activities (measured objec-
tively in terms of recency of two basic family activities). Based on the
subsample of husbands, the correlation (which is not shown in any of the
tables) -proves nonsignificant (r..0.07, df267, n.s.) in contrast to
Clark's marginally negative relationships.
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correlational pattern obtained suggests no relationship for objective

measures of degree of work involvement but a positive relationship for

subjective measures. The similarity between the data o ained for cells

one and two in this study (the trends being weaker in cell two) should

cause no surprise since the measures of degree of involvement in nonwork

used in cell one are a summated version of the measures of types of

nonwork activities used in cell two.

The findings for cell two make little contact with those in the

. literature. Though not tested in cell two.in the present study, there

exists one version of the positive hypothesis that is conceptually asso-

ciated with cell two. It asserts that employees highly involved in their

work participate in nonwork activities that are similar to their activi-

ties at work, whereas employees less involved ii their work do not exhibit

this pattern.
2

As noted earlier (Part 1), a study by. Parker (1965)

supported this version of the positive hypothesis. -

Despite the fact that the present study contributes no new findings

to cell three, it bears repetition that earlier studies have found few

consistent relat nships between degree of involvement in work and subjec-

tive reactions to nonwork, although the relationships do seem more fre-

quently to be negative when subjective as opposed to objective measures of

degree of work involvement are, used.

The positive and negative bypotheses'in cell four concern whether

the amount. of effort that jobs demand of workers is related to their

2
The best test in the present study of this variant of the posi-

tive hypothesis actually occurs in cell five. With level of education
acting as a proxy for degree of involvement in work, the correlations in
cell five between similar activities undertaken on and off the job do not
appear to be consistently or significantly greater at higher levels of
education (Table 19)."
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degree of involvement in nonwork. The correlations prove negative for

physical effort, positive for mental effort, and positive for a third but

less specific measure, always a lot of work to do. Two studies in the

literature have examined the relationship between physically fatiguing

jobs and degree of involvement in leisure. Larrue's (1965) study detected

no association between the two concepts; yet, Lundahl (1971) reported a

negative relationship, especially for cultural and intellectual activities,

which are also two of the three types of leisure activities that correlate

most negatively with physical effort in the present study. (The latter

correlations do not appear in any of the tables).

Cell five concerns the possible match between activities at work

and those away from work. The correlations in the cell support the posi-

tive hypothesis overall and also for three of the four subcategories of

activities: mental effort, interpersonal involvement, and supervision,

but not physical effort. By comparison, Meissner's (1971) atudy'supported

the positive hypothesis for interpersonal involvement, although Hagedorn

and Labovitz' (1968) data faifored the negative hypothesis. In addition,

Meissner's investigation obtained positive findings for degree of discre-

tion or autonomy (a fifth subcategory) as did Hagedorn and Labovitz' for

supervision.

Cell six holds little interest here. It does not concern the posi-

tive and negative hypotheses. It cannot be investigated with the present

dataset, and it contains no studies from the pertinent literature.

Cell seven involves correlations between subjective reactions to

work and degree of involvement in nonwork. The present data support the

positive hypothesis quite consistently, whereas the studies in the
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literature suggest no relationship in three instances (Grubb, 1975; Larrue,

1965; and Seeman, 1967) and a negative relationship in a fourth (Matthews

& Abu-Laban, 1959). In particular, since Seeman 's study concerned involve-

ment in work and extent of political knowledge, its failure to find a

relationship may be cempared'io the significantly'positive correlations in

the present study between subjective reactions to work and participation

in political activities. (Strictly, these latter correlations belong to

cell eight and thus appear in Table 22).

Cell eight does not concern the positive'or negative hypotheses

but the correlations between subjective reactions to work and types of

nonwork activities remain of considerable interest., The empirical parallel

between the results for cells seven and eight resembles the corresponding

,

parallels noted for'cells one and two. In each case, the measures of degree

of involvement in nonwork (cells one and seven) are a summated version of

the measures of types of nonwork activities (cells two and eight).

According to the present data for cell eight, favorable reactions to work

tend to be positively associated with participation in various nonwork

activities. This is especially true of cultural, domestic, and political

activities, but not at all true of sports & games.

As regards relevant literature, four studies (Bacon, 1975; Hanhart,

1964; Larrue, 1965; and Matthews.& Abu-Laban, 1959) for the most part

detected no association between work satisfaction and various types of

nonwork activities. Two of these studies permit comparisons with,the

present data at the level of specific measures of nonwork activities:

Hanhart (zero association for club membership versus significantly,posi-

tive correlations in the present study for number of organizational
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memberships; zero.association for participation in active sports events

and for attendance at sports events versus zero association in the present ?.

study for sports & games); and Larrue (zero association for reading versus

zero association in the present study for intellectual activities [viz,.

reading]; zero association for spectator sports versus zero association in
,

the present study for sports & games)..

Cell nine, the final cell, cannot be explored in the present study.

As noted earlier, the relevant literature supports the positive'hypothesis

for the relationship between subjective reactions to work and leisure;.and

among husbands, for the relationship between subjective reactions to work

and family life.

Variations in Demographic Subgroups

Examination of various demographic subgroups uncovers few appreci-

able variations in correlational"Tatterns. Sex differences are a case in

point. For a number of cells which produce definitive correlational trends,

sex makes little difference: no effect in cell one on the positive corre-

lations between degree of involvement,in'work (measured subjectively) and

in nonwork; no effect on the corresponding positive correlatiOns in cell

two;, no overall effect on the positive correlations in cell five matching

types of activities on and off the job; and no effect on the positive

correlations in cell eight between subjective reactions to work and types

of nonwork activities. Sex does make a difference, however, in cell seven

in c:hich the positive correlations between subjective react: Als to work

and degree of involvement in nonwork are larger for women than men.

93'7
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In addition, the literature (though not, of course, the present data)

suggests that the positive relationship in cell nine between subjective

reactions to work and family life is stronger for men than women.

Sex differences aside, only one other demographic subgroup stands

out with any consistency acro§s the cells in Table 1. Nonmarried males

exhibit correlations between work and nonwork that are not as positive as

for other subgroups. This applies in particular to cell one, using ec-

tive measures of degree of work involvement (weaker positive correlations);

cell two, again usi1 subjective measures of degree of work involvement
o .

(zero correlhtions); cell five, as regards matched activities (slightly

negative correlations); and cells, seven and eight (substantially negative

correlations).

Several interpretations are possible for the paucity of consistent

demographic differences. Taken at face value, the results indicate that''

the relationship between work and nonwork changes little across demographic

subgroups of the population of workers. By implication, the results also

tend to cast doubt on theories which predict that a particular relationship

betweeA work and nonwork holds only among a certain demographic subpopula-

tion of workers. The pattern of demographically consistent results like-

wise challenges the view that the relationships observedbetween work and

nonwork are spurious and in fact attributable to confounding by demographic

variables. 1

(
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Causal Inferences

As noted in Part 1, correlations between work and nonwork are

compatible with two major causal directions: the effect of work.on non-

work; and the effect of nonwork on work. There exists the further possi-

bility that some other factor which correlates positively with both work

and nonwork may explain the positive relationship between the two concepts.

For example, the mechanism of personality type cited in connection with

cell one, suggests that highly motivated, intense individuals tend toF-

become heavily involved in both work and nonwork. Cross-sectional analyses

such as those in the present study, nonetheless, do not readily resolve the

Issue of causal direction and the ensuing discussion of causal mechanisms

is no exception.

The issue of causal inferences obviously arises only when there is

an effect to explain. Data in the present study generate appreciable posi-
/

tive relationships between the following concepts: subjective measures of

degree of involvemt- r in work and degree of involvement in nonwork (cell

one); subjective measures of degree of involvement in work and types of

nonwork activities (cell two); degree of mental effort required by the job

and subjective reactions to nonwork (cell four); types of work and nonwork

activities (cell,five); subjective reactions to work and degree of involve-

ment in nonwork (cell seven); subjective reactions to work and types of

nonwork activities (cell eight)... In addition, the data establish a nega:

tive relationship between degree:of physical effort required by the job

and degree of involvement\inrnonwork (ell four). Among all these findings

only those for cells one, four (effort measures), five (matched activities)



and seven provide direct tests of.the pc4iq4' and' negative hypotheses.

These become the_f ur cells of greatest caUsat interest.

The fact 'that 'residualized score's detract only slightly ,from the

positive findingS in cell'one (based on subjeCtive.theasures of degree of

A.
involvement in work) imp lies that.thp resources-of time, energy, health

809

and money make at.bepta marg4nal contribu ill ito the positive correlations
'1,.

in that cell. 'Otherwise
?
as Table 1 suggests there are four 1possible

.... --
mechanisms to explain'the positiVe 'Correlation in cell one: integtation,

personality type,, skills & abilities, and cultural preSsures. Integration
*01

is certainly a plauSible. ility because, the positive correlations

in cell five suggest a matching between,'and possibly an overlap of, work

and nonwork activities. The mechanisms of personality type and skills &

abilities, though plausible, do not receive a satisfactory test in the

present analyses. .One possible strategy for selecting between them

.

involves the use of a control on time in the work role. If the correla-

tions between work and nonwork differ little as tenure in the labor force

increases, perSonality type seems the more reasonable interpretation; but

if the correlations increase'as tenure increases, thereby suggesting a

gradual and cumulatiye process; acquisition and development of skills &
4

abilities appears a more like13, explanation. ,:Finally, insofar as cultural

pressures are thought to applyto men in particular, the ahAence of a.sex

difference in cell one casts doubt on this fourth mechanism.,

Cell four offers aome support for both positive and negative hypoth-

eses. It contains-positive correlations between two measures Of types of

work activities (a ways a lot of work to do, requires a lbt of mental

effort) and degree of involvement in nonwork. Most of these cortclations

940
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..4c!,

disappear, however, once.the scores on Aonwork are residualtzed, thereby

indicating thatiajor resources 146)?Stily'acCount,for a substantial portion

of the pothitive correlatfonti,

r MIn accordance-with the negative hypothesis, cell four produces a

negative relationship betWeen extent.'of physical effort required on the

job and degree of nonwork.inVolvement. Since this negative relationihip

survives the control on resources via residualization, it gives credibility

to the one negative mechanism cited in Table 1 fdr cell four, namely,
-.

6energy'as a scarce,resource. These findings on physical effort m4.de

first seem paradoxical: physical effort still correlates (negatively)

with -degree .of involvement in nonwork, even after"the control via residual-

ization of four resources, one of ,which, is energy. -Yet,the apparent

pare ox IS easily resolved. The control on energy via residualization

concerns an tndividual's general level of energy laative to other workeks.::

Whose in jobs which require a lot of physical effort may start out their

day with a normal qUota of physical energy, quit possibly more than other
q

..Forkerso.hut by the ed of the workfdaytheir levelof energy has snWloW.

.

In short ,' there is no reason why a control on 'overall level of energy

relatiVe too othei people should eliMinate a relatoriship'that concerns

what worker's ao
1
db the,:end of a tiring workday.

Because residualization.has no subs7 tantial effect on the correla-
%

tiohaf pattern in cell five (selected matched activities), no simpld

apt,eal to basit resources will explain the, findings: In'line with
,* _ A -

4

, the positive hypothesiC'tell-fivegenerates.positive correlati

4

for three type;ECof matched activities: Mental effort, interpe onal

.

involvement, and* su,ervision.,'It.thus offere\Te support for e
0., 1

four positive Mechtnis sis cited, in Table 1 (integrationft, -

01
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skills and abilities, learned habits, and strong preferendes) altholtgh it

fails to pick among them..

Ait predicted by the positive hypothesis, cell seven provides a

.

consistent. array of positive correlations between subjective reactions t

work and degree of involvement in nonwork based on nonresidualized scores.

Yet the process of residualization eliminates the pcpitive trend and, in

fact, replaces it with a weak negative one. Major resources, then, appear'

to explain the positive findings in cell seven.

Conclusions

This. paper has explored two broad and potentially diffuse

approachd'to the relation'ship between work and nonwork. Uhderlying the

positive and negative approaches investigated here are the general notions

of similarity and dissimilarity, respectively,.between work andnonwork.
451'

The fact'that most of the correlations that test the basic positive and

negative hypotheses emerga as positive accords merit to-the broad approach

in general and to the.broad positive approach in particular. The fact that

certain of the correlationslinAng work and nonwork prove to be negative

r
physical effort at work and degree of involvement in nonworkrestab

lishes that sometimes there is value to searching for contingent (or

conditional) relationships.



Whereas previous studies have typically looked at work in conjunc-

tio4,with'leisure or family life but not in terms of both concepts, the
-7

Preiiept'study includes the two area of nonwork along with the domain Of

work. Yet the comparison between findings for work & leisure and work&

family is not without its limitations in the Present dataset. Of the study's

nine measures of.nonwork, only one taps family activities directly (family'

activities), although another (domestic activities) seems Close enough

to group with family activities. Moreover insofar as family life ,often

includes leisure aOtivities,,and leisure activities frequently involve

family members, the remaining comparison of seven-4 of leisure

activities and two measures of family life does not avoid ambiguity. Cells

two and eight permit a rough comparison between the results obtained for

leisure and those obtained for family life. With,significant correlations

as the criterion, cell two reveals A tendency for degree of involvement
,

in work to be more Positively related to participation in family life than
,

4in leisure activities, for objective and subjective. measures and for non-

residualized and residualized measures. Cell eight displays a parallel

tendency for subjective reactionsto work to be positively associated with

participation in family life than in:leisure activities, for'both residualized

and nonresidUalized measures.

It seghs cleat from this paper that "the long arm of the job", to

use Meissner's (1971) phrase, extends to the domain of nonwork in its

different forms. It also seems. clear that, lexcePt, Where the expenditure

of physical e'fort is involved, work andnonvork tend to resemble rather

' than to contrast with each other. What is not clear is why these two
.4. '-

domains art positively related. Only when the various causal directions

and causal mechanisms have been-fully explored will policy makers know hoW

to hel' people keep their work in step with the rest of their lives.
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